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Preface: High Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019) 
 

From April 3 to 5, 2019, the Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, SB RAS, held the XXVI All-Russian conference with international participation 
"High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter" (HEPCM 2019), dedicated to the 150th 
anniversary of the birth of Sergei Alekseevich Chaplygin - an outstanding Russian and Soviet 
mechanic and mathematician, one of the founders of modern aeromechanics and aerodynamics, 
Academician of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Hero of Socialist Labor, Honored Scientist of 
the RSFSR. 

To perpetuate the memory of the scientist, ITAM SB RAS and SibNIA named after S. A. 
Chaplygin decided to hold a scientific conference at which leading scientists from around the 
world could discuss the development of ideas of S.A. Chaplygin and outline new tasks and how 
to solve them. Scientists from EU, China, Taiwan and other countries took part in the 
conference. The Russian science were presented by scientists from the leading institutes and 
centers of fundamental and applied science. 

The scientific program of the conference included the following areas: 
- computational problems and methods for solving the problems of aerogasdynamics and solid 
mechanics at multiscale levels; 
- mathematical modeling of dynamic effects of highly concentrated energy sources on materials 
with complicated physicochemical properties; 
- physics of high-power lasers and interaction of radiation with matter; 
- promising applications of high-intensity energy sources in processing of materials, biology and 
medicine; 
-methods of aerophysical research in interdisciplinary problems and in aerospace technologies. 

For the listed scientific areas, the following sections were organized: 
1. Pressing problems of aerogasdynamics. 
2. Modeling of processes of high-energy interaction with materials. 
3. Technological applications of high-energy sources. 
The following subsections were organized separately: 
1. Mathematical modeling of physiological systems. 
2. Experimental methods of research. 
3. Computational problems and methods for solving problems. 
More than 220 specialists took part in the conference: leading scientists of Russia, 

representatives of the defense industry, students and post-graduate students of Russian and 
foreign universities. The most important fact was participation in the conference of industry 
representatives, who presented in their reports the results obtained together with the researchers 
of ITAM SB RAS. Possible new tasks for the future were discussed as well. 

185 oral reports, including 22 plenary ones, were presented. A special feature of the 
conference was the absence of poster presentations. The goal was to let the young scientists 
present themselves and get much needed skills of speaking in front of a competent audience. The 
participants came from many places, 40 organizations from 12 Russian and 3 foreign cities were 
represented: Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Moscow, Perm, Samara, Izhevsk, Tyumen, Krasnoyarsk, 
Zhukovsky, Omsk, St. Petersburg, Vladivostok. 

The problems discussed at the conference were characterized by a close relationship 
between fundamental research and applications. In this regard, the conference paid special 
attention to the practical application of promising methods for solving the urgent problems of 
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aerogasdynamics and continuum mechanics from the perspective of designing and creating 
facilities of the aviation industry, engineering, construction, transport, mining, environmental 
safety, improving the performance characteristics of materials, maximizing the secondary use of 
energy and substances from technogenic raw materials. 

 
The organizers express their gratitude for the support of the Conference to the Russian 

Foundation for Basic Research. This volume of AIP Proceedings has been published with the 
support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grant no. 19-01-20072). 
 
Editor, 
Vasily Fomin 
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Abstract. Analysis of the results of studies of static strength and fatigue durability of domestic aircraft and their 
aggregates/ and experimental studies of aviation and rocket and space technology. A significant number of tests of full-
scale structures were carried out. These works were highly appreciated by design bureaus and industrial enterprises. 

Key-words: airplanes, spacecraft, missiles, full-scale structures, testing, thermal strength and  resource 

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF STUDIES OF STATIC STRENGTH AND FATIGUE 
DURABILITY OF DOMESTIC AIRCRAFT AND THEIR AGGREGATES 

Creating a high-resource aircraft is a complex technical task. At the same time, there are high requirements for 
the quality of design work, materials used, design and experimental research methods, technologies for the 
manufacture of individual parts and assembly work, systems of control at the manufacturing plants. 

Tu-154M can be considered as an example of the successful design of the glider of the domestic aircraft, 
resource tests of which (1986) in the amount of 80 thousand program blocks were done in a short time and with 
minimal modifications. When creating the Tu-154M aircraft, many years of experience in the development and 
operation of previous analogues of these aircraft since the 1960s was used. 

The experience of domestic and foreign aircraft construction shows that to ensure a high design life and safe 
operation of the created aircraft, extensive experimental studies of the characteristics of static strength, fatigue life, 
crack resistance and residual strength on samples, panels, assemblies and in the completion of tests on the full-scale 
airframe of the aircraft are necessary. The quality of design and manufacturing technology and assembly is one of 
the first places of the resource problem. 

Standards of airworthiness of aircraft transport category (Aviation regulations, part 25) were adopted in 1994, 
and in 1996 were approved Methods for determining compliance with the Aviation regulations, 25.571 "Ensuring 
the safety of the structure under the conditions of strength during long-term operation." 

The basis of these documents, in addition to airworthiness standards, was the provisions of a complex system for 
ensuring the life of aircraft and helicopters under the conditions of strength during long-term operation, developed in 
the 1970s-1980s by a team of specialists of TSAGI (Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute), SibNIA 
(Siberian Aeronautical Research Institute Named After S.A. Chaplygin) and aviation design bureau under the 
leadership of A.F. Selikhov. 

The documents prescribe a mandatory analysis of the admissibility of damage and the safety of destruction 
(operational survivability), provided that the probability of an emergency or catastrophic situation with existing 
damage should be practically zero. Using the principle of damage tolerance and destruction safety, it was possible to 
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gradually increase from the second half of the 1980s the permitted operating time of many domestic aircraft created 
in the 1950s-1960s:  to 40 ...60 thousand flight hours with project resources 20...30 thousand (table 1) [1]. 

TABLE 1. The permitted operating time of many domestic aircraft. 
Aircraft Project resource Permitted operating time The ratio of operating time 

to project resource 
Number 
of flights 

Number of 
flight hours 

Number 
of years 

Number 
of flights 

Number of 
flight hours 

Number 
of years 

By flights By flight 
hours 

By years 

An-12 8000 20000 10 17000 50000 45 2.125 2.50 4.50 
An-24 20000 22000 20 42000 60000 40 2.10 2.72 2.00 
IL-18 10000 30000 20 21500 50000 42 2.15 1.66 2.10 
IL-62 7500 30000 20 8750 45000 25 1.16 1,50 1.25 
IL-76 10000 30000 20 8000 30000 30 0.80 1,00 1.50 

Tu-134Б 20000 30000 15 28000 45000 30 1.40 1.50 2.00 
Tu-154Б 15000 30000 15 18000 45000 25 1.20 1.50 1.66 

 
Tables 2, 3 and 4 [2] provide data on the number of resource testing of the main units full-scale tests. These 

results were obtained thanks to extensive experimental studies of static strength and fatigue life of the units of these 
aircraft and gliders in general, conducted in TSAGI and SibNIA. Tables 2 and 3 [2] provide data on the number of 
full-scale resource tests carried out in SibNIA of the main aggregates and gliders of these aircraft. 

TABLE 2. Data on the number of resource testing of the main units full-scale tests. 
 New design Structure  with operating time 

Aircraft Full-scale 
aircraft 

Wing Fuselage Full-scale 
aircraft 

Wing 

An-12 2 — — 4 — 
An-24 1 1 3 3 2 
IL-18 1 3 1 3 — 
IL-62 2 1 — — 1 
IL-76 1 2 2 — — 

Tu-134 1 2 2 1 1 

TABLE 3. Aircraft tested in the Department of fatigue and static strength. 
years Tupolev DB Sukhoi DB Ilyushin DB 
1953   Il-28s (3 copies) 
1954   Il-28s Il-28g 
1956 Tu-16  Il-12 (З copies) Il-28 
1957 Tu-104   
1958 Тu-16Р   
1959 Тu-16   
1960  Su-9 (3 copies) Il-14n 

1961 Tu-16K Su-9 Su-9  
1962 Тu-104A hydropool Su-7B Su-9 Su-11 Il-14n 
1963 Тu-16n Тu-16 Su-9 Il-14n 
1964  Su-11  
1965 Tu-95K Su-7BM Il-14n 
1966 Тu-16 Тu-16 n   
1967 Тu-22К Тu-22Р Su-15 Il-14n Il-28n 
1968  Su-7B Su-7U Su-15 Su-15Ug  
1969 Тu-95 n Тu-134 first by compressed air Su-7Bn (3 copies) Su-15 Il-14n Il-18n hydropool Il-

28n 
1970  Su-9n (2 copies) Il-14n Il-38g 
1971 Тu-16 n Тu-128 Su-7BM Su-15 Su-17g Il-18n 
1972 Тu-154А Su-15UT Su-15M Su-15U  
1973  Su-17  
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TABLE 3. Aircraft tested in the Department of fatigue and static strength. Continued. 
years Tupolev DB Sukhoi DB Ilyushin DB 
1974  Su-24  
1975 Тu-104 n Тu-134 Su-15g  
1976  Su-17M Su-17M2 Su-24  
1977 Тu-144 thermal strength, Тu-154B Su-7B Su-9n  
1978  Su-9n Su-15n Su-17n Su-24 Il-18n 
1979 Тu-134А   
1980  Su-15UM (2 copies)  
1981 Тu-154B   
1982  Su-17M3  
1983 Тu-154С Su-17n Su-24n  
1984  Su-25  
1985 Тu-144 retained strength, Tu-154C Su-27  
1986 Tu-154М   
1987   Il-62M Il-78 
1988  Su-17Un Su-25 Su-25 Su-27  
1989 Тu-22Мn Su-25UB Su-27UB  
1990   Il-76MD 
1991  Su-25n Il-62n 
1992  Su-27  
1993 Тu-204ip   
1994 Тu-22Мn   
1995 Тu-154Bn   
1996  Su-25K  
1997  Su-34un Su-35  

1998–2004 Тu-22МЗn Su-30MKI Su-33un S80GPO S80GP  
2005 Тu-22МЗn retained strength   
2009  SuperJet-100un  
2011  Su-30 I-4uun  

 
The table in bold italics highlighted the names of the aircraft that have passed the resource tests. The years of the 

beginning of the tests are indicated. Italic indices denote: head, serial, and extended cab (cabin), with a (after the) 
flight, test example, and testing is continuing 

TABLE 4. Aircraft tested in the Department of fatigue and static strength. 
years Myasishchev DB Mikoyan DB Yakovlev DB Antonov DB 
1952  MiG-15UTIg   
1953  MiG-15s   
1954     
1955  MiG-19g   
1956  MiG-19g MiG-19rk   
1957  MiG-19II   
1958  MiG-19 MiG-19S   
1959  MiG-19  An-8 Аn-10 Аn-12 
1960     
1961   Yak-25М (2 copies) Yak-28  
1962   Yak-25-1 Yak-28WP  
1963   Yak-25-1 Yak-28L Yak-

28L 
Ан-24 

1964   Yak-25-1n Yak-28I Yak-
28P 

 

1965   Yak-25P Yak-28P 
Yak-28P Yak-28I 

 

1966   Yak-25RW-1 Yak-28I  
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TABLE 4. Aircraft tested in the Department of fatigue and static strength. Continued. 
years Myasishchev DB Mikoyan DB Yakovlev DB Antonov DB 
1967   Yak-27R Yak-28Rn Yak-

28R 
Ан-12 

1968 3Mn  Yak-28R  
1969     
1970  MiG-21US   
1971   Yak-28PP  
1972     
1973  MiG-21n Yak-28In  
1974  MiG-21n MiG-23UB   
1975     
1976 ЗМn  Як-28П"  
1977     
1978  MiG-27   
1979  MiG-23BM   
1980   Як-28In  
1981     
1982  MiG-27g   
2001 M101Т "Gzhel"    

 
Figures 1 and 2 describe the location of the test aircraft in buildings 6 and 30 of SibNIA. The gradual increase in 

the authorized resource of the aircraft was carried out by joint efforts of employees of the relevant (respective)  
design bureaus, TSAGI, SibNIA and other organizations. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The plan of the complex of tests, buildings № 2 SibNIA 
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FIGURE 2. Placement of products and stands in the building 30 (SibNIA) 

 
Despite the rapid development of computer technology, comprehensive information about the stress-strain state 

of the airframe, its resource characteristics can be obtained with a high degree of reliability only when conducting 
appropriate experimental studies. 

The assessment of the role of experimental studies in ensuring the design life of aircraft can be obtained by 
referring to the experience of strength testing and static and resource full-scale testing of domestic aircraft and their 
units in SibNIA, where for more than 60 years of work were tested about 80% of all serial aircrafts produced in our 
country. 

Since 1953, static and resource tests of about 190 aircraft of 40 types were carried out in SibNIA's laboratories, 
of which 80 aircrafts were tested for static strength, 110 — for fatigue. More than 170 aircraft's units were tested on 
separate stands (wing console, fuselage, tail, wing mechanization, etc.). Figure 3 shows a typical scheme of the stand 
for testing high-resource aircraft. 

For example, for 10 years (1960-1970 gg.) 7 Il-14 aircraft  were tested with 1000, 3000, 6000, 15 000 30 000 
flight hours. The materials obtained made it possible to extend their service life up to 40,000 flight hours. On the 
An-24 aircraft managed to bring the resource to 60 000 flight hours. 

Analysis of the results of testing strength and testing of various types of aircraft conducted in various times by 
leading specialists of SibNIA E.I. Orzechowski, N.M. Pestov, V.V. Ivliev, M.I. Ryabinov, L.I. Prikazchik, and 
others [3, 4], enabled to identify patterns and causes of destruction of almost all aggregates of the serial airplanes, to 
carry out the classification of the destructions according to the groups and allowed to determine the boundaries of 
the scatter of the safety factor of each group of the same type of damage. 

The analysis of the destruction of the tested units was carried out on the basis of visual observations, 
photographs of the course of destruction, fractography of fractures, a thorough study of the nature of deformation of 
the force elements and the stress state in the fracture zone obtained by tensometry during the tests. Experimental 
studies were usually accompanied by a set of computational studies. 
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FIGURE 3. The structural scheme of automation of the stand endurance test of the airframe 

 
In the course of strength testing the analysis of static destructions was carried out for wings of different shapes in 

terms of: trapezoidal, swept with a straight center section, swept monoblock, triangular, and also compared the 
experimental results for all groups of wings. 

It was recommended to the design bureau's that the calculation of the strength of the wings took into account the 
scatter of experimental data, which varies for the wings, collapsing from the loss of stability of the upper panels, 
within 10...15 %, and for the wings, collapsing from the rupture of the force elements, within 5...6%. 

A careful study of the stresses obtained by the strain gauge of the units of serial aircrafts shows that most of the 
destruction of the airframe units occurs at relatively low voltages due to loss of stability. This indicates that the 
airframe design has reserves for further improvement by increasing the local rigidity of the power elements and 
panels. 

GENERALIZATION OF RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS OF SERIAL AIRPLANES 

Analysis of the results of static tests conducted in SibNIA, and the classification of the destruction of the units of 
serial aircraft allow us to draw the following conclusions: 

•More than 70 % of the destruction of the wing consoles, fuselages, stabilizers, keels, ailerons, power elements 
of the chassis, wiring control ailerons and rudders come from loss of stability in compression, bending and torsion. 
These are mainly monoblock structures with a relatively thick working skin and a powerful set of stringers that are 
destroyed by the loss of stability of compressed panels (Il-18, An-24, Tu-16, etc.), as well as tubular structures of 
chassis elements and control wires that lose stability during compression. 

• The spread of reserves of strength when buckling of the wings (in case of loss of stability of the wings), 
fuselage and tail in the range of 10...20 %, tubular elements — 10... 15%. 

The main production defects that did not allow to bring the strength of the tested units to the design load include 
the following: 
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1. reduction of the time (temporary) resistance of materials of a number of power parts due to their manufacture 
from non-calcined (unhardened) material or violation of their heat treatment modes (regimes); 

2. violation of riveting technology: the use of rivets of smaller diameter, other materials and shapes, the 
weakening of the power rivet seam by fastening of anchor nuts, rivets in the edge of the sheet and change the pitch 
of the seams; 

3. violation of the welding technology and casting power parts: incomplete fusion of the sutures,  the shell in a 
casting, burning (overburning) of thin connections etc.; 

4.violation of assembly technology: the too tighten bolts of butt nodes, the absence of facets in the play-off 
holes, spot drilling holes much larger than the drawing. 

The results of experimental studies of static strength on full-scale structures allowed us to issue 
recommendations for strengthening weak points of the design of production aircrafts: Su-9, Su-11, Su-15, Su-24, 
Su-25, Yak-28, Yak-25RV, MiG-19, Il-14, Il-18, Il-76, Tu-16, Tu-104, Tu-22, Tu-95, An-12, An-24, etc., to 
conform to norms of safety. The experience of operation of these production aircrafts after the implementation of the 
recommendations of SibNIA confirmed the correctness of modifications of the structures according to the results of 
static tests. 

GENERALIZED CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL FATIGUE DESTRUCTIONS 
(FAILURE) AND STRESS CONCENTRATORS OF THE AIRCRAFT GLIDER 

AGGREGATES (AIRFRAME ASSEMBLIES) 

Analysis of the test results revealed weaknesses of the airframe structure, which are called typical stress 
concentrators. 

One of the main stress concentrators of the wings are various kinds of transverse (lateral) joints of the lower 
panels among themselves, the joints of the panels with butt combs (crests), etc. The sources of stress concentration 
here are holes loaded with forces (holes loaded with forces) transmitted by bolts or rivets. 

Due to the uneven distribution of forces between bolts or rivets in a multi-row (multilane) seam, the extreme row 
of holes is usually loaded relatively more than other joint holes (unless structural measures are taken to equalize the 
forces). The endurance of transverse joints also depends to a large extent on local bending stresses arising from the 
presence of load transfer eccentricities, countersink holes and other factors. 

Another major stress concentrators are numerous local endings  on the casing panel, various kinds of backing 
sheets, the inner and outer plates and stringers in the fixing brackets to the panel. Usually the panel covering is 
destroyed, and the initial crack arises from extreme apertures of fastening of elements. The source of stress 
concentrators here are also holes loaded with bolts or rivets. Due to the presence of eccentricity of load transfer in 
these parts of the structure, as shown by the strain gauge, there are local bending stresses in the skin, which 
significantly reduce the endurance of the panel. 

The main stress concentrators also include cutouts for various hatches. The stress concentration here can be 
caused by two factors: 

- a higher level of local stresses in the skin compared to its overall strength. This is caused by insufficient 
reinforcement of the panel in the cut-out area. In this case, the crack in the skin develops from the corners of 
the cut-out contour, if there are no additional stress concentrates on the contour; 

- rectangular cutout (cut shape) with a small fillet radius at the corners. 
In practice, both of these factors can operate simultaneously. 
Analysis of the test results of hermetic fuselages leads to the conclusion that all the destructions in the fuselage 

are caused mainly by the action of cyclic overpressure (excess pressure). 
Most of this damage occurs in the pressurized frames (germospangout) (Fig. 4), where cracks occur in the joint 

area with the fuselage shell stringers and cracks in the vertical and horizontal flat walls, as well as in the beams of 
the frame. It is necessary to reduce the level of stress in the rays and places of their incorporation with the fuselage 
shell. Often there is a destruction of the skin in the corners of the cutouts under the hatches and doors due to 
insufficient reinforcement of the cut. Tension in the corners of the cut reach 20...30 kg/mm2, so the designers of 
OKB should pay great attention to creating an effective reinforcement. 

Lack of stamina of manhole covers and doors is the cause of the cracks in the ground of the end of the profile 
frame, which has the higher voltage profile. These destructions are dangerous as they can lead to depressurization. 
For them it is necessary carefully to observe the process of operation of the aircraft. 
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At the stage of strength testing, during the resource tests and modifications of the structure, it is advisable to take 
into account the stated shortcomings in the airframe design (the described deficiencies in the design of the glider) 
and in the technologies of its manufacture. Small beam. Big beam. The pressure bulkhead (Germospangout). 
Stringers. Tail section of the fuselage with a pressure bulkhead (pressure dome). 

Taking into account these factors allows at the stage of strength testing in the laboratory to significantly increase 
the life of the airframe and reduce the cost of maintenance. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. The fuselage aft section with pressure dome 

 
Figure 5 shows the data on the impact of the technical resource of the Tu-204 on the cost of technical support 

flight hours [5]. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Impact of technical resource of TU-204 aircraft on the cost of technical support 
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It can be seen that the cost of technical support of the flight hours varies from 4,300 USD with a resource of 
10,000 flight hours to 700 USD with a resource of 60 000 flight hours. These figures are closely related to the 
economic efficiency of the aircraft and its competitiveness in the world market. 

In conclusion, we note that the experience of designing and testing the strength of aircraft, the use of advanced 
materials, the use of new manufacturing and assembly technologies, the joint work of leading specialists of TSAGI, 
SibNIA, VIAM, NIAT, as well as technological services of enterprises to ensure the design life of domestic civil 
aircraft in 70,000 or more flight hours instill confidence that the goal set by the developers is quite achievable. 
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scientific, technological and technical potential, ensuring its sustainable and effective functioning and development in 
subsequent years, have been identified. 
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STORY OF SIBNIA 

Federal State Unitary Enterprise «S.A. Chaplygin Siberian Aeronautical Research Institute» (FSUE “SibNIA 
them. S.A. Chaplygin”) was organized on August 19, 1941, in the most difficult for the Motherland initial period of 
the Great Patriotic War. Resolution of the State Defense Committee No. 513 “On the establishment of a second 
aviation research base in the East of the USSR” decided to set up in Novosibirsk a branch No. 2 of the “Central 
Aerohydrodynamic Institute named after Professor N. Ye. Zhukovsky” (TsAGI) doing research in the field of 
theoretical and experimental research on the aerodynamics and strength of aircraft in conjunction with enterprises 
and factory laboratories of the aviation industry. The choice of Novosibirsk to create a new scientific base of 
aviation was not accidental - the city at that time already had academic research institutes, a large aviation factory 
and was located in the geographical center of the country. In October-November 1941, about 500 scientists, 
engineers and workers of TsAGI were evacuated from Moscow, as well as some of the dismantled equipment and 
technical documentation were delivered to priority facilities. 

The first supervisor of the TsAGI branch №2 in 1941-1942 Academician Sergei Alekseevich Chaplygin became 
the Hero of Socialist Labor. Unfortunately Academician S.A. Chaplygin was not able to see the results of his labors 
in Siberia: he died in Novosibirsk on October 8, 1942, at the age of 73, and was buried in the territory of the institute 
he had founded and still here for that moment. 

Resolution No. 1537-684 of the Council of Ministers of the USSR from July 9, 1946 transformed «Novosibirsk 
Branch TsAGI» into the «State All-Union Siberian Research Institute of Aviation». Academician, General Designer, 
Hero of Socialist Labor Antonov Oleg Konstantinovich was appointed in 1946-1948 the first director of SibNIA. 
The Statute on the Institute was approved by Order No. 4 of the USSR Aviation Industry Ministry on January 3, 
1947. Among the main tasks the creation of a complex of laboratories for aerodynamic, strength research of aircraft 
and instrument equipment, flight research was moved in the first place. 
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On April 3, 1969, in honor of the 100th anniversary of the birth of S. A. Chaplygin, the Institute was named after 
his name by the decree No. 238 of the USSR Council of Ministers. 

Over the past years, the characteristics of more than a thousand models of various aircraft, ground vehicles, 
submarines and architectural structures have been studied in the laboratories of aerodynamics and strength of 
SibNIA, the durability of more than 200 types of airplanes and helicopters has been determined. Many studies were 
unique. So, fatigue heat-strength tests of full-scale supersonic Tu-144 aircraft and units of the aerospace aircraft 
Buran were conducted in SibNIA. SibNIA has successfully implemented many projects – the main achievements 
include: 

1) Development in collaboration with the Antonov Design Bureau of the aerodynamic layout of the An-2. 
2) Justification of the concept of a long-range supersonic aircraft under the leadership of R.L. Bartini. 
3) Studies on the formation of the aerodynamic layout of all types of WIG created in the USSR. 
4) Studies on the creation of the aerodynamic layout of the Su-27 combat aircraft family. 
5) A study on the creation of an aerodynamic layout of Su-26 sports acrobatic aircraft family. 
6) Ensuring the strength and durability of the majority of production civil aircraft in the USSR: An-8, An-10, Il-

18, Il-62M, Il-76, Tu-104, Tu-124, Tu-134, Tu-154 , Tu-204, Sukhoi, Mikoyan, Tupolev, Ilyushin, Myasishchev, 
Yakovlev military aircraft military aircraft. 

7) Determination of the resource of the SSJ-100 aircraft as a result of tests on a unique stand. 
8) Research and development of recommendations on the reliability and durability of landing gears of all aircraft 

created in the USSR and Russia. 
9) Development of original methods for researching the strength and durability of space objects without using 

high-temperature vacuum chambers. 
10) Development of a technique for vibroacoustic testing of aerospace objects based on the effect of a traveling 

acoustic wave. 
11) Development of unique measuring, monitoring and diagnostic tools to provide information in the process of 

strength and flight tests. 
12) Development of computational methods for aerodynamic optimization of the layout, methods for calculating 

the design of shell structures, the aircraft as a whole, including damage. 
13) Creating a method and apparatus for non-destructive testing of the integrity of the structure based on acoustic 

emission. 

SIBNIA TODAY 

Currently, SibNIA is subordinate to the Federal State Budgetary Institution «Scientific and Research Center» 
Institute named after N.Е. Zhukovsky» and, in addition to solving the main traditional tasks, plays the role of a 
leading research organization in the Aviation Engineering of Small Aviation of the military-industrial complex of 
Russia (based on the decision of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation of December 28, 
2012). The new time sets before the team of the institute new tasks related to the creation of promising aircraft that 
meet the modern requirements of society (availability, economy, low noise, environmental friendliness, etc.), which 
is one of the urgent tasks. Today, the SibNIA team successfully solves the tasks set by time, on which the future of 
Russian aviation depends. SibNIA is the largest aviation center in the East of the country with a unique experimental 
base, research laboratories and a team of highly qualified specialists. 

SibNIA was established and accredited by the Aviation Register of the Interstate Aviation Committee and the 
Gosstandart of Russia, the testing center of the IC of SibNIA consisted of five thematic laboratories. The quality 
management system of the institute is certified for compliance with the international standards ISO 9001 and AC 
9100. Most of the experimental and bench equipment is included in the Register of Objects of the Unique Bench and 
Test Base of Aviation Industry Organizations. On the territory from the Urals to Kamchatka, SibNIA is the only 
multi-purpose aviation center equipped with modern equipment and having qualified personnel capable of solving 
many practical tasks in the field of development, production and testing, as well as maintenance of operation, repair 
and extension of the aircraft life. 

In the structure of the institute there are 9 research departments, flight test base and pilot production, working in 
various fields of aviation science [1]. Let us dwell on these directions in more detail. 
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AIRCRAFTS AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMICS OF FLIGHT 

Research Directions 

- Research and improvement of the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft mechanization on subsonic flight 
modes. 

- Development, optimization and aerodynamic design of aircraft layouts, incl. highly commanded with thrust 
vectoring. 

- Development of aerodynamic configurations of aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles. 
- Issuance of conclusions on the aerodynamics of light and ultra-light aircraft. 

Experimental Base 

- Wind tunnel of low subsonic speeds T-203 of continuous action with an open working part; an elliptical section 
nozzle with the dimensions of a horizontal axis of 4 m and a vertical of 2.33 m, with a working part of 4 m in length 
and flow velocity of up to 90 m/s. 

- Constant action Wind tunnel of transonic speeds T-205M with a closed working part, with cross-sectional 
dimensions 0.6x0.6 m and length 2.4 m, with Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.15 with continuous change and 1.35; 1.5 
and 1.75 discrete. 

Main Results 

The calculated and experimental aerodynamics studies of more than 2000 models of aircraft and screen plans. 

STATIC, FATIGUE, HEAT AND DYNAMIC STRENGTH OF AVIATION 
STRUCTURES 

Research Directions 

- Static and life tests of full-scale aviation structures, 
- Design studies of static, fatigue strength and stability of aircraft structures of both traditional metal and 

prospective schemes with the wide use of modern composite materials. 
- Calculated and experimental studies of the dynamics and strength of the take-off and landing devices of the 

aircraft and other depreciation systems. 
- Studies of aeroelasticity of aircraft. 
- Calculated and experimental studies of the strength of metal and composite materials, samples and structural 

elements. 
- Experimental and calculated studies of thermal strength. 

Experimental Base 

- There are two buildings with a total power floor area of 17,200 m2, a power ceiling area of 7,300 m2, and a 
height of 35 m for testing the static and fatigue strength of full-scale aviation equipment. 

- At the same time, 10–12 aircraft and 15–20 units can be tested. 
- Machine room with a set of testing machines and pulsators can reproduce load from 0.1 to 1 000 tons. 
Copra K-1,6, K-5, K-10M, K-30, K-80, K-100. 
- Stand dynamic modeling and studies of aeroelasticity. 
- Complex of frequency tests. 
- Climatic chambers of heat and humidity. 
- Stand for thermoprotective test of cabin glasses (RIF-T50). 
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Main Results 

Over the long history of the activities in the strength departments of aircraft structures the following tests has 
been completed by type: 

- 170 aircraft for statics and resource, 
- 180 aircraft units on separate stands, 
- frequency tests of 210 aircraft, 
- more than 200 models in a wind tunnel for flutter, divergence, reverse of ailerons, 
- 910 units and fragments for vibration resistance and vibroacoustics, 
- about 500 landing gear supports for shims and pile drives. 
Nowadays, several modern aircraft, including the world famous Su-34, Su-35, Tu-204, SSJ-100 and others, are 

tested for durability and service life in SibNIA. 

STUDY OF AIRPORT EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Research Directions 

- Development of software for aircraft onboard systems and complexes. 
- Development of application software for the interaction and control of flight control equipment. 
- Development of on-board flight safety systems and pilot prompts, automated control systems based on neural 

network technologies. 
MAIN RESULTS: 
- Developed of software and creation of small flight control systems with less weight, size and power than 

existing counterparts. 
- The concept of building the structure of an automated control system based on neural network technology has 

been developed. 
- A prototype of system for monitoring the state of aircraft design was created and tested on the basis of fiber 

optic and wireless technologies for determining the stress-strain state and temperature of the aircraft design. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, PRO-
PRODUCTION AND MODERNIZATION OF AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

Directions of Research and Development 

- Modernization and re-equipment of existing aviation equipment. 
- Design of prototypes of aviation equipment. 
- Development of ground-based equipment for testing and repair of aircraft. 
- Development of experimental constructive-technological solutions in the field of aviation. 
- Production of tooling for the creation of pilot parts, assemblies and demonstration samples of aviation 

equipment. 

Main Results 

The Experimental Design Bureau had developed designs and systems of aviation equipment, methods of repair, 
restoration and modification of aircraft. 

The following works were performed in the department for the production of aircraft structures: 
- production of samples-demonstrators of TVS-2MS, TVS-2DT, TVS-2DTs, STR-40DT technologies; 
- equipment of An-24 and Yak-40 aircraft with flight control equipment ASLC; 
- control and recovery operations of the An-2, L-29, L-6M, L-6SV aircraft; 
- repairs and modifications on the Su-33, Tu-204 and SSJ-100 aircraft in the process of conducting repeated 

static tests on them, etc. 
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FLIGHT RESEARCH INCLUDING FLIGHT DESIGN AND FLIGHT TESTING 

Research Directions 

- carrying out flight studies and tests on the aerodynamics and strength of aircraft structures, 
- assessment of thermal, moisture and vibration effects on the operation of the onboard equipment of aircraft, 

equipment performance, 
- testing of various kinds of primary converters of flight parameters used in flight tests, climatic influences, etc. 

Experimental Base 

Flying laboratories based on Tu-134, Tu-154, An-2, An-12, Yak-40, L-29 aircrafts, Mi-8 helicopters, equipped 
with modern complexes of information and measurement systems. 

Main Results 

Research works (R & D) for the experimental design bureau of Tupolev, Antonov, Yakovlev, Mil, Kamov were 
completed, hundreds of flight test and experimental research programs were developed and implemented. 

PERSPECTIVE PROJECTS OF SIBNIA 

In modern conditions, the main priority areas of activity of SibNIA them. S.A. Chaplygin are: 
- providing the domestic aviation industry with a leading scientific and technical reserve, including the results of 

applied scientific and technological research to develop promising samples of aviation and rocket and space 
technology, as well as working out innovative technologies and speeding up their introduction into mass production; 

- the formation of a single industrial-technological platform for the development, production and testing of 
promising models of civil and military aircraft, the intensification of the introduction of aviation science into mass 
production; 

- the creation and development of industrial critical and basic technologies that ensure the design and 
manufacture of advanced aircraft products (civilian and military), as well as products from related industries 
corresponding to the world level 2020-2025; 

- the formation of new scientific and technical areas of applied research and development of aviation equipment, 
including the processes of reengineering and modification of existing samples of serial aircraft; 

- consolidation of Russian and foreign experience and transfer of innovative technologies that ensure the 
expansion of research and production activities of the enterprise, as well as system integration in the interests of 
developing competitive aviation equipment; 

- improving regulatory and technical regulations in the field of research, development and production of civil, 
military and special-purpose aircraft; 

- development and implementation of curricula and educational programs for the training and retraining of 
relevant specialists of engineering, scientific staff, professional workers and managerial personnel, attracting and 
securing promising young professionals and scientists at the enterprise. 

In 2010, in addition to the traditional for SibNIA works on computational and experimental studies of 
aerodynamics and strength of aircraft structures was founded design bureau for aircraft development of serial branch 
in order to revitalize Russian small aircraf. The first project which was proposed is to modernize the An-2 aircraft by 
replacing engine with the TPE331-12 gas turbine engine manufactured by Honeywell Inc., USA. Replacing the 
ASh-62IR piston engine, whose production was discontinued several decades ago, with the TRE331-12 engine, 
made it possible to abandon the use of scarce aviation gasoline and reduce operating costs by reducing the cost of 
fuel (kerosene 5 times cheaper than aviation gasoline) and reducing its consumption, and also increasing engine life. 

The An-2 aircraft modernized at SibNIA received the designation TVS-2MS and made its first flight in 2011. At 
the end of 2018, more than 25 An-2s were upgraded to TVS-2MS. The todays operators are: «Amurskaya 
Aviabaza», «ALROSA», Novosibirsk «ASK DOSAAF of Russia», LLC «Rusaviaprom», «SibNIA», etc. More then 
200 pilots of civil aviation and engineering technical staff for the operation of a modified aircraft TVS-2MS were 
teached. 
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It is worth noting that the structure and ideology of the An-2 aircraft modernization project, including the stages 
of development, pre-production, certification, serial production organization in direct cooperation with future 
aircraft operators, will be taken as the basis for creating new generation small aircrafts. 

INTEGRATED RESEARCH OF SMALL AVIATION AIRCRAFTS 

According to the decision of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia in 2013 FSUE “SibNIA 
them. S.A. Chaplygin” was appointed as the leading research organization of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of 
Russia in the “Aviation equipment of small aircraft”direction. In view of this, the Institute has begun and continues 
at present large-scale search and applied scientific research that ensures the formation of a scientific and technical 
reserve in the field of creating promising regional and local air transport systems for civil purposes, taking into 
account support at all stages of the life cycle. In the period 2013-2018 In SibNIA, on the order of the Ministry of 
Industry and Trade of Russia, within the framework of the Federal Target Program “Development of Civil Aviation 
Equipment of Russia for 2002-2010 and for the Period up to 2015”, a number of research and development works in 
this area were carried out. For the first time in recent decades, complex multidisciplinary tasks have been solved at 
SibNIA - flying prototypes and technology demonstrators have been created. 

In the period 2013-2015 According to the results of research and development of modern solutions in the field of 
aerodynamics, strength and manufacturing techniques for the construction of an airframe based on the wide use of 
modern composite materials, a flying demonstrator plane of the composite wing and tail unit TVS-2DT was created 
at SibNIA. According to the results of the complex of multidisciplinary research and flight tests of TVS-2DT in 
2016 the design documentation for the prototype of a full-composite lightweight multi-purpose aircraft 
demonstration aircraft with 9 seats and technological equipment for its manufacture was developed. The pilot 
production was prepared - the process documentation was developed, about 1000 elements were glued and milled 
under the technological equipment for molding composite parts, and in 2017 the production of the LMS prototype 
for 9 places, called TVS-2DTS («Baikal»), was completed. During its creation, about 630 composite parts of the tail, 
fuselage, upper and lower wings, mechanization and about 1,700 milled parts of the airframe and aircraft systems 
were manufactured. The operational documentation has been developed, preliminary ground and flight tests of the 
demonstrator have been conducted. 

The aircraft is capable of flying day and night, in adverse weather conditions due to the use of a modern avionics 
complex, it can be operated in northern latitudes, intended for no-hangar storage. According to calculated research 
on the take-off and landing performance, TVS-2DTs has no foreign analogues. It shows the possibility of designing, 
manufacturing and integrating an all-composite highly mechanized high-lengthening wing, an all-composite tail 
empennage and fuselage, a new avionics complex and a modern turboprop powerplant, which makes it possible to 
obtain high flight performance that meets the requirements for promising aircraft of this class. The flight tests of the 
TVS-2DTS aircraft confirmed the high declared flight performance, which gives grounds to consider the correctness 
and expediency of the decisions made on the aerodynamic appearance, the structural-power circuit and the mastered 
production technology of the aircraft. In July 2017, it made a non-stop flight on the Novosibirsk-Moscow 
(Zhukovsky) route to participate in the MAKS-2017 air show, where he take apart in the flight program and received 
the approval of a large number of specialists and potential customers. 

In parallel with the work on the LMS-9 project, in 2013, comprehensive studies were started on the LMS project 
for 19 locations for high-speed local and intraregional transportation. It is based on the ideology of using modern 
economical bypass turbojet engines, recent advances in aerodynamics, strength, widespread use of composite 
materials in creating a glider to reduce weight, operating features and modern approaches to after-sales service. As 
part of this work, in 2016, flight design tests of the Yak-40MS aircraft were carried out, on which two Honeywell 
TFE731 turbojet engines with a high bypass ratio were installed instead of three standard AI-25s. Replacing the AI-
25 engines with a modern turbofan engines provided: compliance with the norms of Chapter 4 of the ICAO for noise 
and emissions; reduction of average fuel consumption by 25 ... 30%; an increase in the flight distance by 30 ... 40% 
depending on the flight speed; ensuring preservation of take-off characteristics up to + 30 ° C; reduction of the take-
off distance by 2 times; reduction of the distance traveled by 1.2 ... 1.5 times. 

In the course of the project, the following tasks were solved: the pylons and AI-25 engines were replaced with 
TFE 731; made connection to the standard electric, hydraulic systems of the aircraft, the air sampling system for the 
air conditioning system and the PIC; instead of the standard TPU AI-9, the Garrett (Honeywell) 3092 TPU with a 9 
kW starter-generator was installed at the site of the central engine. 
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Following the results of the multidisciplinary research and flight tests of the Yak-40MS in 2017, the CPD was 
developed for a prototype of a high-speed demonstration aircraft of a light multi-purpose aircraft for 19 seats with 
turbofan engines and technological equipment for its manufacture. With use of this documentation in 2017-2018 
more than 270 items of tooling and more than 1000 parts were manufactured (wing, flap, aileron, interceptor, 
landing gear, wingtip, installation of APU, aircraft systems, etc.). In December 2018, the demonstration aircraft with 
19 seats (STR-40DT) was created with a composite wing and more powerful TFE731-5BR engines with a thrust of 
more than 2100 kgf each. A complex of flight tests of the demonstrator was carried out, which confirmed the main 
design take-off and cruising characteristics. Thanks to new engines, the use of modern materials, a new wing of 
smaller area, but greater elongation, the fuel efficiency of the aircraft is 15–20% better than its counterparts, such as 
the Falcon 900. The Garret 3092 auxiliary power unit with a 9 kW generator provides power to the aircraft’s 
electrical systems when parked and electric starting of engines instead of pneumatic. The conducted work package 
ensures the creation of a prototype of a high-speed aircraft with the cost of transporting passengers and cargo at least 
15% lower compared to Russian and foreign counterparts, the capabilities of a non-tangled base and flights from 
unpaved runways with a length of 1500 m and a ground strength of 7 kg/cm2 (with a maximum take-off weight). 

On the whole, new and promising solutions for the level of technologies 2020–2025, which provide the 
opportunity to develop and manufacture competitive aircraft in Russia for the coming years and the long term, were 
demonstrated on the aircraft technologies demonstrators TVS-2DTS and STR-40DT. All work on the design and 
manufacture of new aircraft was carried out at SibNIA using the existing experimental and production bases by 
specialists from research and production departments. As a result of this work, it was possible to combine cutting-
edge scientific ideas, the results of the design work of the experimental design bureau and new technological 
solutions in creating aircraft demonstrators with original aerodynamic configurations and structural power schemes 
with a unique production technology and assembly of the whole-composite wing design and airframe with 
previously tested modern gas turbine engines. 

In the course of implementation in the SibNIA of work in the direction of small aircraft, a database of 
constructive-technological methods for developing aircraft of 9-19 seats with take-off weight up to 8600 kg is 
formed The main role of research data is to form a scientific and technical basis for the creation of new aircrafts for 
local airlines (IAL). The results of the work are intended to transfer to the Design Beraus of the industry in order to 
develop promising aircraft with a capacity of 9-19 seats and to organize their further production by serial aircraft 
plants. 

The works that were carried out within the framework of R&D have found practical application and are already 
being mass-produced at manufacturing enterprises and are the basis for the development of promising aircraft. In 
this case, the implementation is carried out by attracting private capital and investment, and not at the expense of the 
State budget. 

In addition, it is worth noting that in January 2015 due to the current geopolitical situation and the loss of 
communication with the lead developer FSUE «SibNIA them. S.A. Chaplygin» was appointed by the decision of the 
Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia to became developer of the An-2 aircraft in civil and state aviation and the 
An-28 in state aviation in the Russian Federation. This means that FSUE "SibNIA them. S.A. Chaplygin” plays the 
role of maintaining the airworthiness of these types of aircraft located on the territory of the Russian Federation, 
including airplanes belonging to the Ministry of Defense of Russia. 

In addition to the main research directions, the following areas of work of the SibNIA team are worth 
highlighting. 

SYSTEM OF FIRST FLIGHT, DESIGN AND ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL 
TRAINING OF CHILDREN FROM 12 TO 18 YEARS OLD 

In 2014, the production of children's training gliders BRO-11M was fully restored at SibNIA. The Junior Glider 
School named after V. Rytsarev was opened, in which more than 150 students has been trained. Based on the results 
of the training, the students acquire: theoretical knowledge of aerodynamics, meteorology, navigation, airframe 
construction; preflight preparation, maintenance and repair skills; Glider management skills, mastering all phases of 
flight; making decisions, teamwork. The stages of training: theoretical training, ground training, jogging, flying, 
flying (up to H = 15 m). School graduates will become civilian and military pilots, aviation designers, engineers and 
technicians, amateur pilots and aviation athletes. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHODICAL AND REFERENCE MATERIALS FOR 
DESIGNERS AND OPERATORS OF AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

In this area of activity of the institute, it is planned to create a guide for designers and issue on qualification and 
certification basis for composite materials and aircraft structures. 

RESTORATION OF AIRCADES OF THE TIMES OF THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR 

Since 1995, the institute has been involved in the restoration of rare machines of the Great Patriotic War. They 
are assembled by the specialists of Aviarastavratsiya CJSC. SibNIA specialists control the recovery process, monitor 
the technology and “put the planes on the wing”. 

Today there are about 2000 flying historical aircraft in the world, while the Russian ones are not more than 50. 
Together with Aviarestavatsiya CJSC, about 40 aircraft were restored in SibNIA, 18 of them brought to flight status 
(I-153, I-16 fighters, DIT, high-altitude fighter MiG-3, the legendary Il-2 attack aircraft). The main task of the 
SibNIA's work in this direction in the coming years should be the creation of the flying collection «Winged Memory 
of Victory». 

THE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

Since the beginning of the 90s, SibNIA has been developing scientific and technical ties and cooperation with 
aviation research institutes and organizations, aircraft manufacturing companies from foreign countries. Among 
them are China, the United States, Germany, Canada, France, India, etc. Currently, negotiations are underway on 
new cooperation projects that will undoubtedly be useful for the development of the institute and aviation science in 
general. For example, for more than 10 years, the institute has maintained scientific and technical ties with the 
Academy of Aviation Sciences of the PRC and leading research and design institutes of China, with which a number 
of cooperation agreements and contracts have been signed and successfully completed. At present, SibNIA is 
actively participating in a joint Russian-Chinese program on cooperation in the field of civil aviation equipment. 

CONCLUSION 

All of the above and many other works are performed at SibNIA by a team of highly qualified scientists using a 
unique experimental base created by engineers and workers of the institute. The main feature and advantage of the 
institute is the presence of subdivisions performing work in the field of aerodynamics and flight dynamics, strength 
and service life of aircraft structures, design of aircraft samples, production of single aircraft models and flight tests 
of various types of aircraft. 

Today SibNIA positions itself as: 
- The leading scientific organization in the creation of a leading scientific, technical and engineering and 

technological reserve for the domestic aviation industry, which forms the image of future aviation. 
- The leading organization of the industry in the field of applied research, development, ground and flight tests of 

samples of military and civil aviation technology. 
- One of the key competence centers in the field of research of air transport systems, design, development and 

flight tests of aviation technologies of "small aircraft". 
- Scientific and technological innovation center of competence in the field of design research of advanced 

aircraft and full-cycle production (from source data, components and virtual experiments to technology 
demonstrators under operating conditions and specific products), ensuring the level of technology availability for 
transfer to serial production. 

- Leading scientific organization in key areas of research, production development and development in the field 
of promising polymer composite materials, technologies for their processing and implementation in aviation 
technology. 

The development strategy of SibNIA for the period up to 2030 involves conducting research and development 
work that meets the strategic needs of the aerospace industry in the following areas: aerodynamics and flight 
dynamics of aircraft, static, fatigue, thermal and dynamic strength of aircraft structures, onboard research equipment, 
life characteristics of aircraft of various types, flight tests, scientific and technical support for the creation, operation 
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and repair of aviation equipment, development, production, restoration of aviation equipment. The innovative nature 
of R&D is determined by the choice of the main areas of research that meet state and federal targeted programs, the 
fundamentals of the state policy of the Russian Federation in the field of aviation activities and the development of 
the defense-industrial complex. 

The scientific authority of SibNIA is recognized by Russian aircraft manufacturers and foreign partners. The 
existing experience, the availability of unique equipment, first-class scientific personnel - all this suggests that any 
problem of aviation science can be solved by the SibNIA team, which will continue to remain a reliable partner of 
many plants, design bureau and scientific research institute of aerospace profile. 
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Abstract. In this paper, an overview was first made concerning the results obtained in the previous studies on the critical 
transition phenomenon of flow over a two-dimensional circular cylinder.  Subsequently, updated results with regard to a 
two-dimensional circular cylinder and a finite circular cylinder were reported with emphasis on the non-stationary flow 
characteristics realized in the critical transition range.  The flow characteristics were clearly illustrated by the diagrams 
depicting the distributions of the real-time drag and lift coefficients and the real-time pressure coefficients obtained at 
θ=±90°and 180°, where θ=0o denotes the angular location at the frontal stagnation point. Experiments were made in two 
wind tunnels.  The results obtained in the two wind tunnels were complementary to each other, which helped to explain 
the non-stationary flow characteristics greatly. 

INTRODUCTION 

In studying the aerodynamic drag of blunt bodies, a remarkable phenomenon known as the drag crisis is referred 
to the situation that within a range of Reynolds numbers in the order of 105 the drag coefficient drops significantly. 
[1, 2]  Physically speaking, this flow phenomenon is intimately linked with the formation of separation bubbles on 
the contoured surface of a blunt body. As a result, the flow distribution around the aerodynamic body is modified 
substantially, therefore the form drag is reduced remarkably. 

To understand the characteristics of separation bubbles on a blunt body is key to explain the drag crisis 
phenomenon. It has been pointed out in the literature that such a separation bubble can be very unsteady, even non-
stationary, and is very sensitive to a number of flow parameters including the geometrical shape of the blunt body, 
the surface roughness and the freestream turbulence intensity [1-4]. 

In the following, an overview on a series of previous studies conducted at National Cheng Kung University 
relevant to this subject will be made first.  Subsequently, recent results with regard to a two-dimensional circular 
cylinder and a finite circular cylinder model will be reported. Experiments were carried out in two wind tunnels.  We 
found that the results obtained in the wind tunnels were consistent and complementary to each other, which helped 
to explain the non-stationary flow characteristics greatly. 

AN OVERVIEW ON FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DRAG CRISIS 
PHENOMENON WITH REGARD TO A CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

Concerning the drag crisis phenomenon with regard to a smooth circular cylinder, it is known that in the critical 
transition range the drag coefficient drops remarkably from about 1.2 in the subcritical state to about 0.25 in the two-
bubble state [1, 2] .  The drag reduction is actually involved with a transition process through different flow regimes, 
namely, the subcritical, bi-stable one-bubble and two-bubble regimes.  It is also known that the transition process is 
very sensitive to the flow conditions, for instance, the free stream turbulence intensity and the surface roughness [1-
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4]. As noted, the flow characteristics could be highly unsteady or non-stationary, for which the time-mean flow 
quantities reduced provide very limited information. 

Our interests in studying the drag crisis phenomenon was initiated more than 15 years ago.  At the time, a large-
scale low speed wind tunnel named as the ABRI wind tunnel [5] was newly built.  In conducting the calibration of 
the wind tunnel, we considered a method of detecting the critical Reynolds number of a circular cylinder, since the 
critical transition phenomenon mentioned would be very sensitive to the incoming flow conditions.  In the 
calibration process, the experimental data obtained were found very interesting, subsequently stimulated further 
investigations. 

A summary of our findings in the past years relevant to this subject can be given below. Miau et al. [6] reported 
the experimental results of the time-mean flow characteristics in the transition range, based on the pressure 
measurements around two circular cylinders made of acrylic and stainless steel, respectively.  The results of the two 
models consistently indicated the transition range occurred at Reynolds numbers in the range of 2ꓫ105 to 4ꓫ105, in 
good agreement with those reported in the literature [2].  Meanwhile, it was noted that the fluctuating intensities 
reduced from the pressure signals at some angular locations were remarkably high at certain Reynolds numbers.  In 
fact, repeated efforts were made during the experiment to check and verify this finding [6, 7]. For instance, Lin et al. 
[7] compared the real-time pressure signals measured at different spanwise locations, and pointed out that large 
amplitude variations of the pressure signals measured were associated with the unsteady presence of the separation 
bubbles on the surface of the circular cylinder.  Moreover, they noted that the large amplitude variations at different 
spanwise locations were not necessarily in phase, implying that the separation bubbles developed on the cylinder 
surface were rather in a three-dimensional appearance. 

In exploring the on-set condition of the critical transition process, Miau et al. [8] found that the condition was 
featured by the emergence of small separation bubbles situated symmetrically on the two sides of the circular 
cylinder. This was verified by a measurement technique using the self-made MEMS thermal tuft sensor on the 
cylinder surface [9].  The thermal tuft sensor, which was consisted of three thermal film sensors in tandem 
arrangement, was functioned to provide the statistics of forward or reversed flow during the time period measured.  
In fact, the thermal film sensors were deposited on a flexible skin, therefore they could be applied on a contoured 
surface without any difficulty.  Subsequently, the separation and reattachment points in the time-mean sense could 
be determined.   The dynamic response frequency of a MEMS thermal film sensor was verified up to 30 KHz [9], 
which was deemed sufficient for the present study to sense unsteady flow separation on the wall surface.   

In determining the on-set condition, the criterion suggested by Miau et al. [8] was if the percentage of time for 
which the instantaneous vortex shedding frequency qualified within a window range would be lower than 80%.  The 
real-time signals for analysis were obtained from the pressure measurements on the circular cylinder surface or the 
hot-wire velocity measurements in the wake. The instantaneous vortex shedding frequency was resolved by a time-
frequency spectral method, for which either Hilbert transformation [10] or Wavelet transformation [11] was 
adopted.  According to Miau et al. [8], under the on-set condition called the pre-critical condition, the separation 
bubbles could be detected on both sides of the circular cylinder synchronously.   

The separation bubbles observed under the pre-critical condition were rather small in size, situated in the angular 
regions of θ=80o to 85o and -80o to -85o, with a nominal size of 3o-4o.  The separation bubbles were relatively 
small compared to those seen in the one-bubble or two-bubble regimes, which normally covered a range of 10o-20o.  
The separation bubble in the latter case could be easily identified by the oil-film visualization technique [6].   
Referring to Tani [12], the former can be regarded as the short bubble, which is not only small in size but also have 
little impact on modifying the pressure distribution on the circular cylinder. In fact, this was what we learned from 
the distribution of the base pressure coefficient versus the Reynolds number, in which the pre-critical regime could 
be hardly identified.   Nevertheless, some subtle features due to the unsteady presence of the small separation 
bubbles were noticed, for instance, the instantaneous vortex shedding frequency was not so steady as that found in 
the sub-critical state. [8] Physically, under the pre-critical condition the unsteady presence of the small separation 
bubbles on the circular cylinder makes the vortex shedding frequency less periodic, an indication towards the critical 
transition process. 

The present authors would like to point out that above review unveils only a small fraction of the complexity of 
the flow characteristics in the critical transition range. On the other hand, more questions concerning how to 
describe the complex flow phenomenon in a sensible manner were generated along with these research efforts. The 
present work was motivated in this direction.  The results presented below would like to update our findings on the 
physical phenomenon, particularly emphasized on the highly unsteady, even non-stationary, flow characteristics 
found. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Experiments were carried out in two wind tunnels whose test sections were different in size.  The wind tunnel 
named as Wind Tunnel A later was characterized by a test section whose cross section was 4 m in width and 2.6 m 
in height. It was a closed-return type located in Kuei-ren Campus of National Cheng Kung University. The wind 
tunnel is known as the ABRI wind tunnel [5] operated by Architecture and Building Research Institute. The 
maximum wind speed in the test section was 30 m/s and the freestream turbulence intensity measured at the inlet of 
the test section was about 0.7%. The other wind tunnel named as Wind Tunnel B later was featured with a test 
section of 1.2 m in width and 0.91 m in height, which was an open type. The range of flow velocity in the test 
section was between 5 m/s and 40 m/s. The freestream turbulence intensity measured at the inlet of the test section 
was 0.6 % for the flow velocity ranged between 10 m/s and 20 m/s. 

Methods of experiments in Wind Tunnel A 

For the experiments made in Wind Tunnel A, two models were employed  One was a two-dimensional circular 
cylinder made of stainless steel, 320 mm in diameter called D and 2.6m in height called H. The relative roughness 
was 3.88*10-5, that is the averaged surface roughness normalized by D. The circular cylinder spanned the top and 
bottom walls of the test section.  The area blockage ratio was 8%. The other model was a finite circular cylinder of 
an aspect ratio of 4, whose diameter D=300 mm, and height H=1.2 m. The blockage ratio was 3.46%. This model 
was made of acrylic, whose surface was regarded as aerodynamically smooth.   

On the two-dimensional circular cylinder, the pressure taps were connected to the diaphragm-type pressure 
transducers, Validyne DP-103, situated inside the circular cylinder model.  See Fig. 1a for the locations of the 
pressure taps on the model at the levels 1, 2 and 3 as indicated, where level 1 is coincided with the mid cross-section 
of the cylinder; at each of the levels, the pressure taps were located at θ=0o, ±90°, and 180o, where θ=0o denotes the 
forward stagnation point and at θ=180o the base pressure was measured.  On the finite circular cylinder, there were 
pressure taps at three levels of z/D = 3.5, 2, 1 shown in Fig. 1b, where z=0 denotes the ground level at the root of the 
model. To measure the free stream velocity, a Pitot tube was installed at the inlet of the test section.  

The pressure signals measured were sampled simultaneously at a rate of 1k Hz per channel and the sampling 
time of 120 seconds. Either of the cylinder models was located at 2.9 m downstream from the inlet of the first test 
section, where the boundary layer thickness was less than 60 mm. 

The Reynolds number called Re is defined according to the reference velocity, Vref, and D.  Vref was the velocity 
measured by a Pitot tube at the inlet of the test section.  As an example, the base pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝  is 
expressed as follows.  
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𝑃𝑃180° denotes the base pressure measured at θ=180o; 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  denotes the static pressure in the free stream measured 
by the Pitot tube; ρdenotes the density of the air; Vref is the reference velocity mentioned. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. The schematic drawings of (a) the two-dimensional circular cylinder model and (b) the finite circular cylinder model 

of the aspect ratio 4. The coordinate systems are indicated in the figure 
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Methods of experiments in Wind Tunnel B 

For the experiments made in Wind Tunnel B, two models were employed as well.  A two-dimensional circular 
cylinder made of acrylic, 200 mm in diameter and 0.9m in height, spanned the top and bottom wall of the test 
section. Thus, the area blockage ratio was 16.4 %. The other model was a finite circular cylinder of an aspect ratio 4, 
whose D=150 mm and H=600 mm; the blockage ratio was 8.7 %. This model was also made of acrylic.   

On the two-dimensional circular cylinder, four pressure taps were located at the mid cross-section of the cylinder 
surface at θ = 0o, 90o, -90o and 180o. The pressure taps were connected to the diaphragm-type pressure transducers, 
Validyne DP-103, which were installed inside the model.   

On the finite circular cylinder, the pressure taps were located at three levels of z/D = 3.5, 2, 1, shown in Fig. 1b.  
At each level, there were four pressure taps located at θ=0, 90o, -90o and 180o, which were connected to the pressure 
transducers, AMS-5812 manufactured by Analog Microelectronics GmbH, Germany. These pressure transduces 
made by the MEMS sensor technology perform better in frequency response than the diaphragm-type pressure 
transducers, Validyne DP-103, do.  The accuracies of both types of pressure transducers were satisfied to our 
measurement requirement.    

In addition, a self-made two-component balance was equipped in Wind Tunnel B to acquire the drag and lift 
(side) forces experienced by the model in the test section.  See Fig. 2a for a photo of this balance, which was 
designed as a platform type for measuring the drag and lift forces up to ± 200 N. See also Fig. 2b for a schematic 
drawing of the balance together with the model mounted on the ceiling of the test section. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. (a) A photo of the self-made balance situated on the top of the test section; (b) a schematic view of the balance and 

the model in the test section 
 
During the experiment, the real-time pressure signals and the output of the balance were sampled simultaneously 

at a rate of 1k Hz for 120 seconds.  For reducing the drag and lift coefficients, a correction scheme taking into 
account of the blockage effect was adopted.  More details in this regard were given in Tsai [13]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results obtained from the experiments made in Wind Tunnel A  

Figure 3 presents two distributions of the two-dimensional circular cylinder on the time-mean pressure 
coefficients at θ=±90o and 180o versus Re in the critical transition range.  The two cases named the Case 14 and 
Case 17-1 [14] were conducted within different time periods under different weather conditions.  The real-time 
pressure data were obtained from the pressure taps at the level 1 shown in Fig. 1a.  

    An interesting feature learned   described below.   Despite that the distributions of the two cases consistently 
indicate that the critical transition falls in a range of Re= 3.5∙105 to 4∙105, the time-mean pressure coefficients 
obtained appear to scatter widely between the two cases.  By examining the real-time pressure signals in this range, 
it was further suggested that the flow characteristics be categorized in five regimes, which are numbered and 
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indicated in different colors in Fig. 3. Meanwhile, Table 1 provides additional remarks on the flow characteristics of 
each regime.  Similar categorization can be found in the literature [1, 2], however the characteristic features of each 
of the regimes summarized in Table 1 were concluded from the present observations.   

    It is noted in the distribution in Fig. 3b that the regime (4) signifying the transition from one-bubble to two-
bubble sub-regimes is missing, implying that the flow characteristics relevant to this regime were not confirmed by 
the experimental data sampled over 120 seconds at a fixed Reynolds number.  In fact, during the experiment, 
repeated efforts were attempted to identify the regime (4), but no success.  The situation learned was that the regime 
(4) was so unstable that would not be able to sustain over a sampling time period of 120 seconds.  In addition, a 
minute change in the Reynolds number around this range would result in a switching between the regimes (3) to (5), 
as the regimes (3) and (5) behaved much more stable than regime (4) did. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Variations of pressure coefficient versus Re for two experiments made at different periods of time (a) case 14 and 

(b) case 17-1. [14] 
 

Table 1. Categorization of five sub-regimes in the critical transition range. [14] 
No. Color of area Regime Remarks 

1 Light blue Pre-critical regime The percentage of time that the vortex shedding 
frequency is detectable is lower than 80%. 

2 Pink 
Transition from pre- 
critical to one-bubble 

age 

The variations of the time-mean pressure 
coefficients at Θ=±900 are significant. 

3 Khaki Steady one-bubble 
regimes 

The variations of the time-mean pressure 
coefficients at Θ =±900 are small but the 
difference between them is significant. 

4 Light purple 
Transition from one- 
bubble to two-bubble 

regimes 

Transition between the steady one-bubble and 
two-bubble regimes. The variations of the time-

mean pressure coefficients at Θ =±900 are 
significant. 

5 Light red Steady two-bubble 
regime 

The variations and difference of the time-mean 
pressure coefficients at Θ =±90 are small 

compared to those in the one-bubble regime. 
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FIGURE 4. Distributions of the real-time (Cp1+90- Cp1-90, Cpb) values with regard to the four regimes identified, namely, the 

regimes of subcritical, transition from subcritical to one-bubble, steady one-bubble regime and steady two-bubble. 
The data were obtained from Case 17-1 [14] 

 
The real-time flow characteristics in the critical transition range can be exemplified by Fig. 4.  In the figure, the 

distributions of the real-time (Cp1+90- Cp1-90, Cpb) values of the four regimes, namely, subcritical, transition from 
subcritical to one-bubble, steady one-bubble regime and steady two-bubble regimes, are included for comparison.  
The data (Cp1+90- Cp1-90, Cpb) are reduced from the real-time pressure measurements of Case 17-1.  The quantity of 
Cp1+90- Cp1-90, i.e., the difference between the real-time pressure coefficients at θ= 90o and -90o, infers the deg ree of 
bias with regard to the flow distribution around the model.  On the other hand, the quantity of Cpb is an indicator as 
far as the magnitude of drag is concerned. In the subcritical regime, the Cpb value can be lower than -1, whereas in 
the two-bubble regime the Cpb value can be higher than -0.4.  In contrast to the three cases of subcritical, one-bubble 
and two-bubble regimes shown in the figure, of which scatterings of the data points are limited in small regions, the 
case of transition from subcritical to one-bubble regime shows very pronounced scatterings in Cp1+90- Cp1-90 , 
implying that the flow behaved highly unsteady, even non-stationary.  This is the situation under which high 
pressure fluctuation intensity would be measured at θ= 90o and -90o on the circular cylinder. 

The critical transition phenomenon was also realized for the finite circular cylinder model.  For example, a 
situation corresponding to the transition from the one-bubble to two-bubble regimes is illustrated in Fig.5 for 
Re=3.99ꓫ105.  It is seen in Fig. 5a that the intermittent switching between the one-bubble and two-bubble states is 
remarkable in the real-time sense, revealed by both of the real-time pressure signals obtained at the upper (z=3.5 D) 
and middle (z=2 D) levels. Moreover, the switching at the two levels is realized in a synchronous manner, inferring 
that either of the one-bubble or two-bubble states persisted along the spanwise direction.   

The phenomenon of bi-states switching observed in Fig. 5a can be further examined in Fig. 5b, in which two 
distributions depict the variations of the real-time (Cp+90-Cp-90, Cpb) values at the upper and middle levels.  Two 
distinguishable differences learned from the two distributions can be pointed out here.   Compared to the distribution 
of the middle level, the distribution of the upper level reveals that in the one-bubble state, higher drag was resulted 
near the free end. On the other hand, regarding the two-bubble state at the two levels, the two bubbles formed near 
the free end would be more symmetric and smaller in size, in comparison with those at the middle level.  
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FIGURE 5. (a) The real-time pressure signals obtained at θ= 90o, -90o and 180o at the upper (z=3.5 D) and middle levels (z=2 D) 

of the finite circular cylinder model, at Re=3.991ꓫ104. (b) The real-time (Cp+90-Cp-90, Cpb) distribution 

Results obtained from the experiments made in Wind Tunnel B  

Figure 6 presents the distributions of CD and |CL| of the two-dimensional (2D) and finite circular cylinder (3D) 
models in the critical transition range of Re=1*105 to 4.5*105 for comparison. The results were obtained from the 
experiments made in Wind Tunnel B. Since the blockage effect due to the presence of either model was not 
negligible, the CD values shown have been corrected. The lift coefficients shown in the figure are in the absolute 
values, |CL|.  This is because, the lift force experienced by the models in the critical transition range can be in either 
direction, even switching with respect to time.  Thus, it was suggested that the quantity |CL| be better to indicate the 
significance of the lift force produced. 

 
FIGURE 6. The distributions of CD and |CL| of the 2D and 3D circular cylinder models with respect to Re=1*105 to 4.5*105 
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In the figure, the critical transition phenomenon of the 2D model is seen to take place at the Reynolds number 
lower than that of the 3D model.  For the 2D model the lowest drag coefficient called CDmin is 0.39 occurred at 
Recrit = 3.77*105, denoted the critical Reynolds number, whereas for the 3D model CDmin=0.32 is occurred at Recrit = 
3.81*105. Referring to Basu [15] and Bearman [2], the CDmin values could be lower than 0.25 for a smooth circular 
cylinder at Recrit about 4ꓫ105.  The discrepancy seen in the present results could be attributed to the experimental 
flow conditions, which require further verification.  In the critical transition range, the |CL| values of the 3D model 
can be larger than those of the 2D model, inferring that the biased flow pattern can be even more pronounced for the 
3D model.   

 
FIGURE 7. The distributions of the real-time (CL, CD) values obtained for the finite cylinder of five cases in the transition range 

 
The real-time flow characteristics of the finite circular cylinder in the critical transition range call for attention 

here. Figure 7 shows the distributions of the real-time (CL, CD) values corresponding to five states in the critical 
transition range, namely, the states of subcritical, transition from subcritical to one-bubble, one-bubble, transition 
from one-bubble to two-bubble, and two-bubble. The categorization of the flow states are similar to that of the 2D 
circular cylinder. For the subcritical and two-bubble states, the real-time CL values are seen about zero; the real-time 
CD values corresponding to the two states are seen distinctly different. On the other hand, the one-bubble state is 
characterized by the non-zero real-time CL values.  The transition in states is recognized by the distribution pattern 
featuring the co-existence of two different states.  

It is worthwhile to stress that the critical transition range is actually spanned over a small range of Reynolds 
number, for instance, Re=3.53*105 to 4.19*105 shown in Fig. 7.  On the transition from subcritical to one-bubble 
states, it is seen at Re=3.59*105, which is within 2% higher than the Reynolds number at which the subcritical state 
was observed.  This comparison indicates that the sensitivity of the Reynolds number to the flow phenomenon of 
interest is very critical. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The experimental results reported in this paper illustrate that the critical transition range of blunt-body drag can 
be categorized in five states.  Each of the states is featured with its own characteristics, which can be described in 
terms of the time-mean and real-time quantities reduced from the pressure and force measurements.  In particular, 
the flow phenomenon featured with highly unsteady or even non-stationary characteristics are intimately associated 
with transition in states, because of the unsteady presence of separations bubbles on the contoured surface.  
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Abstract. A review of recent research on the hydrodynamic instabilities of incompressible asymmetric flows along dihedral
corner with the aim of obtaining data necessary for modeling the laminar-turbulent transition is presented. The results of
numerical simulation of the flow along the corner based on parametric (for various angles of attack and for different levels of
asymmetry) computations of self-similar flows and characteristics of their linear hydrodynamic stability with respect to small
vortical disturbances of various classes (the so-called boundary layer and corner modes) with the aim of finding regularities of
their development are described. Viscous instabilities are considered in more detail.

INTRODUCTION

Flows along angular configurations simulate different flows at joints of aerodynamic structures. The wide occurrence
of such flows has been the reason for their experimental and theoretical study for decades [1]. However, due to the
complexity of laboratory modeling, information about them, except for the simplest flows, is very limited. For
example, there are difficulties in realization of symmetric flows with zero longitudinal pressure gradient in the
laboratory experiment [2]. Even relatively small inaccuracy in the corner installation in a wind tunnel [3] leads to the
flow asymmetry and to a nonzero streamwise pressure gradient that complicates understanding of the flow pattern.

Only self-similar symmetric laminar flows in semi-infinite right-angle dihedral corner in the presence of a
streamwise pressure gradient had been studied extensively until recently (see, e.g., [4]). In this case the dependence
on the streamwise coordinate may be eliminated and the original geometry is reduced to a quadrant on the plane with
the origin coinciding with the vertex of the corner. The main difficulty in the theoretical study of such self-similar
flows is the need to obtain and analyze the asymptotic boundary conditions far from the vertex. This requirement
appears due to algebraic rather than exponential relaxation of the emerging transverse flows with the distance from
the corner edge [5]. Therefore, in a numerical solution, when the computational domain is bounded, e.g., by a square,
its lateral length should be quite large.

In the study [3] on the asymmetric flow it was proposed to use the flow asymmetry parameter, but neither a
formulation of the boundary conditions, nor examples of the flow computations were given. In [6] self-similar
symmetric and asymmetric laminar flows along the right-angle corner at different streamwise pressure gradients
were considered. A system of asymptotic boundary conditions in rectangular rather than in square domain was
obtained, which can be useful in a numerical solution to reduce the dimension of the problem in the asymmetric case.
The numerical analysis of the obtained boundary conditions similar to the analysis of boundary layers was carried
out and a new rapidly converging numerical method for finding the flow in rectangular domain was proposed. It
was shown that the flow is very sensitive to the asymmetry parameter: significant changes in the distributions of
transverse velocities are observed already at small values of this parameter.

Similar to the symmetric flow, two types of asymptotic behavior were found in [6]. It has been suggested and
qualitatively substantiated that of the two obtained solutions, the one corresponding to the ‘upper’ branch of boundary
conditions is realized in practice in the presence of asymmetry [7].

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
AIP Conf. Proc. 2125, 020004-1–020004-6; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5117364
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To date it is established that the transition to turbulence occurs at low Reynolds numbers near the corner line and
only with the increase of the Reynolds number (downstream from the leading edges of the plates forming the corner)
the transition appears far from the corner line (see, e.g., [1, 8]). This phenomenon is related to the presence of several
competing instability modes in the flow that is in contrast to the classical two-dimensional boundary layers. The early
transition near the corner line is caused by the so-called ‘corner instability’ associated with an inviscid instability
mechanism due to the presence of inflection in the profiles of the streamwise velocity component along the corner
bisector [2].

However, it is difficult to obtain sound theoretical results by analogy with the theory of inviscid instability for
flows with a significant dependence of the velocity field only on one coordinate, so the main attention of researchers
is focused on numerical work. The inviscid instability (i.e., formally at infinite Reynolds number) of the asymmetric
self-similar flows in was considered in [9]. It was found that the leading corner mode (the mode with the maximum
possible amplification) exhibits the growth exceeding the growth of the other modes in a wide range of streamwise
wavenumbers. The maximum growth of the corner mode and the amplitude distribution of the eigenfunction appeared
to be almost independent of the asymmetry parameter for the base flows.

In the present paper the results obtained at finite Reynolds numbers are presented and the problems associated
with their computation are discussed.

STABILITY ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

The viscous flow along the corner is formed by the intersection of two semi-infinite flat plates placed at the right
angle (see Fig. 1) [9]. In contrast to flat-plate boundary-layer flow, the corner-layer flow is fully three-dimensional.
However, sufficiently far away from the plates (region I) the flow can be considered potential. Also, it becomes almost
two-dimensional close to any of the plates, but far away from the corner line (regions II and III). These so-called
‘blending boundary layers’ remind the flat-plate boundary layer with a superimposed crossflow. Close to the corner
line (region IV) there is a strongly three-dimensional so-called ‘corner layer’ flow.

leading edge

leading edge

streamwise

velocity

profiles

corner

line

I
II

III

IV

y*, v*

z*, w*

x*, u*

0

FIGURE 1. The geometry of the axial corner-layer flow and initial Cartesian coordinate system

In accordance with [9] a rectangular corner with face coordinates (x∗, 0, z∗) and (x∗, y∗, 0) and leading edge
coordinates (0, 0, z∗) and (0, y∗, 0) in Cartesian system (x∗, y∗, z∗), where x∗ ≥ 0, y∗ ≥ 0, z∗ ≥ 0, is considered.
Assuming a self-similar laminar flow of Newtonian fluid with kinematic viscosity ν along the corner the flow is
characterized by asymmetry parameter γ (−1 < γ < 1) and streamwise velocity u∗(x∗, kz∗, z∗) → U∞ · (x∗/L)m = Ue
at z∗ → ∞ (k > 0), where U∞ > 0 and L > 0 are the characteristic potential velocity and length, respectively. Value m
defines the streamwise pressure gradient; m = 0, if the gradient is absent.

Let us define as in [9] the Reynolds number Rex∗ = Uex∗/ν and introduce the self-similar variables

η0 = Re
y∗

x∗
, ζ0 = Re

z∗

x∗
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and

u(η0, ζ0) =
u∗(x∗, y∗, z∗)

Ue
, v(η0, ζ0) = 2Re

v∗(x∗, y∗, z∗)
Ue

, w(η0, ζ0) = 2Re
w∗(x∗, y∗, z∗)

Ue
,

where Re =
√

(m + 1)Rex∗/2 =
√

(2 − β)Rex∗ (β is the Hartree parameter for the streamwise pressure gradient). The
resulting equations and the method of their numerical solution are described in detail in [6].

In the stability analysis a new set of nondimensional coordinates is defined [9]

ξ = d
x∗ − l

x∗
, η = d

y∗

x∗
, ζ = d

z∗

x∗
,

where l is a point of interest in the streamwise direction and d =
√

Rex∗/2. The components of velocity are scaled
with the free-stream velocity Ue at l resulting in

ū = u, v̄ =
v

2Re
, w̄ =

w
2Re

.

The stability of the base flow to small perturbations is considered using the linear stability analysis assuming the
quasi-parallelism of the flow in x∗ at x∗ = l by neglecting the slow streamwise variation of the base flow [9]. The base
flow includes the streamwise and crossflow velocities. However, since the crossflows v̄ and w̄ are O(1/

√
Rel) smaller

than streamwise velocity ū, they can be neglected. On superimposing velocity and pressure perturbations of the form

u′ = ũ exp [i(αξ − ωt)], v′ = ṽ exp [i(αξ − ωt)], w′ = w̃ exp [i(αξ − ωt)], p′ = p̃ exp [i(αξ − ωt)]

on the base flow, substituting the total velocity and pressure in the Navier–Stokes equation, subtracting the
corresponding equations for the unperturbed base flow, and dropping nonlinear terms results in the following
linearized hydrodynamic stability equations:

ūiαũ −
1

Re
∇2ũ +

∂ū
∂η

ṽ +
∂ū
∂ζ

w̃ + iα p̃ = iωũ (1)

ūiαṽ −
1

Re
∇2ṽ +

∂p̃
∂η

= iωṽ (2)

ūiαw̃ −
1

Re
∇2w̃ +

∂p̃
∂ζ

= iωw̃ (3)

iαũ +
∂ṽ
∂η

+
∂w̃
∂ζ

= 0, (4)

where α is the given streamwise wave number and ω = ωr + iωi is the complex eigenvalue (frequency) to be found.
The boundary condition on the walls for the velocity perturbations is no-slip. The accurate far-field boundary

conditions are unknown [10]. However, as the asymptotic streamwise velocity profiles are not inflectional, it can be
assumed that they cannot support the corner-mode instability. Then, it is affordable to choose

∂q
∂ζ

= 0 at ζ = ζmax, and
∂q
∂η

= 0 at η = ηmax, (5)

or
q = 0 at η = ηmax and ζ = ζmax,

where q is either ũ, ṽ, or w̃ as it has already been done for the inviscid analysis of asymmetric corner flows in [9].
Indeed, special checks showed that the exact placement and the type of the artificial computational boundaries have
only marginal effects on the corner mode. The resulting eigenvalue problem was solved with conditions (5).

To improve the spatial resolution at the corner, a pair of one parameter logarithmic coordinate mappings was
used

η = η(s) = ηmax
log[1 + (σ1 − 1)s]

logσ1
, −1 ≤ s ≤ 1,

ζ = ζ(t) = kηmax
log[1 + (σ2 − 1)t]

logσ2
, −1 ≤ t ≤ 1.
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where σ1 > 0 and σ2 > 0 are scalar tuning parameters and k = ζmax/ηmax.
Function p̃ was approximated by a Lagrange interpolation polynomial with the collocation points in s and t

defined by the roots of Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind UNs (s) and UNt (t) of orders Ns and Nt, respectively,
i.e.

sm = cos
πm

Ns + 1
, m = 1, . . . ,Ns,

tn = cos
πn

Nt + 1
, n = 1, . . . ,Nt,

and the disturbance velocities were approximated similarly with addition of the collocation points s0 = 1, sNs+1 = −1,
t0 = 1, and tNt+1 = −1.

With this spatial discretzation Eqs. (1)–(4) reduce to a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem of the form

Ar̃ = cBr̃,

where A and B are square nonsingular matrices of order (Ns − 2)(Nt − 2) and the column vector r̃ = {ũ, ṽ, w̃, p̃}T .
Therefore, the problem can be reduced to the ordinary eigenvalue problem with nonsingular matrix C = B−1A:

Cr̃ = cr̃.

After testing tuning parameters σ1, σ2 and comparison of the convergence with the results of previous studies
for the case γ = 0, the computations of the base flow were carried out with k = 1, σ1 = σ2 = 15 on the grid with the
number of nodes Ns = Nt = 80 at ηmax = 70. For the solution of the eigenvalue problem the computational domain
was truncated to ηmax = ζmax = 25 on the grid with the number of nodes Ns = Nt = 40. The bulk of the study was
limited to the values of α in the range from 0.1 to 0.3. Some tests at higher values indicate that flow becomes more
stable so that at essentially large values of α no instability was found. The range of Reynolds numbers was limited
from 4 × 105 to 10 × 105.

RESULTS

In order to examine the stability of the asymmetric flows the leading modes in the plane (Re, α) at three values of the
pressure gradient parameter β = −0.02, 0 and 0.05, which corresponds to a retarded, constant external velocity and
accelerating flows, respectively, were calculated. For the first two values of β the data are presented at γ = 0.012, and
for the latter it is done at γ = 0.006. For comparison the corresponding symmetric-case data (γ = 0) are also given.

The choice of values of γ is guided by a desire to inspect the cases, which differ significantly from the reference
case with β = 0 and γ = 0. However, the range of possible asymmetry parameters is limited to the region of existence
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u

FIGURE 2. The behavior of ū′(0) (where the prime denotes the derivative normal to the surface) for β near the pivot with the
asymptotic boundary conditions at γ = 0 (dotted), 0.006 (dashed), and 0.012 (solid)
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of the solution branches of the nonlinear equations for the asymptotic boundary conditions [6], see Fig. 2. Particularly,
γ = ±0.012 admits self-similar solutions only if β & −0.05. At lower values of γ the limit of β is shifted towards
negative values. However, it can be expected that for large positive values of β the flow is stable up to very large
Reynolds numbers, the case being usually uninteresting from the point of view of studying the laminar-turbulent
transition.

It should be noted that the value of asymmetry γ has different effects on behavior of velocity profiles with different
β, see Fig. 3. The ratio of displacement thicknesses δ−/δ+ defined as

δ− =

∫ ζmax

0

[
1 − U(ηmax, ζ)

]
dζ, δ+ =

∫ ηmax

0

[
1 − U(η, ζmax)

]
dη,

for the asymmetric cases under consideration is equal to 0.939, 0.953 and 0.983, respectively. Thus, as β grows, a
larger coefficient of asymmetry is required for a significant change in the velocity distribution.
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a b c

FIGURE 3. The streamwise velocity for the asymmetric flows on the boundaries of the computational domain at ηmax = ζmax = 70,
when β = −0.02 (a), 0 (b), and 0.05 (c): γ < 0 (blue); γ > 0 (red)

The obtained neutral curves are shown in Fig. 4. As the numerical technique finds all eigenvalues of the resulting
matrices, it allows finding all existing disturbances with the increment ωi ≥ 0. In the cases under consideration several
types of disturbances differing by their characteristic phase speeds and the behavior far from the corner line were
revealed that allowed identifying the corner mode among them (shown in black). Note that the noticeable asymmetry
of the flow at β = 0 has only marginal influence on the leading modes. Also, the growing mode marked in green
in Fig. 4, a is absent in Fig. 4, b and Fig. 4, c. The corner mode ceases to be dominant with increase of β: as β
grows, the critical Reynolds number for the corner mode grows faster than that for the boundary-layer modes (as the
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FIGURE 4. Regions of growth of three leading instability modes at β = −0.02 for γ = 0 and 0.006 (a), β = 0 for γ = 0
and 0.012 (b), and β = 0.05 for γ = 0 and 0.006 (c), respectively: neutral curves (solid thin and thick lines for symmetric and
asymmetric flows, respectively) contours of ωi with step 0.01 (dashed); the phase velocity ωr/α with step 0.01 from left to right,
from 0.4 to 0.5 for the black region and from 0.3 to 0.4 for the green and blue regions, and from 0.03 to 0.15 for the red region
(dotted)
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Tollmien–Shlihting waves in plane boundary layers) and the loss of the flow stability shifts to one of them. However,
the increments of this mode (marked in red in the right subfigure) increase inside its region of instability slower than
those for the corner mode. Hence, at the same initial conditions this effect stimulates predominance of the corner mode
at higher Reynolds numbers near the corner line even in this case.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus, the parametric computations for different pressure gradients and asymmetry parameters showed that in all cases
examined the dominant mode close to the corner line at moderate Reynolds numbers typical for the laminar-turbulent
transition is the so-called corner mode, which dominates also in the inviscid limit. The boundary-layer instability
modes dominate far from the corner line and the transition to turbulence is accompanied by the competition of these
types of modes at some distance from the corner line.

To examine the boundary-layer modes it is necessary to apply adequate asymptotic boundary conditions for the
disturbances taking into account that the Squire’s theorem [11] is generally invalid for the flows under consideration,
and, therefore, further exploration of the oblique perturbations is required. To date the accurate boundary conditions
are unknown even for symmetrical flows [10]. Hence, an assessment of the region of laminar-turbulent transition with
methods based on the theory of hydrodynamic stability as the eN-method [12, 13] and its flavors is currently hardly
possible. A large algebraic size of the resulting numerical eigenvalue problems is another obstacle that, however,
potentially reduces the efficiency of the eN-method, if it is used directly. More promising in this regard seems the path
on which computations of the stability characteristics are used for calibration or training a fully empirical scheme for
predicting the laminar-turbulent transition similarly to the Transition SST model implemented, e.g., in ANSYS Fluent
for geometrically simpler flows.
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Abstract. Results of experimental and numerical studies of a supersonic flow around a cylinder containing a high-
porosity gas-permeable frontal insert made of a cellular porous material, which is aligned at various angles of attack, are 
presented. The experiments are performed in a supersonic wind tunnel at a Mach number of 6.95 and moderate unit 
Reynolds numbers. It is demonstrated that the effect of drag reduction on a cylinder with a porous insert is also observed 
in the range of the angles of attack up to 15°. A three-dimensional skeleton model composed of densely packet 
intersecting hollow spheres for numerical simulation of the flow around a cylinder with a porous insert is proposed and 
tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the moment there are several methods of wave drag control including the use of an aerodynamic spike, 
upstream injection of a gas, liquid, or solid particles, and local energy supply ahead of the body. These methods are 
based on the effect of formation of a pointed separation region ahead of the body, which vanishes if the body is 
aligned at an angle of attack. Another method of wave drag control is the use of inserts made of high-porosity gas-
permeable cellular porous materials [1, 2]. Wind tunnel experiments performed at the Khristianovich Institute of 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (ITAM SB RAS) 
with cylindrical models having a frontal porous insert demonstrated significant reduction of the wave drag. Later on, 
there was a large cycle of experimental and numerical investigations of the flow around cylindrical models with 
porous frontal inserts at a zero angle of attack. Data on the influence of the Mach number, Reynolds number, 
cylinder diameter, pore diameter, and length of the porous frontal insert on the drag coefficient were obtained. These 
data were presented and generalized in a criterial form in [3]. The numerical simulations in that study were based on 
a skeleton model of a cellular porous material [4] in the form of a number of coaxial rings of different diameters 
arranged in a staggered manner. The skeleton model composed of rings [4] is sufficiently simple for modeling the 
porous region in an axisymmetric case (it is formed by whirling square elements around the longitudinal axis of the 
model) and convenient from the viewpoint of constructing a regular computational grid. The model was well 
approved in numerical simulations of an axisymmetric flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert at a zero 
angle of attack. Further development of research in the field of supersonic aerodynamics of bodies with gas-
permeable porous inserts implies experimental and numerical investigations of the flow around bodies aligned at a 
non-zero angle of attack. For such investigations, three-dimensional models of the skeleton of cellular porous 
materials with due allowance for their real spatial structure have to be developed. The present paper describes the 
first results of experimental and numerical studies in this direction. 
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AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON A CYLINDER WITH A POROUS INSERT AT AN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 

The experiments were performed in a T-327B supersonic wind tunnel based at the Khristianovich Institute of 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences at the Mach number 
M∞ = 6.95 with a cylindrical model; the model diameter was D = 14.5 mm (see [3]). The model consisted of a solid 
cylinder with a thin-walled tube moving without a gap over the cylinder, retaining the porous insert, and controlling 
the length ∆x of the porous material protruding into the flow. The total length of the model L (solid 
cylinder + porous insert) was constant (100 mm). The gas-permeable insert was fabricated from cellular porous 
nickel with a porosity coefficient of 0.95 and pore diameter d = 2 mm. The model was mounted on the sting of a 
three-component strain-gauge balance, which could be aligned at an angle; as a result, the angle between the model 
and the flow α could be varied (Fig. 1). Based on the measured values of forces acting along (fx) and across (fy) the 
sting, the forces acting on the model along (Fx) and across (Fy) the flow were determined by the formulas 

 
 Fx = fx·Cosα +fy·Sinα;      Fy = fy·Cosα - fx·Sinα.  

 

 
FIGURE 1. Photograph of the strain-gauge balance in the wind tunnel with the cylindrical model including a porous frontal 

insert mounted at an angle of attack. 1 – model; 2 – strain-gauge balance 
 
The Mach number field at the nozzle exit was preliminary studied to determine the maximum possible angle of 

model mounting. The static pressure in the flow and the Pitot pressure P0’ were measured by pressure probes. 
Figure 2 shows the Mach number as a function of the radial distance r from the nozzle axis in the nozzle exit plane. 
The projections of the model onto the nozzle exit plane have different sizes at different angles of attack: 14.5 mm for 
α = 0 and 42 mm for α = 25°. Thus, Fig. 2 shows that the model is located in a sufficiently uniform flow in the 
range of the angles of attack up to 25°. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Flow Mach number versus the radial distance r from the nozzle axis in the nozzle exit plane 
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The measured drag and lift forces of the cylindrical model with a porous frontal insert normalized to the 
corresponding values of these forces for the cylinder without the porous insert are plotted in Fig. 3 as functions of 
the normalized length of the porous insert ∆x/D for different angles of attack. It is seen in Fig. 3, a that drag 
reduction due to an increase in the porous insert length is observed for all angles of attack of the model. Moreover, 
the drag reduction efficiency increases with an increase in the angle of attack. This effect is most probably 
associated with the following circumstances: the model cylinder with a porous insert aligned at an angle of attack 
actually forms a more pointed body because the lower end of the frontal face moves forward when the model is 
inclined (see Fig. 1), while the upper end of the frontal face move backward. In this case, the flow is incident onto a 
cylinder with a skewed frontal face rather than onto a cylinder with a straight frontal face as it happens at a zero 
angle of attack. This is the reason for additional reduction of the model drag. It seems logical that a decrease in the 
model drag with an increase in the angle of attack should lead to an increase in the lift force of the model. This 
actually happens as the angle of attack increases up to 5° (see Fig. 3, b). However, a further increase in the angle of 
attack leads to reduction of the lift force of the cylinder. Apparently, this is caused by the fact that the effective 
thickness of the porous insert in the streamwise direction decreases as the model is turned. This corresponds to 
enhancement of porous material transparency in the streamwise direction and, as a consequence, to less intense 
interaction of the porous material with the flow behind the shock wave. Numerical simulations of this problem are 
required for better understanding of the physical aspects of the flow around a cylinder model with a porous frontal 
insert aligned at an angle of attack.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Effect of the normalized length of the porous insert on the normalized drag force (a) and lift force (b) of the 
cylindrical model with a porous frontal insert for different angles of attack of the model:  

M∞ = 6.95, Re1∞ = 1.5 ×106 m-1, D = 14.5 mm, and d = 2 mm 

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE FLOW AROUND THE MODEL WITH THE 
USE OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL SKELETON OF THE POROUS INSERT 

A three-dimensional skeleton model of the cellular porous material is developed for modeling the flow around a 
body with a porous insert at an angle of attack. The model consists of a set of densely packed hollow spheres 
slightly penetrating into each other. An individual pore of the high-porosity cellular material is modeled by a sphere 
with holes (Fig. 4, a). The holes in an individual sphere appear because of its intersection with the neighboring 
spheres, which are arranged in a staggered manner. The sphere diameter is 2 mm, which corresponds to the pore 
size d of foamed nickel. The distance between the centers of the neighboring spheres is 1.96 mm. The spatial 
arrangement of the neighboring spheres was chosen to be an octahedron (Fig. 4, b) rather than a dodecahedron as in 
[5]. This was made to simplify the generation of an irregular computational grid. The projection of the skeleton 
model composed of a set of densely packed hollow spheres onto the plane (x, y) is shown in Fig. 4, c. It is seen that 
there are large and small holes connecting the neighboring cells in the material. It should be noted that the total 
number of cells of the computational domain in the skeleton model consisting of densely packed hollow spheres 
having a three-dimensional structure is appreciably greater (about 8 – 10 million) than in the case of an 
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axisymmetric model composed of rings (not more than 1.2 million). As a result, significantly greater computational 
resources are required to solve the problem. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 4. (a) Sphere modeling an individual pore of a high-porosity cellular material (foamed nickel); (b) Spatial arrangement 
of the neighboring spheres in an octahedron; (c) Cross section of the octahedral skeleton of the cellular porous material by a 

streamwise-oriented plane 
 
The cylinder model with a three-dimensional skeleton structure of the insert consisting of a set of densely packed 

hollow spheres with the diameter d = 2 mm and porosity of 0.95 is shown in Fig. 5, a.  
 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. (a) Cylinder model with a 3D skeleton of the porous frontal insert composed of a set of densely packed hollow 
spheres with the diameter d = 2 mm used in numerical simulations; (b) computational domain of the problem with boundaries 

 
Numerical simulations of the problem of a supersonic flow around a cylinder with a gas-permeable frontal insert 

were performed by solving three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the use of the 
commercial CFD package ANSYS Fluent. The viscosity was calculated by the Sutherland formula, and the thermal 
conductivity was obtained by the formula from the kinetic theory of gases. In solving the problem, we used implicit 
schemes of the second-order in space; the convective terms were approximated by the AUSM splitting method with 
a TVD limiter for retaining solution monotonicity near the discontinuities and local extreme points of the flow. The 
problem was calculated until a steady solution was obtained. The conditions at the input boundary of the 
computational domain (Fig. 5, b) were the free-stream conditions and the laminar flow (k = ω =0) for the k-ω SST 
turbulence model. The outflow condition was imposed at the output boundary, and the side boundaries were 
subjected to the symmetry conditions. The no-slip and constant temperature (Tw = 300 K) conditions were set at the 
cylinder surface and on each element of the porous insert skeleton. By solving the problem, we obtained all gas-
dynamic variables of the flow both outside the model and inside the porous material.  

Figure 6 shows the computed fields of the Mach number and density for the flow around a cylinder at a zero 
angle of attack including a porous model insert with the cell diameter d = 2 mm at the Mach number M∞ = 6.95 and 
porous frontal insert length ∆x = 29 mm. The predicted Mach number fields are presented for two longitudinal 
sections: one section along the longitudinal axis of the model (z = 0, Fig. 6, a) and the second section shifted 
by 0.5 mm from the axis (Fig. 6, b). For such a length of the gas-permeable insert, the bow shock wave becomes 
“seated” onto the frontal face of the cylinder. It is seen from the computed fields of the Mach numbers in these two 
different longitudinal sections that local supersonic flow regions arise behind the bow shock wave inside the porous 
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insert owing to exhaustion of small air jets from the pores. Such a redistribution of the gas flow in the cellular 
porous material leads to the formation of a flow similar to the flow around a pointed body; as a result, the model 
drag in a supersonic flow becomes smaller. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Computed Mach number fields for the flow around a cylinder with a porous model insert composed of a set of 
densely packed hollow spheres (M∞ = 6.95, Re1∞ = 1.5 ×106 m-1, D = 14.5 mm, d = 2 mm, ∆x/D = 2, and α = 0):  

(a) in the plane (x,y) at z=0; (b) in the plane (x,y) at z=0.5 mm 
 
For better understanding, Fig. 7 shows the predicted density fields for the flow around a cylinder with a porous 

frontal insert at a zero angle of attack, which were obtained with the use of the three-dimensional skeleton model 
consisting of densely packed hollow sphere (upper half of the figure) and the axisymmetric skeleton model 
composed of coaxial rings (lower half of the figure). A comparison of the flow patterns shows that the shock wave 
positions predicted by computations with different skeleton models almost coincide with each other.  

 

 
FIGURE 7. Computed density fields for the flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert in the plane (x, y): the upper and 

lower parts of the figure were computed by using the three-dimensional skeleton model consisting of a set of densely packed 
hollow spheres and the axisymmetric skeleton model composed of a set of coaxial rings; M∞ = 6.95, Re1∞ = 1.5 ×106 m-1, 

D = 14.5 mm, d = 2 mm, ∆x/D = 2, and α = 0 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments on the flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert made of a high-porosity cellular material 
were performed at the Mach number of 6.95 and angles of attack ranging from 0 to 15°. It was demonstrated that the 
tendency to drag reduction with an increase in the porous insert length persists as the angle of attack increases. 
Moreover, the efficiency of drag reduction for a cylinder with a porous frontal insert increases with an increase in 
the porous frontal insert length.  

A three-dimensional skeleton model of a high-porosity cellular material was developed for numerical 
simulations of a supersonic flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert at a non-zero angle of attack. The 
model consists of a set of densely packed hollow spheres. The feasibility of this skeleton model is demonstrated by 
an example of the flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert at a zero angle of attack. Now this model 
should be tested in test cases for the flow around a cylinder with a porous frontal insert at different angles of attack.  
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Abstract. This paper describes a method for estimating of disturbances development and the laminar-turbulent transition 
location on a base of the linear stability theory in presence of the acoustic field. In a stable region amplitudes of 
perturbation velocities near the location of a stability loss are determined by disturbances which are excited by external 
sound waves. Because of proximity of a sound wave and eigen fluctuations parameters, the received value of amplitude is 
accepted equal to amplitude of the growing boundary layer wave. At some point down the Reynolds stress becomes equal 
to several percents of the laminar boundary layer stress. On the basis of experimental data the criterion is accepted 
according to which the Reynolds stress equal to 12% of the laminar stress in the beginning of the laminar-turbulent 
transition. On the basis of a spectrum of external disturbances and the accepted criterion the satisfactory consent of the 
calculated and experimental transition Reynolds numbers of is received. Up to transition the disturbance increase in a 
boundary layer is described by linear stability equations well enough. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most difficult problems in the theoretical aerodynamics is the prediction of the laminar-turbulent 
transition location. Existing examples of real flight and wind tunnels tests demonstrate the dramatic effect of the 
transition on the flow characteristics. One of the possible methods to determine the position of the transition can be 
based on experimental studies. These methods are limited areas of experimental researches, and need to be clarified 
on the basis of more fundamental approaches, in particular, the application of the linear stability theory. Although 
linear theory cannot fully describe the transition process (due to obvious non-linear processes) it may be useful in 
cases of small initial perturbation, such as in flight, because the length of the linear area in these cases considerably 
bigger than the plots of the nonlinear interaction. 

So far the eN-method is widely applied to definition laminar and turbulent transitions [1, 2]. The essence of a 
method consists in the assumption that the disturbance amplitude in unstable area increases in eN of times at constant 
value N. The detailed review of works on application of eN-method is available in [3]. 

It should be noticed that the more reasonable should recognize amplitude method [4]. The essence of this method 
consists that in the field of the beginning transition the disturbance amplitude reaches the size At. The complexity of 
its application consists in need of calculation of initial amplitude (near a stability loss point) of disturbances. It can 
only be solved within the framework of the receptivity theory, which turns out to be more complex than the stability 
theory of parallel flows. Therefore, in the first phase the amplitude method was not used and most researchers used 
eN-method. 

In the case of the parameters closeness of external disturbances and neutral eigen waves it is possible to be 
guided by the theory of a quasiresonant excitation of oscillations in a boundary layer [5]. The gist of this theory is 
the distribution of disturbances in the boundary layer for both types of perturbations are close between themselves. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
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Therefore near a neutral point the amplitude of neutral perturbations can be compared with the forced vibration 
amplitude caused by external waves. Without references to quasiresonant interaction this method was used in [4]. 

TRANSITION CRITERION 

Apparently the amplitude method was first proposed in [6]. There the assumption has been made that transition 
of a laminar boundary layer into a turbulent layer happens in a location where the Reynolds stress generated by 
perturbations are equals the mean viscous stress. In practice the position of the transition start is determined by a 
visible deviation of the measured Reynolds stresses from laminar stresses. For example if the start of the transition is 
determined by a minimum local friction on a wall or a dynamic pressure (Pitot's tube) it can be noticed that their 
minimum value exceeds the corresponding quantity at a laminar flow only by several percent. As an example the 
dependence of the measured friction on the heat-insulated plate on longitudinal coordinate for Mach number 
M=1.99 taken from [7] are shown in Fig. 1. If to extend the line of the measured laminar friction at x = 13'' up to the 
position corresponding to a minimum, it will be received τw/q=0.5 10-3. Comparison with minimum value indicates 
that the last value approximately 12% higher than the value calculated for laminar law. In particular in [4] it has 
been shown that a satisfactory predictions of the position of the transition can be achieved on the assumption if to 
take that the value of Reynolds stresses equal to 14% of the laminar value.  

 

 
FIGURE 1. Local drag coefficient in conditions of laminar-turbulent transition, M = 1.97 

 
Based on the above as a transition criterion was adopted the condition: 
 

 maxmax 0.12 / (Re ( ( / )) )tuv du dydm ρ= . (1) 
 
Here , , , ,u u vm ρ  ─ dynamic viscosity, velocity and density, as well as perturbations of velocities, normalized on 

corresponding values on a boundary layer edge; normal coordinate /yy d= , where δ ─ boundary layer thickness; 
Reδt ─ transition Reynolds number, built according to the thickness of the boundary layer. In the case of single-mode 
perturbations the right-hand side is determined by the eigen function of the stability theory and its amplification 
downstream. In formulating the problem of a hydrodynamic stability of quasi-parallel flows [8─10] velocities u and 
v are represented in zeroth approximation as follows: 0, Re {[ ( , ), ( , )] exp( )}u v A al f y x y x ie ϕ e ϑ= ⋅  . For perturbations 
growing in the longitudinal direction can be taken as 

 

 
0 0

* * * *
1 ( ) ;  ( )  +

x x

i r r
x x

x dx x dx z tϑ α ϑ α β ω= − = −∫ ∫ ,  

 
where * * *

r iiα α α= + ─ eigen wave number, f and φ are the corresponding eigenfunctions of the stability problem of a 
locally parallel flow for fixed values of β* and ω*; x0 is the coordinate of the neutral oscillations on the lower 
branch of the neutral curve. An asterisk indicates dimensional values. In the future it will be accepted that the 
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maximum value of an amplitude f inside the layer is equal to unity, │f│max=1. It can be shown that 
2 *

0 exp( 2 ) Re ( ) / 2iuv A al fϑ ϕ= − , where A0 ─ maximum amplitude of eigen oscillation of longitudinal speed 
inside the layer at x= x0, an asterisk denotes complex conjugation.  

The amplitude of neutral oscillations A0 is generated as a result of non-stationary impact on the boundary layer, 
in particular, by external disturbances with amplitude A1. According to [4] it is assumed that A0= Az A1, where 
Az - receptivity factor which dependces on the wave number β* and frequency ω*. With this in mind relation (1) can 

be rewritten in the form: 
2

2 2 *
1max max

max

0.12Re ( ) ,
2 Rez

t

I duuv A A al f
dyd

mϕ
ρ

= =
 

 

 where 2 exp( 2 )iI ϑ= − ; or in another 

form: 
 

 
( )1/2

max
1 1/2 * 1/2

max

2 /0.35
Re ((Re ( )) )

y
t z

u
A A A I

al fd

m ρ

ϕ
= =





  (2) 

 
Taking into account that *

max( )fϕ  is the slowly varying function of the longitudinal coordinate, and the 
amplification coefficient depends exponentially on x, the perturbations amplitude near the transition for very small 
external perturbations will practically does not depend on the transition Reynolds number. Therefore, it is assumed 
that the amplitude of the longitudinal velocity perturbations near the transition is constant, as is customary in [4].  

Let us estimate the amplitude At for the boundary layer on the thermally insulated plate. In this case  
 

  
1/2 1/2

1/2

max

2 2 0.8 w
w

du du
dy dy

m m m
ρ ρ

   
= =       

   



  

 at ( / )ex Ud m ρ=  and ( ) / ) 0.332y wu ρ =


 .   

 
According to [11]  = r fϕ α e , 1/3( Re )r tde α −= . It follows from (2) that for f=1 1/3 1/3

1 0.28 / Ret z r tA A A I dα −= .   
At a fixed frequency the wave number αr is associated with a Reynolds number by relationship: 

* 2( / ) Re ) / Re /r e e r ru c F cd dα ω ν≈ = . Due to the fact that the phase velocity cr varies only slightly with the 
Reynolds number, it's possible to take Rer B dα = or 0 0(Re / Re )r dα α= . Because of at low frequencies on the 

lower branch of the neutral curve  [12] it's possible to obtain 2
0(Re / Re )r D dα = . So 

( )2/31/3
00.28 Re / Ret tA D d

−≈ . 
In [12] it was shown that for the boundary layer on a heat-insulated plate with M=2 D≈10, therefore 

( )2/3
1 00.13 Re / Ret z tA A A I d= ≈ . In addition, in wind tunnels 0Re / Re 0.3 0.5td = ÷ , therefore At≈0.06, that is 6% of 

the main velocity at the boundary layer edge . For subsonic flows in [4] the value of the longitudinal velocity 
pulsations near the transition position was assumed to be four percent (4%). As to the supersonic boundary layer, 
 

 
FIGURE 2. The amplitudes dependence of pressure (p), velocity (u), mass flow rate (m) and <uv> on the normal coordinate, 

/dY dyρ d=  . Re=1400, χ=arctg(β/α)=45°, M=2 

0 0Re D constα = ≈
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in [4] as a transition criterion was taken the pressure perturbation amplitude equal to 1%. But pressure perturbations 
inside the layer are about in 4 times lower than the longitudinal velocity perturbations the according to the theory of 
stability, Fig. 2. Therefore it's possible to consider that in [4] the value of the amplitude of velocity perturbations at 
the beginning of the transition was taken to be about 4% as in the case of a subsonic boundary layer. 

In Fig. 2 along with the longitudinal velocity and pressure amplitudes the distribution of the value <uv> (which 
is proportional to the Reynolds stresses) and the mass flow are shown at M = 2, Reδ=1400, χ=arctg(β/α)=45°, 
F=0.1∙10-4. From the above results it can be seen that the positions of the amplitudes maxima of the disturbances 
and Reynolds stresses (which are proportional to <uv>) are in the same position approximately. Additional 
calculations showed that their location is practically independent of frequency at a fixed angle χ, which justifies the 
use of (2). 

In the case of multi-frequency oscillations at fixed values of x, y, z the longitudinal velocity oscillations are 

written in the form: 
8

1
( ) Re ( exp( ))i i

i
u t al A i tω

=

= ∑ . In this case 2 2 * 2
1

1

Re ( ) / 2
n

zi i i i
i

uv A A al f Iϕ
=

=∑ . If the positions 

of the maximum amplitudes of the longitudinal velocity Aimax do not depend on ωi inside the boundary layer then, 
omitting the index max, instead of (2) we will have: 

 

  2 2 * 2
1

max1

Re (Re ( ) 0.24
n

zi i t i i i
i

duA A al f I
dyd

mϕ
ρ=

=∑   (3) 

 
At the same time at the beginning of the laminar-turbulent transition the mean-square perturbations of the 

longitudinal velocity 2 1/2

1
( / 2)

n

ti
i

u A
=

= ∑ , where 1ti i zi iA A A I= . 

LAMINAR-TURBULENT TRANSITION IN THE WIND TUNNEL T-325 

This section demonstrates the efficiency of the stability theory of supersonic boundary layers by comparing its 
data with experimental results obtained in a wind tunnel T-325 of Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and 
Applied Mechanics SB RAS. Because ( )max

/ 0.33 wUm ρ m′ = , 1.4wm ≈  (3) is rewrited as 

 

  2 2
1

1

0.11;    
n

tr i zi
i

K Ki Ki A A Di
=

= = =∑ , where * 2
max

Re Re ( )t i i iDi al f Id ϕ=   (4) 

 
The performance of the criterion (4) is verified by the example of experiments on the laminar-turbulent transition 

of a supersonic boundary layer using the spectral composition of the perturbations in the wind tunnel T-325 of 
ITAM of SB RAS [13]. Experiments were carried out at Mach number M = 2 and a unit Reynolds number 
Re1=25∙106/m . The T-325 was upgraded periodically after which the composition of the perturbations in the wind 
tunnel changed. Therefore it is important to emphasize that spectrum measurement [14] and experiments [13] 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Amplitude mass flow spectrum in T-325, Re1=30∙106/m 
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were carried out at about the same time, and it can be assumed that the background of external disturbances was 
approximately the same in both cases. Unfortunately the normalization factor for the presented mass flow spectra 
was not given in [14]. Therefore in Fig. 3 taken from [14] the ordinate axis is designated as m/r. It means that the 
mass stream spectrum divided into r is presented in [14]. Size r can be received on a power spectrum and a root-
mean-square pulsations of a mass stream. 

Studies [14, 15] found that the pressure perturbation level in the working part at M = 2 and Re1=25∙106/m was 
approximately 0.4%, the angle of inclination of the acoustic waves front relatively to the direction of the main flow 
was approximately 45° in the frequency range 4 40kH÷ what corresponds to the phase velocity c=ω/αr= 0.3. But the 
pressure amplitude and the amplitude of the longitudinal velocity outside the boundary layer are related by the 
equality 2 (1 )p M c uγ= − −  . 

To calculate the spectral composition of longitudinal velocity perturbations on the basis of the mass flow 
spectrum, we use the relation: , from which it follows that 

 
  2u = m/( (1 ) 1) 0.56 mM c− − ≈   (5) 

 
In the frequencies interval 10 200f kHz= ÷  the spectral curve is practically independent on a unit Reynolds 

number and is approximated by the relation 
 

 m/m0=(f/f0)-1.1. (6) 
 
The calculations were carried out at f0 = 40kHz, which corresponds to the frequency parameter F0 = 0.352∙ 10-4, 

and m0/r = 6∙10-2 at Re1 = 30∙106/m and the velocity in the wind tunnel ue≈500m/s. 

TABLE 1. Calculation results of the velocity disturbances 
in the T-325 on a spectrum (6) 

F∙104  mi/r u1i/r u1i
2/r2 u1i

2∙108 
0.05 22.76 12.75 162.4 140.1 
0.10 10.62 5.95 35.4 30.55 
0.15 6.8 3.81 14.5 12.5 
0.20 4.95 2.77 7.68 6.6 
0.25 3.87 2.17 4.7 4.1 
0.30 3.17 1.78 3.15 2.7 
0.35 2.68 1.50 2.25 1.9 
0.40 2.31 1.29 1.67 1.4 

sum 232 200 
 

TABLE 2. Values of uzi, Rec, Ki and Di in the dependence on the frequency parameter 
F∙104 Rec uzi/r Re=1400 Re=1500 

   Di Ki I2 103 uti
2 Di Ki I2 103∙uti

2 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 

1260 
840 
680 
580 
500 
460 
420 
400 

14.4 
1.5 
0.0 
9.0 
8.3 
7.7 
6.8 
6.7 

12.5 
198 

2120 
6988 
7553 
4215 
1563 
454 

0.0038 
0.0080 
0.0265 
0.0379 
0.0213 
0.0065 
0.0014 
0.0003 

1 
7 
51 

142 
142 
75 
27 
8 

0.291 
0.283 
0.637 
0.759 
0.401 
0.120 
0.023 

0 

17.2 
446 

4922 
11760 
8917 
3741 
1049 
215 

0.0050 
0.0180 
0.0602 
0.0638 
0.0250 
0.0058 
0.0001 
0.0002 

1 
14 

106 
221 
157 
63 
17 
3 

0.291 
0.566 
1.321 
2.38 
0.89 

0.101 
0.014 

0 
sum 0.106  2.514  0.178  5.56 

 
In the accordance with (6) the values of mi/r were calculated for frequency parameters F=(0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 

0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40)∙10-4 and corresponding values of ui were obtained on (5). Perturbations of the longitudinal 

2/ (1 )u m m p m M c uρ γ= − = − = + −
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velocity were represented as 
8

1
( ) ( sin( ))i F i

i
u t u t φ

=

= ∆ +∑ , where ΔF=0.05∙10-4 . The values of mi/r, u1i/r and their 

squares are given in 2, 3 and 4 columns of Table 2. From the relation 
8

2 2 2 2 6

1
( / ) / 2 10i

i
u r u r −

=

= =∑  and the data of 

Table 1 it follows that r2=0.863∙10-8. The squares of the amplitudes of the velocity perturbations are shown in the 
last column of the table. 

To determine the uzi the calculations of the interaction of external oblique sound waves (χ=45°) with the 
boundary layer were performed in the low frequency approximation (the pressure disturbance in the boundary layer 
is constantly) in accordance with [16]. 

The relations of the maximum amplitude of perturbations of the longitudinal velocity in the boundary layer to the 
amplitude of the external sound wave are shown in Fig. 4. Table 2 shows the values of the coefficients uzi at critical 
Reynolds numbers, Rec, as well as Di and Ki, in a dependence on the frequency parameter for the numbers 
Re = 1400 and 1500. It is easy to see that condition (4) is practically satisfied when the Reynolds number is 
Rex = xRe1≈2∙106. In this case the amplitude of perturbations of the velocity ut reaches 3% of ue at Re = 1400, and 
approximately 5% at Re = 1500. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Dependence of uzi on Reδ. Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 represent to frequency parameters F=(0.05,0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 

0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40)∙10-4 
 
It should be noted that the sound field of three wind tunnel walls affects on the model boundary layer Therefore 

in calculations of the transition location should take the amplitude of external disturbances equal to 75% of 
measured experimentally in free stream and a criterion value of Ktr should be increased approximately by 1.8 times 
and it is taken approximately equal to 0.2. In this case, the transition Reynolds number will slightly exceed the 
experimental value Rextr=2.2∙106 of the paper [13]. 

THE DISTURBANCES AMPLIFICATION IN THE TRANSITION REGION OF THE 
BOUNDARY LAYER 

As an example we consider experiments [17] which were carried out at the unit Reynolds number 
Re1 = 12.51·106/m and M = 2 in the boundary layer of a flat plate. Fig. 5 shows the mass flow spectrum 
approximation in the boundary layer. Dependence of root-mean-square perturbations of the mass flow in the 
boundary layer on the Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 6 (round icons). The mass flow spectrum was 
approximated by the dependence: 

 

 

8

1
( ) sin( )i i i

i
m t m tω ψ

=

= +∑
.  

 
Table 3 shows the values of mi/r as a function of a frequency parameter (second column), which were obtained 

from Fig. 5, as well as theirs squares (third column). Based on experimental values of the mass flow perturbation 
amplitude, Fig. 6, it was assumed that at Re = 700. <m> = 0.014, that is 1.4% of the main mass flow of the external 
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flow. Using the relation 
8

2 2 2 3

1
( / ) / 2 (0.014) 0.196 10i

i
r m r −

=

= = ⋅∑  it is possible to obtain r2 =3∙10-6. The mi values 

for Re = 840, 1000.1200, 1300 and 1400 were obtained by multiplying the experimental value of the perturbation at 

Re = 700 by the amplification coefficient 
(Re) *

1 (Re 700)
exp( )

x

ix
I dxα

=
= −∫  in accordance with the stability theory for 

frequency parameters F= (0.15÷ 0.4) ∙10-4. For frequency parameters F= (0.05, 0.1) ∙10-4 at which the critical 
Reynolds numbers are more than700, the coefficient of an increase (decrease) of disturbances were determined by 
multiplying of perturbations at Re = 700 by Azi(Re)/Azi(700) according to Fig. 4 when Re<Rec, and when Re>Rec by 

multiplying of the perturbation at Re = 700 by [ Azi(Rec)/Azi(Re=700)] I were 
0

(Re) *exp( )
x

ix
I dxα= −∫ . Calculations 

show that if F=0.05∙10-4 then Azi(Re)/Azi(Re=700)=1.03, 1.03, 0.98, 0.96 for Re=840, 1000, 1200, 1260, and for 
F=0.10∙10-4 Azi(Re)/Azi(Re=700)=0.96 at Re= Rec =840. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Amplitude spectrum of the mass flow in the boundary layer, Reδ = 700 

 
Calculations results of mass flow perturbations, <m>%, are shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 3. The deviation of the 

experimental data from the calculation is observed in the interval of the Reynolds numbers 1300<Reδ<1400, where 
nonlinear processes are observed [17]. 

In the previous section it was shown that disturbance amplitude near transition beginning is 5%<ut<7%, here 
mt≈3%. (It is necessary to notice that mt≈ut, Fig. 2). Such distinction is connected with the fact that the experimental 
curve of Fig. 6 was received out of a disturbance maximum in the boundary layer. As confirmation in Fig. 7 
distribution of mass stream pulsations in the boundary layer is shown. Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that data 
of Fig. 6 are less maximum indignations approximately twice. Therefore it is possible to consider that the maximum 
disturbance amplitude of a mass stream near the transition beginning will be about 6% that will well be coordinated 
with the received values in the previous section.  

TABLE 3. Calculations of root-mean-square pulsations of a mass flow in a dependence on the Reynolds number 

F∙104 
experiment, Re=700 Calculation mi

2 ∙106 based on experimental data 

mi/r mi
2/r2 mi

2∙106 Re =840 1000 1200 1300 1400 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 

10 
4.8 
2.5 

0.85 
0.32 
0.13 
0.07 
0.04 

100 
23.4 
6.25 
0.72 
0.10 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 

300 
70.2 
18.8 
2.2 
0.3 

0.06 
0.03 
0.01 

318 
67 

24.7 
4.5 
0.8 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 

318 
56.4 
51.1 
13.0 
2.9 
0.7 
0.3 
0 

288 
181.8 
199.5 
67.0 
12.0 
1.6 
0.3 
0 

280 
230.4 
433.5 
138.4 
18.7 
2.0 
0 
0 

317 
418.1 
945.6 
251.7 

24 
1.7 
0 
0 

sum 131 392 413 441 747 1096 1950 
<m>% 1.4 1.37 1.31 1.75 2.3 3.1 
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FIGURE 6. Dependence of root-mean-square perturbations of the mass flow in the boundary layer on the Reynolds number 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Profiles mean square pulsations at Re=1210 [17] 

CONCLUSION 

Thus, for the first time, on the basis of the spectrum of external acoustic disturbances, the position of the 
laminar-turbulent transition of a supersonic boundary layer is calculated, which is in agreement with the 
experimental ones. In the pre-transition region the natural disturbances are described well by the linear theory.  
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Abstract. Identification of the mechanical properties of the vascular tissue plays an important role in modern tasks of 
preoperative modeling of cerebral aneurysms. The aim of the study was to determine whether differences in the structure 
of healthy, unruptured and ruptured aneurism tissues can be demonstrated by laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. 
Tunable laser (210-290 nm) induced fluorescence exhibit contributions of at last four components, which were identified 
using narrow peak modification of principal component analysis. The pathology development shows a tendency to 
relative component contributions redistribution. The ultraviolet laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy of cerebral 
vessel surfaces may be useful for identifying its medical condition. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cerebral aneurysm (CA) is a dangerous pathology of the brain vascular system and is diagnosed for 2-5% of 
population [1]. It is the cause of frequent disability of patients. The delay in its treatment and postoperative 
complications threaten death. However, the risks of of unruptured cerebral aneurysm breakage and postoperative 
complications are close. This makes the reasoning of such aneurysms treatment controversial. The assessment of CA 
rupture risk is a real challenge for modern neurosurgery. 

Knowing mechanical properties of vascular tissues is crucial for making accurate prognosis for such pathology. 
It is quite a sophisticated task due to complex layer structure of a vessel, where each tunica has unique protein 
composition, which varies during pathology development. Thus having a group of integral parameters which 
describe tissue strength characteristics could be an aid in preoperative modeling of cerebral haemodynamics. Its 
results might should allow to perform surgery in the most effective way or avoid it if possible. Such parameters 
could be determined in various ways performing strength tests [2], histological studies [3]. In the meantime 
nondestructive methods are preferable. 

Intrinsic laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is already known to be of use in atherosclerosis [4] and valve 
calcinosis [5] diagnostics, control of decellularization biotechnological process [6]. Vessels contain several 
fluorophores like amino acids, collagen cross-links, which are connected to the mechanical properties of a tissue. 
LIF spectra obtained using ultraviolet laser radiation in below 300 nm region is still not well studied, and can give 
data in vessel tissue state diagnostics. 
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In this paper we performed an experimental study of the vessel walls with cerebrovascular pathologies 
(aneurysms) using tunable in 210-290 nm range laser system. Three types of tissues were used: ruptured and 
unruptured cerebral aneurysms, healthy vessel. The measured excitation-emission matrices were analyzed using 
narrow peak modification of principal component analysis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

To investigate laser-induced fluorescence of the samples, a pulsed ultraviolet laser with optical parametric 
oscillator "Vibrant HE 355 II +UV" (Opotek, USA) was used. It allows to obtain tunable laser radiation in the 
wavelength range of the 210-355 nm. To control the pulse energy, a part of the laser beam (~5%) was diverted to the 
reference photodiode sensor for measurement and subsequent normalization. Then the laser beam was directed to 
the test sample located in the cell from a weakly fluorescent material – stainless steel. The sample fluorescence was 
directed by a spherical mirror to the entrance slit of the spectrometer "Action SP2300" (Princeton Instruments, USA) 
with cooled CCD matrix with open electrodes "Pixis 256" (Princeton Instruments, USA). The entrance slit of the 
spectrometer was in the focus of the mirror, so we measured the signal averaged over the surface of the sample. The 
excitation-emission matrices were scanned using laser radiation in the range of 210-290 nm with a step of 10 nm. 
For each excitation wavelength, spectrum measurements of each sample were performed 5 times. Then each 
spectrum was normalized to the total absorbed laser energy, averaged and normalized to the spectral sensitivity of 
the device measured by deuterium and tungsten lamps. The laser pulse energy was limited at the level of 200 
µJ/cm2. If this energy is exceeded, the intensity of the fluorescence spectrum maximum nonlinearly depends on the 
laser pulse energy [5]. This makes the normalization of spectra on the laser pulse energy incorrect. In our case, after 
normalization to the reference signal, the standard deviation of the intensity of the measured fluorescence did not 
exceed 5%. 

The samples of cerebral aneurism tissues were resected during microsurgical clipping in Federal Neurosurgery 
Centre of Novosibirsk. The tissues were preserved in 0.9% sodium solution at +2°C – +4°C while being transported. 
Each sample characteristic size was about 5-6 mm.  Spectra of each piece were twice measured on the intima’s side. 
Between the measurements the specimen was rotated to average fluctuations caused by the variability of the 
radiation collection geometry. 

RESULTS 

The study of laser-induced fluorescence of the vessel tissue was aimed to reveal the differences, which could be 
related to the tissue mechanical properties like rigidity, elasticity etc. The typical excitation-emission matrix is 
shown in Fig. 1. As is seen tissue fluorescence spectrum depends on excitation wavelength, since various 
fluorophores excite differently at different wavelengths. The resulting spectrum is linear combination of all 
fluorophores present in the tissue. Unfortunately linear regression to the spectra of known fluorophores is very 
complicated for a complex of reasons. The individual fluorophore spectrum could vary depending on the molecule 
surrounding, tissue optics can alter the spectrum, and not all fluorophores could be the known ones. From the other 
side the obtained data could be analyzed using statistical methods. 

 
FIGURE 1. An example of vessel laser-induced fluorescence excitation-emission matrix 
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The measured spectra were processed by principal component analysis. The majority of spectra are well 
described by the sum of the four principal components shown in Fig. 2a. Since the component data vectors are 
orthogonal, and therefore alternating, the spectra of real fluorophores are represented by their linear combinations. 
Since any positive defined linear combination of principal components can claim the role of the fluorophore 
spectrum, additional considerations were necessary for their choice [7]. As such, the width of the peak of the 
resulting function was chosen (characterized by the ratio of the maximum of the function to its integral). The 
underlying cause of such a choice is that the continuous spectra of fluorophores in biological tissues are the result of 
the broadening of individual lines. Therefore the spectrum closest to the original one should be with the narrowest 
peaks possible. The brute force method with 0.001 precision was used to identify coefficients in linear combinations 
of principal components. The spectra of calculated narrow peaks are presented in Fig. 2b. 

Typical excitation spectrum (contributions of the components depending on the excitation wavelength) are 
shown in Fig. 3a. The first peak contribution is substantial for all excitation radiation wavelengths, while the other 
peaks contributions could lower almost to zero level. The second peak has maximum at 312 nm, and can be 
attributed to tyrosine amino acid. The first and the fourth peaks with the maxima at 345 nm and 325 nm respectively 
are caused by tryptophan in different states (depending on the molecule environment, the fluorescence peak of 
tryptophan can shift in 320-360 nm wavelength range). The third peak with 400 nm maximum are most likely 
appear due to cross-links in collagen and elastin. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Principal components of vessel laser-induced fluorescence spectra (a), 
positive narrow peaks constructed of principal components (b) 

 
Thus a large set of data consisting of fluorophores contributions at different excitation wavelengths was 

obtained. These excitation spectra have no simple representation since the laser radiation in biological tissues is 
absorbed not only by fluorophores, but by non-fluorescent chromophores as well. The excitation spectra of each 
fluorophore depend on the contributions of both chromophores and other fluorophores, and therefore its analysis 
could be quite complicated. Comparison of peak’s relative contributions with fixed excitation wavelength could be 
the first order examination. Assuming that the first component is present in tissues of all types, we will compare 
contributions of other components with its contribution calculating the relevant ratio. Excitation spectra analysis 
show, that 240 nm laser wavelengths is the most promising. Relative contributions of peaks 2 and 4 into 
fluorescence spectra of the samples studied are shown in Fig 3b. As is seen 2nd and 4th components play lesser role 
in healthy tissue. The tendency of lower contributions of these components is also observed for unruptured specimen 
spectra. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. An example of excitation spectra of narrow peaks observed in the sample (a), contributions of 2nd and 4th narrow 
peaks into specimen spectra relative to 1st peak contribution (240 nm excitation) 

 
We can speculate that the first fluorophore is present in the elastic frame of the vessel. During the pathology 

development the mechanical stress leads alterations in vessel structure – in degenerated tissue 4th and 2nd 
fluorophores start to play bigger role. 

CONCLUSION 

Our studies show that laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy has a future in vessel tissue mechanical properties 
diagnostics. Utilizing deep ultraviolet radiation allows obtaining data impossible to obtain with longer wavelength 
lasers – the meaningful fluorophores are excited only in this region. First analysis shows the tendency of relative 
fluorophore contributions change during the cerebral aneurism development at 240 nm excitation. Further data 
gathering with more complex analysis involving excitation wavelength dependence might give additional useful 
information. 

The obtained data is one of the first non-histological information about the CA wall structure. Such studies are 
extremely important because they are a bridging the gap between the histological method of the CA wall state 
diagnostics  and the completely non-invasive method for determining the CA wall protein composition. The latter, in 
turn, will allow a more accurate assessment of the aneurysm status and the need for surgery. 
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Abstract. The results of numerical simulation of subsonic and supersonic gas flow with the energy supply of a 
repetitively pulsed CO2-laser are presented. The distinctive features of flow structure are revealed, when, in addition to 
the absorbed energy, the momentum of the breakdown plasma is also accounted when radiation is absorbed behind the 
front of a laser-supported detonation (LSD) wave. 

INTRODUCTION 

Analyzing the results of aerophysical experiments using a laser energy supply in flow, a model of a laser spark or 
a volumetric energy source with a certain (given experimental conditions) spatial-temporal distribution of energy in 
the flow, as for example, in [1, 2] is generally used. Moreover, at small spatial-temporal scales of the laser-
breakdown region, the conditions of “instantaneous” and “pointed” energy release are satisfied, allowing the use of a 
point explosion model – strong (Sedov-Taylor) or taking into account counterpressure (Korobeinikov) depending on 
the experimental conditions [3]. 

Along with this, it is known [4] that the dynamics of a laser breakdown plasma is not limited to this model. 
Depending on the conditions and energy parameters of the beam focusing, various modes of propagation of optical 
discharges can occur. In particular, with extended focusing length of the CO2-laser radiation and the achievement of 
a certain threshold value of the power density (depending on the radiation wavelength [4]), the radiation is absorbed 
in a narrow zone behind the front of the laser-supported detonation (LSD) wave. With a further increase in the 
power density, the mechanism of the plasma front transfer begins to be influenced by the intrinsic emission of the 
breakdown plasma, which leads to more high-speed propagation modes of the optical discharge in the gas [4, 5]. As 
a result, the dynamics of a laser plasma changes significantly. In particular, in [6], the characteristic features of the 
flow of a laser plasma formed during the absorption of radiation behind a front of the LSD wave were revealed by 
the method of numerical simulation. The main feature is that high-velocity jet plasma flow along the direction of 
propagation of the beam is formed behind the wave front of the light detonation. In addition, the flow parameters at 
a sufficient distance from the wave front with a good approximation can be determined under the assumption of an 
isentropic flow. For this purpose, a non-stationary solution for pressure is used within the framework of a point 
explosion model, using a kinematic transformation to determine the time t = х/V, where x is the distance from the 
LSD wave’s front, V – velocity's value (moves towards the beam). 

The consequence of these features is the important conclusion that, in addition to increasing the temperature and 
pressure, the laser breakdown plasma also receives a certain momentum, respectively, the directional velocity along 
the propagation of radiation. Moreover, the quantity of the momentum obtained by the plasma can be quite simply 
obtained by using the approximate solutions obtained in [6]. Thus, a certain value of the additional effect of the laser 
radiation on the flow has been used in the computational model. To determine the effect of its impact, we used a 
comparative analysis of the results of computational modeling obtained both with allowance for the absorbed energy 
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and with the additional allowance for the breakdown plasma momentum obtained by absorbing radiation behind the 
LSD wave’s front. 

CALCULATION MODEL 

 The breakdown plasma’s momentum is a key parameter and is determined within the framework of a simplified 
model, first described in [7]. It is assumed that simultaneously with the “instantaneous” energy release in the caustic 
region of the laser beam, the plasma also acquires a momentum P in the direction of radiation propagation. In this 
approximation, there is no need to determine the plasma velocity dynamics during a short (as compared with the gas 
dynamic time scale) laser radiation duration. The magnitude of the plasma momentum was calculated using the 
analytical solutions presented in [6] that determine the density distribution – ρ(х), velocity – u(x) and radius – r(x) of 
induced jet flow. Thus the required parameter is determined as: P/P0 = (1/x0) ∫ρ(x)u(x)[r(x)/r0]

2dx. Here, P0 = ρ0V, 
where V = [2(γ2 – 1)J/ρ0]1/3, with γ ≈ 1.2, J is the power density [W/m2] and ρ0 [kg/m3] is the undisturbed gas 
density. Also, u is the jet velocity in a fixed coordinate system, the integration limits are between x = 0 and  x = x0, 
where x0 = Vτ is the distance that LSD wave passes during the radiation pulse time τ, i.e. length of plasma. The 
introduction of the factor [r(x)/r0]

2 (r0 is the radius of the caustic) takes into account the increase in the jet cross-
sectional area with distance from the front. The results of calculating the relative value of the momentum P/P0 as a 
function of the relative distance X = x/d (diameter d = 2r0) are presented in Fig. 1. Note that in the definition of this 
parameter, approximate solutions were used, which, as indicated in [6], with an accuracy of the order of about 10% 
correspond to numerical data (for X ≥ 5). The breakdown plasma momentum grows intensively at small X, slightly 
increasing at X > 15 to values range P/P0 ≈ 0.2–0.3. We note in particular that the LSD wave mode is formed when 
X >> 1; the value of the momentum depends on the focusing conditions, taking into account a certain interrelation of 
the parameters: V ~ J1/3 and J ~ d–2. 

 
FIGURE 1. The plasma momentum P/P0 induced by LSD wave [7] 

 
Numerical simulation of a laser power supply to a supersonic argon flow with density ρ0 = 2.3 kg/m3 and Mach 

number M = 2 was performed using the academic version of the ANSYS FLUENT software package for a non-
stationary problem in an axisymmetric formulation. The trapezoidal solution area, covered with a grid with 300 
thousand regular quadrilateral cells, included a subregion, located on the axis, elongated in the direction of the flow. 
This subdomain contains energy sources and forces defined using functions written in the C language (‘user defined 
functions’). Within the framework of the software package used, the Euler equations were solved. The FLUENT 
‘density-based’ solver, an implicit Roe second order approximation scheme was used. The pressure-far-field ’type, 
i.e., was used as the boundary conditions at the outer boundary and the input boundary of the computational domain. 
Static pressure p = 0.56 · 105 [J/m3], Mach number and static temperature were set. At the exit boundary, a 'pressure-
outlet' condition was set. The perfect gas equation was used; the heat capacity was assumed to be constant. 

The energy source was used in the form of the specific absorbed power of the pulse, [W/m3]; In the equation of 
conservation of momentum, the calculated values of momentum intensity P/τ [N / m3] were used. The length of the 
breakdown region l was chosen in accordance with the condition l ≈ u/ν, where u is the velocity of the unperturbed 
flow, and ν is the repetition rate of laser pulses. This “quasi-stationarity” condition [3, 7] means that during the time 
interval between pulses 1/ν the breakdown plasma is displaced by the flow by its length.  
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In general, the technology of modeling the momentum/energy supply in the case of a subsonic argon flow did 
not differ from that described above, except for determining the size and shape of the computational domain. The 
region should be significantly larger compared to the modeling of a supersonic flow. It is necessary to take into 
account the fact that disturbances propagate in all directions, up and downstream, as well as eliminate the possible 
influence of boundaries. It is known that perturbations are partially reflected from the boundaries and can introduce 
distortions in the resulting numerical solution. For these reasons, practically a square area was considered, with 
dimensions up to 100 lengths of the source of energy or energy and momentum. 

THE CALCULATION RESULTS 

Supersonic Flow 

Figure 2 presents the results of the calculation of the axial density distributions in the argon flow, taking into 
account the supply of only energy (a) and energy and momentum of the breakdown plasma (b) at the time after the 
fourth breakdown. Initial conditions similar to the experiments [1, 3] were used, in which an extended energy source 
in a supersonic argon flow (Mach number M = 2) was formed by a repetitively pulsed CO2-laser radiation. In 
experiments with a frequency of 45 kHz, the energy and duration of a radiation pulse: E = 40 mJ and τ = 1 μs. The 
volume of the power supply area was determined based on its diameter d = 0.2 mm and the length of the breakdown 
region — 6 mm. The values J = 1.27 · 1012 W/m2 and also Р/Р0 = 0.25 (X ≈ 30) were used in accordance with the 
data in Fig. 1. The radiation parameters are close to those necessary for the formation of an extended breakdown 
region in the LSD mode. 

The calculation results are presented in fig. 2-4. Gas flow and radiation are directed from left to right; the 
absolute values of the axial (x) and radial (y) coordinates are indicated in m. 

  

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Density flowfield after the fourth gas breakdown in M = 2 flow. 
Energy supply (a), energy&momentum of the plasma are accounted (b) 

 
Results Fig. 2 show that in the mode of localized energy release (i.e., without taking into account the plasma 

momentum), with each pulse, there is a consistent relatively weak increase in the low density region, up to a certain 
limit (diameter 5-6 mm) in accordance with the point explosion model. At the same time, the inclusion of a plasma 
momentum somewhat changes the structure of the wake behind the energy supply region. A noticeable expansion of 
the low-density region occurs in the initial stage (the second sample) with a subsequent relatively small change in 
the size of this region. In addition, the length of the thermal wake increases. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Axial velocity flow field after the fourth gas breakdown. 
Energy supply (a), energy&momentum of the plasma are accounted (b) 

 
The following Fig. 3 presents the results of the axial distribution of the flow velocity. In the radial direction, this 

parameter is much lower and therefore not presented here. In contrast to strong differences in velocity values behind 
the energy supply area (Fig. 3, a), with additional plasma momentum taken into account the velocity distribution 
along the axis is rather monotonic (Fig. 3, b) showing the formation of an extended and narrow structure in a 
supersonic flow similar to jet flow, which is characterized by an increased velocity of the “jet” relative to the 
velocity (420 m/s) of the external flow. This is confirmed by the results of the time-averaged count of the 
distribution of axial velocity at the center of such a jet, shown in Fig. 4, a as well as the radial distribution of 
velocity in fig. 4 b, which obtained in the region of the maximum of this parameter. These data show that the jet 
flow velocity (diameter ≈ 2 mm), taking into account the plasma momentum, reaches 1000 m/s (data 2) as compared 
with the axial velocity behind the energy supply area (no more than 580 m/s) with plasma momentum ignored (data 
1). The velocity distribution in radial direction (Fig. 4, b) also confirms this conclusion, showing that the 
characteristic radius of the high-speed flow is about 1 mm. But without taking into account the plasma momentum, 
this parameter is about 1.5 times greater, while the speed on the axis is less. 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The averaged axial velocity in supersonic flow (a), radial distribution x = 0.018 m (b) 
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Subsonic Flow 

In Fig. 5 a, b, as in the previous data, the results of the calculation of the density flowfield are presented, and in 
the following Fig. 6 show the results of the axial velocity distributions near the breakdown region in the subsonic 
argon flow, taking into account only the energy supply (Fig. 5, a) and energy and momentum of the breakdown 
plasma (Fig.5, b) at the time after the fourth breakdown. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Density flowfield after the fourth gas breakdown in subsonic flow.  
Energy supply (a), energy&momentum of the plasma are accounted (b) 

 
In a subsonic flow, the gas-dynamic structure changes substantially as a result of energy supply. In contrast to 

the supply of energy (or energy and momentum) to a supersonic flow, the propagation of disturbances also occurs in 
the radial direction, which is especially clearly seen from the density distributions. The peculiarity of the wave 
structure while taking into account the energy and momentum of the plasma is as follows.  

• Local supersonic areas of flow appear during the "switching on" of the impulse source (plasma) with the 
initial stage of shock waves formation and their destruction during the periods between laser pulses.  

• High velocity local zones appear and moving not only in the axial, but also in the radial direction 
immediately after the pulse ended.  

For an example in fig. 7 shows the radial distribution of the velocity in subsonic flow when energy is supplied 
and plasma momentum is taken into account also. And on the next fig. 8 shows the results of the time-averaged 
count of the velocity axial distribution in the flow centerline for the same conditions. The region of power supply is 
in the range х ≈ 0.15–0.155 m. The data in Fig. 8 show that there is a local increase in average velocity in the 
specified area. In this case, there is a sharp deceleration of the flow on both sides with the subsequent equalization of 
velocity to the velocity of the external flow at distances close to length (0.005 m) of the energy supply area. The 
effect of a plasma momentum is a slight increase in the extremes of velocity in the region of their maximum and 
minimum values. In general, the region of strong perturbations of the averaged axial velocity is within 0.145–0.165 
m. In this case, the radial distribution of this parameter (not shown here) is characterized by the presence of a peak 
with a radius of ~ 0.0015 m followed by a decrease in the perturbations (almost zero) at distances of about 0.01 m. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Distribution of axial velocity in subsonic flow.  
Energy supply (a), energy&momentum of the plasma are accounted (b) 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Radial velocity distribution in subsonic flow 

 

 
FIGURE 8. The averaged axial velocity in subsonic flow; 1 – energy supply, 2 – energy&momentum supply 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, it was shown in the work that there is a noticeable difference in the structure of high-speed flow behind the 
energy supply region depending on the laser radiation absorption mechanism: in the form of an elongated laser spark 
(or volume energy release) or radiation absorption behind the LSD front. The results of numerical simulation under 
the condition of a quasistationary energy supply also showed a significant difference in the structure of the thermal 
wake in the subsonic and supersonic flow. 

In a supersonic flow, a narrow low-density jet flow region with a high velocity compared to the external flow is 
formed behind the energy release region in the LSD mode, while the velocity behind the laser spark is quickly 
equalized with the flow velocity. In a subsonic flow, such an area of increased velocity is formed for a short time 
only at the time of energy supply. The revealed flowfield differences in the vicinity of the energy supply zone are 
due to the wider area of propagation of unsteady perturbations in the subsonic flow. The results indicate new 
possibilities of using laser radiation in solving problems of controlling velocity flows. 
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Abstract. The cycle of experimental investigations showed that the applied method of introducing controlled 
perturbations allowed to quantitatively and qualitatively investigate the occurrence and development of artificial 
disturbances in the subsonic boundary layer. The detected feature of localized impact consists in the simultaneous 
excitation of various types of disturbances in the boundary layer, such as longitudinal streaky structures and wave 
packets. The explicit correlation of the characteristics and features of development between the generated in the 
experiment perturbations and intrinsic boundary layer perturbations allow to conclude about the general nature of the 
perturbations under study, regardless of the way they are excited. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the present stage of development of science and technology, engineers and designers of aircraft and other 
vehicles have to solve a number of problems that are closely related to the occurrence of turbulence in the boundary 
layer (reduction of friction resistance, the heat and mass transfer problem, etc.). The solution of these problems 
primarily depends on an understanding of the mechanism of the laminar-turbulent transition in pipes and boundary 
layers. In particular, in conditions of a high or enhanced degree of turbulence of the incoming flow (when flow past 
compressor and turbine blades), longitudinal streaked structures appear in the boundary layer. Investigations of the 
hydrodynamic instability of such flows and related phenomena accompanying the transition of the boundary layer to 
the turbulent state are relevant and necessary both for the development of transition models and for expanding the 
possibilities of controlling this process. In recent years, close attention of researchers has been drawn to the role of 
longitudinal localized and vortex structures in the transition process [1, 2]. When visualizing the transition process 
in conditions of increased turbulence of the incident flow at the stage preceding the emergence of turbulent spots, 
characteristic localized streaked structures are observed (the English term is “streaky structures”). Their role in the 
transition mechanism, as well as the idea of the structure and laws of the development of these formations, remains 
unclear and little studied. 

The topicality of the problem of controlling the transition process is obvious both from the point of view of 
understanding the mechanism of influence of various control methods on the structure and characteristics of the 
development of disturbances, and from the point of view of reducing friction resistance by protraction of flow 
turbulization. For example, the flow control method using MEMS technologies implies a local impulse effect on 
disturbances present in the shear layer at the early stages of their development. However, in the case of a pulse 
impact, a perturbation with a wide spectrum of frequencies is introduced into the boundary layer (flow in the 
channel), some of which may fall into the region of flow instability. As a result, a wave packet will appear in the 
boundary layer (channel), which will increase downstream and may lead to the formation of a turbulent spot. Thus, 
the dragging of the transition to turbulence will not be achieved. The appearance of wave packets has been 
repeatedly observed in experiments on the study of non-stationary longitudinal structures in the boundary layers of a 
flat plate and a straight wing, excited by a membrane or by the blowing (suction) method [3-8]. The phenomenon 
has been called the “precursor” because it precedes the front of the longitudinal structure. This paper summarizes the 
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results of a detailed study of wave packets (precursors) arising in the boundary layers in the areas preceding a sharp 
local change in the flow velocity inside the boundary layer (fronts of the longitudinal localized disturbance). The 
formation of wave packets, along with the secondary instability of longitudinal structures, is another element of the 
laminar-turbulent transition process with an increased degree of free-stream turbulence. 

Most of the known results of transition studies under conditions of increased free-stream turbulence were 
obtained in experiments conducted under the so-called “natural” conditions, where, due to the problem associated 
with the preservation of phase information, it is rather difficult to study in detail the process of development and 
interaction of various types of disturbances existing in transition. In this regard, it seems necessary to use a different 
methodological approach to study this problem. Conducting research in a model experiment, where disturbances are 
generated and developed under controlled conditions while preserving the phase information, can provide additional 
and possibly new information on this problem. These studies were conducted using this particular method. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The experiments were performed in the T-324 subsonic wind tunnel of ITAM SB RAS which is a close-circuit 
facility. The free-stream turbulence level (Tu) was less than 0.04%. The measurements were carried out with a 
single-wire constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer (CTA). The mean (U) and fluctuating (u) velocity 
components were measured. The diameter of the sensor thread was 6 μm, length - about 1 mm. The movement of 
the sensor was carried out using an automatic travercing system (ATS). The accuracy of sensor movement was 
5 μm. The spatial structure of the disturbances under study was determined by the method of hot-wire anemometric 
visualization. The two-dimensional fields of the longitudinal component of the flow velocity in various planes were 
measured. In some cases, three-dimensional flow velocity fields covering the measurement regions were recorded. 
The free-stream velocity in the working part of the wind tunnel was determined using a Pitot-Prandtl tube and an 
electronic pressure transducer. The analog signal from the bridge of the hot-wire anemometer was digitized by an 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and recorded in the memory of a personal computer. Data collection was 
performed synchronously with the time of the introduction of controlled disturbances. The typical experiment 
scheme is presented in Fig. 1. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of experiment 

 
Artificial perturbations were generated in the boundary layer in several ways. In one case, the excitation from the 

wall of the model by blowing / suction through the transverse slit and with the help of pulsed deflection of the 
membrane located on the model surface. In other case, the excitation was from the incoming flow by pulsed blowing 
through a tube placed in front of the model. The size of the source, as well as the parameters of the generating pulse 
such as the exposure time and amplitude could vary. A flat plate on which a gradient-free flow was organized and a 
straight wing with pronounced areas of favorable and adverse pressure gradient along the chord were used as a 
model for experiments. 
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RESULTS 

Previous results [3-8, 9-11] of simulating localized disturbances in the boundary layer showed that the boundary 
layer responds to the pulse impact by the formation of localized longitudinal disturbances and wave packets. 
Moreover, in all cases of artificial excitation, localized longitudinal structures show a tendency to damping 
downstream from the source (Fig. 2). The increase was observed only with the joint excitation of high-frequency 
disturbances and longitudinal streaky structures [12, 13]. This suggests that for the formation of a turbulent spot in 
such flows the presence in the boundary layer only modulation of the flow in the transverse direction is not enough. 
This is true for both the gradient (Fig. 2, a) and the nongradient (Fig. 2, b) flows [10, 11]. Another type of 
disturbances, wave packets also appearing under impulse action, turns out to behave not so unambiguously. 
Observed in practically all early experiments on a flat plate [1], they were identified as oblique waves and also 
quickly decay downstream as well, since those studies as a rule were carried out at low Reynolds numbers. Only in 
the study [14] their role was revealed in the process of interaction between artificial longitudinal localized structures 
and the artificial Tollmien-Schlichting waves. Here the interaction was observed precisely between the waves.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Downstream distribution of peak to peak amplitude of artificial localized streaky structure in the gradient (a) and 
nongradient boundary layer flow 

 
The close attention of researchers-experimenters to the wave packets formed during the impulsive effect on the 

boundary layer attracted the fact of the rapid growth of wave packets in the region of an adverse pressure gradient 
[3]. It turned out that the region of the adverse pressure gradient contributes to a strong increase in the wave packets 
observed near the leading and trailing front of longitudinal localized structures, see Fig. 3 from x = 350 mm [10]. 
The increase of the adverse gradient and the further flow separation intensify this process even more. In the area of a 
favorable pressure gradient, wave packets in visualization pictures are not visible, since their intensity decreases. In 
the nongradient flow, the increase of wave packets in the downstream was achieved due to an increase in the 
Reynolds number to more than Reδ1> 700. In experiments [11], it was found that if the frequencies of the wave 
packets fall in an unstable region, then they increase, that is, their behavior is consistent with theory of 
hydrodynamic stability. A detailed study of the characteristics of wave packets, performed in [8], showed that they 
are very close to those observed for T – S wave packets. These are the presence of two maxima across the boundary 
layer thickness, the phase distribution is about 180 degrees here and the group velocity of the packet is about 0.4U∞. 
At small amplitudes of disturbances, their amplitude independence was revealed. In the later stages of their 
development, the wave packets are transformed into lambda structures. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Streamwise variation of the maximum amplitude of oscillations in the wave packets at the forward (1) and back (2) 
fronts of the streaky structure; the frequency band is 130–400 Hz. Gradient flow (a), Blasius boundary layer flow (b) 
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CONCLUSION 

Direct and indirect evidences allow us to conclude that in the process of pulsed (localized) impact on the 
boundary layer in various ways, in addition to the longitudinal structures, Tollmien-Schlichting wave packets or 
intrinsic perturbations of the boundary layer are generated. The downstream development of Tollmien-Schlichting 
wave packets in some cases leads to the formation of turbulent spots. Despite the variety of experimental data on the 
origin and development of wave packets, they are still mostly evidence of the existence of such a phenomenon. 
Further studies on the susceptibility of the boundary layer and, above all, quantitative results on the interaction of 
various types of perturbations are needed here for a deeper analysis. 
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Abstract. The Richtmyer–Meshkov instability in a rarefied gas is numerically simulated using both continuum and kinetic ap-
proaches. Continuum simulations based on the Navier–Stokes equations are carried out for different Mach numbers of the incident
shock wave Ms = 1.5,4.0,8.0; Reynolds numbers Re = 50÷1000 and density ratios across the contact discontinuity ρ2/ρ1 = 2,3,
and 10. The evolution of disturbance amplitude as a function of the problem parameters is investigated. It is obtained that the growth
of disturbances is suppressed if the Reynolds number decreases below some critical value. Kinetic simulations are performed by
directly solving the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) kinetic equation in the multidimensional phase space. The development of the
Richtmyer–Meshkov instability is reproduced with the kinetic approach and close agreement between the results of continuum and
kinetic simulations is observed.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid or gas flow instability is a general phenomenon important for many problems of science and engineering. It is
usually considered on the base of continuum approach since it happens at high Reynolds numbers, and consecutively,
low Knudsen numbers. However, in several important cases flow instability may emerge in conditions when the effects
of flow rarefaction are eminent. Those cases include the Richtmeyer–Meshkov (RM) instability. The RM instability
[1, 2] develops under the action of inertial forces on the contact surface between gases of different density which
are accelerated in a shock wave moving in the direction from lighter to heavier medium. It plays an important role
in such fields as astrophysics, controlled thermonuclear fusion, supersonic combustion etc. In recent decades, the
RM instability was intensively studied using large-scale numerical simulations, see, for example, [3, 4]. In most of
numerical simulations of the RM instability, the continuum approach based on solving the Navier–Stokes equations
was used. More recently, however, development of the RM instability was also simulated at the molecular kinetic
level, using such approaches as the DSMC (Direct Simulation Monte Carlo) method [5] and even the MD (Molecular
Dynamics) [6]. In the present paper, the RM instability in a rarefied gas is considered. Numerical simulations are
performed both on the basis of the Navier–Stokes equations, and using the kinetic approach, by directly solving the
BGK kinetic equation in the multidimensional phase space.

CONTINUUM APPROACH

Numerical simulations based on the Navier–Stokes equations are performed at different Mach numbers of the incident
shock wave Ms = 1.5,4.0,8.0; different Reynolds numbers from Re= 50 to infinity (inviscid simulation) and different
density ratios across the contact discontinuity ρ2/ρ1 = 2,3, and 10. At the initial time moment, the space on both sided
of the contact surface is filled with a monatomic gas. The gas pressure is the same ahead of and behind the contact
surface and the ratio of densities is inverse to the ratio of temperatures, ρ2/ρ1 = T1/T2. A shock wave approaches the
contact surface from the side of a less dense gas. The initial perturbation of the contact discontinuity surface is shaped
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as a sine wave, the perturbation amplitude is equal to λ/10, one-tenth of the perturbation wavelength. The width of
the computational domain is equal to the wavelength, and, its length is taken equal to 4λ . The perturbation wavelength
is used as a length scale when determining the dimensionless parameters when the other quantities are scaled with
their values in the region between the shock wave and the contact discontinuity; the velocity of sound in this region is
taken as the velocity scale.

A numerical code based on the fifth-order shock-capturing MP5 scheme [7] is employed to solve the Navier–
Stokes equations and simulate the interaction between the shock wave and the contact discontinuity. A detailed de-
scription of the numerical algorithm can be found in [8]. The computations are performed on a computational grid of
1600×400 cells.

As a result of interaction with the shock wave, the contact surface is impulsively accelerated and starts to travel
in the same direction as the transmitted shock wave. Simultaneously, the amplitude of the contact surface perturbation
measured as δxx, the distance along the longitudinal direction between “bubbles” and “spikes”, starts to grow. Here the
“bubble” is the portion of the interface where the light fluid penetrates the heavy fluid, the “spike” is the portion of the
interface where the heavy fluid penetrates the light fluid. At high Reynolds numbers, the secondary instabilities of the
interface emerge after a short time and the gas portions initially separated by the surface start to be mixed effectively
by developing small-scale pulsations. A typical picture of evolution of the RM instability and the secondary Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Development of the RM instability in an inviscid simulation. Color Schlieren image displaying the density gradient
flowfield. Ms = 1.5, ρ2/ρ1 = 10.

At lower Reynolds numbers, the contact surface is smeared by heat conduction and the development of secondary
instabilities is suppressed, though the growth of the RM instability is still pronounced, see Fig. 2. A decrease in the
Reynolds numbers leads to a decrease in the instability growth rates as it shown in Fig. 3. At the lowest of the Reynolds
number values studied, Re = 50, the distance between the bubbles and spikes starting from some time moment does
not does not increase at all.

The dependence of the development of instability on the Mach number of the incident wave and the ratio of
densities across the contact discontinuity has also been studied. As a result, it it found that the instability growth rate
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FIGURE 2. Richtmyer–Meshkov instability evolution in continuum simulation. Density gradient flowfields. Ms = 1.5,Re =
200,ρ2/ρ1 = 10.

FIGURE 3. Growth of contact surface perturbation amplitude at difference Reynolds numbers. Ms = 1.5,ρ2/ρ1 = 10.

increases significantly for higher Mach numbers of the incident shock wave. A higher the density ratio also promotes
the development of the RM instability.
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KINETIC APPROACH

The RM instability is also simulated by directly solving the BGK model kinetic equation [9] on the finite-difference
grid in the multidimensional phase space. The numerical method used for this purpose is presented in detail in [10].
Numerical simulations based on the BGK equation are carried out for the density ratio ρ2/ρ1 = 2, since the number
of grid points and, consequently, the computational time grow fast with an increase in the density ratio because of a
fine grid required in the velocity space to resolve narrow low-temperature distribution functions.

In a typical simulation with the Mach number of the incident wave Ms = 1.5 and the Knudsen number
Kn = 0.0042, defined as the ratio of the mean free path to the perturbation wavelength, the computational grid
consists of 1200× 300 points in the physical space and 33× 33 points in the velocity space so that the total number
of points in the 4-dimensional phase space is 392 million.

If an infinitely thin shock wave is used to set the initial conditions then noticeable disturbances are generated
behind its front that distort the interaction pattern. Therefore, the viscous shock wave profile is first calculated in a
1D auxiliary computation which then used to initialize the RM instability simulation. The simulations are performed
with complete resolution of the internal structure of the shock wave, the mesh size in the physical space was 4/5 of
the mean free path in the gas between the shock wave and the contact surface.

The RM instability development reproduced in a kinetic simulation is shown in Fig. 4.

t = 0.0 t = 0.5

t = 1.9 t = 3.6

FIGURE 4. Richtmyer–Meshkov instability evolution in kinetic simulation. Density gradient flowfields. Ms = 1.5, Kn = 0.042,
ρ2/ρ1 = 2.

Figure 5 shows the entropy distributions along the lines y = 0 and y = λ/2 at two different time moments. Two
abrupt increases of entropy correspond to the transmitted shock wave and the contact surface. It is seen that while
the shock wave is almost rectilinear, the difference in the contact surface position at different values of y is large and
grows over time.

Numerical flowfields of gasdynamic quantities obtained in the continuum and kinetic simulations are in very
close agreement, see Fig. 6, as well as time dependencies of the contact surface perturbation amplitude (not shown).
The largest deviation of the molecular distribution function in the kinetic simulation from the equilibrium function is
predictably observed within the shock wave. Thus, the kinetic simulations completely reproduce the development of
the shock-wave induced instability of the interface between lighter and heavier gases.
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t = 0.08 t = 3.6

FIGURE 5. The entropy distributions along the lines y = 0 and y = λ/2 in kinetic simulation at two different time moments.
Ms = 1.5, ρ2/ρ1 = 2, Kn = 0.042.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6. Density gradient flowfields obtained in the Navier–Stokes simulation at Kn = 0.0041 (a) and the BGK simulation at
Kn = 0.0042 (b). Ms = 1.5, ρ2/ρ1 = 2.
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CONCLUSION

The Richtmyer–Meshkov instability was numerically simulated using both the Navier–Stokes equations and the BGK
kinetic equation. The effects of such flow parameters as the Mach number of the incident shock wave, the Reynolds
number, and the density ratio across the contact surface were studied in Navier–Stokes simulations and the dependen-
cies of the instability growth rates on these parameters were determined. It was obtained that the growth of distur-
bances is suppressed if the Reynolds number decreases below some critical value. A Richtmyer–Meshkov instability
simulation based on the kinetic equation of relaxation type was performed with complete resolution of the internal
shock wave structure. The kinetic simulations completely reproduce the development of instability of the interface
between lighter and heavier gases. The flowfields of gas dynamic quantities and the growth rates of disturbances ob-
tained as a result of the kinetic simulations are in close agreement with the numerical data from the Navier–Stokes
computations.
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Abstract. The results of measurement of the spectral sensitivity of the liquid crystal coating optical response on the skin 
friction shear stress and temperature are discussed. The data are given for 9 two- and multi-component compositions 
based on cholesteric and nematic liquid crystals with the bandwidth of the selective reflection up to 50С. Resulting 
compositions can be applied for the visualization and measurement of the shear stresses and/or temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

Skin friction value is one of the most important characteristics of the flow around aircrafts; thus, development of 
panoramic methods for diagnostics of shear stresses on the model surface is of current interest. 

The physical background of the diagnostics is based on the high sensitivity of cholesteric liquid crystals (ChLC) 
to external disturbances (shear stress, temperature, etc.) which results in the variation of the selective reflection 
spectrum of the probing radiation from the surface [1]. The thin layer of the ChLC-based coatings on the model 
enables to obtain the distribution of gas-dynamic characteristics which is necessary for the solution of fundamental 
(detection of the laminar to turbulent transition, vortex pattern of the flow-around) and applied (skin friction 
reduction, thermal protection) tasks of aerodynamics.  

However, in the wind-tunnel experiment, the liquid-crystal coating undergoes the simultaneous action of the 
temperature and skin friction. Development of panoramic sensors of temperature and shear stresses is related with 
the solution of the problem of separation of the LC optical response to the variation of these factors. The first task of 
the panoramic temperature measurement has been solved successfully by means of thermo- sensitive films which 
contain ChLC in small capsules that protect the LC from mechanical shear. These films have been tested in sub-, 
trans-, super-, and hypersonic wind tunnels [1-6]. 

The second task is more difficult. Due to the wide range of possible flow regimes and velocities, LCs should be 
characterized by selective reflection of light in the temperature range corresponding to these modes. Therefore, it is 
necessary to know how the sensitivity of a coating to shear stress depends on its sensitivity to temperature.  

The aim of the work was to study the patterns of changes in the sensitivity to shear stress of a number of LC 
mixtures characterized by different temperature sensitivity. 

MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE  

In the work the development of multi-component mixtures included utilization of cholesterol ethers and a 
number of acids. Every ether of this kind mixes well with the other. The temperature region of cholesteric 
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mesophase existence and hence the area of selective light scatter of the mixture depend on the ratio of concentration 
of the mixed components with different length of the hydrocarbon chain from С1 to С16. For example, mixing of 
temperature-sensitive cholesteryl nonanoate with the hydrocarbon chain length С8 with ethers with the chain length 
from С5 to С1 (up to a certain concentration) leads to the expansion of the temperature range ΔT of the selective 
reflection.  

Regarding the operation mode, one may need the LC compositions for low-temperature (5–15) oС conditions and 
the compositions for room and high temperatures. Plus, the temperature dependence of the viscosity and elasticity 
coefficients of the LC mixture imposes the essential effect on the studied metrological characteristics of the coatings 
(spectral sensitivity Δλ/Δτ, etc.). Thus, several series of LC were chosen for the analysis. Cholesteric LC cholesteryl 
nonanoate), cholesteryl oleate, cholesteryl valerate and cholesteryl chloride were taken as basic components. To 
extend the temperature range of LC mixtures, nematic LC (NLC) additives were used also. The measurements were 
made for 4 series of LC: 

• binary compositions with cholesteryl nonanoate (А), cholesteryl oleate (Ol); 
• binary compositions with cholesteryl nonanoate (А), cholesteryl valerate (Ba); 
• binary composition of cholesteric LC No 4 with some nematic LC1289 (0-20)%; 
• three - component compositions LCs (А, Vа and Chl) with the wide range of ΔT. 
Compositions of the studied LC are presented in the Table1. 

TABLE 1. Weight percentage of LC compositions 

No. A Ol Va Chl LC1289 
1 60 40 - - - 
2 40 60 - - - 
3 60 - 40 - - 
4 55 - 45 - - 
5 52.25 - 42.75 - 5 
6 49.5 - 40.5 - 10 
7 44 - 36 - 20 
8 51.1 - 21.9 27 - 
9 49 - 21 30 - 

 
We limited ourselves with the consideration of the LC compositions with the temperature range of the selective 

reflection ΔТ ≈ (5-50)oС, and the range of the skin friction shear stress Δλ/Δτ up to 18 Pa. 
For the calibration of the LC working characteristics, a test bench based on the laboratory subsonic wind tunnel 

was used; its working part cross sections is 120x80 mm (Fig.1). The temperature sensitivity Δλ/ΔT and shear stress 
sensitivity Δλ/Δτ were measured by the spectral method with a portable spectrometer KOLIBRI. The spectral 
measurements were processed with the spectrometer software АТОM3.1. 

The Preston method was used as a reference shear stress measurement technique. And semi-empirical relations 
for coefficient of skin friction Cf, local and averaged, in turbulent boundary layer on flat plate were used also. 

 
FIGURE 1. Experimental setup: 1−  forcamera; 2− test section; 3− lighting system; 4− video cameras and/or fiber optics; 5 − 

pressure sensors for flow parameters measurements; 6- spectrometer 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The dependencies of the wavelengths of the maximal selective reflection λmax on the temperature and shear stress 
λmax (T) and λmax (τ) have been received for every composition. The results are given in accordance with the Table, 
as the temperature bandwidth of the selective reflection ΔT rises. 

Figures 2 – 3 present the results for the binary compositions 1 and 2. As is evident from Fig. 2, these are narrow-
band compositions with the high temperature-sensitivity, and note that the 20% increase of cholesteryl oleate 
content results in the insignificant expansion of  ΔT and noticeable shift of ΔT toward low temperatures (from 30 to 
15oС). The maximal spectral temperature sensitivity (Δλ/ΔT) is about 40 nm/oС. 

From Fig. 3 it is seen that the shear stress sensitivity Δλ/Δτ depends on the temperature, thus it was measured at 
the temperatures corresponding to the green range of the spectrum for each composition, at 15.5oС and 30oС, 
respectively. Besides it is seen that the nature of the dependence of the wavelength of the reflected light on the shear 
stress of 2 mixtures is different. Partly this can be explained by a difference in molecular structure, as well as 
temperature contribution to viscosity and elasticity. Anyway, in both compositions the maximal sensitivity to shear 
stress does not exceed 3.75 nm/Pa at τ < 5 Pa. 

 
FIGURE 2. Dependence of λmax(T) for 1st and 2nd  

compositions  at τ = 0 
 

FIGURE 3. Dependence of λmax (τ) for 1st and 2nd  
compositions at Т1 = 30.5o С and Т2 = 15.5o С 

 
Further reduction of the temperature sensitivity has been reached for the binary compositions 3 and 4, Figs. 4 

and 5. These are high-temperature compositions with the wider range of the selective reflection, and note that 
the 5% increased content of cholesteryl valerate permitted increasing ΔT up to 17oС (Fig. 4). It is seen that the 
dependence λmax (τ) is nonlinear, and the maximal shear sensitivity and  max (Δλ/Δτ) is about 10 nm/Pa in the third 
composition. 

Another method of reduction of the temperature sensitivity (or expansion of the selective reflection region) is 
application of nematic liquid crystals.  

Figure 6 and 7 show the results of measurement of the sensitivity for composition No.4 (two set of 
measurements) and multicomponent nematic-cholesteric compositions 5–7. In this series, it is possible to track the 
effect of the nematic LC1289 admixture (5, 10, and 20%) on the working characteristics of the cholesteric 
composition 4. In this case the increased content LC1289 results in the reduction of the temperature sensitivity 
Δλ/ΔT of the modified composition from 29 to 15 nm/oС. At the same time the shear sensitivity Δλ/Δτ reduces from 
4 nm/Pa for No 4 to (2.5 – 3) nm/Pa for No 5. The mixtures No 6 and 7 are shear insensitive. 
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FIGURE 4. Dependence λmах(T) for 3rd and 4th compositions 
 at τ = 0 

FIGURE 5. Dependence of λmax (τ) for 3rd and 4th  
compositions at Т3 = 48°С and Т4 = 47°С 

  
FIGURE 6. Dependence λmах(T) for compositions 4 – 7 at τ = 0 

 
And finally Figs. 8 and 9 show the characteristics for three-component compositions 8 and 9, which have the 

maximal region of the selective reflection ΔT ≈ (40-50)oС.These compositions are practically insensitive or low-
sensitive to the temperature at the room temperature up to about 30oС. These compositions are shear sensitive and 
Δλ/Δτ = (2–4) nm/Pa. 
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FIGURE 7. Dependence λmах(τ) for compositions 4 – 7 at Т4 = 47°С, Т5 = 37°С, Т6 = 27°С, Т7= 21°С 

 
The composition No 8 was tested in the experiment under turbulent subsonic flow at wall temperature 25oC. The 

LC coating was sprayed onto the flat back wall of wind tunnel test section. The triangle in plane step 
(height h = 5 mm) was mounted on the wall by two screws. The top end of the step leading edge was rough. 

The purpose of the experiment was to visualize shear stress distribution and to detect the pattern of complex 
turbulent flow with separation. 

Figure10 presents the results of panoramic visualization of shear stress distribution at V∞=0; 32; 52 and 78 m/s. 
White arrow shows the direction of free stream velocity. As one can see from Fig. 9 the wavelength of selective 
reflection of LC coating shifts to short wavelength when shear stress go up. 

  

FIGURE 8. Dependence λmах(T) for compositions 8 and 
9 at τ=0 

FIGURE 9. Dependence λmах(τ) for compositions 8 and 9 
at Т1=21,5°С,  Т2= 40°С 
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FIGURE 10. Shear stress visualization by composition No 8 at V∞=0 (image 1); 32 (2); 52(3) and 78(4) m/s.  

The flow direction is from the right to the left 

SUMMARY 

Studies of various mixtures based on cholesteric liquid crystals demonstrate the dependence of their sensitivity to 
shear stresses on temperature. Analysis of the data shows that, in general, to obtain quantitative information about 
the panoramic distribution of shear stress on the surface under study, this should be taken into account by two-
dimensional calibration of the optical response of the LC coating to temperature and shear stress. The use of LC 
mixtures with low sensitivity to temperature allows visualization of the features of near-wall flow at sub- and 
transonic velocities of flow. 
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Abstract. Investigation of combustion processes in swirling flows with high spatial and temporal resolution is important 
for deeper understanding of the conditions for the occurrence of thermo-acoustic pulsations in the combustion chambers 
of gas turbines. Detailed measurements of the structure and dynamics of flows with combustion based on planar particle 
image velocimetry and laser-induced fluorescence are necessary for a deeper understanding of physical and chemical 
processes during unsteady combustion in swirling flows. This paper describes current possibilities for the studies of local 
turbulent transfer, mixing and combustion of gaseous fuel in swirling turbulent flows using planar optical methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

Combustion stabilization in combustion chambers of gas turbines is often implemented when organizing a flow 
swirl, which ensures successful flame ignition and combustion stability for a wide range of fuel and oxidizer flow 
rates, as well a compact combustion zone (Gupta et al. 1984; Weber & Dugue 1992). Organization of combustion in 
the main zone with a significant excess of air, the so-called “dry-lean” scheme, is a promising strategy to reduce 
harmful emissions of NOx and CO (Tacina 1990; Correa 1998; Lefebvre 1999; Dunn-Rankin 2008). A significant 
practical problem with implementation of the dry-lean technology is high sensitivity of a lean flame to disturbances, 
which, in particular, can lead to thermo-acoustic resonance in combustion chambers (Lieuwen et al. 2001). The 
underlying mechanisms are determined by the complex interaction between the hydrodynamic structure of the flow, 
pressure field, transport processes and chemical reactions, which is not well understood so far. 

It is known that the swirling flows become centrifugally unstable, when the flow enters the combustion chamber 
through a region of sudden expansion. If the flow swirl is strong enough, the vortex core breakdown occurs, which 
is associated with formation of a central recirculation zone at the jet core (Billant et al. 1998; Lucca-Negro & 
O’Doherty 2001) and precession of the vortex core (PVC) (Syred 2006). In the works of Ruith et al. (2003), 
Akhmetov et al. (2004) it is assumed that precession of highly swirling flows is caused by the rise of self-sustained 
oscillations in the flow. Today, PVC is known to be a consequence of global hydrodynamic instability caused by the 
presence of the axial recirculation zone (Oberleithner et al. 2011, 2012). The coherent structure, formed due to 
global flow instability, is a spiral vortex, which bends around the recirculation zone (Cala et al. 2006; Alekseenko et 
al. 2012). Recently, much attention has been paid to a mutual influence of the combustion processes and PVC. The 
main open question is the possibility and need for effective control of the PVC intensity to increase the stability of 
combustion processes for more efficient operation of the combustion chamber and reduction of harmful emissions 
(CO and NOx). 

Since detailed measurements in full-scale combustion chambers of gas turbines are difficult and very expensive, 
research on the fundamental aspects of new technology implementation is carried out on the laboratory-scale burners 
that adequately simulate important features of real device operation with the possibility of detailed measurements of 
characteristics of the processes. Since the use of contact measurement methods can lead not only to local 
perturbations of the flow, but also affect significantly the conditions for stabilizing the flame as a whole (Stricker 
2002; Meier et al. 2004), the optical methods have become widespread in the study of combustion processes. In 
recent years, a number of studies on the measurement of instantaneous velocity fields in combustion chambers of 
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gas turbines using Particle image velocimetry (PIV) in order to study the effect of unsteady flow dynamics on flame 
stability and phenomenon of thermo-acoustic resonance have been published in the open literature. To study 
interaction of the velocity field with the front of the flame, the PIV method is applied simultaneously with hydroxyl 
Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (OH PLIF) (Stohr et al. 2009; Boxx et al. 2010). Such a combination allows one 
to obtain spatial distribution of velocity in a selected flow section, where the position of the flame front is detected 
from OH PLIF. So, in particular, for a strongly swirling flow in a gas turbine combustion chamber, a group of 
researchers from the DLR center in Stuttgart (Boxx et al. 2010) showed that the dynamics of the coherent structure 
of the flow velocity (namely, the precessing vortex core and the secondary spiral vortex) have a positive influence 
on the process of stabilizing the flame by enlarging its area. 

The present paper reports on the simultaneous PIV and OH PLIF measurements of instantaneous velocity field 
and flame front location to demonstrate the impact of large-scale vortex on stabilization of fuel-lean and fuel-rich 
flames.  

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The studied swirling jet flow and premixed methane/air flames were organized in an open combustion rig by 
using a contraction axisymmetric nozzle. The outlet diameter of the nozzle was d = 15 mm. To induce flow swirl, a 
changeable vane swirler was mounted inside the nozzle. Flow swirl rate was equal to 1.0, which is much above the 
critical value of approximately 0.6 for the vortex breakdown in the flow without combustion. Three values of the 
equivalence ratio of the methane/air mixture issued from the nozzle were studied: Φ = 0.7, 1.4 and 2.5. The jet 
Reynolds number based on the mean flow rate and viscosity of air was fixed at 5000. The jet bulk velocity without 
fuel flow was U0 = 5 m/s. The jet issued from the nozzle was seeded by TiO2 particles (0.5 μm) and acetone vapors 
by using a chamber with mechanical mixer and acetone seeder, respectively. The surrounding air was seeded by a 
fog machine. 

The measurements were performed by using the stereoscopic PIV and PLIF methods simultaneously. For this 
purpose, a set of laser systems was used including double-head pulsed Nd:YAG laser Beamtech Vlite 200 (532 nm, 
7 ns pulse with 200 mJ), pulsed Nd:YAG laser Quantel Brilliant B (266 nm, 8 ns pulse with 60 mJ) and tunable 
pulsed dye laser Sirah PrecisionScan (280-285 nm with 10 mJ) which was pumped by the second harmonic of 
pulsed Nd:YAG laser Spectra-Physics, QuantaRay (532 nm, 9 ns pulse with 1 J). The particle images and 
fluorescence signal were registered by using a pair of cameras Bobcat IGV-B2020 (CCD, 2048×2048 pixels, 8 bit) 
and LaVision Imager camera (sCMOS, 2560×2160 pixels, 16 bit) which was combined with UV-sensitive image 
intensifier LaVision IRO (photocathode S20 multialkali, quantum efficiency about 25%).  

The velocity fields were calculated by an iterative cross-correlation algorithm with image deformation, the final 
size of the computational domain was equal to 32×32 pixels, and 50% overlapping. The raw PLIF image data 
contain several systematic and random errors. The sequence employed for correcting systematic errors is as follows: 
background subtraction, laser sheet correction, white sheet correction and laser shot-to-shot fluctuation correction. 
For more detail information about spatial calibration of the stereo PIV and PLIF cameras, temporal synchronization 
between illuminations and registrations systems, post-processing algorithms of raw images see (Dulin et al. 2018). 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the instantaneous velocity field for a swirling jet without combustion, where the cores of large-
scale vortex strictures are visualized by concentric contours. The flow is featured by breakdown of the vortex core 
and central recirculation zone. Arrows in Figure 1c demonstrate that the large-scale vortex structures are present 
both in the inner and outer mixing layer. The inner mixing layer is located between the central recirculation zone 
and the annular jet. The outer mixing layer is between the annular jet and surrounding air. As it can be seen from the 
acetone concentration inside the jet (see arrows in Figure 1b), the outer vortex structure provides rapid mixing 
between the jet and surround air. Besides, vortex in the inner mixing layer entrains air inside the jet and supports 
mixing inside the central recirculation zone. 
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FIGURE 1.  (a) Scheme of the nozzle (burner). Distributions of instantaneous (b) acetone concentration 

and (c) velocity field for swirling jet without combustion (Re = 5000) 
 

Figure 2 shows the flame photograph and instantaneous velocity field for a fuel-rich diffusion swirling flame. 
The flow is also featured by an unsteady central recirculation zone with intensive velocity fluctuations and large-
scale vortex structures. These vortex structures provide mixing of the fuel-rich jet with the surrounding air and also 
with hot combustion products partially trapped by the central recirculation zone (see arrows in Figure 2b, plotting 
OH PLIF intensity). Besides, according to the OH PLIF data, the flame front is also stabilized in a low-velocity 
outer region of the outer mixing layer, where fuel mixes with the surrounding air. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. (a) Photograph and distributions of instantaneous (b) acetone concentration and (c) velocity field for fuel-rich 

diffusion flame (Re = 5000, Φ = 2.5) 
 

Figures 3 and 4 show the photographs and OH PLIF and PIV data for the fuel-lean and fuel-rich premixed 
flames, respectively. In both cases the flame has a shape of inverted cone with the apex located inside the burner. 
According to the instantaneous OH PLIF and PIV data, for both cases near the burner the flame front is located in 
the inner mixing layer. In the fuel-rich flame, it shifts towards the outer mixing layer, where the unburnt 
hydrocarbons are burned after mixing with the surrounding air. Velocity magnitude inside the central recirculation 
zone is small. Large-scale vortex structures are also present in the inner/outer mixing layers and promote mixing 
between the jet and combustion products/surrounding air. Besides, arrow for the OH PLIF data for the lean flame 
shows presumable location of the local flame extinction when stretched by vortex structures. 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Photograph and distributions of instantaneous (b) acetone concentration and (c) velocity field for fuel-lean 

premixed flame (Re = 5000, Φ = 0.7) 
 

 
FIGURE 4. (a) Photograph and distributions of instantaneous (b) acetone concentration and (c) velocity field for fuel-rich 

premixed flame (Re = 5000, Φ = 1.4) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Planar particle image velocimetry and laser-induced fluorescence are powerful tools for investigation of 
combustion in complex turbulent flows. In particular, importance of large-scale vortex structures for turbulent 
transport, mixing and combustion in swirling flows with vortex breakdown has been demonstrated in the present 
study. Besides, the velocity field can be used to quantify local stretching of the flame front, whereas fluorescence 
distribution provided flame front curvature. Thus, the PIV and PLIF measurements are important for quantitative 
analysis and validation of numerical combustion models and codes. 
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Abstract. An asymptotic theory of the neutral stability curve for a supersonic boundary layer of a vibrationally excited 
molecular gas on a plate is developed. The initial mathematical model of flow consists of equations of two-temperature 
viscous heat-conducting gas dynamics, which are used to derive a spectral problem for a linear system of eighth-order 
ordinary differential equations within the framework of the classical linear stability theory. Unified transformations of the 
system for all shear flows are performed in accordance with the classical Lin scheme. The problem is reduced to an 
algebraic secular equation with separation into the “inviscid” and “viscous” parts, which is solved numerically. It is 
shown that the thus-calculated neutral stability curves agree well with the previously obtained results of the direct 
numerical solution of the original spectral problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of anomalous absorption of ultrasound in molecular gases coupled with finite time of collisional 
relaxation of the internal molecular degrees of freedom was studied and obtained the physical interpretation already 
in thirties of the last century [1, 2]. In the last two decades, in a series of experimental [3, 4] and theoretical [5]–[7] 
investigations it was shown that the dissipative effect can significantly affect the stability of flow if the characteristic 
relaxation frequencies are close to the frequencies of the most unstable acoustic perturbation modes. 

In this field, the most systematic experimental results confirmed by adequate numerical simulation were obtained 
by Prof. H.G. Hornung's group [3]–[6]. In particular, for air, nitrogen N2, oxygen O2, and carbon dioxide CO2 
hypervelocity flows past sharp cones at the total flow enthalpy H0 = 3 — 15 MJ/kg it was shown that under the 
identical conditions the Reynolds number of laminar-turbulent transition in CO2 is greater by approximately four 
times as compared with that for diatomic N2, O2, and air. This is attributable to the fact that the frequency of the 
second acoustic mode through which the laminar-turbulent transition occurs in hypersonic near-wall flows [8, 9] is 
close to the relaxation frequency of the lightly excitable bending vibrational mode of CO2, whereas the frequencies 
of vibrational modes of diatomic molecules are significantly higher. 

The influence of relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom of molecules on the stability of the boundary layer 
on a flat plate was considered in [7]. The flight conditions at a height of H = 12 km at the Mach number M = 4.5 
were simulated numerically, when the relaxation consists in the excitation of vibrational modes. Simulation of these 
conditions in the wind tunnel were also considered, where, on the contrary, the energy of vibrational modes “frozen” 
at the stagnation temperature increases the static temperature of the stream. The ambiguous results of the influence 
of relaxation on the stability of the flow were obtained. Thus, for the case of rotational modes relaxation only, 
which, in contrast to the usual approach [10, 11], was described by the Landau–Teller relaxation equation, a slight 
decrease in the growth rates of the second acoustic mode was recorded. In the case when the excitation of 
vibrational modes was taken into account, which under these conditions could not be significant, a strong 
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destabilizing effect was noted for the first mode propagated with the wave angle 3/πβ =  relative to the carrier 
flow. In this case, as follows from the calculations, the first mode with this wave angle turned out to be the most 
unstable also for a perfect gas. This contradicts the generally accepted results [8, 9], according to which the second 
acoustic mode with the wave angle 0=β  is the most unstable one for M > 4. For this mode, only a weak stabilizing 
effect was obtained for the boundary layer on the plate with a sharp leading edge. 

As a result, it may be ascertained that influence of relaxation in the vibrationally excited gas on the flow stability 
is the established fact. At the same time, the further investigations are necessary to obtain the systematic consistent 
results, primarily, for the near-wall flows past of the simple aerodynamic bodies. 

In this paper, the asymptotic theory of the neutral stability curve for a supersonic boundary layer of a 
vibrationally excited molecular gas on a plate is constructed. It is shown that the calculated asymptotic neutral 
stability curves agree well with the obtained results of the numerical solution of the original spectral problem. In this 
the critical Reynolds numbers are increases with excitation enhancement of the internal degrees of freedom of 
molecules, and the neutral stability curves are shifted toward the domain of higher wave numbers. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

In the framework of the linear stability theory, the development of two-dimensional disturbances is considered 
for a plane flow past semiinfinite plate of a vibrationally excited gas. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system 
(x, y) coincides with a leading edge of the plate, the x coordinate is oriented along the plate in the direction of the 
carried flow, the y coordinate is directed to the flow along the normal to the plate, respectively. The flow is described 
by a system of equations of the two-temperature gas dynamics [10, 11]. 

The current distance x = L along the plate and parameters of the unperturbed flow outside the boundary layer, 
marked by the index “∞” were chosen for nondimensionalization — the speed, U∞, the density, ρ∞, and the 
temperature, T∞, the coefficients of the shear and bulk viscosities, η∞ and ηb,∞, correspondingly, the thermal 
conductivity coefficient due to the energy transfer in translational and rotational degrees of freedom, λ∞= λt,∞ + λr,∞, 
the coefficient of thermal conductivity describing the diffusion transfer of the energy of vibrational quanta, λv,∞. For 
nondimensionalization of the pressure and time, the combined values of ρ∞

2
∞U  and L/U∞, respectively were used. 

For the temperature dependence of the shear viscosity the Sutherland formula is used. The coefficients of thermal 
conductivity are analogous to [7, 11] expressed in terms of the shear viscosity and heat capacities by means of 
semiempirical Eucken relations. It is assumed that heat capacities are constant. It is also supposed the translational 
and rotational degrees of freedom of the molecules are in quasiequilibrium and are determined by the equilibrium 
relations. 

The initial system of equations was linearized on a stationary selfsimilar boundary layer solution in the absence 
of vibrational excitation [12, 13]. In deriving the linearized equations for disturbances the instantaneous values of 
the hydrodynamic variables were represented in the form 

,,,,,, ****** pppTTTTTTuuuUu svsvssyyxsx +=+=+=+==+= ρρρ  

.)()(,)()(,)()( *
,

*
,

****
vsvTsvsvvsTsssTss TTTTTTTTT λλλλλλλλλληηηηη +=+=+=+=+=+=  (1) 

The temperature perturbations of the transport coefficients were taken into account 
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Here the subscript “s” denotes the values of the hydrodynamic variables related to the stationary flow, and the 
subscript “*” denotes the disturbances of these variables. Examples of the calculated profiles of the Us, ρs, and Ts are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Substituting (1) into the initial system of equations of two-temperature gas dynamics and linearizing it relative to 
disturbances of hydrodynamic variables up to the values of the first order of smallness leads to a system of equations 
for disturbances. The disturbances in the form of traveling plane waves periodic over the longitudinal coordinate x 
are considered. The system of equations for the perturbation amplitudes ρ, u, v, θ, θv, and p has the form [12, 13]: 

,0=+′+ σαρραρ ssvD  (2) 
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2 =′
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+
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++′
′
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(3) 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. The selfsimilar profiles of velocity Us(ξ), temperature Ts(ξ), and density ρs(ξ) of the unperturbed flow for the Mach 
numbers M = 2 and 5. ξ is the Dorodnicyn–Howard selfsimilar variable [14] 
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Here we used the following notations 
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1

Re
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2

2
αµαηeσα −=∆






 +−=+′=−=

dy
dpiuvcUiD s

s  

α is the wavenumber along the periodic variable x, c = cr + ici is the complex phase velocity, i is the imaginary unit, 
and the primes in functions denote differentiation with respect to the variable y. 

In system (2) — (7) the parameter μ = ηb,∞/η∞ is the ratio of the bulk viscosity to the shear viscosity, γ = cp/cV is 
the ratio of specific heats, cV = cV,t + cV,r and cp = cV + R are the specific heats at constant volume and pressure 
correspondingly, which are presented as the sum ofspecific heats induced by translational and rotational motion of 
molecules, γv = cV,v/(cV,t + cV,r) is the parameter characterizing the degree of nonequilibrium of the vibrational mode, 
cV,v is the specific heat at constant volume corresponding to the relaxing vibrational mode, τ is the characteristic time 
of relaxation of the vibrational mode, R is the gas constant, Re = ρ∞U∞L/η∞ and M = U∞/(γRT∞)1/2 are the Reynolds 
and Mach numbers, respectively, Pr = η∞cV/ λ∞ is the Prandtl number. 

It should be noted that the ratio ε containing the parameter μ (bulk viscosity) is excluded from the system. To do 
this, it is sufficient to differentiate Eq. (3) with respect to y, multiply Eq. (4) by iα and subtract one of the other 
equations obtained. Together with the remark made above on the independence of selfsimilar boundary layer 
equations from bulk viscosity, this allows us to state that bulk viscosity does not affect the linear stability of flow in 
the boundary layer. 
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The asymptotic solutions of the system (2) — (7) for large the Reynolds numbers Re are constructed in the form 
of a perturbation series 
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In the zero approximation one obtains a system of equations for inviscid perturbations. In the work [15] has been 
shown that this system is reduced to the second order linear equation for pressure perturbation. Thus the zero 
approximation allows us to find only two the linearly independent solutions. The remaining six solutions one has to 
determine by direct consideration a full system. In this case, only decreasing solutions at Re → ∞ should be used to 
derive the secular equation. 

ASYMPTOTICS OF INVISCID AND VISCOUS OF SOLUTIONS. 
SECULAR EQUATION 

Two linearly independent inviscid solutions for the pressure perturbations are determined from equation [12, 13] 

                 .,4)(,2)(,0)()( 2
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and ξ is the Dorodnicyn–Howard selfsimilar variable [14]. 
For the neutral perturbations considered below, we have c = cr. As the first Rayleigh condition cr = [0, 1] [11] has 

also to be satisfied for neutral perturbations, then ξ = ξc is a regular singular point of Eq. (8). Its solutions in the 
neighborhood of the singular point are found by the Frobenius method [16, 17]. In what follows the subscript “c” is 
used to indicate the values of the variables at the point ξc, where the phase velocity is equal to the free-stream 
velocity (in the critical layer): Us(ξc) = cr. Equation (8) was solved numerically. The algorithm of its solution can be 
found in the work [17]. The remaining inviscid solutions are expressed via the pressure perturbation as 
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(9) 

To find viscous solutions the system (2) — (7) with using some simplifications was reduced to form which 
analogical to the Dunn–Lin viscous system [17]: 
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For diatomic gases one can approximately suppose that 33/(20γ) ≈ 1. It allows one by summation and subtraction 
Eqs. (12), (13) to introduce equations for auxiliary functions 
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Then temperatures are correspondingly expressed by formulae 
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The momentum equation for u and equations for functions θ+, θ– were reduced to the Airy equations. Its 
solutions were presented through the generalized Airy functions of first and second orders Ak(z, n) [18]. As a result, 
using (14) solutions for temperatures were found. This allowed one to splinter the last equation from system (10) — 
(13) and to transit by such a way to a sixth order system. The reduced system has two trivial solutions u = v = θ = 
θv= 0 and u = 1, v = –iy, θ = θv = 0. Since here we consider only decreasing (bounded) solutions as Re → ∞, the only 
zero trivial solution satisfying this condition will be replaced by the inviscid solution (9): 

            
.)](),(),([)( )()()(

1 yyvyuy iii θ=V  (15) 

Linearly independent solutions for disturbances of transversal velocity are obtained by integration of the 
momentum equation for u for two alternatives: 1) θ = 0, u ≠ 0 and 2) u = 0, θ ≠ 0. Its also were expressed through 
the generalized Airy functions of first and second orders. As a result, it was shown that the linearly independent 
decreasing (bounded) solutions as Re → ∞ of simplified viscous system have the form: 
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For derivation of a secular equation it is necessary to require that a linear combination of independent solutions 
(15) and (16), should satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions 
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The homogeneous system (17) has nontrivial solutions (c1, c2, c3) if its determinant equals to zero: 
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This equality represents the original form of the secular equation. 
Use of the Airy functions allows one to represent the viscous part of secular equation through the tabulated 

Tietjens function F(z) and the auxiliary function G(z+), which are usually applied in the traditional asymptotic theory 
of stability [17]–[19]. The secular equation obtained by such a way has the form: 
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NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF NEUTRAL CURVES 

Numerical calculations of neutral stability curves on the basis of the complete system of Eqs. (2) — (7) were 
carried out in [12, 13]. To compare with these results the Reynolds number used here and determined on the current 
length L was below replaced by the number Reδ = Re1/2 determined on the local thickness of the boundary layer. The 
secular equation (18) has a characteristic structure, which coincides with analogical equations [17, 20]. Left 
“inviscid” part of Eq. (18) depends on the phase velocity c and wavenumber α. At the same time a right “viscous” 
part of Eq. (18) is expressed through tabulated functions of variable z also depended on the phase velocity c. 

Therefore, points on neutral stability curves Reδ(α, γv, M) are calculated on plane (Reδ, α) in the next sequence. 
The value of the phase velocity c was set for fixed values of the Mach number M and the degree of vibrational 
nonequilibrium γv in interval c = [0, 1] with step Δc = 10–4. The integral in right-hand side of Eq. (18) was calculated 
by the Simpson formula. The real and imaginary parts of right-hand side of Eq. (18) are depended on the variable z. 
The arrays of their values was calculated for z = [0, 10] using tables [17, 21]. The table step Δz = 0.04 was picked 
out. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 2. Neutral stability curves Reδ(α) for modes I and II. The solid and dashed curves show the results of calculations by 
spectral problem (2) — (7) and the secular equation (18) of the asymptotic theory, correspondingly. K1 and 1K ′  are the critical 

points of the mode I. K2 and 2K ′  are the critical points of the mode II. 
 

TABLE 1. The critical Reynolds numbers Reδ,cr and corresponding wavenumbers αcr for modes I and II. 
   M = 2.2   M = 4.5 

Moda I 

vγ  s
cr,Reδ  s

cr,δα  a
cr,Reδ  a

cr,δα  s
cr,Reδ  s

cr,δα  a
cr,Reδ  a

cr,δα  

0 281 0.0580 240 0.0626 462 0.0650 396 0.0653 
0.667 317 0.0635 271 0.0685 521 0.0708 446 0.0712 

Moda II 
0 — — — — 221 0.2001 191 0.2015 
0.667 — — — — 250 0.2060 214 0.2072 

 
The arrays of left side of Eq. (18) for a fixed value of the phase velocity c were calculated for α = [1, 3] with a 

step Δα = 10–4. Calculated arrays of right and left sides of Eq. (18) were compared up to obtaining coincide within 
the accuracy 10–8 if such a state could be achieved for a given value of c. Then calculation was repeated for next 
value of the phase velocity c. As a result, we constructed arrays of values of wavenumbers αk, phase velocities ck, 
and of variable zk, which correspond to points on neutral curve. Using formula 
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values of the Reynolds number Reδ,k on neutral curve were calculated. The neutral curves of modes I and II were 
determined analogical the work [8]. 

Figure 2 shows the results of calculations of neutral stability curves for perfect (γv = 0) and of vibrationally 
excited (γv = 0.667) gases at the Mach number M =2.2 and 4.5. It is seen, that asymptotic curves are in satisfactory 
agreement with numerical calculation of origin spectral problem (2) — (7). In particular, dissipative effect of the 
vibrational relaxation is reflected clearly. The transition to the asymptotic theory extends slightly an instability area 
and reduces the critical Reynolds numbers. 

The Table 1 allow one to compare data of numerical calculations of spectral problem (2) — (7) and asymptotic 
theory with respect to critical values of the Reynolds numbers Reδ,cr and wavenumbers αcr. It is seen that values 

a
cr,Reδ  are approximately 14% — 15% less than corresponding values s

cr,Reδ . At the same time, the critical 

Reynolds numbers s
cr,Reδ  and a

cr,Reδ  are increases with excitation enhancement of the internal degrees of freedom 
of molecules, and the neutral stability curves are shifted toward the domain of higher wave numbers. For both 
modes, the critical Reynolds numbers s

cr,Reδ  and a
cr,Reδ  at maximum excitation exceed by 12% — 13% the 

corresponding values for the perfect gas. In this the greatest increase in the critical Reynolds number occurs for the 
most unstable second mode. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The asymptotic theory of the neutral stability curve for a supersonic boundary layer of a vibrationally excited 
molecular gas on a plate is constructed. It is shown that the calculated asymptotic neutral stability curves agree well 
with the with the obtained results of the numerical solution of the original spectral problem. These calculations once 
again confirm existence in a molecular gas of a dissipative effect, which is caused by relaxation of vibrational 
modes. 
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Abstract. The paper discussed the Young's modulus and the constrained compression modulus for polymer compositions 
based on epoxy resin DER-330 with the addition of nanodispersed silica powders in the concentration range up to 5 
wt.%. It is shown that with increasing filler concentration, elastic moduli increase. For the same type of filler, it is shown 
that with a decrease in the average particle size of the filler, the elastic moduli increase at a constant concentration. Using 
the obtained experimental data, Lame parameters for the filled polymer and Poisson's ratio were calculated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Parts and structures are under stress during exploitation. The experience of applying materials shows that the 
choice of a material in a construction depends on a number of external factors - the speed and method of application 
of the load, temperature, product shape, structure, etc. In order to predict the deformation behavior of a material in a 
structure under stress conditions, parts or specimens must be tested simulating actual stress conditions. At the same 
time, to compare several materials for construction design, it is necessary use standard tests to determine the elastic 
and strength characteristics. Various experimental methods require special specimens, tooling, measuring equipment 
for testing. Different inaccuracies in the measurement of mechanical properties lead to errors in the calculation of 
other characteristics on the basis of the experimental data obtained. Therefore, methods are needed to measure 
several elastic moduli for one specimen in each experiment. 

Modern polymeric materials filled with nanoparticles are of great interest for designers of structures because of 
their high specific stiffness, strength, isotropy of properties, and the possibility of combining with reinforcing 
elements. One of the varieties of filled polymers is materials for fillings and prosthetic dentistry, where UV-curable 
polymers and ceramic nano-dispersed particles are combined. The purpose of this work is to obtain the dependencies 
of the elastic moduli of polymers filled with nanodispersed particles.  

MATERIALS 

The object of research is the thermosetting resin DER-330 (Dow chemical, USA), filled with silicon dioxide 
nanopowders of different dispersion from two manufacturers: 3 types of Aerosil (Evonik, Germany) [1], 3 types of 
Tarkosil (INP-ITAM, Russia) [2]. A total of 31 types of compositions were made: the concentration ranged from 1 
to 5 wt. % in 1% increments for 6 types of powders. The particle size of the powder was evaluated in several ways.  

Assuming that the particles of silicon dioxide have an ideal spherical shape, we obtain  
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where specS - specific surface area, , , ,particle particleS m r r - surface area, mass, radius, particle density, taken 2.6 g/sm3. 
The specific surface area was measured using a Sorbi-M instrument (CJSC Meta, Russia) using the four-point 
Brunauer-Emmett-Taylor method. 

TABLE 1. Characteristics of the components of the thermosetting compound. 
Component Colour Dynamic viscosity at 25°C, 

Pа•s 
Density at 

25°C 
Mass fraction of epoxy groups / 

anhydride,% 
D.E.R.-

330 
transparent 7-10 1.16 23.2-24.4 

IMTHP Light 
yellow 

0.1 1.21 ≥40.5 

 
The particle diameter was estimated on SEM images of powder agglomerates. Figure 1 shows the SEM images 

of agglomerates of powder particles, where individual particles are encircled by a circle, combined into 
agglomerates. As can be seen from the values of the table, such a simple formula can predict the particle size of the 
represented powders, since the shape of the particles is very close to spherical, and also because of the relatively 
narrow dispersion of the powders. Due to the large specific surface, all types of powders tend to form agglomerates. 
For all types of powders, the size of the agglomerates is 5-10 μm. Over time, the growth of agglomerates is not 
observed, but their density increases, because nanoparticles in the agglomerate compacted, forming a single particle. 
This reduces the specific surface area of the powders. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. SEM-images of silica powders at 300,000 magnification: (a) - Tarkosil T-15, (b) - Aerosil A-380 
 
The powder was mixed mechanically with the hardener. Then the mixture was mixed with an ultrasonic 

homogenizer (Bandelin HD3200, Germany). A titanium flat probe with a diameter of 13 mm was immersed in a 
solution of a hardener with a powder and worked on the mixture for 3 minutes, heating to 40-50 ° C and causing 
cavitation effects. As a result, the hardener changed color from a clear light yellow to an opaque white. Then epoxy 
resin was added to the mixture and mechanically stirred for 1 minute. The ratio of powder, hardener and resin was 2: 
80: 100, respectively. The resulting mixture was poured into aluminum flat forms and placed in an FD53 drying 
oven (Binder, Germany) for further curing [3, 4]. Curing was carried out in a stepped mode of 100 ° C / 2 h +160 ° 
C / 10 h +110 ° C / 2 h with an accuracy of 2 °. 

METHODS OF MECHANICAL TESTS 

As a method for determining the elastic moduli of a material, the constrained compression method proposed 
in [5, 6] was used. For this purpose, the upgraded Mitsuoka-Maxwell equipment has been implemented. It consists 

100 nm 100 nm 
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of restrictive ring, upper and lower punches. The lower punch and the lower part of the shell are fixed on the base 
with the help of springs, thereby realizing the loading on the specimen from above and below. To accurately 
determine the change in the length of the specimen, the extensometer sensors are fixed on the upper and lower 
punches. A similar installation was implemented in [7] for testing materials of dental fillings. 

 

TABLE 2. Characteristics of the used powders of silicon dioxide. 

Powder name 
Specific 
surface 

area, m2/g  

Bulk 
density, 

g/m3 

The theoretical average 
particle diameter of the 

powder, nm 

Particle diameter by SEM images, 
nm 

Aerosil A-200 199 50-60 6.25 8-30 
Aerosil A-300 280 50-60 4.5 5-30 
Aerosil A-380 242 50-60 5.2 5-30 
Tarkosil T-05 50 70-80 20.8 10-70 
Tarkosil T-15 96 70-80 13.9 10-60 
Tarkosil T-20 134 60-70 9.3 10-50 

 
Such a compression tooling makes it possible to consistently realize a uniaxial stress and a uniaxial deformed 

state. At the first stage of loading, the specimen, without touching the shell, is linearly compressed. The solution of 
such a problem in the framework of the linear theory of elasticity is a connection of stress and strain in accordance 
with Hooke's law: 

 xx xxEσ ε=  (1.2) 

where xx
F
S

σ = , 0

0
xx

l l
l

ε
−

= , F  – applied force, S  – cross sectional area, 0l  , l  – initial and current length of 

specimen. In the cases considered, uniaxial and constrained compression, the deformation of the specimen 
decreases. In the Lame coefficients Hooke's law is written:  
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The same problem is solved for constrained compression. In this case specimen cannot be expanding in the 
transverse direction, i.e. 0yy zzε ε= =  

 

2 ; 0
; 0
; 0

xx xx xx xy

yy xx xz

zz xx yz
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σ λ ε µ ε σ

σ λ ε σ

σ λ ε σ

ε ε ε

= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ =


= ⋅ =
 = ⋅ =
∆ = + +

 (1.4) 

 ( )2xx xxσ λ µ ε= +  (1.5) 

Denote 2L λ µ= +  and further we will call the constrained compression module. It should be noted that in 
works [5-7], instead of the constrained compression module, a bulk module was used, which is wrong, based on the 
initial conditions of the problem. Having an experimental dependence of stress on strain, we can determine linear 
coefficients at certain stages of the diagram corresponding to free and constrained compression. The equipment for 
testing filled polymers used in the work was a shell with an external diameter of 40 mm and an internal diameter of 
6 mm in which the specimen was placed. The top and bottom punch are pressed against the specimen from above 
and below, to which the probes of the strain sensor are attached, which was not provided in other equipment [5-7]. 
The constrained ring is located on the support ring, which rests on four springs. This design allows loading the 
specimen both from above and below, reducing the probability of the specimen wedging in the constrained ring. The 
roughness of the inner surface was 64Ra. All parts are made of Steel 45 material. Since the elastic modulus has 
become much larger than the polymer modulus, we neglect the deformation of the punches. 
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FIGURE 2. The scheme of the experiment 

 
The test was carried out on the installation Zwick/Roell AllRound Z010. The loading was carried out with the 

control of the displacement with the speed of movement of the cross-beam 1 mm/min. The preload is chosen 
experimentally 200pre loadF N− = . The load-elongation diagram for such a loaded state is as follows. 

 
 

(а) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Plots of the diagram for constrained compression: (a) diagram of the load-elongation diagram, 
(b) — an experimental diagram in the coordinates of stress-strain for a concentration of 2% by weight 

 
In the first stage, the Young's modulus is determined; in the second, the constrained compression modulus is 

determined. The intermediate stage corresponds to the transverse expansion of the specimen and filling the gaps 
between the constrained ring and the specimen. In intermediate stage the specimen first deforms in the center, taking 
the form of a barrel, and then the contact patch with the constrained ring increases from the middle of the specimen 
to the end planes of the punches. After passing through the intermediate stage, the diagram again becomes linear. 
Since the size of the gap changed due to small differences in the diameters of the specimens, the calculation of the 
modules was carried out on the stresses: 
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The determination of the modulus of elasticity was carried out by the secant method on the stress-strain diagram, 
according to the formulas given above, in the stress range from 1 10 MPaσ = to 2 20 MPaσ = . Strains 1ε  and 2ε  at 
stresses 1σ  and 2σ  determined by diagrams. Young's modulus was calculated by the formula: 

 2 1

1 2

E σ σ
ε ε

−
=

−
 (1.6) 

The module of constrained compression was carried out by the secant method in the range of stresses from 
3 70 MPaσ =  to 4 80 MPaσ = . Strains 3ε  and 4ε  at stresses 3σ  and 4σ  were determined according to the diagram 

at the corresponding stresses. The module of constrained compression was calculated by the formula: 

 4 3

3 4

L
σ σ
ε ε

−
=

−
 (1.7) 

RESULTS OF MECHANICAL TESTS 

The dependences, as was assumed, have two linear stages at the beginning of the diagram and after passing 
through the intermediate stage (Fig. 4b). The size of the intermediate stage, lying within 6–8% of deformation, 
depended on the specimen diameter and the possible error in parallelism of the specimen ends. According to the 
presented diagrams, the elastic moduli were calculated according to the formulas. The dependences of the Young's 
modulus and the modulus of constrained compression on the concentration of the filler, as well as the dependence of 
the elastic moduli on the average particle radius were plotted.  

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The dependence of Young's moduli on mass concentration. The numbers indicate the average particle radius in nm. 
On the left is Young's module. b- constrained compression module  

 
For each type of filler, the experimental values of the elastic moduli increase (Fig. 5). The nature of the 

dependencies for all types of fillers is similar. For polymers filled with Aerosil, the growth of modules was 5-10% at 
5% by weight. Polymers filled with Tarkosil show a larger growth - from 10 to 30% at the same concentrations.  
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(а) (b) 

FIGURE 5. The dependence of Young's moduli on the average particle radius. The numbers indicate the average particle radius 
in nm. On the left is Young's module. Right - constrained compression module 

 
Considering the results obtained with respect to the average radius of the filler particles, it is clear that with a 

decrease in the average size of the filler, the elastic moduli increase. However, this dependence is characteristic only 
for a certain type of powders. Aerosil powders have a significantly smaller effect on the growth of the modulus of 
elasticity, despite the significantly smaller size. The reasons for such insignificant growth of the modules can be as 
features of the Aerosil powders themselves: chemical activity, tendency to agglomeration, features of the internal 
structure of nanoparticles, and problems with the introduction of this type of filler into the polymer: air injection into 
the polymer, uneven distribution of particles in the polymer. In general, when using the proposed technology for the 
growth of the Young's modulus, Tarkosil powders are more preferable.  

Having values of elastic constants for the polymer, it is possible to recalculate the remaining values of the elastic 
constants. To do this, we express Young's modules and constrained compression through Lame constants: 

 ( )
( )
2 3

E
µ µ λ

λ µ
+

=
+

; 2L λ µ= +  (1.8) 

To do this, solve the quadratic equation with respect to λ or µ . It should be remembered that the values of the 
elastic moduli are always positive:  

 ( )22 ( ) 0E L L E Lλ λ+ − + − = ; 
2 2

1,2
4 ( 3 ) 10 9

4
L E L E EL Lλ − + ± − +

=  (1.9) 

Or relatively µ : 

 ( )24 3 0;E L ELµ µ− + + =
2 2

1,2
( 3 ) 10 9

8
E L E EL Lµ + ± − +

=  (1.10) 

When solving a quadratic equation, we get two roots, i.e. two sets of Lame parameters. We consider only 
positive values, based on assumptions that elastic moduli are always positive. 

The constructed dependences of the Lame parameters on the mass concentration have the same growth tendency 
as the Young's modulus and constrained compression (Fig. 6). Calculating the parameters of Lame for the filled 
polymer, you can determine the Poisson's ratio by the formula: 

 
( )2
λν
λ µ

=
+

 (1.11) 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Dependence of Lame parameters µ (a) and λ  (b) on mass concentration. 
Numbers indicate average particle radius 

 
From the calculated data it can be seen that the Poisson's ratio decreases with increasing concentration of the 

filler (Fig. 7). These data correspond to the assumption that the Poisson's ratio of the filler is less than the matrix. 
Tarkosil powders result in a greater reduction in the Poisson ratio than Tarkosil powders. 
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FIGURE 7. Dependence of Poisson's ratio on mass concentration. Numbers indicate average particle radius 

 
The obtained data on the Young's modulus correspond to the data obtained by other researchers presented in the 

article [8] over the entire range of concentrations (Fig. 8), but do not demonstrate a significant increase in the Young 
modulus, which is usually characteristic of the sol-gel method of introducing nanoparticles into the polymer [8]. 
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FIGURE 8. The dependence of the relative Young's modulus on the mass concentration 

CONCLUSION 

In the present work it is shown that with increasing concentration in the range from 0 to 5 wt. %. silica 
nanoparticles in epoxy resin, Young's modulus, and constrained compression moduli increase. For one type of 
powder, it is shown that with a decrease in the average particle size of the filler, the Young's modulus of the filled 
polymer increases at the same concentration. For different types of fillers, this dependence is not observed, which, 
according to the authors, is due to the uniform distribution of particles in the polymer and their agglomerates. The 
obtained data correlate with the experimental results of other authors in the whole range of concentrations. Using the 
obtained experimental data, other elastic characteristics were determined: the Lame parameters of the filled polymer 
also increase. 
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Abstract. Polymer powder coatings are commonly applied for anti-corrosion and decorative protection of parts from 
metals and alloys, plastic masses, glasses, ceramics, and many other materials. This paper considers the up-to-date 
methods of imposing of the powder polymer materials. 

INTRODUCTION  

Technological progress is inextricably linked with the improvement of conventional methods and development 
of new high-effective materials and technologies Achievement in the field of complex anti-corrosion protection, 
strengthening and other functions are among the priorities of the progressing science. Among huge variety of 
coatings, special place from the viewpoint of efficiency and promising future belongs to the coatings based on 
polymer powder compositions. In recent decades, every industrially developed country demonstrates the hasty 
growth of output and application of powder materials and coatings on their base. Today, up to 20 % of all painted 
parts and constructions are made with polymers involved [1 – 3]. 

POLYMER COATING METHODS 

The polymer coating is the result of surface treatment with powder paint. Powder paint is a solid composition, 
which with increasing temperature turns into a continuous film, designed to protect the product from external 
exposure and give it the necessary mechanical characteristics. 

The powder coating method is a popular alternative to applying liquid paints and varnishes for parts that can be 
heat treated. Most often, the layer of powder-polymer composition on the product is 0.3 mm. 

Powder paints are solid dispersed compositions, which include film-forming resins, hardeners, fillers, pigments 
and targeted additives. Powder paints owe their popularity to the absence of solvents and the content of substances 
that guarantee a thin-layer coating impermeable to salts, acids and moisture. At the same time, it meets high quality 
standards and has high rates of mechanical characteristics. Increased resistance to mechanical damage guarantees the 
preservation of the appearance throughout the entire service life of the painted metal powder coating. The main 
advantage of the polymer coating method is the corrosion protection of the metal. And the resulting coating has high 
heat resistance, electrical insulating properties, durability, strength, environmental friendliness. 

All methods of polymer coating impose can be divided to three groups. The first one is the methods of powder 
spraying on parts, the powder is heated above the melting temperature of the imposed polymer – the vortex spraying 
(in a fluidized bed), vibration, vibro-vortex; pneumatic spraying; plasmaless and centrifugal spraying. The second 
group contains the methods of spraying of melted polymer powder particles on the surface of the heated part: the 
gas-plasma spraying; thermal-beam spraying; extrusion spraying; vacuum spraying. And the third group includes the 
methods of spraying of electrically charged powder particles on the oppositely charged surface: the electrostatic 
spraying; tribostatic spraying; spraying in an ionized fluidized bed. 
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Today, the most frequently used method is the electrostatic spraying, painting with flame, spraying with an air 
jet, and tribostatic spraying [4]. 

In the electrostatic method of spraying, the paint under high pressure is supplied into a special gun with an 
electrostatic generator. Passing through the field created by this generator, paint particles get the positive charge and 
are atomized on the part to be painted. The guns for the electrostatic spraying are equipped with sets of sprayers of 
different shape (con control the sprayer jet diameter), have a pressure controller and are often equipped with the 
controllers of electrostatic filed power. 

If paint particles are charged with the aid of the generator during the electrostatic spraying process, the tribostatic 
spraying means the charge generation by means of particle friction about one another. For atomization, special guns 
and facilities with tribostatic spraying function are used. 

Dielectric materials are painted by the electrostatic spraying method. The composition of the mixed high-
molecular epoxy resins, organic solvents, fine surface-modified aluminum powder and polyamide hardener is used 
as the powder. The resulting coatings have high protective properties, increased bending and torsional strength [5]. 
The polymer powders are used to produce protective-decorative coatings on asbestos-cement sheets used for 
building face and roof veneering. The powder is imposed by the electrostatic spraying method on the preliminary 
heated sheet surface. The surface temperature during the polymer powder imposing is 181 – 229°С [6]. 

Impose of polymer coatings are required for building industry and can be used in pipeline construction [8]. Prior 
to the polymer protective coating, the thermo-elastic adhesion layer is covered with an intermediate layer of a 
material with high adhesion property to the material of this thermo-elastic adhesion layer and to the material of the 
polymer protective coating. Sevilen is used as a powder gluing material, and thermal- and light-stabilized polymer is 
used as the polymer material. Thus, the reliability of the anti-corrosion protection of welded joints in the pipeline is 
increased. 

There is a method of the gas-thermal spraying of the polymer coatings on metal parts and constructions. To reach 
the target, prior to the spraying process, the metal surface undergoes the mechanical treatment and degreasing; then 
the composition is imposed, which contains nano-size particles and presents a 30% water solution of Siliceous with 
2 – 4% of the 3% solution of carbon nanotubes. After drying within 3 – 5 hours, the surface is covered with the 
polymer coating from a powder polyethylene of low pressure by the method of the gas-flame spraying. The resulting 
protective polymer coating features the 30 – 45% increased adhesion, 25 – 30% higher hardness and 20 – 40% 
higher thermal resistance [9]. 

A multitude of coating processes exist to enable a multitude of coating applications, but most processes rely on a 
phase change from vapor, liquid, or solution into the final solid state. For some materials, a phase change disrupts 
key material properties such as crystalline structure, chemical composition, or nanoparticle distribution, thereby 
preventing the formation of successful coatings. The Cold Gas Dynamic Spray process (CGDS or just cold spray) is 
an emerging deposition method that is executed entirely in the solid state. This solid state processing expands the 
range of coatable materials. 

In cold spray deposition, a high speed carrier gas accelerates finely divided deposition material through a nozzle. 
The high velocity particles impact the substrate, where their kinetic energy is converted into plastic deformation 
energy. The deformation process results in adhesion to the surface. A wide range of materials have been deposited 
via Cold Spray, including metals, ceramics, composite materials, and polymers. 

The cold spray process is an emerging deposition method in the thermal spray family of technologies. 
Traditional thermal spray processes like plasma sprays, wire arc, wire flame, detonation guns or high velocity oxy-
fuel (HVOF) sprays all involve high temperatures and phase changes. As the name suggests, cold spray deposition 
occurs at lower temperatures, in fact below the melting point of the coating material. Compared to existing thermal 
spray technology, the cold spray process offers several key advantages in both the processing itself and in the 
resulting deposit. Cold spray processing offers increased flexibility and safety characteristics when compared to 
thermal spray processes. Flexibility is improved by eliminating the need for extensive surface preparation. For most 
materials, a simple cleaning is all that is required to spray. In some cases, grit blasting or other surface roughening 
techniques may improve deposition efficiency, but is not required for deposition. Additionally, operating conditions 
include standard temperature, pressure, and atmospheric humidity, so a carefully controlled operating environment 
is unnecessary. In terms of safety, the cold spray process improves on thermal sprays by using only inert process 
gasses (nitrogen, helium, or sometimes air), rather than combustible oxy-fuel mixtures. The operating environment 
is also relatively safe; the only other input to the process gas is heat. Unlike competing processes, there is no 
production of harmful byproducts such as harmful UV radiation, volatile solvent fumes, or noxious combustion 
exhaust. 
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Deposit characteristics also differ from thermally sprayed products in several important ways. First and foremost 
is the solid state bonding process. The absence of liquid or vapor intermediate phases minimizes oxidation, 
evaporation, and opportunities for physical or chemical structural alteration. Additionally, solid phase collisions 
produce a highly dense, compact deposit with low porosity, leave compressive residual stresses, and improve 
adhesion by mechanically mixing deposit and substrate at the interface. Finally, with no need to wait for a liquid 
phase to cool, free standing structures can be built up in a continuous process, meaning that cold spray has 
considerable potential in additive manufacturing. An overview of gas dynamics is useful before launching into the 
current understanding of the particle/substrate interaction responsible for successful cold spray deposition [10]. 

Researches of the CGD process available today are related to metal particles which normally are accelerated up 
to 250 m/s and more at the nozzle exit, and afterwards they collide with the substrate surface with the critical or 
higher velocity, which is needed for the production of a good metal powder coating. However, the polymer coatings 
require much lower impact velocity than the typical metal coatings металлического coatings, and fine interaction 
between the particle temperature and velocity is needed for high-quality coatings. Low settlement efficiency is a 
challenge which researchers dealing with polymers face. These results differ from the experimental investigations on 
the cold gas-dynamic spraying of metals, where the settlement efficiency approaches to 100%.  

In the area of CGD analysis, special attention should be paid on the problem of metal coating impose on non-
metal materials. These materials can be conventionally divided to two classes. The first class contains polymers and 
composites on their base; the problem of metallization of these materials has been raised relatively recently. The 
review of the references [11, 12, 13, 14] shows that the coatings on polymers are produced mainly by means of 
spraying of thin sub-layers from other metals (also combining the CGD and other methods). However, there is still 
no agreement among researchers. The second class includes construction materials (brick, concrete, etc.). They 
contain such substances as Al2O3 and SiO2, which possess high hardness, but, together with a binding agent (lime, 
for instance), they form a soft and porous material. 

The content and way of the gas-dynamic spraying is proposed. The composition contains the components of 
different hardness, and one of them is the polymer with the particle size of  maximum 10 μm, its effective content is 
maximum 10 mass % [15]. This method permits producing anti-friction coatings with the low friction coefficient, 
with high mechanical strength and thermal conductivity. The powder mixture containing the main component and 
the polymer undergoes mechanical activation. Then it is imposed on the surface through the nozzle of a gas-dynamic 
facility by means of an air flow with the supersonic velocity. At the impact, the particles of the main component are 
bitten inside the material surface and increase its mechanical strength, thermal conductivity and electric 
conductivity, whereas the polymer is squeezed into side pores between particles and form a polymer layer on the 
horizontal surface; this layer essentially decreases the friction coefficient of the coating – its value approaches to the 
friction coefficient of the polytetrafluorethylene coating. 

The coating can be imposed on surfaces of various size, shape and material, like metals, alloys, ceramics, 
glasses, stone, etc. 

Today, there are few investigations presented in the references which are related with the CGD settlement of 
polymer particles. In 2006, scientists Xu and Hutchings demonstrated the settlement of polyethylene particles of 150 
and 250 micron. The authors observed the critical velocity of about 100 m/s with the very low settlement efficiency 
(<0.6%). The settlement was possible on polyethylene substrates, but preliminary an intermediate polyethylene layer 
should be imposed in aluminum. The scientists also noted that the settlement efficiency rises linearly along with the 
supply rate [16]. The researchers from the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology used the nozzle with a 
diffusor to impose polyethylene particles directly on the aluminum substrate. The particles were sieved to 53 – 75 
μm, and the critical velocity of 191 m/s was found experimentally [17]. Finally, Ganesan and colleagues performed 
experiments on spraying of copper and stannous powders on the substrates from polyvinylchloride and epoxy resin. 
They noted that from two copper powders, one is spherical and the other dendritic, the second one bound easier with 
soft polymer substrates. One of successful experiments was the atomization of a thin intermediate layer of dendritic 
copper and then spraying of a spherical powder material in order to grow the coating thickness [18]. Thus, 
researches in their investigations demonstrate the interesting solution of atomization of materials with different 
hardness. 

CONCLUSION 

The application of polymer coatings is a complex technological process that can be used both to protect various 
types of materials from the adverse effects of the environment, and to give an attractive appearance to various 
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surfaces. Currently, there are many technological methods of applying polymer coatings on various types of 
materials. The paper combines experimental studies on the deposition of coatings of polymer powder materials. 
Particular attention is paid to the plasma method, electrostatic coating and coating using cold gas dynamic spraying. 
Each polymer coating technology has its own characteristics, which can be associated with both the process of 
adhesion of the polymer material and the method of applying the polymer. It has been shown that, compared with 
existing thermal coating technologies, the cold spraying process has a number of advantages associated with both 
the surface treatment of the substrate and the result obtained. In any case, prior to coating with a polymer of any 
product, it is necessary to carefully prepare its surface, removing dirt, old paint or other roughness. In addition, when 
working on applying polymer to the surface of any material, it is necessary to strictly follow the technology of this 
process. 
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Abstract. The given work describes experimental and numerical studies of reinforced concrete slab behavior with rigid 
supports along its four sides under dynamic loadings. Experimental studies were conducted on a special pile driver. 
Numerical simulation was carried out by finite element method using authors own algorithm and program software 
EFES, in a 3-dimensional manner. The work of structure was investigated in all stages of deformation up to its fracture.  

INTRODUCTION 

Impact loads are one of the types of special-kind emergency impacts and they occur due to explosion of 
condensed explosives or explosive combustion of gas-, vapour- and dust-air combustible mixtures. Such loads can 
affect not only special-purpose buildings (e.g. civil defense shelters) and industrial buildings (the objects of 
chemical, oil, gas and other industries dealing with combustible fuels and gases), but also civil buildings and 
structures with a large number of people inside them, subjected to the explosion loads due to acts of terrorism. 

This kind of impacts is referred to single emergency impacts and probability of their occurrence is quite low, 
therefore, it is not always practical to apply requirements of deformations restriction to buildings and structures. The 
main requirement in this case is in prevention of fracture of a building and its structures considering all the possible 
substantial residual deformations. 

Many buildings and structures contain plane structures; their design models are given as reinforced concrete 
slabs supported along four sides with various supporting of the sides. The present work provides numerical and 
experimental studies of reinforced concrete slab placed on rigid supports along its four sides. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental sample is a reinforced concrete slab: 1100×1600 mm, 40 mm thick (Fig. 1). Reinforcement of 
experimental prototypes was performed as a grid from rebar of Ø4 Вр500 grade with the cell of 100 mm. Working 
area of the slab was 1000х1500 mm; sides ratio 1:1.5 provided performance of the structure in two directions. Rigid 
supporting was implemented by means of roller and ball bearings [1,2]. 
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FIGURE 1. The structure of experimental prototype: (a) – formwork drawing of the slab; 

(b) – the scheme of slab reinforcement; 1 – lifting loop 
 
Experimental studies were conducted on a specially designed test bench (Fig. 2) [3]. Experimental sample (9) is 

placed on a rigid or flexible contour (8), located on the supporting frame (5), which in its turn is supported on 
supporting cross bars (4). Dynamic loading is caused by the energy of weight dropper (3), moving along the 
guidelines (2), which are rigidly fixed in the reinforced floor (1). Falling weight is fixed with a lifting loop (14) on a 
given height by means of dropping facility. Equal distribution of load on the surface of the slab was provided by 
means of the system of switch gears (7, 12) and water tanks (11). In order to exclude the friction forces two layers of 
canvas were placed between the sack with water and the structure under study (10). 
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FIGURE 2. The general view of experimental bench 

 
Dynamic loading was induced by dropping weight of 420 kg from the height of 200 mm, in this case 

performance of structure was investigated at all the stages of deformation up to its failure. 
Estimation of the stress-strain state of structures during the experiment was conducted based on the readings of a 

package of measuring sensors and devices. Displacements of the separate areas of structure were recorded by the 
four displacement sensors. The schemes of measuring sensors placement are given in Fig. 3. And Fig. 3 demonstrate 
results of experimental studies obtained using measuring equipment. 

 
FIGURE 3. The scheme of deflection gauges placement on concrete compressed area (defl. – deflectometer) 
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Tensile face of the slabs on rigid supports is penetrated with cracks oriented in directions of plastic hinges 
development. The width of the area of crack formation is ~ 500 mm (Fig. 4, а). The residual crack width is 
0.5…0.8 mm. On a compressed plane of the slab cracks are formed in the corner areas in directions which are 
orthogonal to the slabs diagonal lines, corners of the slab split off (Fig. 4, b). Fracture of concrete of 
compressed.area is not observed. 

 

   
(a)       (b) 

FIGURE 4. Tensile face of the slabs on rigid supports after experiment 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Dynamic impact was considered by many authors [4–8] Numerical simulation is conducted by means of finite 
element method using authors own algorithm and software package EFES [6]. Program software is based on a 3-
dimensional approach to description of behavior of materials and structures. The system of equations describing 
non-stationary adiabatic movement of compressible medium in general coordinates ( 1, 2,3i = ) includes the basic 
equations of continuum mechanics [9, 10]. Behavior of reinforced concrete slab is described within the frames of 
elastic-fragile model [11]. 

The ultimate value of strain intensity is accepted as the failure criterion: 

 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢 = √2
3
�3𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇12,  (1) 

where 1T , 2T are the first and second invariants of strain tensor. 
In numerical simulations the value of loading was corresponding to the experimental one [12]. 
In order to process the design model and estimate the influence of ue  coefficient on the fracture pattern 

numerical simulation was carried out on a concrete slab without reinforcement. Figure 5 illustrate final pictures of 
reinforced concrete failure without reinforcement at the moment of time 10 ms by various 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢 coefficients. 
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(a)      (b) 

 

 
(c)      (d) 

 

 
(e)      (f) 

FIGURE 5. Final image of concrete slab failure by various 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢coefficients. (a) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.005; (b) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.01; 
(c) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.012; (d) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.013; (e) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.015; (f) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.02 
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The given images show that the value of 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢 coefficient influences the final fracture image. Along with the 
decrease of the coefficient material becomes more brittle and it is fractured into larger number of fragments. When 
the coefficient increases (Fig. 5, f) the slab is fractured only in four large fragments. It is important to highlight that 
in all the cases the final failure image is similar and the cracks are opened as “an envelope”.   

Figure 6 illustrate final failure images of concrete slab with reinforcement at the moment of time 10 ms with 
various 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢 coefficients. Due to the small diameter of reinforcement in regards to the total volume of slab under study 
it was decided to define the reinforcement layer inexplicitly. The properties of reinforcement were “spread” along 
the layer of finite elements whose location corresponded to the location of experimental reinforcement. As a result 
coefficient at the failure criterion for the reinforcement was taken in accordance with the mixture rule (coefficient 
for the steel 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=1). 

 

 
(a)      (b) 

FIGURE 6. Final failure picture of concrete slab with inexplicit reinforcement. 
(a) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.015, 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.015; (b) – 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.015, 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.035; 

 
The given images show that inexplicit consideration of reinforcing elements enables to keep partly the integrity 

of the slab and decrease the volumes of fracture.  
Figure 7 demonstrate computation configuration of reinforced concrete slab at different moments of time, 

velocity distribution 𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑧 is shown, the red colour illustrates positive velocity, the blue colour stands for the negative 
one. Failure coefficients for concrete and steel were accepted as 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.015 and 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢=0.035 respectively. 

 

 
(a)      (b) 
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(c)      (d) 

 
(e)      (f) 

FIGURE 7. Computation configuration of reinforced concrete slab at different moments of time. (a) – 2 ms; 
(b) – 4 ms; (c) – 4.3 ms; (d) – 6 ms; (e) – 8 ms; (f) – 10 ms. 

 
We should note that fracture of the slab is initiated on the front face at the moment of time 4.2 ms, and not at the 

back face. 
Figure 8 shows isometric view of the damaged reinforced concrete slab. 

 
FIGURE 8. Isometric view of the damaged reinforced concrete slab. t=10 ms 
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Table 1 provides comparison of experimental and numerical slab deflection in length of time. Comparison of 
deflections in four points is described. Figure 9 provides numerical slab deflection in length of time. Before 
fragmentation in numerical simulation (4 ms) experimental and numerical slab deflection have good convergence. 
Fragmentation is caused by the fact that reinforcing elements were defined inexplicitly. 

TABLE 1. Comparison of maximum experimental and numerical slab deflection. 
 Defl-1 Defl-2 Defl-3 

Numerical slab displacement, mm 39.92 28.36 25.99 
Experimental slab displacement, mm 39.95 29.16 23.58 
 

 
FIGURE 9. Numerical slab deflection in length of time 

 
In all four points on the back side of the surface of reinforced concrete slab discrepancy of experimental and 

numerical value of deflection in length of time does not exceed 10%.  

CONCLUSION 

As a result of conducted studies the following conclusions can be made:  
1. Methodology and numerical computation model was elaborated. It enables to simulate the behavior of 

reinforced concrete slab which is supported along four sides on rigid supports under dynamic loading.  
2. Discrepancy of experimental and numerical deflection of the beam in the length of time does not 

exceed 10%. 
3. Behaviour of such materials and structures under dynamic loadings varies significantly from their behavior 

under static loads. This should be taken into account in case of development of mathematic models of 
structural calculation.  

4. Inexplicit consideration of reinforcement shows properly the stress strain state of reinforced concrete slab on 
rigid supports before material fragmentation.  
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Abstract. The features of the propagation of rarefaction waves in a cylindrical cavity in a porous medium with a layer 
containing gas hydrate are investigated. On the basis of the Lax-Wendroff method, a method of numerical solution of the 
two-dimensional problem of propagation of perturbations in a cylindrical cavity and its surrounding porous medium is 
developed. On the basis of the obtained calculation data, the reflection and transmission coefficients of the signal at the 
boundaries of the hydrate-containing layer along the cavity are determined. The influence of the characteristics of the 
initial signal and hydrate-containing layer on the propagation of rarefaction perturbations along the cavity is analyzed. 
The results of the numerical study are in a good agreement with the previous results of solving this problem obtained in a 
linear approximation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In geophysical studies, tube waves in wells are used to determine the mechanical properties of rocks such as 
porosity, permeability, water or oil saturation, etc. [1, 2]. If the well crosses the layers of the formation with different 
acoustic resistances, then there are reflected waves that carry information about the characteristics of these layers. 
The purpose of this work is to identify the features of rarefaction waves in the well when it crosses the layer 
containing gas hydrate. The study was carried out by numerical modeling in contrast to the works of the authors [3, 
4], where the problem was solved in a linear approximation. This work continues the study in which the pressure 
waves were investigated in [5]. 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

Consider the problem of propagation of disturbances in a cylindrical waveguide in a porous medium with a layer 
containing gas hydrate (Fig. 1). 

 

FIGURE 1. The schematic illustration to the cylindrical waveguide in the layered porous medium. 
The layer 2 contains gas hydrate 
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For the numerical study of the propagation and attenuation of waves in such a system, we will use a two-velocity 
model of a porous medium [6, 7]. In a porous layer containing gas hydrate, the skeleton (main rock + gas hydrate) is 
considered as a homogeneous solid phase with effective parameters. 
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Here ρj, vj, αj are effective density, velocity and volume content of the solid (j = s) and fluid phase (j = f); ss*, pf  

are the effective stress in the skeleton of the porous medium and the pressure in the fluid respectively. The 
interaction force has the form of the sum of the forces of the attached masses Fµ and viscous friction Fm. ρj° is true 
density of j - phase, as* is characteristic particle size of the skeleton, µf  is the viscosity of the fluid, ηm, ηµ are the 
factors dependent on the porous medium structure. ls*, µs* are moduli of elasticity, εs is deformation of the solid 
phase. ps is true pressure in the solid phase, Kj are bulk moduli of elasticity for the material of j – phase; the 
subscript 0 refers to the undisturbed value of the variable.  

We assume that the cavity is filled with the same fluid as the surrounding porous medium. The equations of 
motion inside the cavity are the equations of conservation of mass and momentum and the state equation in a linear 
acoustic approximation. The viscosity of the fluid when it moves inside the cavity is not taken into account. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

The developed method of numerical solution of the two-dimensional problem of perturbation propagation in a 
cylindrical cavity and its surrounding porous medium is based on the Lax-Wendroff method. 

Illustrated below results were obtained for the computational domain 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 m, 0 ≤ z ≤ 6 m, with cylindrical 
cavity occupies the region 0 ≤ r ≤ rw = 0.1 m. Material of the skeleton is quartz, the cavity is filled with water, water 
and gas hydrate are contained in the pores. Pores on the boundary of the porous medium and the cavity are open. 
Gas hydrate partially fills the pore space at 2 m  ≤ z ≤ 4 m, this section corresponds to layer 2 in the diagram (Fig. 
1). The perturbation of finite duration is created by a liquid source located inside the cavity at 0 ≤ r ≤ rw, 0 ≤ z ≤ zs = 
0.1 m. 

In the absence of a hydrate, the porosity is m0 = 0.4, and therefore, αf = m0, αs = 1 − m0. For the layer 2, with 
hydrate content in the pore volume equal to sh, the volume fractions are αf = m0(1 − sh), αs = 1 − m0 + m0⋅sh, and the 
effective average volume values of density and elastic moduli are used.   

In the calculations presented here the main parameters of the porous medium are the following: a∗ = 0.05 mm, 
ηm = 1, ηµ = 100. The elastic moduli of silica skeleton of the porous medium are ls∗ = µs∗ = 8 GPa, of the hydrated 
part of skeleton lh∗ = µh∗ = 2 GPa. The intermediate layer 2 gas hydrate fills sh = 0.5 (αf  = 0.2, αs = 0.8) and sh = 0.8 
of pore volume (αf = 0.08, αs = 0.92).  

It is known from the linear analysis of the propagation of small perturbations in a cylindrical cavity in a 
permeable medium that with a decrease in the oscillation frequency, the phase velocity of the waves tends to zero. 
With increasing permeability of the porous space surrounding the cavity, the attenuation of waves in the waveguide 
increases. Therefore, the velocity and attenuation of the signal in areas with different permeability of the 
surrounding porous medium are different, and at the boundaries of the areas reflected waves may occur.  
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The figures below show the change in fluid pressure in the cavity at r = 0, z = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 m. The content of gas 
hydrate in the pore space of the layer 2m  ≤ z ≤ 4 m was sh = 0, 0.5 and 0.8. 

The initial rarefaction pulse has the form of a smoothed triangle (Fig. 2-3, the rarefaction duration is about 3 ms 
and, accordingly, the base frequency of about 0.17 kHz). In Fig. 4-5 the initial pulse is of oscillating character, the 
base frequency is 1 kHz.  
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FIGURE 2. Pressure change in the liquid during rarefaction wave propagation along a cylindrical waveguide in a 

porous medium at different values of the hydrate content of the porous layer (sh = 0, 0.5 and 0.8). The initial rarefaction 
pulse has the shape of a smoothed triangle 
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FIGURE 3. The influence of hydrate content sh of porous layer on the pressure change in the fluid before, within and after for 
hydrate-saturated layer at the propagation of rarefaction waves along a cylindrical waveguide in a porous medium. The initial 

rarefaction pulse has the shape of a smoothed triangle 
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FIGURE 4. Pressure change in the liquid during wave propagation along a cylindrical waveguide in a porous medium 
at different values of the hydrate content of the porous layer  (sh = 0, 0.5 and 0.8). The carrier frequency of the initial 

rarefaction pulse is 1 kHz 
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FIGURE 5. The influence of hydrate content sh of porous layer on the pressure change in the fluid before, within and 
after for hydrate-saturated layer at the propagation of waves along a cylindrical waveguide in a porous medium. The 

carrier frequency of the initial rarefaction pulse is 1 kHz 
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In the first case (Fig. 2-3) when propagating inside the cavity, the rarefaction pulse is significantly blurred and 
attenuates. The pulse spectrum of this form contains mainly low frequencies, the propagation of which is 
characterized by low velocities and high dispersion, which explains the noticeable spread of the pulse. The first of 
these figures (Fig. 2, sh = 0) shows the passage of the wave in the waveguide in the absence of a layer. Comparison 
with the figures for sh = 0.5 and 0.8 shows that when passing the cavity section with hydrate in the porous medium 
(z = 2, 3, 4 m), the amplitude of the signal increases because this area is characterized by greater sound velocity and 
greater acoustic stiffness. After passing this section (z = 5 m) the signal amplitudes do not differ much.  

Comparison of maximum modulo values of pressure in Fig. 3, z = 2 m, at different sh with the passage of the 
signal to the area containing hydrate, allows to estimate the reflection coefficient from the boundary. The wave at sh 
= 0 can be considered as the initial one, and at sh = 0.5 and 0.8 as the sum of the initial and reflected waves. Then we 
obtain the following values for the reflection coefficients:  

R = 0.21  at f = 0.17 kHz, sh = 0.5, 
R = 0.35  at f = 0.17 kHz, sh = 0.8. 

In the Figs. 4-5 the initial rarefaction pulse has an oscillating character. As above, the first illustration (Fig. 4, sh = 
0) shows the passage of the wave in the waveguide in the absence of a layer. Comparison with the figures for sh = 
0.5 and 0.8 shows that the amplitude of the signal increases slightly when passing the cavity section with hydrate in 
the porous medium (z = 2, 3, 4 m). After passing this section (z = 5 m) the signal amplitudes are almost the same. 
The values for the reflection coefficients are the following: 

R = 0.15  at f = 1 kHz, sh = 0.5, 
R = 0.24  at f = 1 kHz, sh = 0.8.f 

These values and above ones are in good agreement with the values of the reflection coefficients of these 
frequencies, calculated in the framework of the linear theory for a waveguide in a porous medium with the same 
characteristics [3, 4].  

The calculations have shown that the reflection from the second boundary affects the total reflection coefficient 
from the layer only at its small thickness, less than the characteristic wavelength of the original signal.  

CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical study of the propagation of rarefaction waves in a cylindrical cavity in a porous medium with a 
hydrate-containing layer is carried out. Estimates are obtained for the wave reflection coefficients at the boundaries 
of the hydrate-containing layer inside the cavity. The influence of the signal frequency, thickness, degree of hydrate 
saturation of the layer on the evolution of the rarefaction wave inside the cavity is studied. The results obtained are 
in good agreement with the previous results of solving this problem in a linear approximation.  
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Abstract. The effect of laser radiation parameters such as power, beam motion rate and focus position on the formed 
track characteristics has been studied in complex. It is shown that the geometrical sizes of tracks can be described with a 
unit dependence on the energy parameter A·P/(V·d3)½ (where A is the integral absorption coefficient, P is the laser 
radiation power, V is the scanning rate, d is the beam diameter) with due regard to the difference in the absorption 
coefficients of the laser radiation in the thermal-conductive and knife modes of the laser action. 

INTRODUCTION 

Selective laser melting (SLM) [1] with the staged structuring of a 3D structure is the most commonly used and 
multi-purpose additive technology (АТ) for the production of 3D parts. 

The parts created by the AT methods may be of equal or even higher mechanical properties of casting, and 
approach to the mechanical properties of a beaten one [2, 3]. The part quality however is highly influenced by many 
parameters which must be thoroughly controlled. The first step of AT process optimization is creation of single 
tracks with the analysis of the melt pool morphology regarding different combinations of the laser radiation power, 
scanning rate and beam diameter for the prescribed thickness of the powder layer [4]. The next step mainly includes 
the definition of the optimal scanning strategy and the gap between neighbor tracks. 

Energy parameters imposes the strongest effect on the track morphology and hence on the process steadiness 
which finally influences the quality of the created part. Insufficient laser radiation power or too high scanning rate 
cause the process instability and “balling” (spheroidization). When a certain threshold value of the applied energy is 
exceeded, the “thermal conductivity” mode transforms into the knife keyhole mode which causes formation of very 
deep zones of substrate fusion, with spherical holes in its bottom part. 

Today, many papers are devoted to the analysis of the laws of formation of single tracks during the cladding of 
metal powders [6, 7]. Geometrical models are created, the dimensionless parameters are found to generalize 
experimental data. The usefulness of rated enthalpy utilization for the generalization of beam power, velocity and 
size effects has been vindicated experimentally this connection is helpful before the keyhole threshold; above it, one 
observes the wide scatter of values, i.e. the rated enthalpy used beyond the threshold does not indluce additive 
physics which exists when the keyhole mode. 

To improve the characteristics of the formed parts, metal-matrix composite coatings are used. The coatings based 
on nickel alloys feature the increased corrosion resistance, perfect resistance to adhesion and abrasive wear. Solid 
ceramic parts like tungsten carbide WC are included into the nickel alloys to increase the coating hardness and part 
wear resistance. It should be noted that yet there was no detailed investigation of the laws of forming metal-ceramic 
tracks and possibility to generalize experimental data involvingg dimensionless parameters. 

The purpose of this work is optimization of the laser cladding in order to produce qualitative single tracks from 
the powder mixture of 40 weight % WC + 60 weight % (NiCrBSi) on the base of the SLM method, analysis of the 
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possibility to generalize experimental data, sought of governing dimensionless parameters and laws of similarity for 
the forming parameters of the metal-ceramic track, which has never been done before. Special attention is paid to 
the effect of the laser action mode (thermal-conductive or keyhole) on the characteristics of the forming metal-
ceramic track. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The metal-ceramic powder mixture (the layer thickness 1.5 mm) containing 40% tungsten carbide (fragmented 
WC) and 60% of the system NiCrBSi (spherical parts) was clad onto the plate-shaped substrate (thickness 5 mm, 
size 50×50 mm) from stainless steel 12Х18Н10Т. The cladding was performed in the protective helium medium, the 
gas was supplied though a nozzle. The laser radiation with the wavelength of 10.6 µm was focused inside the 
material, on its surface and above it with the aid of the lens ZnSe with the focal distance of 254 mm. 

The formed track were analyzed in the optical confocal microscope Olympus LEXT OLS 3000. Most previous 
works analyzed the range of parameters, i.e. the focus position, radiation power and beam motion velocity which 
provided the continuous transition from the thermal-conductive to keyhole mode (for example, [11]). It permitted 
studying the thresholds of occurrence of the knife keyhole mode but impeded the detailed analysis of each mode 
individually.  

In this paper, these modes are studied individually within a wide range of parameters. The knife keyhole mode 
was realized at the following parameters: Δf = -3 mm, P = 600…1500 W, V = 0.5…1.3 m/min, and Δf = -6 mm, 
P = 1000 W, V = 0.7 m/min, and note that stable track formed in the pointed range.  

In the thermal-conductive mode, the laser power P = 1000 W and beam motion velocity V = 0.7 m/min were 
fixed. Variation of the track formation mode was reached via the variation of the focus position; the focus was set 
within different distances from the upper substrate surface (see Table1). 

TABLE 1. Radiation spot diameter d versus the focus position Δf. 
Δf , мм d, мм 

±20 2.4 
±15 1.85 
±9 1.19 
±6 0.86 
±3 0.54 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 presents the cross slices of the clad tracks at different focus positions and constant scanning rate of 
0.7 m/min and laser radiation power of 1000 W. 

 

∆f = +9 mm 

 

∆f = -3 mm 

 

∆f = +3 mm 
 

∆f = -9 mm 

 

FIGURE 1. Photo of the track cross section at different focus positions (А – Δf > 0, В – Δf < 0) 
 
The clad single bed can be divided to two zones: the cladding zone Hc (the bed part above the substrate surface) 

and fusion zone Hm (the bed part in the article). The given data show evidently the presence of two modes of track 
formation; the modes are caused by the difference in the physical processes of the interaction between the radiation 
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and substance. At Δf = -3, -6 mm, the keyhole mode; it features the presence of a steam-gas cavity, deep penetration 
of the radiation inside the substrate and essential melting. In the other cases of the focus position, the radiation 
energy transits inside the material due to the thermal conductivity, which causes the weak substrate melting (see 
Fig. 1). Now it is treated as a fact [6 – 9] that the Peclet number and dimensionless energy are the governing 
dimensionless parameters for the interaction of the laser radiation and substances, such as cutting, welding, cladding. 
Particularly in [11, 12] it has been established that these parameters (written in a somehow different way) can dictate 
the geometrical characteristics of the track during the metal powder cladding. This paper is a pioneer in the analysis 
of utilization of these dimensionless parameters for the generalization of experimental data and sought of universal 
laws for metal-ceramic tracks.  

According to [6], the dimensionless enthalpy can be written as:  

ΔH/hs = 23/4·π·(Ts/Tm) = 23/4·A·P/(ρ·C·Tm·(λm·V·d3)½)=β·A·P/(V·d3)½                             (1) 

where Ts is the surface temperature, Tm is the melting temperature, A is the integral absorption coefficient, ρ is the 
density, C is the specific thermal capacity, λm is the temperature conductivity, the constant β depends on material 
technological parameters. 

Determination of the integral absorption coefficient A requires an individual research. For example, the 
difference of absorption in the thermal-conductive and keyhole modes is noted in [10]. It was noted in particular that 
in the keyhole mode, the essential absorption growth results from the multiple reflection of the radiation in a narrow 
channel. Taking this into account, in this paper we adopted the condition A = 1  when analyzing the role of the 
energy dimensionless parameter (2) for the keyhole mode. When analyzing the thermal-conductive mode of the 
track formation in (2), similarly to [14], A = 0.35. 

The paper studies the track widths w and fusion depths 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 versus the power P, velocity V, and focus position. 
The typical data of w and Hm are given in Fig. 3 for the keyhole modecase. Evident that utilization of dimension 
variables such as the power and velocity results in the wide scatter of the track width and fusion depth (the values 
differ by 2 ÷ 4 times).  

  
FIGURE 2. The width of a single clad bed w versus the 

scanning beam velocity at the beam waist position  
Δf = - 3 mm 

FIGURE 3. The depth of the single clad bed Hm versus the 
scanning beam velocity at the beam waist position  

Δf = - 3 mm 
 

Figure 4 presents the generalization of the experimental data for the keyhole mode (2, 3), similar to those 
presented in Fig. 3, and for the thermal-conductive mode (1) versus the parameter A·P/(V·d3)½, which is correlated 
with the dimensionless variable enthalpy ΔH/hs, differing from the value used in the graph by dimension constants 
alone. Note the important fact that as the parameter A·P/(V·d3)½ is used as the independent variable, with due regard 
to the used values of the absorption coefficient A, all data of the dimensionless track width w/d  for the thermal-
conductive and keyhole modes can be described with a unit linear dependence: w/d  = 0.88+0.0042·A·P/(V·d3)½. 

For the dimensionless fusion depth Hm/d, the dependence on the parameter A·P/(V·d3)½ is essentially nonlinear. 
In our experiment conditions, the thermal-conductive mode realized at low values of the parameter 
A·P/(V·d3)½ ≤ 300W·s1/2/mm2, and features the low values of the fusion depth Hm/d, which slowly rise together with 
the parameter A·P/(V·d3)½. 
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The keyhole mode realized at A·P/(V·d3)½ > 300W·s1/2/mm2, and the fusion depth Hm/d rose dramatically 
together with the parameter A·P/(V·d3)½. Note that the unit dependencies in particular for the keyhole mode realized 
as every parameter (power P, scanning rate V, and radiation spot diameter d) changed. 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. а) Dimensionless track width w/d (а) and dimensionless track fusion depth Hm/d (b) versus the parameter 
A·P/(V·d3)½, (thermal conductivity mode: -20< Δf <+20, P = 1000 W, V = 0.7 m/min, the keyhole mode Δf  = -6: P = 1000 W, V = 

0.7 m/min, the keyhole mode Δf = -3, see Fig. 3) 

CONCLUSION 

For the first time ever, the paper deals with the analysis of the possibility to generalize the experimental data of 
the properties of a metal-ceramic track, sought of governing dimensionless parameters and similarity laws which 
dictate the properties of the clad material of the forming track under the laser action both in the keyhole mode and 
thermal-conductive modes. It is demonstrated that the geometrical sizes of the tracks can be described with a unit 
dependence on the energy parameter A·P/(V·d3)½ providing that the difference in the laser radiation absorption 
coefficient  between the thermal-conductive and keyhole modes has been taken into account. It is found that in the 
low-value region of A·P/(V·d3)½ ≤ 300W·s1/2/mm2 the thermal-conductive mode of track formation takes place, 
with low values and slow rise of 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻/𝑑𝑑 together with the energy parameter A·P/(V·d3)½. In the region of 
A·P/(V·d3)½ > 300W·s1/2/mm2 in the keyhole mode, the fusion depth features the essentially higher values and faster 
amplification as the parameter 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 √𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑3⁄  rises. 
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Abstract. The paper determines the energy conditions of the laser welding to produce weld joints free from external 
defects based on a basic titanium alloy and aluminum alloys, containing magnesium and copper сas basic alloying 
elements. The fracture microstructure of heterogeneous weld joints has been studied in order to understand the role of 
copper and magnesium. It is demonstrated that usage of copper-containing aluminum alloy in the process of 
heterogeneous materials permits increasing the strength by 2.5 times in contrast to the magnesium-containing aluminum 
alloy. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, reduction of vehicle weight is a topical challenge for car and aircraft industry, thus the vehicle design 
involves the development and construction of lighter materials based on Al and Ti for the production of different 
vehicle components. The need to combine the properties of titanium and aluminum alloys in one structure is more 
and more often. The ways to create heterogeneous connections of aluminum- and titanium-based alloys are 
developed; among them there is the friction stir welding and  laser welding [1, 2]. Laser welding is the promising 
technology of combination of light alloys due to such ad-vantages as high energy density, velocity, deep penetration, 
narrow area of thermal influence. Unfortunately when the alloys based on Al and Ti are welded, the mechanical 
properties of heterogeneous joints of Al and Ti deteriorate because of a rigid and brittle intermetallic layer 
containing different phases of Ti3Al, TiAl, TiAl2 and TiAl3 which occurs in the melting area due to chemical, 
physical, and thermal differences of the alloys [3, 4]. 

This paper continues [5] and analyzes the process of creation of heterogeneous weld joints based on the titanium 
alloy VT - 5 (the system Ti-Al) and aluminum-lithium alloys 1424 (the systems Al-Mg-Li and В-1461, the system 
Al-Cu-Li). The comparative investigation is carried out of the effect of the alloying elements on the mechanical 
characteristics of the welded joint and microstructure. 

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT TECHNIQUE 

High-strength industrial aeronautical aluminum alloy (made by ОАО «Kamensk-Ulal’skij metallurgicheskij 
zavod», Russia), systems Al-Cu-Li, alloy 1461 and 1424 systems Al-Mg-Li are used.  Chemical compositions of the 
alloys (mass %) are given in Table 1 [6-7]. The alloy VТ-5 system Ti-Al (the chemical composition is given in 
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Table 1) is the α-titanium alloy of the double Ti–Al system, its fracture strength limit is 750-900 MPa. Being 
fusible-welded, this alloy is hot-crack-proof. The sizes of the used plates are 50x50x2 mm. 

TABLE 1. Chemical composition of the aluminum and titanium alloys (weight %). 
Alloy Cu Mg Li Zn Zr Sc Mn V Ti Mo Al 

VT-5 – – – – 0.3 – – 1.25 base 1.25 4.3-6.2 
V-1461 2.5-2.95 0.05 1.5-1.9 0.2-0.8 0.2 0.2 0.04 – 0.07 – base 

1424 – 4.7-5.2 1.6-1.7 0.4-0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2 – – – base 
 
The laser welding (LW) of welded joints on the base of titanium and aluminum alloys was carried out in the 

automatic laser technological complex “Sibir-1” which included the continuous СО2-laser up to 8 kW developed in 
ITAM SB RAS [8]. The laser radiation was focused on the alloy surface by the ZnSe-lens with the focal distance of 
254 mm. The inert gas helium was used to protect the welded joint. The following heterogeneous materials of 2 mm 
thick were chosen: the titanium allow VT-5 and aluminum allow V-1461. Macro- and microstructures of the welded 
joints were analyzed in the optical microscope Olympus LEXT OLS3000. Sample strength was measured at the 
static extension in the electro-mechanical test machine Zwick/Roell Z100. Fractographic investigations were carried 
out in the microscope Carl Zeiss EVO 50 XVP. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The priority task was to optimize the laser welding in order to produce qualitative welded joints by energy 
parameters. The criterion of the qualitative welded joint is determined as the defect-free joint with no incomplete 
penetration, undercutting, burning cracks. The welding parameters varied are: the beam motion velocity V (m/min);  
radiation power W (kW); focus deepening in respect to the upper sheet surface ∆f (mm); focus shift about the joint 
center h (mm). The defect-free welded joints were produced at the following laser welding: laser radiation power 1.2 
kW, welding rate 1 m/min, focus position about the upper sheet surface -2 mm, focus shift for the titanium alloy 0.8 
(alloy 1424) and 1 mm (В-1461). Then the produced samples were prepared for the stress-rupture test, the milling 
with a coolant lubricant was applied. The weld joint sections were made from the materials obtained in the optimal 
conditions of the  laser welding, metallographic analysis was carried out. 

The results of measurement of the mechanical characteristics show that the value of the rupture strength for the 
welded joint of 1424+ВТ-5 is 105 MPa, and В-1461+ВТ-5 = 274 MPa. Sample rupture after the mechanical tests 
took place in the adjoining zone of the aluminum alloy to the titanium alloy. Performed investigations give the 
rupture strength of the sample with alloy 1424 2 – 2.5 times lower than for the alloy В-1461. 

Figure 1 presents the electronic photos of the welded joint cross sections which demonstrates the varying 
microstructure in the welded joint area. 

 

 
(а) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 1. SEM images of the welded joint cross section. 
(a) VT-5+1424 (b) VT-5+V-1461 

 
As is evident from Fig. 1, the structure of the titanium alloy melting zone is typical for the cast condition: in the 

center there are equiaxed polyedric grains from which the grains pull toward the base along the heat release 
direction. The zone of, aluminum alloy contact to the titanium alloy consists of rod-like dendrites, which are also 
observed in the central melting area of the aluminum alloy. There is a narrow equiaxed zone EQZ in the zone of 
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thermal effect of the aluminum alloy, as well as the partially melted zone PMZ, its width is 5 – 15 mµ. EQZ consists 
of spherically equiaxed grains, their size 3 – 5 mµ. This structure of the welded joint is also observed at the classical 
welding of aluminum-lithium alloys [9]. It is worth noting that the equiaxed zone is more evident in the case of the 
aluminum alloy V-1461 than in the case of the alloy 1424.  

Figures 2 and 3 show the structure of fractures, points of local chemical analysis and along the whole 
structure of the ruptured welded joint. Analysis of the rupture surface structure shows that the surface of the ruptured 
samples has areas the brittle and viscous rupture of the points “A” and “B”, respectively in Fig. 2. 

 

 
(а) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 2. SEM images of the measurement points and spectra of the welded joint.                                                                                
(a) VT-5+1424 (b) VT-5+V-1461 

 
The areas of the brittle rupture are predominantly in the rupture center. In the case of the  aluminum alloy 1424, 

the brittle rupture area is bigger than in the case of V-1461. 
The SEM chemical analysis carried out along the whole ruptured surface after the rupture test (see Fig. 3) for 

both studied weld joints shows that the titanium concentration rises in the brittle rupture sections. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 3. Chemical analysis  along the whole ruptured surface: (а) ВТ-5+1424, (b) ВТ-5+В-1461 
 
Chemical analysis shows that in the brittle rupture areas, the titanium concentration is составляет 65.46 % (the 

alloy 1424), the aluminum concentration is 33.89 %. According to the phase diagram of the Ti-Al state, under these 
conditions the intermetallide Ti3Al can form. When using the alloy 1461, the titanium concentration is 11.83% the 
aluminum concentration is 87.88%, and, according to the state diagram, the intermetallide TiAl3 formed partially, 
and there is also the Al phase. For the viscous rupture (the “B” point), the titanium concentration decreases in both 
cases of the used aluminum alloys. The main alloying element Mg in the case of the alloy 1424 has been registered 
mainly in the viscous rupture areas, the concentration values approach to the initial alloy. The alloying element Cu 
in the case of the alloy 1461 has been found both in the areas of viscous and brittle ruptures. 
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The aluminum alloys used in the paper present the α-Al aluminum with intermetallic phase insertions for the 
alloy 1424: δʹ(Al3Li), S1(Al2MgLi) and for В-1461 T1 (Al2CuLi), θʹ(Al2Cu), S1(Al2MgLi), respectively. The main 
strengthening phases are δʹ(Al3Li) and T1 (Al2CuLi).  

In [10 – 12] the authors observe the segregation of the alloying elements Cu, Mg, Li on the dendritic grain 
boundary during the laser welding of aluminum-lithium alloys. Using the reference data and our results, we can 
presume that the alloying elements like Cu and Mg segregate during the laser welding of heterogeneous materials 
onto the boundaries of dendritic grains, and the following phases form: S1(Al2MgLi) for the alloy 1424 and T1 
(Al2CuLi), θʹ(Al2Cu) for the alloy V-1461. As a result, the intermetallic phases Ti3Al and S1(Al2MgLi) have 
apparently formed in the welded joint in the case of VТ-5+1424, and in the case of ВТ-5+В-1461 – the phases 
TiAl3, T1(Al2CuLi), θʹ(Al2Cu). Formation of the intermetallic phases TiAl3, T1 (Al2CuLi), θʹ(Al2Cu) in the case 
alloy В-1461 permits having 2 – 2.5 times higher mechanical properties  as compared to the formation of the phases 
Ti3Al and S1(Al2MgLi) in the case of the alloy 1424. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper pioneers in the production of high-strength welded joints of the heterogeneous materials based on the 
titanium alloy VТ-5 (the system Ti-Al) and aluminum alloys V-1461 (the system Al-Cu-Li) and 1424 (the system 
Al-Mg-Li) with the aid of the laser welding technology. The laser welding was optimized by the energy parameters 
(laser radiation power and intensity, process speed) in order to have qualitative welded joints with no external 
defects.  

The microstructure of the ruptured surface of the welded joint has been studied; it demonstrates the presence of 
the viscous and brittle rupture. In the case of the alloy 1424, the brittle rupture area dominates over the viscous 
rupture one. 

For the first time ever, the role of copper in the alloy for the welded joint formation has been shown. The copper 
content of 2.8% in the alloy V-1461 results in the strength rise by 2.5 times against the alloy 1424. The strength of 
the heterogeneous welded joint in the case of the aluminum alloy 1424 (the system Al-Mg-Li) was 100 MPa, and 
274 MPa for the aluminum alloy V-1461 (the system Al-Cu-Li). 
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Abstract. Operation of aircraft technology requires detailed monitoring of the state of the aircraft design throughout its 
life cycle. To solve this problem, the authors are working on the creation of on-board information and measurement 
systems for flight tests of aircraft under development and monitoring of the state of the design of new and long-used 
aircraft. 

FLIGHT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Measurements carried out during flight tests are designed to analyze and determine the actual behavior of the 
aircraft. According to the measurement results and their subsequent processing, a decision should be made on the 
degree of compliance of the actual characteristics of the aircraft with the specified requirements, i.e. a decision 
should be made on the effectiveness of the test aircraft. At the same time, the high complexity of modern aircraft has 
led to increased requirements for the number of monitored parameters, the accuracy of the measurement, which has 
led to a significant complication of flight measurement system (FMS). 

Flight measurement system should measure and record with a given frequency and accuracy the following 
parameters: 

1) Aircraft flight parameters such as: flight speed and altitude, overload components, angular velocities and 
accelerations, trajectory parameters (φ and λ coordinates, Euler attitude parameters, bank angle, angle of 
yaw, pitch angle, absolute altitude Nabs, height H, vertical speed Vy). 

2) Strength parameters: signals from strain gauges and vibration sensors, including telemetry (from the blades 
of the sustainer and carrier screws). 

3) The parameters of the aircraft such as: parameters of the power plant (power plants), the position of controls 
(the position of the control knob and pedals, common lever, aerodynamic surfaces, throttle, throttle, etc.), 
including one-time commands (release / clean chassis, etc.); warning, notification and alarm signals; one-
time commands, including marking the phenomenon; atmospheric parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.). 

At the same time, the requirements for small size, mass and cost with a functionality comparable to that for 
“large” aircraft are imposed on an FMS for light aircraft. 

To ensure the increased volume of work on the preparation and conduct of flight tests of aircraft of various 
dimensions and purpose, as well as to improve the quality of the results and the speed of their processing, SibNIA 
specialists developed an flight and ground-based measurement system MSBI-1. 

MSBI-1 is a universal tool for measuring parameters during bench and field tests of any aircraft, it is a modular 
structure based on industrial chassis, fiber-optic sensor signal analyzer, satellite and inertial navigation systems. 
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The variety of types of measuring channels, the ability to connect standard and additional equipment, modular 
distributed structure allow you to configure the system in accordance with the tasks of the tests. 

Figure 1 shows the structural-functional scheme of the basic modification of the MSBI-1. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Structural-functional scheme of the basic modification of the MSBI-1 

 
The main features of MSBI-1: 
• High-performance recorder with integrated FPGA with real-time operating system Linux Real-Time. 
• Expansion chassis with integrated FPGA, designed to synchronize measurements, increase the reliability 

and speed of signal acquisition. 
• Interrogator with fiber optic sensors based on Bragg gratings. 
• Simultaneous registration of high-frequency and low-frequency signals from sensors of various types. 
• Digital channels for transmitting measured signals from primary converters providing protection against 

interference, reducing the number of communication lines and increasing the length of the transmission 
path. 

• The possibility of reconfiguration of the system by the operator. 
• Expansion of the number and types of recorded signals to add additional measurement methods. 
• Protocol support: ARINC-429, RS-485, RS-422, RS-232, Ethernet, USB. 
The developed software is intended for: 
• System settings and calibration work. 
• Registration of measured parameters. 
• Processing test results. 
Cite In order to ensure the safety of flight tests, in addition to the MSBI-1, a virtual instrument board was 

designed to display in real time on the laptop screen in the form of external trajectory parameters and operational 
load information received from the registrar, which is usual for flight personnel. 

MSBI-1 was used in the casting of flight strength tests of TVS-2MS, TVS-2DTS, Yak-40, STR-40DT aircraft. 
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MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE STATE OF AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

To monitor the state of the aircraft structure during the life cycle, it is necessary to measure such parameters as 
mechanical deformation, overload and temperature. Registration of these parameters by using a combination of 
wireless and fiber-optic sensors placed on the aircraft’s structure will allow monitoring the operation process and 
promptly detecting critical material changes preceding destruction caused by aging and the accumulation of impact 
damage. 

The developed small-sized system for monitoring the state of the aircraft’s structure (Fig. 2) is designed to 
determine the stress-strain state, temperature and vibration of structural elements at the installation sites of a 
distributed sensor network, as well as external directional measurements of motion parameters and then inform the 
aircraft operator. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. The concept of a system for monitoring the state of aircraft design.  

1 - wireless intelligent sensors; 2 - routers; 3 - fiber optic sensors; 4 - interrogator; 5 - on-board recorder; 
6 - a portable computer for reading the accumulated data; 7 - interface display status of the structure; 

8 - satellite communication channel; 9 - data processing center 
 

The system is based on a distributed network of non-volatile unattended fiber-optic [1] and wireless smart 
sensors designed to determine the physical (humidity and ambient temperature) and power (static and dynamic 
loads) effects on the strength of structural elements at the sensor installation sites. Fiber-optic sensors are embedded 
in the composite structure and are distributed among the main structural elements [2-3], and the point wireless smart 
sensors are mounted on moving elements (chassis, aileron planes, elevators and directions) of the airframe. 

The model of the monitoring system of the aircraft design (Fig. 3) is a software and hardware system designed to 
record data received from the network of non-volatile unattended fiber-optic and wireless intelligent sensors. Fiber-
optic sensors (VOD) are embedded in the composite structure and distributed over the main structural elements, and 
the point wireless intelligent sensors are mounted on moving elements (chassis, aileron plane, elevators and 
directions) of the airframe. 
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FIGURE 3. The appearance of the layout of the system monitoring the design of the aircraft 

 
The structural layout of the layout is presented in Fig. 4. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the layout of the monitoring system of the aircraft design 

 
The basis of the system is a computing unit based on an industrial computer SPC-4020A with advanced 

peripherals and developed specialized software. The GSM modem built into the computer is designed to transfer the 
selected set of parameters over the network of mobile operators to the ground server for further processing. 

Specialized software is written in the LabVIEW development environment in the G programming language. The 
program architecture is implemented according to the principle of data flow control and is based on the execution of 
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parallel functionally independent program blocks within synchronized loops. At the same time, data reading cycles 
have the highest priority, which ensures the integrity of data and the synchronism of their registration in a common 
file. The transfer of data between cycles is implemented using queues, which avoids the cost of resources to perform 
empty iterations with checking the availability of data. 

After starting the program, the connection with the system devices is set up, the recording file and the common 
data transmission queue are initialized, the measurement paths are set up. The settings data, the common time stamp 
and the pointer to the common queue are transferred to the subroutines of the measuring paths, which are executed 
in parallel and do not affect each other. Thus, the malfunction of a separate subroutine, in the event of errors or 
disconnection of the measuring device, will not lead to the malfunctioning of the remaining subroutines. 

In order to be able to determine the measured physical quantity (for example, temperature, voltage or torque) by 
sensor readings, the measurement channels of the monitoring system are calibrated. To perform this procedure, a 
program has been developed that allows calibration of both individual sensors and the entire system, resulting in a 
file with calibration coefficients for each sensor. The data obtained during the calibration is recorded in the file. 
When you start the monitoring system, the information and calibration data contained in the file are input to the 
registration program. 

The layout of the monitoring system includes 3 measuring paths: 
1. Optical - to receive data from sensors based on Bragg fiber gratings (FBG). 
2. ZigBEE path - to receive data from wireless smart sensors using ZigBEE protocol. 
3. Network path of wireless low-power sensors with integrated radio modules operating at 433 MHz. 
The optical path consists of a four-channel interrogator BRAGGMETER FS22 and fiber lines connected to it 

with FBG for measuring deformation, temperature and vibration. It is possible to connect no more than 25 sensors to 
each channel so that the FBG spectra do not overlap each other during the measurement process. 

Experiments carried out at SibNIA on the possibility of using Bragg fiber gratings on aircraft design showed that 
under the operating conditions of aviation technology, the most optimal use of FBGs with polyimide fiber coating 
ensures that the sensors work in the temperature range -200 ... + 300 ° C. 

The wireless sensor channel includes a network coordinator connected to the on-board recorder and a network of 
wireless intelligent sensors distributed over the aircraft design. Wireless intelligent sensors perform the functions of 
measuring physical quantities characterizing the state of airframe structures, preliminary processing of measurement 
results and transmitting information to the on-board recorder. By sending signals to the clock network over the 
network, the sensors support a single time scale of the measuring network. 

The installation of the signaling device for exceeding the limit deformation (SPD) is carried out by applying to 
the monitored element of the design of the sun an electrically conductive paste based on disperse silver and an epoxy 
binder of cold hardening, which serves as a sensitive conductive element of the sensor. The paste is applied by the 
surface method on the prepared surface in the form of tracks, and contacts are made along the edges of the tracks to 
connect the sensor circuit. Due to the selection of the thickness and width of the conductive SPD layer, a gradation 
is performed according to the degree of response sensitivity from the level of ultimate deformation. 

In order to ensure the efficiency of the wireless sensor-detector of exceeding the limit deformation during the life 
cycle of the aircraft, in addition to the chemical power source, an additional source is needed that receives electrical 
energy due to the energy conversion of the side mechanical, thermal or electromagnetic environmental influences 
into the electric current accumulated in the chemical battery, called energy harvesters. The energy source on board 
the aircraft can be vibration (mainly from the engine), produced by the movement of the aircraft, the energy of the 
temperature difference, the energy of the background radio frequency radiation, etc. 

Monitoring of the state of the aircraft structure is based on receiving data from the network of intelligent sensors 
on the effects of physical and power effects on the strength of the structural elements at their installation sites. The 
main purpose of the choice of measurement sites is to obtain a sufficient amount of information on the operation of 
the structural element of an short-range aircraft or on changes in its state under the action of operational loads. The 
choice of sensor installation sites is determined by the nature of the stress-strain state of the aircraft structure during 
operation. 

CONCLUSION 

In the course of work, the ability of the developed system to calibrate, record and process measurement results 
was confirmed experimentally. 
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A system for onboard measurements of the MSBI-1 was developed, taking into account current trends in the 
development of on-board systems based on a modular architecture with embedded FPGAs under the Linux real-time 
real-time operating system. This system is equipped with software that allows for calibration, recording and 
processing of measurement results. 

Approbation of the monitoring system of the aircraft design on the real elements of the aircraft structure and on 
real aircraft was carried out, which confirmed the correctness of the chosen technical solutions necessary to ensure 
the development and implementation of such systems on board operated small aircraft. 

A method has been developed for installing fiber-optic sensors on an aircraft design during its production and a 
method for polling a number of FBGs using wavelength multiplexing and a corresponding functional diagram 
developed. 

High convergence of the measurement data by fiber-optic sensors with the data of the strain gauge system of 
onboard measurements obtained during the flight tests was obtained. The discrepancy in the results of measurements 
of mechanical stresses by resistance strain gages and FBGs was no more than 3-5%, the error of temperature 
measurement was not more than 0.5 °C. A low-power wireless sensor-detector of exceeding the limit deformation 
has been developed, capable of monitoring the stress-strain state of the structure at its installation site throughout the 
entire life cycle of the aircraft. 
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Abstract. The formulation of the problem of heat exposure to a closed region of a porous stratum, which initially is filled 
with methane and its hydrate, has been completed. Heating of this area occurs at its upper boundary, and this boundary is 
impermeable to the decomposition products of gas hydrate (gas and water). In the plane-parallel approximation, a 
mathematical model of the studied process is proposed considering the possible decomposition of a gas hydrate. An 
algorithm for solving the considered problem is constructed, which makes it possible to calculate the main parameters of 
the heat exposure to a closed hydrate-saturated region of the porous stratum, considering the decomposition of the gas 
hydrate. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to some researchers, methane is the most environmentally friendly fuel, because it produces less 
carbon dioxide while burning than other types of fossil fuels, such as oil or coal, do [1]. Large reserves of this 
natural gas are concentrated in hydrate-containing deposits [2-4]. 

Gas hydrates are crystalline structures in which gas is surrounded by water molecules [3, 4]. The molecules of 
gas and water in the structure of gas hydrates are held together by van der Waals forces. Gas hydrates are non-
stoichiometric compounds [3, 4]. They form at low temperatures and high pressures. The values necessary for a 
stable existence of methane hydrate are found in nature in the permafrost regions and at the bottom of seas and 
oceans [3, 5]. 

As the temperature of the permafrost increases, decomposition of the gas hydrate may occur, and a gas reservoir 
will form at a small depth. So, after the decomposition of methane hydrate a local high-pressure region can form in a 
closed area [6]. Breakthrough of gas from such underground reservoir may be accompanied by significant emissions 
of soil. The results of such emissions are currently observed in tundra [7, 8]. 

It is needed to develop a mathematical description of the process to predict a possible gas emission scenario from 
underground reservoirs containing methane hydrates. The results obtained from this theoretical study can 
significantly reduce the amount of experimental and field data required [9, 10]. It is advisable to use the equations of 
mechanics of multiphase media in the mathematical description of the process of thermal effects in the underground 
hydrate-saturated cavity of a porous reservoir [11]. In this paper, the problem of heating a closed hydrate-saturated 
region of a porous stratum is considered in the plane-parallel approximation. 
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

It is supposed there is a closed porous reservoir filled initially with methane and its hydrate. We assume that the 
initial hydrate saturation of Sh0 (the volume fraction of gas hydrate in the pore channels) is a known value. The 
initial values of pressure p0 and temperature T0 in this underground cavity correspond to a stable existence of fluids 
saturating the porous medium. Boundary of the cavity is impermeable to products of methane hydrate’s 
decomposition. Assume that a sudden increase in temperature occurs at the upper boundary of the porous reservoir, 
then this temperature Te is kept constant (Fig. 1).  
 

 
FIGURE 1. The problem’s scheme 

 
In order to simplify further calculations, we will consider the problem in a one-dimensional approximation. We 

direct the z axis vertically downwards; its beginning coincides with the upper boundary of the cavity. The z = H 
coordinate will correspond to the lower boundary. When porous reservoir is exposed to a heat, gas hydrate may 
decompose. Then, in the “porous medium - fluid” system, three characteristic areas are possible to form. The 
location of these areas and the composition of fluids saturating the porous space are shown in Fig. 1. 

We make the following assumptions: methane hydrate is a two-component system with a constant mass 
concentration of methane G; the temperature of porous medium, gas, methane hydrate and water at each point of the 
reservoir coincide (one-temperature process); reservoir porosity m is constant; the skeleton of a porous medium, gas 
hydrate and water are incompressible and stationary [13]. 

The system of nonlinear differential equations for describing the process of hydrate formation in a porous 
medium includes the equations of mass conservation, the equation of heat influx, and the Darcy equation. This 
system in the plane-parallel approximation with made assumptions has the following form [6, 12-15]: 
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Here the subscripts sk, h, l, g correspond to the parameters of skeleton, gas hydrate, water and gas; Sj (j = g, h, l) is 
the saturation of the pores of the j phase; ρj (j = g, l, h) is density of the j phase; cg is a specific heat of gas at constant 
pressure; cj (j = l, h) is a specific heat capacity of the j phase; vg and µg are velocity and coefficient of dynamic 
viscosity of the gas; Rg is a specific gas constant; g is a gravitational acceleration; k is permeability of the porous 
medium; ρsk, λsk and csk are density, thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of skeleton of a porous medium; 
Lh is the heat of decomposition of methane hydrate; ε is the Joule-Thompson coefficient; η is adiabatic cooling 
coefficient; Xg is supercompressibility factor for the gas. 

The Kozen formula is used for the dependence of gas permeability coefficient kg on gas saturation Sg: 
 

3
gg Skk = ,              (2) 

 
General gas equation is written in the following way [16]: 
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where Tc and pc are empirical critical parameters for gas. 

The initial and boundary conditions for the problem of heat exposure to a closed hydrate-saturated area of a 
porous startum are given in the following form: 
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ALGORITHM OF THE PROBLEM’S SOLUTION 

Based on the equations (1) - (4) and after some transformations it is possible to obtain relations that allow to find 
the distribution of the main parameters (pressure, temperature, phases’ saturation) along the z coordinate at different 
points in time: 
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These equations are transformed to their discrete form. The algorithm developed by the authors [17] is used to 
calculate the distribution of parameters using an implicit scheme since it showed a good agreement with the 
analytical solution [12]. 

The calculation algorithm for the considered problem is: 
1. At the next time step, the pressure 1+k

ip  values are determined in all nodes of the spatial grid from the 
difference analogue of equation (6). The tridiagonal matrix algorithm is used to solve the emerging system of linear 
algebraic equations. 

2. The parameter ( ) 1+k
igX  is determined at the previous iteration from the formula (4) in all nodes of the spatial 

grid, considering the pressure 1+k
ip  found in step 1 and temperature iter

iT  values. 

3. The temperature 1+k
iT  values in all nodes of the spatial grid are determined at the next time step from the 

difference analogue of equation (7). The calculation is carried out considering the values 1+k
ip  and ( ) 1+k

igX  found 

in steps 1 and 2, and also the values ( )iter
ihS  and ( )iter

igS  found on the previous iteration. 

4. Equilibrium values of temperature and pressure are determined based on empirical dependencies [18]: 
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where the pressure dimension is MPa; temperatures is K; Th, ph are equilibrium temperature and pressure; A0, A1, A2 
are empirical coefficients which have different values for two temperature ranges: 
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Further, considering the values found in the preceding steps, it is determined what a maximum change in hydrate 

saturation is provided by the current conditions in the reservoir: 
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If the temperature 1+k
iT  is more than equilibrium one Th then the hydrate decomposes in the amount: 

( ){ }iter
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p
h

T
hh SSSS ,,min)1( ∆∆⋅−=∆ , 

where ( )iter
ihS  is iterative value of hydrate saturation in a node of grid with an i index. 

But if the temperature 1+k
iT  is less than equilibrium one Th, then the hydrate forms in the amount: 
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 The value of hydrate saturation at the new (k + 1) time step is found from the following relation: 
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5. The values of water and gas saturation at the next time step are determined from formulas (8) and (9): 
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The values 1+k
ip , 1+k

iT , ( ) 1+k
igX , ( ) 1+k

ihS , ( ) 1+k
ilS  and ( ) 1+k

igS parameters found in steps 1-5 act as a new 

iterative approximation. 
6. The value of the relative error of the iteration is found with: 
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If the value of the relative error is greater than the predetermined error of calculation, then the iteration process 

continues (go to step 1). Otherwise, proceed to the next step. 
7. The values in the previous time step are redefined, and the transition to the new step is made (back to step 1). 
The proposed algorithm for solving the problem allows to determine the main parameters of a heat exposure to 

the closed hydrate-saturated area of the porous stratum, considering the decomposition of the gas hydrate. Figure 2 
shows the temperature and pressure distributions in a porous medium at p0 = 4 MPa, T0 = 3 0C, Te = 10 0C, Sh0 = 0.4; 
g = 0.  
 

  
FIGURE 2. The distribution of pressure and temperature along the z coordinate at different times t. 

Lines 1, 2 and 3 correspond to t = 2, 5 and 10 days 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Mathematical modeling of the process of a gas hydrate’s dissociation while heating closed area of a porous 
medium initially filled with methane and its hydrate is carried out. The model considers non-isothermal filtration 
flow of real gas in the presence of phase transitions and in the gravity field. Algorithm is developed for numerical 
study of the process of heat exposure to a closed hydrate-saturated area of a porous stratum, considering the 
decomposition of a gas hydrate. 
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Abstract. The paper considers the possibility of producing three-dimensional parts by additive technology using the cold 
spray method. The basic concept is that by changing the angle of installation of the nozzle axis relative to the substrate, it 
is possible to achieve an increase in the height of the coating, and at the same time, almost without increasing its width. 
To study the basic relationships of coating buildup using such a scheme it was necessary to create a physical and 
mathematical model, taking into account the fact that the particles of the sprayed material impact on the surface of the 
substrate/coating at different angles. This model was made in the frame of a continuous media for the first time for 
solving two-dimensional problems. In the present paper it was enhanced for solving 3D problems that allowed simulating 
the formation of profiles of coating tracks via additional passes at changed nozzle axis angles. The simulation results 
confirm the applicability of this deposition strategy for additive three-dimensional manufacturing by cold spray method. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of 
Sciences, in the early 1980s, when studying interaction between supersonic two-phase flows gas + solid particles 
and targets in wind tunnel, formation of a coating from particle material on frontal surface of the targets was 
observed. This discovery becomes the basis of method of cold gas-dynamic spraying, which is currently an 
alternative to thermal spray methods. However, in contrast to thermal spraying, during cold spraying the coating is 
built up from unmelted particles [1], and this determines the specifics of the process. The following basic 
regularities of coating formation were established: the existence of a critical (minimum) particle impact velocity [2], 
the existence of a deposition delay [3], the need for plastic deformation of particles, the ability to produce coatings 
on non-metallic materials (glass, ceramics, building materials [4–6]) etc. Cold spraying can be used to obtain 
composite coatings [7–14]. Since gases air, nitrogen and helium are often used to accelerate powder particles, gas 
dynamics of flows in De Laval nozzles [15–19], as well as in nozzles of other geometries [20–22], are important for 
successful deposition. At present, worldwide, further researches are being conducted and industrial technologies are 
being developed using cold spraying. 

One of these areas of research is the adaptation of cold spraying for creation of additive technologies. The basis 
for production of three-dimensional arts by cold spray method is the principle of variation of deposition angle. First, 
a single track of coating of a certain thickness is formed. Then, the nozzle is turned at a certain angle, so that the axis 
of the nozzle was approximately perpendicular to one side of the single coating track, and deposition is made on this 
side. Then the nozzle is turned so that its axis was approximately perpendicular to the second side of the coating 
track, and deposition is made on this second side. As a result, a coating track is produced, the edges of which go 
steeper towards the substrate surface than the edges of the original single coating track. Repeating the procedure 
described, the coating track can be increased to required height. 
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To understand the basic relationships of this process, it was necessary to develop a model for obtaining a coating, 
taking into account the influence of deposition angle. We define the deposition angle as the angle between the plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the particle velocity and the plane of the sprayed surface. Such model was 
constructed within the frames of a continuous medium initially in the two-dimensional formulation of the problem 
[23]. In the present work, this model was expanded to three-dimensional, which made it possible to simulate the 
formation of profiles of coating tracks by additional passes and changing the angle of nozzle axis setting. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The dependence of deposition efficiency DE upon the deposition angle φ was studied experimentally in a 
number of papers [24–26]. The results obtained for different powders and deposition conditions are shown in Fig. 1. 
These data were averaged and for average values the approximation was adjusted in the form of an analytical 
dependence (1), which is based on the Gauss function (here the notations are: k = 4.5, tan mϕ = 1.2 corresponds to 
maximal deposition angle mϕ =50°). 
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FIGURE 1. Dependence of relative deposition efficiency upon deposition angle. 1 – copper powder (mean particle diameter 

22 µm), accelerated by helium at temperature 200 С and pressure 2.1 MPa [24]; 2 – 5 copper powder (60 µm) [25], accelerated 
by 2 – nitrogen at 235 С, 2 MPa, 3 – nitrogen at 400 С, 2 MPa, 4 – nitrogen at 540 С, 2 MPa, 5 – helium at 165 С, 1 MPa; 6 – 
aluminum powder (25 µm), accelerated by air at 450 С, 2.8 MPa [26]; 7 – average over all experiments; 8 – approximation (1) 

 
The distribution of particles in the jet also influences the formation of the coating track profile. Here we consider 

axisymmetric case, when the volumetric specific feed rate of particles ( )rJ  depends only upon the radius r, counted 
from the nozzle axis. As it takes place in practice in most cases, in the center of the jet it is maximal, with a gradual 
decrease to zero at the edges of the jet. Due to the fact that the spread of particle velocities in the angle in the jet is 
small [27], it is assumed that all particles fly parallel to the nozzle axis. We suggest an analytical approximation of 
the volumetric specific feed rate of particles (2) based on the Gauss function. 
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In this paper, we consider the case when the jet diameter is 6 mm ( 3=nr  mm), 2k = 1.7 as approximating 
experimental data. 

We introduce the next coordinate system. Let the xy plane lie in the plane of the substrate surface. The x-axis is 
directed along the motion of the nozzle, the y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis, and the z-axis is perpendicular to 
the substrate plane. If the coating plane is inclined at an angle xγ  to the x-axis and at an angle yγ  to the y-axis, then 

the equation for the normal vector to this plane will be )1,tan,(tan yx γγ . Tangents can be replaced by derivatives on 

the corresponding coordinates: 
x
zс

x ∂
∂

−=γtan  and 
y
zс

y ∂
∂

−=γtan , cz  is the coating thickness at a given point (x, y). 

If the vector of the nozzle axis in the xz-plane lies at an angle xβ  to the z-axis and in the yz-plane - at an angle 

yβ  to the z-axis, then the vector of the nozzle axis will have coordinates )1,tan,(tan yx ββ . The cosine of the angle 
between the vector normal to the coating plane and the nozzle axis vector can be easily found using well-known 
formula for the scalar product of the vectors. Using well-known relationships, the cosine can be replaced by the 
tangent. Further, we consider the case when the nozzle axis is tilted in yz-plane only (i.e. xβ = 0). Omitting index y 
for yβ , we get the following expression (3). 
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Let consider an element of the substrate surface area sδ , which is a projection of the element of the coating 

surface area 1sδ . If the coating surface is at an angle γ  to the substrate surface, then γδδ cos/1 ss = . Next, we 
consider an element of the jet cross-sectional area 2sδ , which is a projection of the same element of the coating 
surface area. If the element of the coating area is at a certain angle ϕ  to the cross-section of the jet, then 

ϕδδ cos/21 ss = . All particles passing through the cross-sectional area 2sδ  will fall on the coating surface area 1sδ . 
The volume of particles falling on the coating surface area 1sδ  will be equal to ( ) 2J r sδ , and the thickness of the 

coating (if all particles adhere) in the direction perpendicular to the coating surface will be equal to ( ) 2 1J r s sδ δ . 
In the direction of the z-axis, the height of the coating will be greater and will be equal to 

 

 ( ) ( )2

1
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sz J r J r
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The cosines of the angles γ  and ϕ  can be found via corresponding scalar products, and we obtain the 

expression (4) in the case when the nozzle axis is tilted in yz-plane only (i.e. xβ = 0). 
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As a result, the equation for increasing the height of the coating is as follows (5) 
 

 ( ) ( ) ββϕ costan1tan ⋅
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Here ϕtan  is determined by the expression (3). It is important to note that there is a condition: 
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 0=DE  if 1tan ≥
∂
∂
⋅

y
zcβ .  

 
This condition means a simple fact that if the surface of the substrate/coating is parallel to the nozzle axis or even 

at a larger angle (i.e. it blocks the particle flow), then the coating height cannot be built up. 
For the radius r , taking into account the influence of the coating height сz , one can get the expression (6). 
 

 ( ) ( )( )20
2

0 sincos ββ сzyyxxr −−+−=  (6) 
 

where 0 nx u t= , 0y = Const are coordinates of the nozzle axis in the xy-plane, nu  is a nozzle traverse velocity. 
Coefficient A represents the rate of increase of the coating height (mm/s) at the nozzle axis at zero angle of 

impact of particles on the sprayed surface and is selected on the basis of experimental data. 
The equation (5) is solved numerically using predictor-corrector scheme: the first approximation for the coating 

thickness is calculated explicitly, then the right side of eq. (5) is again calculated using the obtained explicit values 
and its average value is found; and finally, the corrected value of the coating thickness is calculated using the 
average value of the right side of eq. (5). 

The surface plane of the substrate was divided into a grid with a step of 0.1 mm along both axes. The nozzle 
traverse velocity was set equal to 10 mm/s. The time step was 0.01 s, which gives the nozzle moving step equal to 
the step along the x-coordinate 0.1 mm. In the case when calculated new value of the coating thickness was different 
from the previously calculated one, then smoothing of the solution over neighboring points was applied: 
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Calculations were carried out in several stages. First, a coating track was produced on flat plate when the nozzle 

axis was set perpendicular to the substrate plane. Then, the coating profile was averaged over the stationary section 
(i.e., the initial and final sections of the coating were excluded). At the second stage, the substrate profile was taken 
as the initial one, which coincided along its entire length with the average coating profile obtained at the first stage. 
The axis of the nozzle was set at a predetermined angle and offset, and a second coating path was obtained, which 
was superimposed on the first one. This procedure was repeated several times to observe the patterns of coating 
growth. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows simulated build-up of the coating vertically in several stages. First, coating was obtained with an 
almost triangular profile and maximum thickness of 2 mm (1). Then, changing the angle of the nozzle axis, it was 
further grown on the right (2) and on the left (3) sides. This procedure was repeated once more (4) – (6). As a result, 
a coating with a thickness of about 4.5 mm (6) was obtained almost without change in its original width (about 6 
mm). Curve (7) shows that this process can be continued further, which will increase the coating thickness to about 
6.5 mm. Apparently, applying such deposition strategy, the coating can be further built up almost vertically. 
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FIGURE 2. Stages of vertical buildup of coating. 1 – nozzle angle 0°, 2 – nozzle angle 50° to the right, nozzle axis is set 1 mm 
higher, 0y =6 mm, 3 – nozzle angle 50° to the left, nozzle axis is set 1 mm higher, 0y = 8 mm, 4 – nozzle angle 0°, 5 – nozzle 

angle 50° to the right, nozzle offset 3.5 mm, 0y = 3.5 mm, 6 – nozzle angle 50° to the left, nozzle offset 3.5 mm, 0y = 10.5 mm, 
7 – nozzle angle 0° 

CONCLUSION 

For the first time, a three-dimensional model of the formation of a coating under conditions of cold spraying has 
been developed, taking into account the dependence of deposition efficiency upon angle of particle impact. With the 
help of the model, the possibility of increasing the coating height without changing its width was investigated. The 
simulation results confirm that this can be achieved by changing the angle and the position of the nozzle axis relative 
to the substrate. Such a spraying strategy is an important part of the additive three-dimensional manufacturing with 
aid of cold spray method. The developed model (or improved) makes it possible to optimize three-dimensional 
deposition without performing a large number of experiments. 
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Abstract. In this work coaxial gas-liquid stream obtained by a central supply of liquid in supersonic air jet was studied. 
The investigation was performed by the complex of optical methods including a prototype of laser Doppler anemometer 
(LDA) with direct spectral analysis based on Fizeau interferometer. Velocities of liquid and gas (LDA and PIV-
techniques), spray dispersion and flow rates of gas and liquid phases were measured, which allows to determine main 
characteristics of the jet: spray concentration, Weber numbers and jet energy. Investigating near wake of the jet shows the 
presence of gradient region of the velocity profile, connected with the peculiarities of Mach disk behavior in a two-phase 
core of the jet. Exploration of the near wake of the supersonic gas-liquid jet under different flow rates of liquid was 
carried out. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gas-liquid atomizers are widely used in different technological processes, in energy sector and oil industry for 
burning of liquid fuels and wastes, for coatings, in agrotechnics, firefighting systems and so on. A particular place 
among these devices is occupied by two-fluid atomizers, in which the effectiveness of liquid atomization is 
improved by using the high-speed airflow. High-pressure two-fluid injectors allows to reach fine and uniform 
atomization at high flow rates of liquid (100 l/hr and higher) [1]. Investigating atomization in two-fluid atomizers 
with internal mix, where the mixing of gas and liquid jets takes place in a nozzle chamber, causes difficulties 
because the main processes of liquid breakup are inaccessible for observations, only spray in the final stage is 
opened. The most convenient object for determining jet parameters and their influence on the breakup process is 
coaxial gas-liquid jet, in which breakup of liquid stream occurs in a coaxial gas flow. Such jet is accessible for 
investigation on the whole breakup region and allows to explore the influence of different factors on a breakup 
process. 

Outflow of the gas-liquid jet is accompanied by a many processes: primary and secondary breakup, evaporation, 
coagulation and collisions of drops with each other, therefore it is described by many parameters. Jet, entering into 
supersonic flow, causes influence of gradient structures in gas flow and undergo an inverse influence, also appear of 
collective bow shock in front of the cloud of particles is possible [2]. One of the main parameters of jet outflow is 
the flow rate of liquid; it determines the concentration of droplets in the flow, which in turn specify the presence or 
absence of such processes as the opposite influence of dispersed phase on the gas flow parameters or the possibility 
of drops collisions [3]. Increase of the flow rate can significantly distort the pattern of gas-liquid jet outflow and 
change the role of different mechanisms influencing on the particle sizes in the jet. 

Most parameters of a gas-liquid jet requires velocities of droplets in the flow for determining, it concerns the 
concentration of dispersed phase, Weber numbers, determining the mechanism of secondary breakup of drop in the 
flow, and energy taken from the gas through the breakup process. Determining droplets velocities in two-phase 
media is possible only by optical methods (LDA, PIV), but all of them have limitations on the maximum 
concentrations of dispersed phase, so they are inapplicable to exploring dense gas-liquid jets when the flow rate of 
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liquid through the nozzle is high. For exploring such jets we create an LDA prototype with direct spectral analysis 
based on Fizeau interferometer, which allows to conduct measurements in jets with any concentration of dispersed 
phase as well as in supersonic gas flows with the presence of shocks. This paper presents the results obtained in the 
exploration of coaxial gas-liquid jets at two liquid flow rates on the supersonic regimes of gas outflow by the 
complex of optical diagnostics of two-phase flows, which includes the LDA prototype. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND COMPLEX OF DIAGNOSTICS 

The work was carried out on the “Gas-liquid stand” setup of ITAM SB RAS designed for investigating gas-
liquid jets. Its outlook with indication of the components is shown on Fig. 1а. The setup represents a jet module 1 
with a nozzle unit 2 (on which the nozzle is mounted) and receiving tank 3 for spent liquid. Gas and liquid was 
supplied to the nozzle unit by hoses 4 through a controlling equipment, the stand also comprises the elements of 
diagnostics 5 including shadowgraph, Malvern Spraytec spray analyzer, PIV-diagnostics for gas flows and LDA 
prototype. It is shown [4] that this complex allows to obtain the key parameters of the flow: concentration of 
dispersed phase, drops Weber numbers, the energy taken by jet from the gas flow. The experiments shows that when 
the flow rate of liquid reaches high values Malvern analyzer stops representing results correctly, so for high flow 
rates sizes of droplets was estimated based on their dynamics. The atomizer represents round convergent nozzle for 
gas supply, liquid supply is made on the nozzle cutoff by means of pipe 2 mm in diameter placed on the axis of 
nozzle. The sketch of the atomizer is presented on Fig. 1b. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Appearance (a) and scheme (b) of the setup “Gas-liquid stand”: 1 – jet module, 2 – nozzle unit, 3 – receiving tank,  
4 – liquid and gas supply channels, 5 – elements of diagnostics; b) sketch of the atomizer: 1 – input section, 2 – outlet section, 3 – 

the pipe for central supply of liquid 
 
Only supersonic regimes of gas jet outflow is presented in the work, they characterizes by non-dimensional 

values of the pressure in chamber Npr = 4, 6, 8. We used following flow rates of liquid: minimal (20 l/hr or 5,6 g/s) 
and maximal for given pipe diameter (300 l/hr, 83 g/s). 

LDA SCHEME 

The LDA prototype was created according to the scheme with direct spectral analysis and uses commercial 
wavelength meter Angstrom WS-7 (Russia), modified for two signal processing in comparator mode; it is necessary 
for Doppler shift determining. The base of wavelength meter – multi-beam wedge-shaped etalon Fizeau (EF), linear 
dispersion of this interferometer allows to simplify interferogram processing significantly. We use EF with the 
distance between mirrors 40 mm and free spectral range 3,75 GHz [5]. 

The LDA prototype is constructed according to the scheme of remote access to the object: supply of laser beam 
and collection of the scattered light is made remotely and transmitted by means of the fiber lines, so the LDA can be 
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placed outside the range of factors hindering the work of precise optics. The scheme and appearance of the tool with 
indication of its components is presented on the Fig. 2. 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. The scheme (а) and general view (b) of the LDA prototype: 1 – system of light focusing on the object, 2 – system of 
scattered light collection, 3 – processing unit (WS-7), 4 – lightbox unit, 5 – stand, 6 – computer, 7 – beam splitter, 8 – laser input 

to optical fiber, 9 – reference beam input, 10 – laser, 11 – laser power regulator 
 
Light from the laser with 128 mW output from a lightbox unit 4 through a collimator 8 is transmitted by the fiber 

in a collimator 1, focusing it into the investigated point. Scattered light is collected by a collimator 2 and transmitted 
into a processing unit 3, reference ray from the unit 4 through a beam splitter 7 and collimator 9 also get here. For 
light transmission from the laser to object and radiation scattered fibers 200 μm in diameter is used, for the reference 
beam – 8-μm fiber. Interferograms of beams from the channels 2 and 9 are digitized by a photodiode lines and 
processed by WS-7 program means. Photodiode lines consist of 2048 photodiodes 14*200 μm in size. The prototype 
can register Doppler shift of frequency with the error at most 10 MHz (±5 m/s for velocities). Advantage of the 
scheme with remote access to the object is that the most sensitive LDA elements – lightbox unit and spectral 
analyzer WS-7 – isn’t affected by influence of destructive factors, connected with the work of experimental setup: 
shaking, vibrations, gas flows, thermal instability and others. All of that together with the possibility of measuring 
velocities of gas-liquid jets at any concentrations of dispersed phase make this prototype necessary for 
investigations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 3 shows the droplet velocity profiles at the flow rates of 20 and 300 l/hr. It is visible that flow rate growth 
is accompanied by significant (on 100 m/s) reduction of drops velocity. Exploration of a near wake of the jet (2-3 
calibers) on Npr6 regime reveals the presence of a sharp decrease of velocities on both flow rates in this area, and 
the values of velocity after decrease are almost similar in both cases. Known velocities of dispersed phase allows to 
estimate the volume concentrations of liquid in the flow from the geometry of spray [4]. Concentrations grows with 
the flow rate. 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Droplet velocity profile on the jet axis at Q = 20 (а) and 300 l/hr (b) 
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The data about droplets and gas velocities allows to determine Weber numbers (We) of drops in the flow, values 
obtained are presented on Fig. 4. The green lines on the graphs marks the critical value of We (Wecr) [6], secondary 
breakup occurs only if it is exceeded. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Weber numbers along the jet at Q = 20 (а) and 300 l/hr (b) 
 
It is visible from the graph that We exceed the critical value only in velocity decreasing region in the near wake 

of the jet at Npr6 regime. The estimation of the time of droplet presence in the Wecr exceeding region (140 μs) when 
compared with the droplet induction period shows that this region is small for maintaining secondary breakup, so 
this regime in supersonic flows apparently is not realized. Known parameters of the jet allow to make estimations of 
the dispersed phase energy, profiles of energy is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Jet energy profiles at Q = 20 (а) and 300 l/hr (b) 

 
As seen from the graphics, the jet energy increases proportional to the flow rate (by an order when it grows 15 

times), so the energy effectiveness of the jet breakup is significantly rises with the growth of flow rate. As the most 
interesting processes (velocity fall, concentration and We increase) occur in the near wake of the jet, it is reasonable 
to make more detailed consideration of that region. Fig. 6 presents the profiles of velocities and concentrations of 
the jet in the near wake as well as the shadowgrams of outflow for 20 l/hr flow rate. It is seen from the figure that 
the region of velocity decrease and concentration growth coincides with the area of jet enlargement behind the shock 
outgoing from it. Higher gas velocity corresponds to the enlarging decreasing region. Similar data for the near wake 
obtained at 300 l/hr flow rate are given in Fig. 7. 

When comparing Fig. 6 и Fig. 7 it can be seen that the area of velocity decreasing expands when the flow rate 
grows (minimum reaches 5 mm downstream), herewith the coordinate of start of decreasing remains unchanged. 
Region expanding explains by increasing of droplets sizes and inertia; unchanging position of decreasing start means 
that the structures of gas flow responsible for that is independent from the concentration and geometrical sizes of the 
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spray. It is visible from the shadowgrams that the wave structure in the flow is almost unchanged when the flow rate 
grows, so its expansion in two-phase region is likely the cause of decreasing of drops velocity. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Near wake structure at Q = 20 l/hr: velocities (black), concentration of droplets (red) and the shadowgrams of jet at 
the regimes Npr = 6 (a) and Npr = 8 (b) 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. Near wake structure of the jet at Q = 300 l/hr: velocities (black), concentration of droplets (red) and the 
shadowgrams of gas-liquid and gas jets at the regimes Npr = 6 (a) and Npr = 8 (b) 

 
For comparing the structure of gas flow and gas-liquid jet shadow pictures of flow is also given in Fig. 7. It is 

seen that the jumps location is significantly changes in the presence of liquid. It is the reason that the coordinates of 
Mach disk of gas flow and velocity decreasing start, which shows the possible position of shockwave in two-phase 
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core, mismatch. To analyze the process of changing the wave structure, the jet visualized was changed by adding a 
small amount of liquids. The shadowgrams of outflow without liquid and with addition of small flow rates are 
presented in Fig. 8. It is notable that even small amount of liquid causes changes of the Mach disk shape, namely it 
deflection upstream, and the deformation increases with the growth of the concentration of dispersed phase. Triple 
point line is also deflected, but downstream. As shown in Fig. 8d, the Mach disk turns into the bow shock on the 
cloud of particles at relatively high liquid rate. The region with a high concentration of particles is formed after two-
phase region passing bow shock and thus constitutes its source. This structure forms progressively with a liquid 
addition, it depends on liquid presence and flow rate and is the peculiar feature of two-phase flow. 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

FIGURE 8. Shadowgrams of gas jet at the Npr8 regime in absence (а), after addition of small flow rates of liquid (b, c) and at 20 
l/hr flow rate (d) 

SUMMARY 

Complex experimental investigation of coaxial sprays with the central supply of small and large flow rates of 
liquid in the supersonic jets was performed using the LDA prototype as the part of the complex of optical methods 
for exploring two-phase flows. The jet parameters were obtained: concentrations, droplet Weber numbers and 
energy, comparison between the data profiles at the different flow rates was conducted. The near wake of the jet was 
investigated, existence of high gradient velocity profile at the Npr = 6, 8 regimes was shown and data comparison at 
small and large flow rates was carried out. Shadow picture analysis for two-phase jets with small flow rates of liquid 
reveals the dynamics of transition from the typical underexpanded gas jet to the structure with bow shock in the 
cloud of particles in the region of liquid jet discharge. 
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Abstract. The comparison of thermal imaging and thermosensitive fluorescent coating methods was performed for the 
investigation of heat transfer coefficient distribution during the impact of supersonic axisymmetric gas micro-jet on the 
heated plate. The nozzle diameter was 300 µm, the range of jet pressure ratios was n = 1–4. The heated surface was made 
of the polyether ether ketone. The results of thermal imaging measurements show high discrepancy with numerical 
simulation data due to the relatively high transparency of the used plastic for infrared radiation. As a result, the measured 
temperature was averaged over layer too thick for microscale. The fluorescent coating based on rhodamine B allowed us 
to measure temperature distributions over the surface of the heated plate in thin (2-3 µm) layer, using much simpler 
technical means with a higher spatial resolution than in the case of the existing thermal imaging system. The measured 
data shows good agreement with numerical simulation results. 

INTRODUCTION 

The global miniaturization of devices in various fields of technology, rapid development of 
microelectromechanical systems emerges great interest for liquid and gas micro-flows studies. The key feature of 
this three-dimensional mini-and micro-objects is that the characteristic dimensions their elements are millimeters or 
microns. The tendency to miniaturization of the last two decades leads to intensive development of heat exchange 
systems with mini-, micro-sizes. Using of micro-jets is one of the possible solutions to the problem of local cooling. 

The main characteristic of the heat exchange process during the jet impact is the Nusselt number. Quite a lot of 
research is done for mm size nozzles, however, no experiments on plate cooling with nozzle sizes less than a mm at 
supersonic jet speeds are done. At mm scales two common approaches are used for such kind of studies. Metal foil 
heated by electric current undergoes the influence of the gas jet. Thermal flux is set by electric current, the surface 
temperature is measured by adhered thermocouples [1], thermal imaging [2], liquid crystals [3]. In all cases the foil 
thickness becomes a crucial factor for a micro scale due to lateral heat flux in highly thermal conductive foil. 
Making the foil thin leads to high technical difficulties for the thermocouple method. Thermal imaging is also 
possible only when foil is covered with thermal emissive paint, which thickness is quite substantial. 

In present paper we tested two approaches for heat transfer measurements. The cooled surface was made of 
polyether ether ketone with relatively low thermal conductivity to avoid lateral heat transfer inside material. This 
plastic has high thermal emissivity and suites for direct thermal imaging measurements. The second approach 
utilizes thermosensitive fluorescent coating based on rhodamine B. Both methods were compared with the results of 
numerical simulations. 
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THERMAL IMAGING 

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1a was used for the study of heat flows through the heated surface under 
the impact of micro-jet. To a copper plate (1) with a thickness of 15 mm and a diameter of 105 mm was placed in an 
insulator of foamed concrete (2). At plate’s bottom the ceramic heating elements (3) were attached with thermally 
conductive adhesive. A plate made of polyether ether ketone with a thickness of 500 microns (4) was attached on 
top of the plate (1) with the heat-conducting paste. Plate (1) provided uniform heating up to a temperature of 90°C 
of plate (4), which, in turn, had a low thermal conductivity. The nozzle (5) was placed at a given distance from the 
surface of the plate (4) by means of vertical translation stage. Temperature distribution (Fig. 1b) on the surface of 
the plate (4) was measure with a thermal imaging camera SC7300M (FLIR, USA) at 100 frames per second with 
spatial resolution of 320 by 240 pixels and temperature resolution of 0.01°C. The temperature distribution under the 
plate (4) was controlled by 14 thermocouples. The gas pressure in the nozzle pre-chamber was controlled by a 
sensor 26PC (Honeywell, USA), the temperature – using a thermocouple. After the airflow is switched on, the 
system enters a quasi-stationary temperature state in about 6 seconds. The installation was heated to a plate (1) 
temperature of 60°C. Then, under the action of the flowing jet, the system was gradually cooled with 1°C per minute 
ratio. 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. The experimental setup sketch (a), and the example of thermal image (b) 
 
The temperature distribution on the surface of the plate (4) has a central symmetry (Fig. 1b). The dependence of 

the surface temperature on the distance to the center at different times as the unit cools down was measured 
(Fig. 2a). To reduce the noise level, averaging over 100 thermal imaging frames was performed. The readings of the 
thermocouples were also recorded at these moments. The temperature of the copper plate (1) surface did not depend 
on the position of the thermocouple, that is, it cools evenly. 

The heat flux distribution through the plastic surface can be calculated using measured temperatures, geometrical 
parameters of the experimental system and thermal conductivity of polyether ether ketone as  

 𝑞𝑞(𝑟𝑟) = 𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐���−𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟)
ℎ

, (1) 

where 𝑟𝑟 – distance to the center of the plate, 𝑘𝑘 – thermal conductivity of polyether ether ketone – 0,25 W/(m⋅K); h – 
the thickness of the plate (4) – 0,5 mm; 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐�  – the average temperature of the surface of the plate (1), 𝑇𝑇w – surface 
temperature of the plate (4). 

The dependence of the heat flow on the temperature difference between the gas in the nozzle pre-chamber and 
the surface of the blown plate is shown in Fig. 2b. The measured heat flux is related to the heat transfer coefficient 
𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟) by the ratio:  

 𝑞𝑞(𝑟𝑟) = 𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟)[𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟) − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟)], (2) 

where 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤 – is the adiabatic wall temperature (at 𝑞𝑞 = 0), which is determined by the temperature of the gas in the 
nozzle pre-chamber 𝑇𝑇0 and Δ𝑇𝑇 – the change in the gas temperature due to the flow characteristics only. Thus: 

 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟) = 𝑇𝑇0 + Δ𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓(𝑟𝑟). (3) 

and 

 𝑞𝑞(𝑟𝑟) = 𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟)�𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟) − 𝑇𝑇0 − Δ𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓(𝑟𝑟)� = 𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟)[𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟) − 𝑇𝑇0] + 𝑞𝑞0(𝑟𝑟). (4) 
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The heat flow is proportional to the temperature difference between the gas in the nozzle pre-chamber and the 
surface of the plate (Fig. 2b). The heat transfer coefficient is determined by the slope of the line. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. The temperature distribution on the surface as the system is cooling (a): Tc – copper substrate (1) temperature, Tw – 
plate (4) temperature, T0 – air temperature in the pre-chamber of the nozzle; heat flux depending on the (𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤(𝑟𝑟) − 𝑇𝑇0) – 

temperature difference between the gas in the nozzle pre-chamber and the surface of the blown plate (the nozzle diameter is 300 
µm, the distance 3 mm) 

 
Despite the fact that the Reynolds numbers in all cases indicate turbulent flow regime, the calculated Nusselt 

numbers (Fig. 3), which do not exceed 10, clearly do not correspond to this. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Heat transfer coefficient (a) and Nusselt number (a) depending on the distance to the center of the plate and the jet 
pressure ratio (nozzle diameter 300 µm, distance 3 mm) 

 
To verify measurements the numerical simulation using the academic version of ANSYS commercial package 

was performed. The problem formulation for numerical simulation coincides with the test schematic. Computational 
domain includes the cooling gas supply system and the polyether ether ketone plate placed on the supporting plate 
made of copper. At a room temperature, air is supplied to the nozzle pre-chamber and then to the tube with diameter 
of 300 µm. Then the gas flows onto the plastic plate preheated to 50–70°C.  Heating is carried out from the back 
side of the supporting copper plate. 

Numerically, the problem has been solved in a coupled, axisymmetric formulation. 
The air flowing onto the obstacle has been simulated in the framework of the Navier-Stokes equations averaged 

over Reynolds method. Turbulence model k-ω SST has been used at simulation of turbulent regimes.  The implicit 
Roe second-order difference scheme has been used. Both stationary and non-stationary formulation has been used 
for the problem.  
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Calculation grids consist of ~ 0.8 million rectangular cells. 
The gas-air parameters are follows: the ‘ideal gas’ option is set as the equation of state, the heat capacity Cp is 

assumed to be constant, the thermal conductivity is determined by the kinetic theory, the viscosity is described by 
Sutherland's law. 

At the input boundary of the computational domain, the stagnation temperature and pressure has been set 
providing the jet pressure ratio in the range from 1 to 4 at the nozzle exit On the walls of the nozzle, the boundary 
non-slip condition ‘wall’ with the wall temperature Tw = 300°K is used. At the output boundary, the atmospheric 
pressure is set with the boundary type ‘pressure outlet' and T0 = 300°K. The temperature of the back wall of the 
copper plate has been kept constant. On all other walls of the obstacle the condition ‘coupled’ has been set that 
ensured the temperature exchange between the copper and plastic parts of the obstacle and the environment. 

In Figure 1 one can see an example of the results obtained at numerical simulation of a stationary case. The jet-
to-plate distance is of 0.9 mm. The jet pressure ratio is equal to 4 at the stagnation pressure of 3.78 atm at the 
entrance to the pre-chamber, temperature of the supporting copper plate is of T=66.76°К. 

The figure shows the comparison between the results of numerical simulation and experimental data obtained 
using IR thermal imager. The discrepancy at the edges of the plate is up to 2°, in the center of the plate that changes 
from 8° to 20°. 

 
FIGURE 4. Comparison of temperature distribution on the plate (4) surface measured by thermal imager and numerical 

simulation data (nozzle diameter 300 µm, distance 0.9 mm, jet pressure ratio𝑛𝑛 = 4) 

FLUORESCENT MEASUREMENTS 

Thus, the temperature difference between the copper plate (1) and the surface of the plate (4) is underestimated 
by the thermal imager. The reason for this is the transparency of plastic to infrared radiation, whereby the measured 
temperature is averaged in a layer of thickness equal to the depth of penetration of infrared radiation into the plastic. 
The studied scales require averaging in a layer with no more than 10 micron thickness. For this purpose, a scheme 
for measuring the surface temperature distribution based on a heat-sensitive fluorescent coating was tested. 

The surface of the plate (4) was coated with a thin layer of fluorescent paint, which fluorescence intensity 
depends on the temperature. Rhodamine B is convenient fluorophore already used in aerodynamic 
measurements [4]. Our coating incudes rhodamine B and optically transparent polymer – polyurethane varnish. 
Under the influence of exciting radiation the resulting coating fluoresce with a maximum intensity at a wavelength 
of 600 nm (Fig. 5a). The spectra were measured by the spectrometer "Action SP2300" (Princeton Instruments, USA) 
and cooled CCD sensor with open electrodes "Pixis 256" (Princeton Instruments, USA). To excite fluorescence, a 
non-collimated beam from a blue led (a spectral radiation band of 450-470 nm) with a power of 3 W from a distance 
of 5 cm was used. The fluorescence intensity linearly decreases with increasing surface temperature (Fig. 5a). 

To avoid averaging of measured temperature over substantial material depth a thin coating could be used, as, an 
example, in [5] where 2 µm fluorescent paint was used for fast measurements. But it leads to certain technical 
difficulties. To measure the temperature distribution on the surface of plate 4 we used a coating of polyurethane 
varnish with a rhodamine concentration of 30 mg/ml. In this case excitation radiation penetration depth was about 
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2 µm, and layer thickness (about 50 µm) does not matter. To register fluorescence, a CMOS camera UI-3370CP-M 
(IDS Imaging, Germany) was used in 12-bit mode with a LM50JCM lens (Kowa, Japan) with a focal length of 50 
mm and extension rings, and an interference filter FL600-10 (Thorlabs, Germany) transmitting light in the spectral 
range 590-610 nm, corresponding to the fluorescence band of the coating. To reduce the noise level, each image was 
averaged over 100 frames. 

First, the camera recorded the image of the coating in a background light. Then the initial level of fluorescence 
was recorded at a temperature determined by thermocouples in the plate (1). Then measurements were performed 
with the working jet and the heated plate. The temperature of each point of the surface was determined (Fig. 5b) 
using the calibration curve. The example of the surface temperature dependence on the distance to the center is 
shown in Fig 6b. It shows much better agreement with numerical simulation on the most part of the obstacle except 
for the vicinity of the jet impinging on the wall. In this area, in the center of the plate, complex periodic vortex 
motion takes place. Since averaging depth is significantly less than in the thermal imager case, fluorescent 
measurements give more reliable data – the temperature difference between the plates (1) and (4) is underestimated 
by the thermal imager almost twice. As well, the spatial resolution of the installation is determined by the optical 
system, and can be increased to several microns, which significantly exceeds the thermal imager, which is unable to 
resolve the "fine structure" near the center of the picture. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Fluorescence spectra of polyurethane varnish mixed with rhodamine B (a), example of the temperature distribution 
in the color grades on the surface of the plate (4) measured using fluorescent coating 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. . Comparison of temperature distribution on the plate (4) surface measured by fluorescent coating (red line) and 
numerical simulation data (a); comparison of thermal imaging (dots) and fluorescent coating (line) data (b) (nozzle diameter 300 

µm, distance 0.9 mm, jet pressure ratio 𝑛𝑛 = 3) 
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CONCLUSION 

Thermal imaging should be applied with caution when applying to microscale studies due to the relatively high 
averaging depth of the measured temperatures. In heat transfer experiments with surface impact micro-jets, 
measurements performed with the fluorescent coating based on rhodamine B allows measuring temperature 
distributions in thin (2-3 µm) layer, using much simpler technical means with a higher spatial resolution. The 
measured data shows much better agreement with numerical simulation results. 
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Abstract. The present paper studies the effect of the laser radiation on geometrical and mechanical characteristics of 
formed tracks using the powder mixtures based on nickel alloys (60 weight % NiCrBSi) and tungsten carbide (40 weight 
% WC). It has been found that the mode of laser radiation highly influences the shape and mechanical characteristics (the 
keyhole mode or thermal-conductivity mode) in respect to the surface of the initial layer of the powder mixture. It is 
demonstrated that in the clad track at the thermal-conductive mode (the focusing mode ∆f = ±20), the uniform 
distribution of ceramic parts is observed, and the maximal microhardness value is registered. It is found that the clad 
metal-ceramic structure has 4 – 5 times higher value of microhardness 850.4 HV0.1 than the substrate 178 HV0.1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, additive technologies (АТ) found wide application in many areas of industry, such as aerospace, car, 
medical, electronic ones, etc. [1-6].  

The following technologies are common: electron-beam fusion, selective laser sintering, selective laser melting 
(SLM), etc. [7]. The SLM technology is the most commonly used and multi-purpose one among the AТ 
technologies. In the point of the laser beam action, the material melts, and a small “melt pool” forms; being cooled, 
it forms a track. Then a new track is imposed, and the process of laser scanning repeats until a 3D-part is formed. 
Characteristics of the material melting process and “melt pool” formation depend on a number of parameters such as 
laser radiation power, scanning rate, beam size, imposed layer thickness, etc.  

The resulting parts formed by the SLM method feature increased mechanical, tribological, and corrosion 
properties as compared to analogs. However, to reach the desired mechanical properties, it is necessary to adjust 
thoroughly the AT technological parameters.  

In spite of many advantages, the SLM technology has some weak points. The local heating and cooling cause a 
dramatic temperature gradient which in turn results in the thermal stresses, cracking, surface deformation and worse 
quality. Energy parameters play the key role since they impose the strongest effect on the melt morphology and 
hence on the process steadiness which influences the quality of the created part. To reach the desirable metallurgical 
properties, one should choose the optimal parameters of the laser processing, namely, the laser radiation power, laser 
scanning rate, etc. 

To improve the characteristics of the formed parts, metal-matrix composite coatings (MCC) are used. The 
coatings based on nickel alloys feature the increased corrosion resistance, perfect resistance to adhesion and abrasive 
wear. The reserve of the increased wear-resistance of the coatings is the composites with the carbide hardening, for 
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example with the tungsten carbide WC. Tungsten carbide features the perfect wear resistance combined with the 
high thermal resistance and good wettability with a melted metal. Note that the modes of imposing of metal-matrix 
composite coatings (MCC), i.e. the effect of carbide particle reinforcement are weakly studied, especially at high 
ceramics concentration, and call for detailed optimization. The present paper deals with the optimization of the laser 
cladding modes in respect to the metal-ceramic single tracks in order to produce a monolithic clad structure with the 
maximal hardness. Under study is the effect of the laser radiation on the distribution of chemical elements and 
microhardness of the formed tracks as the powder mixture based on nickel alloy NiCrBSi containing the tungsten 
carbide WC is used. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The metal-ceramic powder mixture: 40% tungsten carbide (WC) and 60% of the system NiCrBSi was clad onto 
the plate-shaped substrate (thickness 5 mm, size 50×50 mm) from stainless steel 12Х18Н10Т. WC ceramic particles 
have the fragmented shape, whereas the NiCrBSi particles are spherical, the average size is 40 μm. Experiments 
were carried out on the ALTC “Sibir 4” produced in ITAM SB RAS [8]. The laser radiation was focused inside the 
material, on its surface and above it with the aid of the lens ZnSe with the focal distance of 254 mm. The focus waist 
∆f, located within different distances from the substrate upper surface (see Fig.1), the spot diameter d on the surface 
varied within the range of 0.54 – 2.4 mm. Cladding was carried out in the protective medium of helium supplied 
through a nozzle. 

∆f = -20 mm 

 

∆f = -15 mm 

 

∆f = -9 mm 

 
∆f = -6 mm 

 

∆f = -3 mm 

 

∆f = 0 mm 

 
∆f = 3 mm 

 

∆f = 6 mm 

 

∆f = 9 mm 

 
∆f = 15 mm 

 

∆f = 20 mm 

 
FIGURE 1. Photos of cross-section slices of single tracks at the variable focus position ∆f (V = 0.7 m/min, P = 1000 W) 
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The slices of cross sections of the clad tracks at various focus positions and constant scanning rate of 0.7 m/min 
and laser radiation power of 1 kW are presented in Fig. 1. The formed tracks were analyzed in the optical confocal 
microscope Olympus LEXT OLS 3000. The microhardness was measured by Wickers in the microhardness tester 
Wilson Hardness Group Tukon1102 with the loading of 100 g. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Most investigations of the optimization of the laser cladding process normally deal with the scanning rate and 
radiation power effects on the parameters of single beds and ignore the effect of laser beam focusing modes. On the 
other hand, it is known that as a certain threshold value of the applied energy is exceeded, the “thermal 
conductivity” mode transforms into the keyhole mode which causes formation of very deep zones of substrate 
fusion. As is evident from Fig. 1, for ∆f = ± 6 mm the track parameters do not depend on the focus position above or 
under the substrate surface. The “thermal conductivity” mode of the applied energy realizes. At ∆f = - 3 mm and 
partially at ∆f = 0 mm, the keyhole mode takes place. 

Figure 1 demonstrates that for the case of the unfocused beam (∆f = ±20, ±15 mm), there are more unmelted 
tungsten carbide particles in the track material than in the mode when the powder is acted by the focused beam. It 
can be suggested that tungsten carbide particles dilute in a metal binder under the action of the radiation with the 
high power density (high radiation intensity). 

The chemical analysis of the clad single bed was carried out by the energy-dispersion X-ray spectrometer Oxford 
Instruments X-Max 80 mm2. Figure 2 presents the bed cross section, the areas where the chemical analysis was 
performed are pointed; the spectra № 1, 2, and 3 presented in Table 1. Between the chosen bed areas, elements 
concentration is almost permanent, which is caused by the active processes of diffusion and convective transfer in 
the laser action zone. 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. The cross section of a single clad bed (а – photo of a real bed at the cladding mode: ∆f = -3 mm; P = 1000 W; 
V = 1.0 m/min, b – schematic of a single bed, Fc – clad area; Fm – fusion area) 

TABLE 1. Weight chemical composition of the substrate material (steel 12Х18Н10Т) and sections of a single clad bed (Fig. 2) 

Element, mass % C W Cr Fe Ni Another 
element 

Spectrum 1 4.9 8.7 20.8 39.7 24.2 1.7 
Spectrum 2 3.7 8.9 20.9 39.5 25.1 1.9 
Spectrum 3 3.8 10.6 20.6 39.1 24.1 1.8 
Substrate 0.8 0 19 67 11 4.1 

 
To analyze the influence of the laser action modes on the element concentration value, let us introduce the 

dimensionless dilution parameter: D = Fm /(Fm + Fc), where Fm is the clad area; Fc is the fusion area (see Fig.2). 
Figure 3 shows the data for the weight content of the elements as the power: P = 0.6…1.6 kW, velocity 
V = 0.5…1.3 m/min, and focus position ∆f = ± 20, ± 15, ± 9, ± 6, ± 3 vary, i.e. both the keyhole mode and thermal 
conductive modes. Fig. 3 also shows that the varying concentrations of tungsten and nickel in the melted layer have 
a single linear form in spite of the track creation mode. Particularly, the varying tungsten concentration can be 
written as: Wtw = 37.304 - 37.109·D. 
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FIGURE 3. Weight content of elements in the bed material 

versus the mixing coefficient D 
FIGURE 4. Microhardness versus tungsten W content in the 

material of the single clad bed 
 

The microhardness of clad metal-ceramic tracks was measured by Wickers with the aid of the microhardness 
tester Wilson Hardness Group Tukon1102 with the loading of 100 g. 

Figure 4 presents the experimental values of the microhardness vs the tungsten concentration which is expressly 
related with D (see Fig.3) Evident that as the dilution coefficient decreases, W concentrations and material 
microhardness rise, since at D = 0.76 % the microhardness value is just 330 HV0.1, whereas at D = 0.12 % it 
reaches 830 HV0.1.  

The experimental values present the linear dependence and are described by the relation: HV0.1 = 925.372 -
 6.722∙D. 

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the complex investigation of the influence of laser cladding parameters on the chemical element 
distribution and microhardness of welded single metal-ceramic tracks has been performed. It is found that the clad 
metal-ceramic structure in the thermal-conductive mode of the powder heating, which means the minimal mixing 
and maximal tungsten concentration, possesses the 4 – 5 times higher value of the 850.4 HV0.1 than the substrate 
178 HV0.1. 
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Abstract. The characteristics of a mechanical shutter in a repetitively pulsed CO2 laser with a self-filtering resonator and 
Q-switching have been investigated. It is shown that the turning on of Q-factor and the formation of the resonator mode 
occurs in a time much shorter than the shutter response time. The ability to generate high-power pulses with a front 
duration of about 130-150 ns with a high quality laser beam, which allows the formation of a pulsating optical discharge 
in atmospheric air, is demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

A promising direction of aerophysical research is the study of the properties of a gas stream in the presence of a 
local heat source. Such a source can be an optical discharge created by a high-power laser beam [1, 2, 3]. In [2], the 
creation of a pulsating optical discharge in a supersonic air flow was first described. In [1, 2], a pulsed-periodic CO2 
pump with continuous pumping, a self-filtering optical resonator, and mechanical Q-switching [4] was used to create 
a discharge. A rotating slotted copper disk was used to modulate the Q-factor. A pulse-periodic laser can also be 
used to process materials, for example, for cutting [5]. 

For the maximum contribution of energy, gas breakdown should occur as close as possible to the beginning of 
the pulse, for which a short rise time of the leading peak is necessary. A short rise time is also necessary to achieve 
high peak power at a given degree of inversion in the active medium of the laser. The mechanical shutter acts 
slowly, and this can increase the duration of the pulse front. In addition, the intensity distribution corresponding to 
the lower mode of the resonator should be formed already at the front of the leading peak so that the beam is of high 
quality and can be focused into a small spot to ensure high power density. The overlap of the beam in the resonator 
by the edge of the gate of the modulator may degrade the quality of the beam. In this article, we study the 
characteristics of a mechanical shutter in a continuous-pumped CO2 laser with a self-filtered resonator. The aim of 
the work is to determine the effectiveness of the shutter and the possibility of improving its characteristics. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The device and optical scheme of a CO2 laser is described in detail in [4]. The active medium is created by a DC 
discharge in a transverse gas flow. The laser uses a self-filtering resonator, in the feedback arm of which a Q-
switching device is installed, including a telescope made of cylindrical mirrors and a rotating copper disk with slots. 
A telescope with a magnification of 1:1 consists of cylindrical mirrors and creates a waist 0.2x8 mm. On the disk 
circumference at a radius of 120 mm there are gaps 1 mm wide (Fig. 1). During rotation, the disc periodically opens 
and closes the constriction, creating a Q-effect. In the experiments, disks with the number of slits 40 and 400 were 
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used, the maximum speed of rotation of the disk was 150 rev/s. In the repetitively pulsed mode, the laser has a 
power of up to 3 kW, the maximum pulse repetition rate is 80 kHz. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Q-switching device: (a) - optical scheme, (b) - mechanical chopper 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For optical breakdown of a gas, a high intensity in a focused beam is required. The intensity at the focus of the 
lens is proportional to the brightness J of the laser beam: 

 𝐽𝐽 =  𝑊𝑊𝐾𝐾2

𝜆𝜆2
 (1) 

where W is the laser power, K is the dimensionless parameter of the quality of the beam, λ is the laser wavelength. In 
the continuous mode, in the absence of a shutter, the laser beam has the quality K = 0.7. The formation of the 
resonator mode, therefore, the establishment of the parameter K, occurs in a finite time τ equal to τ = m (2L/c), 
where L is the length of the resonator, c is the speed of light, m is the amount of double light passes through the 
resonator. A characteristic feature of the self-filtering resonator is a short time to establish the mode, equal to 2L/c - 
the field distribution is established in one double light passage through the resonator. In the laser [4], which is 
studied in the present work, L = 13.4 m, and τ = 90 ns. A short mode-formation time is demonstrated when the laser 
operates in the free-running mode [6]. When opening the waist with a mechanical shutter, the edge of the slit 
overlaps a part of the beam, the configuration of the resonator changes, diffraction occurs at the edge of the slit. This 
may be the cause of a change in the mode formation time, a deterioration in the quality of the beam at the beginning 
of the pulse and a decrease in the brightness of the beam. 

The formation time of a mode can be estimated experimentally using a technique [6] that measures the pulse 
shape in a focused beam (in the far field) at the center of the spot and at the edge of the spot. The uniform pulse 
shape in the center and on the edge indicates that during the pulse the intensity distribution shape does not change, 
the angular distribution of the field has already been established and the quality is equal or the beam is close to the 
quality in continuous mode. If the pulse shape is different, this means that the process of mode formation is not 
completed, and the beam quality is less than its steady-state value. The measurements were carried out at a disk 
rotation speed of 145 rev/s at a distance of 25 m from the exit aperture of the laser, beyond the boundary of the far 
field, where the intensity distribution is already close to the distribution in a focused beam. The measurement results 
are shown in Fig. 2. 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the leading peak has the same shape at the pulses in the center and at the edge of the 
spot. At the same time, the rise time of the pulse front is 130 ... 150 ns at half-height, which is only 1.5 times as long 
as the establishment time of the unperturbed mode in the free-running mode. Thus, during the leading peak, there is 
no change in the shape of the intensity distribution in the spot, and the mechanical shutter does not have a significant 
effect on the formation of the spatial structure of the field in the resonator. This is possible if the turning on of 
feedback and the beginning of lasing occur when a significant part of the waist is open and the configuration of the 
resonator is close to unperturbed. The opening time of the waist by the edge of the slit is 2 μs, which is 13 times 
longer than the rise time of the pulse front. Thus, the duration of the pulse front and the leading peak does not 
depend on the speed of movement of the slit edge, but is determined by the value 2L/c — the time of establishing the 
resonator mode in the state when a significant portion of the waist is already open. 
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FIGURE 2. Pulse shape in the center and on the edge of the laser spot in the far field. (a) - measurement scheme, (b) - leading 
peak shape, (c) and (d) - pulse shape in the center and on the edge of the spot 

 
The conclusion about the weak effect of the opening speed of the shutter on the Q-switching is consistent with 

the results of the following experiment. In Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the rise time of the pulse front on the 
speed of rotation of the modulator disk. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, in a wide range of n changes, the time tr of the rise of the pulse front is 150 ns almost 
independent of the speed of rotation of the disk, while tw >> tr. At a disk rotational speed of 145 rev/s and a linear 
slit speed of 105 mm/s, the edge of the slit passes over a time of tr of 16 μm - a short leading peak is formed with a 
practically fixed slit. 

Figure 4 shows copies of the oscillograms of the transmitted laser power and plasma glow during the optical 
breakdown of atmospheric air by beam from a repetitively pulsed CO2 laser with a self-filtering resonator and 
mechanical Q-switching, obtained using a two-beam oscilloscope at two different sweep speeds. 

It can be seen that the breakdown occurs at the front of the pulse, 120… 150 ns after the start of the pulse a glow 
of the breakdown plasma occurs. Experimental results on the study of optical breakdown of air by the beam from a 
repetitively pulsed CO2 laser with mechanical Q-switching [4] are presented in [2]. With a modulator disk with 40 
slots and a pulse repetition rate of 7 kHz, the radiation intensity at the focus of the lens was estimated to be ~ 
2x109 W. The threshold intensity for raw air - 2x109 W/cm2 - is also given in [2], the radiation intensity during air 
breakdown in the experiments was close to the threshold. From this it follows that at the front of the pulse the 
distribution of the field is close to stationary, the beam is of high quality, and the mechanical shutter does not have a 
significant effect on the quality of the beam. 
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of the rise time tr of the pulse front and the waist-opening time tw on the speed n of rotation of the 

modulator disk 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Passed through the discharge laser power and plasma glow during optical breakdown of atmospheric air. 
(a) – whole pulse, (b) – leading spike 

 
The results can be explained as follows. The turning on of the feedback and the start of lasing occurs when a 

significant part of the waist in the focus of the telescope in the feedback arm is already open, and the feedback of the 
resonator is close to the value in the free generation mode. For the resonator studied in this work, the feedback value 
is 0.11. In this case, the rise time of the front is determined not by the speed of movement of the slit edge and the 
opening time of the waist, but by the time it takes to develop and generate a mode in a self-filtering resonator that 
occurs with a characteristic time of 2L/c. The estimate according to the method [7] of the rise time of the pulse front 
in the resonator configuration under study gives the value L/c. That is, the duration of the pulse front with a slow 
mechanical shutter is comparable to the duration with the instantaneous Q-switching. Such an effect can be 
associated with a sharp dependence of the magnitude of the feedback on the degree of beam overlap by the 
mechanical gate of the self-filtered resonator. At some point, the influence of the slit edge on the field distribution is 
already small, the configuration of the resonator is “turned on”, and a pulse with a short front and high beam quality 
is formed. A more detailed picture can be obtained from calculations of the field distribution and the magnitude of 
the feedback in a self-filtering resonator with a different degree of beam overlap in the feedback arm with an opaque 
screen. Such a continuation of the study is planned. 
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CONCLUSION 

The effect of a mechanical shutter on the characteristics of the leading peak of a pulse in a pulsed-periodic CO2 
laser with continuous pumping and Q-switching is investigated. It was established experimentally that the rise time 
of the pulse front is substantially less than the response time of the gate and is close to the time of double passage of 
light through the resonator. The mechanical shutter does not significantly affect the quality of the beam at the front 
of the pulse. Thus, it was shown that with a relatively slow mechanical shutter, the generation of short pulses with 
high beam quality is possible. The rise time of the leading peak is close to the fundamental limit determined by the 
length of the resonator and the speed of light. 
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Abstract. Photobleaching effect on laser-induced fluorescence excitation-emission matrices of biological tissues was 
investigated. Rat brain tissues were used as an object of study. Tunable laser was used as an excitation source with 
wavelength in 210-290 nm range with 10 nm steps. The fluorescence spectra were measured depending on irradiation 
dose and wavelength. The photobleaching rate was estimated as an absorbed radiation dose when peak fluorescence 
intensity decreases 2.7 times. The above level of intensity decrease is achieved at absorbed dose of 58 mJ/cm2 for the 210 
nm wavelength, and at 2550 mJ/cm2 for 290 nm. The highest absorbed dose (4333 mJ/cm2) and respectively the lowest 
bleaching rate falls on 250 nm. It had been shown that higher photobleaching rate at shorter wavelengths in general has 
negligible effect on the excitation-emission matrices measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The laser-induced fluorescence method is based on the emission of photons by molecules of a substance under 
the influence of exciting laser radiation. The method does not require complicated sample preparation and also it 
allows one to investigate the autofluorescence of biological tissues without using any exogenous fluorophores. The 
method of laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy is of particular interest in biology when using the excitation 
wavelength range shorter than 300 nm. This range allows simultaneously excite fluorescence of the large number of 
tissue fluorophores, such as tryptophan and tyrosine amino acids, structural protein collagen and elastin etc. These 
components carry significant information about biological sample state and can be used in the low-invasive spectral 
diagnostics.  

The use of laser radiation with a tunable wavelength allows to excite various fluorophores, obtaining significant 
differences in the fluorescence spectra. The dependences of fluorescence spectra of the samples on excitation 
wavelength are called excitation-emission matrices. They carry much more information about the investigated 
sample than single spectrum, and can be used in statistical analysis. For example, the use of laser-induced 
fluorescence excitation-emission matrices in the excitation range of 210 - 290 nm allowed us to build a method for 
controlling the growth of bone tissue in a rotational bioreactor [1, 2]. However, working with shortwave ultraviolet 
radiation requires special control when applied to the study of living biological tissues due to photobleaching effect. 
Excitation radiation destroys part of the molecules and it leads to a gradual change in the fluorescence spectra [3, 4]. 
The goal of the present work was to study the photobleaching effect of laser radiation in the range of 210-290 nm on 
biological tissue spectra. Two experiments were conducted for investigation of photobleaching rate and influence of 
photobleaching on final excitation-emission matrices of the biological tissue. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The sketch of experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. Pulse-periodic laser Vibrant HE 355 II + UV (Opotek, 
USA) with optical parametric oscillator was used for fluorescence excitation. Such feature allows change radiation 
wavelength in the range of 210–350 nm with a step of 10 nm. The pulse frequency of the laser is 10 Hz with pulse 
duration 5 ns. The laser beam pass through the system of mirrors and aperture for the attenuation of double 
wavelength radiation scattered inside the OPO system. The pulse energy was controlled by photodiode FD-24. 
Action SP2300 Spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, USA) was used for registration of fluorescence spectra in the 
range of 260-800 nm. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The sketch of experimental setup for laser-induced fluorescence 

 
Rat brain tissues were used as the object of study due to the simplicity of their fluorescence spectra. Amino acid 

tryptophan is the main fluorophore in them, and its maximum of fluorescence falls on wavelength 322 nm. The size 
of the laser spot was 6 by 10 mm, and the respectively sample size was a little larger than the spot area. The 
photobleaching had been carried out at wavelengths of 210-290 nm with a step of 10 nm, and the separate tissue 
sections were used for each wavelength. 

In the first experiment photobleaching had been performed until the intensity of fluorescence at wavelength 322 
nm falls at least 3 times. For each wavelength total absorbed radiation dose and total time of photobleaching was 
different. 

In the second experiment we investigated the differences between samples’ excitation spectra before and after 
photobleaching. First excitation-emission matrix was recorded for each sample. Then samples were irradiated for 
photobleaching, and after that excitation-emission matrix was recorded again. During the second experiment 
fluorescence intensity falls at least 3 times too, but total absorbed radiation doses were not equal to the first 
experiment. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The dependences of the fluorescence intensity during photobleaching on the absorbed radiation dose are 
presented in Fig. 2. The energy values are divided into the area of laser spot, which was 0.6 sm2. The graphs are 
normalized to one at the origin for convenience of comparison. The horizontal line marks 2.7 times drop in 
fluorescence intensity level. It can be seen that photobleaching occurs most rapidly in the wavelengths range of 210-
230 nm and the slowest photobleaching occurs when sample had been irradiated at 250 nm. 
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FIGURE 2. The dependences of the fluorescence intensity during photobleaching on the absorbed radiation dose 

at wavelength 210–290 nm 
 
The Table 1 shows radiation doses which are required for the drop in fluorescence intensity level 2.7 times. It 

can be seen that at the wavelength of 250 nm total absorbed dose must be 4.3 J/cm2 and for 290 nm - 2.55 J/cm2. 
The smallest dose is required for wavelength 210 nm (58 mJ/cm2). Also Table 1 shows standard values of the 
absorbed radiation dose which the samples are subjected in the process of excitation-emission matrices 
measurement. At wavelengths of 210-230 nm, the fluorescence intensity can drop by 3.4 %. At the same time 
standard values of pulse energy at wavelengths of 240-290 nm used in experiments with biological tissues do not 
lead to significant tissue damage (the decrease of intensity is less than 1.3%). 

 

TABLE 1. Radiation doses which are required for the drop in fluorescence intensity level  2.7 times (De), standard radiation dose 
and percent drop in intensity during excitation-emission matrices measurement (Dm) 

Wavelength, nm 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
De, J/cm2 0.058 0.24 0.5 1.74 4.33 3.7 2.65 3.2 2.55 
Dm, mJ/cm2 1.05 5.8 6.3 9.2 9.73 10.56 10.35 2.76 3.35 
% 3.4 3.3 3.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.1 1.1 

 
Figure 3 shows normalized excitation spectra of tissue samples before and after photobleaching. Excitation 

spectrum of sample that had been bleached at wavelength 220 nm has the same form of graph in the range 260–290 
nm. While photobleaching at 290 nm led to significant change of graph form. This phenomenon is connected with 
the fact that short wavelengths have a smaller absorption depth than long ones. So photobleaching at short 
wavelengths in general has less effect on the shape of excitation-emission matrices. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Excitation spectra of rat brain tissue samples before and after photobleaching at wavelength 
(a) 220 nm and (b) 290 nm 
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CONCLUSION 

The photobleaching influence on excitation-emission matrices of biological tissue had been investigated. The 
slowest photobleaching rate occurs at 250 nm wavelength, while faster photobleaching occurs in the wavelengths 
range of 210-230 nm. The absorbed dose of 58 mJ/cm2 is required for 210 nm excitation for 2.7 times fluorescence 
drop and dose of 2.55 J/cm2 is required for 290 nm. The lowest rate of photobleaching was observed at 250 nm and 
its absorbed dose is 4.3 J/cm2. It was found that during the standard measurement of the excitation-emission matrix 
the fluorescence intensity of biological samples drops up to 3.4% in 210–230 nm wavelength range. However this 
fact has little effect on the spectra at longer wavelengths and, therefore, the shape of the matrices due to the small 
depth of radiation penetration at these wavelengths. 
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Abstract. The aim of this study was to obtain ceramic materials by using hot pressing from superhard and refractory 
materials. This paper discussed the microstructure and microhardness of ceramic tablets obtained from mixtures of boron 
carbide, hafnium carbide and alumina oxide by hot pressing. It is shown that with the hot pressing parameters used, 
active sintering occurs when shrinkage is more than thermal expansion. Sintered tablets of alumina oxide and hafnium 
carbide reach hardness corresponding to solid material. Submicron boron carbide has not enough hardness because the 
temperature parameters were not maintained for a period of time. 

INTRODUCTION 

For ceramic powders with a high melting point, the use of cold pressing is practically not feasible due to the 
extremely low rate of diffusion flowing in the substance. The process of hot pressing allows producing sintered 
compacts from the powder. Mechanical properties of these compacts can be described by the behavior of a 
continuous heterogeneous deformable solid. With a decrease in the dispersion of the powder, diffusion processes are 
significantly accelerated, which leads to an increase in both the sintering rate and the strength of the sintered 
material [1–4]. At the same time, reducing the dispersion makes it difficult to predict the form and size of the 
resulting product, since the amount of shrinkage becomes significant. Production of dense products from materials 
with high values of hardness and strength is possible when sintering temperature is about 0.9 of melting temperature 
and pressure reached above 60 MPa. These technical requirements significantly limit the product range and the 
volume of production of superhard ceramics. Researchers are trying to decrease the temperature and sintering 
pressure by applying novel methods of compaction, mechanical activation, alloying additives [5–8]. The purpose of 
this work is to obtain the dependence of the hardness of hot-pressed tablets based on different ceramic powders 

MATERIALS 

As the base powder for this study were used 3 types of ceramics: alumina oxide, hafnium carbide and boron 
carbide (Fig. 1). The particle size of alumina oxide powder is about 2-7 μm obtained from SEM-images (Carl Zeiss 
EVO MA 15, Germany). Submicron powders of boron carbide and hafnium carbide have a small amount 
agglomerates. These powders are widely used in extreme conditions when mechanical, chemical resistance requires. 
Powders of hafnium carbide and alumina oxide have less than one percent of impurities according to EDX-analysis 
(Oxford Instruments X-Max 80, UK). Submicron boron carbide powder has about 2-3% wt. iron from ball milling. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

FIGURE 1. SEM-images of sinter powders: (a) – alumina oxide, (b) - hafnium carbide, (с) – boron carbide 

METHODS 

For uniaxial hot pressing of tablets, a compact automatic laboratory hot press (Tecnological Design Institute of 
Scientific Instrument Engineering of the Siberian Branch of the RAS, Russia) was used. This is periodic action set-
up with indirect resistance heating, bottom loading elevator-type and autonomous water cooling system of closed 
type. The internal camera in the hot zone filled an inert gas (argon). Heater and insulation made of carbon materials 
and the possibility of manual and automated controls. As the mold was used to press has the cylindrical form with 
outer and an inner diameter of 40 mm and 16 mm respectively. The parameters of the temperature and pressure of 
the inert gas in the chamber, the applied loading and displacement were recorded in computer. The sintering 
parameters for each powder were selected on the basis of works on hot pressing. 

A powder weighing 2 g was poured into a graphite matrix with a diameter of 16 mm. A working chamber with a 
heater and a matrix with a powder substance was evacuated to 0.01 Bar, filled with argon to a pressure of 1.03 Bar 
and kept constant. Then a load was applied to the punch and maintained with an accuracy of 10 kg. Hot-pressing at 
maximum parameters was carried out during not less than 5 min. The diagrams show the change in load, 
displacement, and temperature parameters over time. The temperature was measured with a laser pyrometer, starting 
at 380 ° C. The matrix was loaded with the initial powder material from above using a rod system. The displacement 
sensor is mounted on the working chamber lid. The displacement measurement sensor cannot quantify the shrinkage 
of the powder substance, since the loading system deforms under the influence of pressure and temperature. In the 
process of hot pressing, two processes should be distinguished: thermal expansion of the powder material due to 
heating. The sintering process is experimentally determined by the force sensor. In the case of thermal expansion, 
the pressure increases, therefore, to maintain a constant load, the applied force is reduced. In the case of sintering the 
powder substance, compaction occurs and the load on the punch drops. 

The equality of thermal expansion and compaction of the powder substance with increasing temperature in our 
case was defined as the beginning of the sintering process. After reaching the set temperature and holding for some 
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time the sintering process slows down. The completion of the sintering process was determined by the force sensor: 
if the rate of change of the load did not exceed 10 kg for 2 minutes at a constant temperature. The displacement 
sensor indicates that a change in the volume of the powder does not occur. The cooling process occurs at a rate of 
100°/min and is characterized by the compression of the powder substance. The load during the cooling process 
remained constant. The resulting tablets are easily removed from the graphite mold, able to retain their shape. The 
pressure for alumina oxide is about 12 Mpa and temperature is 1800°C maintained for 2 minutes (Fig. 2). For 
refractory hafnium carbide, a sintering temperature was only 0.5 of the melting point. Sintering of the powder occurs 
due to its high plasticity (Fig.3a). Boron carbide sintering, even at a temperature of 2200, occurs slowly due to the 
low pressing pressure of 17 MPa (Fig.3b). No increase in pressure to avoid damage to the punch. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Hot press diagram of alumina oxide 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Hot-press diagrams: (a) – HfC, (b) – B4C 

MICROSTRUCTURE 

The cross-section of produced tablets was polished for further analysis using a Zeiss EVO MA 15 scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) and an Oxford Instruments INCA X-Max energy dispersive analyzer (EDX) (Table 1). 
A small amount of heterogeneity is found in tablets of alumina oxide and hafnium carbide. Sintered alumina oxide 
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powder contains in its structure darker spots, characterized by a significant content of carbon (Fig. 4). In addition, 
pores remained between the particles, which indicates the need for further sintering of the material. Hafnium carbide 
also contains minor irregularities and pores in its composition. Boric carbide submicron powder is characterized by 
local inclusions from iron, a small amount of pores in the sample structure. Other impurities in samples were less 
than 0.5% weight. 

 

TABLE 1. EDX-analysis of hot-pressed tablets. 
Elements, wt. % Al2O3 HfC B4C 

B - - 58.47 
C 25.58 13.26 37.95 
O 22.62  - 
Al 45.80 0.73 0.58 
Hf - 83.73 - 
Si - - 0.79 
Ca - - 0.26 
Fe - - 1.95 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

FIGURE 4. SEM-images of cross-sections hot-pressed tablets with magnification X5000: 
(a) – Al2O3; (b) – HfC; (c) – B4C 
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MICROHARDNESS 

The study of microhardness was carried out on a Wilson Hardness Group Tukon1102 microhardness tester with 
a load of 0.3 kg (Fig. 5). Sintered tablets of alumina oxide and hafnium carbide reach hardness of solid material. The 
green areas in the diagram correspond to the hardness obtained in the works [3] for alumina oxide, [5] for hafnium 
carbide, [6] for boron carbide. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Micro hardness of tablets 

 
The obtained tablets demonstrate microhardness for relevant materials produced by hot-pressing. exhibit loose 

structure, high porosity and a large amount of iron in the samples, which is directly related to insufficient parameters 
of pressure parameters. Despite insufficient pressing pressure for complete sintering, submicron particles are 
compacted into solid material due to the large surface area of contact between the particles. Such powders can be 
used both for sintering without pressure and for selective laser sintering [7, 8]. 
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the study of the sorption characteristics of various samples of the composite sorbent 
manufactured in industrial conditions according to the developed production technology, during which the heat treatment 
regimes and the composition of the binder for the sorbent granules can be changed. The significant influence of 
temperature regimes and a binder material on final sorption characteristics and helium permeability of the composite 
sorbent was shown.  

INTRODUCTION 

At present, the problem of improving the efficiency of methods for extracting helium from natural gas [1] is 
topical. Gas fields in Eastern Siberia, primarily Kovykta and Chayandinskoye, have large natural gas resources, 
which contain helium. Industrial extraction of helium from natural gas is mainly provided with the help of cryogenic 
condensation method proposed by academician P.L. Kapitsa. This method requires considerable energy costs, since 
it assumes cooling of the entire mass of hydrocarbons and other associated gases [1]. At the Institute of Theoretical 
and Applied Mechanics of the SB RAS (ITAM SB RAS) was proposed a membrane-sorption technology for the 
extraction of helium from natural gas, which combines pressure swing adsorption and membrane separation. It is 
necessary to note that the distinctive feature of this technology is the use of hollow glass microparticles as 
membrane elements, the wall of which possesses selective permeability for helium [2].  

The use of hollow microparticles (microspheres) as membranes provides a number of advantages, with respect to 
typical membranes made of quartz or polymer fibers, namely: the effective gas separation surface increases 
substantially, the range of operating pressures of the facilities increases; microsphere wall material has high thermal 
stability and chemical inertness. Usage of microspheres as sorbents in practice causes a number of difficulties in 
operation and, at a minimum, requires the additional installation of special filter elements. It is much more 
technological to use composite sorbents in the form of granular materials. For this purpose, the hollow 
microparticles with a selectively permeable wall for helium [3] are used as membrane elements and placed inside 
granules of the composite sorbent [4] containing active alumina as a binder. 

A number of laboratory samples of the composite sorbent in collaboration with the Institute of Hydrocarbons 
Processing of the Siberian Branch of the RAS (IHP SB RAS) were made. At the study of physical (strength) and 
sorption properties of the produced samples high characteristics were shown [5]. In addition, it was found that in the 
process of manufacturing the composite sorbent, the physical and chemical interaction of the binder and the wall 
material of the microspheres takes place, resulting in an increase in the helium permeability of the material of the 
microspheres. The transition from laboratory to industrial technology production of composite sorbent is important 
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stage. This work is devoted to study and compare of the sorption properties of several samples of composite sorbent 
manufactured in industry at some different technology conditions in order to find the most suitable one in practical 
using. 

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

As membrane elements the synthetic hollow microspheres made of sodium borosilicate glass produced by OJSC 
Stekloplastic in this work were used. The main parameters of these microspheres (according to the manufacturer's 
data) are presented in Table 1. Specially, it is worth to underline the microspheres of MS-VP and MS-VP-A9 type 
due to their high hydrostatic strength hold the pressure more than 200 atmospheres. It is especially important to use 
these microparticles in membrane-sorption technology, since the possibility of working at high pressures increases 
its efficiency. That is why, in this work microspheres of the MS-VP-A9 type were used. 

TABLE 1. The main parameters of the investigated microspheres according to the manufacturer. 

Type of 
microspheres Group Bulk density, 

g/сm3 

Min. Durability 
(10% fracture level 

in water), MPa  

Wall 
thickness, 

µm  

Mean 
Diameter, 

µm** 

MS-V 1L 0.18-0.22 1.5 

~ 1 

~ 60 
2L 0.23-0.27 2.0 ~ 36 

MS-VP 
MS-VP-A9* 5 0.37-0.42 20.0 ~ 20 

* - microspheres are fitted with γ-aminopropyltriethoxylane; 
** - for obtained samples 

 
The picture of microspheres MS-VP-A9 obtained by means of an electron microscope is shown in the Fig. 1. All 

particles are almost ideal spherical shape with smooth surface.  
At creating of composite sorbent synthetic glass microspheres were used as a helium permeable component and 

pseudobemite (dispersed aluminum hydroxide) ((𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻)3) was served as a binding material . 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Pictures of microspheres MC-VP-A9 

 
The manufacturing technology of the composite sorbent is including two stages: first one is drying the formed 

samples and second one is calcining at high temperatures of ~ 650 °C for some time. During the calcination stage, 
aluminum hydroxide is turned into gamma alumina, 𝛾𝛾−𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙2𝑂𝑂3. For laboratory samples under study, it was found that 
the composite sorbent with a 15% mass fraction of microspheres is an optimum ratio from point of view of texture 
and durability characteristics is achieved. Now at ITAM and IHP SB RAS, jointly with JSC SKTB «Catalist», the 
project “Development of industrial production technology of composite sorbent for helium extraction” is realized.  

As a result, some laboratory samples of composite sorbent for helium extracting from NG using microspheres 
MS-VP-A9 were produced at JSC SKTB "Catalyst". The samples are produced at some different conditions of 
manufacturing technology, in particular, heat treatment. Further comparison of the sorption characteristics of all 
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samples obtained at industrial conditions is occurred with the laboratory sample of the composite sorbent from the 
IHP SB RAS – PB-MS-15%. 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

To carry out experiments on the investigation of the helium permeability of various types of sorbents based on 
hollow microparticles with respect to helium, a special experimental stand, equipped with an automated thermal 
control system (Fig. 2) was developed. The features of this stand allow one to perform investigations of different 
sorbents and to obtain kinetic curves of sorption at pressures up to 10 atmospheres and temperatures from 20 to 
150 °C. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. The scheme of the experimental stand № 1 

 
The adsorber for sorbents has a volume of 0.55·10 - 3 m3. Preparation of working gas is carried out in the 

receiver. The pressure inside the receiver is monitored with the pressure sensor PS1. The receiver is connected via a 
tube and a valve B2 to a heat-insulated adsorber filled with the sorbent under study. The pressure in the adsorber is 
measured by a pressure sensor PS2. There are installed special textile filters inside the adsorber at its ends to protect 
the shut-off and measuring equipment from its clogging with hollow microparticles, their shards or sorbent's parts. 
There are two thermocouples on the outer surface of the adsorber: T1 at the center of the adsorber and T2 at the end 
flange. Thermocouples allow to control the temperature of the adsorber. The adsorber is heated by an ohmic belt 
heater. Adsorber with the heater and thermocouples is placed inside the container heat-insulated with a basalt fiber. 
A control relay and thermocouples are connected to the meter-controller of temperature IRT-4, which allows one to 
maintain the temperature inside the adsorber equal to the preset value. 

DETERMINATION OF SORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF 
COMPOSITE SORBENT SAMPLES 

In order to determine the coefficient of helium permeability of composite sorbents, pure helium is supplied into 
the adsorber. The experiments were carried out at the temperature ~ 22 °C. 

As a result of the experiments, for different samples of composite sorbent sorption curves were obtained. Graphs 
of the variation pressure over time in the adsorber due to the sorption of helium, obtained for different types of 
composite sorbent are shown in Fig. 3, where the data are presented in dimensional (a) and normalized to the initial 
pressure value (b). The line of red color is corresponding to the laboratory sample PB-MS-15%, the other ones are 
corresponding to the composite sorbent samples made at JSC SKTB «Catalist». 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Sorption curves for various types of sorbents in the dimensional 
(a) and normalized to the maximum pressure value view (b) 

 
It can be seen from the graphs that the pressure is decreases monotonically over time for all samples of 

composite sorbent. This effect is due to the sorption of helium by microspheres. Sorption curves for different 
samples differ significantly among themselves. This circumstance shows how much a significant influence is 
exerted by the technological process in the production of a composite sorbent on its sorption characteristics. In 
particular, for the samples studied, the heat treatment regime was varied during their manufacture. 

The pressure decreasing during the sorption process is determined by the ratio between the free volume in the 
adsorber and the total internal volume of all microspheres in the composite sorbent. Thus, the pressure drop of 
helium in the adsorber is associated with the sorption capacity of the composite sorbent. From the presented sorption 
graphs in the Fig. 3 it can be concluded that the sorption capacity of sorbent samples is also significantly different. 
This fact may be explained by the technology of mixing the binder with microspheres, since during this process part 
of the microspheres can be destroyed, and as a result the sorption capacity of the sorbent can be reduced. Really, 
after adjusting the mixing technology, the sorption capacity of samples № 7 - № 9 increased significantly, a bit 
exceeding even that parameter obtained for the laboratory sample PB-MS-15%. 
After investigation of all samples of sorbents made at JSC SKTB «Catalist» it was obtained the highest sorption 
rates has the sample № 4, and the most sorption capacity has the sample № 7. It was also carried out a more 
detailed comparison of the sorption characteristics of samples №4 and № 7 and the values of the helium 
permeability coefficient are given in Table 2.  

It is very convenient to compare the sorption curves in the form normalized as following:  

 equal
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P P
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P P
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where Pcurrent – current value of pressure in the adsorber; Pequal – equilibrium/final value of the pressure during the 
sorption process; Pinitial – the initial value of the pressure in the adsorber. In Fig. 4 the sorption curves for samples 
№ 4 and № 7, the laboratory sample PB-MS-15% and the initial MS-VP-A9 microspheres are shown in normalized 
form. 

TABLE 2. Values of the helium permeability coefficients. 
Sorbent Q, mol/Pa·s 

Microsphere S-VP-A9 2.1·10-13 
PB-MS-15%  1.2·10-11 
Sample №4 2.5·10-12 
Sample №7 1.4·10-12 
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FIGURE 4. Sorption curves in the normalized view 

 
As it can be seen in the Fig. 4 the samples № 4 and № 7 have significantly higher sorption rates for helium with 

respect to the initial microspheres MS-VP-A9. For instance, the helium permeability of sample № 4 is 12 times 
higher the helium permeability of the initial microspheres MS-VP-A9. Nevertheless, the sorption parameters of the 
laboratory sample PB-MS-15% were not achieved. The heat treatment during production of both samples was 
completely similar as in case of the laboratory sample and the same type of binder was used, but it was supplied by 
different manufacturers. Probably, the last fact might be regarded as a reason of some difference in sorption 
characteristics of the samples №4 and №7. 

In addition, another batch of laboratory composite sorbent PB-MS-22% produced according to the same 
technology as the sample PB-MS-15% was prepared at IHP SB RAS, but in this case there was 22% of 
microspheres by weight and the rest - pseudobemite as a binder delivered by other manufacturer. The sorption 
properties of the sorbent PB-MS-22% and sorption curves for initial microspheres, composite sorbent PB-MS-15% 
and sample №4 are compared in the Fig. 5. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Sorption curves in the normalized view 

 

TABLE 3. Values of the helium permeability coefficients. 
Sorbent Q, mol/Pa·s 

Microsphere MS-VP-A9 2.1·10-13 
PB-MS-15%  1.2·10-11 
PB-MS-22% 6.9·10-11 
Sample №4 2.5·10-12 
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As it is clear from the Fig. 5 the sorption rate for composite sorbent PB-MS-22% is significantly higher with 
comparison to the sorption rate of PB-MS-15% . Helium permeability coefficient for PB-MS-22% is about 6 times 
higher than for PB-MS-15% (see Table 3) whereas just 7 % of microspheres by weight was added. Thus it is shown 
that the binder material can also give a significant impact on the sorption characteristics of the composite sorbent.  

It might be supposed that is occurred due to a chemical interaction between the binder and the wall material of a 
part of microspheres taking place during the granulating process of the composite sorbent. 

CONCLUSION 

During this study the experimental equipment was modified, a technique for carrying out the experiment and 
processing the experimental data in order to obtain the parameters of the transport and helium permeability of 
microspherical membranes was developed. 

In order to determine the main characteristic parameters of microparticles for their possible application in 
membrane-sorption technologies for the extraction of helium from natural gas the experimental studies of helium 
permeability of various types of hollow microparticles have been carried out  

The sorption characteristics of several samples of composite sorbent based on microspheres MS-VP-A9 
manufactured by JSC SKTB “Catalyst” were studied. The significant influence of heat treatment regimes during the 
manufacture of composite sorbent on its sorption characteristics is shown. 

For all samples of the composite sorbent, an increase in the rate of absorption processes is observed compared 
with the initial microspheres. For individual samples of the composite sorbent, helium permeability coefficient and 
specific helium permeability coefficient values are determined. The helium permeability coefficient of sample № 4 
is 12 times the helium permeability of the initial microspheres MS-VP-A9. 

The sorption capacity of the presented samples of sorbents is significantly different. The most likely reason is the 
destruction of a part of microspheres when mixing the binder material and microspheres, followed by extruding the 
resulting mass. Based on experimental data, the proportion of destructible particles can reach half and more. 

The binder material has a significant impact on the sorption characteristics of the composite sorbent. The value 
of the helium permeability of the sorbent can be significantly varied depending on the type of binder used. 
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Abstract. The study of shock-wave processes during explosions of dust and methane-air mixtures in coal mines is 
necessary for development and improvement of systems and means of explosion protection. One of the ways to reduce 
the damaging factors of an explosion is a set of permeable obstacles located at a certain distance from each other in a 
labyrinth order and forming a permeable barrier. One of the ways to reduce the damaging factors of an explosion is a set 
of permeable obstacles located at a certain distance from each other in a labyrinth order and forming a permeable barrier. 
As a result of reflection from the obstacle on its surface behind the front of the reflected shock wave, a high-pressure 
region is formed several times higher than the pressure behind the front of the incident shock wave. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of shock-wave processes during explosions of dust and methane-air mixtures in coal mines is 
necessary for the creation and improvement of systems and means for combating explosions. Shakhtpozhservis LLC 
has developed a system for controlling the mine atmosphere and rock mass and reducing the dam-aging factors of an 
explosion [1], which includes a mine explosion protection barrier designed to decrease shock wave impact, 
extinguishing the flame and reducing dust, smoke [2, 3]. The barrier is a complex structure consisting of four 
permeable obstacles, located at a certain distance from each other in a labyrinth order, a water curtain and a control 
unit. 

Permeable obstacles make it possible to weaken the shock-wave front and, at the same time, decrease the impact 
on the structures of the obstacles themselves as compared to impenetrable ones. Simulation of the propagation of 
shock waves of the explosion in the mine workings is an important task for estimating the parameters of the 
explosion impact on permeable obstacles. 

The calculation of the propagation of shock waves from an explosion in channels with an arbitrary geometry and 
a multiphase gas atmosphere is a complex task and requires, when modeling, that all features of geometry and 
physical-chemical processes occurring behind the shock front be taken into account. In this paper, the problem of the 
passage of a shock wave through a barrier of permeable obstacles was solved in 2D in the framework of the inviscid 
formulation without taking into account chemical reactions with averaging the composition of the atmosphere in the 
mine. This made it possible to obtain the main gas dynamic parameters for the development of the shock wave 
process. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL APPROACH 

The geometry of the computational domain was set on the basis of the technical drawings of barrier and 
permeable obstacles, placed at the same distance from each other in anchor-based fixing. 

The task is described by a system of unsteady equations for the flow of an inviscid equilibrium gas without 
taking into account chemical reactions and considering the mixture composition of the gas integrally. The geometry 
of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1. Using the example of obstacle II, a method for marking design 
points is shown for comparing the characteristic process parameters: 1–2 along the symmetry axis, 3-4 on the wall. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Geometry of the computational domain. The main geometric relationships: L = 65 m; A / L = 0.77; l / L = 0.42; 
b / b = 0.7; h / b = 0.22, where A is the length of the water curtain. Opposite the obstacles are indicated their ordinal numbers 

 
The equations of continuity, conservation of momentum, energy conservation was limited to the two-

dimensional case. An ideal gas with constant heat capacity was considered. Accounting for the presence of water 
and coal dust was carried out in an integral form. The value of porosity for obstacles was assumed to be 0.39, which 
corresponded to the averaged characteristics of the porosity of obstacles of production-made barriers. Calculations 
were carried out with Π=0, which corresponds to an impenetrable obstacle. The composition of the atmosphere in 
the formulation: CH4 - 10%; O2 - 19%; N2 - 70%; Ar — 1%; the concentration of solid particles (coal dust) - 100 
mg/m3; the average volume concentration of water in the mine workings is 0.14 l/m3. The coefficient before the 
quadratic term in the Forchheimer resistance law was chosen based on the analysis of [4–7], the volumetric 
concentrations of gas components were calculated based on the composition of the atmosphere, the remaining values 
were selected from the Ansys-Fluent material properties database, taking into account [8]. At the initial moment of 
time, the absolute pressure of 0.1 MPa was set in the entire computational domain, and the absolute pressure of 0.7 
MPa was set on the left boundary of the working. 

The calculations were carried out in the ANSYS Fluent software package. In the process of calculation, a shock-
wave front was formed, moving from left to right along the working in the direction of the first obstacle. The 
calculation was stopped upon reaching the right boundary of the working. To solve the obtained system of equations 
in ANSYS Fluent, we used a density-based AUSM Flux Type solver, a module for calculating flow in a porous 
medium, an explicit second-order accuracy scheme, a structured computational grid consisted of about 150 thousand 
cells, a time step about 0.3 ms. 

According to the results of calculations, the first and, to a lesser extent, the second obstacle of the barrier should 
be considered the most loaded. Due to the weakening of the shock-wave front, the third and fourth obstacles are 
loaded much less. 

Since a high value of the area of the flat frontal surfaces of the strength beams the pressure dynamics near the 
impenetrable first barrier should be considered as the limiting case of the load on the strength frame of the obstacle. 
According to the calculations, the peak pulse pressure in this case reaches 2.5 MPa (Fig. 2), the duration of the 
pressure pulse after the first reflection of the shock wave is 20 ms. Particular attention should be paid to the 
impenetrable angular configurations, where repeated intense peak loads can occur as a result of repeated re-
reflection of the shock waves. 
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FIGURE 2. The dependence of pressure on time at design point 1 on the axis of the first obstacle. 

1 - solid barrier; 2 - permeable barrier 
 

The permeability of the obstacles significantly reduces the pressure on the frontal surface of the first obstacle - 
1.8 MPa. It takes time for the pressure front to pass through a permeable barrier; therefore, the pressure increase on 
the rear surface of the barrier is delayed, thus not fully compensating for the initial high pressure drop between the 
front and rear sides of the barrier. 

The obtained pressure values at design points on the front and rear surfaces of the obstacles at the moment of 
reflection of the shock wave, depending on the location of the obstacle, demonstrate that there is a monotonous 
decrease in pressure as the shock wave front passes through the area of the barrier. 

Over time, the appearance of regions with anomalous gas-dynamic parameters is a characteristic of shock-wave 
processes in channels with complex internal geometry. In the internal space of the working, areas of increased 
pressure may occur for short periods of time. So, after reflection from the first permeable obstacle, shock wave 
reaches the floor of the working and as a result of reflection from it, a region of abnormally high pressure moving up 
to the left of mine working in the opposite direction up to 2.2 MPa (Fig. 3). 

  

 

FIGURE 3. The pressure front after the reflection of the shock wave from the permeable obstacle. 
Moving anomalous pressure area near working’s floor 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, in the configurations of the barrier studied in the calculations, the incident shock wave has the greatest 
force impact on the first obstacle. As a result of the weakening of the shock-wave front on it, the other obstacles are 
loaded much less. An increase in the permeability of the first obstacle may allow a more even distribution of 
pressure from the incident shock wave between the obstacles of the barrier. As a result of reflection from the 
obstacle on its surface, a high-pressure region is formed behind the front of the reflected shock wave that is several 
times higher than the pressure behind the front of the incident shock wave. This effect is one of the key in the 
development and design of promising permeable barriers. 
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Abstract. The paper describes the results of air flow simulations in healthy and pathological human bronchial trees. 
Analytical formulas are derived for constructing the bronchial tree with allowance for the deviation of the inner surfaces 
of the bronchi from a cylindrical shape. All surfaces of the bronchial tree are matched with the second-order smoothness 
(there are no acute angles or ribs). The flow over the entire length of the human bronchial tree up to alveoli is calculated 
for the first time. It is demonstrated that the pressure difference in the laminar flow in the bronchial tree is twice smaller 
than that in the turbulent case.  

INTRODUCTION 

Air pollution is one of the main problems nowadays. Polluted air contains ultrafine particles. For example, 
smoking fumes are suspensions of polydisperse particles smaller than 0.1 μm in diameter. The main sources of 
“unintentionally generated ultrafine particles” are cars, airplanes, all combustion processes, welding, mining and 
metallurgy, as well as natural processes such as forest fires, volcano eruptions, sea splashes, and wind-induced 
erosion.  

Knowing where and how the particles are deposited in the human respiratory system is of fundamental 
significance for preventing and curing various illnesses.  

The human respiratory system consists of the upper (nose, nasal pharynx, and larynx) and lower (trachea, 
bronchial tree, and alveoli) air passages. The human bronchial tree has a complicated asymmetric structure. There 
are 24 branching points (bifurcations) from the trachea to alveoli in the bronchial tree. Generally speaking, the cross-
sectional shapes of individual bronchi differ from circumferences. In pathological situations (e.g., asthma), the 
bronchi are constricted and their cross-sectional shapes change.  

For computer simulations of the air flow in the human bronchial tree, it is necessary to develop a three-
dimensional model of the bronchi and their bifurcations. The quality of the bronchial tree will affect the accuracy 
and speed of simulations. The presence of ribs and non-smooth junctions of the bifurcations and bronchi in the 
model leads to air flow turbulization in computations. As a result, the drag force generated by the air flow passing 
through the bronchial tree increases, which affects the accuracy of results. The situation is aggravated by different 
scales of the upper and lower bronchi, which significantly reduces the accuracy. Allowance for the non-cylindrical 
shapes of the bronchi makes it even more difficult to develop a three-dimensional model of the bronchial tree.  

The present paper describes the development of an analytical model of a three-dimensional bronchial tree. All 
three-dimensional surfaces of the bifurcations and bronchi are matched with the second order of accuracy. The 
disturbing function allows parametric definition of an arbitrary degree of constriction (pathology) of the bronchial 
tree, while the surface of the entire bronchial tree remains smooth. The analytical presentation allows the bronchial 
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tree to be constructed up to the alveoli. For numerical simulations, the analytical formulas allow the grid to be 
refined as much as necessary in order to capture the smallest bifurcations and bronchi.  

ANALYTICAL DESIGN OF A BIFURCATION OF HEALTHY AND PATHOLOGICAL 
BRONCHI  

The main problem is constructing the bifurcation of the bronchial tree is to ensure a correct description of the 
carinal rounding of the bifurcating bronchi. The quality of carinal rounding construction affects the quality of grid 
generation and, finally, the solution accuracy. Non-algorithmic construction of the carinal rounding (e.g., simple 
smoothing of sharp ribs) requires many manual operations and attention in design of a branching bronchial tree.  

The inner cross section of the bronchus (even healthy bronchus) differs from a circumference. Figure 1 (а) shows 
a microphotograph of the bronchus cross section. The inner boundary has a starry shape owing to the presence of 
epithelium cells. The epithelium covers the muscular fibers located underneath. Contraction of muscular fibers leads 
to constriction of the inner cross section of the bronchi, which is observed, in particular, in the case of an asthmatic 
attack. Analytical formulas were derived to describe the inner structure of the human bronchus (Fig. 1 (b)). The 
number of “teeth” and their magnitude in the “starry” cross section of the bronchus are defined parametrically. All 
surfaces of the bronchus bifurcation (Fig. 2 (а)) and individual bronchi (Fig. 2 (b)) are matched with each other with 
the second order of smoothness.  

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Microphotograph (а) of the inner structure of a large bronchiole in the lung of a child. 
Analytical construction of the internal “starry” surface of the bronchus bifurcation (b) 

NUMERICAL METHOD OF CONSECUTIVE COMPUTATION OF THE HUMAN 
BRONCHIAL TREE  

The air flow in the human bronchial tree has a laminar character. Beginning from the second bifurcation, the 
Reynolds number is smaller than the critical value (Fig. 3 (а)). The number of bronchi is doubled after each 
bifurcation (Fig. 2 (b)). Correspondingly, the number of terminal bronchioles is 223. Therefore, the numerical 
calculation of the complete bronchial tree is impossible at the present stage of computational engineering. Tena et al. 
[2] proposed to perform a complete computation of one bronchial branch without side branches, and the conditions 
of bronchial tree “truncation” were settled by the method of consecutive approximation (thousands of iterations). 
Moreover, the computation in [2] was performed in the turbulent regime, which resulted in overprediction of the 
pressure drop.  

In the present paper, we propose a method of consecutive computation of the human bronchial tree. Because of 
low velocities and pressures, air compressibility is usually neglected [2]. Therefore, the computations were 
performed for a laminar flow of a viscous incompressible fluid with the air density 1.225ρ =  kg/m3 and viscosity 

51.7894 10µ −= ⋅  kg/(m·s) at the standard human body temperature.   
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Construction of an individual bifurcation with a circular cross section (а). Human bronchial tree from the 0-th to 5-th 
generations (b). Bifurcations of the same order are marked by an identical color 

 
It is assumed that the flow is laminar, and the air flow rate through all bronchi of the n -th generation is identical. 

The computation is performed from the n -th to the 1n + -th generation. The input conditions for the n -th 
generation are the velocity field and the mean pressure in the input cross section; the air flow rate in the exit cross 
section is imposed as the output condition. The computation is expected to yield the velocity field and the mean 
pressure in the output cross section. These values are used as the input parameters for the 1n + -th generation. Thus, 
a dedicated and patient person can calculate the flow in the entire bronchial tree or at least in one branch from the 0-
th to 23-rd generation. In the laminar case, it is possible to prescribe only the velocity field and the mean pressure 
(not the pressure distribution in the cross section) at the bronchus entrance.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Results of numerical simulations of the air flow in the human bronchial tree for the flow rate of 50 liters per minute. 
Air flow velocity and Reynolds number versus the bifurcation number (а). Calculation of the relative pressure (atmospheric 

pressure minus the pressure at the bronchus exit) versus the bifurcation number (b) 
 
Therefore, the accuracy of the method is determined by the accuracy of setting the mean pressure in the input 

cross section of each bronchus instead of the pressure field in the input cross section. The mean pressure difference 
between the input and output bronchi of the n -th bifurcation varies from several Pa’s to fractions of a Pa 
(correspondingly, from 10-5 of the atmospheric pressure to smaller values). The computations show that the pressure 
difference in the cross section of the n -th bronchus (difference between the maximum and minimum pressures in 
the cross section) is smaller at least by two orders of magnitude than the mean pressure difference between the input 
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and output cross sections in the n -th bifurcation. Therefore, the error induced by replacement of the pressure field 
by the mean pressure in the cross section is n the second decimal digit.  

The human bronchial tree computed up to the 23-rd bifurcation is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the pressure 
drop obtained in the laminar flow regime is twice smaller than the turbulent predictions [2]. Possibly, this is really so 
because the human organism learned to breath with the smallest possible energy expenses during the many years of 
evolution.  

The bronchus and bifurcation sizes decrease as the bifurcation number increases (the bronchus diameter is 18 
mm at the 0-th bifurcation and only 0.419 mm at the 23-rd bifurcation). The computation is performed for an 
individual bifurcation; hence, the grid and accuracy of the method do not decrease too much at each bifurcation, 
which allows sufficient accuracy to be maintained up to the 23-rd bifurcation.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The complexity of numerical simulations of the air flow in the human bronchial tree is determined by the 
geometric increase in the computational domain with a decrease in the bronchus size (the number of bronchi is 
doubled after each bifurcation). Currently available numerical models are limited by 7 generations for an 
asymmetric bronchial tree and 16 generations for a symmetric tree, whereas the full human bronchial tree consists of 
23 generations. One-dimensional models are used for simulating the flow in subsequent generations (smaller 
bronchi). The existing methods of bronchial tree design have an empirical character and are limited by the 
capabilities of particular CDF software packages used to construct the complicated geometry. The existing methods 
of bronchial tree design do not describe the “starry” inner structure of bronchioles; therefore, they can describe 
neither healthy lungs nor (especially) pathological lungs.  

A completely analytical parametric model of the human bronchial tree has been developed [3]. This model yields 
a real pattern of the “starry” inner structure of the bronchi; moreover, variation of the model parameters allows one 
to describe bronchi constriction, e.g., in an asthmatic attack. Analytical formulas have been derived for constructing 
an individual bifurcation of the bronchi and entire bronchial tree with allowance for the non-cylindrical shape of the 
inner surfaces of the bronchi. All surfaces of the bronchial tree are matched with the second order of smoothness 
(have no sharp angles or ribs). The geometric characteristics of the bronchial tree and the “starry” shape of the inner 
structure of the bronchus are defined parametrically, which allows one to model healthy lungs and lungs with 
different degrees of pathology. The pressure drop in the human bronchial tree has been calculated by an iterative 
method for the laminar air flow. The calculations show that the previous turbulent computations [2] overpredict the 
pressure drop by a factor of 2. The numerical method proposed in the present paper provides a possibility of 
computing the air flow in the entire human bronchial tree (up to the 23-rd bifurcation, i.e., to alveoli inclusive) in the 
laminar flow regime with allowance for the “starry” cross-sectional shape of the bronchi for various degrees of 
bronchus pathology. 
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Abstract. A unified approach to the study of plastic deformation of polymetallic isotropic plates with smooth and 
piecewise-smooth support contours under the influence of explosive-type dynamic loads has been developed. Different 
types of plates are considered: elliptical; semi- and quarter-elliptic; elliptical belt, "elliptical" sector. Layer materials can 
be perfectly plastic or linearly hardened. 

INTRODUCTION 

Plastics of various geometric shapes are widely used in mechanical engineering, aviation and shipbuilding, civil 
and industrial construction. During operation, they can be exposed to intense shock or explosive dynamic loads. In 
this case, the important task of assessing the degree and form of their residual damage arises. Scientists of various 
countries are engaged in solving such problems for more than 80 years, as applied mainly to homogeneous 
structures made of ideally plastic materials. Reviews of the results obtained in this direction can be found in [1–3]. 
Most of the solutions obtained relate to round and ring plates (accurate analytical solutions for perfectly plastic 
materials, provided with condition Tresca plasticity). For plates of other shapes, approximate solutions of 
homogeneous structures made of ideally plastic materials, can be obtained by using the Gvozdev – Johansen 
kinematic method [3]. In many areas of modern technology, existing stringent requirements for the reliability of 
structures in combination with economic, environmental and resource-saving requirements often do not allow for the 
creation of the required structure from a single structural material. In this regard, in recent decades, various 
technologies for creating composite structures from sets of various materials have been actively developing. Among 
the most promising technologies, it is possible to consider the simplest technologies of explosion welding, diffusion 
welding, cold gas dynamic and plasma spraying [4–6], gluing metals. These technologies make it possible to create 
flat layered structures of large areas from practically any sets of metal alloys with significantly different properties, 
and then using laser cutting to cut them into plates of the required forms. This raises the problem of estimating the 
damage to such hybrid laminated plates. For the case of ideally plastic materials, the corresponding technique was 
developed for plates with smooth bearing contours in [7]. However, many constructional materials in the 
composition of the combined layered package during plastic deformation exhibit a rather pronounced degree of 
hardening, ignoring which can lead to significant errors in the estimates of their plastic deformability. Therefore, in 
this paper, we will assume that all materials are hardened and for uniformity of the recording of the necessary 
regularities, we will use the linear hardening model for them. In addition, we will consider the class of plates formed 
from an elliptical plate by removing parts of the material in the vicinity of the ellipse contour: semi-ellipses, quarter-
ellipses, elliptical sector, elliptical belt. 
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TASK STATEMENT 

Consider a polymetallic plate from a set of materials arranged in pairs symmetrically relative to the reference 
(middle) plane   Let be   indicate the coordinates of the separation of the layers in the direction normal to the 
reporting surface:  
 1 20 j nz h h h h≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ , 1i i ih h −− = ∆    

 
FIGURE 1. The layers in the direction normal to the reporting surface 

 
In the case of transverse bending of the slab with a rigid connection of the layers in accordance with the 

Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses for the deformation components we will have the expression: 
 

 , , ,x x y y xy xyz z zε χ ε χ ε χ= − = − = −  (1) 
 

 
2 2 2

2 2, , ,x y xy x yx y
ω ω ωχ χ χ∂ ∂ ∂

= = =
∂ ∂∂ ∂

 (2) 

where ω  is the deflection of the reference plane. 
We will consider the dynamic loads of high intensity at which the elastic deformation will be 

significantly lower than plastic. Then the relationship between stresses and strains for the i -th 
material can be used in the form of relations of the theory of Genki Ilushin [8]: 

 

 0
( ) 1 , ( ) ,

2
i u

xi x y i u i i u
u

Ф e
Ф e B e

e
σ ε ε σ = + = + 

 
 (3) 

 

 ( )
1

2 2 2 2, ,u u u x x y y xye zχ χ χ χ χ χ χ= = + + +   

here  0iσ , iB   -  is the yield strength and the hardening modulus of the  i-th material. Then for the bending ,х уМ М
and torsional moments arising хуМ  in the laminated plates under consideration will have the expression: 

 

 ( ) ( )
1

1 1 2 2
1

2
i

i

hn

x xi
i h

M zdz D J D Jσ ω ω
−=

= = +∑ ∫   

 
 ( ) ( )1 3 2 4yM D J D Jω ω= +  (4) 

 
 ( ) ( )1 5 2 6xyM D J D Jω ω= +   

 
where  
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 5 6( ) , ( ) .xy
xy

u

J J
χ

ω ω χ
χ

= =   

For plates lying on an elastic-viscous base with coefficients of resistance k1 and k2 the equations of dynamic 
bending are: 

 

 
2 22 2

1 2 0 1 22 2 22 ( , ) ( ) 0,ху ух М ММ
k k m q x y t

х у tх у t
ω ωω ϕ ϕ

∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂
+ + − − − + ⋅ =

∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂
 (7) 

 
 12 ( )i i im h hρ −= −∑  (8) 

 
where ρi is the density of the material of the i-th layer, q0 is the amplitude of the external dynamic load of the 
function φ1(x, y) and φ2(t) determine its change over the surface of the plate and over time t. 
Substituting into equations (7), expressions (4) can be represented in the operator form:  

 

 ( )
2

1 2 0 1 22 ( , ) ( ) 0R k k m q x y t
t t
ω ωω ω ϕ ϕ∂ ∂

− − − + ⋅ =
∂ ∂

 (9) 

The solution of this equation with respect to the deflection function  ω(x, y, t) should be sought for specific 
conditions of fixing the plate contour and zero initial conditions. Numerical methods for solving such nonlinear 
initial-boundary value problems are discussed in the monograph [9]; they require a lot of time for developing and 
debugging numerical calculation algorithms. At the same time, in many cases it is necessary to obtain operational 
estimates of the degree of damage to the various forms of plates with different loading and anchoring conditions. 
Therefore, it is proposed here to look for an approximate solution of equation (9) for various forms by using the 
Bubnov-Galerkin procedure. 

Consider the class of plates of various shapes formed from an elliptical plate with a contour described by the 
equation (Fig. 2): 

 

 
2 2

2 2 1х у
а в

+ =  (10) 

 
FIGURE 2. Elliptical plate 
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By cutting off some of its parts, we will assume that the resulting new plates will all be clamped along the 
contour or on some parts hinged and supported, and all will be loaded with a uniformly distributed explosive load. 

 
 2 1( , ) 0, .tx y е αϕ ϕ −= =  (11) 

 
Along with the clamped elliptical plate (Fig. 2), we will consider semi-elliptical plates (Fig. 3 a, b): 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Semi-elliptical plates 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Elliptical belt (a) and half-belt (b) 

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Quarter-ellipse (a) and quarter-belt (b) 
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FIGURE 6. Elliptical sector 

 
For all cases considered, we will look for an approximate solution in the form:  
 

 ( , , ) ( ) ( , )x y t C t f x yω =  (12) 
 

where the function f(x,y) is selected from the requirement to fulfill the boundary conditions of fixing on the contour 
of the corresponding plate. 

Then, subject to pinching of the elliptical contour in Fig. 2, it will obviously have: 
 

 
22 2

2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y
а в

 
= + − 
 

 (13) 

,а х а в у в− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig.3, a we will have: 
 

 
22 2

2
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y у

а в
 

= + − 
 

 (14) 

 
, 0а х а у в− ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  

For the plate in Fig.3, b we will have: 

 
22 2

2
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х

а в
 

= + − 
 

 (15) 

0 ,х а в у в≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig. 4, a: 

 
22 2

2
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y у

а в
 

= + − 
 

 (16) 

, 0а х а у в− ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig. 4, b: 

 ( )
22 2 22 2 2

2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х с у
а в

 
= + − − 
 

 (17) 

, 0с х с у в− ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig. 5, a: 

 ( )
22 2

2 2 2
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х с х у

а в
 

= + − − 
 

 (18) 

0 , 0х с у в≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
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For the plate in Fig. 5, b: 

 ( )
22 2 22 2 2

2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х с у
а в

 
= + − − 
 

 (19) 

, 0с х с у в− ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig. 6: 

 ( )
22 222 2 2

1 2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y у k х
а в

 
= − + − 

 
 (20) 

0 ,х а d у d≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤  
If the curvilinear parts of the contour are clamped, and the straight parts are pivotally supported, then it is not 

difficult to choose functions f(x, y) that satisfy these fixing conditions. So, for example, for the plates shown in Fig. 
3a, b, instead of functions (14) and (15), should be used, respectively, the functions:  

 

 
22 2

3
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y у

а в
 

= + − 
 

 (21) 

, 0 ,а х а у в− ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
 

 
22 2

3
2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х

а в
 

= + − 
 

 (22) 

0 , ,х а в у в≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤  
For the plate in Fig. 4, a and 4, b the functions: 
 

 ( )
22 2 32 2

2 2( , ) 1 ,х уf x y х с
а в

 
= + − − 
 

 (23) 

 

 ( )
22 2 32 2 3

2 2( , ) 1 .х уf x y х с у
а в

 
= + − − 
 

 (24) 

After multiplying equation (9) by the function  f(x, y), substituting the expression (12) into it with a specific 
choice f(x, y)  from the set (13) - (24) and integrating the resulting equation over the area of the corresponding plate, 
in each case we will obtain for the function C(t) a linear differential equation of the form:  

 

 
¨

1 2 3 4 1 5 0e C e C e C e eϕ+ + + + =  (25) 
 

where  e1, e2, …e5, are the constants, φ1(t)  is the known function of the change in the external load with respect to 
time, the dot denotes the time derivative. 

The solution of this equation must be determined using the initial conditions: 
 

 ( ) ( )0 0 0C C= =  (26) 
 

The stopping time of the plate is determined from the equation: 
 

 ( )* 0C t =  (27) 
 

and then the degree of residual damage of the corresponding plate will be characterized by the value C(t*). 
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Abstract. There are two main mechanisms of self-oscillations of shock waves in impact jets: the first is due to the 
occurrence of internal eddy currents in the stagnant zone (underexpanded jets), the second is the presence of external 
acoustic feedback (overexpanded jets). To influence the mechanisms of development of self-oscillations, methods of 
magnetoplasma aerodynamics were used – an electric discharge initiated near the nozzle edge. Along with stationary 
burning arc discharge, the effect on the flow of an arc discharge rotating in a magnetic field has been studied. 
Nonstationary supersonic flow regimes (M=1.0–3.25) with overexpanded and underexpanded jets (n=0.9–40.0), 
impermeable and porous (Π=0.95) obstacles were studied. A new method of magnetoplasma action by an electric 
discharge, burning both stationary and rotating in a magnetic field (B=0.02 T in the discharge region), on self-oscillations 
of the shock-wave structure of impact jets was proposed and first implemented. 

In the interaction of a supersonic gas jet with a plane axisymmetric obstacle, depending on the gas-dynamic 
parameters of the flow and the geometry of the barrier, various types of unstable flow can occur. There are two main 
mechanisms describing unsteady supersonic flow around a flat impenetrable barrier [1-8]. The first mechanism of 
self-oscillations is due to the presence of external acoustic feedback [1-3]. This mechanism is occurred due to the 
loss of stability of the flow to small perturbations, when the sound wave generated by the boundary of the fan jet 
propagates toward the nozzle, interacts with the jet and generates a disturbance in it. Further, the disturbances 
introduced into the stream are carried downstream to the triple point of the jet. Perturbations affect the position of 
the head shock wave. In turn, a change in the position of the head shock wave entails a displacement of the boundary 
of the fan jet. The process is repeated. The pressure distribution on the obstacle surface is bell-shaped with a 
maximum at the center of the obstacle and a minimum at the periphery. The second mechanism is due to the 
occurrence of internal vortex flows in a compressed jet layer [4-5]. In this case, a flow directed from the periphery to 
the center of the obstacle is observed near its surface. Favorable conditions are created for sticking tangential 
discontinuity to the surface. When this occurs, the flow is blocked with increasing pressure in the compressed layer 
of the jet and the displacement of the head shock wave upstream. Subsequently, there is a separation of the 
tangential discontinuity from the surface of the obstacle, accompanied by the displacement of the head shock wave 
downstream. The process is repeated. The pressure distribution on the obstacle surface has a maximum at the point 
of tangential discontinuity and with a pressure drop at the periphery and center of the obstacle. 

To suppress intensive self-oscillations of shock waves we have used methods typical magnetoplasma 
aerodynamics [9-10]. The effect of dc electric discharge initiated near the boundary of a supersonic jet to change the 
gas-dynamic regimes of a shock-wave flow around an obstacle was investigated. Experimental studies were carried 
out on jet installations of periodic action with a steady flow time of up to one minute. The Reynolds number in the 
nozzle edge diameter is Re = 5 ∙ 105, the Mach number at the nozzle exit for overexpanded jets is M = 3.0 and 3.25, 
for underexpanded jets M = 1.0. The off-design parameter n varied from 0.9 to 40. The scheme of the experiment is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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FIGURE 1. The scheme of the experiment . 1 – supersonic nozzle; 2 – test section; 3 – discharge initiation zone, electrodes; 4 – 

obstacle; 5 – pylon; 6 – laser; 7 – PC; 8 – camera; 9 – adaptive visualizing transparent (AVT); 10 – power supply;  
11 – oscilloscope 

 
The supersonic profiled or sonic conical nozzle formed an axisymmetric flow, decelerating on a flat 

impermeable cylindrical obstacle. When a jet impinged onto an obstacle, a system of shock waves arose in the 
nonstationary flow regime. In the case of overexpanded jets, outflow occurred from the volume with atmospheric 
pressure into the evacuated vessel. The underexpanded jets expired from a tank with a pressure of up to 40 bar to the 
environment with an atmospheric pressure. Near the nozzle edge outside the jet, at two discharge gaps located 
symmetrically about the jet axis, an arc discharge was initiated. The total electric power supplied to the two 
discharge gaps was 3 kW. In this case, the magnitude of the measured current in one discharge gap was of up to 60 
A and a voltage of 25 V. The discharge burning time was 0.5 s. The visualization of the shock-wave structure of the 
jet was carried out using a shadow device with an adaptive visualizing transparency. The obtained image was 
recorded using a high-speed digital video camera with a maximum frequency of recording images up to 24 kfps. 

Any self-oscillatory process can be stopped by breaking the feedback. Thus, in [2], the flow in the jet flowing 
onto the obstacle was stabilized by setting the diaphragm screen in the path of acoustic feedback. In this work, an 
electrode assembly was installed at the place of the diaphragm screen. A flow mode with self-oscillations of shock-
wave fronts for Mach numbers M=3.0 and 3.25 and off-design parameters n = 0.9 and 0.95 was implemented. The 
ranges of relative diameters of the obstacle d/D varied from 1.0 to 2.4 and the distance between the nozzle and the 
obstacle h/D from 0.6 to 2.0, where D is the diameter of the internal exit section of the nozzle. The visualization of 
the shock-wave structure of the jet showed that upon the initiation of an electric discharge, the oscillations of the 
shock waves cease with subsequent resumption when the discharge is turned off. The frequency of self-oscillations 
ranged from 0.8 to 1.6 kHz, the double amplitude of oscillations was up to 0.8D. The response time of the flow to 
the presence of a discharge and a change in the flow regime (suppression of self-oscillations) does not exceed 50 ms, 
in some cases up to 1 ms. When the discharge was turned off, the self-oscillations were restored with a significant 
time delay, up to 200 ms, which is typical for the onset of gas-dynamic processes. 

In order to study the uniform effect on acoustic waves in the whole layer of jet mixing as well as to reduce 
thermal load onto electrode, an experimental scheme with discharge rotation was implemented. For this, the 
electrode assembly was modified and a single discharge was ignited between two ring electrodes located near the jet 
mixing layer in an external magnetic field. With magnetic induction in the field of electric discharge 20 mT and a 
discharge current of 60 A, the rotation frequency exceeded 0.5 kHz, which was in one order with the frequency of 
oscillations of shock waves. The suppression of the self-oscillation process during the rotation of the discharge was 
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also observed. In experiments where self-oscillation suppression was recorded, an increase in the frequency of the 
discrete tone by 15–20% was detected. 

Placing a gas permeable barrier of similar geometry in front of a supersonic jet at high values of porosity allowed 
avoiding the origin of self-oscillations by the second physical mechanism. In [11], cylindrical samples of highly 
porosity cellular material (HPCM) with an open porosity of 0.95 were used. This material was successfully used in 
[12] to reduce wave drag and in [13] to decrease aerodynamic noise. In [11], it was shown that intense self-
oscillations of shock waves also occur on the HPCM-obstacles and it was possible to suppress them by initiating an 
electric discharge. The results of measuring the velocity fields by the PIV method showed that the occurrence of 
self-oscillations becomes possible after the formation of a fan jet, which occurs when a certain amount of hydraulic 
resistance of the obstacle is exceeded. In the case of the nickel-foam HPCM used in the experiments [11], the 
acoustic mechanism of suppression of self-oscillations obviously prevails, and the electrical discharge violates the 
conditions for the existence of acoustic feedback. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. 1 – magnet; 2 – bushing; 3 – nozzle; 4 – discharge burning zone; 5 – annular cathode; 6 – annular anode; 

7 – supersonic jet; 8 – obstacle 
 
Thus, in work with the use of sensitive optical diagnostic methods, the unsteady flow regimes of supersonic 

overexpanded and underexpanded jets impacting impermeable and porous obstacles were experimentally studied 
when initiating an electric discharge at the periphery of the jet; studies were performed in the range M = 1.0–3.25; n 
= 0.9–40.0; Re = 5 ∙ 105; d / D = 1,2; 1.8; 2.4; 2.8; h / D = 0.4–6.0. A new method of magnetoplasma action by an 
electric discharge, burning both stationary and rotating in a magnetic field, on the processes of oscillation of shock 
waves, caused both by the presence of external acoustic feedback and internal processes leading to periodic blocking 
of the flow near the surface of the obstacle, has been proposed and first implemented. It was experimentally shown 
that it is possible to suppress the self-oscillations of shock waves when overexpanded and underexpanded jets flow 
onto porous and solid obstacles when initiating an electric discharge plasma near its root. It was shown that in front 
of highly porous (Π=0.95 with 400, 800, 1200 pores per m) obstacles, oscillations can arise only due to the presence 
of external acoustic feedback, accompanied by the formation of a fan jet of air spreading over their surface. 
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Abstract. The paper shows the results of an experimental study of a high-voltage pulsed discharge under non-stationary 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interaction in a flow around a blunted body in a hypersonic air flow M = 6. Two methods 
are described for determining the hydromagnetic interaction parameter (Stuart number): according to the results of 
measurements of discharge characteristics and plasma visualization, and another way – in terms of the pressure drop at 
the critical point of the model. 

INTRODUCTION 

When a hypersonic aircraft moves in the atmosphere, its surface experiences large thermal loads. The solution to 
this class of problems remains relevant to this day [1]. Under conditions of high flow velocities, favorable conditions 
arise for the manifestation of plasma effects; therefore, the development of alternative magneto-plasma methods of 
flow control are promising. For example, to reduce heat fluxes to the surface of the returned spacecraft, a method 
was proposed for generating volumetric electromagnetic forces leading to the departure of the bow shock upstream 
[2, 3]. Experimental modeling of such high-speed processes is conveniently carried out on pulsed aerodynamic 
facilities. However, most of them are not able to reproduce the conditions of natural thermal ionization, due to the 
insufficient amount of stagnation pressure. Electrical discharges can be applied to create conduction in the 
interaction region. The interaction of an electrical discharge with a stream and a magnetic field can be non-
stationary. For example, in [4] pulsations of the discharge position under conditions of strong MHD interaction are 
shown. In this paper, we demonstrate the results of a study of the combustion of a high-voltage pulsed discharge 
under conditions of unsteady MHD interaction in front of a model of a descent vehicle during a hypersonic flow.  

TEST STATMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Experimental modeling of the MHD interaction in front of the model of a descent capsule took place according 
to the scheme shown in Fig. 1, a. The model is located at a zero angle of attack of its hemispherical part to the 
oncoming hypersonic air flow, which leads to the appearance of a bow shock. Electrodes are located on the surface 
of the model, between which burns the electrical discharge, initiated across the flow and the magnetic field. The 
direction of the magnetic field in the experimental volume provides for the creation of an electromagnetic force 
directed towards the flow. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Test schematic (a): 1 - model, 2 - shock wave, 3 - ionization region, 4 - electrodes, 5 - pressure sensor. Test rig 
scheme (b): 1 – high pressure chamber, 2 – diaphragm, 3 – low pressure channel, 4 – supersonic nozzle, 5 – test section, 6 – 

receiver, 7 – electromagnet, 8 – pressure sensor, 9 – ionization supply, 10 – fast camera, 11 – diagnostic section 
 
An experimental study of the MHD interaction in front of the model of a blunted body was carried out on a 

pulsed aerodynamic rig built on the base of a shock tube (Fig. 1, b). The test rig allows to simulate high-speed gas 
flow using a different composition of gases. The work of the rig is based on the formation of a tube of shock-
compressed working gas behind the reflected shock wave in the low-pressure gas channel before entering the 
supersonic nozzle. Helium, preheated by the electric arc method, is used as the pushing gas. In the case of using air 
as a working gas, the time of a quasi-stationary flow from a supersonic nozzle is about 1.5 ms with the Mach 
number of flow M = 6. The working chamber is located inside the electromagnet, which allowed creating a 
sufficiently uniform magnetic field in the experimental volume up to 2.5 T. Ionization of the flow in front of the 
model was carried out using a high-voltage electric discharge with a duration of 120 μs and a value of about 120 A, 
depending on the experimental conditions. In the role of a current generator, a scheme with distributed parameters, 
so-called long line, is used. The braking pressure on the model at the critical point was measured by a high-
frequency sensor. Optical diagnostics included schlieren photographs of the deformation of the bow shock and 
photographs of the discharge plasma glow. The visualization was carried out at a frequency of 80.000 frames per 
second with an exposure of 1 µs. The photographs were used to determine the size of the plasma region with an 
effective conductivity value, which made it possible to estimate the value of the discharge current density and the 
value of the hydromagnetic interaction parameter. The value of the hydromagnetic interaction parameter was also 
determined by the magnitude of the pressure drop at the critical point, which occurred as a result of the work of 
electromagnetic forces. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows typical photographs of the region of MHD interactions in the stream in front of the model, taken 
at 80 kHz. The exposure time frame 1 μs. In the process of changing the flow pattern, one can observe various stages 
of the flow around the model: undisturbed flow (Fig. 2a), electrical breakdown of gas between the electrodes and the 
beginning of the transformation of the head shock (Fig. 2b), the movement of the discharge region towards the flow 
under the action of electromagnetic forces the transformation of the detached bow shock before the MHD interaction 
zone (Fig. 2, c – f), as well as the zone of discharge extinction when the voltage drops and the return of the shock-
wave structure of the flow to the unperturbed process stage (Fig. 2, g – j). The time interval between frames (b) and 
(j) is 100 µs. At the initial moment of time, a concentrated arc region is formed, which moves upstream at a speed of 
about 1000 m / s (Fig. 2, b – c). Then there is an expansion of the discharge region, caused apparently by internal 
gas-dynamic processes and the plasma motion stops. For 25 μs, a quasistationary flow around the region of the 
MHD interaction is observed without significant changes in the shock-wave pattern of the flow. Then this 
configuration loses its stability and the discharge "falls" from the central axis of the model to a side. Thus, the 
process of interaction of the discharge with the magnetic field and flow under the experimental conditions is pretty 
non-stationary. 
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FIGURE 2. Evolution of shock-wave structure with strong MHD interaction at B = 1.58 T 

ASSESSMENT OF THE STUART NUMBER 

To assess the effectiveness of MHD interactions on a force basis, it is convenient to use the parameter of the 
hydromagnetic interaction, the Stuart number S. The parameter S expresses the ratio of the work of the specific 
electromagnetic force to the velocity head: 

 

 S = 𝚥𝚥×𝐵𝐵�⃗  𝑙𝑙
𝜌𝜌∞𝑣𝑣∞2

 (1) 

 
To estimate the MHD interaction parameter S under the experimental conditions, two methods were used: 

through determining the size of the effective conductivity zone of the plasma in which electric current flows, 
according to the luminescence intensity recorded on the camera, and also according to the pressure change at the 
critical point. The first method is based on the assumption that the problem under study can be considered in a two-
dimensional approximation, since the flow of electric current creating a volume electromagnetic force 𝚥𝚥 × 𝐵𝐵�⃗ , occurs 
predominantly in the transverse direction normal to the process visualization plane. It is worth noting that under the 
experimental conditions the discharge burns behind the bow  shock, the pressure at the critical point of which is 
about 400 Torr. Considering also a significant amount of current and a small amount of energy input, one can 
presumably assume a thermal model of the discharge plasma, in which the separation of the electron temperature 
from the gas is not significant. Thus, it is possible to estimate the zone of effective conductivity of the gas (Fig. 3) 
and the current density. To estimate the current density, measurements of the magnitude of the discharge current 
using current transformers were also used. Figure 3 presents the results of processing images of the plasma 
discharge at different points in time of the process evolution. It can be seen that this technique has the advantage of 
simultaneously registering and emitting plasma and the shock-wave structure of the flow. However, a significant 
disadvantage of this approach is the significant effect of the brightness of the laser radiation, which significantly 
increases on shock waves. 
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FIGURE 3. Schlieren-visualization of flow near model (top) and zone of effective conductivity of discharge plasma (bottom) 

 
At the same time, the work of electromagnetic forces in displacing the conducting region by a distance l leads to 

a change in the stagnation pressure at the critical point. Using the momentum conservation equation, the Stuart 
parameter can be expressed as: 

 

 S = ∆𝑝𝑝
𝜌𝜌∞𝑣𝑣∞2

 (2) 

 
The Δp value was recorded using a high-frequency piezoelectric pressure sensor at test conditions. Fig. 4 shows a 
typical pressure oscillogram, which shows the main stages of the process: the flow setting time around the model (I), 
the quasi-stationary mode (II) and the moment of initiation of an electric discharge in a magnetic field (III) leading 
to a drop in gas pressure in the critical point. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. The oscillogram of discharge current (top) and signal of pressure sensor (bottom). 

I – flow settling, II - beginning of quasi-stationary mode, III - discharge time 
 
A comparison of the methods used to estimate the Stuart parameter showed that both methods give comparable 

parameter values (Fig. 5). However, it can be noted that the estimation of the parameter S from the results of plasma 
imaging has a large scatter of values. This is probably due to the three-dimensionality of the interaction picture 
under consideration and the unstable thickness of the plasma layer, whereas the estimation of plasma parameters by 
radiation intensity was based on the assumption of a fixed thickness of the conducting region. At the same time, the 
evaluation of the interaction parameter by the magnitude of the pressure drop at the critical point is devoid of this 
disadvantage. However, a feature of the pressure measurement circuit is the presence of pickup from the air 
discharger when the current generator is turned on, which is present on the pressure oscillogram during the first 20-
25 μs of interaction.  
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Comparison of results of estimating parameter S by imaging data and through measurement of pressure drop (a) and 
dependence of S parameter, determined by ∆p, on magnitude of B-field 

 
From the analysis of Fig. 2 it follows that the flow setting time of the quasi-stationary mode of the MHD 

interaction is 25 μs. Therefore, this method of determining the Stuart number is the most satisfactory at test 
conditions in the subsequent time interval. Fig. 5,b shows the dependence of the S parameter, determined by 
pressure drop ∆p, on the magnitude of the magnetic field B. An increase in the S parameter with increasing magnetic 
field is seen, which reflects the theoretical understanding of the process. 

СONCLUSIONS 

As a result of experimental studies, it was shown that the MHD interaction localized in front of the blunted body 
leads to a significant change in the flow pattern: a departure of the bow shock upstream, a change in the shape of the 
shock. The simulation of the process using a pulsed high-voltage discharge is sufficient to demonstrate the proposed 
MHD flow control system in front of the returned aircraft. In this case, the interaction of an electric discharge with a 
magnetic field and a supersonic incoming flow is unsteady and requires detailed consideration of this process. To 
evaluate the effectiveness of MHD interactions by a force criterion, the Stuart parameter was estimated in two ways: 
according to plasma imaging data (in the two-dimensional approximation) and measurements of discharge 
parameters, and also by changing the flow pressure at the critical point of the model. Comparison of the evaluation 
results by both methods showed agreement of the data obtained among themselves. It was found that, in view of the 
three-dimensional nature of the process under consideration, the estimation of interaction parameters in the two-
dimensional approximation gives a strong variation of plasma parameters, while the estimation of the parameters for 
the change in the stagnation pressure at the critical point is less dependent on the three-dimensional non-symmetry 
process and shows the most satisfactory results.  
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Abstract. Certifying a transport airplane for the flights under icing conditions requires calculations aimed at definition of 
the dimensions and shapes of the ice formed on the airplane surfaces. Up to date, software developed in Russia for 
simulation of ice accretion and authorized by Russian certifying supervisory authority, is absent. The paper describes 
methodology IceVision recently developed in Russia for calculations of ice accretion on airplane surfaces. This 
methodology is implemented in CFD software FlowVision used by numerous companies and universities in Russia and 
abroad. The methodology differs from known approaches to simulation of ice accretion. In particular, changing the ice 
shape is calculated with use of technology VOF. This technology assumes calculations of continuous ice growth 
accompanied by local rebuilding the computational mesh. The implemented mathematical model provides capability to 
simulate formation of rime (dry) and glaze (wet) ice. Numerical solutions of validation test problems performed using 
methodology IceVision are demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The procedure of certifying transport airplanes for the flights under icing conditions requires testing aerodynamic 
models of airplanes in wind tunnels and flight testing of real airplanes with simulators of ice bodies. The shapes and 
dimensions of the ice bodies are obtained in the flights under natural icing conditions, in the flights behind water-
spraying tankers, and in the testing of airplane compartments in special wind tunnels designed for simulation of ice 
accretion. All these methods are extremely expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, for the time being, different 
computational methods for definition of the shapes and sizes of the ice accreted on airplane surfaces are actively 
developed and used all over the world. Commercial software ANSYS FENSAP-ICE and SIEMENS STAR-CCM is 
widely used for 3D simulation of the ice accretion process. Software developed by the airplane manufacturing 
companies and by universities, in general, solves only 2D problems. 

The first algorithms and methods for calculations of the shapes of ice bodies formed on different solid surfaces 
have been published at the end of 40-th – beginning of 50-th - see [1, 2]. Those methods were relatively simple. 
However, the papers defined dry and wet icing regimes and formulated basic ideas of icing simulation. More 
advanced icing models came out at the end of 70-th – see, for instance, [3]. The paper presents a thermodynamic 
model for transient growth of ice body on a fixed cylinder due to falling super-cooled water droplets on the surface 
of the cylinder. The proposed numerical model uses the energy equation, allows simulation of the mixed regime of 
ice accretion (which permits existence of dry and wet zones), and takes into account different phenomena affecting 
ice accretion. 

By now, different research groups around the world have developed two- and three-dimensional models, 
methods and algorithms for calculation of the ice body shapes on solid surfaces of airplane in dry and wet regimes. 
These models, algorithms and methods are implemented in CFD codes: LEWICE (USA) [4 - 6], ONERA (France) 
[7, 8], TRAJICE (Great Britain) [9, 10], CANICE (Canada) [11, 12], CIRA (Italy) [13], FENSAP-ICE (Canada) [14, 
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15], 2DFOIL-ICE (The Netherlands) [16, 17]. Nowadays, the research in numerical simulation of ice accretion is in 
progress and gives birth to new CFD software, e. g., NSMB-ICE (France) [18, 19], NSCODE-ICE (Canada) [20, 
21]. This research is stimulated by increasing strictness of the certifying requirements to airplanes designed for the 
flights under icing conditions. 

Up to date, there is no Russian software designed for numerical simulation of 3D ice accretion, whose results are 
regarded by certifying supervisory authority as valid ones. The given paper submits an approach to solving 3D 
problems of ice accretion implemented in Russian CFD software FlowVision [22]. The corresponding mathematical 
model, the methodology for simulation of ice accretion, and the program module are named IceVision. Module 
IceVision is validated on two test problems: ice accretion on cylinder in dry and wet regimes, ice accretion on airfoil 
NACA0012 in dry regime. The numerical results are compared against experimental data and calculations in other 
icing codes. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The implemented mathematical model is based on the Euler-Euler (inter-penetrating continua) approach to 
simulation of multi-phase flows. The gas phase is a mixture of air and water vapor. It is regarded as viscous heat 
conducting compressible medium. The dispersed phase is composed of super-cooled water droplets. In general case, 
the velocities and temperatures of the phases are different. The two phases exchange by mass, momentum and 
energy. Coupled integration of the equations for the continuous and dispersed phases provides the information 
required for computing the local efficiency of droplets collection, which, in turn, allows one to calculate the 
distribution of the water flow onto the body surface. 

The flow of the carrier phase (wet air) is described by the continuity equation, the momentum equation and the 
energy equation: 

 
( ) ( ) 0c c

c c ct
φ ρ

φ ρ
∂

+∇ ⋅ =
∂

V  (1) 

 ( )( ) ˆ( )c c c
c c c c c c eff Vp

t
φ ρ

φ ρ φ φ
∂

+∇ ⋅ ⊗ = − ∇ +∇ ⋅ −
∂

V
V V τ Q  (2) 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆˆc c c eff

c c c c c q c c eff T

h dh p Q
t dt

φ ρ
φ ρ φ φ φ ρe

∂
+∇ ⋅ = −∇ ⋅ + + + −

∂
V τ :J S  (3) 

Here 1c dφ φ= −  is the relative volume of the carrier (gas) phase, cρ  is the carrier phase density, cV  is its velocity, 
p  is pressure, ˆ effτ  is the effective shear stress tensor, VQ  is the source term due to momentum exchange with the 

dispersed phase, ch  is the thermodynamic enthalpy of the carrier phase, eff
qJ  is the effective specific heat flux, Ŝ  

the deformation rate tensor, TQ  is the source term due to energy exchange with the dispersed phase. 
In addition, the equations for turbulence quantities are solved for the carrier phase. In CFD software 

FlowVision [22], 7 turbulence models are implemented within URANS approach, in particular, standard k-e, SA, 
SST. The calculations discussed below are performed on relatively coarse meshes using wall functions of 
FlowVision - see [23, 24]. Such calculations are called high-Reynolds calculations. Using wall functions allows one 
not to resolve the part of the boundary layer adjacent to a solid surface by computational mesh. Instead, pre-defined 
profiles are used for the sought-for quantities. This approach essentially saves computational resources without loss 
of accuracy in computing the shear stress and the heat flux at the solid surface. 

Within the continual (Euler-Euler) approach, the flow of the dispersed phase (water droplets) is described by the 
equation for particles transfer, the momentum equation and the energy equation: 

 ,

,

0t dd
d d d
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Here dn  is the particles concentration, dρ  is the particles (water) density, dV  is the particles velocity, ,t dn  is the 
kinematic coefficient of turbulent viscosity assumed equal to that for the gas phase, ,t dSc  is the turbulent Schmidt 
coefficient for the dispersed phase, dM  is the local mass of particles, dT  is the particles temperature, ,P dC  is the 
specific heat of particles (of water). The source terms for the interphase exchange by momentum and energy 
respectively are: 

 ( )21
2V d c D c d c dn C dρ π= − −V V V VQ  (7) 

 ( )2 c
T d d c dQ n d Nu T T

d
λ

π= −  (8) 

Here d  is the local diameter of particles, сλ  is the heat transfer coefficient of the carrier phase. The following 
correlations for the particles drag coefficient [25] and for the particles Nusselt number [26] are used in the 
calculations discussed: 

 0.521.12 6.3Re 0.25
ReD d

d

C −= + +  (9) 

 1 2 1 32 0.55Re Prd d cNu = +  (10) 

Here ( )Red c c d cdρ µ= −V V  is the Reynolds number for particles, cµ  is the dynamic coefficient of viscosity for 

the carrier phase, ( ),Prc c P c cCµ λ=  is the Prandtl number for the carrier phase, ,P cC  is the specific heat of the 
carrier phase. 

Evaporation of droplets has no effect on the steady-state two-phase flow under the flight conditions discussed. 
For this reason, the equation for the particles mass is not solved in the current work. Knowledge of the distributions 
of the particles concentration and velocity near a solid surface allows calculation of the water flow rate onto the 
surface n

d d dm Sρ= V , where S is the area of the solid surface found in a given cell. 
The IceVision methodology provides the capability to select dry or wet regime of ice accretion in the 

FlowVision interface. Rime ice is formed in dry regime, glaze ice is formed in wet regime [27]. In dry regime, the 
super-cooled water droplets completely freeze immediately after impingement onto a solid surface. In wet regime, 
only part of water freezes. Another part forms a water film which flows over the airplane or ice surface under the 
action of aerodynamic forces. The implemented mathematical model automatically identifies zones of rime and 
glaze ice in wet regime. It should be mentioned that the wet regime is the most interesting from the practical point of 
view and the most complex from the point of view of numerical simulation. 

The methodology proposed in the given paper essentially differs from the approaches implemented in other icing 
codes (ANSYS FENSAP_ICE, LEWICE etc.): 1) In module IceVision, evolution of the ice shape is calculated using 
technology VOF. The general algorithm implies simultaneous calculations of the external two-phase flow, ice 
heating and motion of the contact surface. Therefore, this technology provides continuous ice growth. Notice that 
although the time step, characterizing ice growth, may exceed the time step, characterizing the external flow, by two 
orders of magnitude, it remains small with respect to the entire icing time. 2) Displacement of the contact surface 
initiates local regeneration of the computational mesh. However, the mesh is rebuilt only in the cells containing the 
ice surface. All the other cells remain the same. 

The energy balance at the ice surface allows for conjugate heat exchange between air and ice, latent heat of 
crystallization and latent heat of evaporation / sublimation: 

 ( ) ( ) , ,
, ( ) ( )

, ,

cell c wall wall cell i
d f d с с t evap subl evap subl i i fusion

cell c cell i

T T T T
h h m m h m h

y y
λ λ λ

− −
− + + − ∆ = − ∆    (11) 
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Here index «cell» stands for the value in the center of a cell adjacent to ice, ( )evap sublm  is the vapor flow rate due to 
evaporation of water or sublimation of ice, im  is the icing rate of water coming with droplets onto the ice surface, 

,c tλ  and iλ  are the turbulent heat conductivity of gas and the heat conductivity of ice, dh  and fh  are the 
thermodynamic enthalpy of water and that of ice, ( )evap sublh∆  and fusionh∆  are the latent heats of evaporation / 
sublimation and fusion (positive quantities), ,cell cT  and ,cell iT  are the temperatures of gas and ice in the centers of the 
neighbor cells adjacent to the contact surface, wallT  is the temperature of the contact surfaces which is assumed equal 
to the film temperature 0 273,15( )wallT T С= = a  in the wet regime, ,cell cy  and ,cell iy  are the distances from the centers 
of the adjacent cells to the contact surface. The thermodynamic enthalpy of a substance is determined by 

 ( ) ( ) ( ),0 ,
298.15

298.15
T

subst subst p substh T h C T dT= + ∫  (12) 

The vapor mass flow rate from the film or air-ice contact surface specific is found from the following algebraic 
equation: 

 ( ) , ,,
( ) ,

, ,

1 wall vap cell vapc tc
evap subl wall vap

c c t cell c

Y Y
m Y

Sc Sc y
µµ  −

⋅ − = +  
 

  (13) 

Here ,c tµ , cSc , ,c tSc  respectively are the dynamic coefficient of turbulent viscosity, the molecular and turbulent 
Schmidt numbers for the carrier phase. Integration of the mass transfer equation for the carrier phase yields the mass 
fraction of vapor in the center of a cell adjacent to ice ,cell vapY . The mass fraction of vapor at the contact surface is 
computed from 

 , ,
,

vap
wall vap wall vap

wall c

m
Y X

m
=  (14) 

where ( ), ,1wall wall vap vap wall vap сm X m X m= + −  is the local molar mass of the carrier phase (an air- vapor mixture) at the 

contact surface, vapm , сm  respectively are the molar masses of vapor and air. The molar fraction of vapor at the 
contact surface is determined by 

 
( ),

,
vap sat wall

vap w

p T
X

p
=  (15) 

where , ( )vap satp T  is the tabulated dependency of the saturated vapor pressure on temperature. 
Icing rate im  is computed from Eq. (11). This quantity serves as a source term in the mass conservation equation 

for the ice phase. Solving this equation yields the relative volume of ice in each computational cell (variable VOF). 
The contact surface is reconstructed using the distribution of variable VOF at the each time step. In the ice phase, 
the energy equation is solved with respect to the thermodynamic enthalpy of ice ih : 

 
,

i i
i i

P i

h
h

t C
λ

ρ
 ∂

= ∇ ∇  ∂  
 (16) 

where iρ  and ,P iC  respectively are the density and specific heat of ice. 
In wet regime, the water mass flow rate into the film is computed from 

 ( )f d i evap sublm m m m= − −     (17) 

The equation for the film transfer is derived from the mass conservation law. It is solved with respect to the relative 
volume of film f . The equation can be written in discrete form as follows: 
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Here cellΩ , ,cell baseS  respectively are the volume of a cell adjacent to ice and the ice area in the cell, fτ∆  is the 
explicit time step used for integration of the film transfer equation. The film flow into a neighbor cell containing the 
ice surface is computed using upwind scheme as follows: 
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, , ,
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, 0

, 0
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V V
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Here index «nei» stands for the value of a quantity in a neighbor cell adjacent to ice. Vector n  is the normal to the 
face separating two cells adjacent to the ice surface. It points from the current cell to the neighbor one. A linear 
profile of the water velocity in the film is assumed. Consequently, the mean film velocity linearly depends on the 
film thickness ,cell fh : 

 ,
,2

cell f
cell, f cell w

d

h
µ

=V τ  (20) 

Here ,cell wτ  is the shear stress vector or viscous force exerted onto the ice surface by the gas phase. The film 
thickness is determined by 

 
,

cell
cell, f

cell base

f
h

S
⋅Ω

=  (21) 

It is assumed that the film separates from a solid surface when condition (19) cannot be satisfied because the film 
velocities in the neighbor cells have opposite directions with respect to the inter-cell face. 

VALIDATION 

The mathematical model and methodology implemented in program module IceVision are validated on two test 
problems: ice accretion on cylinder in dry and wet regimes, ice accretion on airfoil NACA0012 in dry regime. 

Ice accretion on cylinder was selected as basic validation test problem. The cylinder diameter is ( )0.025 m . The 

free stream of air contains super-cooled water droplets. The free stream conditions are: pressure ( )101000p Pa∞ = , 

velocity ( )70 /V m s∞ = , mean droplet diameter ( )20MVD mµ= , liquid water content ( )30.5LWC g m= . Dry 

regime assumes free stream temperature ( )253.15T K∞ = . Wet regime assumes free stream temperature 

( )265.15T K∞ = . The collection efficiency and ice shapes calculated in FlowVision+IceVision are compared 
against the results obtained in software Fluent FENSAP-ICE – see Figs. 1 and 2. One can see good qualitative and 
quantitative agreement between the IceVision and FENSAP-ICE results. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Distribution of local collection efficiency β  over the cylinder surface 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Ice shapes on cylinder at different time points counted from the start of icing 
in dry regime (a) and wet regime (b) 

 
In addition, ice accretion on airfoil NACA0012 was simulated. For validation purposes, two different cases are 

considered. The free stream conditions for these cases are: 1) pressure ( )101000p Pa∞ = , velocity 

( )102.8 /V m s∞ = , mean droplet diameter ( )20MVD mµ= , liquid water content ( )30.5LWC g m= , temperature 

( )256.49T K∞ =  and 2) ( )101000p Pa∞ = , ( )67.1 /V m s∞ = , ( )20MVD mµ= , ( )31LWC g m= , 

( )244.51T K∞ = . These conditions correspond to dry regime of ice accretion. For this reason, “Dry icing” option 
has been selected in the FlowVision interface. The experiment on the ice accretion on airfoil NACA0012 under the 
same conditions (IRT RUN 404 and RUN 425) has been carried out in climatic wind tunnel NASA Glenn Icing 
Research Tunnel (IRT) [5]. The experimental results have been used as benchmark data for validation of the most of 
known icing codes including commercial software LEWICE and FENSAP-ICE. The dimensions of the 
computational domain created in FlowVision are 45 x 45 chords. Initial grid was condensed around the foil using the 
built-in grid generator. Besides that, local adaptation to the foil surface was specified in the FlowVision interface. 
The resulting grid was generated automatically. The size of the cells adjacent to the foil surface is characterized by 
value Y+ ≈ 50. Figure 3 demonstrates the steady-state distribution of the Mach number around the airfoil without 
icing (module IceVision being inactive). 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Steady-state distribution of the Mach number around airfoil NACA0012 without icing 
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Figure 4 relates to IRT RUN 404 and compares the calculations of collection efficiency β  performed in 
software FlowVision+IceVision with published numerical results obtained in software LEWICE [4-6]. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Distribution of local collection efficiency β  over the surface of airfoil NACA0012 

 
Figure 5 shows the ice shape computed using technology IceVision and the shape obtained in the experiment 

(IRT RUN 425). One can see that even irregularities in the two shapes coincide quite well. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Computed (dotted line) and experimental (solid line) shapes of ice on airfoil NACA0012 

after 6 minutes from the start of icing 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the mathematical model and methodology for calculation of the ice accretion process. The 
model is implemented in program module IceVision. The module enters CFD software FlowVision. The model 
automatically identifies zones of rime and glaze ice. In a rime (dry) ice zone, the temperature of the contact surface 
between air and ice is calculated with account of ice sublimation and heat conduction in ice. In a glaze (wet) ice 
zone, the water film flow is taken into account. The submitted mathematical model is completely based on the Euler 
multi-speed approach to simulation of multi-phase flows. The computational algorithm allows for essentially 
different time scales for physical processes proceeding in the course of ice accretion, viz., air flow, water flow, and 
ice growth. Validation of the model is demonstrated. Analysis of the obtained results shows that the numerical 
solutions obtained in module IceVision agree well with experimental data and calculations in other icing codes. 
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Abstract. The influence of an inert inclusion in the reaction mixture on the solid-phase synthesis of an intermetallic 
compound is theoretically investigated. The stress-strain state is accounted within a generalized thermomechanical model 
that includes the correlation between the stresses and strain of various physical origin: thermal and chemical. The 
analysis of the stress-strain state effect formed under tension, compression and shear on the regimes of the composite 
synthesis has demonstrated that only uniaxial compression accelerates the reaction. In two other cases, the reaction slows 
down. The estimations show that the stresses in the reaction zone are significantly lower than ones at the load application 
boundary. The largest deformations occur at the boundary of thermal effects. It was shown that the addition of inert 
particles can lead to incomplete conversion of the reactants into products. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known that during the synthesis of composite materials, the rate of the solid-phase chemical reaction 
depends not only on temperature, but also on the local stress-strain state, mass transfer processes, the structure of a 
substance containing inclusions, pores, cracks, microdamages, etc. All the observed facts cannot be accommodated 
by changing the form of the kinetic function or the set of formal-kinetic parameters. This requires the development 
of special models. 

First models of high-temperature synthesis of composite materials and intermetallic were built on the basis of 
the thermal theory of gas-free combustion [1, 2] with formaly kinetic description of the chemical interaction. Then, 
models with diffusion kinetics (the so-called reaction diffusion models) appeared [3,4] in which the coupled 
problem with moving boundaries was solved on the level of a mesocell suitable for the studied mixture and based on 
the analysis of the equilibrium phase diagram of a binary system. The mathematical models of interfacial interaction 
in a mixture of powders justified by the mechanics of multiphase multicomponent heterogeneous media in terms of 
the processes of high-temperature synthesis of composite materials were developed elsewhere [5-7]. In models of 
the synthesis of intermetallic compounds [8, 9], the authors have investigated phase formation processes in binary 
(intermetallic) systems under self-heating in the thermal explosion mode, as well as the dependence of the end-
product phase composition on the ratio of components and thermal physical conditions of the synthesis. However, 
these models were not taken into account the temperature distribution in the whole specimen and the sequence of 
stages was predetermined by an equilibrium state diagram based on the initial mixture composition and synthesis 
temperature.  

The purpose of this work is to develop and study the model of solid-phase synthesis of an intermetallic 
compound from a powder mixture of reagents with inert inclusions, taking into account simultaneously the 
occurring thermal and mechanical processes. The analysis of the influence of the stress-strain state type of the 
reaction mixture on the propagation modes of the solid-phase reaction in the selected flat cross section is given the 
main attention. The reaction mixture consisting of particles of aluminum (Al), nickel (Ni) and particles of refractory 
carbide (TiC) is used as a model system. 
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 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Let us consider the following statement of the mathematical model of the process of solid-phase synthesis in a 
powder mixture of reagents. The flat layer of the regent was selected from a specimen. Let us call this layer the 
reaction plate. Depending on the location of the selected flat layer in the specimen and loading conditions leading to 
a complex stress-strain state of the whole specimen, the layer can remain in different conditions. 

Let us define for the plate length Lx, its width Ly and height Lz much less than the length and width. The 
coordinate axes are arranged as shown in Fig. 1. The chemical reaction propagates along the X axis, which can be 
initiated by external heating. Additionally, there is a load caused by the action of adjacent layers and external 
loading in the plane of the plate. Three types of loading of the reaction plates were considered: uniaxial tension, 
compression and pure shear [10]. During heating and reaction is suggested the melting temperature is not reached, 
and the whole reaction proceeds in solid phase (which is possible after preliminary mechanical activation of the 
powders [1]). Therefore, to estimate the stress-strain state of the system, use the approaches of the theory of 
thermoelasticity [11] will be used. The reaction rate and the heat propagation rate are much less than the velocity of 
mechanical disturbances and during the conversion, the plate remains in mechanical equilibrium, which allows 
neglecting inertial forces. 

The model assumes that the reagents are taken in the stoichiometric ratio required for the formation of a single-
phase product, while the corresponding exothermic chemical reaction can be described by a simple reaction scheme 
 

3Ni+Al→Ni3Al. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Illustration of the problem 

 
Let us assume that the reaction begins from the side of the ZOY plane due to heating by heat flux from the 

adjacent mixture layer (where the reaction has already finished). The mathematical statement of the problem of 
reaction zone propagation along OX axis of the plate under external loading consists of two parts that are partially 
solved independently with due account for the assumptions made. 

The first part of the problem includes the equations of heat conduction, chemical kinetics and boundary 
conditions and describes the propagation of a solid-phase chemical reaction. It takes into account the interaction of 
strains and temperature fields. The heat equation has a form 
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where c, ρ, λT are the effective heat capacity, density and thermal conductivity, respectively, T is the plate 
temperature, x and y are space coordinates, εkk=ε11+ε22+ε33 is the first invariant of the strain tensor, αT is the thermal 
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expansion coefficient, K is the isothermal bulk modulus, εij are the components of strains tensors, η is the fraction of 
the reagent, Q is the heat effect of the overall reaction. 

Let us introduce the notation for the molar concentrations of the components m1=[Ni], m2=[Al], m3=[Ni3Al]. 
Then 
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==η

∑
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k
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are relative molar concentrations of reagents and reaction product and η1+η2+ η3=1. 

Let us assume that the kinetic function includes includes two multipliers: first of them consider the strong 
retardation of the reaction by the layer of solid-phase product and second one allows for the reaction rate depends on 
the temperature in line with the Arrhenius equation 
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and kinetic equations for component concentrations take the form 
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where k0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, Rg is the universal gas constant, b is the 
retardation parameters.  

The boundary conditions for this part of the problem are 
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ti - duration of heat action, q0 is the power source density, α is the coefficient of heat transfer. 

The mechanical part of the problem includes equilibrium equations, Duhamel-Neumann relations and boundary 
conditions corresponding to layer loading character. To determine the stress-strain state of a flat layer, the problem 
of the mechanical equilibrium of a plate in the approximation of a generalized plane stress state is considered. 
Therefore, only two equilibrium equations is considered 
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The relationship between the components of the stress and strain tensors follows from the generalized Duhamel-

Neumann relations and has the form 
 

[ ]ω−λεδ+ε⋅µ=σ Tkkijijij K2 ,     (5), 
 
where ( ) ( )[ ]3202210110 )(3 ηα+η−ηα+η−ηα+−α=ω prrT TT , αr1, αr2, αp are the coefficients of concentration 

expansion of the reactants and reaction product, respectively, δij is the Kronecker delta, λ and μ are Lаme coefficients, ν 
is the Poisson's ratio, E  is the elastic modulus. The compatibility condition was used to close the system (4), (5). 
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The boundary conditions for the case of uniaxial tension are 
 

0,,0::0 =σ=σ=σ== xyyyxxx PLxx , 0,,0:,0 =σ=σ=σ== xyyyxxy PLyy  
 
For the case of compression, the load P was taken negative 
The boundary conditions for the case of pure shear are  
 

x=0, x=Lx:  σ11=P⋅cos(α), σ22=0, σ12=0;  y=0, y=Ly:  σ22=P⋅sin(α), σ11=0, σ12=0.   (7) 
 
The initial conditions characterize the initial composition of the reagents, the initial temperature and correspond 

to non-loaded state 
 

t=0: T=T0, η1= η01, η2= η02, η3=0, σij=0 
 
Since the structure of the system under study changes during the synthesis process and is not known at any time, 

effective properties are used for the calculations. To evaluate the effective properties, the arbitrary mesovolume was 
selected in the plate. As was assumed the mesovolume consists of a refractory TiC particle surrounded by the 
reaction mixture of Al and Ni powders. This mesovolume was replaced by a single particle located in a matrix with 
equivalent properties. The properties of TiC was used as properties of the particles. The mixture rule was used for 
calculation the properties of the matrix (containing a mixture of Ni and Al powders). To estimate the effective 
properties of the entire mesocell, the well-known approaches of sintering theory [12] and the mechanics of 
composites [13] were used.  

The calculations were carried out with the properties of substances presented in [14-16]. 
The heat conduction equation (1) was solved by coordinate splitting. The obtained one-dimensional equations 

were approximated by a four-point implicit scheme. The systems of difference equations obtained for each direction 
were solved by the sweep method, taking into account the boundary (3) and initial conditions (8 To solve the 
equations of chemical kinetics (2), an explicit difference scheme and the Euler method were used. The system of 
differential equations of the mechanical part of problem (13) - (15) was solved by the method of sequential upper 
relaxation (Yang). 

The calculations analyze the fields of concentrations, temperature, stresses and strains at various moments of 
time under variation of the physical parameters.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To analyze the content of the reagents and products of the reaction, let us determine the average value of the 
mass concentration of the components 

 

( )∫ ∫ =η=ζ
Ly Lx

i
yx

i idxdyyx
LL 0 0

3,1,,1 , 

 
The calculations show that the increase in the mass fraction of inert particles in the reaction mixture leads to 

declined temperature, including at the border x = 0, due to the loss of heat for heating particles with high heat 
capacity and a decrease in the fraction of the substance where a chemical reaction is possible. The inert component 
takes away some of the heat, reduces heat generation in the reaction, but, on the other hand, stimulates the 
conversion due to the stored heat. At increased fraction of particles η (TiC) ≥20%, low temperature leads to a rather 
slow conversion of the reactants into the reaction product and cause incomplete conversion (curves 3 and 4, Fig. 2). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(с) (d) 

FIGURE 2. The influence of the proportion of inert particles on the temperature (a) and the average concentration of the reaction 
mixture components (b-d) during the synthesis t=0.5 s, q0=350 W/cm2 , P=1GPa, ti=0.5s,·b=1, uniaxial tension, relation of Ni:Al 

is stoichiometric for Ni3Al,  ηTiC = 1. 5%, 2. 10%, 3. 20%, 4. 30% 
 

The calculations showed (Fig. 3) that only uniaxial compression leads to a slight acceleration of the reaction 
(Fig. 3, curves 1) for a fixed value of the external load P in the reaction plate. In other conditions, the reaction slows 
down. The slowest propagation of the reaction zone was observed under pure shear (Fig. 3, curves 3). 

   
 a    b    c 

FIGURE 3. The influence of loading on the average value of the mass concentrations of the components of the reaction mixture 
in the synthesis process t=0.5 s, q0=350 W/cm2, P=1 GPа, ti=0.5 s,·b=1,  mixture composition: 78 % Ni +12 % Al+ 10% TiC by 

weight. 1. uniaxial compression, 2. tension, 3. pure shear, 4. without loading 

 CONCLUSION 

The results of the theoretical study of intermetallic synthesis demonstrate that: 
- the character of the loading of the reaction system affects the dynamics of the process of the synthesis of an 
intermetallic compound; 
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- only a pure shear can slow down the reaction interaction and incomplete conversion of reactants into reaction 
products. The case of uniaxial compression, conversely, promotes intensive formation of reaction products; 
- the increase of the mass fraction of inert particles in the initial powder mixture decrease the temperature gradient in 
the reaction zone under fixed heat flux through the reaction plate, due to the heat loss on heating particles with high 
heat capacity and a decrease of the fraction of the substance where the chemical reaction is possible. 
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Abstract. The paper considers the problem of determining the stress-deformed state for two types of beams of variable 
stiffness of a dissymmetrical scheme: with a step change in section with two segments and with a step change in section 
with three segments. Beam loading is applied in the form of compressive force. Boundary conditions – simply support at 
both ends. Beams made of isotropic material and of laminated composite are considered. Two methods were used: the 
Ritz method and the method of docking (docking of solutions of the elastic curve differential equation). The study 
presents the method of transition from a beam of dissymmetric scheme to a beam of a symmetric scheme and which is 
statically equivalent to the original one. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of analysis of beams of variable stiffness with eccentricity is not widely studied analytically. At the 
same time, beams of variable stiffness that do not have eccentricity are studied quite well [1 ÷ 7]. Compressed 
beams of constant rigidity with an initial curvature are also well studied [1–7]. 

The problems of bending of variable stiffness beams are relevant both for the aviation industry and for general 
engineering. Such beams can occur in irregular zones of the structures. Beams of variable stiffness can be made not 
only of metal, but also of laminated composite material. 

The paper discusses the solution methods of the problem of determining the stress-deformed state for two types 
of beams with a step change in sections. Two methods were used: the Ritz method and the method of docking 
(docking of solutions of the elastic curve differential equation). It is shown that the method of docking solutions 
makes it possible to obtain formulas that are acceptable for engineering practice. 

The study presents the method of transition from a beam of dissymmetric scheme to a beam of a symmetric 
scheme and which is statically equivalent to the original one. 

It was assumed in the paper that the stresses in the beams are in the elastic zone and do not lead to their 
destruction. 

STRESS-DEFORMED STATE OF BEAM WITH DISSYMMETRICAL STEP CHANGE 
IN CROSS SECTION AND TWO SEGMENTS. RITZ METHOD 

Consider a beam with dissymmetrical step change in the section (see Fig. 1). The beam is subjected to 
compression by force P. Boundary conditions - simply support at both ends. At first, consider a beam made of 
isotropic material. 
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FIGURE 1. Beam with a stepped change in the cross section of a dissymmetric scheme 

 
When a beam of this configuration is compressed by the force, a perturbing factor appears due to the eccentricity 

between the lines of the center of gravity of the beam sections in two segments. The perturbing factor appears in the 
form of a bending moment applied in the section where stiffness changes. Thus, the formulation of the problem 
excludes the question of the bifurcation stability of a beam (the problem of the bifurcation stability of such a beam, 
but of a symmetric scheme, was considered in [8]). The problem moves from the stability to the definition of strain-
deformed state. To solve this problem, the transition to a statically equivalent system should be performed (Fig. 2). 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Beam with a stepped change in the cross section of a dissymmetric scheme. 

Statically equivalent system 
 
The moment Me (see Fig. 2) is equal in magnitude to P·e. Vertical reactions in the supports are equal in 

magnitude and opposite in direction. The expression for bending moment in the first segment (taking into account 
the appearance of an additional moment from the deflection): 

Pxw
l

xeРxM ⋅−
⋅⋅

= )()(1 ,                                                                (1) 

where )(xw  is a deflection of the beam. 
The expression for bending moment in the second segment (taking into account the appearance of an additional 

moment from the deflection): 

                                                Pxw
l
xeРxM ⋅−






 −⋅= )(1)(2                                                          (2) 

In the Ritz method (see [1]), the deflection function of the beam should be represented as a series. For a beam 
with simply supported ends a trigonometric series can be used (it’s widely used for beams of constant cross section): 

∑
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m
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mxAxw π                                                         (3) 

The strain energy of a beam of constant cross section is defined as (considering only the bend): 
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For a beam consisting of two segments with different sections, the strain energy can be represented as a sum: 
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The potential of the external force for a constant section beam is defined as: 
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For a beam consisting of two segments with different sections, the potential of the external force will be 
determined by the same expression (6), since the deflection is described by one function (in the form of a 
trigonometric series) for both segments. 

The total energy of the elastic system is defined as: 

TVЭ −=                                                                              (7) 

Following the Ritz method, the variation of the total energy of the system can be represented as: 
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Since the system is at equilibrium, the variation must be equal to zero: 
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Variations mAδ can be considered independent of each other, therefore, the equality to zero of the total energy 
variation is possible under the condition: 
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As a result, we obtain n linear algebraic homogeneous equations with respect to coefficients mA . From the obtained 
n equations we find the coefficients mA . After finding the coefficients mA , we obtain the expression for 
deflection (3). 

Consider now a beam made of laminated composite material. The expressions for energy (4) and (5) are valid in 
the case of an isotropic beam. If the beam is made of a laminated composite material, then these expressions will 
take another form: 
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where i is the number of the segment of the beam, D11 is the member of the bending stiffness matrix of the beam 
layup, bi is the width of the beam at segment i. 

For the considered beam consisting of two segments the strain energy: 
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All other formulas and the algorithm of the solution, written for a beam made of isotropic material, are 
applicable also for a beam made of a laminated composite material. 

It should be noted that the approach when the position of the neutral line on the beam section is taken in the 
middle of the thickness is suitable only for balanced and symmetrical layups, i.e. when the elements of the mixed 
stiffnesses matrix are zero in each of the segments. If layup is not symmetrical, it is necessary to specify the value of 
the eccentricity e. The expression for determining the position of the neutral line is given in [9, 10]. After clarifying 
the position of the neutral line for each segment of the beam, we can determine the value of eccentricity e and use 
the above calculation method. 

STRESS-DEFORMED STATE OF BEAM WITH DISSYMMETRICAL STEP CHANGE 
IN CROSS SECTION AND TWO SEGMENTS. DOCKING METHOD 

Let us consider another method for solving the problem of analysis of stepped beam of dissymmetric scheme. 
The previous section discusses application of the Ritz method, but this method is not good if we need to get an 
acceptable analytical formula. The Ritz method is conveniently applied using a mathematical package, for example, 
Maple. But the problem can be solved by another method, which allows us to obtain acceptable formulas for use in 
analytical calculations. Consider this method. 

The differential equation of the elastic curve for the first and second beam segments: 

0)()(
12

1
2

11 =− xM
dx

xwdIE                                                               (13) 

0)()(
22

2
2

22 =− xM
dx

xwdIE                                                             (14) 

The solution of equations (13) and (14) is written in the form: 

l
xexkCxkCxw ⋅

++= )cos()sin()( 12111 ,                                                 (15) 

l
xlexkCxkCxw )()cos()sin()( 24232

−⋅
−+= ,                                            (16) 

where 
11

1 IE
Pk =  and 

22
2 IE

Pk =  (for laminated composite
1

)1(
11

1 bD
Pk =  and 

2
)2(

11
2 bD

Pk = ). 

These four unknown constants are obtained from the four boundary conditions as follows: 
1) when 0=x  deflection is 0, i.e. 0)0(1 =w  
2) when lx =  deflection is 0, i.e. 0)(2 =lw  
3) when ax =  we have )()( 21 awaw =  
4) when ax =  we have )()( 21 awaw ′=′′  

Four boundary conditions give four equations with four unknown constants. Solving this system of equations, we 
find the unknown constants. 

Expressions for deflections (taking into account the found constants) take the form: 
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where: 212212121 )sin()cos()cos()sin()cos()cos( kakaklkkakaklkS −= ;  

212212122 )sin()sin()sin()cos()cos()sin( kakaklkkakaklkS −−= . 
Next, it is necessary to analyze the shape of the deflection to determine the maximum deflection and maximum 

bending moment. Substituting numerical values into equations (17) and (18) we get the expressions: 

                                                   ,)sin()( 11 BxxkAxw +=                                                                      (19) 
                              ,)cos()sin()( 222 eBxxkDxkCxw −++=                                                     (20) 

where A, B, C, D are constants, and B=e/l. 
To determine the maximum deflection, the functions should be investigated for the extremes (or we can get the 

maximum deflection from graphs if we plot (19) and (20)): 

                0)(1 =′ xw    ⇒   0)cos( 11 =+ BkxkA   ⇒    
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                           0)(2 =′ xw   ⇒   0)sin()cos( 2222 =+− BkxkDkxkC                                              (22) 

The roots of equation (22) are: 
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When determining the point with the maximum deflection, it is recommended (to minimize the errors) to plot curves 
for w1(x) and w2(x), i.e. visually check the location of the maximum. Let us assume that the maximum will be in the 
second segment, then, out of the two roots obtained from expression (23), we select the real positive root, which 
locate on the second segment. This root gives the position of maximum deflection. Maximum deflection is 
determined by substitution of the root in the expression for deflection (20). 

In certain cases, the roots (21) or (23) may give an incorrect result, since the deflection functions for both 
segments are periodic. In this case, it is necessary to analyze the function. It is recommended to plot w1(x) and w2(x) 
functions and determine a half of period of function (w1(x) or w2(x)) which include the maximum. The half of period 
of the deflection function in terms of the length of the beam: 

2,1,__ ==⇒= i
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llk
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ihalfihalfi
ππ                                                   (24) 

where i = 1 if the maximum deflection in the first segment and i = 2 - if in the second. 
The actual position of the maximum displacement is defined as: 
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The value of N is taken on the basis of what sign the root Ix max_1  (or IIIx ,
max_2 ) is obtained and whether factxmax  falls 

on the considered section of the beam. If two values of factxmax  fall on the segment under consideration, it is necessary 
to analyze the graph of the function )(1 xw  (or )(2 xw ), from the graph it becomes clear which of the N values is 

correct and which factxmax  should be taken to calculate the maximum displacement. 
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When determining the segment with the maximum moment, it is recommended (to minimize the errors) to plot 
curves for )(1 xM  and )(2 xM , i.e. visually check the location of the maximum. Then, if it is necessary (we can get 
the maximum bending moment value from graphs if we plot (1) and (2)), we should investigate the function of the 
moment for the extremes. 

For the first segment                          ⇒=′ 0)(1 xM   0)(1 =⋅′−
⋅ Pxw
l

eР                                                      (27) 

Substituting (19), expression (27) takes the form: 

                                              0)cos(0)cos( 111 =⇒=− xkPkxkA                                                     (28) 

From the expression (28) we find the position of the maximum of the bending moment in the first segment: 

                                                      1
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3
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x π
=                                                                          (29) 

For the second segment                     ⇒=′ 0)(2 xM   0)(2 =⋅′−
⋅ Pxw
l

eР                                                    (30) 

Substituting (20), expression (30) takes the form: 

0)sin()cos( 22 =+− xkDxkC                                                           (31) 

From the expression (31) we find the position of the maximum of the bending moment in the second segment: 
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Expression (29) is always positive (as it is accepted by the authors, but in general it can take values nππ
±

2
, n = 

1,2 ... k), therefore, if its value does not fall on the first segment, then it is necessary to subtract the half period. The 
actual position of the maximum bending moment in the first segment can be defined as: 
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Expression (32), depending on the geometry of the problem, gives either a positive or a negative value. If the value 
turns out to be positive and falls within the range of the second segment of the beam, then the value is correct. If the 
number turns out to be negative, then it is necessary to perform a correction (add the half of period of the function, 
which is determined by (24)). The actual position of the maximum bending moment in the second segment can be 
defined as: 
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max_2 , N=0,1,2                     (34) 

The value of the maximum bending moment is determined by substituting (33) in (1) or (34) in (2). After we 
found the value of the bending moment, we find the stresses in the beam: 

A
Р

W
xMx −=
)()(maxσ    and  

A
Р

W
xMx −−=
)()(minσ ,                                         (35) 

where: A  is the area of the cross section of the beam in the segment; 
  W  is section modulus in segment of the beam; 
  )(xM  is the value of bending moment in the beam. 

It should be noted that N = 0,1,2 is accepted here for the reason that, as a rule, it is enough to add (subtract) one 
or two half of period in order to get the correct position of the maximum. 

The method described above allows us to determine the magnitude of the force at which the loss of the beam 
capacity occurs (at this value of force there is a sharp change in the slope angle of curve of the displacement 
function). 
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STRESS-DEFORMED STATE OF BEAM WITH DISSYMMETRICAL STEP CHANGE 
IN CROSS SECTION AND THREE SEGMENTS. DOCKING METHOD 

Consider a beam with an asymmetrical step change in thickness (see Fig. 3). The beam is loaded by force P. 
Ends of the beam are simply supported. 

 
FIGURE 3. Beam with a stepped change in the cross section of a dissymmetric scheme 

 
When a beam of this configuration is compressed by the force, a perturbing factor appears due to the eccentricity 

between the lines of the center of gravity of the beam sections in three segments. The perturbing factor appears in 
the form of bending moments applied to the sections of the change in stiffness. Thus, the formulation of the problem 
eliminates the question of the beam bifurcation stability. The problem moves from the stability to the definition of 
stress-deformed state. To solve this problem, the transition to a statically equivalent system should be performed 
(see Fig. 4). 

In Fig. 4 the moment М1e is equal in magnitude to P·e1, and the moment М2e is equal to P·e2. Vertical reactions in 
the supports are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. The expression for bending moment in the first 
segment (taking into account the appearance of an additional moment from the deflection): 

Pxw
l

xeeРxM )()()( 1
12

1 −
−

= ,                                                     (36) 

where )(1 xw  is deflection in first segment. 
The expression for bending moment in the second segment (taking into account the appearance of an additional 

moment from the deflection): 

PxwPe
l

xeeРxM )()()( 21
12

2 −+
−

= ,                                                (37) 

where )(2 xw  is deflection in second segment. 
The expression for bending moment in the third segment (taking into account the appearance of an additional 

moment from the deflection): 

PxweeP
l

xeeРxM )()()()( 321
12

3 −−+
−

= ,                                          (38) 

where )(3 xw  is deflection in third segment. 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Beam with a stepped change in the cross section of a dissymmetric scheme with three segments. 

Statically equivalent system 
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The differential equation of the elastic curve: 

at first segment                                                   0)(
)(
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2

11 =− xM
dx

xwd
IE                                                             (39) 

at second segment                                              0)(
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at third segment                                                   0)(
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dx

xwd
IE                                                           (41) 

The solution of equations (39)–(41) is written in the form: 
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= ). 

The six unknown constants are obtained from the six boundary conditions: 
1) when 0=x  deflection is 0, i.e. 0)0(1 =w  
2) when lx =  deflection is 0, i.e. 0)(3 =lw  
3) when ax =  we have )()( 21 awaw =  
4) when ax =  we have )()( 21 awaw ′=′′  

5) when bx =  we have )()( 32 bwbw =  
6) when bx =  we have )()( 32 bwbw ′=′ ′  

Six boundary conditions give six equations with six unknown constants. Solving this system of equations, we 
find the unknown constants. 

The deflection functions for the three segments of the beam (taking into account the expressions found for the 
constants) take the form: 
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where 

3331 )cos()cos( kbklkS I ∆= ,   3332 )sin()sin( kbklkS I ∆= ,   21 ee −=∆ ,                 
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332233 )cos()cos()cos()cos( kbkbkaklkS I = ,    232234 )sin()sin()cos()cos( kbkbkaklkS I = , 

232235 )sin()cos()sin()cos( kbkbkaklkS I = ,      332236 )cos()sin()sin()cos( kbkbkaklkS I = , 

332237 )sin()cos()cos()sin( kbkbkaklkS I = ,      232238 )cos()sin()cos()sin( kbkbkaklkS I = , 

232239 )cos()cos()sin()sin( kbkbkaklkS I = ,      3322310 )sin()sin()sin()sin( kbkbkaklkS I = ,  

1211 )()cos( kbkctgakZ = ,   1212 )()cos( kbktgakZ = ,   213 )sin( kakZ = ,    211 )sin( kxkX I = , 

3132131 )cos()cos()cos()cos( kkbkakaklkS II = ,   3231232 )cos()sin()sin()cos( kkbkakaklkS II = , 

3132133 )sin()cos()cos()sin( kkbkakaklkS II = ,    3231234 )sin()sin()sin()sin( kkbkakaklkS II = , 

31132135 )cos()cos()cos()cos( kkebkbkaklkS II = , 21132136 )sin()sin()cos()cos( kkebkbkaklkS II = , 

31132137 )sin()cos()cos()sin( kkebkbkaklkS II = ,   21132138 )cos()sin()cos()sin( kkebkbkaklkS II = , 

)cos()cos( 239 aklkS II ∆= ,   )sin( 21 xkX II = , )cos( 22 xkX II = , 

12211 )cos()cos()cos( kbkakakS III = ,  12212 )sin()sin()cos( kbkakakS III = ,   

22123 )sin()sin()cos( kbkakakS III = ,    22124 )cos()sin()sin( kbkakakS III = ,  1115 )cos( ekakS III = , 

2331 )cos()sin( klkxkX III = ,    2332 )sin()cos( klkxkX III = . 
 
Next, it is necessary to analyze the shape of the deflection to determine the maximum. Substituting the numerical 

values into equations (45) - (47) (if the numerical values are not substituted at this stage, then the expressions are 
overly cumbersome and unsuitable for use in engineering practice), we get the expressions: 

,)sin()( 11 BxxkAxw +=                                                                      (48) 
                                     ,)cos()sin()( 1222 eBxxkDxkCxw +++=                                                    (49) 
                                     ,)cos()sin()( 333 ∆+++= BxxkGxkFxw                                                     (50) 

where A, B, C, D are constants, and B=e/l. 
The whole subsequent calculation algorithm is similar to a beam with two segments. It is necessary to plot the 

curves of deflection (48)–(50), as well as the graphs of the moments (36)–(38), to control the functions of the 
deflection and bending moment for the extremes. 

VERIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS 

Verification of analytical calculations is carried out by comparison with the finite-element calculation in the 
MSC.Patran/Nastran software package. The finite element calculation was performed in a nonlinear formulation (the 
geometric nonlinearity was taken into account). 

The accuracy of the methods is shown by the example of a beam with two segments. The beam material is taken 
isotropic with a modulus of elasticity E = 69650 MPa and Poisson’s ratio μ = 0.3. Three options for the geometry of 
the beam are considered. The calculation results are given in Table. 1. 

TABLE 1. Beam of variable stiffness with two segments made of isotropic material. 

Var. max_2w , mm max_2σ , kgf·mm 

xFEM xRitz xdock wFEM wRitz wdock xFEM xRitz xdock σFEM σRitz σdock 
1 106.3 107.7 106.6 1.108 1.116 1.118 93.7 92.8 91.9 2.91 2.92 2.93 
2 120 121.9 120.5 1.00 1.00 1.00 108.7 107.7 108.66 3.69 3.69 3.71 
3 140 138.5 139.3 0.864 0.866 0.913 133.7 130 131.6 5.7 5.76 5.88 
 geometry of beams, applied force and error (relative to FEM) 

Var. l ,  
mm 

a ,  
mm 

1I , 
mm4 

2I ,  
mm4 

1W ,  
mm3 

2W , 
 mm3 

Р,  
kgf 

Rw _∆  dw _∆  Rx _σ∆  dx _σ∆  Rmax_σ∆  dmax_σ∆  

in percents 
1 200 70 

5.33 0.67 2.67 0.67 
1 0.7 0.9 0.96 1.92 0.34 0.68 

2 200 100 1.4 0.1 0.1 0.91 0.03 0.1 0.54 
3 200 130 2.5 0.2 5.7 2.76 1.57 1.05 3.15 
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Rw _∆  - error in the maximum displacement determined using the Ritz method 

dw _∆  - error in the maximum displacement determined using the docking method 

Rx _σ∆  - error in coordinate (along the beam axis) for the location of the maximum normal stress, determined 
using the Ritz method 

dx _σ∆  - error in coordinate (along the beam axis) for the location of the maximum normal stress, determined 
using the docking method 

Rmax_σ∆  - error in magnitude of maximum normal stress, determined using the Ritz method 

dmax_σ∆  - error in magnitude of maximum normal stress, determined using the docking method 
Note: using the Ritz method, the first four members of the series were used 

 
Figure 5 shows the curves of the dependence of the maximum displacement of the beam on applied force 

for Var. 2 of the geometry (see Table 1). As can be seen from Fig. 5, the displacement curves calculated by 
analytical methods and the finite-element method coincide to a force of about 1.75 kgf, which corresponds to a 
displacement of about 5 mm. After the magnitude of the force is 1.75 kgf, the curves of analytical solutions and the 
finite-element method diverge. This discrepancy is a consequence of the restriction used by the equations of the 
elastic curve (13) and (14) and expressions (4)–(6), which are correct for small displacements (not exceeding the 
height of the beam section). When displacement of the beam exceeds section heights, the indicated equations and 
expressions give an error that increases with an increase in the external force P. Also from the curves in Fig. 5, it is 
possible to approximately determine the force at which the beam loses its carrying capacity. For Var. 2 beam 
(see. Table 1), this force is approximately 1.7 kgf. After a force of 1.7 kgf, the character of the displacement changes 
significantly. Curves for analytical methods (see Fig. 5) are built up to value of 1.8 kgf force, since both methods for 
P>1.8 kgf give an incorrect result. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Deflection vs force curves for Var. 2 beam geometry 

 
Let us consider a beam with three segments. The beam has geometry: a=70 mm, b=140 mm, l=210 mm, e1= 

e2=1 mm, I1= I3=5.333 mm4, I2=18 mm4. Beam modulus of elasticity E = 69650 MPa and Poisson’s ratio μ = 0.3. 
Applied compressive force P=12 kgf. Below is a comparison of the results obtained by the finite element method 
and the docking method (see Figs. 6–9). 
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FIGURE 6. Deflection in stepped beam with three segments. Finite element method. Maximal deflection is 1.48mm 

 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Deflection in stepped beam with three segments. Docking method. Maximal deflection is 1.47mm 

 
 

 
FIGURE 8. Bending moment in stepped beam with three segments. Finite element method 
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FIGURE 9. Bending moment in stepped beam with three segments. Docking method 

CONCLUSION 

Two methods are proposed for calculating the stress-deformed state of rods with variable stiffness of 
dissymmetric scheme. The docking method allows obtaining solutions expressed in a simple form (in elementary 
functions). 

The docking method can also be applied to some other types of beams with variable stiffness of dissymmetric 
scheme and other boundary conditions not considered in this paper. The Ritz method is more flexible and provides a 
solution, but it is not suitable for manual use if the count of series members is more than 3-4. In this case, applying 
the Ritz method requires a mathematical package (for example, Maple). Maple allows taking more than 4 members 
of the series and getting a more accurate result (if necessary). However, to verify the obtained results, the researcher 
should perform a control comparison of the solutions obtained analytically with the results obtained by the finite 
element method.  

The considered methods are applicable not only for beams loaded by compressive force. The methods can be 
applied for any static loading of the beam. When changing the type of loading, the expressions for the bending 
moments (1), (2), (36), (37) will change, but the rest of the solution algorithm will remain the same. 

 Also, the methods can be applied to beams with another boundary conditions. In this case, when using the 
docking method, it is necessary to use a fourth-order differential equation of the elastic curve. As a result, 
expressions for deflection functions (and, accordingly, for bending moments) will be more complex. 

The analytical expressions given in this study are easily automated. For this suit, for example, Microsoft Excel is 
applicable. 
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Abstract. Numerical simulations of the supersonic free stream interaction with a transverse gas jet blown from the 
surface of an axisymmetric model located at a zero angle of attack to the flow are carried out. Numerical simulations 
were carried out on the basis of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the k-w SST turbulence model. The effect of 
blowing a gas jet on the pressure redistribution over the surface of the axisymmetric model and on the additional 
transverse force and moment formation has been studied. Cases with different diameters of the blowing hole are 
considered. The analysis of this factor influence on the change in the integral forces arising on the surface of a 
streamlined axisymmetric body is carried out. A fundamental difference is shown in the distribution of pressures over the 
surface when a jet is blown out from an axisymmetric body and from a flat plate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, it is increasingly proposed to use gas-dynamic control systems for high-speed flying vehicles. The 
existing high-speed flying vehicles use the aerodynamic deflectable surfaces as control organs. Such surfaces are 
inertial and have the limitations for their applicability on environmental conditions. At a flying vehicle motion with 
a high speed at a low altitude, the parts of control organs located in the flow undergo a strong thermal and force 
action. These effects force to complicate and strengthen the elements of the control system. The elements of control 
organs, which are permanently in the flow, give rise to additional bow drag, and the vortex structures forming on 
their surface case a destabilizing effect for the high-speed flying vehicles. Gas-dynamic control system is devoid of 
the listed disadvantages [1]. 

The effect of blowing a jet on the aerodynamic characteristics of an axisymmetric body is not fully developed. 
Blowing out a transverse jet, when interacting with the oncoming stream, leads to a redistribution of pressure on the 
streamlined body surface and the formation of a increased pressure zone in front of the hole, upstream and an 
extensive but less intense zone of reduced pressure behind it, downstream [2-5]. 

The flow pattern complexity at the gas jet blowing and its dependence on many parameters give rise to the 
problems at the prediction of forces acting on the high-speed flying vehicles surface. Right this factor is the main 
reason of small acceptance of gas-dynamic control systems. One can find a large number of works devoted to the 
blowing of gas jets from the surfaces of bodies streamlined by supersonic flow. In particular, the authors of the work 
[6] conducted the investigation of the influence of the blowing orifice geometry on the formation of pressure zones 
by using the blowing orifices of the round, elliptic, “fluid-drop” and reverse “fluid-drop” shape. The elliptic cross 
section led to the formation of a larger region of the elevated pressure. It also increases multiply the decreased 
pressure zone. The “fluid-drop” cross-sectional shape of the blowing orifice has demonstrated a reduction of the 
decreased pressure zone. In the work [7], the cases of the jet blowing from the bodies of the round and rectangular 
cross-sectional shapes were considered. It was shown that the arising pressure zones do not enclose entirely the 
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body of a rectangular cross section, and a conclusion was made about a higher efficiency of the jet action right 
for the high-speed flying vehicles with a rectangular cross section. A large number of various bodies (mainly of 
conical shape) and the configurations of blowing from the surface of these bodies were studied experimentally in the 
work [8]. In the works [9−11], different cases of the blowing influence on the bodies streamline by supersonic flow 
were also considered. However, the problem of predicting the aerodynamic forces and moments arising as a result of 
the action of blown jet remains insufficiently explored and topical. 

In the present work, the investigation of aerodynamic forces and moments arising from the consideration of 
various cases the blowing hole diameter. 

CONDITIONS OF COMPUTATIONS 

The model configuration under study consists of a cylindrical body with an orifice for gas jet blowing and a 
conical bow fairing. The forebody of the configuration represents a cone with the semi-apex angle ϕ = 24°. The 
aspect ratio of the bow fairing conical part amounted to Lnose /D = 1.4, the aspect ratio of the entire body L/D = 10, 
the model diameter D = 0.05 m. 

Numerical computations of the flow were done using the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the SST k-ω 
turbulence model in the program package ANSYS Fluent. The parameters of the undisturbed free stream were 
specified at the external boundaries of the computational region. At the outlet boundary, the conditions with the 
given free stream Mach number М∞ = 3.85 and the static pressure Pst∞= 83528 Pa were set. The no-slip conditions 
and the absence of heat transfer were set on the walls. The problem was three-dimensional and stationary. The 
method CutCell with the exponential grid clustering towards the body was used at grid generation. The total number 
of numerical grid nodes in the entire computational region amounted to about 2.5·106. The structure of the 
computational region and the turbulence model were chosen by analogy with the work [12]. 

It was considered several options for the diameter of the blowing hole. Different cases were expressed relations 
the hole diameter to the model diameter Dj/Dm = 0.02; 0.06; 0.12; 0.18; 0.24; 0.30; 0.36; 0.40; 0.50; 0.60. In all 
cases, the blowing point was located at a distance from the model nozzle x/L = 0.5. The jet exhaustion was modeled 
at Мj = 1 with the stagnation temperature Tstj = 1400 K and the stagnation pressure Pstj = 2000000 Pa. 

To validate the employed numerical algorithm as applied to the considered type of prob-lems a comparison of 
numerical data with the results of experimental investigations obtained for the integral aerodynamic characteristics 
of the non-finned model with blowing in the wind tunnel “Transit-M” of the ITAM SB RAS [13] was carried out. 
Numerical data have shown a high degree of the agreement with experiment. 

RESULTS 

As was pointed out above, the jet blowing from the side surface of the streamlined body leads to an action of two 
forces on this body. The first force is the action of a reactive thrust of the blown jet, and the second one is the effect 
of the pressure redistribution on the streamlined surface due to the free stream interaction with the blown jet. 

Figure 1 shows the static pressure distribution of the axisymmetric model surface. One can see the zones of the 
elevated and decreased pressures upstream and downstream from the blowing orifice, respectively, as well as the 
elevated pressure interval in the region of the horseshoe vortex development. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Static pressure distribution over the surface of the axisymmetric model at blowing gas jet [14] 

 
Figure 2 shows the graphs for the case of jet blowing from the surface of a streamlined axisymmetric body and 

from a plane representing the involute of the cylindrical surface of an axisymmetric body. The lines in graphs show 
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the static pressure variation on the surface of streamlined bodies in six cross sections. The point of the measurement 
start for all cases lies on the line coinciding with the blowing axis. The measurement is conducted until the plate 
edge or until the cylinder opposite side, respectively. The results on the other half of both models have a symmetric 
form. One can see at the comparison of the pressure distribution over the surface of a body of a cylindrical shape 
and of a plate representing the involute of this cylindrical body that the streamlined body curvature leads to a 
reduction of the intensity of the horseshoe vortex action. The graphs of Figs. 4a and 4b have on the whole a 
qualitative similarity, however, one observes a difference in the results in cross section 1. This is caused by an 
increase in the area of the elevated pressure zone at the blowing of a transverse jet from the axisymmetric body 
surface. One can also see that on a flat surface, the intensity of the elevated pressure zone is higher. The decreased 
pressure zone forming on the axisymmetric body surface has a larger area and intensity than a similar zone on a flat 
surface. The horseshoe vortex action has a lower intensity and decays faster on the axisymmetric body surface in 
comparison with a flat surface. This is due to the surface curvature and the effect of the “envelopment” of this 
surface by the horseshoe vortex. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Static pressure distribution in the cross sections on the surface of the streamlined axisymmetric body (a) 

and flat surface (b). The distance of the cross sections from the blowing orifice axis upstream is 5 mm (1) 
and downstream – 5 (2), 10 (3), 20 (4), 50 (5), and 75 (6) mm [14] 

 
However, it can be assumed that, depending on ratio the diameters the blowing hole and the model, there are 

values at which the pressure distribution can be considered equivalent to the case of blowing from the surface of a 
flat plate. Figures 3 and 4 show the static pressure distribution over the surface of an axisymmetric body in various 
cases of ratios the diameters the blowing hole and the model. Figure 3 shows the side of the model on which the 
blowing hole is located. It can be seen that, as a consequence of the “envelopment” effect, an increase in the ratio of 
the diameter of the blowing hole and the model leads to a shift of the pressure zone in the area of the horseshoe 
vortex towards the side surface of the streamlined axisymmetric body. A further increase in the diameter ratio causes 
the legs of the horseshoe-shaped vortex to meet on the back of the model from the blowing hole. This leads to the 
formation of another increased pressure zone. This pressure zone is formed on the opposite side from the decreased 
pressure zone. The direction of action of this pressure zone is the same as that of the decreased pressure zone. A 
further increase in the diameter ratio leads to an increase in the area of the newly formed increased pressure zone. 
This is shown in Fig. 4 
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.  

FIGURE 3. The distribution of static pressure over the surface of an axisymmetric body on the side of the blowing hole in 
various cases of ratios the diameters the blowing hole and the model 

 

 
FIGURE 4. The distribution of static pressure over the surface of an axisymmetric body from the back of the blowing hole in 

various cases of ratios the diameters the blowing hole and the model 
 

 
FIGURE 5. The change in transverse force caused by the redistribution of pressure due to a change of ratios the diameters the 

blowing hole and the model 
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Figure 5 shows the changes in the transverse force arising from the redistribution of pressure as a result of a 
change of ratios the diameters the blowing hole and the model. Force was nominated for speed pressure. With the 
extrusion of the horseshoe-shaped vortex on the side surface of axisymmetric body as a result of an increase in the 
ratio diameters blowing hole and the model, the prevalence of the decreased pressure zone effect in the integral 
value of the transverse force increases. A further increase in the diameter ratio leads to the fact that the horseshoe-
shaped vortex is completely on the lateral surface of the model and does not yet reach the opposite side with respect 
to the position of the blowing hole, the integral force does not change in this case. An even greater increase in the 
diameter ratio leads to the closure of the legs of the horseshoe-shaped vortex on the opposite side of the model 
relative to the blowing hole. This leads to the formation of another increased pressure zone. The new pressure zone 
again begins to increase the integral lateral force in the direction of the decreased pressure zone. 

CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions were drawn from the investigations of the influence of the supersonic free stream 
flow interaction with the transversely blown reactive jet on the pressure redistribution over the streamlined body 
surface, which were done by numerical simulations. 

At a blowing from a surface having a radial bend, the areas and intensities of the pressure zones forming as a 
result of the supersonic free stream interaction with the blown gas jet differ from those for the case of a similar flow 
around a flat surface. 

The "envelopment" effect also plays an important role when considering the of ratios the diameters the blowing hole 
and the model. This effect causes a change in the position of the pressure zone on the surface of the streamlined body 
caused by the propagation of a horseshoe vortex. Moving first to the side surface, and then to the back side of the 
streamlined body relative to the blowing opening. This change leads to a non-linear change in the integral force from 
pressure redistribution. 
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Abstract. Used the set-up with a semi-circular gap allows realization of different types of the Couette flow and to change 
the flow parameters (velocity, pressure, Reynolds and Knudsen numbers, etc.) over a wide range. Reynolds number can 
be varied both by the cylinder rotation speed and by changing pressure inside the facility. Obtaining high Knudsen 
numbers is possible at low pressures and using light gases, since the system is sealed. The nature of the flow varies from 
laminar to turbulent ones. Simulation of the properties of the flat Couette flow in the stand should be ensured by 
minimizing the influence of centrifugal forces on the flow, which are manifested by distortion of the linear velocity 
profile. Preliminary experiments have shown the possibility of modeling the formation of longitudinal vortices in a semi-
circular channel similar to the circular Couette flow. 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the simplicity of the Couette flow, much attention is paid to its study, since there are many additional 
factors whose influence and accounting lead to nontrivial solutions and conclusions. The plane Couette flow was 
considered in detail theoretically for a wide range of parameters. The features of the laminar flow, when the velocity 
profile is linear, and the turbulent flow regimes in the channel are established. At the same time, the experimental 
realization of even the simplest flat Couette flow causes many technical difficulties, such as providing rigid channel 
boundaries, on the one hand, but allowing the use of a sufficiently flexible "endless tape" in the design, on the other. 
because of the finite size. A detailed description of installations of various designs simulating the Couette flow in 
flat channels are available in [1-6]. 

The Couette flow can also be realized in the annular gap between two coaxial cylindrical surfaces when the ratio 
of the gap dimension δ to the diameter of the cylinder D = 2R is sufficiently small. However, the characteristics of 
the annular flow can differ from the characteristics of the planar Couette flow due to the deviation of the velocity 
profile from the linear one for the laminar regime, the appearance of Taylor-Görtler vortices, [7-9]. More complex is 
the structure of the circular flow in the case of various combinations of relative rotation of the inner and outer 
cylinders. The known experimental installations are designed for operation under normal environmental conditions; 
therefore, Reynolds numbers change due to the change of wall velocity only. 

Because of the large number of influencing factors, there is diversity of emerging phenomena at different flow 
parameters, the geometric characteristics of the annular channel, the ratio of the angular velocities of the walls, etc. 
Couette flow in the annular gap is of interest, both for fundamental and applied research, and there are many works 
devoted to flow peculiarities for various design and parametric differences. One of the main features of the flow in 
the coaxial gap is the formation of Taylor-Görtler vortices, see, for example, [7]. In experimental work, as a rule, 
liquid is used as a working fluid. In this case, the transparent walls of the outer cylinder allow to apply optical 
methods of investigation, to obtain flow visualization patterns. The main obstacle for using instrumental methods at 
studying the circular Couette flow is the formation of a wake behind a probe, which distorts the flow in the channel.  
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This work is a continuation and development of previous studies, the results of which are described in detail in 
papers [10-12]. 

In this paper, we consider the design of an installation that allows simulating both a planar and annular Couette 
flow in a wide range of parameters, and describes flow characteristics. 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The design of the stand shown in Fig. 1 was used to simulate the Couette flow: a narrow gap of size δ is formed 
between a coaxial fixed semi-cylindrical surface and a rotating cylinder of diameter D = 200 mm and height H = 
100 mm chosen due to constructive reasons. In order to avoid undesirable rotational oscillations and vibrations of 
the cylinder, it was carefully balanced. 

 
FIGURE 1. Stand for modeling the Couette flow in a semi-circular channel 

 
The volume V in the lower part of the stand serves as a settling chamber, suppressing the disturbances generated 

in the wake of the probe installed in the annular gap. Since chamber V is sealed, the pressure inside the stand can be 
varied within wide ranges both rarefied or higher than ambient. Conditions on the walls of a semi-circular channel, 
such as roughness, permeability, temperature etc., can be changeable. 

The measuring equipment to control the pressure inside the stand and the velocity of rotation of the cylinder is 
provided. The constant temperature anemometer CTA-5 designed and manufactured at ITAM SB RAS, [13], and 
hot-wire probe with a tungsten wire with diameter of 10 microns have been used to measure mean velocity and 
velocity fluctuations inside the gap. the probes were calibrated in the DISA installation and the data were processed 
according to the standard procedure using the programs created at ITAM. To measure profiles of the flow 
parameters the hot-wire probe can be moved across the flow by means of traversing device based on a standard 
micrometer. The accuracy of the probe relocation across the channel is about ± 0.005 mm. The traversing device can 
be installed in the beginning, in the middle and in the end of the length of the semicircular channel. Thus, the chosen 
design makes it possible to exclude the influence of the wake of a probe and to apply instrumental methods of 
measurement for studying the Couette flow. 

It was determined that for diameter of internal rotating cylinder D = 200 mm at angular velocity up to 600 s-1 the 
corresponding linear velocity of the cylinder surface is U = 60 m/s. 

The picture of the surface streamlines on the fixed wall was obtained using oil-particulate visualization in a wide 
range of flow parameters. It should be noted that, technically, visualization performance encountered a number of 
contradictory difficulties caused, on the one hand, by the need to use a low viscosity oil-particulate composition, 
especially at low pressures and flow rates, but, on the other hand, low viscosity leads to rapid spreading when 
stopping the rotation of the cylinder and removing the stand cover to take photos with the camera. 

RESULTS OF FLOW CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE SEMI-CIRCULAR CHANNEL 

The characteristics of the Couette flow in the semicircular channel of this installation were studied and published 
in [10-12]. With the help of a hot-wire anemometer, profiles of average velocity and velocity fluctuations were 
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determined in a wide range of Reynolds numbers, which are varied both by the speed of rotation of the cylinder and 
by the change in pressure in the internal volume of the stand. Spectra of velocity pulsations were also obtained. 

Mean velocity profiles were determined for several flow regimes, examples of profiles are in [10] both for 
laminar flow and for turbulent flow. In contrast to the flow in a flat channel, see [7], the velocity profile in the 
turbulent regime in the annular channel does not have a central symmetry with respect to the channel axis, which is 
a consequence of the channel curvature. 

Measured intensity of velocity fluctuations versus the Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 2. It is necessary to note 
that data in Fig. 2 were obtained by two methods of changing the Reynolds number: at constant pressure but variable 
velocity of the cylinder rotation (the same color of the lines in Fig. 2) and, vice versa, at constant velocity of the 
cylinder rotation and variable pressure in the stand volume (different colors). As it is seen in Fig. 2, both two 
methods give the same results. 

 
FIGURE 2. Dependency of flow velocity fluctuations on Reynolds number 

 
From the obtained photographs, it was determined the average dimension of the Taylor vortices in the direction 

of the generatrix of the cylindrical surface, see Fig. 3. The procedure for processing photographs of oil visualization 
described in detail in [10] is clear from the relations given below: 

 

 
)2(22 −

==∆
n
Ll  (1) 

where:   L - the distance between the farthest traces, n is the number of traces between L; l is the average distance 
between nearby traces; Δ is the size of the vortex along the generatrix of the cylindrical surface. 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Dependency of flow velocity fluctuations on Reynolds number 

 
As a result, the averaged transverse dimensions of the Taylor vortices were obtained over a wide range of 

Reynolds and Taylor numbers corresponding to pressure from 0.07 to 1.0 atmospheres. 
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In the entire investigated range, the transverse dimensions of the vortices were somewhat larger than the gap, 
decreasing to a value equal to the gap at maximum pressures as it is shown in Fig. 3. 

RESULTS OF CALCULATION 

The calculations were carried out for the flow in the stand shown in Fig. 1, and the reduced geometrical 
dimensions for the Navier-Stokes equations in two-dimensional and three-dimensional approaches. The SST 
turbulence model [14-15] was used, and in some calculations, the v2-f model of turbulence [16] was also used. 

In a two-dimensional formulation, the problem was solved for determining the averaged profile of the azimuthal 
velocity in the gap between the rotating cylinder and the fixed coaxial cylindrical surface. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
calculated two-dimensional domain corresponds to the overall cross section of the experimental stand.  

 

 

  

FIGURE 4. The domain for two-
dimensional calculation 

 FIGURE 5. The velocity profiles for two-dimensional calculations and 
experiments 

 
The averaged velocity profile was calculated for the middle cross section of the semicircular gap for two values 

of the Reynolds number, for which there are measurement results using the hot-wire. The Reynolds numbers were 
determined using the velocity of the surface of the rotating cylinder and the size of the gap. For the calculation, 
Reynolds numbers were chosen corresponded both to low and high level of velocity fluctuations, namely, for 
Reynolds number Re = 230 and Reynolds number, Re = 4554.  

These two-dimensional calculations of the average velocity profiles were performed for a fixed rotation velocity, 
but with different pressures in the chamber. The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 5, where experimental 
dependencies are also given. The calculated and experimental velocity profiles for small values of the Reynolds 
number are practically linear and agree well with each other. This corresponds to expression given in [7]: 
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For conditions of laminar flow (Re = 230) the difference between velocity profiles of plane and circular Couette 
flow is negligible small. For present data it is less than 0.25 %. 

As for data for large Reynolds numbers, the main difference between experimental and calculated velocity 
profiles is that the calculated profiles have central symmetry, like the profiles for the flat Couette flow [7]. This is 
the consequence that the influence of centrifugal forces on formation of the Tailor-Görtler vortices cannot be taken 
into account. 

Three-dimensional calculations have been made to take into account effect of the centrifugal forces. The domain 
for three-dimensional calculation is shown in Fig. 6 and contains total internal volume of the facility. 

experiment Re=4554 
calculation Re=4554 
experiment Re=230 
calculation Re=230 

U, m/s 

y,
 m

m
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For numerical simulation of the flow in the gap between the cylinders for this installation, you can use the 
standard method for calculating the flow [17]. On the upper and lower faces of the semi-cylindrical region, the 
condition of periodicity of the flow was set, on the input and output regions of the semi-cylinder (blue intersecting 
surfaces in Fig. 3), the condition of periodicity was also set. 

 
 

 

FIGURE 6. The domain for three-
dimensional calculation 

FIGURE 7. The vortex structure of the flow at Re = 4554 

 
The vortex structure of the flow in the gap between the cylinders is shown n Fig. 7. The section plane is shown 

in Fig. 6 as a red line. The data for the w velocity component are in the upper part of Fig. 7, and u velocity 
component is shown in the lower part of the figure. It can be seen from the calculations that the size of the vortices 
along the generatrix of the cylinder is approximately 5 mm, which is somewhat larger than shown in Fig. 3 
measured in the experiments. 

CONCLUSION 

An experimental facility has been created in which preliminary measurements of the flow characteristics and the 
possibility of modeling both plane and circular Couette flow in a semicircular gap between coaxial cylindrical 
surfaces is shown. 

The facility, together with the hot-wire equipment, makes it possible to investigate the characteristics of the 
Couette flow in the semicircular in the range of flow velocities on the surface of a rotating cylinder from 10 to 
100 m/s, including for rarefied gas conditions with large Knudsen numbers and small Reynolds numbers. 
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Abstract. The model of the synthesis of composite combustion in a three-component system Ti-C-Al is proposed. A 
complex kinetic scheme of the synthesis process, taking into account the change in porosity and the dependence of the 
effective properties on the composition and structure of the composite was considered. The thermokinetic approach 
considering the diffusion processes leading to the retardation of the reaction by a layer of product in formally kinetic laws 
of the reaction was used in the model. Calculation showed that increase of the initial temperature of the reaction mixture 
from 300 to 500 K decreases the concentration of the Ti2AlC phase and mass fraction of the Ti3AlC2 and TiC phases, 
regardless of the composition of the initial powder mixture. 

INTRODUCTION 

Compounds obtained on the basis of the Ti-Al-C system belong to the so-called MAX phases. MAX phases are 
the ternary system Mn+1AXn, where M is a transition metal, A is an element of the A-subgroup of the Periodic Table, 
X is carbon, silicon or nitrogen [1]. The most active study of ternary systems based on MAX phases began in the 
2000s [2]. 

Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) compared with traditional methods for producing three-
component composites is the simplest and most energy-consuming method of manufacturing materials [3]. 
However, SHS is nonequilibrium process and it is not possible to predict the composition of the synthesized product 
due to the presence of a wide range of homogeneity on the phase diagrams of some systems. The stoichiometric 
composition of the initial powder mixture is not always the result of a composite TixAlCy in the SHS process. 
Besides MAX-phases, different bicomponent phases are present in the obtained composites. For example, in [1] 
were fabricated long products by the method of SHS extrusion from powder pressing Ti-Al-C. The composition of 
the mixture was calculated corresponding to the stoichiometric of the composite Ti3AlC2: 73% Ti + 15% Al + 
12% C. However, analysis of the microstructure of the synthesized materials showed that, in addition to the Ti3AlC2, 
the TiAl3 phase and carbide inclusions are present in the composite (about 40%). The undissolved carbides (TiCz) 
and titanium aluminides (TikAlm) in composite materials obtained by SH-synthesis from a mixture of Ti-Al-C 
powders can lead to cracking of the material, especially under cyclic loading conditions [4] and therefore are highly 
undesirable. 

The analysis of experimental work on the synthesis of composites by the SHS method in the Ti-Al-C system 
showed that if the main aim of the synthesis is to obtain composite materials containing the specified composition 
TixAlCy in the MAX-reaction products, then the necessary experimental conditions must be specified, the required 
percentage component of the powder mixture, prepare pressing reagents to minimize undesirable carbides and 
titanium aluminides. Varying the experimental conditions (temperature and time of initiation, variants of an inert 
environment, etc.) in a wide range is very difficult and rather expensive in experimental studies. Therefore, it is 
necessary to involve mathematical modeling. SHS models of composite materials in the ternary systems were not 
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found in the literature. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to develop and study a model of the combustion 
synthesis of the composite material in the Ti-Al-C system. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The mathematical model of the reaction initiation process in a powder mixture is considered. The specimen is a 
cylinder of radius R consisting of two layers of powder mixtures placed on each other. The first layer of cylinder 
(igniter) is the stoichiometric mixture of titanium Ti and silicon Si powders of composition Ti5Si3 and the thickness 
of the filling is equal to l. The second layer (ignited mixture) is a mixture of titanium Ti, carbon C, aluminum Al 
powders and thickness L. The temperature was assumed to be uniform across the diameter of the specimen. The 
igniter and the ignited mixture are considered to be gasless. 

The heat losses to the environment due to convection (if the synthesis is carried out in an inert gas atmosphere) 
and due to thermal radiation were taken into account in the heat conduction equation. Thus, the heat conduction 
equations take the form 
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where indexes «1»,«2» are the igniter and reaction mixture properties, respectively, T is the temperature, η is the 
relative molar concentration, t is the time, c, ρ and λ are the effective heat capacity, density and thermal 
conductivity, respectively, α is the coefficient of heat transfer; Q is the heat effect of the reactions; σ0 is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, e0 is the emissivity, R is the layers radius, n=3 or 13 for first and second layer, respectively.  

Let us introduce the notation for the molar concentration of reagents and reaction products:  m1=[Ti], m2=[Si], 
m3=[C], m4=[Al], m5=[TiSi], m6=[Ti3Si], m7=[Ti5Si3], m8=[TiC], m9=[TiAl], m10=[Ti2AlC], m11=[TiAl3], 
m12=[Ti3Al], m13=[Ti3AlC2], then relative molar concentrations will be calculated by the formula 
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The reaction rates are considered to depend on the concentrations according to the law of mass action, and on 
temperature according to the Arrhenius law. The retardation of reaction by the growing layer of the product was 
taken into account in the kinetic function. So, the kinetic function has a form. 
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where k0k is the pre-exponential factor, Rg is the universal gas constant, Eak is the activation energy, bk is the 
retardation parameters, 13,1=k .  

The system of chemical reactions for first layer was written according to the phase diagram of the Ti-Si [5] and it 
includes three reactions. The system of chemical reactions for seconder layer includes ten reactions and also these 
reactions follow from phase diagrams Ti-Al, Ti-C, Ti-Al-C [6]. Kinetic functions are presented in the last column of 
Table 1. 

Kinetic equations for the concentrations of the components are written based on the reaction equations for the 
corresponding region and layer 
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where Si is the ratios of molar reagents concentration to reaction products.  
The values of the kinetic parameters of the reactions with which the calculations were carried out are presented 

in Table 1 [7-11] 

TABLE 1. Kinetic parameters of the reactions. 
 No Reaction Q, J/cm3 k0, с-1 Ea, J/mol Kinetic function 

1 Ti+Si→TiSi 6879 0.363⋅1014 
193000 2111 ηη=ϕ k  

2 2Ti+TiSi→Ti3Si 5018 0.638⋅1015 193000 
5

2
122 ηη=ϕ k  

3 2TiSi+Ti3Si→Ti5Si3 -131.29 0.287⋅1015 205200 
6

2
533 ηη=ϕ k  

4 Ti+C→TiC 15188 0.157⋅1014 117000 
3144 ηη=ϕ k  

5 Ti+Al→TiAl 3889 0.112⋅1015 180000 
4155 ηη=ϕ k  

6 TiAl+TiC→Ti2AlC 1452 0.1325⋅1015 71900 
9866 ηη=ϕ k  

7 2Ti+Al+C→Ti2AlC 7882 0.159⋅1014 71900 
43

2
177 ηηη=ϕ k  

8 Ti+3Al→TiAl3 3846 0.861⋅1014 169000 3
4188 ηη=ϕ k  

9 3Ti+Al→Ti3Al 2432 0.13⋅1013 200000 
4

3
199 ηη=ϕ k  

10 Ti+TiC→Ti2C -2644 0.421⋅1012 133000 
811010 ηη=ϕ k  

11 Ti3Al+2C→Ti3AlC2 2224 0.887⋅1014 71900 2
3131111 ηη=ϕ k  

12 Ti2AlC→Ti2C+Al 984 0.385⋅1014 110000 
101212 η=ϕ k  

13 Ti3AlC2→Ti2AlC+TiC 213 0.457⋅1014 225000 
131313 η=ϕ k

  
The ideal thermal contact between the layers is considered 
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The initiation of the reaction in the igniter is spark 
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where q0 is the power density, δ(t) is the Dirac delta function. 
The adiabatic condition is taken into account at the bottom boundary 
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The initial conditions are 

404303202011021 ,,,,:0 η=ηη=ηη=ηη=η=== TTTt . 

The melting of the components is considered by taking into account the changing of effective heat capacity and 
density in the vicinity of the melting temperature 
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where indexes «s», «L» are the parameters of the solid and liquid phase, Qph is the heat of phase transition, Tph is the 
melting temperature. 

Since the structure of the powder system is changing and unknown at any time, the rule of the mixture was used 
to calculate the effective properties of initial substance and synthesized composite [12]. The effective coefficient of 
thermal conductivity of the igniter and reaction mixture was similarly calculated 
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where ep is the porosity.  
To evaluate the change of porosity, the relation obtained in the sintering theory for the case of the action only 

capillary forces was used [12,13]. 
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where μ is the viscosity, γ is the coefficient of surface tension, r0 is the radius of the particles. 
The algorithm for solving the problem(1)-(3) and finding the rate of the reaction front was described in [13-15]. 
The material properties of titanium, silicon, carbon, aluminum and these compounds used in the calculations are 

presented in Table 2 [16]. 

TABLE 2. Component properties. 
Material ρs/ρL,kg/m3 λ,W/(m2K) cs/cL,J/(kg⋅K) Tph,K Qph, J/kg 
Ti 4540/4120 22 498/687 1941 358 
Si 2330/2520 150 690/979 1687 1802 
C 2250 1.59 712 4620 2169 
Al 2700/2550 203.5 920/1176.7 933 398 
Ti5Si3 4320 26.8 430 2403  
TiC 4900 21.9 696 3533  
Ti2C 4700 19 222 1921  
TiAl 3820 21 662 1753  
TiAl3 3360 8.3 707 1313  
Ti3Al 4220 7 734 1660  
Ti2AlC 4110 36 385 1898  
Ti3AlC2 4240 25 711 1853  

 
The calculations were carried out with the parameters: l=1 cm, L=4cm, R1=R2=2.5 cm, α=103 W/(m2К), 

σ=5.67⋅10-8 W/(K4m2), other parameters varied. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To analyze the content of the reagents and products of the reaction, let us determine the average value of the 
mass concentration of the components 

( )∫ =η=ζ
L

l
ii idxx

L
13,1,1

. 

To estimate the effect of the initial temperature of the reaction mixture (T0) on the dynamics of the reaction 
products formation, the average concentration of the reaction products and the front propagation velocity for two 
different powder mixture compositions were calculated (figure 1). The calculations showed that increase the initial 
temperature of the reaction mixture affects the solid-phase synthesis process for both the composition in a similar 
way. Increase T0 accelerates the chemical reaction which causes an increase of the reaction front velocity and more 
intensive conversion of the reactants into reaction products. So, change of T0 from 300 to 500 K leads to an increase 
in the concentration of Ti2AlC by 7%, and a decrease in Ti3AlC2 by 3% and TiC by 2% for the initial composition of 
powders system I. Also note that for composition I, the proportion of titanium carbide (amounts to 13±2%) in the 
resulting composite is higher than that for composition II (amounts to 8±2%). Experimental studies of the SHS 
process in Ti-Al-C powder compacts with a similar percentage of components showed [17] that the content of 
titanium carbide in the resulting TiC composite varies from 10 to 20%. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 1.  The reaction front velocity (a) and the average phase concentration (b-d) at different initial temperatures.The initial 
stoichiometric composition of I - Ti3AlC2: 74% Ti+ 14% Al +12% C, II - Ti2AlC: 71% Ti+ 20% Al +9% C 

 q0=1.5 kW/cm2, 1. T0=300; 2. T0=400; 3. T0=500 К 

CONCLUSION  

The results of the theoretical study of the model of composite synthesis showed the character of the influence of 
the initial composition of the reagents and the initial heating of the reaction mixture on the process dynamic of solid-
phase synthesis. Varying these parameters, it is possible to obtain a composite with the phases of the desired 
composition and minimize undesirable phase. A good agreement between the calculated and experimental data 
suggests that the model can provide useful recommendations for the solid-phase synthesis of composites of a given 
composition from a three-component powder mixture. 
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of a numerical study of the transition from supersonic to subsonic flow in a 
diffuser (with opening angles Θ = 10º and 90º) of a supersonic air inlet of a ramjet engine (ramjet), due to thermal effects. 
A description of flow characteristics (pressure, total pressure loss, Mach number) is given. Analysis of calculation results 
enables to find the relation between the heat addition and geometrical action on the flow in the channel, when the total 
pressure reductions feasibly coincide in the diffusor. In this case, the static pressure and Mach number at the combustion 
chamber entrance are also close to each other. It is shown that, when the diffusor with big opening angles is used for the 
above mentioned actions, the total pressure may rise by 2.7 ÷ 3 in the combustion chamber, which does not influence the 
air inlet performance and hence the automatic controllability of the total pressure ahead the combustion chamber entrance 
is provided. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of normal shock wave with a boundary layer near the wall surface in internal compressible flows 
causes a rather complicated flow pattern to form. When the shock wave is strong enough to form a separation of the 
boundary layer, the shock wave separates, resulting in one or more shock waves. After several successive shock 
waves called a shock train, an unfavorable pressure gradient region follows if the channel is long enough. Thus, the 
interaction region called «pseudoshock» can stretch out over a long distance. Very often, flows with pseudoshock 
formation can be found in "internal" fluxes. Most flows occur in various devices including channels, pipelines, 
supersonic wind tunnels, supersonic air intakes, supersonic ejectors, etc. 

The air inlets which impose the geometrical action on the flow and reduce the Mach number of the captured 
supersonic flow (down to subsonic values) at the combustion chamber entrance are used to decelerate the high-speed 
air flow flowing onto the ramjet. It is known that the increased pressure during the fuel combustion in the subsonic 
combustion chamber goes up against the flow and may cause the reduction of the air flowrate and total pressure in 
the air inlet, which breaks the engine performance and deteriorates its propulsion [1, 2]. The problem of interaction 
between the air inlet and combustion chamber is one of the key ones for the ramjet. 

Many works [3÷11] are devoted to experimental, theoretical, and numerical investigations of the supersonic 
flows in channels with pseudoshocks. Most of the works are addressed to the flows in cylindrical or slightly 
expanding channels (opening angle 1º ÷ 4º), which are considered as the diffusors (isolators) of the supersonic air 
inlets. Cylindrical and slightly expanding isolators have a big length (the recommended length of such isolators is 20 
÷ 30 calibers [5]) and cannot always provide the isolation of the air inlet from the combustion chamber within the 
needed range of varying back pressure. The allowed increase of the total pressure (back pressure in the combustion 
chamber) at the outputs of the cylindrical or slightly expanding diffusors, which corresponds to the motion of the 
pseudoshock from the air inlet output to its throat is maximum 25 ÷ 35% [10, 11]. At the same time, as is shown 
below, the total pressure in the combustion chamber can increase by about 2.5 times during the fuel combustion. 
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The authors of [12] present the results of numerical investigation of the transition from the supersonic flow to the 
subsonic one in the diffusor of the ramjet supersonic air inlet, as the pressure rises in the channel due geometrical 
actions. 

THE AIR INLET AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

 
FIGURE 1. Typical ramjet – schematic 

 
Figure 1 demonstrates the schematic of the ramjet exhaust duct (channel), which includes the supersonic air inlet 

with an area of external compression (1-2), an area of the internal compression (2-3), the throat with the minimal 
cross-section area (3-4), diffusor (4-5), combustion chamber (5-6), and nozzle with the critical section (6). The 
captured supersonic flow is compressed and decelerated in the areas of the external and internal compression. At the 
same time, the flow remains supersonic in the air inlet throat. For the transition from the supersonic to subsonic 
speed, the expanding diffusor (4-5) is used; the so-called “pseudoshock” is located there; it presents a system of λ-
shaped shock waves. Then the subsonic flow comes in the combustion chamber (5-6) and flows out into atmosphere 
through the nozzle with the critical section 6.  

The problem of interaction between the air inlet and combustion chamber can be explained as follows. Using the 
fairly simplified approach (the unidimensional flow, perfect gas, no additive fuel mass, constant area of the critical 
section of the nozzle), let us write down the equation of flowrate conservation for the cross sections 4, 5, and 6. In 
the considered schematic, the air flowrate passing through the throat (3-4) must coincide with the flowrate though 
the critical section of the nozzle (6) G4=G5=G6.  
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In the area 4-5, while passing through the pseudoshock, the total flow pressure reduces, whereas the stagnation 
temperature remains constant (T04 = T05).  
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In the area 5-6, combustion occurs along with the flow temperature increase. As the heat is supplied to the 
subsonic flow, the total pressure reduced maximum by 15%, thus the total pressure is deemed to be constant in this 
section (P05 = P06). In the critical nozzle section, М6 = 1 and hence, respectively, q(М6) = 1. 
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Then we consider the applicability of the diffusors with big opening angles is considered in respect to the 
transition from the supersonic to subsonic flow and ramjet air inlet isolation from the increasing pressure in the 
combustion chamber (resulting from the geometrical or thermal action on the flow in the channels). 
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THE THERMAL ACTION ON THE FLOW IN THE DIFFUSER OF THE SUPERSONIC 
AIR INLET 

Let us consider the applicability of the diffusors with big opening angles for the transition from the supersonic 
flow to the subsonic one and isolation of the ramjet air inlet from the increased pressure in the combustion chamber, 
resulting from the thermal action on the flow in the combustion chamber (thermal throttling of the channel). 

Two axisymmetric channel configurations have been chosen for analysis (Fig. 2). The models 1 (a) and 2 (b) 
consist of the initial cylindrical section with the length Ltr/d = 2, imitating the air inlet throat, diffusor with the length 
Ld/d = 8.8 with the opening angles 10º (model 1) and 90º (model 2), cylindrical section with the length Lcr/d = 10 
(combustion chamber). The difference between the configurations of the models 3, 4 from 1 and 2 is in the 
elongated initial cylindrical section (throat) and absence of the nozzle. At the opening angle of 90º, the diffusor 
presents a cylinder with a step. The ratio of the combustion chamber cross section area to the throat cross section 
area is Fcc/Ftr = 4.0. Schematics of the channels and characteristic relative sizes and sections are given in Fig. 2a and 
2b (the models 1 and 2). The axis Х coincides with the model axis of symmetry and is directed downstream, the axis 
R is perpendicular to the axis Х, the origin of coordinates lies in the throat input plane. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Models of analyzed channels (1– air inlet throat, 2 – diffusor, 3 – combustion chamber) 

CALCULATION METHOD 

To analyze the behavior of the viscous supersonic flow in the channel, the viscous flow was simulated without 
heat exchange in the ramjet channel. The 3D computational model (Fig. 2) was plotted in the software complex 
CAD SolidWorks. Then this model was imported in the standard computational mesh builder ANSYS Meshing. 

The calculate region is bounded by the plane of symmetry. The upper, right and left borders are at a distance 
from the model. On the left boundary, the initial conditions are given in the form of the Mach number and the static 
pressure. On the walls of the channel, the sticking conditions were set. The walls were assumed to be adiabatic. At 
the beginning of the calculation, the entire area was filled with a flow in accordance with the conditions in the 
oncoming stream. A stationary flow model was used. 

To set the heat addition in the channel model, a separate region (combustion chamber) was created from the 
cross section X/d = 10.8 to X/d = 20.8 (Fig. 2), in which the energy were evenly distributed over the volume (the 
power values are given in table 1). 

T A B L E  1. Calculated versions with thermal action. 
Version No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

N, kW 0 10 20 30 40 96 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 

I0out/I0in 1.0 1.095 1.19 1.28 1.38 1.91 2.91 4.83 6.74 8.66 10.57 12.49 
Р0/Р01 
Θ =100 0.767 0.762 0.745 0.755 0.762 0.253 0.319 0.420 0.496 0.563 0.626 0.669 

Р0/Р01 
Θ =900 0.295 0.28 0.279 0.199 0.208 0.257 0.323 0.395 0.497 0.560 0.618 0.641 
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The calculations were performed by integrating the system of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 
describing the spatial flows of a viscous compressible gas with using the software package ANSYS FLUENT. As a 
model of turbulence, the k-ω SST model was chosen. The SST model is a hybrid model, in the near-wall region, a k-
ω turbulence model is used, while in the outer stream, the k-ε model is used. The calculation was carried out using a 
finite-dimensional scheme based on the solution of the equation for density (Density-Based). 

Previously, a study was made of the influence of the grid dimension on the results of calculations. The meshes 
with the sizes 400 000, 600 000 and 800 000 cells were investigated. The calculations showed good agreement of 
the results. For carrying out numerical experiments, a grid was chosen as the base, containing 600 000 cells with 
thickening to the wall. 

The flow in the channels of the models 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2) are carried out at the Mach number of the flow at the 
throat input М3 = М1 = 2, total pressure Р03 = Р01 = 0.5 MPa, and stagnation temperature Т03 = Т01 = 300 К for the 
heat addition versions according to Table 1, where I0out/I0in is the ratio of the air enthalpy at the output (cross section 
30) and input (cross section 0) of the channel, N is the value of the supplied thermal power. The heat addition was 
uniform over the whole volume of the combustion chamber between the cross sections X/d = 10.8 and X/d = 20.8 
(see Fig. 2). 

THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

Typical calculated flow picture (isobars) are shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Isobar flow in the channels of models 1 and 2 at different values of thermal action (version from table 1). 

a) angle Θ = 100, version - 2; b) angle Θ = 100, version – 4 
c) angle Θ = 900, version - 2; d) angle Θ = 900, version - 4 

 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the mass average flow parameters over the channel length for different thermal 

action. Figure 4а (model 1) and 4b (model 2) present the distributions of the mass average Mach numbers over the 
channel length; whereas 4c (model 1) and 4d (model 2) show the losses of the total pressure in the channel Р0/Р01 for 
different thermal action I0out/I0in in accordance with the Table 1. 
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FIGURE 4. Mass average parameters over the channel length (1 –throat, 2 – diffusor, 3 – combustion chamber) 

 
It is evident that for the model 1 (Θ = 10º) with no heat addition (I0out = I0in), the pseudoshock does not appear, 

and the flow remains supersonic within the whole channel (the curve 1 in Fig. 4а). As the heat addition rises, the 
Mach number and total pressure reduce in the heat addition area (the curves 2, 3, 4), but the flow remains 
supersonic. At I0out/I0in = 1.38 (the curve 5 in Fig. 4а), the flow at the combustion chamber entrance is supersonic, 
whereas in the combustion chamber there is a subsonic region, i.e. the pseudoshock. Further increase of the heat 
addition leads to the reduction of the Mach number, and the flow becomes subsonic at the combustion chamber 
entrance. The head part of the pseudoshock shifts smoothly toward the flow, and at I0out/I0in = 6.74 it comes in the 
channel throat (the curve 9 in Fig. 4а), whereas at I0out/I0in = 10.57 it is near the throat input (the curve 11). The next 
calculation version (I0out/I0in = 12.49) shows that there is the ejected head shock wave (the curve 12). It means the 
breach of the flow calculated mode in the air inlet, the flow along the whole channel being subsonic. The range of 
variation of the total pressure ratio Р0/Р01 in the entrance section in the combustion chamber (the cross section 23), at 
which the pseudoshock is in the channel, is 0.22 ÷ 0.63, and the ratio Р0/Р01 increases as the heat addition rises. I.e., 
the considered diffusor with the opening angle Θ = 10º permits the variation of the total pressure in the combustion 
chamber by 2.86 times; it is not transferred into the throat and does not impose any effect on the air inlet 
performance. 

For the model 2 (Θ = 90º) with no heat addition (I0out = I0in), the flow also remains supersonic within the whole 
channel (the curve 1 in Fig. 4b), however, the Mach number within the considerable part of the channel length 
approaches to the Mach number in the channel throat (about 2), opposite to the flow in the model 1. As the heat 
addition increases, the Mach number and total pressure reduce in the heat addition area (the curves 2, 3 in Fig. 4b), 
but the flow remains supersonic at the combustion chamber entrance. At I0out/I0in = 1.28 and 1.38, the jet character of 
the downstream flow is observed behind the throat output, and the barrel shock wave and Mach disk are formed (the 
curves 4 and 5 in Fig. 4b). The Mach disk in this case is in fact the head part of the pseudoshock [6, 7], where, as we 
know, the transition from the supersonic flow to the subsonic one takes place. Further increase of the heat addition 
makes the pseudoshock continue its motion toward the flow. At I0out/I0in = 6.74, the head part of the pseudoshock is 
in the channel throat (Fig. 4c), the curve 9 in Fig. 4d, and at I0out/I0in = 8.66 – near the throat input (the curve 10). 
The next calculation version (I0out/I0in = 10.57) shows that there is the ejected shock wave (the curve 11), which 
indicates the breach of the flow calculation mode in the air inlet. Thus, for the model 2, the range of total pressure 
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variation in the cross section 23 is 0.20 ÷ 0.55. It means that the considered diffusor with the opening angle Θ = 90º 
permits the variation of the total pressure in the combustion chamber by 2.7 times. 

The calculation results show that the mass average gas-dynamic parameters of the flow Р0/Р01, M have 
differences in the distributions over the channel length regarding Θ only on the section from the diffusor output to 
the cross section Х/d < 10, and at Х/d ≥ 10 (in the combustion chamber) they practically coincide. It means that the 
flow parameters within the wide range of I0out/I0in do not depend on the opening angle Θ. 

The values Р0/Р01 in the cross section of the combustion chamber entrance for Θ = 10º and Θ = 90º at I0out/I0in ≥ 
1.9 are close to each other for both models (see the Table 1). 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the mass average Mach numbers along the length of models 1 and 2 for two 
values of I0out/I0in. Insignificant differences in the distributions of M depending on Θ are observed only in the area 
from the entrance to the diffuser to the cross section X/d <10, with X/d ≥ 10 (in the combustion chamber) the gas-
dynamic flow parameters almost coincide. This means that the flow parameters in a large range of I0out/I0in do not 
depend on the opening angle Θ. 

 

  
FIGURE 5. The distribution along the length of the mass-average numbers M for different values of thermal actions 

a) I0out/I0in = 2.91; b) I0out/I0in = 6.74; Θ = 10º - circles; Θ = 90º - triangles. 
(1 –throat, 2 – diffusor, 3 – combustion chamber) 

 
In [13, 14], the flow in a channel was investigated in a one-dimensional formulation when various factors 

influenced the flow, such as the change in the area of the transverse channel, heat input, friction, etc. The system of 
the basic differential equations of the law of inversion of effects on the flow for velocity, pressure, density and 
temperatures. Various isolated effects on the flow in the channel are considered in sufficient detail. 

SUMMARY 

Using the results of numerical simulation, was studied the flow characteristics in two models of the ramjet, 
including the air intake throat, diffuser and combustion chamber with Mach number at the throat inlet M = 2, total 
pressure P0H = 500000 Pa and temperature T0H = 300 K in the range of thermal action I0out/I0in = 1 ÷ 12.49. Analysis 
of the results of calculations allows drawing the following conclusions: 

1. In the absence of thermal action (I0out=I0in) for both models, the flow is supersonic over the entire channel 
length (there is no pseudoshock). As the heat supply increases, in the diffuser, pseudoshock arises, which translates 
the supersonic flow into subsonic, and its head part moves against the flow, enters the cylindrical part of the throat 
and at I0out/I0in = 10.5 ÷ 12.5 goes forward beyond the throat. Before entering the throat there is a head shock wave 
(broken wave). 

2. Differences in gas-dynamic values (loss of total pressure, static pressure, Mach numbers) in the two models 
with different opening angles at the entrance to the combustion chamber are insignificant. 

3. The considered diffusers with large opening angles (Θ = 10º and 90º) allow a change in the total pressure in 
the combustion chamber in 2.7 - 2.9 times, which is not transmitted to the throat and does not affect the operation of 
the air intake, thereby providing the possibility of automatic regulation full pressure before entering the combustion 
chamber. 
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Abstract. At present, there is a need to find effective ways to study the level of sound boom of flying supersonic 
passenger jet. In this work, we numerically simulate the near-field flow near a simple cone-on-cylinder model. To 
improve the quality of calculations and the minimum increase of time spending on calculations, cyclic adaptation of the 
grid to the pressure gradient was used. 

INTRODUCTION 

Creation of a supersonic civil aircraft faces the environmental and economic restrictions critical for the aircraft 
operation right and marketability. Environmental restrictions mean the acceptable noise level on the ground, 
reduction of hazardous atmospheric exhaust, and acceptable sonic boom (SB) formed by a heavy aircraft flying at 
supersonic speeds.  

Near the aircraft flying with the supersonic velocity, there are intermediate SW, plus rarefaction and 
compression waves created by individual elements of the aircraft (Fig. 1). As non-linear effects (speed of 
disturbance propagation versus the disturbance amplitude) propagate in the atmosphere, the flow pattern transforms 
in the N-profile of the disturbed pressure wave which is referred to as the “N-wave” of the sonic boom. Suddenness 
and short duration of the N-wave action are perceived negatively by humans and alive creatures. People undergoing 
periodical action of the sonic boom may suffer from psychological and physiological diseases; animals may change 
the habitat, etc.  

Specialists in Russia, Japan, and some European countries seek for the aircraft shapes and configurations which 
would at the cruising altitude provide the proper pressure distribution on the ground and satisfy a number of key 
restrictions not standardized today [1]. Nowadays, the International Civil Aircraft Organization (ICAO) is 
developing the standards for the sonic boom level acceptable for humans. 

 

FIGURE 1.  Disturbed flow pattern during the flight of a supersonic aircraft 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
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SONIC BOOM MODELING 

The main problem of SB modeling is the large extent of the area under investigation, where the perturbed 
pressure levels vary by several orders of magnitude [2]. That is why the sonic boom phenomenon is studied in the 
near and far fields [3]. The near field of the SB adjoins the aircraft and has a complicated flow structure with shock 
waves, rarefaction and compression waves; its length is about the aircraft length (К = Н/L ~ L, where Н is the height 
distance from the aircraft, L is its characteristic size). The length of the far field where the sonic boom parameters 
vary feasibly in accordance with the asymptotic law, realizes within the distances of К ~ L2. The middle zone of the 
SB is an intermediate one between the near and far fields and features the presence of intermediate shock waves on 
the pressure profile of the sonic boom wave; these waves are generated by the main elements of the aircraft 
configuration, for example, from a wing or nacelles. 

In this work, we investigated the near-field flow field by a numerical method. Since the accuracy of the 
construction of the solution in the near field directly affects the correctness of the obtained solution in the far field, it 
is necessary to carry out the calculation with minimized errors. However, computational schemes always contain a 
number of assumptions that affect the results to some extent. In this regard, even at the initial stages of research, it is 
necessary to verify the obtained results by means of comparison with the results of experiments. 

The purposes of this work are:  
• numerical simulation of the near field of supersonic air flow around a simple cone-on-cylinder model 
• construction of an adaptive grid depending on the flow characteristics. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of streamlining a model with a uniform supersonic flow of an ideal, inviscid gas is considered. The 
calculation was performed using the ANSYS FLUENT software package. The Euler equations were solved in a 
stationary axisymmetric formulation. 

The computational domain has a trapezoidal shape, directed along the propagation of the shock wave from the 
front of the model (Fig. 2). 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Computational domain 
 
The calculation was carried out on 3 different grids (initial and two adapted) consisting of triangular cells. The 

initial grid is uniform with a concentration on the axis of symmetry. The initial number of cells is 484 244. 
The boundary conditions were constant pressure pst = 24 245 Pa, Mach number M = 2.04, and static free-stream 

temperature Tst = 160K at the inlet section and at the upper boundary of the computational domain. A zero pressure 
condition was set at the output boundary. On the surface of the model a no-flow condition for the speed was like  
𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛����⃗ = 0. On the lower boundary - the conditions of symmetry. 

The model is a cone on a cylinder with a half-angle of 20 degrees (Fig. 3). The total length of the model is 150 
mm, cylinder diameter is 15 mm. The boundary conditions and dimensions of the model were determined by the 
parameters of experiments on the study of sound impact in wind tunnels. 
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FIGURE 3. Model diagram 

GRID ADAPTATION 

According to the results of the calculation carried out on a coarse initial grid, the characteristic features of the 
flow structure were identified, and the preliminary position of the shock waves was determined. To improve the 
results of the calculations required grinding grid. Due to the large size of the computational domain, the grid was 
partially refined without a significant increase in the number of cells. 

We carried out the gradient adaptation of the grid to the pressure gradient on shock waves. Due to the presence 
of shock waves, pressure is a suitable variable for use in gradient adaptation. The areas subject to refining are 
highlighted in red (Fig. 4, a). Adaptation of the grid led to an increase in the total number of cells to 765 341.  

In order to optimize the calculation results, the grid was grinded and enlarged in the required areas. The number 
of cells increased to 852 221. Figure 4, c shows the areas where grid was refined are highlighted in red, and coarse - 
in blue. 

 

  
a b 

  
c d 

FIGURE 4.  The zones of the first (a) and second (c) adaptations, and areas of adaptive grids 
(first (b) and second (d)) before the model 

 
In gradient adaptation, FLUENT multiplies the Euclidean norm of the gradient of pressure by a characteristic 

length scale. The gradient function has the following form:  

 /2
1| | ( ) | grad |r

i celle A p=  (1) 

where 1ie is the error indicator, Acell is the cell area,  r is the gradient volume weight, and  |grad p| is the Euclidean 

norm of the gradient of the desired field variable, p. The default value of the gradient volume weight is unity, which 
corresponds to full volume weighting. A value of zero will eliminate the volume weighting, and values between 0 
and 1 will use proportional weighting of the volume. In areas of high value of the gradient function grid should be 
shredded. In areas with a small value of the function where the flow does not require clarification deterioration the 
grid is enlarged. 
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RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

Figure 5, a shows the flow pattern in the entire computational domain. With the adapting of the grid in the 
required areas, the front of the shock wave is aligned, its position is shifted and the intensity increases. For example, 
we can observe the refinement of the image of the shock wave in the area before the cone before 
adaptation (Fig. 5b), after the second adaptations (Fig. 5c). 

 
                                                                                   (a) 
 

  
 

(b)     (c) 

FIGURE 5.  The flow pattern in the entire computational domain (a) and flow area in front of the model (b) 
after calculating on the initial grid 

 
The graph (Fig. 6) shows the profiles of shock waves at a distance of К = 6 and К = 20 calibers from the cone 

after calculating on the initial and two adaptive grids. Here К = Н/L is relative distance from aircraft, H is removal 
by height, L is the model length. It can be seen from the Fig. 6 that when using the gradient adaptation of the grid, 
there is a change in the pressure gradients and the position of the shock waves, as well as a change in the intensity of 
the shock waves and the rarefaction waves. At the same time, the counting time increases slightly due to a small 
change in the number of cells in the computational domain. Comparison with experimental data showed that the 
intensity of the shock waves from the front of the model at a distance of 20 calibers corresponds to the experimental 
results, which is an indicator of the correctness of the obtained data. 
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                                          (a)                                                                                    (b) 

FIGURE 6.  The profiles of shock waves at a distance of  К = 6 (a)  and K = 20 (b) calibers from the cone after calculating on the 
initial and two adaptive grids 

CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical simulation of the near-field flow near the simple model has been performed using cyclic adaptation 
of the grid to the pressure gradient. It is shown that, as a result of calculations on grids adapted to the flow structure, 
the solution is refined, more precisely, the pressure gradients and the positions of the shock waves change, and the 
intensity of the shock waves and the rarefaction waves changes. At the same time, the counting time increases 
slightly due to a small change in the number of cells in the computational domain. 

The performed numerical simulation is the initial stage of research aimed at applying the cyclic adaptation 
algorithm of grids oriented to the flow structure, and allowing comparison with experimental data for simple 
models. 
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Abstract. Experimental investigations on the influence of the surfaces consisting of micro slots on the disturbances in 
boundary layer of the sharp cone are performed at Mach number M∞ = 5.9, total temperature T0 = 415±5 K and unit 
Reynolds numbers Re1∞ = (2.5; 4.2)∙106 m-1. Surfaces consisting of micro slots with different spacing, width and depth 
are investigated. It is found that the use of surfaces with micro slots makes it possible to reduce the amplitude of the most 
unstable disturbances in a hypersonic boundary layer (second mode disturbances). The effectiveness of such surfaces 
depends on the spacing, width and depth of micro slots. It is shown that surfaces consisting of micro slots lead to 
destabilization of disturbances with frequencies lower than the frequencies of the second disturbance mode. The optimal 
parameters of the surfaces consisting of micro slots are found. 

INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of boundary layer transition control methods is one of the most important tasks of high-speed 
aerodynamic. The wall heat fluxes of a hypersonic vehicle greatly increase due to laminar to turbulent transition of 
the boundary layer. For that reason laminar-turbulent transition delay is necessary to reduce the heat load on 
hypersonic vehicle. The cause of the transition on the smooth surfaces is small unstable disturbances in the boundary 
layer that increase exponentially. In hypersonic boundary layers the most unstable disturbances are second mode 
disturbances with acoustic nature [1-3]. Stability of the hypersonic boundary layer on conical bodies strongly 
depends on nose tip bluntness [3] and angle of attack [4]. Ultrasonic absorptive coating is used to stabilize second 
mode disturbances [2]. The laminar-turbulent transition of hypersonic boundary layers occurs later downstream on 
surfaces with ultrasonic absorptive coating than on the smooth surface [6-8]. Experimentally shown that in order to 
stabilize the hypersonic boundary layer, the ultrasonic absorbing coatings should be located in the region of 
instability of the second mode of perturbation, otherwise the use of the coating leads to destabilization of the 
boundary layer [9, 10]. Previously used coatings consisting of chaotically sintered wires [2], sets of nets [5,8,10], 
perforated plates [6], ceramics with "natural porosity" [7]. As an alternative to the above ultrasound absorbing 
coatings, it is proposed in this paper to use a coating consisting of long streamwise slots. 

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

Experimental investigations are conducted in the Transit-M hypersonic short-duration wind tunnel at Mach 
number M = 5.8 and two free-stream unit Reynolds numbers Re1∞ = (2.5 and 4.2) ∙ 106 m-1. The free-stream total  
temperature is T0 = 415±5 К. Investigations of the influence of streamwise slots on the development of disturbances 
in hypersonic boundary layer is made on the sharp cone with a half-angle of 7° (Fig. 1) at zero angle of attack. 
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Interchangeable insert with coatings with streamwise slots are installed on the cone surface (3). Two high frequency 
pressure gauges PCB132А31 located on the cone generatrix downstream and upstream of the coatings at distance 
from the nose tip xg1 = 360 mm and xg2 = 400 mm, respectively. The frequency range of gages is f = 11 - 1000 kHz.  

 
FIGURE 1. Experimental model. 1, 2 – high frequency pressure gauges, 3 – surface with slots 

 
Parameters of investigated coatings with slots (Fig. 2) are listed in the Table 1. 

 
FIGURE 2. Surface segment with slots. b – spacing, w – width, h – depth 

 

TABLE 1. Parameters of the coatings with slots. 
No. b, mm w, mm h, mm 
set 1 0.4 0.2 0.3; 0.6; 0.9 
set 2 0.8 0.2 0.6; 0.9 
set 3 1 0.5 0.5; 1; 1.5 

RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows pressure disturbances spectra normalized to free stream static pressure Pst at the point xg1 (black 
dashed line) and point xg2 on the solid surface (black solid line) and on surface with slots with width w = 0.5 mm, 
spacing s = 1 mm and different depth h (color lines) for the Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1. The most unstable second mode 
disturbances on the solid surface is clearly seen at frequency range of f  ≈ 110 – 210 kHz at the point xg1 and f ≈ 90 – 
210 kHz at the point xg2. The amplitude of the second mode increase downstream on the solid surface and decrease 
downstream on the surfaces with slots. In contrast to the second mode, there are disturbances with a lower frequency 
range which rapidly increase downstream on surfaces with slots than on the solid surface. 
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FIGURE 3. Spectra of pressure fluctuations on solid surface and surface with slots with width w = 0.5 mm, spacing s = 1 mm 

and different depth h for the Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1 
 
Growth rates (-αi) of the spectral components are calculated using the relation: 
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where P´g1, g2 is pressure disturbances amplitude and R1,2 = (Re1∞*xg1,g2)1/2 local Reynolds number based at two 
measurement station xg1 and xg2, respectively. Figure 4 shows grow rates of disturbances versus frequency on the 
solid surface and on coatings with slots with width w = 0.5 mm, spacing s = 1 mm and different depth h for free 
stream unit Reynolds number Re1∞ = 4.2∙106 m-1. Unstable disturbances frequency range on the solid surface f ≈ 50 
– 180 kHz is related to the first and second mode disturbances and another frequency range f ≈ 215 – 350 kHz is 
related to the second mode harmonic. On the surface with micro slots unstable disturbances frequency range is 
shifted to lower frequencies, it means that the surface with the micro slots stabilize the second mode disturbances 
and destabilize the first mode disturbances. The second mode harmonic is stable on the surface with slots. 

Figure 5 shown the normalized maximum of the second mode disturbances amplitude (P’max_s – maximum of the 
second mode disturbances amplitude on the solid surface, P’max_p – on the porous surface) versus slots depth for 
three sets of surface with slots and two free stream unit Reynolds numbers Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1 (a) and Re1∞ = 4.2·106 
m-1 (b). Non monotonic dependence is observed for all three sets. For surfaces with slots with w = 0.2 mm, b = 0.4 
mm and w = 0.2 mm, b = 0.8 mm the most effective depth is h = 0.6 mm for to unit Reynolds numbers. For the 
surface with w = 0.5 mm, b =1 mm the most effective depth is h = 1 mm and 0.5 mm for Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1 and 
Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1, respectively. 

The normalized maximum of the growth rate of the disturbances versus the slots depth shown illustrated in 
Figure 6(a) for Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1 and Figure 6(b) for Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1. It is seen that the increase of the slots 
depth leads to decrease of the grow rate maximum. The smallest value of the grow rate maximum is observed on the 
coating with slots with w = 0.2 mm, b = 0.8 mm, h = 0.9 mm and w = 0.5 mm, b = 1 mm, h = 1.5 mm for Re1∞ = 
2.5·106 m-1 and w = 0.2 mm, b = 0.4 mm, h = 0.9 mm for Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1. 
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FIGURE 4. Grow rate of disturbances versus frequency on solid surface and surface with slots with width w = 0.5 mm, spacing 

s = 1 mm and different depth h for the Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1 
 

 

  
(a)                                                                               (b) 

FIGURE 5. Normalized maximum second mode disturbances amplitude versus slots depth for different spacing and width of 
slots. (a) – Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1, (b) – Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1 

 
 

  

(a)                                                                               (b) 

FIGURE 6. Normalized maximum second mode disturbances grow rate versus slots depth for different spacing and width of 
slots. (a) – Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1, (b) – Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of the surface with micro slots on disturbances in the hypersonic boundary layer experimentally 
investigated. Experiments are conducted on the sharp 7° cone at Mach M∞ = 5.8 and two unit Reynolds numbers 
Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1 and Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1.  The experiments showed that second mode disturbances are dumped on 
the surfaces with slots, but the first mode are destabilized. It is found out that effectiveness of the surfaces with the 
slots depend on the slots width, spacing and depth. in considered range of parameters, the most effective 
configuration for second mode disturbances damping is surface with slots with width w = 0.5 mm, spacing b = 1 
mm, depth h = 1 mm and 0.5 mm for unit Reynolds numbers Re1∞ = 2.5·106 m-1 and Re1∞ = 4.2·106 m-1, 
respectively. The experimental data obtained in this work can be used to verify theoretical or numerical 
computations of the hypersonic boundary layer stability. 
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Abstract. The uniform acceleration of a body in the axisymmetric channel has been numerically simulated. The 
dependencies of the flow-rate characteristics of the “channel-body” system have been obtained for various cases of 
geometrical blockage of the channel by the flying body. The geometrical way of passage has been proposed – by means 
of diffraction of the leading shock wave in the short section of sporadic channel extension.  

INTRODUCTION 

The uniform acceleration of the body in the channel with a gaseous medium goes includes the appearance of a 
leading shock wave  ahead of the body [1]. The mechanism of the shock wave  appearance for the body of any size 
is the same as for the piston case [2]. But its intensity and the consequence of the following development of the gas-
dynamic pattern of the flow completely depend on the body blockage of the channel cross section [3]. Regarding the 
body motion speed and geometrical ratio of its area and the area of the duct, two geometrical modes can realize: the 
channel “start” or “non-start”. Similarly to the air inlet devices in high-speed aircrafts (Fig. 1) [4], the term “start” 
corresponds to the mode when all the air flowing onto the body passes through the “body-channel” duct without any 
mass loss. The mode “non-start” occurs in the case when the compression degree and flow passage area are 
insufficient to let the whole free-stream air pass from the body front into its aft. The “non-start” mode includes high 
aerodynamic and thermodynamic loadings for the flying body and is extremely undesirable. 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

The paper presents a series of  numerical simulation of the acceleration of axisymmetric bodies of simple 
geometry (Fig. 2) from rest to high supersonic speeds. The process of acceleration of different-size bodies (∅d  = 20 
mm (4%  blockage of the channel), ∅d  = 30 mm (9%), ∅d  = 40 mm (16%), ∅d  = 50 mm (25%), ∅d = 60 mm 
(36%) and ∅d = 70mm (49%), see Fig. 4, has been calculated at the constant  channel diameter ∅D = 100 mm. 

The nonstationary process of the body acceleration in the channel was made in the numerical simulation packet 
Fluent. Nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations were solved for the nonviscous flow in the axisymmetric statement. 
Air was used as the process gas. The pressure of the undisturbed gas in the pipeline is taken to be P∞=1000 Pа. Free 
boundaries were assigned to the left and right of the computational domain (PRESSURE OUTLET). In the 
computational domain, there is a structured mesh constructed, with the condensation toward channel and model 
walls. Minimal cell size is 0.2х0.2 mm.  

To assign the model motion, we used the module (User define function) plug in Fluent; it contains the law of 
speed variation versus time assigned by us. The model motion was assigned as the straight uniform accelerated 
along the axis from right to left, the acceleration a = 20500 m/s2. Time pitch was ∆t = 10-6 s. The computational 
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mesh was reconstructed at every pitch, i.e. the whole mesh moved together with the model, the cells disappeared on 
the left boundary and appeared on the right one. The solution at every time instant was accepted as agreed if 
discrepancies were below 10-7. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. The dependence of the limiting degree of reduction of the inner channel "cross-over-vehicle" 
 from the vehicle speed 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Computational domain geometry 

 
The dotted lines in the diagram of isentropic compression limit and Kantrowitz Limit (Fig. 4) designate the 

geometrical characteristics of the models, for which the calculations were done. 
For every case, the body acceleration begins in the favorable (from the gas-dynamic point of view) “start” area 

of the channel (Fig. 1). In spite of this, the calculation results show that not all the air flowing onto the body passes 
into its bottom area. Some modest part of the air is pushed ahead by the body and form the increased pressure zone. 
It is probably related with the imperfect aerodynamic shape of the body which does not provide the smooth and 
permanent flow around it.  

Fig. 3 shows the dependencies for different cases; they show in per cent which part of the “onflowing” air (G+) 
passes from the body front into the aft (G-) as long as the body accelerates. These graphs show evidently owing to 
what and how the increased pressure zone forms ahead of the body. 

The lowest air flow rate through the “body-channel” duct coincides in every calculated case with the flight Mach 
number close to М = 1, which is in a good agreement with the theory of isentropic compression limit. In the 
supersonic flight area, the flowrate difference ΔG = (G+)-(G-) of the air flowing on the body (G+) and the air 
“swallowed” by the body (G-) decreases. At a certain moment, the mass of the gas flowing on the body becomes 
smaller than the “swallowed” gas mass ΔG<0. It leads to the gradual disappearance of the air block ahead of the 
body, leading shock wave weakening and achievement of its “swallowing” moment. The favorable flow-around 
mode stabilizes (see Fig. 3, the moment of curve incidence on the point 100%). 

Fneck 

Foverpass 

1 

2 

2 
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FIGURE 3. Flowrate diagrams 

 
Comparing the moments of the channel “start” and stabilization of the supersonic flow around the body and the 

diagram of isentropic compression and Kantrowitz limits (Fig. 1), one can see that the body getting into the 
favorable zone “2”, continues moving in the increased pressure zone behind the shock wave, for quite a long time. 
The body undergoes high aerodynamic (Fig. 4) and thermal loadings. The reason is in the air block and time needed 
for its dissipation in accordance with the diagram in Fig. 3.  

The bigger is the body cross size, the longer is the section of the supersonic mode stabilization. Evidently 
that the reduction of this section promises essential power advance for the acceleration process implementation. 

 

 
 FIGURE 4.. Aerodynamic drag versus flight speed 

 

To reduce the section of favorable mode stabilization, with the supersonic flow around the body, the method of 
dissipation of the increased pressure zone is proposed for consideration. It is suggested that a short section of 
sporadic channel extension should be organized in the body way (Fig. 5).  
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FIGURE 5. Computational domain geometry 

 
For this work, preliminary numerical analysis of the controllability of the gas-dynamic pattern of the flow in the 

studied statement were carried out. Fig. 6 presents the developing gas-dynamic patterns of the process of body 
crossing the niche with the leading shock wave. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 6.. Development of the gas-dynamic pattern of the body crossing the niche 

 
It is evident from the calculation results that the leading shock wave diffraction takes place in the sporadic 

extension section, which leads to the dramatic drop of its intensity. The pressure behind the shock wave and speed of 
its front reduce significantly. The body gains on the shock wave front, pierces it and enters onto the initial-size 
channel in the already stabilized supersonic flow-around. 

The results of the preliminary calculations show that there are different scenarios of the developing process at the 
interaction of the leading shock wave  and sporadic extension section of the channel. There is a complex of 
influence parameters such as niche shape and geometrical sizes, the distance between the shock wave and body, etc. 
in the nearest future we plan to perform the detailed investigation of the potentials and peculiarities of the flow gas 
dynamics control in the task under consideration. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using the  numerical simulation methods, the dependencies of the parameters (passage duct “channel-
body” flowrate, aerodynamic drag factor, etc.) have been found for different versions of geometrical sizes of the 
body; these parameters characterize the mechanism of development of the gas-dynamic processes at the uniform 
acceleration of the body in the для channel. The effective controllability of the gas-dynamic pattern of the studied 
flow with the aid of short zones of sporadic extension of the channel cross section is demonstrated, 

Pressure, Pa 

R1>R 
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Abstract.  The paper describes a method that allows obtaining solutions of stability problems for beams of variable 
stiffness that are acceptable for engineering practice. The method is based on the use of an analytical solution, refined 
using the finite element method. Analytical solution can be obtained using various approximate methods. In this 
investigation, the Ritz method is used to obtain an analytical solution. The application of the method is demonstrated on 
the problem of stability of a beam with a step change in cross section with three segments. Analytical expressions and 
graphs for determining the critical force for some types of beams of variable stiffness are given. Boundary conditions 
were considered: a) simply supported ends b) one end fixed and a free second end. Beams made of isotropic material and 
of laminated composites are discussed. The problem of critical force of a typical aircraft truss is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first work on the stability of beams of variable stiffness was carried out by Euler in 1759. From the second 
half of the 18th century to our time dozens of researchers have been working on this problem, hundreds of articles 
and monographs have been written and published. The monographs devoted to problems of stability, for example, 
[1-8]. These monographs summarize the main research results accumulated over previous years. 

The problem of stability of beams of variable stiffness is relevant at the current moment, since each year new 
articles on this topic are published. Beams of variable stiffness are actively used in the aerospace industry. For 
example, aircraft truss corresponds (in its geometry) to a beam of variable stiffness. 

This paper describes a method that makes it possible to obtain expressions that acceptable for engineering 
practice for determining the critical loads of beams with variable stiffness, i.e. expressions that do not require 
complex math calculations from engineer and provide acceptable accuracy of the solution. 

The proposed calculation method does not take into account plastic deformations, i.e. it is assumed that stresses 
in the beams are in the elastic zone and do not lead to their destruction. 

ALGORITHM FOR APPLYING THE RITZ METHOD TO PROBLEMS OF 
STABILITY OF BEAMS OF VARIABLE CROSS SECTIONS 

Following the approximate method proposed by Ritz, the function of deflection of the beam should be 
represented as a series. Trigonometric or polynomial series are commonly used, for example: 
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where mA  are unknown parameters of deflection. 
The strain energy of a beam of constant cross section is defined as (considering only the bend): 
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For a beam consisting of two segments with different sections, the strain energy can be represented by the sum: 
                                                                         1 2V V V= + ,                                                                       (3) 

where: 
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= ∫  - strain energy for the second segment; 

If the beam section changes according to some law (the moment of inertia of a section is a function of coordinate 
along the beam), then the strain energy is defined as: 
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If the beam consists of several segments of variable stiffness, then the integral (4) should be divided into several 
integrals with the limits of integration over each of the segments. 

It should be noted that (4) has limitations. For many variants of I(x), integral (4) is not solved in elementary 
functions, which is inconvenient if an analytical result which can be applied in engineering practice is needed. In 
this case, the strain energy of the beam can be written in the form: 
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If the beam consists of several segments of variable stiffness, then the integral (5) should be divided into several 
integrals with the limits of integration over each of the segments. 

Integral (5) is solved for many variants of I(x), but the resulting solution is less accurate than the form (4) gives 
(which is due to the double differentiation of w(x)). However, the form (5) allows obtaining an acceptable analytical 
expression for determining the critical force. 

The potential of an external force for a beam of constant cross section is defined as: 
2 2

0 0

1 1
2 2

l ldw dwT Р dx P dx
dx dx

   = =   
   ∫ ∫                                                          (6) 

For a beam of variable stiffness, the potential of an external force will be determined by the same expression (6), 
since the deflection is described by a single function (in the form of a trigonometric or polynomial series). 

It should be noted that the accuracy of the solution of the problem directly depends on the count of members of 
the series taken, in general, the more members of the series, the more accurate the solution. But also, in addition to 
the count of members of the series, it is important to choose the function that forms the series correctly. The function 
should satisfy, at least, geometric boundary conditions. For example, if the beam is simply supported on the ends, 
then the sine-based series (1) is suitable, and if the beam has a fixed end or a free end, then the sine-based series (1) 
is not correct. Often, it is enough to take two members of the series (for practical calculations), if the function 
forming the series is selected correctly. Then, as shown below, we can get an acceptable expression for determining 
the critical force. 

The total energy of the elastic system is defined as: 

Э V T= −                                                                              (7) 

The variation of the total energy of the system is presented in the form: 
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Since the states of the system are at equilibrium, the variation must be equal to zero: 
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Variations mAδ  can be considered independent of each other, therefore, the equality to zero of the total energy 
variation is possible under the condition: 
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As a result, we obtain n linear algebraic homogeneous equations with respect to coefficients mA . To get a 
nonzero solution, the determinant composed of the coefficients at mA  should be equal to zero: 

0∆=                                                                                 (11) 

The expression for the determinant gives an equation of degree n with respect to P. Solving the equation, we get 
n roots. The root with minimal value gives the magnitude of critical force. 

Consider now a beam made of laminated composite material. In this case the expression (2) will take another 
form: 
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where i is the segment number of the beam, n is the count of segments of the beam, ( )
11

iD  is a member of the bending 
stiffness matrix of the layup of the beam in the i-th segment, bi is the width of the beam in the i-th segment. 

For a beam consisting, for example, of two segments, we obtain: 
2 2 2 2

(1) (2)
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= +∫ ∫                                                 (13) 

All other formulas ((6) - (11)) and the algorithm of the solution, described for a beam made of isotropic material, 
are also applicable for a beam made of a laminated composite material. It should be noted that this approach is 
suitable if at each segment the layup is symmetric (matrix [B] = 0) and balanced (matrix members [A] A16= A26=0), 
otherwise, the problem ceases to be a bifurcation stability problem (due to the appearance of perturbing factors). 

If we take the two members of the series (1), then the expression for the critical force can be obtained by solving 
the quadratic equation. Repeating the algorithm described above and completing the transformations, we obtain a 
quadratic equation from (11). After solving the quadratic equation for P and analyzing its roots, we obtain an 
expression for the critical force: 

                                          ( )21 4
2crP g g rc

r
= − − − ,                                                       (14) 

where r, g, c are constants. 
If we take the three members of the series (1), then the expression for the critical force can be obtained by 

solving the cubic equation, which is received from (11). After solving the cubic equation for P and analyzing its 
roots, we obtain an expression for the critical force. From the three roots of the cubic equation it is necessary to 
choose the one that gives the minimum, real and positive value. It should be noted that for three members of the 
series (1), too bulky expressions for the roots of equation (11) can be obtained. In this case, we should use a 
mathematical package for solving the problem (for example, Maple or another similar one) or try to simplify the 
approximating function (for example, go to a polynomial series). 
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CALCULATION EXAMPLES 

Stepped Beam with Three Zones 

Consider a beam with a step change in cross section consisting of three segments (see Fig. 2). The load will take 
in the form of a compressive force applied to the right end. Boundary conditions – simply supported at two ends. 

 
FIGURE 2. Stepped beam with three segments. Loading scheme 

 
To approximate the function of the deflection, we take a series consisting of two members: 

1 2
3( ) sin sinx xw x A A

l l
π π   = +   

   
                                                          (15) 

In expression (15), the second member does not correspond to the second term of series (1), this is due to the 
feature of the deflection shape of the beam under consideration. If we take the second term as in (1), then the 
approximation will give worse convergence than (15). 

The expression for strain energy will be: 
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Make some simplifications. Express the flexural rigidity of the second section through the flexural rigidity of the 
first and third, i.e. 2 2 1 1E I kE I= . Denote 1 1E I  as S , and the expression (16) takes the form: 
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Repeating the algorithm of the Ritz method described above and performing the transformations, we obtain a 
quadratic equation from (11). After solving the quadratic equation and analyzing its roots, we obtain the expression 
for the critical force (14). Constants of expression (14) are defined as: 
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; 

6 2 2432c S kπ= . 
 
As shown in [9], the resulting expression for the critical force is also true for a beam made of a laminated 

composite material. In this case, it is necessary to take into account a different kind of expression for bending 
stiffness and coefficient k: 

(1)
11 1compS D b=    and    

(2)
11 2
(1)
11 1

comp
D bk
D b

=                                                     (18) 

Thus, in the case of a composite beam in the expressions for r, g and c, we should replace S and k by (18). 
According to the algorithm indicated in Fig.1, we need to develop and calculate a number of finite element 

models of the beam type under consideration. It is necessary to consider various geometric parameters of the beam. 
For the considered stepped beam, the main geometrical parameters that need to vary are the ratio a/l and k. 
Following further the algorithm in Fig.1, we plot a graph of errors (see Fig. 3). After the error graphs are 
constructed, the correction factor can be determined (see Fig.1). 

The curves shown in Fig. 3 can be used if three segments are clearly distinguished in the beam. Let us consider, 
for example, an aircraft truss (see Fig. 4). 
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FIGURE 3. Curves of errors. Stepped beam with three segments 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Typical aircraft truss 

 
In aircraft truss at least five segments can be distinguished (see Fig. 4). In segments 1, 2, 4 and 5 the cross 

section is variable. For engineering calculations it can be assumed that in zones 1 and 5 the section is constant. 
Usually, the truss sections in zones 2 and 4 have a moment of inertia close (difference ≈ ±25%) by the moment of 
inertia in section 3, i.e. segments 2, 3, 4 can be combined into one segment (see Fig. 5). To calculate the stability of 
the aircraft truss, it is recommended to take section F-F for zones 1 and 3, and section Е-Е for zone 2 (see Fig. 5). 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Simplification scheme for typical aircraft truss 

 
The investigation showed that the proposed approach (according to Fig. 5) provides the error of analytical 

calculation (with respect to the finite element analysis) which does not exceed 5%. In this case, the analytical 
calculation gives the value of the critical force less than the finite element calculation gives. The feature of the 
proposed approach (to the stability analysis of aircraft truss) is that there is no need to apply the correction factor 
from Fig. 3. 

A more conservative analysis approach was proposed in [9], it was proposed to combine segment 1 with 
segment 2 (and segment 4 with segment 5) and the cross section for the combined segment to take FF, which gives a 
too conservative value for the critical force (less than the value that gives FEM by 15-40%, depending on flexibility 
of the truss). If the ratio of the sum of the lengths of segments 1, 2, 4, 5 (see Fig. 4) to the total length of the truss 
exceeds 0.25, then the error in the considered in [9] approximation will be more than 15%. 

Further, in the paper without intermediate calculations, final results are given for calculating the stability of 
various beams of variable stiffness. 
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Stepped Beam with Two Segments and Simply Supported Ends 

Express the flexural rigidity of the second segment through the flexural rigidity of the first and third, i.e. 
2 2 1 1E I kE I= . Denote 1 1E I  as S . Constants of (14) for beam in Fig. 6 take the form: 

( )
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24 2 2
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π ππ

π

            = − + − −            
            

    + − − − + + +    
    

+ − + − + +

; 

 

( ) ( )3 2 4 2 24 218 1 sin 8sin 360a ag Sl k k S akl ak l kl
l l
π ππ π    = − + + − −    

    
; 

6 2 2288c S kπ= . 
In case of a laminated composite, it is necessary to replace S and k in accordance with (18). Curves of errors for 

beam in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Stepped beam with two segments 

 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Curves of errors. Stepped beam with two segments, two ends are simply supported 
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Stepped Beam with Two Segments, Fixed and Free Ends 

Express the flexural rigidity of the second segment through the flexural rigidity of the first, i.e. 2 2 1 1E I kE I= . 
Denote 1 1E I  as S . Constants of (14) for beam in Fig. 8 take the form: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
; 
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 ;                   6 2 2432c S kπ= . 

 
FIGURE 8. Stepped beam with two segments. One end fixed and free second end 
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Curves of errors for beam in Fig. 8 are shown in Fig.9. In the case of a laminated composite, it is necessary to 
replace S and k in accordance with (18). 

 
FIGURE 9. Curves of errors. Stepped beam with two zones, one end fixed and free second end 

Trapezoidal Beams with Different Boundary Conditions 

In this chapter beams with continuous linear change of section height and rectangular cross section shape are 
discussed. 

In the selected coordinate system (see Fig. 10) the moment of inertia of the section can be represented as: 

( )I f x=      ⇒     3 3
3( ) bI

I x x Cx
b

= = , 

where bI  is the moment of inertia of the cross section at the right end of the beam.  

In Fig.10 a and b values are determined by the expressions: a

b a

h l
a

h h
=

−
 and b a l= + . Constants of (14) for 

beam in Fig. 10 can be expressed as: 
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FIGURE 10. Beam with continuous linear change of section height. Both ends are hinged 
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In the selected coordinate system (see Fig. 11) the moment of inertia of the beam section can be represented as: 

( )I f x=      ⇒     
3

sec
( )( )

12
h xI x b= , 

where ( ) b a
a

h h
h x x h

l
−

= +  is section height function and bsec is width of section. 

 
FIGURE 11. Beam with continuous linear change of section height. 

One end fixed and free second end 
 

Constants of (14) for beam in Fig. 11 can be expressed as: 
2 2 4 6 6 5 5 4 2 4 2

3 3sec
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. 

 
Constants of (14) for beam in Fig. 12 can be expressed as: 
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= − − − − 

 
. 

 

 
FIGURE 12. Beam with continuous linear change of section height with two zones. Both ends are hinged 

 
Calculations showed that for trapezoidal beams, the error of analytical solutions does not depend (practically) on 

the length of the beam, and the main parameter that affects the accuracy of the obtained analytical solutions is the 
ratio of the heights of the cross sections at the ends of the beam. Curves of errors for beam in Figs. 10–12 are shown 
in Fig. 13. 
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FIGURE 13. Curves of errors. Trapezoidal beams 

CORRECTION OF THE ANALYTICAL RESULT USING THE FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD 

In view of the fact that the method used above is approximate, the result that gives formula (14) is obtained with 
some error. In order to get a more accurate result, it is proposed to use a correction factor. Then the formula for 
determining the critical force for two members of the series (1) is written in the form: 

( )2
_

1 4
2cr cor

cor

P g g rc
rK

= − − −                                                    (19) 

The correction factor can be determined by comparing the analytical result using formula (14) with the result 
obtained using the finite element method (FEM). Then the correction coefficient is defined as: 

1
100corK ∆

= + ,                                                                 (20) 

where _

_

100cr cr FEM

cr FEM

P P
P
−

∆ =  - error of the analytical result relative to the FEM result. 

Let us present the algorithm of the method for calculating the refined value for the critical force in the form of a 
diagram (see Fig. 14). 

It should be noted that when using the Ritz method, the condition _cr cr realP P>  is always satisfied ( _cr realP  the 
exact value of the critical beam force), this is due to the features of the Ritz method and similar variational methods 
(for example, the Bubnov-Galerkin method). Thus, the analytical result according to (14) will always be 
overestimated. 

Instead of _cr realP  can be taken _cr FEMP , however, it should be noted that this is possible only if the finite element 
model is built correctly (to give a correct result). Considering that now FEM-based software systems are used almost 
everywhere, and the problem of beam buckling analysis is fairly simple, it can be assumed that even an engineer 
with little experience can get the correct result using FEM. Given the above prerequisites, in this paper it is assumed 
that _ _cr FEM cr realP P= , i.e. the result obtained using the FEM (for example, MSC.Nastran / MSC.Patran) is a 
reference. 
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FIGURE 14. Algorithm for calculating the refined value of the critical force 

 
Beams with a stepped change in cross section are discussed in more detail in [9]. Also in [9], the question of the 

influence of the zone of the junction of segments on the magnitude of the critical force was considered. It should be 
noted that in this investigation, finite-element models of beams are constructed from three-dimensional solid 
elements, i.e. these models took into account the influence of the joint zone. But as shown in [9], this effect can be 
neglected in practical calculations for max {E1I1;E2I2}/min {E1I1;E2I2} ≤ 8. 
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CONCLUSION 

The paper proposes a method for calculating beams of variable stiffness for stability, which allows us to obtain a 
solution expressed in a simple form (in elementary functions). A feature of the method is to refine the analytical 
formula by means of the correction factor. The correction factor can be obtained by carrying out a certain number of 
finite-element calculations, sufficient for constructing graphs of errors. At first glance it may seem that it takes a lot 
of time to get the graphs of errors. In fact, the development and calculation of finite-element models, as a rule, 
requires time expenditures comparable to those required for the derivation of the analytical expression for Pcr. Thus, 
after conducting a set of works on the algorithm described in this paper once, we can get an analytical expression 
and graphs that allow us to calculate the buckling of the investigated type of beam with an arbitrary geometry. 

The technique can be applied to some other types of beams of variable stiffness and other boundary conditions 
not considered in this article. However, in order for the technique to give a good result, the researcher needs to 
accept the approximating function which is correct for his task. 

The analytical expressions and graphs given in this paper are easily automated. For this suit, for example, 
Microsoft Excel is applicable. 
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Abstract. In the present work, the process of coating deposition by cold spray when a two-phase jet flows on the 
substrate through round apertures of different diameters that are located from the substrate surface at different distances 
was experimentally investigated. Samples of coatings were obtained and their profiles were measured by the method of 
interference profilometry. By the example of spraying aluminum powder, it is shown that the coating diameter increases 
with increasing mask-substrate distance, and to obtain a clear coating area the mask should be located less than the limit 
from the substrate, determined by the spraying parameters. The clearest boundary of the coverage area is obtained with a 
minimum distance of locating the mask, which depends primarily on the coating thickness. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phenomenon of building up coatings during impacts of solid particles on substrate surface was discovered in the 
early 1980s, at Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Siberian Branch of Russian Academy 
of Sciences. This phenomenon was a basis for development of cold spray method (CS) [1], by which coatings are 
produced from unmelted particles. It was found that coatings start to grow when particle impact velocity exceeds 
critical one [2], and in some cases only after a delay between time when particles start to impact and when coating 
starts to grow up [3]. Substrate materials can be metals and alloys, as well as non-metals (glass, ceramics, building 
materials [4–6]) etc. It is necessary that particles could be plastically deformed, but not all. Mixing plastically 
deformed particles with hard particles like ceramics, composite coatings can be produced [7–14]. For acceleration of 
particles air, nitrogen and helium flows are often used in De Laval nozzles [15–19], as well as in nozzles of other 
geometries [20–22]. At present, worldwide, CS is further investigated and industrial technologies are being 
developed. 

In addition to the production of coatings and materials, an important application for CS is the creation of an 
artificial surface relief with a high accuracy of the coating pattern. One of the ways to solve this problem is spraying 
through a mask, which makes it possible to form a coating pattern with a high spatial resolution [23–25]. The mask 
may contain apertures of various shapes, comparable in size to the required size of the coating area on the substrate. 
It is preferable to place the mask over the substrate with a certain gap, since this option eliminates the possibility of 
joining the mask to the substrate through the coating formed on the edges of the masking elements. 

In the present work, the process of coating formation by cold spray when a two-phase jet flows through round 
aperture of various diameters spaced from the substrate surface at various distances was experimentally investigated. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODICS 

The spraying experiments were carried out on the CS installation (ITAM SB RAS) using an axisymmetric De 
Laval nozzle 145 mm long with diameters of the critical and output sections of 2.8 mm and 6.5 mm, respectively. 
Air was chosen as the working gas, the pressure in the prechamber was kept constant and equal to 3 MPa, the 
temperature in the prechamber was 570 K. Steel plates 3 mm thick were used as substrates and masks, the mask 
contained round aperture with diameters of 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mm. The distance from the mask to the substrate surface 
varied within 1–16 mm; the distance from the nozzle exit section to the substrate was constant and equal to 30 mm. 
The flow from the nozzle was directed perpendicular to the surface of the substrate and symmetrically with respect 
to the diameter of the aperture. The nozzle traverse speed was 100 mm/s. The photograph and size distribution of the 
sprayed aluminum powder are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 1. SEM photograph of the aluminum powder (a) and its volume size distribution (b) 
 
The profiles of the formed coatings were studied using the ContourGT-K1 interference profilometer with the 

Vision64 software package (Bruker, USA). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figure 2 shows, as an example, photographs of coatings sprayed through a mask with apertures of 0.5 and 4 mm 
in diameter at the minimum and maximum distances of the mask substrate 1 mm (a, b) and 16 mm (c, d). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

FIGURE 2. Photographs of the coating area on the substrate obtained with an optical microscope.  
Distance mask-substrate is 1 mm (a, b) and 16 mm (c, d).  

The aperture diameter in the mask is 0.5 mm (a, c), and 4 mm (b, d) 
 
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that a clearer border of the coating is obtained at minimum distances, which are 

determined, first of all, by the coating thickness, i.e. the condition that the distance from the mask to the substrate 
should be greater than the coating thickness. 

Using the Vision64 software package on profilograms obtained with an interference profilometer, we measured 
the diameters of sprayed coatings formed through apertures of various diameters at various distances mask-substrate. 
Figure 3 shows the measurement results in a dimensionless form; all dimensions are normalized to the 
corresponding aperture diameters. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The dependence of the sprayed coating diameter dc on the mask-substrate distance zms when spraying through 

apertures with diameters of 0.5 – 4 mm. Values are normalized to the corresponding aperture diameters dap 
 
It is seen that the coating diameter increases with increasing mask-substrate distance.  

CONCLUSION 

Preliminary experimental studies of the formation of an aluminum coating during cold spraying behind a mask 
with a round aperture located at different distances from the steel substrate were carried out. Samples of coatings 
were obtained and their profiles were measured by the method of interference profilometry. The clearest boundary 
of the coating area is obtained with a minimum distance of locating the mask. It is shown that the diameter of the 
coating area increases with increasing mask-substrate distance, while the largest relative increase in the coating 
diameter is observed when spraying through an aperture with a diameter of 0.5 mm. 
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Abstract. In the present work the properties of composite coatings obtained by the cold spraying were studied. Boron 
carbide powder was used as a reinforcement component and copper, aluminum, titanium, and nickel powders were used 
as metallic components. Structure and properties of two-component coatings such as porosity, thickness, and hardness, 
were compared with the properties of metallic coatings. The obtained results can be used to develop composite coatings 
with desired properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the present time formation of composite coatings and materials consisting of a metal matrix and ceramic 
reinforcement particles is of great interest of researchers [1-7]. One of the methods for obtaining composite coatings is the 
cold spraying. In process of cold spraying particles of the initial powder mixture are accelerated by the gas flow to 
supersonic speeds and when collide with the substrate. Particles are plastically deformed creating a dense coating on the 
surface of substrate. This method allows forming a coating without melting to prevent oxidation of the coating material 
and changes its structure and phase composition. Method of cold spraying also allows varying the composition of the 
formed coating, thereby changing its properties. 

In the present work the properties of two-component coatings metal + B4C were studied. Boron carbide is a 
unique ceramic material due to its properties. Boron carbide is the third hardest material after diamond and cubic 
boron nitride [8]. At the same time, boron carbide has a low density of 2.52 g/cm3. Composite coatings with 
inclusions of boron carbide have high wear resistance and hardness. In this work aluminum, copper, titanium, and 
nickel were used as the metal components of the coating. The microstructure of the formed coatings and the 
dependence of their thickness, porosity, volume concentration of boron carbide and microhardness on the metal 
matrix material were investigated. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Powder mixtures were prepared in order to obtain the composite metal-ceramic coatings by the method of cold 
spraying. Powders of boron carbide, aluminum, copper, titanium and nickel were used as components of the initial 
mixtures. Grades and medium sizes of metal powders are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. Initial metallic powder grades and its medium sizes. 
Powder Grade Average size, µm 
Aluminum ASD-1 30 
Copper PMS-1 25 
Titanium PTOM-1 15 
Nickel PNK-UT-1 10 

 
Boron carbide F220 with an average particle size of 62.5 μm was chosen as the highly rigid component of the 

mixtures for cold spraying. Figure 1, (a) shows micrographs of B4C particles obtained with an EVO MA 15 scanning 
electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) in the secondary electron mode. The volume size distribution of the 
powders was determined using an LS 13 320 laser diffraction particle analyzer (Beckman Coulter, USA) (Fig. 1, b). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Microphotographs of boron carbide powder (a) and its volume distribution (b) 
 

For each composite coating volume content of boron carbide in the initial powder mixtures was cV = 0.8. 
Powders were mixed using a Venus FTLMV-02 V-mixer (FILTRA VIBRACION, Spain) for 30 minutes. The 
properties of the composite coatings were compared with the properties of coatings obtained from the corresponding 
metals. In all cases plates of aluminum alloy D16T were used as the substrate.  Sandblast cleaning of substrates 
was provided before the spraying. 

Spraying of prepared mixtures was carried out using a Laval nozzle with critical and outlet diameters of 2.8 and 
6 mm correspondingly. Air was chosen as the working and carrier gas. The spraying was carried out using an 
experimental stand at the S.A. Khristianovich’s Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics SB RAS. The 
following spraying parameters were selected: stagnation pressure p0 = 2.6 MPa, the standoff distance was 30 mm, 
the scanning speed was 75 mm/s and the scanning step was equal to 3 mm. The temperature and number of scans 
varied depending on the applied metal component of the mixture as shown in Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2. Parameters of cold spraying. 
Coating Gas temperature, ° C Number of scannings 
Al 300 6 
Al + B4C 4 
Cu 600 2 
Cu + B4C 3 
Ti 400 1 
Ti + B4C 6 
Ni 750 5 
Ni + B4C 6 

 
Boron carbide content in the obtained coating was determined from photographs taken on an optical microscope 

using the specialized software Olympus Analysis Stream Essential by the relation of the areas occupied by the 
carbide particles and ceramics particles. The microhardness of the obtained coatings was measured on cross-sections 
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using an automatic DuraScan 50 microhardness meter (Emco-Test, Austria) by the Vickers method with a load of 
0.5 N. Microhardness was measured at 10 points (1 mm) along a straight line parallel to the coating/substrate 
interface on the middle of the coating. If the indentation fell on a carbide particle or pore, the place of the indenter 
was shifted by 50 μm. According to the data obtained the average values of microhardness HV0.05 were calculated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Micrographs of composite coatings cross-sections formed by the cold spraying on a D16T aluminum alloy 
substrate are shown in Fig. 2. Boron carbide particles are clearly visible in the coating structure. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(с) (d) 

FIGURE 2. Microphotographs of copper + boron carbide (a), aluminium + boron carbide (b), titanium + boron carbide (c), 
nickel + boron carbide (d) cold sprayed coatings cross-sections 

 
     
 
 

The micrographs were used to measure the volume content of boron carbide in composite coatings. The ability of 
ceramic particles to adhere with the surface is significantly lower than that of metal ones. Thus, if the coating is formed, 
the volume content of B4C particles decreases. It is shown that the content of B4C varies significantly depending on the 
metal component of the used mixture (Fig. 3, a). The highest volume content of boron carbide is achieved by cold 
spraying of a mixture of Al + B4C and it is equal to 34 %. The pores presented in the composite coatings appeared during 
the sample preparation because of the removal of B4C particles. Thus, it is not possible to estimate the effect of the 
addition of B4C particles to the sprayed mixture on the porosity of the obtained coating. The porosity of reference samples 
from the corresponding metals wasn’t exceed 2 %. 

The microhardness of cold sprayed coatings is shown in Fig. 3, b. It should be noted that during the measuring of 
microhardness all indenter prints fell on the metal matrix material, thus individual particles of boron carbide were not 
taken into account. It is obvious that addition of boron carbide particles to the initial sprayed mixture leads to an increase 
in the microhardness of the metal matrix. It seems to be the increase of microhardness is connected with the effect of work 
hardening when the surface of the coating is collides by reflected B4C particles. The microhardness of the substrate was 
HV0.05 = 145 ± 9. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Volume concentrations of boron carbide in composite cold sprayed coatings (a), 
microhardness of cold sprayed coatings (b) 

 
The thicknesses of the Al + B4C, Cu + B4C, Ti + B4C and Ni + B4C cold sprayed coatings formed during one 

scanning of the substrate were 70, 230, 103, and 110 μm, respectively. The thicknesses of the coatings from the 
corresponding metals were 125, 550, 890, and 290 μm, respectively. Thus, the addition of ceramic particles to the 
initial sprayed mixture leads to a decrease the thickness of the sprayed coatings. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Composite coatings Al + B4C, Cu + B4C, Ti + B4C и Ni + B4C on a D16T substrate, as well as coatings from the 
corresponding metals were formed by the cold spraying. The possibilities of the cold spraying in the creation of 
composite materials and coatings are demonstrated. The effect of the composition of the sprayed mixtures on the 
content of boron carbide in cold sprayed coatings and its microhardness was determined experimentally. It is shown 
that the highest content of boron carbide in the coating is achieved by deposition of mixture Al + B4C. It has been 
found that the microhardness of the metal matrix of cold sprayed coatings increases with the addition of boron 
carbide particles to the initial sprayed mixture. It is also shown that the addition of B4C particles to the sprayed 
mixture reduces the thickness of the resulting coatings. The results obtained can be used to control the composition 
and properties of cold sprayed coatings. 
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Abstract. A mathematical model is proposed for the potentional flow around a combination of a thin plate with a 
leading-edge slotted slat and a flap. The solution of the problem is carried out by a numerical-analytical method proposed 
earlier by the author. A feature of the method is a combination of the theory of functions of a complex variable (TFCV) 
and the discrete vortex method (DVM). The idea of the numerical-analytical method is to use a conformal mapping for a 
thin airfoil and DVM to simulate the flow around slat and flap, which allows us to represent the analytical function of the 
complex potential as a finite series, the number of members of which is equal to the number of discrete vortices. The 
statement of the problem is formulated as the Neumann boundary problem. Fulfillment of impermeability conditions at 
control points only on the surfaces of the slat and flap ultimately leads to solving a system of linear algebraic equations 
for the unknown circulations of discrete vortices located on the boundary elements of the surfaces of the slat and flap. A 
good agreement is demonstrated between the calculated results of the proposed method and the Sedov’s analytical 
solution for two plates arranged in the tandem scheme. A good agreement between the changes in the derivative of the 
lift coefficient for the flap deflection angle depending on the relative flap cord also is demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing interest in high-lift systems aerodynamics has heightened the need for computational tools 
suitable to predict the flow field and the aerodynamic coefficients in this regime. Of particular interest and 
complexity is the high-lift system with slots at leading and trailing edges. These devices include the leading edge 
slat and the trailing edge flap and are often used on modern aircraft. However, the previously papers [1-5] suffer 
from some limitations mainly concerning the combination of an airfoil with a flap only or with a slat only. So, 
Glauert [1] obtained an analytical solution for a thin airfoil with a flap. In the work of Chaplygin and Arzhanikov 
[2], the problem of the interaction of without slots slat and flap was investigated. Golubev [3] investigated the 
problem of the flow around a plate with a slat, in which the slat was simulated by one discrete vortex. Naturally, 
such a statement of the problem did not allow us to estimate the influence of the size of itself slat on the lift of the 
combination. The refined solution of the problem of the flow around a wing airfoil without slots a flap is presented 
in the paper of Il'inskii and Plotnikova [4]. In the framework of the model of ideal incompressible fluid, they 
considered the problem of obtaining the largest value of the lift coefficient of the plate-flap combination. The exact 
solution of a potential flow around two plates arranged in tandem is given in Sedov’s books [6]. It would thus be of 
interest to learn how influence together a leading edge slat and a trailing edge flap in aerodynamic lift coefficient. 
The aims of the present study are to give new mathematical model for calculation lift coefficient high-lift system 
that include the leading edge slat and the trailing edge flap, show a comparison of the calculation results for the 
proposed model with the exact solution. In addition, show the interaction leading edge slat and the trailing edge flap 
in aerodynamic lift coefficient. 

In this article, the object of investigation is a high-lift system consisting of a flat plate and a leading edge slat and 
a trailing edge flap. In Fig. 1 shows the geometrical characteristics of this high-lift system. 
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FIGURE 1. The geometric characteristics of the high-lift system 

 
We introduce deflection angles and relative chords and slot sizes for the slat and flap, as δs, δf , 

, , ,f fs s
s f s f

c hc h
c c h h

c c c c
= = = = , where the dimensional values are shown in Fig. 1. 

The main purpose of this paper is to combine the two approaches (TFCV and DVM) into one, in order to achieve 
high accuracy and some flexibility in specifying the body surface. The proposed method got name numerical-
analytical method (NAM) [6]. This method allows reducing the size of the matrix in the system of linear algebraic 
equations and improves the accuracy of calculations. Reducing the size of the matrix in the system of linear 
algebraic equations leads to a decrease computational resources such as memory and computational time. The paper 
presents examples of the application NAM for calculations lift coefficient high-lift system that include the leading 
edge slat and the trailing edge flap. 

APPLICATION COMPLEX POTENTIAL 

We consider steady unseparated flow around combination slat-plate-flap by flow incompressible ideal fluid. The 
potential flow is supposed. To solve the problem, the NAM [7] is used. The essence of this method consists in the 
joint use of the TFCV, using a conformal mapping, and the DVM, which makes it possible to represent the 
analytical function of a complex potential as a finite series, the number of members of that is equal to the number of 
discrete vortices. We divide chords of the slat and flap evenly into N boundary elements so that the number of 
elements on the flap and slat is proportional to sizes of their chords. Let us apply the «¼-¾» numerical scheme of 
the DVM, which automatically ensures the fulfillment of the Zhukovsky-Chaplygin-Kutta (Z-C-K) condition on the 
trailing edges of the slat and flap, since the control points are located closer to the trailing edges of the slat and flap 
than discrete vortices. The Z-C-K condition on the trailing edge of the plate is achieved by locating N+1 the control 
point at the trailing edge of the plate and introducing an additional point vortex in the auxiliary plane at the origin. 
The boundary elements of the slat and flap and also the structure for each boundary element are shown in Fig.2. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Distribution finite elements on surfaces of the slat and flap only 

 
In the framework of the TFCV, the solution of the problem is determined by writing the complex potential, 

which in the auxiliary plane, taking into account the vortices distributed on the slat and flap, and the inversion 
vortices, is written 
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where ,V V∞ ∞  are the conjugate and complex velocities of the flow at an infinity, respectively; ζ  is complex 

variable in the auxiliary plane, defined by the Zhukovsky transformation ( )22 2z z cζ = + − ; z x iy= +  is 

complex variable; 1i = −  is imaginary unit; 2c a=  is half of the chord of the plate in the physical plane z of the 
complex variable and at the same time the radius of the circle in the auxiliary plane of the complex variable ζ ; 

, ,j vj vjς ςΓ  are value of circulation, the complex coordinate and the conjugate complex coordinate of the j-th vortex 
located on the slat or flap; 1N +Γ  is the value of the circulation of the vortex located in the center of the circle in the 
auxiliary plane ζ . In the record of the complex potential (1), the Milne-Thomson theorem about circle [8] was used. 

The conjugate complex velocity at any point of the physical plane is determined by the formula 

, Re , Im ,dW d dW d dW dV u iv u v
d dz d dz d dz

ς ς ς
ς ς ς

   
= − = = = −   

   
                               (2) 

where ,u v  are the velocity components along the axes ОХ and ОY in the physical plane, respectively. 
To satisfy the boundary conditions of the impermeability and the Z-C-K condition, we write and solve the 

system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) 
,⋅ =A Γ R                                                                                   (3) 

where A is the aerodynamic influence matrix, whose components are determined by the coefficients at jΓ  and 1N +Γ
 

in the formula for the complex potential (1); Γ  is column vector of unknown intensities of the vortices; R is the 
column vector of the right parts, formed by the coefficients obtained from the first two terms of the complex 
potential (1).  

The elements of the matrix jkA  are the normal components of the velocity in the control points located on the 
slat and flap, and that are calculated based on formulas (1) and (2). The column vector of the right parts R includes 
the normal velocity components at the control points on the slat and flap, which are calculated based on the same 
formulas (1) and (2). SLAE (3) is determined, since the number of control points corresponds to the number of 
discrete vortices. The inversion of vortices in the formula for the complex potential (1) ensures that the conditions of 
the impermeability on the plate are strictly fulfilled. After finding the circulation values of the vortices, the 
components of the flow velocity around the slat-plate-flap combination are determined using the analytical function 
of the complex potential (1) and the conjugate velocity formula (2). 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Figures 3 and 4 show the streamline around the slat-plate-flap combination for two examples. The total number 
of boundary elements on the slat and flap was 400. 

 

 
Figure 3. Streamlines around slat-plate-flap combination 
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Figure 4. Streamlines around slat-plate-flap combination 

 
Since any numerical method, the NAM has a free parameter; this is the number of boundary elements. To 

determine the number of boundary elements to achieve high accuracy, a validation of the NAM is proposed for the 
flow around the flat plate, for which there is an exact solution [9]. 

The exact solution for lift coefficient of the flat insulated plate is written as 
2 sinlc π α= ,                                                                              (4) 

where α is angle of attack. 
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the calculation results using the exact formula (4) and by the NAM in the 

range of angles of attack [0; 30] and for different relative chords of the slat [ ]0.1; 0.25sc ∈ . Figure 5 shows that the 
results of calculations are located on the ideal line of comparison. The total number of boundary elements on the slat 
and flap was 400 and used Richardson’s extrapolation. 

 

 
Figure 5. Exact solution vs numerical solution for a flat plate 

 
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the calculation results for the proposed method with the exact solution which 

is given in the Raymer’s textbook [5]. Figure 6 shows the change the derivative of the lift coefficient for the flap 
deflection angle of the flap depending on the relative cord of the flap. In this paper, the derivative f

lcδ  was 
calculated numerically using the three-point scheme. 

Figure 7 presents a comparison of the calculation results by the NAM with the exact solution of L.I. Sedov [6] 
for two plates arranged according to the tandem scheme. In Fig. 7, the following notation is used: 

plate plate comb slat slat combL L L ; L L L= =  and combL  are the relative lift of the plate, the slat and the lift of the 
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combination of the two plates slat and base plate, respectively. It may be noted that there is a good agreement 
between the exact Sedov’s solution and the NAM. It can also be noted that with a decrease in the relative size of the 
slat and a decrease in the relative width of the slot, the relative lifting force of the slat increases compared to the 
main plate. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison results for plate-flap combination 

 
Figure 7. Comparison results with Sedov’s exact solution 
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Figures 8 and 9 presents the calculation results of lift coefficient slat-plate-flap combination vs angle of attack 
and deflection angles of the slat and flap. 

 

 
Figure 8. Lift slat-plate-flap combination vs angle of attack 

 

 
Figure 9. Lift slat-plate-flap combination vs angle of attack 

 
Figure 10 shows the change in the lift coefficient of the slat-plate-flap combination depending on the relative 

size of the slot width. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that with an increase in the relative width of the slot, the lifting 
force of the slat-plate-flap combination decreases. 
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Figure 10. Lift slat-plate-flap combination vs dimensionless size of slot 

 
Figure 11 shows the change in the lift coefficient of the slat-plate-flap combination in the depending on the slat 

deflection angle. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that with an increase the slat deflection angle, the lifting force of the 
slat-plate-flap combination decreases. 

 

 
Figure 11. Lift slat-plate-flap combination vs deflection angle of slat 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the mathematical model is proposed for the potentional flow around a combination of a thin plate 
with a leading-edge slotted slat and a flap. The solution of the problem is carried out by a numerical-analytical 
method proposed earlier by the author. The good agreement is demonstrated between the calculated results of the 
proposed method and the Sedov’s analytical solution for two plates arranged in the tandem scheme and also with the 
exact solution which is given in the Raymer’s textbook. The results presented in this paper for the high-lift system of 
the slat-plate-flap can be useful for analyzing the influence of various parameters on the lift coefficient these high-
lift systems. 
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Abstract. The use of finite element modelling for analysing the propagation of elastic waves in plates is considered. 
Experimental results obtained from the fracture of a Hsu-Nielsen source at a point located symmetrically and 
asymmetrically with receivers of an acoustic signal are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental control methods are widely used in technical expertise of industrial facilities [1-5]. The method of 
acoustic emission has the ability to control dimensional objects of complex shape, in the future it could be used for 
the real time monitoring and evaluation of the technical state of a test object. The difficulty in developing acoustic 
control systems is to improve the accuracy of localization of the source of the acoustic emission signal. The 
proposed numerical approach can serve as a tool for estimating the absolute time the signal of arrival at an acoustic 
signal receiver, thereby providing an accurate estimate of the acoustic waves propagation time in an object. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The equipment for the experiment was located on the vibration-insulated table (Fig. 1) weighing about 1000 kg. 
The plate 1 of steel St20 served as an object of control. The plate dimensions were 1 m × 1 m. The fragile fracture of 
the slate 4 in the setting for fracture 2 simulated the AE signal. A stylus with a diameter of 0.5 mm had a hardness of 
2H, its fracture is often used to simulate an AE signal. This technique is also called the Hsu-Nielsen test. It generates 
an acoustic wave similar to a real wave from an AE source in the test object (TO) material [6]. The stylus was 
sticking out of the collet pencil for 3 mm (± 0.5 mm). The sensors (S) 3 on Fig. 1 were measuring only the normal 
displacements Uz of the plate surface points. 
The technical characteristics of the recording acoustic emission digital system STsAD-16.03 were as follows [1]: 
- the relative error of nonlinearity of the measuring channel was not more than 1%; 
- the working frequency band of the system STsAD: 10-700 kHz; 
- the lower cut-off frequency: (10 ± 0.5) kHz; 
- the upper cut-off frequency: not less than 700 kHz; 
- the preamplifier gain: Ku = 100 ± 5; 
- the pre-amplifier bandwidth was the same as for the whole system; 
- the main error in determining the coordinates of the source of acoustic emission signals (AE): not more than 5%; 
- the standard deviation of the coordinates of the source of AE signals was not more than 3%. 
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup 

 
To compare the results of the numerical and physical experiment, a plate with dimensions of 1×1 m and a 

thickness of 6 mm was modelled. Fig. 2 shows the finite element model of the plate. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Finite element mesh model. S0, S1, S2, S3 – the installation sites for acoustic emission sensors; E - the emitter of the 

acoustic wave in the object 
 

The prohibition of Uz movement along the bottom is established. The model has the mechanical characteristics of 
steel St20. 

When calculating the model, the requirement for the time discretization step is implemented: Δt ≤ 5 ∙ 10-7 s. 
There is also a requirement for the size of the model elements: le = λmin/20 ... λmin/10, where λmin is the shortest 
wavelength [7,8]. The pulse duration, imitating a short acoustic emission signal, was 10–5 s. The maximum 
frequency of the emitted signal is 100 kHz. The magnitude of the applied force is 1 kN. 

Fig. 3 shows a picture of the isolines of displacements Uz of the surface of the test object at a time instant equal 
to 50 μs. The estimated time of arrival of the signal at the most remote sensor is 134.6 µs. For the calculations, the 
propagation velocity (5.9 mm/μs) was used. 
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FIGURE 3. Isolines of displacements Uz of the surface of the control object, obtained in the COSMOS/M software 

 
The software environment in which the dynamic calculation is performed allows one to view the contours in 

colour, so the correct interpretation of the results when translating the contour isolines into a black and white gamut 
is very important. However, the figure clearly shows the diffraction pattern of the distribution of node displacements 
for the wave process at a single instant of time. 

Fig. 4 shows the time dependence of Uz movement for those nodes of the model in which acoustic emission 
sensors are installed on real platinum. S0, S1, S2, S3 - installation sites for acoustic emission sensors.  
 

 
FIGURE 4. Picture of the signals recorded by the numerical model in the same sensor locations as for the experiment 
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The distance from the source S to the sensor S0 is 781 mm, to the sensor S1 - 510 mm, S2 and S3 - 223.6 and 
632.5 mm, respectively. It follows from Fig. 4 that the first acoustic signal arrives at the model node1686 (sensor S2 
is located at this place), then at node 1518 (S1), then at node 8574 (S3), then at node 8406 (S0) of numerical model. 
Acoustic wave to the nearest sensor comes first and with some delay - to more remote sensors. The difference in the 
absolute time of wave recording on neighbouring sensors is called the arrival time difference (ATD). 

Using numerical methods, a method can be created for finding the exact velocity of wave propagation in the test 
object and the exact absolute time of arrival of the signal on the acoustic channel. At present, the speed in the test 
object is found experimentally [9]. 

When conducting a physical experiment after installing the sensors, they were calibrated. The amplitude 
amplitude of the received signal should be the same on all sensors (planar localization). To achieve this, you can 
change the sensitivity coefficient of each individual channel. When conducting a physical experiment, an error may 
occur when the coordinates of the sensors are entered into a computer. Before the physical experiment, the real 
coordinates of the sensor centers were refined. Measurements made with a caliper with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. 

 
S0 (0.149; 0.847) m; 

S1 (0.1454; 0.1518) m; 
S2 (0.8508; 0.1467) m; 
S3 (0.8525; 0, 8444) m. 

 
Conducted 4 experiments with different orientation of the slate. Approximate scheme of the experiments 

presented in the following Fig. 5. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. The variation of the orientation of the slate during the experiment 

 
For each series of experiments, the AE system determines the coordinates of the signal source. The accuracy of 

determining the coordinates of the source will determine the accuracy of the control results. 
Often, to control objects of complex shape, the zone localization method is used [6]. It allows you to determine 

the location of the source of AE in the first approximation, while the methods of point localization allow you to 
calculate the coordinates for each signal. Here, the amplitude localization and localization of the signal are 
distinguished by the arrival time difference (ATD) [10]. 

These methods are based on the assumption that there is no anisotropy in wave propagation. Variations in the 
orientation of the slate will determine whether the orientation of the slate has an influence on the test results. 

When calculating the source coordinates by the system: the origin point is transferred to the coordinate of the 
sensor that received the signal first (S0); the axes are scaled relative to the wave propagation velocity (c = const); 
coordinate axes are rotated so that the abscissa axis passes through S0 and S1. The coordinates of the acoustic 
emission signal are determined after solving the following system of equations [1]: 
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where x0, x1, x2, x3, y0, y1, y2, y3 are the coordinates of the sensor installation points after the translation of the 
coordinate system. Tc is the time during which the signal travels from the AE source to the nearest sensor, (T1 + Tc) 
is the time during which the acoustic wave travels to S1, (T2 + Tc) - similarly to the second S2 sensor. 

In the first experiment the AE signal was simulated at the centre of the plate, at the point with coordinates (0.5; 
0.5) m (Fig. 6(a)). 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Portrait of each of the four sensors with symmetrical fracture of the stylus in the centre 
 

The source is proposed to be placed in the geometric centre of the plate. This is a point equidistant from all 
receivers of acoustic signals. The exact coordinates of the source E amounted to (495 mm; 510 mm). 

The sensitivity coefficients for this series of experiments were 20, 15 20, 30, respectively, for the zero, first, 
second and third channels. 

The signal arrives at all four sensors almost simultaneously, with a difference of several microseconds. The 
characteristic waveform on the four sensors for the first experiment is shown in Fig. 6(b). 

The repeatability of the waveform on the sensors is traced, that is, each sensor has its own “portrait” - features of 
the signal envelope; when conducting a series of kinks at the central point, the portrait of the sensors has not 
changed. The mean values of the coordinates that the system determined based on the results of a series of 
experiments: x = 486.8 mm, y = 510.46 mm. The standard deviation (SD) coordinates Δy = 0, Δx = 3.87 mm. 

The second part of the experiment assumed a fracture of the slate at the point (0.65; 0.25) m. For this asymmetric 
point, four series of tests were performed with different slate orientation (see Fig. 5). The series number in the 
Table 1 corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 5. 

The average values calculated by the AE system for all four series and the standard deviations calculated for the 
series of measurements are given: 

TABLE 1. The average values calculated by the AE system. 
No. of the 

series (x ±Δ) mm (y ±Δ) mm SD Δx ,mm SD Δy ,mm 

1 640.6 254.5 2.1 9.2 
2 641.6 264.0 0 0 
3 641.7 264.9 0 2.1 
4 639.8 267.8 2.6 2.1 

 
According to the results of the second experiment, it can be stated that it is impossible to identify the influence of 

the lead direction on the results of the AE control, this may be due to the error of the system. 
The characteristic picture of the acoustic emission signal is presented in the following Fig. 7 for all four series of 

experiments for four sensors. 
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FIGURE 7. The dependence of the waveform on each channel (vertical columns) on the direction of the break of the slate 

(horizontal direction) 
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Abstract. The direct simulation Monte Carlo method is used for numerical simulation at the molecular-kinetic level the develop-
ment of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability between two supersonic monatomic gas flows. To induce flow instability, no artificial
disturbances are introduced and the waves of instability are developing from the statistical fluctuations inherent in the DSMC
method. It is shown that modeling using the DSMC method makes it possible to fully reproduce the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability
pattern observed in physical experiments and continuum simulations with the rapid growth of instability waves, the formation of
vortex structures, vortex interaction and their sequential merging.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic instabilities are usually associated with large Reynolds numbers and, therefore, small Knudsen num-
bers Kn = `/L. Here, ` is the mean free path of molecules between collisions, L is the characteristic size of the
problem. However, instabilities can also emerge in a sufficiently rarefied medium, in particular, under the action of
bulk forces. The problem of the influence of the effects associated with the molecular structure of a substance on the
occurrence and development of hydrodynamic instabilities is of fundamental importance for our understanding of the
whole problem of the onset of turbulence, and especially the mechanisms of the transition to turbulence in high-speed
flows.

One of the numerical tools that can be used to quantify these effects is the direct simulation Monte Carlo method
(DSMC) [1]. Currently, the DSMC method is the main computational tool for modeling rarefied gas flows and is
widely used in various research areas such as high-altitude aerodynamics and microfluidics [2, 3]. The gas in the
DSMC method is modeled by a large number of test particles, the motion of which at each time step is divided into
two stages: moving by inertia and collisions with other particles, selected in a stochastic way from the same grid cell.
The DSMC can be used to simulate not only rarefied flows, but also flows in a near-continuum and fully continuum
regimes. Using currently available powerful supercomputers, one can model flows with Knudsen numbers Kn up to
Kn = `/L∼ 10−4÷10−5.

The DSMC can be considered as a method for solving the Boltzmann equation for the velocity distribution
function of molecules, but an important difference from other methods for solving the Boltzmann equation is that it
has inherent statistical fluctuations that the Boltzmann equation itself does not describe. This makes DSMC especially
attractive for studying problems related to the generation of hydrodynamic instabilities.

The role of thermal fluctuations as a possible source leading to the generation of macroscopic perturbations in a
gas flow and the emergence of instability waves was pointed out quite long ago [4]. In the works [5, 6] it was shown
that when considering the very early stages of instability, along with the usual mechanism of susceptibility to external
disturbances (such as acoustic waves), one should also take into account susceptibility to kinetic fluctuations.

It should be noted that in the DSMC method the number of model particles is many times smaller than the actual
number of molecules in a gas. This means that the relative magnitude of the fluctuations will be many times more
than in real currents. However, the fluctuations present in the DSMC method are physically realistic; when performing
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computations with the number of model particles equal to the number of molecules, the intensity of fluctuations of
gas-dynamic quantities would be equal to the values predicted by statistical thermodynamics.

Attempts to simulate instabilities using the DSMC method were made in the past. The authors mainly considered
the instabilities emerging under the action of bulk forces. In particular, in recent works [7, 8] the development of
Richtmyer–Meshkov and Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities were simulated. These computations used a very large number
of particles and accordingly, enormous computing resources. Up to 100 billion particles of 200 million cells of the
computational grid and 1.57 million cores of the IBM Blue Gene/Q Sequoia supercomputer were used to conduct
two-dimensional numerical simulation of the development of the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability.

The goal of this work is direct statistical simulation of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, the classical hydro-
dynamic instability, which develops in the mixing layer between two gas streams moving at different speeds. Our
approach is different from what was used in [7, 8] in one important aspect. In these works the authors tried to repro-
duce as accurately as possible the formulation of the problem used in the continuum approach. They tried to reduce
statistical fluctuations using a large number of particles. In order to initiate the development of instability, perturba-
tions were introduced into the initial data. We, on the contrary, strive to simulate the development of instability in the
presence of sufficiently large statistical fluctuations, and to see what effect these fluctuations will have on the evolution
of the flow under conideration.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL APPROACH

The mixing of two parallel gas flows of monatomic gas argon moving at supersonic speeds is simulated. The speed
of the faster flow is U1 = 805 m/s, the slower one is U2 = 483 m/s. Pressure, temperature and density both streams
are the same, p1 = p2 = 2.5 Pa, T1 = T2 = 300 K, ρ1 = ρ2 = 4 ·10−5 kg/m3. The fast and slow flow Mach numbers
are M1 = 2.5 and M2 = 1.5, respectively. The so called convective Mach number, depending on the difference in flow
speed, is equal to

Mc =
U1−U2

a1 +a2
= 0.5. (1)

Here a1 = a2 are the speeds of sound in two flows.
The computations were carried out in a rectangular domain 40×16 m. The flows begin to mix at the left (inflow)

boundary of the computational domain, so the thickness of the mixing layer on this boundary is zero. At the start
of the simulation the entire upper part of the computational domain (for y > 0), is filled with gas with parameters
corresponding to the faster flow, and in the lower part the parameters correspond to the slower flow. The only physical
linear size in this problem formulation is the mean free path length, equal to `1 = `2 = 0.0022 m. No additional pertur-
bations were imposed on the flowfields or the boundary conditions and it was assumed that the statistical fluctuations
inherently present in the DSMC method will play the role of disturbances from which the hydrodynamic instability
will develop.

The software system SMILE++ [9, 10] was used for all numerical simulations. In total, two computations were
carried out in which ∼ 2 · 108 and 4 · 108 model particles were used, respectively. In both computations, the number
of cells in the collisional grid equaled 4 ·107 (10,000×4,000). The grid cells for collecting macroparameters were 10
times larger in each direction, so this grid has 4 · 105 (1,000×400) cells. We should note, that the grid for collecting
macroparameters is used only for calculating and visualizing the fields of gas-dynamic variables and its size has no
effect on the evolution of the flow in during the simulation. The time step was determined on the basis of the collisional
cells size and was equal to ∆t = 10−6 s. A total of 300,000 steps were made in each calculation, so that the calculation
ended at the moment of time tF = 0.3 s. When calculating the gasdynamic parameters at time t, they were averaged
over 500 timesteps, from the moment t−250∆t to t +250∆t.

RESULTS

Right after the start of the computation, the infinitely thin step-like (or rather having a thickness of one collisional
cell) mixing layer begins to expand. At the same time, two acoustic waves propagate up and down from the initial
interface between the flows at the speed of sound, see Fig. 1a.

In Fig. 1a, it is clearly seen that the influence of the boundary conditions at the inflow boundary has propa-
gated only through a small portion of the computational domain. In the rest of the domain, the flowfield parameters
are uniform along the longitudinal coordinate x, so the flow here evolves as a mixing layer developing with time.
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FIGURE 1. Transverse velocity flowfield at (a) t = 0.01 s and (b) t = 0.1 s moments.

Nevertheless, as can be seen from the figure, despite the spatial homogeneity, a chain of vortices with a sufficiently
pronounced spatial period has already formed on the interface line. In accordance with the linear stability theory, it can
be expected that from a wide spectrum of perturbations constantly emerging in the form of statistical fluctuations, only
those will grow, whose wavelength λ divided by some characteristic thickness of the mixing layer δ corresponds to
the value higher than that on the neutral stability curve. Within this range, there is a wave with maximum coefficient,
and it is natural to expect that it will determine the observed spatial period of the flow. However, in this case the layer
thickness at the initial time moment is only one collisional cell, so according to the linear stability theory only very
short-wave perturbations will be unstable. The thickness of the mixing layer increases with time, which results in a
constant shift of the most rapidly growing disturbance towards longer waves. As a result, the mechanism of formation
of a distinguished spatial period turns out to be quite complex and not obvious, this issue deserves further study.

With the evolution of the flow, acoustic disturbances leave the computational domain, and the influence of condi-
tions on the input boundary gradually spreads over the entire length of the domain. Flow after time moment t = 0.07 s
can be considered independent of the initial data. The result is a typical mixing layer flow that develops in space
(see. Fig. 1b). The waves of instability grow as they travel from the inflow boundary to the outflow boundary. At some
distance from the boundary, they roll up into vortices. When traveling downstream with a speed approximately equal
to the average speed of two streams, (U1 +U2)/2, the vortices grow in size, turn around each other and merge in
pairs. It is a picture well known from experiments and of numerous numerical simulations of the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability. In Fig. 1b, merging vortices can be seen t x = 22 and 34 m marks. Since the instability waves emerge from
random statistical fluctuations, the values of the x coordinate at which they reach a sufficiently large amplitude and
fold into vortices are not fixed, but rather are located in a certain range. the same is true for the locations of the first
and subsequent vortex merging.

To calculate the average values of gasdynamic quantities and the spectra of their pulsations, 400 instant flowfields
were saved at equal time intervals from the time moment t = 0.1 s up to t = 0.3 s. Pulsation spectra were calculated
using the time Fourier transform for signals taken at the point y = 0 for different values of the longitudinal coordinate
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x. As might be expected, as x increases, the maximum in the pulsation spectrum shifts towards the lower frequency
region.

From the profiles of the average velocity, Ū(x,y), the so-called vorticity thickness δω

δω =
U1−U2

(∂Ū/∂y)max
, (2)

can be calculated as a function of longitudinal coordinate x.
It is shown in Fig. 2. It is evident, that up to a distance x ≈ 15 m, the growth of the mixing layer is quite

accurately described by the formula δω ∼
√

x+ x0, which corresponds to the laminar solution of the boundary layer
equations. In this case the thickness of the mixing layer increases due to the diffusion of vorticity. Toward the end of
the computational domain, the vorticity thickness begins to depend linearly on the longitudinal coordinate. The main
mechanism of thickness growth in this area is successive pairwise merging of large vortices.
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FIGURE 2. Mixing layer vorticity thickness as a function of longitudinal coordinate x.

The field of transverse velocity RMS pulsations is shown in Fig. 3. The pulsations are almost completely localized
in the shear flow region, where the energy is transferred from the mean flow into the disturbances due to the work of
the Reynolds stresses. The RMS pulsations do not vanish in the free flow above and below the mixing layer, but the
presence of pulsations in free flows is associated only with thermal fluctuations of hydrodynamic quantities, which,
as noted above, many times exceed physical fluctuations in the DSMC method.

FIGURE 3. Transverse velocity RMS pulsations flowfield.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, amplitude of the pulsations moving downstream in the shear layer rapidly grows.
This growth does not slow down by any significant value up to the outflow border of the computational domain. It
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can be concluded, that the domain length is insufficient to observe the saturation of the amplitude growth and the
formation of a quasi-equilibrium regime, in which the energy fluxes from the mean current to the disturbances and in
the opposite direction are mutually balanced.

CONCLUSION

The carried out computations have shown that the development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in the mixing layer
between two parallel flows of viscous compressible gas can be successfully simulated numerically at the molecular-
kinetic level using the DSMC method. In this case, there is no need to introduce artificial perturbations into the flow,
because the instability waves emerge directly from the statistical fluctuations present in the DSMC method. Numerical
simulation yields a physically realistic scenario of the instability development, reproducing the vortices emergence,
growth and successive pairwise merging.

The flow characteristics of mean and pulsating motion obtained from this simulation are in good agreement with
the data of physical experiments and numerical simulation based on the Navier–Stokes equations. The high level
of statistical fluctuations present in the DSMC method due to the substitution of real molecules by a much smaller
number of model particles, does not have a noticeable effect on the main physically significant characteristics of the
unstable mixing layer.
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Abstract. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is used to investigate linear and nonlinear stages of development of unstable distur-
bances and the transition to turbulence in a supersonic boundary layer on a flat plate with the Mach number of the external flow
M = 6. The computations are carried out for the case of a cooled surface at a ratio of the plate temperature to the free-stream
temperature Tw/T∞ = 1.4. According to linear stability theory calculations, the two-dimensional waves of the first mode in the
boundary layer are completely stabilized at the considered flow parameters. The growth rates are maximum for unstable two-
dimensional disturbances of the second mode, while the three-dimensional waves of the second mode are also unstable. The results
of DNS of linear and nonlinear stages of development of such disturbances are compared with the results of earlier computations
of the laminar-turbulent transition on a flat plate with a temperature corresponding to the case of a thermally insulated surface,
Tw/T∞ = 7.

INTRODUCTION

The initial stages of the laminar-turbulent transition in high-speed boundary layers are usually governed by the spatial
growth of unstable small-amplitude disturbances [1, 2]. In accordance with the linear stability theory and the available
experimental data the second-mode instability [3, 4] dominates in the boundary layer at large Mach numbers. Oblique
waves of disturbances of the first mode are also unstable, but they have much smaller growth rates. At the later stages
of the transition, the dynamics of a disturbed boundary layer is characterized by a complex interaction of the whole
spectrum of instability waves, including disturbances of various modes. Numerical simulations of the development
of instability in a supersonic boundary layer on a flat plate with the Mach number of the incoming flow M = 6,
performed under adiabatic boundary conditions, reveals [5, 6] that first-mode disturbances can play an important role
in the transition process, initiating the growth of three-dimensional wave structures and promoting the emergence of
small-scale fluctuations.

From the linear stability theory it is known that wall cooling has a strong stabilizing effect on the disturbances
of the first mode [7] but, at the same time, it destabilizes the second mode [8]. The question arises: how will the
mechanism of the instability development at nonlinear stages and the scenario of transition to turbulence change in
the presence of cooling? To answer this question, we perform in this work a DNS of the unstable boundary layer at
M = 6 and the ratio of the wall and free-stream temperatures Tw/T∞ = 1.4, which is about 5 times smaller than for
the thermally insulated surface.
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LINEAR STABILITY

We consider the boundary layer on a flat semi-infinite plate located at a zero angle of attack to the incoming flow. It
is assumed that the fluid is perfect with constant heat capacities, the ratio of which is γ = 1.4, the constant Prandtl
number Pr = 0.71 and the power dependence of viscosity on temperature µ ∼ T 0.75. The free-stream Mach number
M = 6. Under these conditions, the velocity and temperature profiles of the boundary layer depend strongly enough on
the plate temperature. Figure 1 shows the profiles of self-similar solutions of boundary layer equations for Tw/T∞ = 7
(which approximately corresponds to the adiabatic conditions) and for Tw/T∞ = 1.4. The profiles obtained as a result
of the numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations are also given here.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 1. Profiles of the velocity (a, c) and temperature (b, d) in the laminar boundary layer in a cross-section corresponding
Rex = 4 · 106 at free-stream Mach number M = 6 on adiabatic (a, b, Tw/Te = 7) and cooled (c, d, Tw/Te = 1.4) flat plate.
Comparison of the results of the Navier–Stokes numerical simulations with the self-similar solutions.

It is obvious that cooling significantly affects the thickness of the boundary layer and drastically changes the
temperature profile. It becomes non-monotonous, with a maximum temperature at some distance from the wall. Such
a change in the profiles of the basic flow leads to a significant change in the stability characteristics. The results of
their investigations using the VBLS3D program developed by the authors are shown in Fig. 2.

The neutral stability curve in the Re, ω plane for two-dimensional disturbances on an adiabatic plate (Fig. 2a)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 2. Neutral stability curves in planes Re, ω (a, d) and Re, F (b, e); growth rates at Re = 800 (d, f) for two-dimensional
(χ = 0) disturbances. Results of calculations at Tw/T∞ = 7 (a, b, c) and Tw/T∞ = 1.4 (d, e, f). Results for growth rates are given
for non-permeable and porous (r = 0.18, n = 0.5) surfaces.

consists of two parts corresponding to the first- and second-mode disturbances (the latter have higher frequency). Here,
Re is the Reynolds number based on the Blasius thickness of the boundary layer δ and free-stream parameters, ω is the
frequency non-dimensionalized with δ and the free-stream velocity. Each of the two parts has its minimum Reynolds
number, at which unstable disturbances of the corresponding mode appear for the first time. In Fig. 2b, the same
neutral curve is re-plotted, so that instead of a dimensionless frequency, the frequency parameter F = ω/Re is used.
In contrast to ω, the frequency parameter for a disturbance of a given dimensional frequency does not change when
moving downstream. It is obvious from Fig. 2b that, although the disturbances of the second mode become unstable
earlier, they remain unstable in a fairly narrow range of Reynolds numbers, that is, basically the distances from the
leading edge of the plate. At the same time, for first-mode disturbances the critical Reynolds number is noticeably
larger, but, on the other hand, these disturbances remain growing even at fairly large distances downstream.

Fig. 2c shows the growth rates for the disturbances at Re = 800 depending on their frequency. The region of
instability in this cross section splits into two separate intervals for the first and second modes. The growth rates of the
second-mode disturbances are many times greater. The same figure shows the growth rates in the boundary layer on
the porous surface (pore radius measured in the thicknesses of the boundary layer is r = 0.8, porosity is n = 0.5). The
use of ultrasonic absorbing porous coatings as a way to stabilize the disturbances of the second mode was proposed
in [9], its effectiveness was confirmed experimentally [10, 11]. As can be seen from the figure, the porous coating
reduces the growth rate of disturbances of the second mode almost by the factor of two, but at the same time it indeed
destabilizes the first mode.

The stability characteristics of the boundary layer on the cooled surface are presented in Fig. 2d–f. Cooling
completely stabilizes the first mode. In this case, the length of the instability region, in which the disturbance of the
second mode with a given frequency parameter remains unstable, has narrowed even more. As for growth rates, their
maximum value has increased approximately two times. At the same time, stabilization using sound-absorbing porous
coatings still works: on the porous surface (r = 0.18, n = 0.5) the growth rate of the disturbances decreased about 8
times, and the instability region itself shifted towards lower frequencies.
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DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The DNS of the development of disturbances was carried out by solving the complete unsteady Navier—Stokes
equations. In the numerical simulations, two computational codes developed at the ITAM SB RAS were used: the
parallel MPI code CFS3D [12] and the code HyCFS [13], which allows computations on hybrid clusters containing
GPUs. Three-dimensional unsteady Navier–Stokes equations for compressible fluid are solved using an explicit finite-
difference algorithm: a fifth-order WENO scheme for convective flows, central differences of the second (HyCFS) or
fourth (CFS3D) order for diffusion fluxes, a Runge–Kutta scheme for time integration.

At first, the profiles of the steady basic flow are calculated. In this computation, self-similar boundary layer
profiles are specified at the inflow boundary located at some distance downstream from the plate leading edge. The
calculated basic flow in Fig. 1 is compared with the self-similar solution; it can be seen that, with the sufficiently large
Reynolds number used, the solutions of the boundary layer equations and the Navier–Stokes equations are in very
close agreement.

After that, the DNS of the development of instability is carried out. The basic flow is excited by adding to
the boundary conditions on the inflow boundary a superposition of eigenfunctions of disturbances that are unstable
according to linear theory. The sum of a two-dimensional disturbance with a frequency ω = 0.19 and an ampli-
tude A0 = 0.005 and two three-dimensional waves with the same frequency and amplitude propagating at an angle
χ = ±30◦ to the flow direction is imposed as a perturbation at the inflow boundary. To minimize the reflection of
disturbances from the outflow boundary, a buffer zone, in which the flow is artificially relaminarized, is attached to
the computational domain.

In the study of the transition on an adiabatic surface performed in [5] the inflow boundary was chosen at a
distance of x0 = 1000 δ0 from the plate leading edge. Here δ0 is the Blasius thickness of the boundary layer in the
same cross-section. With this choice, Reδ0 = x0/δ0 = 1000, Rex0 = Re2

δ0 = 106. However, in numerical simulation
of the development of disturbances on a cooled surface, performed with the same location of the inflow boundary, no
transition to turbulence occurred, and the flow remained laminar up to the outflow boundary.

Numerical simulations were therefore repeated with the inflow boundary located farther downstream, at x0/δ0 =

2000. The outflow boundary in this case corresponded to x0/δ0 = 4000. The size of the computational domain
in the direction normal to the plate was Ly = 80 δ0, in the spanwise direction it was Lz = 2π/β = 53.3736 δ0,
where β was the wave number of the imposed three-dimensional disturbance along z. The number of grid points was
3456 × 300 × 72 ≈ 75 · 106. The obtained picture of the flow evolution is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the instantaneous distributions of pressure, friction coefficient and Stanton number along the
z = 0 line on the plate surface while instantaneous distributions of the friction coefficient and the Stanton number on
the entire plate surface are displayed in Fig. 5.

From these figures it can be concluded that the transition to turbulence occurs between sections x = 3400 δ0 and
x = 3700 δ0. This is manifested in a sharp increase in friction and heat fluxes in this zone. An interesting and unusual
detail of the development of disturbances, which was completely absent in the case of the heat-insulated plate, is the
presence of large peaks of the friction coefficient and the Stanton number at x ≈ 2350 δ0. Their values correspond
approximately to those are observed during the transition to turbulence occurring downstream. At the same time, the
pressure also grows dramatically while at the transition it only slightly increases.

The surface distributions of the friction coefficients and the Stanton number (Fig. 5) indicate the appearance of
two localized zones at x ≈ 2350 δ0 and z = 0, Lz/2, from where the disturbances propagate at a slight angle to the
flow direction. Downstream, their amplitude decreases, reaching a minimum at about x/δ0 = 3000. Shortly thereafter,
a growth of the disturbances starts anew, regions with high local values of friction and heat fluxes merge and fill the
entire spanwise extension of the computational domain, after that the transition to turbulence occurs.

If we compare the present DNS results with those obtained under adiabatic temperature conditions [5, 6], then we
must first note a significant increase in the Reynolds number at which the transition occurs. The Reynolds number of
the onset of the transition in the numerical simulations on the heat-insulated plate was approximately ReTR

x = 4 · 106.
At the same time, in the present computations it can be estimated as ReTR

x = 13 · 106. However, this can only be a
qualitative comparison, since it is obvious that in such numerical simulations the transition position will significantly
depend on the amplitude and composition of the disturbances imposed at the inflow boundary.
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FIGURE 3. Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion colored according with the value of the spanwise velocity component.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 4. Instantaneous distributions of the pressure (a), the skin friction coefficient (b) and the Stanton number (c) along the
line z = 0 on the plate surface. Tw/Te = 1.4.

CONCLUSION

The computations of the stability of the boundary layer on a cooled surface with the free-stream Mach number M = 6
have shown a strong stabilizing effect of the cooling on the disturbances of the first mode. Under these conditions, it
can be expected that the dynamics of the transition to turbulence at early stages will be governed by the rapid growth
of two-dimensional disturbances of the second mode. At later stages, the emergence of three-dimensional structures
will be caused not by the disturbances of the first mode, as was observed in numerical simulations of the transition
on an adiabatic flat plate, but also by the disturbances of the second mode propagating at some angle to the flow
direction. The transition to turbulence on a cooled surface has been reproduced in a DNS of the development of a
boundary layer flow excited by a superposition of two-dimensional and three-dimensional disturbances of the second
mode. The transition is observed at a significantly greater distance from the plate leading edge in comparison with the
case of heat-insulated surface.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5. Instantaneous distributions of the skin friction coefficient (a) and the Stanton number (b) on the plate surface. Tw/Te =

1.4.
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Abstract. The paper describes the specific features of using a tetrahedral mesh for simulating rarefied gas flows by the DSMC
method by an example of the SMILE++ software system. Algorithms used for modeling molecule transfer and for computation
parallelization are presented; an example of modeling a flow in a microchannel is described.

INTRODUCTION

The most popular method used for simulating rarefied gas flows is the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method
[1]. It is a numerical statistical method of solving the Boltzmann equation.

In DSMC simulations, the gas motion is modeled statistically on the basis of the motion of model particles, each
representing a large number of real gas molecules. The simulation process is divided into two stages:

• intermolecular collisions;
• free-molecular transfer.

Collisions between the particles located in one spatial cell are calculated at the stage of intermolecular collisions.
After these collisions, the particles remain at the same positions, but their velocities change. Collision cells are used
to group particles that can collide with each other. The cell shape is not important for modeling collisions, but the
speed of determining in which cell the particle is located plays a key role. At the stage of free-molecular transfer, the
particles are shifted by a distance ∆~r =~V ∆t.

There are various codes for DSMC computations. Many of them use rectangular meshes for simulations (SMILE
[2, 3], SMILE-GPU[4, 5] , DSMCFoam+[6], SPARTA[7]); some other codes use unstructured meshes (Monaco [8]).
The use of the Cartesian mesh in DSMC codes is caused by the simplicity of its application. The particles move
immediately from the initial to the final point in accordance with the time step and particle velocity. In this case, it
is not important how many cells are crossed by the particle in the process. The cell number can be easily calculated
from the particle coordinates; therefore, there is no need to store it.

If the Cartesian mesh is used, the body surface is presented by a triangulated unstructured mesh. Its faces are
not connected to the spatial mesh. When the particle is transferred, it is necessary to determine whether the particle
collides with a triangular face on the body surface and, if so, with which particular face it collides. In searching for
the point of intersection of the particle trajectory with the surface mesh, it may also happen that the particle falls onto
the rib separating the faces. Another option for the particle is to stop in a small vicinity of the face of the surface mesh
at the end of some time step. Because of the machine accuracy of number presentation, the particle may penetrate
through the surface in such situations. The probability of such through flight is rather low; in the SMILE++ code for
external flows, this probability is estimated to be lower than 10−6. Therefore, the error due to the existence of such
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of free-molecular transfer of particles.

particles is significantly smaller than the statistical error of the DSMC method. The use of such a grid shows a good
applicability in problems of external aerodynamics both for modeling of external flows and for jet flows [9, 10].

This problem becomes important in modeling flows in complex-shaped channels. Passing through the channel,
the particles experience thousands of collisions with the surface, and vanishing of model particles due to the reasons
discussed above will lead to unphysical density decrease inside the channel.

Microchannel flows are usually characterized by complicated geometry in which it is rather difficult to construct
a structured mesh. Thin internal partitions can divide the mesh cell into several parts with no gas interaction between
them in reality. However, the DSMC method implies that all particles located in one cell can collide with each other.
As a result, the flow pattern can be significantly distorted.

The use of an unstructured mesh allows one to avoid these problems. A particle in an unstructured mesh always
belongs to some cell. Even if this particle leaves the cell with the machine accuracy, this fact does not affect its further
motion, and the particle never crosses the solid wall and becomes lost. According to the definition of the unstructured
mesh, it is always body-fixed, which automatically resolves the problem of thin walls. For simulating flows inside
channels, it is necessary to use unstructured meshes.

MODELING OF PARTICLE TRANSFER

Implementation of algorithm for simulations on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh in the SMILE++ software code
[11, 12] is considered in the present paper.

The unstructured mesh in SMILE++ consists of tetrahedra. The faces that form the tetrahedral cell are described
by the equation of the plane~n ·~r+D = 0, where~n is the normal to the plane,~r is the radius-vector of a point located on
the plane, and D is a free term. The equation components for each tetrahedron face are stored. Moreover, the numbers
of cells separated by each face are also stored. If the face is located at the computational domain boundary, the type
of the boundary condition is stored instead of the number of one of the separated cells.

Particle transfer is performed in the following way. Let the particle be located at a point ~P0, which belongs to cell
0. The particle velocity is ~V . We have to determine in which cell the particle will be located after its motion during
the time step ∆t. The transfer simulation is schematically shown in Figure 1.

1. The particle velocities toward the faces Vn,i =~V ·~ni (~ni is the external normal to the face) are calculated. Obvi-
ously, the particle trajectory can cross only such a face for which Vn,i > 0. Further steps are performed only for
faces of this kind.

2. The time of particle trajectory intersection with the plane of the i-th face is calculated: tc,i = −~P0·~ni+Di
Vn,i

. Obvi-
ously, the particle will leave the cell through the face for which this time has the minimum value (tc,min).

3. The point on the face through which the particle leaves the cell is determined: ~P1 = ~P0 +~Vtc,min. Depending on
the face type, the following results of its intersection are possible:
• The face is an input or output boundary. The particle is eliminated from the calculation, and the next

particle should be considered.
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• The face is a usual face between the cells. In this case, the particle is moved to the neighboring cell.
• The face is the body surface. In this case, the particle is reflected from the surface. The particle velocity

changes.
• The face is the plane of symmetry. The particle velocity vector is replaced by its mirror reflection.

4. Such a procedure of particle transfer is continued until the total time of reaching the cell faces exceeds the total
time step. When this condition is satisfied, the particle transfer procedure is finalized.

The main idea of this algorithm is fairly close to that presented in [13], except for two aspects: (1) instead of the
panel center, the proposed algorithm contains the free term D from the canonical equation of the plane (this fact saves
the computer memory); (2) The time step is used in our algorithm as a parameter for tracing intersection of the cell
boundary by the particle instead of the distance to the final point. This fact ensures a gain of one operation of vector
summation for each intersection of the cell boundary.

Implementation of this algorithm is simple and fast. It can be used on meshes with convex cells of any kind.

PARALLELIZATION OF COMPUTATIONS

The use of multi-core computers is a common practice in modern computations. Parallelization in the DSMC method
is usually performed by means of decomposition of the computational domain, which is divided into subdomains
with the number of subdomains equal to the number of computational cores. Each core operates with one subdomain
allocated to it.

At the particle transfer stage, the particles can move from the subdomain allocated to one core to the subdomain
allocated to another core. Therefore, after the particle transfer stage is finalized, the particles that moved to the sub-
domain controlled by another core are transferred between the processors in accordance with the MPI protocol. The
computational domain is divided with the use of the METIS library with weight coefficients. At the first instant of
computational domain division, the cell volume is taken as a weight factor. Based on this information, a decomposition
map is generated, where the belonging of each cell to a certain core is stored.

At the stage of particle transfer between the cells, it may happen that the particles travels through subdomain that
belong to several cores during one time step. If a Cartesian mesh is used, there is no need to trace the intermediate
positions of the particle during the time step because the number of the final cell is easily calculated. If a tetrahedral
mesh is used, it is rather difficult to determine the cell number from the particle coordinates. Therefore, it is prefe-
rable to trace the transitions between the neighboring cells consecutively. In this case, each core should “know” the
information about the cells not only from its own subdomain, but also about all cells where its particles can arrive.
The simplest variant to ensure such a situation is to store the entire mesh on each core. During particle transfer, the
number of the core controlling the cells where the particles moved is determined, and, if necessary, these particles are
transferred to this core. In this case, however, the memory is not rationally used. If the computation is performed on a
multi-core computer and the mesh occupies approximately 10% of the memory, it means that the entire memory will
be used for mesh storage if ten cores are involved.

Therefore, parallelization is performed in SMILE++ with the following procedure:

• All parameters of the mesh necessary for simulations are determined and written to a binary dump file with
arbitrary access.

• Each core reads the decomposition map.
• In accordance with the map, each core loads information about all cells belonging to it from the dump file.
• For convenience of collecting surface characteristics, all boundary faces are duplicated on all cores.
• At the stage of particle transfer, each core moves the particles between its cells. If some particle moves away to

a cell belonging to another core, information about this cell is read out from the dump file, and further motion
of the particle is calculated. Thus, an additional layer of near-boundary cells appears on each core. This near-
boundary layer of cells is used only for determining to which core the particle should be transferred at the end
of the time step.

• After the particle transfer stage, all cores exchange by particles that passed to subdomains belonging to other
cores.

Uploading of additional cells from the dump file for calculating particle transfer is performed only once. Thus,
the near-boundary layer is generated at the initial steps of simulations, and then there is no need to address the disk
for adding new cells. As the particles in the DSMC method should not move by more than one cell on the average
during one time step, each core receives data on the cells from their own computational subdomain and from a rather
narrow layer of cells that belong to other cores.
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(a)

FIGURE 2. Geometric model of the microchannel.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3. Grid and domain decomposition.

MODELING OF MICROCHANNEL FLOWS

An important issue of creating microdevices is the motion of rough surfaces with respect to each other (e.g., flows
in microbearing, near read/write heads of HDD’s, etc.). Owing to an increase in pressure arising on the rough surfa-
ces, these devices are stabilized at a needed distance from each other. Such a pressure distribution was studied in a
model formulation, where a gas flow between two plates was considered; one of these plates had a structured three-
dimensional surface, while the other (flat) plate moved in the longitudinal direction with a velocity of 10 m/s. Though
microdevices operate at atmospheric pressure, the distances between the surfaces are comparable with the mean free
path of gas molecules, and the flow can be simulated by the DSMC method. Figure 2 shows the geometric model used
in the study. The roughness was defined by rectangular cavities. The computations were performed for the distances
between the plates h varied from 0.1 µm to 0.01 µm, d = 1 µm, L1 = 10 µm,and L2 = 10−40 µm. Thus, the ratio
of the channel length to its minimum height varied from 800 to 20000. An air flow at a pressure of 1 atm and a tem-
perature of 300 K was considered. The mean free path under these conditions was λ ≈ 0.065 µm. Thus, the Knudsen
number based on the minimum height of the channel varied from 0.65 to 6.5.

Figure 3(a) shows an example of a tetrahedral computational mesh. One can see the external boundary of the
computational domain. The convex rectangular elements are cavities on the motionless upper surface. Depending on
the geometric parameters of the channel, the number of cells in the computational domain varied from 1.5 to 3.5
million. Figure 3(b) shows the computational domain decomposition for 28 processors with the use of the METIS
library.

Figure 4(a) shows the pressure field normalized to the free-stream pressure on the channel surface. The field
corresponds to the case with the channel height of 0.01 µm. As is seen from the figure, the maximum pressure (≈ 1.4)
is reached at the end of the first row of cavities. It increases monotonically inside the cavity and then becomes almost
constant in the narrow part of the channel. When the next cavity is approached, the pressure drastically decreases
approximately to 0.85. The pressure in the next rows of cavities reaches ≈ 1.2.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. Pressure distribution in the channel.

Figure 4(b) shows the pressure in the plane of symmetry. The distributions for the cases with h = 0.01 µm and
h = 0.1 mum are plotted by the green and magenta colors, respectively. An increase in the channel height leads to a
somewhat different pressure distribution in the channel. The maximum pressure reaches ≈ 1.35 in the first cavity and
≈ 1.15 in the next cavities. In the narrow part of the channel, in contrast to the previous case, there is no constant-
pressure region. It decreases almost linearly along the entire narrow part of the channel. The minimum values of
pressure are identical for both cases.

For comparison of the SMILE++ operation efficiency on the tetrahedral and Cartesian meshes, the shortest chan-
nel configuration was computed. The correctness of the computation on the Cartesian mesh was ignored in this case.
The times needed for the computations were 42.12 hours on the Cartesian mesh with 25 processors and 55.18 hours
on the tetrahedral mesh.

CONCLUSIONS

It is not recommended to use Cartesian meshes for modeling flows in complex or long microchannels because of
the emergence of unphysical effects. The present paper describes the algorithm of particle transfer simulation in the
DSMC method on a tetrahedral mesh and also the method of parallelization of computations based on computational
domain decomposition. The test computations show that the simulation of rarefied gas flows on the tetrahedral mesh
is slower (approximately by a factor of 1.3) than that on the Cartesian mesh. The proposed algorithm can be also used
on a mesh with convex cavities regardless of their type and potentially even on hybrid meshes.
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Abstract. Development of unstable two-dimensional and three-dimensional disturbances of various modes in the 
boundary layer on the flat part of the model and their influence on the flow separation zone and the flow in the 
reattachment area on the compression ramp are studied with the direct numerical simulation. A supersonic flow with the 
flow Mach number M = 5.373 on a compression ramp with an angle of 5.5 degrees is simulated. The calculations are 
carried out using the CFD code HyCFS developed at the Laboratory of Computational Aerodynamics of the Institute of 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics for solving the Navier–Stokes equations on hybrid-architecture computer clusters 
using graphical processing units. Based on the results of the numerical simulations data on the mean and nonstationary 
characteristics of the separated flow and surface characteristics in the vicinity of the boundary layer reattachment point 
have been obtained. The effect of developing large-scale turbulent structures in the transitional boundary layer on the 
fluctuations of the separation zone is studied, and the dynamics of critical parameters of the flow near the reattachment 
point is studied in detail. The calculation results show significant effect of the initial amplitudes of disturbances on the 
flow dynamics in the separation zone and the size of the zone. For sufficiently large amplitudes, laminar-turbulent 
transition occurs on the compression ramp. 

INTRODUCTION 

Shock wave interaction with the transitional boundary layer at high flow Mach number can result in significantly 
greater peak thermal loads than in laminar or turbulent boundary layer interactions. The understanding of the flow 
phenomena arising in shock wave transitional boundary layer interactions is essential for the prediction of the mean 
and unsteady aerothermodynamic loads and also for finding possible ways of flow control. A comprehensive review 
of the studies on shock wave transitional boundary layer interactions was made in [1] for a number of experimental 
and numerical works since 1993. As noted in the review [1], significant progress is achieved in the understanding of 
the flow structure. The most promising prediction methodology is Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), however, 
additional research is needed to understand the effect of assumed dynamic inflow boundary conditions on DNS 
prediction of aerothermodynamic loads. 

In this paper we perform DNS of the shock wave transitional supersonic boundary layer interaction on a model 
consisting of a flat plate and the compression corner. The inflow conditions specify flat-plate laminar boundary layer 
profiles with the imposed time-dependent disturbances in the form of unstable waves of linear stability theory 
(LST). The effects of the characteristics of the inflow disturbances on the flowfield near the compression corner is 
investigated. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PREVIOUS STUDIES 

The supersonic boundary layer flow on a compression ramp with a ramp angle of 5.5° is simulated, see Fig. 1. 
The selected test case was used in experiments [2] performed for the forebody of the “Hyper–X” vehicle, as well as 
in numerical simulations [3, 4]. The parameters of the external unperturbed flow correspond to the conditions of the 
flow behind an oblique head shock for the model used in [2–4]: the Mach number of the flow M = 5.373, the 
Reynolds number Re = 5.676∙106, the unit Reynolds number Re1 = 17.93∙106 m-1, static flow temperature 
T∞ = 74.2 K, model temperature Tw = 300 K. As the dimensional linear scale L*, the length of the horizontal part of 
the model is used. In the experiments, excitation of unstable disturbances in the boundary layer was performed using 
a saw-shaped turbulizer located on the surface of the flat part of the model along its span. At the same time, in a 
number of experimental launches, a laminar-turbulent transition was observed on the compression ramp, 
approximately in the middle of its length. In the computational and analytical work [3], the linear stability of the 
boundary layer on the flat part was studied, and the propagation of unstable waves of two-dimensional perturbations 
of the second mode and their amplification at the compression angle were simulated. The propagation of a wave 
packet from a localized pulsed source of the blow-suction type on the flat part of the model was simulated in [4]. 
The disturbances from the pulsed source propagated downstream within a wake behind the source. It was observed 
that at sufficiently large amplitudes this resulted in the nonlinear breakdown and the beginning of the laminar-
turbulent transition near the reattachment point on the ramp. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Density flowfield for the steady laminar boundary layer ramp flow 

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

The numerical simulation is performed using the CFD code HyCFS [5] developed at the Laboratory of 
Computational Aerodynamics of the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. The code solves numerically 
the unsteady Navier–Stokes equations on hybrid-architecture computers and computer  clusters using graphical 
processing units (GPU). The Navier–Stokes equations are solved on a structured computational grid, which is 
refined near the model surface. The convective fluxes are computed by the fifth-order weighted essentially non-
oscillatory (WENO) scheme [6]. The diffusion terms are approximated with the fourth order of accuracy on a 
compact stencil. Time integration is performed by the explicit low-storage fourth-order Runge–Kutta–Gill scheme. 
The computational algorithm is parallelized by means of geometric decomposition of the computational domain. 
The computations are performed using 8 NVidia GTX1080Ti GPU. 

At first stage, two-dimensional calculations of a steady laminar undisturbed flow are performed. In this case, at 
the inflow boundary, profiles of a self-similar solution of the boundary layer equations are specified. At the second 
stage, the disturbed boundary layer is simulated. Perturbations in the form of unstable waves of the linear theory for 
three-dimensional perturbations of the first mode and two-dimensional perturbations of the second mode are set at 
the input boundary. The study of linear stability characteristics is carried out for flow profiles in the input section in 
the locally parallel approximation using the VBLS3D program developed by the computational aerodynamics 
laboratory of ITAM SB RAS. The eigenfunctions of the disturbances obtained in the LST calculation are used to 
excite instability waves with given wave parameters. Then, based on three-dimensional numerical modeling, the 
nonlinear development of unstable disturbances of the boundary layer and the influence of developing large-scale 
turbulent structures on the fluctuations of the separation zone are studied, and the dynamics of critical parameters of 
the flow field in the vicinity of the point of attachment are investigated. Similar computational approach was used in 
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our previous DNS of the laminar-turbulent transition in the supersonic flat-plate boundary layers at free-stream 
Mach numbers M=2 [7] and M=6 [8]. 

RESULTS 

We first discuss the results of the two-dimensional computations of the steady laminar flow over the 
compression ramp. At the considered parameters, before the compression ramp, a flow separation occurs with the 
formation of an extensive recirculation zone, Fig. 2. Comparison of the pressure distributions on the surface of the 
model in the flow separation region shows good agreement with the results of work [3], in particular, on the size and 
position of the separation zone, see Fig. 3, where the results of calculations obtained with different spatial resolution 
of the computational grid are presented. It is seen that the curves obtained on grids with the number of nodes along 
the longitudinal coordinate Nx = 768 and Nx = 1536 are indistinguishable from each other. The positions of the 
separation and attachment points obtained in the calculations are equal to Xs = 0.861 and Xr = 1.133, respectively. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Steady laminar flow in the separation region. Mach number flowfield and selected streamlines (a), 
pressure contours (b) 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Pressure distribution along the model obtained in the computations on the sequence of refined grids compared with 

the data of Balakumar et al [3] 
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At the second stage, the disturbed boundary layer is simulated. Perturbations in the form of unstable waves of the 
linear theory for three-dimensional perturbations of the first mode and two-dimensional perturbations of the second 
mode are set at the input boundary. Number of cells along streamwise, vertical and spanwise coordinates was 
respectively Nx = 1536, Ny = 200, Nz = 64. The presence of the unsteady disturbances in the boundary layer leads to 
a decrease in the size of the separation zone. At sufficiently large amplitudes, a laminar-turbulent transition occurs 
on the compression ramp, Fig. 4 (a), which is manifested in a significant increase in the coefficient of surface 
friction, Fig. 4 (b). The calculation results show a significant effect of the initial amplitudes of the disturbances on 
the flow dynamics in the sepation zone and its size, see Fig. 4 (b). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Laminar-turbulent transition on the compression ramp boundary layer flow for a three-dimensional disturbance with 
the initial amplitude A = 0.005. Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion colored with the local values of the vertical velocity component (a); 

distributions of the mean skin friction coefficient Cf  along the surface at two different amplitudes (b) 
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Abstract. A numerical study of the effects of disturbances on the interaction of  a transitional supersonic flat-plate 
boundary layer with an incident oblique shock has been carried out. Direct numerical simulation of the transitional 
boundary layer on a flat plate is performed by solving the Navier–Stokes equations using two different CFD codes: 
parallel code CFS3D and hybrid parallel code HyCFS. The simulation is carried out in a three-dimensional computational 
domain at free-stream Mach number M = 1.45, which corresponds to the conditions of the experiments. At first stage, the 
transitional boundary layer is computed without an incident shock wave. Development of the disturbances introduced at 
the inflow boundary causes formation of a secondary flow in the form of three-dimensional longitudinal vortex structures 
that leads to the laminar-turbulent transition farther downstream. At the second stage, boundary conditions corresponding 
to the parameters behind an oblique shock are specified on a part of the upper boundary of the computational domain. As 
a result of the interaction of the boundary layer with an incident shock in the reflection region, a separation zone is 
formed. The presence of large-scale eddies developing in the boundary layer causes significant oscillations of the 
separation zone. Due to the shock wave boundary layer interaction the laminar-turbulent transition shifts upstream 
towards the separation region. 

INTRODUCTION 

Shock wave boundary layer interaction (SWBLI) is a complex flow phenomenon that is inherent in flows near 
various parts of transonic and supersonic aircraft, compressor blades and elements of air-breathing engine inlets. 
SWBLI is often associated with the boundary layer separation, which results in significant changes of the flow 
structure and causes additional dynamic and thermal loads. Comprehensive recent reviews of the SWBLI and 
associated phenomena can be found in [1–4]. The requirements for better efficiency of air vehicles implies 
increasing the percentage of the laminar flow on lifting surfaces, aircraft control surfaces, helicopter propeller 
blades, and also on the blades of aircraft engine compressors. On the other hand, the desire to increase the speed of 
air transportation, as well as the efficiency of aircraft engines, dictates the need for an increasing use of transonic 
flow regimes. When a local speed exceeds the speed of sound, local shock waves and associated flow separations 
occur in the flow, which lead to a number of adverse non-stationary effects that complicate the use of such flow 
regimes in practice. The problem is aggravated in the case of laminar flow. In this case, the phenomena of laminar-
turbulent transition, flow separation, and shock wave formation are closely intermixed in the zone of shock wave 
boundary layer interaction. The efforts to reduce the drag by increasing the length of the laminar flow region causes 
the laminar-turbulent transition to occur in the shear layer above the separation region or even in the flow 
reattachment zone. This leads to mutual interference between the separation zone and the transition, the emergence 
of flow unsteadiness, and complicates identifying the mechanisms and mutual interactions of various processes [5-
8]. As a result, the interpretation of the experimental data poses significant difficulties. CFD methods based on time-
averaged equations do not allow to predict the governing mechanisms of flow formation, which leads to incorrect 
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results of modeling such flows. In this paper we perform the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the interaction 
of a disturbed transitional supersonic boundary layer on a flat plate with an oblique incident shock wave impinging 
on the plate. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

The DNS of a disturbed transitional boundary layer on a flat plate is performed by solving the Navier–Stokes 
equations using two different CFD codes developed at Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics: parallel MPI-based code CFS3D and the hybrid-architecture HyCFS code. The CFS3D computational 
algorithm is parallelized by means of the geometric decomposition of the computational domain and MPI 
communications between compute processes. CFS3D was successfully used for DNS of the laminar-turbulent 
transition in supersonic boundary layers at free-stream Mach numbers M=2 [9] and M=6 [10]. HyCFS is a new 
hybrid-architecture code [11] developed at the Laboratory of Computational Aerodynamics of ITAM. It is designed 
to perform numerical simulations based on solving the complete Navier–Stokes equations of compressible heat-
conducting gas using modern WENO schemes on hybrid computational clusters with graphical processing units 
(GPU). HyCFS uses a multi-level parallelization: the whole computational task is divided into fairly large blocks 
that run on various compute nodes connected by a network. Exchanges between nodes are performed using the MPI 
communications. Each compute node uses thread parallelization with OpenMP, central processing cores (CPU) and 
shared memory of the node. Parallelization on each GPU is carried out by means of the CUDA software platform 
using the CPU and GPU memory. This parallelization approach allows us to achieve high levels of parallel 
efficiency and scalability of a parallel computing task and take full advantage of the capabilities of modern 
computing clusters of hybrid architecture. In both codes, the Navier–Stokes equations are solved on a structured 
computational grid, which is refined near the model surface. The convective fluxes are computed by the fifth-order 
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme [12]. The diffusion terms are approximated with the 2nd to 4th 
order central differences on a compact stencil. Time integration is performed by the explicit 2nd to 4th order Runge–
Kutta schemes. The computations are performed using up to 64 CPU cores with CFS3D code and up to 8 NVidia 
GTX1080Ti GPU with HyCFS code. 

The HyCFS code was previously tested by conducting simulations for a number of problems of supersonic 
aerodynamics and development of free shear flows instability. As part of this study, HyCFS code was adapted for 
numerical modeling of a laminar-turbulent transition in a supersonic boundary layer on a flat plate. We developed 
and implemented software modules for setting the initial data and boundary conditions. For setting boundary 
conditions at the inflow boundary of the computational domain, which is located at some distance x0 from the 
leading edge of the plate, the profiles of the velocity components and the temperature are used. These profiles are 
computed from the self-similar solution of the boundary layer equations for flow parameters at the x0 cross section. 
To excite the instability of the boundary layer at the inflow boundary, a procedure has been developed for specifying 
an unsteady perturbation in the form of a superposition of three-dimensional linear stability waves with different 
frequencies, amplitudes and angles of the wave vector. The form of the perturbation along the normal coordinate is 
defined as the eigenfunctions of unstable disturbances. The eigenfunctions and wave characteristics of the 
disturbances are computed by the VBLS3D program developed at ITAM to study the linear stability of the boundary 
layer. To minimize the disturbing action of the outflow boundary when large-amplitude disturbances pass through it, 
a software procedure for setting a buffer absorbing layer (sponge layer) near the boundary with a length 
approximately equal to the thickness of the boundary layer has been developed and tested. Within this layer, special 
terms are added to the right-hand side of the Navier–Stokes equations that ensure gradual relaminarization of the 
flow. For additional filtering of high-frequency disturbances, the procedure of smooth gradual increase of the grid 
cell size along the streamwise coordinate near the outflow boundary is also used. As shown by the performed test 
computations, the developed procedure for setting boundary conditions has a minimal perturbing effect on the 
numerical solution within the computational domain. In addition, software procedures were developed for 
computing the flow fields averaged over time and along the transverse coordinate; time-averaged fluctuations; 
calculation of surface characteristics (coefficients of pressure, friction, heat flux) on the plate; and also collecting 
time histories of unsteady characteristics in different cross-sections along the streamwise coordinate.  

The simulations are carried out in a three-dimensional computational domain with the Mach number of the flow 
M = 1.45, which corresponds to the conditions of the experiments conducted at ITAM on the T-325 supersonic wind 
tunnel. The boundary conditions at the inflow boundary of the computational domain set a self-similar basic flow 
profiles in a laminar boundary layer with time-dependent disturbances superimposed on it in the form of the most 
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unstable waves of the linear stability theory (LST). These waves are basically two symmetric three-dimensional 
Tollmien–Schlichting waves with equal and opposite angles of the wave vector ±χ in the transverse direction.  

RESULTS 

Numerical simulation of the development of instability and the transition to turbulence in the boundary layer on 
a flat plate is performed at the experimental conditions: free-stream Mach number M = 1.45, stagnation pressure 
P0 = 0.7∙105 Pa, stagnation temperature T0 = 290 K. The temperature of the plate Tw is assumed fixed and equal to 
the temperature of the heat-insulated plate in the laminar flow case: Tw / T∞ = 1.356. The computational domain has 
the shape of a parallelepiped, the lower face of which coincides with the plane of the plate y = 0. The dimensions of 
the domain along the streamwise x, normal-to-plate y and spanwise z coordinates are Lx, Ly and Lz, respectively. 
The left side of the computational domain is located at distance x = x0 from the leading edge. It is assumed that the 
flow in the boundary layer in the coordinate range 0 < x < x0 is laminar and self-similar. The Blasius thickness 
𝛿𝛿 = �𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈 𝑈𝑈⁄  of the boundary layer in the section x = x0 corresponding to the left boundary of the computational 
domain is used as the length scale: 𝛿𝛿0 = �𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈0 𝑈𝑈⁄ , where U is the free stream velocity, ν is the kinematic viscosity. 
Simulations are performed for two different values of x0, corresponding to the Reynolds numbers 
Re = Uδ0/ν = 700∙and Re = 1000. The corresponding Reynolds numbers determined by the distance from the leading 
edge of the plate are Rex = Ux/ν = Re2 = 0.49∙106 m-1 and Rex = 1∙106 m.  

The strategy of numerical simulation of the development of the unstable boundary layer consists of several 
stages. At the first stage, the laminar basic flow is calculated. Since the basic flow is uniform along the transverse 
coordinate z, the calculations are carried out in a two-dimensional formulation in the z = 0 plane. The computation of 
the basic flow is peformed until the steady state is achieved. The size of the computational domain along the 
longitudinal coordinate is set sufficiently large, Lx = 4000, the size in the normal coordinate is Ly = 120. The 
computations are performed on a structured rectangular grid with the number of cells along the streamwise and 
normal coordinates Nx = 1536 and Ny = 200. The grid is condensed along the normal coordinate in the boundary 
layer region. Figure 1 shows the profiles of the velocity and temperature of the steady laminar flow obtained in the 
calculation by the CFS3D code for Re = 700 at the section x/δ0 = 1400. It can be seen that the profiles of gas-
dynamic parameters presented in Fig. 1 agree well with the self-similar solution of the boundary layer equations. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Profiles of the streamwise velocity component (a) and temperature (b) for steady laminar basic flow obtained in the 
computations in comparison with the self-similar solution of the boundary layer equations 

 
At the second stage, based on the solution of the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations, the spatial 

development of unstable disturbances in the boundary layer is simulated. Based on the solution of the linear stability 
problem in the inflow section, an unsteady disturbance field is defined as the eigenfunctions of the linear stability 
problem with given wave parameters. Figure 2 shows the growth rates –αi δ of the disturbances obtained in the LST 
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calculation for Re = 700 and Re = 1000, depending on the frequency parameter F for different angles of the wave 
vector χ. It can be seen that, within the considered Reynolds number range, linear disturbances propagating at an 
angle χ ≈ 50° to the flow are the most unstable. Note, that the two-dimensional perturbations, χ ≈ 0, are also unstable 
in both selected cases and have growth rates comparable to those of the most unstable three-dimensional 
perturbations. It follows from the analysis that the maximum growth rate is achieved for values of the dimensionless 
frequency ω = 2π U∞/δ0 ω* ≈ 0.031 and the propagation angle of the disturbance χ ≈ 48° in the case of Re = 700 and 
ω ≈ 0.026, χ ≈ 51° in the case of Re = 1000. The values of the local frequency parameter for these disturbances are 
respectively F = ω / Re = 0.44∙10-6 and F = ω / Re = 0.26∙10-6. The obtained values of the frequencies and the angles 
of the wave vector of the most unstable waves of the linear theory are used to excite time-dependent disturbances at 
the inflow boundary when conducting the DNS of the transitional boundary layer.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Growth rates of linear disturbances vs the frequency parameter at various angles χ for Re = 700 (a) и Re = 1000 (b) 

 
When carrying out three-dimensional computations, periodic boundary conditions along the transverse direction 

are used, and the size of the computational domain along the z coordinate is set equal to the wavelength of the three-
dimensional linear disturbance along the z coordinate. The number of cells along the transverse coordinate is 
Nz = 64, so the total number of cells in the three-dimensional computing area is Nx∙Ny∙Nz ≈ 20∙106. Figure 3 shows a 
visualization of the instantaneous three-dimensional flow field obtained for the case of Re = 1000 in DNS with two 
different computational codes. With the development of disturbances introduced at the inflow boundary, the 
formation of a secondary flow in the form of three-dimensional longitudinal vortex structures is observed in the 
flow. The characteristic size of the observed longitudinal structures in the normal and transverse directions is of the 
order of the boundary layer thickness. Further downstream, the development of a secondary instability of the 
resulting flow is observed with a rapid, explosive growth of three-dimensional fluctuations, leading to a laminar-
turbulent transition downstream. The instantaneous fields of gas-dynamic quantities acquire a high degree of 
randomness, which is seen in Fig. 3. Laminar-turbulent transition is accompanied by an abrupt change in the 
fluctuation and time-averaged characteristics. The position of the laminar-turbulent transition in computations with 
1% disturbance amplitude at the inflow boundary corresponds to the values of the longitudinal coordinate 
x/δ0 = 1800...2000, see Fig. 4, where the distribution of the friction coefficient along the plate obtained in the DNS is 
given.  

Test calculations of the interaction of the transitional boundary layer with an oblique incident shock propagating 
from an external source located above the top boundary of the computational domain. The computation parameters 
correspond to the case of Re = 700. At the first stage, the transition boundary layer was computed without a shock 
wave until the quasisteady state is achieved. Then, on the part of the upper boundary of the computational domain, 
starting with a certain value x = xs, boundary conditions were set corresponding to the parameters behind the oblique 
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shock. The shock angle is 43.7°, which at M = 1.45 corresponds to the 3° angle of the wedge. The shock coordinate 
on the upper boundary is xs = 1500. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Laminar-turbulent transition in the boundary layer obtained by two different codes: CFS3D (a) and HyCFS (b). 
Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Distribution of the skin friction coefficient along the plate. 

Green solid curve corresponds to the laminar flow regime 
 
Figure 5 shows the enlarged view of the flow in the vertical section z = 0 in the region of the SWBLI in 

comparison with the disturbed boundary layer without the incident shock for the same values of x. The oblique 
incident shock entering the computational domain from its upper boundary comes to the plate x ≈ 1600 and is 
reflected from the plate. At this value of x, the boundary layer is in a nonlinear development mode with a high level 
of disturbances. As can be seen from Fig. 5a, already at a short distance from the considered point of incidence x ≈ 
1800 in the boundary layer without a shock, a laminar- turbulent transition begins. In a SWBLI configuration, Fig. 
6b, the beginning of the transition shifts upstream to x ≈ 1700 and is located immediately behind the shock wave 
boundary layer interaction region. As a result of the interaction of the boundary layer with a shock in the region of 
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reflection, a small separation region and the flow recirculation zone are formed. Three-dimensional view of the flow 
is presented in Fig. 6. At this value of the longitudinal coordinate, the boundary layer is in a nonlinear mode of 
development with a high level of disturbances. When a disturbed boundary layer interacts with a jump, the 
beginning of the transition shifts upstream and is located immediately behind the interaction region. The presence of 
large-scale eddies developing in the boundary layer causes significant oscillations of the separation zone. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Flow structure in the transitional boundary layer on a flat plate without the incident shock (a) and SWBLI (b). 
Density flowfields and selected streamlines in the plane z = 0 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Incident shock interaction with the transitional boundary layer. Density isosurfaces 
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Abstract. The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability developing in the compressible mixing layer is simulated numerically using both the
kinetic and continuum approaches. The computations are performed for a spatially periodic mixing layer at subsonic convective
Mach numbers and low Reynolds numbers. The main part of the kinetic simulations are carried out with the Shakhov model
kinetic equation but the simulations based on the Boltzmann equation are also conducted. A deterministic numerical method that
directly solves the kinetic equations on a finite-difference grid in the multidimensional phase space is used. The computational
code is adapted for implementation on hybrid computational clusters combining CPUs and GPUs. Navier–Stokes simulations of
the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability are also performed and their results are compared with those of kinetic simulations.

INTRODUCTION

The instability of the mixing layer between two parallel streams of compressible gas plays an important role in the
phenomena occurring in many natural and technical systems, from supersonic combustion to galactic jets. The linear
analysis of instability problems, taking into account the influence of viscosity and thermal conductivity [1, 2, 3],
reveals that the critical Reynolds number Recr = 0 for the Kelvin – Helmholtz instability, which dominates the mixing
layer at moderate relative flow rates. Thus, as in the case of the incompressible mixing layer [4], for arbitrarily low
Reynolds numbers, there exists a range of wave numbers at which the flow is unstable and small disturbances grow
exponentially. This means that the instability will also occur under conditions where the gas is sufficiently rarefied,
and one can expect the manifestation of effects that are not described by the continuum Navier–Stokes equations.

At the present time, due to rapid progress in computer technology and numerical algorithms, it has become
possible to simulate unsteady flows of rarefied gases on the basis of the kinetic approach. In a number of papers,
attempts were made to use the kinetic approach to simulate the development of hydrodynamic instabilities. As a
rule, the kinetic simulations of instability arising under the action of bulk forces, such as the Rayleigh–Taylor and
Richtmyer–Meshkov instabilities were performed. The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo, DSMC, method [5, 6] and
even the Molecular Dynamics, MD, method [7, 8] were used for this purpose.

It seems, however, that the approach based on the direct deterministic solution of equations for the distribution
function in a multidimensional phase space can be significantly more efficient, compared to particle-based methods,
for the numerical simulation of unsteady rarefied gas flows and, in particular, for investigation of the effects of rarefac-
tion on the development of hydrodynamic instabilities. As far as we know, this approach was used, for the first time, in
[9], in which the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability wave roll-up into a vortex was reproduced by solving a model kinetic
equation at three different values of the Knudsen number Kn. Unfortunately, it is impossible to understand from [9]
what kind of model kinetic equation was solved and for what value of the Mach number numerical simulations were
performed. Recently, numerical simulations of development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability were presented in
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[10] as one of the illustrations of results obtained with the code developed by its authors for solving the Shakhov
equation.

In the present paper the instability evolution in a compressible mixing layer is simulated based on both the Navier
– Stokes equations and the direct finite-difference solution of the kinetic equations, namely the Shakhov model kinetic
equation and the original Boltzmann equation.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL APPROACHES

In order to reduce computational costs, we consider a two-dimensional temporal mixing layer, i. e. mixing layer that
develops in time and periodic in the streamwise spatial coordinate. The temperature, density and pressure are the
same in two mixing streams. The frame of reference system is chosen so that the velocities of two streams are equal
in magnitude and opposite in direction. At the initial time moment t = 0, the profile of the streamwise velocity is
taken as U(y) = tanh(y), thus it is assumed that the initial thickness of the mixing layer is used as a length scale
for non-dimensional spatial coordinates. The flow temperature, density and pressure at t = 0 are constant across the
mixing layer.

A perturbation of the transverse velocity is superimposed on the basic flow. It is a superposition of a sine wave
and its subharmonics along the x-direction and decays rapidly away from the mixing zone:

v(x,y,0) = exp(−y2/h2)
N

∑
n=0

An sin(x ·α/2n) (1)

Here h is a characteristic size of the perturbation in the transverse direction and An are the amplitudes of the subhar-
monics.

The wavenumber of the fundamental wave α is equal to that of the disturbance whose growth rate is maximum
in according to the linear theory. To determine α , the mixing layer stability characteristics are calculated with the
VBLS3D stability code developed by the authors. The length of the computational domain is taken equal to the
wavelength of the subharmonic disturbance with the number N, Lx = 2N ·2π/α .

The numerical simulations are performed for a monatomic gas with a power dependence of viscosity on tem-
perature: µ ∼ T ω . Here, ω = 1/2 which corresponds to the gas, whose molecules interact with each other as hard
spheres.

When performing the continuum simulations, convective terms of the Navier–Stokes equations were calculated
using a fifth-order finite-difference MP5 scheme with local Lax–Friedrichs flux splitting. Diffusion terms are ap-
proximated by central differences on a compact stencil.An explicit second-order Runge-Kutta scheme was used for
integration in time. The numerical method for solving the Navier – Stokes equations is presented in details in [11].

Note that usually, in the numerical simulation of the evolution of a spatially periodic mixing layer based on the
Navier – Stokes equations, additional terms are introduced into their right-hand side in order to eliminate the expansion
of the basic flow due to viscous diffusion of vorticity from the mixing zone. Thus, it is ensured that the development of
disturbances is considered at a steady basic flow. Since this technique cannot be used when solving kinetic equations,
in the present paper, Navier–Stokes simulations are also performed with no additional terms. It means that the basic
flow profile will slowly expand even in the absence of disturbances, so that its width will increase approximately as√

t.
To solve numerically the kinetic equations, a computer code developed by the authors is used, its main compo-

nents and their interaction during the computation are presented in Fig. 1. The code solves both the model kinetic
equations of relaxation type and the Boltzmann kinetic equation.

The equation for the distribution function is solved on a grid in the multidimensional phase space, which is a
Cartesian product of grids in the physical and velocity spaces. In the case of model kinetic equations two so-called
reduced distribution functions can be used to reduce the dimension of the velocity space by one when simulating two-
dimensional flows. So, the number of phase space dimensions becomes equal to four. When solving the Boltzmann
equation, the velocity space remains three-dimensional, so the phase space is five-dimensional.

In both the cases, a fifth-order WENO scheme is used to compute the convective terms while the time stepping is
performed with the th a second-order explicit TVD Runge–Kutta scheme. The numerical algorithm for solving model
kinetic equations is presented in detail in [12].
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FIGURE 1. The main components of the kinetic code.

When solving the Boltzmann equation, the collision integral was evaluated using the conservative discrete ve-
locity method (DVM) implemented on Graphics Processing Inits (GPUs). The details of the numerical algorithm
for evaluating the collision integral are described in [13]. The use of GPUs allows us to significantly speed up the
computations. Numerical tests [14] showed that for this task one GPU is equivalent to tens of CPU cores.

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Navier–Stokes Simulations
The spatially periodic mixing layer is one of the flows most often considered in the numerical simulation of the
hydrodynamic instabilities. The development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in a two-dimensional compressible
mixing layer at different values of the Mach number was repeatedly simulated by many authors and the mechanisms
governing its development is well studied, see, for example, [15]. We have included such numerical simulations in the
present article for two reasons. First, the overwhelming majority of simulations known in the literature were carried
out for the case of a diatomic, rather than a monatomic gas. Second, as mentioned above, unlike most of the previous
works, we allow the profile of the basic flow to expand in the course of simulation due to viscous diffusion, which,
generally speaking, can lead to different results at low Reynolds numbers.

The numerical simulations are performed at the Mach number of each of two streams moving in the opposite
directions equal to M = 0.2. The Reynolds number based on initial thickness of the mixing layer and the free stream
velocity and viscosity is Re = 100. The corresponding Knudsen number calculated from the mean free path in the free
stream and the initial layer thickness is Kn = 0.033.

At the initial time moment, the transverse velocity is perturbed by a sine wave with the wavenumber α = 0.42
and its subharmonics with the wavenumbers α/2, α/4 and α/8. The amplitude of the fundamental wave is A0 = 0.05,
the amplitudes of the subharmonics are A1 = 0.01, A2 = 0.002, A3 = 0.001. The length of the computational domain
is equal to eight wavelengths of the fundamental harmonic. The computational grid consists of 800×1,200 cells. The
flow evolution is shown in Fig. 2.

It is seen that, as a result of the growth of the fundamental wave, eight vortices first form. Their interaction
leads to three successive pairings and, as a result of each, the number of vortices decreased twice while their size and
thickness of the mixing layer substantially increase. The merging process is a consequence of the resonant growth of
subharmonics, whose mechanism for an incompressible mixing layer was first described in [16]. It is connected with
the parametric resonance: the basic flow modulated by the growing perturbation of a certain wavelength is unstable to
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 2. Vorticity fields in continuum simulation at different time moments: t = 100 (a), t = 200 (b), t = 840 (c), t = 2200 (d).

a subharmonic, that is, a wave twice as long. This cascade process is over when most of the energy is pumped into the
longest wave and only one vortex remains within the computational domain (Fig. 2 d).

Numerical Simulations Based on Model Kinetic Equation
Numerical simulations based on the Shakhov model equation [17] is performed for the same parameters as the con-
tinuum simulations presented above: M = 0.2, Re = 100, and Kn = 0.0033. The wavenumber of the fundamental
disturbance superposed on the basic flow at the initial moment is also the same, α = 0.42.

However, in order to reduce the computational time only the first subharmonic wave with the wavenumber α/2
is added to the fundamental wave. The amplitude of two waves are A0 = 0.1 and A1 = 0.05, respectively. The length
of the computational domain is equal to two fundamental wavelengths. The computational grid consists of 200×192
cells in physical space and 35×35 cells in velocity space, so that the total number of cells is approximately 4.7 ·107.
The computations required more than 50 hours with 24 CPU cores of the computer cluster.

The main features of flow evolution reproduced in the kinetic simulations are in close agreement with those were
obtained in the Navier–Stokes simulations. The vorticity flowfields at different time moments are shown in Fig. 3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 3. Vorticity fields in model kinetic equation simulation at different time moments: t = 90 (a), t = 215 (b), t = 300 (c),
t = 440 (d).

As earlier, the parametric resonance leads to amplification of the subharmonic wave and vortex pairing. However,
because of the absence of other subharmonics and the periodicity length restricted by two fundamental wavelengths,
only one merging event is observed as the the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability develops.

The most valuable feature of kinetic simulations is the opportunity to obtain the molecular distribution function
and to study non-equilibrium phenomena during the flow evolution. Figure 4 shows the reduced distribution function
in the velocity space calculated in the point between two merging vortices. It can be seen that the distribution function
is quite close to the locally Maxwellian distribution. This result is natural for the present continuum-regime flow with
a small Knudsen number.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. Molecular distribution function contours in the velocity space (a) and its deviation from the equilibrium Maxwellian
distribution (b) at x = Lx/2, y = 0 and t = 215. The model kinetic equation simulation.

Numerical Simulations Based on the Boltzmann Equation
Numerical simulations based on the Boltzmann equation at Mach and Reynolds numbers used above would require a
long computational time, around 1500 hours on the available GPU cluster, in accordance with our estimate. It is re-
sulted from much higher calculation cost of the Boltzmann five-dimensional collision integral operator in comparison
with the simple relaxation term describing molecular collisions in the model kinetic equation. The maximum allowed
time step and, consequently, the computational time depends substantially on the flow Knudsen number.

To reduce the computational time we perform the Boltzmann simulations at a higher Mach number M = 0.5 and
a lower Reynolds number, Re = 50 that results in fivefold increase in the Knudsen number, Kn = 0.0165. A single
fundamental wave with the wavenumber α = 0.319 and the amplitude A0 = 0.1 is used to induce the flow instability,
and the length of the computational domain is decreased correspondingly. The finite-difference grid consists of the
96×160 cells in the physical space and 163 cells in the velocity space. The total number of cells in the phase space is
around 6.3 ·107. The computation has required 300 hours using 8 GPUs of the hybrid computer cluster.

The vorticity field obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation is shown in Fig. 5a. The Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability development and the vortex formation process is reproduced. The instability growth is close to saturation,
the further evolution of the periodic mixing layer excited by a single fundamental wave will be reduced to a periodical
energy transfer between the mean flow and the disturbance. In the physical space this process looks as a slow nutation
of the vortex longer axis. The degree of flow deviation from the equilibrium can be represented by the ratio of the
longitudinal temperature Tx and the total temperature T . This quantity is displayed in Fig. 5b. It is worth noting that
the Tx/T > 1 everywhere. The lowest value of this ratio corresponds to the vortex core while the highest values are
observed in the braids, thin elongated layers which bridges the vortex cores.

The two-dimensional cross-section of the molecular distribution function at vz = 0 and its deviation from the local
equilibrium function are shown in Fig. 6. The distribution function is still close to the Maxwellian one, though the
difference between them are significantly greater than for the numerical simulations based on the Shakhov equation.
In general, it can be explained by a lower value of the Knudsen number, however, it is worth noting that the fivefold
increase in Kn has resulted in nearly a 20-fold increase in the difference between the maximum values of two functions.

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations of a spatially periodic compressible mixing layer were performed on the basis of the continuum
Navier–Stokes equations, the model kinetic equation and, for the first time, the original Boltzmann equation. The
computations were carried out at subsonic Mach numbers, Mc = 0.2 and 0.5 and low Reynolds numbers Re = 50 and
100. A numerical code implemented on hybrid GPU/CPU clusters was employed to solve the kinetic equations in the
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5. Vorticity field (a) and Tx/T field (b) in the Boltzmann simulation at t = 60.5.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6. Molecular distribution function contours in the velocity space (a) and its deviation from the equilibrium Maxwellian
distribution (b) at x = Lx/2, y = 0 and t = 46. The Boltzmann simulation.

multidimensional phase space by a deterministic method.
The results of simulations showed that modeling based on kinetic equations enabled us to completely reproduce

the development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability and, in particular, such processes as growth and saturation of the
initial disturbances, formation of vortex structures, their interaction, and merging into one vortex were simulated. The
results of continuum and kinetic simulations are in close agreement with each other. Effects of flow non-equilibrium
were investigated and it was found that their influence was not significant in the conducted kinetic simulations. The
molecular distribution function was close to the local Maxwellian function everywhere and the ratio of temperatures
in different directions was quite close to unity throughout the flow.
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Abstract. In the present work a computer code HyCFS-R for numerical simulation of chemically reacting compressible flows
on hybrid CPU/GPU supercomputers is developed. It solves unsteady Euler equations for multispecies chemically reacting flows
in general curvilinear coordinates using shock-capturing TVD schemes. The developed code is verified by comparing results of
numerical simulation with the solutions obtained using ANSYS Fluent software coupled with the user-defined functions for taking
into account the thermo-chemical non-equilibrium.

INTRODUCTION

Rarefied high-enthalpy flows are characterized by strong thermal and chemical non-equilibrium and accurate descrip-
tion of such flows is usually based on sophisticated and computationally intensive physicochemical models. So solving
the problems of practical interest, such as numerical simulation flows around the spacecraft during atmospheric reentry
[1] and thermal protection systems design [2], will require significant computational resources. One of the promising
approaches to speed up the computations is the use of hybrid computational clusters, consisting of conventional multi-
core central processor units (CPU) and graphical processor units (GPU), which act as high-performance co-processors.
The employment of GPUs allows one to drastically improve the efficiency of the computations. The downside of these
devices is the significantly increased cost of the software development, caused by complex architecture of GPUs.

The present work describes the development of a module of the HyCFS numerical code [3, 4] for modeling flows
with thermochemical non-equilibrium using multitemperature approach. We assume that translational and rotational
modes are in equilibrium, while the vibrational mode is in the non-equilibrium state. Vibrational energy spectrum is
described by the harmonic oscillator model. The current version of the module describes the motion of a gas mixture
consisting of atoms and diatomic molecules. However, the architecture of the program allows one to generalize it for
the case of polyatomic gases, e.g. carbon dioxide.

For the description of the translational-vibrational energy exchange the new model by Kustova and Oblapenko [6]
derived by rigorous methods of the kinetic theory can be used. Although the classical Landau-Teller model [5] is also
implemented in the code for testing and validation purposes. Dissociation rate is calculated using either Kuznetsov,
or Macheret-Fridman two-temperature models. Shock capturing total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes are used
for the convective terms approximation. Time advancement is carried out using explicit Runge-Kutta TVD schemes.
For the verification of the developed module numerical simulation of spatially homogeneous vibrational relaxation of
nitrogen and a normal shock wave in a binary mixture of reacting oxygen O2/O was carried out. Results are compared
with the solutions obtained using ANSYS Fluent software extended with user-defined functions for taking into ac-
count thermochemical non- equilibrium [7] and the experimental measurements [8] of the vibrational temperature of
molecular oxygen in the relaxation zone behind the normal shock wave in a binary mixture of reacting oxygen O2/O.
The latter test case nowadays is often used for validation [9, 10].

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
AIP Conf. Proc. 2125, 030034-1–030034-7; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5117416

Published by AIP Publishing. 978-0-7354-1865-3/$30.00
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The three-dimensional non-equilibrium Euler equations for the compressible gas mixture of N chemically reacting
species are given by

∂Q
∂ t

+
∂Fx

∂x
+

∂Fy

∂y
+

∂Fz

∂ z
= S (1)

Q =



ρ

ρu
ρv
ρw
Et−r
ρ1
...

ρN−1
ρi1ev

1
...

ρiNv
ev

Nv



, Fx =



ρu
ρu2 + p

ρuv
ρuw

(Et−r + p)u
ρ1u

...
ρN−1u
ρi1 uev

1
...

ρiNv
uev

Nv



, Fy =



ρv
ρuv

ρv2 + p
ρvw

(Et−r + p)v
ρ1v

...
ρN−1v
ρi1 vev

1
...

ρiNv
vev

Nv



, Fz =



ρw
ρuw
ρvw

ρw2 + p
(Et−r + p)w

ρ1w
...

ρN−1w
ρi1 wev

1
...

ρiNv
wev

Nv



, S =



0
0
0
0.

E t−r
W1

.
ω

...
WN−1

.
ω N−1.e v
1
....e v
Nv



(2)

Five equations for the single species non-reacting gas are extended by N−1 mass conservation equations for the
species densities ρi = ρYi, i = 1, . . . ,N−1 and Nv equations for the vibrational energies of molecular species. Since
we already included the equation for the total mass density of the mixture, the equation for the Nth component is not
independent and can be omitted.

The relation between density and mass concentration of each component is given by

N

∑
i=1

ρi = ρ,
N

∑
i=1

Yi = 1 ⇒ YN = 1−
N−1

∑
i=1

Yi. (3)

We assume that each component of the mixture is thermally perfect gas with molecular weight Wi and specific gas
constant Ri = R/Wi, where R is the universal gas constant. Then the pressure of mixture p = p(e, ρ, Y1, . . . , YN−1) is
found by Dalton’s law from partial pressures of components

pi =
ρiRT

Wi
= ρRT

Yi

Wi
= ρRiYiT, Ri =

R

Wi
⇒ p =

N

∑
i=1

pi = ρRT, R =
N

∑
i=1

YiRi. (4)

The temperature used in the equations of state of mixture and each component can be obtained from the specific
internal energy equation. Usually, however, the specific enthalpy of component is used for this calculation. Specific
heats at constant pressure for each species are calculated from the degrees of freedom fi:

E = ρ
u2 + v2 +w2

2
+ρe = ρ

u2 + v2 +w2

2
− p+ρh, (5)

h =
N

∑
i=1

Yihi, hi(T ) = h0
i +

∫ T

T0

cpi(s)ds,e =
N

∑
i=1

Yiei, ei(T ) = h0
i +

∫ T

T0

cvi(s)ds, (6)

cp =
N

∑
i=1

Yicp,i, cv =
N

∑
i=1

Yicv,i,cp,i− cv,i = Ri, cp,i =
1
2

R

Wi
( fi +2). (7)

Chemical reactions
The chemical reaction equations can be written in the general form as

N

∑
i=1

ν
f

αiSi⇔
N

∑
i=1

ν
r
αiSi, α = 1, . . . ,J. (8)
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Here Si are chemical symbols of components, ν
f

αi, νr
αi are stoichiometric coefficients in both forward and backward

reactions, and α is number of reaction.
Chemical production rates of the species i in the chemical source terms are calculated as

ω̇i (C1, . . . ,CN ,T,Tv) =
J

∑
α=1

(
ν

r
αi−ν

f
αi

)[
k f

α

N

∏
l=1

C
ν

f
αl

l − kr
α

N

∏
l=1

C
νr

αl
l

]
. (9)

Here Ci is the molar concentration for the species i, and k f
α , kr

α are forward and backward reaction rate constants given
by the following formula

Ci =
ρi

Wi
= ρ

Yi

Wi
, k f

α = A f
α T β

f
α exp

(
− E f

α

RT

)
Zα

(
T,T v

idis(α)

)
, kr

α = Ar
α T β r

α exp
(
− Er

α

RT

)
. (10)

Here E f/r
α is the activation energy, A f/r

α and β
f/r

α are constants, and Zα

(
T,T v

idis(α)

)
is a coupling factor for

taking into account the thermal non-equilibrium effects. The number of different models of coupling factors were
implemented in the numerical code, including theoretically substantiated models of Kuznetsov [12] and Macheret-
Fridman [13].

Kuznetsov Model uses the Morse anharmonic oscillator approximation under assumption of single-quantum vi-
brational transitions. The coupling factor is given by the Eq. (11), in which E∗v parameter is assumed to be constant in
the range 0.5Ed/R÷0.8Ed/R, and θv is the characteristic vibrational temperature.

Zγ(T,Tv) =
1− exp(−θv/Tv)

1− exp(−θv/T )
· exp

(
E∗v

(
1
T
− 1

Tv

))
(11)

Macheret-Fridman Model describes a dissociation of homonuclear molecules in reactions A2(v)+B→ A+A+B
and A2(v)+B2→ A+A+B2. If, for the sake of simplicity, we denote T v

idis(α) ≡ T v, θ v
idis(α) ≡ θ v, the coupling factor

in αth reaction can be written as

Z(T,T v) =
1− exp(−θ v/T v)

1− exp(−θ v/T )
· (1−L) · exp

(
−E f

α

R

(
1

T v −
1
T

))
+L · exp

(
−E f

α

R

(
1

Tκ
− 1

T

))
, (12)

where κ =
(

mA
mA+mB

)2
, mA is the mass of the atom in the dissociating molecule, mB is the mass of the atom in the

impacting particle, and Tκ = κT v +(1−κ)T . The L parameter is calculated using either the expression (13) for the
atom-molecule collisions or the expression (14) for the molecule-molecule collision

L =
9
√

π(1−κ)
64

·
(

RT

E f
α

)1−β
f

α

·
(

1+
5(1−κ)RT

2E f
α

)
, (13)

L =
2(1−κ)
π2κ3/4 ·

(
RT

E f
α

)1.5−β
f

α

·
(

1+
7(1−κ)(1+

√
κ)RT

2E f
α

)
. (14)

The gain and loss of vibrational energy in chemical reactions is defined by

.eCV
k = depv

k

J

∑
α=1

(
ν

r
αi−ν

f
αi

)[
k f

α

N

∏
l=1

C
ν

f
αl

l

]
− ev

k

J

∑
α=1

(
ν

r
αk−ν

f
αk

)[
kr

α

N

∏
l=1

C
νr

αl
l

]
(15)

Here, the first and the second term are the production rates of forward and reverse reactions multiplied by a empirical
constant factors. The depv

i factor depends not only on the reaction number, but also on the reaction type. For the
dissociation depv

i = cv, f rac
i Eα is used [14, 15], where cv, f rac

i is a constant indicating the fraction of the vibrational
energy spent on the dissociation of a molecule.
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Vibrational relaxation
Vibrational spectrum of molecules is given by the harmonic oscillator model:

ev
k =

θ v
k R/Wik

exp(θ v
k /T v

k )−1
, k = 1, . . . ,Nv. (16)

Equation (16) is solved for T v
k yielding the vibrational temperature which is then used to calculate coupling factors

Zα

(
T,T v

idis(α)

)
if needed.

The source term, describing the evolution of translational-rotational energy, has the form

.
E t−r =−

N

∑
i

h0
i

Wi

.
ω i−

Nv

∑
k

.e v
k (17)

Here h0
i is formation enthalpy of the species i. The term

.
ω i is calculated using the forward and revers reaction

rates. And the term .e v
k describes the translational-vibrational energy exchange and vibrational energy loss in chemical

reactions: .e v
k =

.eV T
k +

.eCV
k (18)

The rate of translational-vibrational exchange .eV T
i is calculated using the model [6], which was obtained with rigorous

methods methods of the kinetic theory of gases

.eV T
k =

T
T v

k
(T −T v

k )ρik cvibr
k ∑

j

x j

τV T
k, j

. (19)

This formula is generalization of the classical Landau-Teller model [5] for the case of arbitrary large deviation from
the thermal equilibrium. As can be seen from Eq. (19) its formulation is very close to the original Landau-Teller
model, making the program implementation of the model quite simple. The relaxation time τV T

ik, j
in Eq. (19) is given

by the Millikan-White formula [16] coupled with the Park correction [11], x j is the mole fraction of jth species, and
cvibr

k is the vibrational specific heat of the kth molecular component at constant volume, calculated as

cvibr
k =

∂ev
k

∂T v
k
= Rik

(
θ v

k
T v

k

)2 exp(θ v
k /T v

k )

(exp(θ v
k /T v

k )−1)2 (20)

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The equations are solved using MUSCL TVD shock capturing schemes formulated in general curvilinear coordinates.
Flow variables on cell boundaries are reconstructed from cell-centered values with a 1st, 2nd or 3rd orders accuracy,
then minmod slope limiter is applied. Numerical fluxes are calculated using the HLLE (Harten-Lax-van Leer-Einfeldt)
[17] approximate Riemann solver. The solution is advanced in time with explicit so-called Runge-Kutta TVD schemes.
Various orders (from 1st up to 4th) are implemented. Boundary conditions are imposed using the ghost cells technique.

In the framework of the present work the capabilities of the HyCFS-R numerical code were extended to provide
multi-temperature models support. Brief description of code code is given in [4]. The coupling factors are implemented
as methods of the Reaction class and can be different for each reaction in the set. This approach provides flexibility and
allows one to minimize the number of fragments to modify by keeping the most part of the code within the Reaction
class. The functions for calculating vibrational energies from vibrational temperature and vice versa are also made
as methods of the Element class, allowing easier switching between single- and multi-temperature approaches. Addi-
tional variables in Reaction and Element classes resulted in the extended format of input files, including the number
of vibrational modes and characteristic vibrational temperature. Also the program implementation is aimed at mini-
mization of users efforts, so, for example, the Nv is not specified explicitly but is calculated during the preprocessing
of the species input data. Other changes in the code include modification of convective terms approximations because
of the additional equations for the vibrational energies of molecular species and special index/reference arrays which
provide connection between ev

k, k = 1, . . . ,Nv and ρik , ik ∈ {1, . . . ,N} in Eq. 2. Also the presented modification inher-
ited from HyCFS the possibility to be used on a number of different computational platforms [18]: GPU, conventional
multicore CPUs and Intel Xeon Phi.
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VERIFICATION OF THE NUMERICAL CODE

Spatially Homogeneous Vibrational Relaxation
For the verification of the source terms describing the energy exchange the test problem of vibrational relaxation
in spatially homogeneous gas was used. In this test case we consider the resting nitrogen with initially different
vibrational and translational-rotational temperatures. The relaxation process of the system is studied for the conditions
from [21]. ] Two test runs for different values of translational-rotational temperatures were performed, the initial
conditions for each run are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Initial conditions in spatially homogeneous vibration relaxation problem [21].

Tt−r, K Tv, K n, 1/m3 p, Pa ρ , kg/m3

Test conditions #1 5000 200 1021 69 4.64955 ·10−5

Test conditions #2 20000 200 1021 276.108 4.65137 ·10−5
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n = 10
21

 1/m
3 (b)

FIGURE 1. Spatially homogeneous vibrational relaxation. (a) — results for the test conditions #1, (b) — results for the test
conditions #2. Comparison with the solution obtained using [7].

The results are shown in Fig. 1. The process of temperature relaxation is compared with the solution obtained
using the Fluent non-eq [7] software. Numerical simulation is carried out on the basis of both Landau-Teller and
Kustova-Oblapenko models. It is evident that the rate of energy exchange between vibrational and translational-
rotational modes of a molecule differs significantly for the Landau-Teller and Kustova-Oblapenko models. This fact
justifies the use of the latter one for numerical simulation of chemically reactive non-equilibrium flows. On the other
hand, the developed HyCFS-R and Fluent with UDF produce virtually indistinguishable profiles, so it can be con-
cluded that the implementation of the vibrational source terms is correct.

Normal Shock Wave in Dissociating Oxygen
In the second test case thermally non-equilibrium chemically reacting flow behind a strong normal shock wave in a bi-
nary mixture of oxygen O2/O is simulated numerically. The results are compared with the experimental measurements
[8], as well as the solutions obtained using the Fluent software extended with UDF [19].

The numerical simulation is carried out for the one-dimensional case in the coordinate system fitted to the shock
wave front. Computations are performed on a uniform grid consisting of 2500 cells. The initial conditions are pre-
sented in Table 2, where the upstream flow parameters are indicated with the subscript 1 and the values calculated by
the Rankine–Hugoniot relations for equilibrium conditions are indicated with the subscript 2. The mass fraction of of
O2 behind the shock wave is also given in the Table 2. The computation started from a step-like distribution and the
solution was advanced in time until it reached the steady state.
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TABLE 2. Initial conditions for the 1D shock wave problem.

Ms U1, m/s p1, Pa T1, K U2, m/s p2, Pa T2, K YO2

Test conditions #1 9.3 3070 266.645 295 308 29754.8862 2996.5 0.89
Test conditions #2 13.4 4440 106.658 295 298 25677.888 3438.3 0.61
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FIGURE 2. Distributions of the vibrational temperature of molecular oxygen calculated with different models of dissociation as
compared with experimental measurements and the value obtained by the Rankine–Hugoniot relations under equilibrium conditions
behind the shock wave (dashed line marked as T2). (a) — results for the test conditions #1, (b) — results for the test conditions #2.

Figure 2 shows the distributions of the vibrational temperature of molecular oxygen obtained with different
approaches. It can be seen that numerical solution is in reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements.
Results of HyCFS-R computations are in good agreement data from [19], and observed small difference in profiles
can be explained by the different numerical schemes used in these codes. The HyCFS-R computations were carried
out using the techniques stated in previous section, namely the first order TVD scheme with HLLE Riemann solver
and second order RKTVD explicit scheme. In the Fluent computations TVD scheme with AUSM+ Riemann solver
[20] and implicit time integration were employed.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A module of the HyCFS numerical code for the numerical simulation of supersonic flows with thermochemical non-
equilibrium using multitemperature approach was developed and verified. The comparison of numerical simulation
results against the solutions obtained using the UDF-extension of the commercial solver Fluent shows very good
agreement for homogeneous vibrational relaxation and 1D shock wave in oxygen. This fact allows us to conclude that
the developed software is applicable for the numerical simulation of thermally non-equilibrium chemically reacting
external flows.

Future work will include implementation of the diffusive terms (including the computation of transport coeffi-
cients in thermally non-equilibrium chemically reacting gas mixtures) and further verification of the code against the
available experimental data.
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Abstract. The viscous shock tube problem is studied using two different solvers, 5th order WENO solver and a 13th order hybrid
scheme. The possibility to reach a grid-convergent solution for the Reynolds number Re = 2500 is investigated and an analysis of
shock wave / boundary layer interaction details and flow dynamics inside the viscous shock tube is presented. Specific features and
accuracy of the used solvers are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of a moving shock wave with a laminar boundary layer is a widespread phenomenon which is en-
countered in many technical applications. As a rule, the interaction leads to boundary layer separation, instability
development, flow unsteadiness and, finally causes a transition to turbulence. The first experimental and theoretical
investigation of the interaction between a shock reflected from the shock tube end wall and boundary layer was per-
formed more than 60 years ago [1]. However, even now this flow is a subject of many studies, see, for example, recent
studies [2, 3]. A model configuration for investigation of many complicated phenomena associated with the unsteady
shock wave / boundary layer interaction is the viscous shock tube problem proposed in [4] and intensively studied by
many investigators, over the last few decades; see, for instance, the recent paper [5]. The most advanced numerical
schemes were employed to reach a grid-converged solution of this problem, and it was claimed that such solutions
had been obtained up to Reynolds number Re = 1000.

In the present paper, we investigate the viscous shock tube problem for noticeably higher Reynolds number
Re = 2500. Two different numerical schemes are used for numerical simulation: the 5th order WENO solver imple-
mented on a multi-GPU cluster and a high-order hybrid scheme which combines, in an effort to maximally reduce
numerical dissipation, a central compact interpolation with a solver based on the CUSP (convective upwind and split
pressure) method. Numerical simulations are performed on a few grids, the most refined grid consists of more than
100 million cells. The results obtained on different grids and with different approaches are compared and an analysis
of shock wave / boundary layer interaction details and flow dynamics inside the viscous shock tube is presented.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Shock wave propagation in a square 2D domain with unit height and length is considered. Schematics of the compu-
tational domain is shown in Fig. 1. The same calorifically perfect gas with specific heats ratio γ = 1.4 and the Prandtl
number Pr = 0.73 is used as both a driven and a driver gas. All the boundaries of the computational domain are no-slip
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adiabatic solid walls. The initial state in non-dimensional form is

(p,ρ,T,u) =
{

(120,120/γ,1,0), x ≤ 0.5 (high-pressure section)
(1.2,1.2/γ,1,0), x > 0.5 (low-pressure section) (1)

The Reynolds number based on the on the reference density, reference viscosity, reference speed of sound and domain
length is equal to Re = 2500. In the inviscid case conditions (1) would correspond to the theoretical shock wave Mach
number Ms = 2.37.

FIGURE 1. Schematics of a viscous shocktube geometry.

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

All computations were performed using two different solvers: HyCFS solver developed at ITAM SB RAS [6–8]
and high-resolution Navier-Stokes solver developed at Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute, Durgapur,
India [9, 10].

The HyCFS primary option for computation of the convective terms is the 5th order WENO scheme by Jiang&Shu
with Lax-Friedrichs flux splitting. Diffuse terms are calculated using central differences of 2nd order. Time integration
is performed with the explicit four-stage Runge-Kutta-Gill scheme of 4th order. HyCFS has GPU-based implemen-
tation using CUDA platform and OpenMP technology. All computations were preformed on a laboratory dedicated
computational station equipped with 8 Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti graphical accelerators with 11 Gb of GDDR
memory on each device.

Hybrid high-resolution solver developed at CSIR-CMERI is based on the 13th order upwind scheme with a
flux limiter and CUSP-type (convective upwind and split pressure) flux splitting, AUSM class Riemann solver and 4
stage, 3rd order Runge-Kutta TVD scheme for time advancement. It is written in Fortran-90 programming language
and uses MPI library for parallelization. Numerical simulations were performed using 100 cores of a computational
cluster equipped with 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors.

Two different computational grids, containing approximately 50 and 100 millions of cells respectively, were
considered to study the convergence process. HyCFS computations performed on these two grid using 8 GPUs of a
workstation took 68 and 155 hours, respectively. Time of simulation using the hybrid solver was 192 and 552 hours,
respectively.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As it was mentioned in the previous section, the computations were performed using two different solvers on two
grids of different size, and numerical solutions were compared to study the grid convergence and solvers behavior in
the case considered. Following the papers [4, 5], we consider as criteria of convergence not only the flow structure but
also density distribution along the bottom wall.

Figure 2 shows numerical schlieren, i.e. density gradient magnitude flowfield, obtained using two solvers. White
markers (arrows and circles) indicate prominent differences in flow patterns. One of the first things to notice in Fig. 2a,
are the very thick, “smeared” shock waves in certain regions. As can be seen, this effect is connected with the shock
waves intensities, because, the “smearing” is observed only on the normal or close to the normal shocks, while the
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weaker oblique shocks are captured quite accurately. The property of high-resolution hybrid solver is that it is less
dissipative. So, it can capture the small-scale structures quite well in the pseudo smooth flow region (i.e., regions with
a small gradient in flow properties). The weak shock/compression waves are captured quite well. However, it is unable
to dissipate the strong gradients near the strong shocks, and it can be improved by increasing the spatial resolution.
For the given spatial resolution, the WENO scheme resolves the strong shocks better than the high-resolution hybrid
solver. Hence, the shock wave is thinner in the WENO scheme.

On the other hand, hybrid high-resolution scheme preserves many fine details of the flow. For example, if we look
at the roll-up of vortices at the slipstream behind the triple point (marked by white arrow) due to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability, the 13th order scheme produces vortices with more regular shapes. Numerical dissipation introduced by the
WENO5 scheme leads to a slight deformation of the vortices and irregular spacing between them. The big primary
vortex is also captured differently by two solvers and has different shape, size and position.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of density gradient magnitude flowfielfds: (a) CUSP-based solver, (b) HyCFS solver.

Figure 3 shows pairwise comparison of density distribution along the bottom wall for different computational
cases. As can be seen, the situation is somewhat similar. Both curves are qualitatively and quantatively quite close,but
in some regions, hybrid solver showed strong variations. For example, in Fig. 3b we can see, that mesh refinement
shows significant variations in wall density at x ≈ 0.65 and x ≈ 0.975. However in HyCFS computations mesh refine-
ment leads to less significant changes in profiles, see Fig. 3c.
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A proper spatial resolution has a huge impact on predicting the accurate flow physics which is shown in some
earlier studies [11, 12]. The grid converged solution is not obtained in the hybrid solver at this Reynolds number.
The hybrid solver may resolve additional Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices at the slipstream and more intricate structures
close to the wall if the spatial resolution is increased. The significant variations noticed at x ≈ 0.65 and x ≈ 0.975
might be resulting due to the presence of jet flow and a strong vortex present near the lower right corner. However, it
needs further detailed investigation as there is a significant variation in wall density between the 50M and 100M mesh
solutions (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3d).

FIGURE 3. Comparison of density distributions along the bottom wall at t = 1. Results for: (a) different solvers on 50M grid, (b)
different grids in the CUSP-based solver, (c) different grids in the HyCFS solver, (d) different solvers on 100M grid.

Although the obtained results indicate that the grid of 100M cells should provide convergent solution (or close to
convergent), further investigation using larger computational grids and, probably, alternative numerical schemes such
as WENO-Z and MP5, is required. Strong shock waves treatment in the hybrid solver also should be studied more
thoroughly.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Viscous shock tube problem for Reynolds number Re = 2500 (substantially higher than in previous computations) was
studied, using two essentially different high-resolution numerical schemes. Numerical simulations were performed on
a few grids, the most refined grid consists of more than 100 million cells. The results obtained on different grids
and with different approaches are compared, and close but not perfect agreement is observed. It was observed that in
comparison with 13th order scheme, well-known and widely used 5th order WENO scheme by Jiang & Shu introduces
relatively high amounts of dissipation. On the other hand, WENO5 provides considerably more consistent results with
“smoother” convergence process. Further investigation using larger computational grids and, probably, alternative
numerical schemes such as WENO-Z and MP5, is required.
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Abstract. Navier–Stokes computations of a high-enthalpy (∼ 22 MJ/kg) air flow around a double cone are performed for conditions
of experimental studies carried out at the Calspan University of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC). The aim of this work is to use
the experimental data in order to assess CFD capabilities. The present computations are based on one-temperature and multi-
temperature approaches. The computations based on the multi-temperature approach employ recent (December, 2018) QCT-based
models of dissociation of N2 and O2. Numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental measurements of the heat flux
and pressure on the double cone surface. Our computational results are also compared to the computational results of other authors
(Kianvashrad et al., 2018 and Hao et al. 2017), and reasonable agreement is observed.

INTRODUCTION

A numerical simulation of gas flows is a modern way to predict the flow behaviour and its interaction with surfaces,
particles, etc. A numerical simulation of a gas flow is usually based on the numerical solution of Navier–Stokes
equations if the continuum flow regime is considered. It is worth noting that methods of an analytic solution [1–
3] are still necessary; however, nowadays only few analytic solutions are known for the simplest cases. It is highly
likely that the numerical solution of these nonlinear equations will remain the main way for the theoretical analysis
of complex flows in the near future. Computer simulations of rarefied and high-enthalpy non-equilibrium flows are
especially challenging, because of many phenomena to be taken into account. Simulation of a rarefied flow [4] is
necessary for many aerospace applications. At the same time, an accurate prediction of the surface heat flux in near-
continuum and continuum flow regimes is also needed, for example, to design the thermal protection system [5, 6]. The
accuracy of the surface heat flux prediction depends on many factors, such as an accurate algorithm to approximate
the differential equations, quality of the CFD code (i.e., verification), reliability of the mathematical model (i.e.,
validation), computational grid quality, accuracy of the computational study, etc.

The capabilities of the state-of-the-art computational techniques were assessed in many studies for both flight
and ground tests. Validation of different models via comparisons to flight data on the electron density around the
RAM-C II capsule [7] entering the Earth atmosphere showed good agreement in [8–10]; however, these studies do not
demonstrate the ability of modern computational methods to provide accurate calculations of the surface heat flux. The
numerical study [11] showed relatively good agreement to the experimental measurements [12] at the stagnation point
of the OREX capsule. Experimental studies in ground-based facilities can provide more comprehensive information,
such as the vibrational temperature behind a strong shock wave [13], the value of the shock stand-off distance [14], and
the distributed surface heat flux [15] and pressure [16, 17]. These and many other experimental data are used to validate
the classical and new theoretical models describing phenomena in non-equilibrium flows. Numerical simulations
performed in [18–24] show many challenges and difficulties of validation.

This paper is aimed at the assessment of the ability of Navier–Stokes computations based on one-temperature
and multi-temperature approximations to predict the surface heat flux and pressure on a double cone in high-enthalpy
non-equilibrium air flows. In the computations based on multi-temperature approximations, the dissociation rate of
N2 and O2 is calculated by the recent models [25–27] that are based on the results of quasi-classical trajectory cal-
culations. The accuracy of the numerical simulation is monitored through comparisons to the experimental [17] and
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numerical [28, 29] data.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Multi-temperature approximation
The flow of a dissociating air mixture (N2, O2, NO, N, and O) can be described by the Navier–Stokes equations in
the multi-temperature approximation [30], which include the continuity equations (1), (2), momentum equation (3),
translational-rotational energy equation (4), and vibrational energy equation (5). The system is closed by the equation
of state for an ideal gas (6):

∂ρ

∂t
+ 5 · (ρ~v) = 0 (1)

∂ρYc

∂t
+ 5 · (ρYc~v) − 5 · ~Jc + Rreact

c , c = O,N,NO,O2 (2)

∂ρ~v
∂t

+ 5 · (ρ~v~v) = − 5 p + 5 · (¯̄τ) (3)

∂ρEt−r

∂t
+ 5 · (~v(ρEt−r + p)) = 5(λt−r 5 Tt−r + (¯̄τ · ~v) −

∑
i

hi~Ji) −
∑

i

h0
i

Mw,i
Rreact

i −
∑

m=N2,O2

ĖVT
m +

∑
m=N2,O2

ĖVC
m (4)

∂ρYmEv
m

∂t
+ 5 · (Ymρ~vEv

m − Ymµm 5 Ev
m) = − 5 ·(Ev

m
~J) +

∑
v=N2,O2

ĖVT
m −

∑
m=N2,O2

ĖVC
m (5)

p = ρTt−rR
∑

i

Yi

Mw,i
, i = O,N,NO,O2,N2 (6)

The following nomenclature is used: ρ is the density of the gas mixture, ~v is the velocity of the gas mixture,
Yc is the mass fraction of individual components, ~Jc is the diffusion flux, Rreact

c is the gain/loss of the c-th species in
all chemical reactions, p is the static pressure, ¯̄τ is the viscous stress tensor, Et−r is the energy of the translational-
rotational mode, λt−r is the thermal conductivity, Tt−r is the translational-rotational temperature, hc is the enthalpy of
the c-th species of the gas mixture, h0

c is the standard enthalpy of formation, Mw,c is the molecular weight, ĖVT
m is the

rate of vibrational-translational energy exchange, ĖVC
m is the loss of vibrational energy due to dissociation, Ev

m is the
vibrational energy, and µm is the dynamic viscosity coefficient.

The energy of the translational-rotational mode in Eq. (4) can be determined as

Et−r =
∑

c

Ychc −
p
ρ

+
|v|2

2
, hc =

∫ Tt−r

Tre f

Cp,c(ξ)dξ, Cp,c =
1
2
R

Mw,c
( fc + 2), (7)

where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure for only translational and rotational degrees of freedom, where fc
is the number of translational and rotational degrees of freedom ( fc = 3 for atoms and fc = 5 for molecules). The
vibrational energy Ev

m is calculated by the cutoff harmonic oscillator model, where the energy of the upper vibrational
level (Nv,O2 = 26 for O2 and Nv,N2 = 33 for N2) is bounded by the dissociation energy:

Ev
m(T v

m) =
Na

Mw,m

Nv,m∑
i=0

εm
i

Zv
m(T v

m)
exp

(
−
εm

i

kT v
m

)
, Zv

m(T v
m) =

Nv,m∑
i=0

exp
(
−
εm

i

kT v
m

)
, m = N2,O2. (8)

Here εm
i is the vibrational energy of the i-th level. The energy exchange ĖVT

m between the translational-rotational and
vibrational modes is described by Landau–Teller model [31]. The vibrational relaxation time is calculated by the
Millikan–White formula [32] with Park’s correction [33].
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The computations take into account 15 dissociation reactions:

N2 + M → N + N + M, O2 + M → O + O + M, NO + M → N + O + M, (9)

where M is a collision partner, and 4 exchange reactions:

O + NO→ N + O2, N + O2 → O + NO (10)

N + NO→ O + N2, O + N2 → N + NO (11)

The source terms that describe the chemical reaction rates and those that describe the loss of vibrational energy due
to dissociation can be written as

Rreact
i = Mw,i

∑
γ=reactions

R̂γ,i, i = O,N,NO,N2,O2, (12)

ĖVC
m =

∑
γ=reactions

R̂VC
γ,m, m = N2,O2, (13)

where R̂γ,i and R̂VC
γ,m depend on the chemical reaction type. The forms of these two terms are given below for different

chemical reactions.
Four dissociation reactions: 1) N2 + N2 → 2N + N2; 2) N2 + N → 3N; 3) O2 + O2 → 2O + O2; 4) O2 + O→ 3O

are simulated using the Marrone–Treanor model modified for state-to-state kinetics in [25]. The reaction rate of these
dissociation reactions can be written as

R̂γ,m = −

Nv,m∑
i

Zγ,i(Tt−r,T v
m,Ui) · k0

γ(Tt−r)CmCM , m = N2 (M = N2,N), m = O2 (M = O2,O), (14)

where C is the molar concentration. The Arrhenius law k0
γ(Tt−r) = AγT Bγ

t−re
−Ed/kTt−r involves the coefficients Aγ and Bγ

from [25]. The coupling factor for the dissociation rate at the ith vibrational level Zγ,i(Tt−r,T v
m,Ui) depends on Tt−r, T m

v ,
and the parameter of the model [25] Ui, which is constructed specially to provide the best agreement with the results
of the quasi-classical trajectory calculations. In order to compute Zγ,i(Tt−r,T v

m,Ui) we assume the non-equilibrium
Boltzmann distribution over all vibrational levels. In the present computations, the coupling factor was limited by
unity, although the model should also be valid for higher values of the coupling factor. The loss of vibrational energy
in these four reactions of dissociation is expressed as

R̂VC
γ,m =

Nv,m∑
i

εm
i NaZγ,i(Tt−r,T v

m,Ui) · k0
γ(Tt−r)CmCM , m = N2 (M = N2,N), m = O2 (M = O2,O). (15)

The other 11 reactions of dissociation are simulated using the two-temperature Park model [33], which includes
the geometric mean of translational-rotational and vibrational temperatures. The coefficients Aγ and Bγ are taken
from [33]. The loss of vibrational energy in these 11 reactions is calculated similar to [34, 35], i.e., R̂VC

γ,m = 0.3R̂γ,mEd,
where Ed is the dissociation energy. The exchange reactions are simulated using the Arrhenius law. The gain/loss of
vibrational energy in the exchange reactions is not taken into account; therefore, the energy balance for the exchange
reactions is governed only by the source term

∑
i

h0
i

Mw,i
Rreact

i in (4). The other terms of the equations are the same as in
our previous paper [36].

One-temperature approximation
The one-temperature approximation implies that the vibrational relaxation time is short; hence, the translational-
rotational temperature and vibrational temperature relax instantaneously. This assumption allows using only one tem-
perature to describe the motion of the gas mixture. The system of equations reduces to the mass conservation equation
for the entire mixture (1), mass conservation equations for individual components (2), momentum conservation equa-
tion (3), and total energy conservation equation, which takes into account excitation of vibrational energy modes of
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N2 and O2 (excitation of vibrational energy modes of NO is not considered in order to make the one-temperature ap-
proximation consistent with the multi-temperature approximation described in the previous section). Thus, in the one-
temperature approximation, the translational-rotational energy/temperature Et−r/Tt−r in Eq. (4) should be replaced by
the total energy/temperature E/T . The calculations in the one-temperature approximation involve the specific heat at
constant pressure Cp,m, which takes into account all degrees of freedom of N2 and O2:

Cp,m =
7
2
R

Mw,m
+
R

Mw,m

( Nv,m∑
i

exp
(
−
εm

i

kT

)
(εm

i )2

kT 2Zv
m(T )

−
1

(Zv
m(T ))2

Nv,m∑
i

(εm
i )2

kT 2 exp
(
−
εm

i

kT

))2

, m = N2,O2, (16)

where the vibrational partition function Zv
m(T ) is defined in (8). In the one-temperature approximation, Ev

m = 0 in
Eq. (5), and the conservation equation (4) is treated as the equation of conservation of the total energy; therefore, there
are no source terms ĖVT

m and ĖVC
m associated with the change in the vibrational energy, i.e., ĖVT

m = 0 and ĖVC
m = 0.

All chemical reactions are calculated by the Arrhenius law using the same parameters Aγ and Bγ as those in multi-
temperature approximation.

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The above-described equations of the multi-temperature approximation were solved numerically by using the ANSYS
FLUENT software package supplemented with models of vibration-dissociation coupling via user-defined functions
(UDF). User-defined functions calculate the source terms Rreact

c , ĖVT
m , and ĖVC

m . The equations of vibrational energy
conservation (5) are added using User Defined Scalar (UDS) equations, where the user scalar is YmEv

m. To speed up
the computations based on the multi-temperature approach, the values of the vibrational energies (8) are tabulated in
the interval from 200 K to 20000 K with a step of 10 K. Linear interpolation is used to find the vibrational energy
values on the basis of the specified vibrational temperature. During the computation, the solver yields the values of the
vibrational energies (Ev

N2
and Ev

O2
) from which it is necessary to retrieve the vibrational temperatures for calculating

the dissociation rates. The vibrational temperatures are retrieved using fast approximation formulas [37] based on the
tabulated data. These fast approximation formulas do not require summation over all vibrational levels.

The computations based on the one-temperature approximation were performed using the same flow solver. For
the computational time to be reduced, Eq. (16) was approximated by a piecewise-linear function. It allowed us to get
rid of summation over all vibrational levels.

The computations were performed with the use of a density-based solver designed for simulating high-velocity
compressible flows with the second-order upwind scheme. In the multi-temperature approximation, the first-order
upwind scheme was applied to UDS equations. The fluxes through the control volume faces were calculated by the
AUSM+ solver. At the initial time instant, all parameters in the computational domain were equal to the corresponding
parameters in the free stream. Then the computation was performed until the distribution of the surface heat flux
stopped changing.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL GRID

Four different grids and two different computational domains were used for the simulations. An example of the com-
putational domain is shown in Fig. 1. The free-stream conditions are imposed at the “inflow” boundary using the
“pressure-far-field” type of boundary conditions. In multi-temperature computations, the free stream is assumed to
be thermally equilibrium, i.e., T∞ = T v

N2
= T v

O2
= 652 K. The shape of the inflow boundary was chosen specially

to make it closer to a shock wave and, thus, to reduce the number of cells in the supersonic free stream. This inflow
boundary condition imitates the free stream of “Run 4” in [17] (the total enthalpy is 21.77 MJ/kg). Extrapolation of
all variables from the computational domain is applied at the “outflow” boundary using the “pressure-outlet” type of
boundary conditions. The extrapolation condition is implemented in UDF. The “wall” is assumed to be isothermal at
T∞ = T v

N2
= T v

O2
= 300 K with the no-slip condition and zero gradient of the mass fraction (noncatalytic wall). The

problem is solved in the axisymmetric formulation; therefore, the lower boundary is subjected to the condition of axial
symmetry. At each boundary, the UDF code was used to impose the boundary condition for vibrational energy of N2
and O2.

The computations were performed using different hexahedral meshes (Table 1). The simulations in the compu-
tational domain marked as “not optimized” were the first effort of the simulation, and the computational grid was
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constructed similar to [28, 29]. The results of those simulations were taken to perform the “first optimization” of the
computational domain (see Fig. 1). The computational grid in the optimized computational domain was constructed
differently. The computational cells were smaller near the apex of the forward cone in both directions along the wall
(x̂) and normal (r̂) to it. Then cells were smoothly stretched along the wall. After that, smooth reduction of the cell
size along the wall was performed. At the point x = 69.8 mm, which is slightly upstream of the separation point, the
cell size was approximately the same until the point x = 111 mm, which is downstream of the reattachment point.
Thus, in this region, the coarse and fine grids contain 720 × 256 and 1440 × 512 cells, respectively. Table 1 shows the
minimum cell sizes in this region. Further, the cells were stretched again along the wall. In order to obtain fine grids,
the cells of the coarse grids in the shock wave and behind it were divided two times into two cells in each direction by
using the built-in grid refinement technique.

TABLE 1. Computational grid information
Computational domain Grid il jl ∆x̂min, µm ∆r̂min, µm

not optimized coarse 1024 256 460 14
not optimized fine 2024 512 230 7

first optimization coarse 1035 256 65* 10*
first optimization fine 2070 512 32.5* 5*

The asterisk marks the values in the separation region.
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FIGURE 1. Computational domain (the first optimization) and boundary conditions.

CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE HEAT FLUX AND TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

In the multi-temperature approximation, the heat flux onto the surface can be calculated as the heat flux of the
translational-rotational and vibrational modes [8]: ~q = λt−r~5Tt−r +

∑
m=N2,O2

Ymµm~5Ev
m. The calculation of the heat

flux onto the surface in [29] ignored the vibrational mode contribution, because it seemed to be small [38] and the
adiabatic boundary condition for vibrational energy can increase the time step [29]. In order to perform an accurate
comparison to the numerical results of [29], we also ignored the contribution of the vibrational mode, i.e., the surface
heat flux was computed in our simulations as follows:

~q = λt−r~5Tt−r. (17)

The surface heat flux in the one-temperature approximation was calculated as

~q = λ~5T. (18)
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It is should be noted that the meaning of Eqs. (17) and (18) is different even though the expressions look the same.
The coefficients of thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the air mixture were calculated by Wilke’s rule [39].
The coefficients of thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the species were calculated by the model of [40],
where the parameters of the Lennard–Jones potential were set as recommended in [30] (see Table 5.3). The formulas
for the transport coefficients can also be found in our previous paper [36].
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FIGURE 2. Grid convergence study for computations based on the one-temperature approximation (a) and on the multi-
temperature approximation (b).
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FIGURE 3. Results of our computations using the one-temperature (“1T”) and multi-temperature (“2T”) approximations compared
to the numerical results of [29] (“Kianvashrad et al.”), [28] (“Hao et al.”), and experimental data [17] (“Exp”). The surface heat
flux (a) and pressure (b) are shown.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The grid convergence (Fig. 2) was studied using the distribution of the surface heat flux. A grid-independent numerical
solution was almost reached for the one-temperature approximation (Fig. 2a); only the separation point slightly moved
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upstream if the finer grid was used. A grid-independent numerical solution (Fig. 2b) was reached for the multi-
temperature approximation. It is worth noting that the minor effect of the spatial grid resolution on the surface heat
flux distribution was demonstrated in [28], but for the lower value of the total enthalpy of the free stream. The grid
convergence study was not finished in [29] for Run 4 (the total enthalpy of the free stream was 21.7 MJ/kg). Figure 2
is plotted at the same scale as the similar figure in [29] (see Fig. 6a).

FIGURE 4. Mach number flowfields computed by the one-temperature (a) and multi-temperature (b) approximations. The white
solid curve is M = 1; the black arrows show the streamlines in the separation region.

FIGURE 5. Flowfields of the atomic nitrogen mass fraction YN computed by the one-temperature (a) and multi-temperature (b)
approximations.

FIGURE 6. Flowfields of the atomic oxygen mass fraction YO computed by the one-temperature (a) and multi-temperature (b)
approximations.
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The computed surface heat flux and pressure are compared in Fig. 3 to those obtained in [29] and [28]. All
numerical curves are also compared to the experimental measurements [17]. The prediction of the surface pressure
(Fig. 3b) looks satisfactory for all numerical results; however, the numerical results of [29] yield a higher peak. The
value of this peak can be different if a finer grid is used for computations. Let us compare the surface heat fluxes
computed using the one-temperature and multi-temperature approximations. It is seen that the one-temperature and
multi-temperature approximations predict more or less the same distribution of the surface heat flux. A small difference
is observed in the location of the separation point (rapid change around x = 8 cm) and in the value of the heat flux peak
around x = 9.7 cm. Most likely, this good agreement can be explained by the high Reynolds number Re∞ ∼ 2·105 m−1,
i.e., the thermal non-equilibrium region is relatively small. On the other hand, in the multi-temperature approximation,
the contribution of the vibrational mode to the surface heat flux can increase this difference. A comparison between
our multi-temperature numerical results and [28, 29] shows certain differences that may be caused by many reasons.

TABLE 2. Comparison between the numerical techniques used in the present paper, [28] and [29]
present paper Hao et al. [28] Kianvashrad et al. [29]

Vibration-dissociation coupling
Vibrational energy cutoff harmonic oscillator harmonic oscillator
VT-exchange Landau–Teller [31], vibrational relaxation time: Millikan–White formula [32]

+ Park’s correction [33]
VV-exchange ignored - ignored
Vibrational modes N2, O2 - N2, O2, NO
Chemical reactions 19 reactions (disso-

ciation, exchange),
Park [33]/Savelev [25]

Park [41] 34 reactions (dissoci-
ation, recombination,
exchange), Park [42]

Loss of vibrational
energy due to disso-
ciation

Eq. (15) or Gnoffo et
al [34]

Gnoffo et al. [34] ev
mRm (ev

m is the vibra-
tional energy and Rm is the
chemical reaction rate)

Transport properties
Coefficients of ther-
mal conductivity and
viscosity of the air
mixture

Wilke’s rule [39] /

viscosity and thermal
conductivity of species
by [40] (Lennard–Jones
parameters as recom-
mended in [30])

Gupta et al. mixing
rule [43], collision inte-
grals data by Wright et
al. [44]

Wilke’s rule [39] / viscos-
ity and thermal conductiv-
ity of species by [43]

Computational tools
software ANSYS Fluent and UDF

for thermochemistry
model

PHAROS authors’ in-house CFD
code

time marching Weiss et al. [45] Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) of Wright et
al [46]

approximation of in-
viscid terms

first order for vibrational
energy equations and sec-
ond order for the rest. Flux
type: AUSM+ [47]

modified Steger–Warming
scheme [48] + [49]

second-order MUSCL
reconstruction [50], flux
type: Roe [51]

approximation of
viscous fluxes

second-order central difference

Grid properties
minimum cell size
normal to the wall

5 µm 0.1 µm 50 µm

minimum cell size
along the wall

32.5 µm ∼230 µm (assumed) 227.57 µm

Table 2 shows a comparison of the computational techniques that stand behind different numerical curves of the
surface heat flux and pressure (Fig. 3). As can be seen, the models for vibration-dissociation coupling and transport
properties are different, which can easily cause discrepancies of the numerical results. The numerical techniques are
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also different, which can again affect the numerical predictions [52]. Moreover, computational grids are different,
which is an additional source of disagreement.

A comparison of the numerical prediction (Fig. 3) does not allow the accuracy of the observed peaks of the
surface heat flux and pressure to be checked, because the numerical peaks are located between the experimentally
measured points. It shows that numerical simulations can help to understand the position of the zone where more
experimental points are especially desired in order to resolve high-gradient regions. At the same time, it is obvious
that an accurate prediction of the separation point location is rather challenging for all computational models.

The results of the computations based on the one-temperature and multi-temperature approximations are com-
pared in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 by an example of the flowfields of Mach numbers and mass fractions of atomic nitrogen YN
and oxygen YO. The Mach number and YO flowfileds show a noticeable discrepancy between these two approxima-
tions, while the behavior of YN is almost the same. The rainbow scales are chosen the same as in [29] in order to make
an additional comparison. This comparison shows that our computations predict a different mixture composition, in
particular, molecular nitrogen and oxygen dissociate faster. The atomic oxygen fraction is about 0.1 in the separation
region, while a much smaller value is predicted in [29].

The computational efficiency of the one-temperature and two-temperature approximations was also compared
using the average computational time of 1 iteration on 1 CPU of Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU (3.60GHz). To
measure the average computational time of one iteration, the computations were run for 10 iterations. Then the average
computational time was estimated by using the “/parallel/timer/usage” option of the flow-solver. This test run was
repeated four times in order to estimate the standard deviation. These test cases were computed on a 1035×256 grid.
The average computational times were 6.861±0.017 sec for the one-temperature approximation and 12.620±0.029 sec
for the multi-temperature approximation. Beside additional equations for vibrational energies, the multi-temperature
computation performs summation over all vibrational levels in each computational cell, which requires additional
time for computations. It is worth noting that further detailing of the numerical model to the state-to-state kinetic
approximation is possible (see, e.g., [53]); however, the state-to-state computations would take even longer to obtain
the numerical solution.

CONCLUSIONS

A high-enthalpy (21.77 MJ/kg) non-equilibrium air flow around a double cone was simulated using the one-
temperature and multi-temperature approximations. The one-temperature approximation is able to predict the surface
heat flux and pressure relatively accurately despite the fact that it is the simplest model. The results of our multi-
temperature calculation differ from the numerical results by [28] (Hao et al.) and [29] (Kianvashrad et al.); however,
this difference looks relatively small and can be explained by using of different computational models. All numerical
simulations show the peaks of the surface heat flux and pressure between the experimental points; therefore, the value
of these peaks cannot be accurately validated. The multi-temperature approximation involving summation over all
vibrational levels requires much more time for computations as compared to the one-temperature approximation. The
results obtained in the present study allow one to conclude that simple and numerically efficient models can provide
an accurate prediction (to some degree) within an acceptable computational time for engineering studies. On the other
hand, further development and validation of new sophisticated models is still an urgent task.
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Abstract. A method of calculating the parameters of evaporation of small particles in the laser light field with a radiation 
power density in the range from 1011 to 1014 W/m2 is proposed. The modes of heating and evaporation of particles are 
characterized by the physical properties of the material and the laser power. A distinctive feature of the technique is the 
ability to calculate the gas-dynamic parameters of evaporation and the vapor recoil pressure during subsonic outflow of 
steam from the irradiated surface.  

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION OF THE RESEARCH 

The problems of laser evaporation and reactive acceleration of small particles received great attention in the 
1970s in the works [1-3]. When one-sided exposure to laser radiation on the surface of the particle, there is also one-
sided recoil vapors of material from the irradiated surface, as a result of which a reactive force arises. 

Askaryan et al. [1] showed experimentally that particles of corundum with sizes up to several millimeters are 
accelerated by powerful laser pulses up to 1-2 km/s. Anisimov [2] constructed a theory of laser evaporation of 
materials.  

Bunkin and Prokhorov [3] theoretically substantiated the possibility of creating a laser-propelled spacecraft, 
where rapidly evaporating substance is used as a solid fuel. To date, samples of such light spacecraft have been 
created and are continuously being improved [4, 5]. 

Lasers have recently been widely used in technologies for the additive manufacturing of products with a complex 
three-dimensional geometric structure [6, 7]. In connection with this, there is an increasing interest in the issues of 
laser interaction with granular materials during laser direct metal deposition and selective laser melting or sintering 
of powders. 

The methods for calculating the vapor recoil pressure under the action of high-power laser radiation on metallic 
targets, proposed in [1–3], describe only cases of surface laser evaporation at the sound speed of the vapor outflow, 
i.e. with Mach number M = 1. The description of the evaporation regimes with a subsonic steam outflow speed, 
when the Mach number M is less than one ( 0 1M< < ), is still open. It is these evaporation regimes that are 
characteristic of processes in additive technologies. 

ANALYTICAL MODELS OF LASER EVAPORATION OF MATERIALS 

During laser deposition, powder particles transported by a carrier gas stream, getting into the light field of a laser 
source, heat up, melt and can boil. An overheated melt of a particle with a temperature between the melting and 
boiling points ( m p bT T T< ≤ ) can evaporate intensively. A particle of powder flying through the laser light field 
absorbs radiation only by a part of the surface illuminated by the beam. 
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Figure 1 shows a diagram of the interaction of a beam with a particle during coaxial laser deposition. A laser 
beam with a radius 0ω in the waist and an angle of expansion δ acts on the powder particle transported to the 
substrate surface by a carrier gas stream. In addition to laser radiation, the motion of particles is influenced by the 
force of aerodynamic drag and the force of weight. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The diagram of interaction of radiation with a powder particle in the light field during coaxial laser cladding 
 
The heating and surface evaporation modes that particles experience depend on their location in the beam, that 

is, they are characterized by their trajectories, physical properties of the material and laser power. Figure 2 shows the 
schematic of two particle evaporation modes in the laser radiation field. The value of the normal component of the 
vapor velocity vector eu  near the surface characterizes the direction of the recoil impulse.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Modes of evaporation of a particle: sub-threshold at (a) and over-threshold at (b) 
 
As the laser beam intensity is I  , which does not exceed the threshold value thI  : thI I<  , such a heating mode 

takes place, when the heat outflow from the particle surface is able to be transferred inside the particle owing to 
thermal-conductivity processes, Fig. 2(a). The particle heats up, melts and upon reaching the boiling point bT   it 
begins to evaporate intensively. We will call this mode the sub-threshold evaporation mode. In the case when the 
laser beam intensity exceeds the threshold value thI I≥ , we observe the over-threshold evaporation mode, Fig. 2(b), 
when the particle surface layer evaporates so fast that the thermal-conductivity processes are not able to participate 
and the particle is not even able to heat up. In both cases, there is the reaction of material vapors’ recoil from the 
particle surface, which results in the propulsion force. 
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Let's analyze simple analytical models [2, 3]. The evaporation model [2] was obtained at the limit of strong 
surface evaporation, when the vapor pressure is much higher than the external pressure, and the Chapman – Jouguet 
condition is satisfied at the boundary (Mach number M = 1). In this case, the condensed phase can be considered 
independently of the gas phase. The description of the evaporation mechanism is simplified, and the following 
relations hold true for the parameters on the evaporation wave [2]: 0.67 sT T= , ( )0.31 Sat sTρ ρ= , 0.82 su RTγ= , 
where Satρ is the density of saturated steam. From the law of conservation of momentum in the wave of evaporation 
( 2 2

0 0wp u p uρ ρ+ = + ), neglecting the term 2
0 0uρ , since the evaporation wave velocity is much less than the steam 

outflow rate 0u u<< ; we can write the equality: ( )21wp M pγ= + . Whence at M = 1 and 5 3γ =  (for a diatomic 

gas), we get the ratio: ( )0.54w Sat sp p T≈ . 
When the power density in the beam 0I  exceeds the threshold value ( 0 thI I> ), there is a heating mode in which 

the heat supplied to the surface does not have time to be transferred inside the target due to thermal conductivity.  
In the mode of such a strong evaporation, when all the absorbed radiation energy is spent on evaporation of the 

target material, the vapor recoil pressure wp is calculated through the mass vapor flow: s s ej q L= , here sq is the 
absorbed power density; eL is the specific heat of evaporation. Then the vapor recoil pressure is determined by the 
formula [3]: w s e ep q u L≈ , where eu  is the normal component of the steam velocity on the irradiated surface. 

THE CONJUGATE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM OF LASER EVAPORATION 

To describe the laser evaporation of a spherical solid, we will consider near-surface heat and mass transfer 
processes in a conjugate formulation. The evaporation wave is a rarefaction shock, where the vapor density is 
always less than the density of a solid. If the rate of evaporation is high, then a region of strong rupture adjoins the 
solid surface. The region with gas-dynamic flow is separated from the solid surface by a Knudsen layer. 

A mathematical description of evaporation during laser ablation, taking into account the Knudsen layer in a 
conjugate formulation, is given in [8]. Let the surface of a spherical particle with a radius 0r , at 0x r= , absorb 
radiation with a power density sq . If the pressure of saturated steam ( )Sat sp T , which depends on the surface 
temperature sT , exceeds the gas pressure p , ( 1Satp p < ), then evaporation takes place and the boundary conditions 
are met: 
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where M is the Mach number; 0p  = 0.20742 and 0T  = 0.6437 are the ratios of pressure and temperature, 

respectively, with sound evaporation. 
In addition, on the Knudsen layer boundary, with 0x r= , one should write the laws of conservation of mass, 

momentum and energy. 
 

 0 0u uρ ρ= −  (3) 
 2 2

0 0wp u p uρ ρ+ = +  (4) 
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where , , ,u T pρ  are steam parameters: density, speed, temperature, pressure; γ is the adiabatic index; 0ρ  is the 
material density; 0u is the evaporation wave speed.  

In the case of subsonic vapor outflow at the boundary, one more condition is added on the C – minus 
characteristic, which takes into account the influence of the surrounding gas medium on the evaporation process [9]: 

 

 ( )
2

0

1 c udu dpc
dt dt r

ρ
ρ ν− = − , (7) 

 
where c RTγ= is the speed of sound; the parameter ν is assumed to be 3 in the case of spherical symmetry. 

The system of equations (3-7), which is valid at the boundary 0x r= , is complemented by the differential thermal 
conductivity equation (8) in a solid (at 0x r< ), Euler equations for gas (9-11), at 0x r> . 

 2T T
t

κ∂
= ∇

∂
 (8) 
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t x
ρρ ∂∂

+ =
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 ( ) ( )2

0,
u pu

t x

ρρ ∂ +∂
+ =

∂ ∂
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( ) ( )22 22

0,
e u p ue u

t x

ρρ  ∂ + +∂ +  + =
∂ ∂

 (11) 

Initial conditions for 0t t= : 
 0( ) ;s pT t T const= =  0( ) ap t p= ; 0( ) aT t T= ; 0( ) 0;u t = 0 0( ) 0;u t =  (12) 

 

THE ITERATIVE SOLUTION ALGORITHM 

Suppose that in a thin surface layer of a solid under conditions of intense laser irradiation, there is a one-
dimensional temperature distribution. The rate of heating of the particle surface, that is, the dependence of the 
surface temperature on time ( )sT t , will be determined approximately, following the Duhamel principle [10], without 
explicitly solving the thermal conduction equation: 
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2( ) 0.5
1s s ef t q u L RT uγρ

γ
 

= − + + − 
, 

 
wheret  is the time step, sκ  is the material thermal diffusivity. 

Since the vapor enters to the external environment with pressure ap , the approximation of the relationship with C 
– minus characteristic (7) with subsonic evaporation gives the following expression for the vapor pressure p : 

Since the current of the vapor enters to the environment with external pressure ap , the approximation of the 
relationship (7) gives the following expression for the vapor pressure p : 
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cp p uc
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ρ t
 

= + − 
 

 (14) 
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Taking into account the relationship between pressure p  and temperature T  through the equation of state (15), 
and the dependence of the saturated vapor pressure Satp  on the surface temperature sT  and the external pressure ap  
(16), we obtain a closed nonlinear system of equations for calculating sT , p , ρ , T , u and M : 

 
 p RTρ=  (15) 

 ( ) ( )( )exp 1 1Sat s a e e u b sP T P L R T Tµ= −   , (16) 
 

where eµ  is the molecular weight of the vapor; uR = 8.314 J/(mol K) is the universal gas constant. 
The system of nonlinear equations (1, 2) and (13-16) is solved using the simple iteration method. As a result, the 

surface temperature sT , gas parameters p , ρ , T , Mach number M  and recoil pressure sp  are determined. 

THE TESTING OF ALGORITHM 

Test calculations were carried out for a steel spherical particle with a radius 0r  in conditions simulating a 
situation where a particle with an initial temperature pT  at an instant of time 0t  falls within the field of the laser 
beam. The particle velocity was assumed to be constant and equal to zero, 0pV = . The duration of radiation was 
limited to a small time stept . Figure 3 shows the options for calculating the evaporation parameters, in which the 
initial temperature pT  and the absorbed power density sq  were varied. 

Beginning of intense evaporation in graphs, Fig. 3 (a, c, e) is marked by the point of intersection of the functions 
shown. At this point, the saturated vapor pressure becomes comparable to the external pressure 1satp p = , after 
which the Knudsen layer is formed, and the algorithm for its calculation (1.2) and (13-16) is started. Note that when 
the inequality 1satp p > is fulfilled, the evaporation mechanism is usually neglected, because by its contribution it is 
comparable with diffusion in a gas. 

Such modes of laser action can be realized in which the evaporation front occurs both at high and at low particle 
temperatures pT . It depends on the absorbed radiation power. At low values of sq ≤ 108 W/m2, evaporation starts at

pT  close to boiling point bT . This means that, with weak radiation intensity sq , a noticeable vapor pressure can only 
be expected from highly overheated particles. With an increase sq , evaporation can begin when a particle is 
relatively cold, perhaps not even melted. 

Figures 3 (b, d, f) are graphs of the dependence of the vapor recoil pressure on the initial temperature pT , 
obtained by different models of evaporation. With an increase in the Mach number, both models give similar values 
of vapor recoil pressure wp . 

 

a  b  
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c  
d  

e  f  

FIGURE 3. Changes in the parameters of vapor and vapor recoil pressure with variations in the initial particle temperature pT  

and absorbed power density, sq ×108 W/m2: 1.06 (a, b); 2.1 (c, d); 10.06 (e, f) 
 

VAPOR RECOIL PRESSURE DETERMINATION ON THE SPHERICAL SURFACE 

We now consider laser radiation with a intensity described by the Gaussian distribution in the Cartesian 
coordinate system Oxyz: 

 

 
2

0 2
0

2( , ) exp rI x y I
ω

 
= − 

 
, 0 2

0

2WI
πω

= , 2 2r x y= + , (17) 

 
where W  is the power; 0ω  is the beam radius. 

According to [11], the distribution of absorbed laser power sq  on the surface of a spherical particle with a radius

0r  is expressed in the local coordinate system through the zenith θ and azimuthϕ  angles in the form: 
 

 ( )0( , ) ( , ) , cossq I Aθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ= Ω , (18) 
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( ) ( )
2

2 20
2
0

2
( , ) exp sin cos sin sin

r
X Yθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ

ω
  Ω = − + + +   

, 

 
where 0pX x r= , 0pY y r= are the dimensionless coordinates of the center of mass of the sphere in the Cartesian 

coordinate system, ( ),A θ ϕ is the absorption coefficient depending on the orientation of the normal vector to the 
surface and the polarization of the laser radiation. 

Figure 4 shows the temperature distributions on the surface of the sphere sT  and the vapor recoil pressure wp , 
which are calculated by equations (1.2), (13-16) and (18). Laser beam is directed along the Oz axis. The coordinates 
of the center of mass are shifted relative to the beam; therefore, an asymmetric distribution of these parameters is 
observed. Asymmetry is also associated with the choice of linear polarization of radiation (parallel to the P-
wave) [11].  

 

a b 

FIGURE 4. Temperature distribution sT  (a) and vapor recoil pressure wp  (b) on the irradiated part of the surface of the sphere 
 
Within the assumption of quasi-one-dimensionality, Eqs. (13–16) are valid at each point of the irradiated part of 

the curved particle surface. So, for a given initial temperature and the absorbed power density at each point on the 
surface, the parameters of vapor flow and vapor recoil pressure are calculated.  

CONCLUSIONS 

A method has been developed for calculating the parameters of laser evaporation of small spherical particles 
with sizes ranging from tens of microns to several millimeters. 

A distinctive feature of the proposed technique is the possibility of calculating the gas-dynamic parameters of 
evaporation and vapor recoil pressure in the range of laser radiation power density from 1011 to 1014 W/m2, which 
allows describing the up-, near- and super-threshold modes of particle evaporation.  

A method for calculating the vapor recoil pressure on the curved surface of the sphere is proposed. This allows to 
further use this data to calculate the integral characteristics of the light-reactive force. 
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Abstract. The well-known technique of visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition in a boundary layer by means of 
infrared thermography usually deals with a single still image of the experimental model. Some kinds of transition cannot 
be detected in this way. It is shown that a sequence of images of the model being cooling down may provide more 
valuable information on transition. Compared to a single image analysis, the examination of evolving thermograms has 
wider limits of applicability and is easier to implement. A practical example of such experimental approach is given. 

INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY IN BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION DETECTION 

The infrared (IR) thermography in boundary layer transition detection is a well known experimental technique 
(see, e.g. [1] and [2]). Its basic principle is straightforward: laminar and turbulent boundary layer have noticeably 
different heat transfer characteristics. Therefore, any temperature difference between outer flow and the wall may be 
used for delimiting laminar and turbulent domains. There are two tactics to produce the temperature difference: 
either to use an embedded heater providing uniformly distributed and continuous heat production on the wall, or to 
pre-heat the model under test by an external device. The former option is preferable as it provide more clear 
pictures, but rather expensive and may be not applicable to existing models. The latter one is the simplest one, may 
be employed with any model and affordable. However, external pre-heating leads also to remarkable temperature 
non-uniformities within IR image of the model, which may conceal the transition line. 

When the IR image of the model have taken, it is necessary to analyze it and draw the transition line. A typical 
procedure of obtaining transition line form IR image is described in [3]. Note that algorithm of image processing in 
[3] is identical to well-known “unsharp mask”. It works well in cases of notched laminar-turbulent transition line. In 
some cases (say, laminar-turbulent transition on swept wing with traveling cross-flow waves dominating), there are 
no any noteworthy sudden changes of temperature which may be found and emphasized. 

The goal of the present study was to overcome two mentioned above drawbacks of traditional IR transition 
detection method and develop an experimental procedure applicable to any model (using an external pre-heater) and 
to any transition scenario. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiments were conducted in a low-turbulence wind tunnel T-324 of Khristianovich institute of theoretical 
and applied mechanics. The experimental model was a section of the swept wing (sweep angle χ = 45°, chord 0.7 m) 
installed at the angle of attack −5° to +5°. The incident flow velocity was 10 ... 35 m/s. Figure 1 shows the model 
installed in the test section. 
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Experimental procedure was as follows. 1) We install a heater (a set of incandescent bulbs distributed on a shape 
complementary to the model) over against the model and pre-heat it. 2) We remove the heater and start the wind 
tunnel fan running. 3) Simultaneously with the wind tunnel we start filming the model surface by IR camera (FLIR 
S7000, 320×256 px, resolution 0.001 K). 

It worth to note that the model was made of PMMA which is IR-opaque. The observation window was made of 
IR-transparent material, lavsan. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The experimental model installed in the test section of the wind tunnel T-324. Flow direction is from right to left 

IR IMAGES PROCESSING 

The temperature stress we introduce to make transition visible should not affect the boundary layer stability. An 
acceptable value may be found using linear stability calculations or may be obtained experimentally. In particular 
case of this study we have chosen the overheat value of 6 K which is well above noise level of IR camera. As to 
effect on stability of the boundary layer, we have compared temperature non-uniformities on the model surface 
appeared due to cooling of the preheated (by 6 K) model and due to heating of the model by the flow (in this case 
initial temperature of the model was less than flow temperature by 1 K approx.). These two cases are compared side-
by side in Fig. 2. It is seen there that transition lines are the same. The only visible difference is noise level, which is 
better in case with pre-heating. Thus, 6 K overheat is comfortable and acceptable. 

Other important parameters to be chosen are time limits (start/stop) for filming. Let us compare temperature 
evolution at several points of the model, see Fig. 3. Figure 3, a shows the IR image of preheated model taken within 
40 s after end of heating and start of wind tunnel. Selected points in Fig. 3, a are apex of the turbulent wedge (1), 
joint of two apexes (2), laminar flow (3), trip device (4, fully turbulent flow). All the points, except 3, exhibit some 
transient behavior caused by wind tunnel speed-up and alteration of temperature profile inside the walls, see 
Fig. 3, b. However, there is a time interval (20 to 40 s in FIG. 3, b) where all the pixels of recorded thermograms 
reveal quasi-exponential temperature evolution. We will select this time interval for the subsequent analysis. Note 
also the inner structure of the model visible as rectangular mesh in Fig. 3, a (compare with Fig. 1). 

Elementary considerations based on heat equation shows that for every pixel of IR image we have temperature 
evolution depending on density of the air and the model, their heat capacitance, heat conductivity, initial temperature 
of the surface T1 and flow temperature T0: 

 

 
( )tpeTTtT ⋅⋅−= α)()( 01   
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Here α is heat conductivity of the boundary layer (different for laminar and turbulent domains); all other 
parameters are combined into a single value p, which is constant. If we calculate logarithmic derivative of T, the 
difference (T1 − T0) will drop out. The numerical values of p for every pixel may be found by simple calibration. 
Finally, values of α and therefore the state of the boundary layer may be found. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Thermograms T(x, z) obtained at rising temperature on the model surface (a) and on the cooling down of the pre-
heated model (b) at the same angle of attack and incident flow velocity. Colorbars shows temperature in °C. The notched 

boundary separating different colors is transition line. Flow direction is from right to left 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Thermogram T(x, z) of the model surface (a) and time evolution of temperature recorded in selected points 1 to 4 (b) 
 
The whole procedure comprise three steps. 
Step 1, preparatory. Get time limits for a given model and test conditions. 
Step 2, preparatory. For the calibration purposes reduce the incident flow speed until the flow over the model 

will be fully laminar and make a record Tc(x, z, t). Calculate αc = (dTc / dt) / Tc. 
Step 3, main test. Make a record T (x, z, t) at desired test conditions. Calculate normalized values 

α = (dT / dt) / T / αc of the boundary layer heat conductivity. 
The normalized coefficients α are practically independent of non-uniformities of the model inner structure and 

temperature non-uniformities appeared due to non-uniform pre-heating and flow alteration during the start of the 
wind tunnel. All the derivatives may be obtained as finite differences or by means of regression. 

Figure 4 demonstrates an example thermogram T(x, z) obtained at conditions similar to that of [3] (Fig. 4, a) and 
corresponding field of heat conductivity α (Fig. 4, b). The boundary between laminar flow is obvious, it may be 
found as a contour of α = const. The stationary cross-flow vortices are visualized as well. In this particular case of 
stationary cross-flow vortex dominating in transition the method described in [3] will give the same transition line. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Thermogram T(x, z) of the model surface in case of stationary cross-flow vortices dominate in transition (a) and 
corresponding heat conductivity field (b) 

 
However in case when traveling cross-flow dominate in transition the temperature distribution on the model 

surface does not have any sharp changes, see Fig. 5, a. An attempt to draw a transition line in usual way [3] will fail, 
while the field of α(x, z) again shows clearly the transition from low heat conductivity to high, Fig. 5, b. Moreover, 
the beginning and the end of transition may be identified on a basis of supplementary hot-wire measurements which 
provide mapping of α values to stages of transition. Such mapping is given in Fig. 6. Points shown there are identify 
the transition domain. Compare this with the original thermogram Fig. 5, a. 

The concluding stage of the IR images processing is their registering in spatial coordinates. This may be done 
using the temperature difference between the first and the last thermograms in the series used for calculating heat 
conductivity. An example of such difference depends mainly on distribution of heat capacitance, therefore it 
visualize very well the inner structure of the model, see Fig. 7, compare it with the Fig. 1. As location of all inner 
ribs and other elements are known, it is not a big deal to get coordinates of every pixel (see detailed description of 
such procedure in [3]). 

Finally, the statistics of the entire pixel set identified as located in transition zone may be found. For instance, 
statistics of transition points shown in Fig. 6 is presented in Fig. 8. One can evaluate the location and span of 
transition domain. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Thermogram T(x, z) of the model surface in case of traveling cross-flow waves dominate in transition (a) and 
corresponding heat conductivity field (b) 
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FIGURE 6. Thermogram T(x, z) of the model surface in case of traveling cross-flow waves dominate in transition. The pixels 

identified as located in transition domain are marked. The mean transition location is shown by dotted line 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Normalized temperature difference between the first and the last thermograms visualizing the inner structure of the 

model. To be compared with Fig. 1. The whole structure is a spatial reference for IR images registration 
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FIGURE 8. Statistical distribution of coordinates of the pixels in the transitional domain (see Fig. 6) 

CONCLUSION 

A new method of laminar-turbulent transition detection based on analysis of evolving thermograms is proposed. 
The method was successfully tested on the swept wing model at conditions of either stationary vortices or traveling 
cross-flow waves dominating in transitions. 
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Abstract. In the work details of experimental design of highly bearing laminarized airfoils GU-25-5(11)8 modified with 
smooth and wavy surfaces is considered. The results of measuring their aerodynamic characteristics at Reynolds numbers 
from 150 000 to 500 000 are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the moment such aviation directions are being actively developed: 
• Long-range, high-altitude UAVs; 
• Long-range, non-altitude UAVs; 
• Manned gliders. 
For these aircraft types, flight Reynolds numbers are less than 106. It turns out that the use of large elongation 

wings with laminarized profiles with high aerodynamic quality for small aircraft is impossible due to a sharp 
degradation of the profile characteristics with a decrease of the Reynolds number below 500000. It is known that at 
these Reynolds numbers, there is a transition area on the surface of wing between the laminar and turbulent regions 
associated with a separation bubble [1]. The separation bubble generally has a negative effect on the wing flow 
because it increases the drag, is a source of large-scale pulsations contributing to the turbulence of the flow, and is 
also the main cause of aerodynamic hysteresis. In early studies [1,2] at Reynolds numbers about 150 000 it was 
shown a possibility of chopping the continuous separation area to local three-dimensional separation zones by means 
of a waviness of the surface that eliminates the negative effects of the separation.  In experiments [2] a wing, which 
maximum thickness was at 15% and 25% of the chord from the leading edge for the top and bottom surfaces, 
respectively, was used. The study allowed determining the direction for localization and optimization of the 
waviness parameters. 

EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

Numerical simulation 

Taking into account the results of previous studies a wavy surface for the wing with laminarized profile GU-25-
5(11)8 modified was developed using an OpenFOAM numerical simulations of a modified profile GU-25-5(11)8 
(Fig. 1). 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. (a) 3D model of the classic wing with profile GU-25-5(11)8 modified; (b) instantaneous velocity field when flowing 
around the classic wing with profile GU-25-5(11)8 modified 

 
After numerical simulation of the smooth wing, a breakdown position was obtained and the displacement 

thickness was found to calculate the parameters of the waviness. On determining the parameters of wing waviness, 
two wing geometries with a wavy surface were designed (Fig. 2). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Wing models with wavy surface and profile GU-25-5(11)8 modified with constant waviness on the top surface of 
the wing (a) and increasing waviness on the top surface of the wing and maximum thickness in the middle of the separation 

area (b) 
 
Based on the results of the numerical simulation of the wing flow presented in Fig. 2, a the following results 

were obtained. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Instant velocity field about the wing with the wavy surface and the profile GU-25-5(11)8 with constant waviness on 
the top wing surface: the section passing through the hump (a) and the section passing through the depression (b) 
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At the hump Fig. 3, a there is a laminar flow on the lower surface and there is no separation zone on the upper 
surface of the wing. In the depression region on the lower surface in Fig. 3, b, the wavy leading edge causes 
disturbance in the laminar boundary layer that may lead to a deterioration of the wing aerodynamic performance. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Instant velocity field about the wing the wavy surface and the profile GU-25-5(11)8 modified with increasing 
waviness on the top surface of the wing and maximum thickness in the middle of the tear-off area: section passing through the 

hump (a); section passing through the depression (b) 
 
Let us consider a wing with a wavy surface and a GU-25-5(11)8 modified profile with increasing waviness on 

the top surface of the wing and a maximum thickness in the middle of the separation area shown in Fig. 2, b. On the 
hump (see Fig. 4, a) there is a laminar flow on the lower surface and no separation zone on the upper surface of the 
wing. In the depression region in Fig. 4, b on the lower surface the laminar flow is observed in contrast to the wing 
with a wavy leading edge, and on the upper surface the localization of the separation area is observed. On analyzing 
the obtained data, it was decided to use the wing with increasing waviness. 

Wind tunnel 

During the experiment, a low turbulent wind tunnel T-324 was used. The wind tunnel is located in the 
Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics SB RAS. The tunnel has a closed working part with 
1000×1000 mm cross section, flow velocity in the experiments was U∞ = 5-15 m/s, angle of attack varied as α=0°, 
7°, and 12°; the turbulence level was Tu = 0.04%, Reynolds number Re = 1.5-5×105. A more detailed description of 
the tunnel can be found in [3]. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the course of the experiment, images of oil surface flow visualization pictures were obtained for the wings 
with the classical and undulated middle part. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Oil flow visualization at V∞=7.5 m/s, α=7°, Re=250 000: Smooth wing (a) and combined wing (b) 
 
Figure 5 shows that on the smooth wing after the boundary layer separation, the boundary layer is not reattached, 

so that at these Reynolds numbers the smooth wing cannot work properly. In the case of the combined wing, the 
separation area is localized in the depressions on the undulated part of the wing, and on the smooth part of the wing 
the separated boundary layer is reattached. Therefore, this regime and angle of attack is not suitable for measuring 
impulse loss in the wake to assess the effect of undulation on the aerodynamic characteristics. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Oil flow visualization at V∞=15 m/s, α=7°, Re=500 000: Smooth wing (a) and combined wing (b) 
 
As the flow rate is increased, the separation bubble on the smooth wing and localized separation bubbles on the 

combined wing are observed (see Fig. 6) allowing measuring the impulse loss in the wake to assess the influence of 
undulation on the wing aerodynamic characteristics. 

CONCLUSION 

The numerical simulation was carried out to obtain airfoil parameters for the GU-25-5(11)8 modified profile and 
the most suitable airfoil parameters were selected. The ranges of angles of attack and Reynolds numbers were 
determined to compare the effectiveness of the wavy surface for the wing. The region of measurements of the 
impulse loss in the wake, in which the influence of the end effects excluded, was determined. Positive influence of 
the wavy surface on the aerodynamic characteristics of this profile was revealed. 
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Abstract. A new experimental technique of panoramic determination of the position of the laminar-turbulent transition in 
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows with a thermal imaging camera is described. It is shown that it is suitable for 
parametric measurements of the transition providing a sharp location of the transition at both low and high degrees of 
free-stream turbulence. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest to the prediction of position of the laminar-turbulent transition (LTT) on aircraft surfaces 
continuously grows since 50th of the XX century. In the last decade activity in this direction was significantly 
intensified due to approaching the limit of such traditional means to decrease the aircraft drag as profiling and 
elimination of flow separation. From the practical viewpoint the solution of this problem is aimed to decrease the 
fuel consumption and/or increase the flight range. It is known that a majority of drag losses are caused by the 
friction drag in turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, one of the key tasks on this way is the maximum flow 
laminarization. 

The development of flow laminarization methods for three-dimensional flows with presence of cross-flow (e.g., 
about a swept wing) is currently of particular interest due to a number of unsolved practical problems related to the 
absence of an efficient method of finding the position of LTT in the presence of two types of instabilities. Their 
competition leads to the difficulty for existing methods of LTT prediction (such as the physically justified 
eN-method or the empirical Transition SST model) to estimate the position of LTT with required accuracy in certain 
practically important situations [1, 2]. This suggests the development of new experimental methods to improve the 
accuracy, the use of distant measurements with highly sensitive thermal imaging camera being among them. 

Meanwhile, experimental study of LTT on swept wing is a non-trivial task. One of the rising experimental 
problems is a detection of the position of LTT. In recent experiments with a swept-wing model using a high-
sensitivity thermal imager [3], it was found that the technique is able of resolving not only the position of LTT, but 
also the longitudinally oriented stationary cross-flow vortices. However, the high sensitivity of the device is not 
always a sufficient condition for the successful quantification of the position of LTT. For example, it appeared to be 
inapplicable at a high degree of free-stream turbulence, when the region of the transition becomes considerably 
longer and eroded in both time and space. The objective of this study is the development of experimental method 
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aimed at ensuring of required accuracy of the LTT prediction in subsonic flows at three-dimensional aerodynamic 
configurations with different degrees of free-stream turbulence. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND MODEL OF SWEPT-WING 

The experiments were performed in the low-turbulence wind tunnel T-324 of ITAM SB RAS (Novosibirsk). The 
wind-tunnel is a close-circuit subsonic low-turbulence wind tunnel with test section dimensions 1×1×4 m3 and 
turbulence level 0.02% (evaluated with high-pass filter 1 Hz). Due to low turbulence level the facility is suitable for 
study of laminar-turbulent transition at the low free-stream turbulence level. For modeling the transition at 
enhanced-turbulence level using of turbulizing grids is required. 

Swept-Wing Model 

The experimental model SW-45 shown in Fig. 1, a has a laminarized airfoil NACA 67 1-215 modified on the 
pressure side. Structurally, the model consists of a rigid frame covered by 3 mm thick transparent acrylic sheets and 
has a detachable milled leading edge. The frame, consisting of acrylic ribs and stringers, is tightly connected with 
two thick-walled stainless-steel tubes, which give the model sufficient rigidity. Wing chord length C in direction 
normal to leading edge is 700 mm. A stainless still rod at chord position of 50% (0.5C) serves as an axis of model 
rotation for angle of attack variation, the second rod located at 0.15C is structurally connected to the sliders on the 
test section floor and selling in order to set and fix the selected angle of attack. The milled leading edge is fixed to 
main part of the wing model. The leading edge is painted and has roughness with r.m.s. amplitude about 8.5 µm. 

The swept-wing model is not equipped with streamline-shaped side walls; therefore, it models a finite span 
swept-wing. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. (a) view of wind-tunnel test section with the swept-wing model mounted at angle of attack α=+3°. 1 – swept-wing 
model SW45 with painted leading edge; 2 – two component hot-wire traversing mechanism Komarik-N, 3 – sting of the wind 

tunnel main traverse; 4 – pipes for model pressure taps (27 lines).  
(b) preheating of the swept-wing model SW45 before IR-measurements of transition position (back view). Angle of attack 

α = -5°. 1 – swept-wing model; 2 – model pre-heater based on array of halogen lamps 
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IR-Camera and Measurement Procedures 

The FLIR SC7300 IR-camera with sensitivity 0.02K and matrix size 320×256 was used for detection of laminar 
and turbulent flow zones on the model surface. The camera lens was directed to the model surface through a circular 
window in wing-tunnel test section. For these experiments a new IR-transparent window was produced with 
IR-transparent part enlarged up to 360 mm. In couple with a 25 mm focal length of the camera lens it provided the 
maximum overview of wing surface up to 560 mm in diameter. Thus, in the present experimental conditions the 
camera captures few dozens of individual cross-flow vortexes that makes the estimation of the transition position 
statistically reliable.  

Before each wind tunnel run the surface of SW-45 was preheated (about +6°C) with the help of an array of 
halogen lamps (Fig. 1, b). When the desired degree of preheating is reached the pre-heater is being removed from 
the test-section and wind-tunnel is started. Recordings of the surface temperature history (i.e. 3D arrays Ts(x,z,t)) 
begins simultaneously with the wind tunnel run. A typical time of the IR-movie recording is 40-70 sec. This is 
usually enough for the wind tunnel to reach a required speed and the “transition picture” to settle so that the 
transition line may become detectable in the thermograms due to different wing surface cooling in laminar and 
turbulent zones. The wing model chord-wise coordinates are attributed to thermograms pixels using late IR-frames 
of the recordings, when the wing model surface loses a major part of accumulated heat and the inner structural parts 
of the wing (the ribs and stringers with known coordinates) become clearly visible due to their higher heat capacity.  

IR-IMAGING AND QUANTIFICATION OF LAMINAR-TURBULENT TRANSITION 

The principle of determining the LTT position with the IR thermography is well known: one should separate the 
turbulent regions with relatively high heat transfer between the wall and the boundary layer and the laminar regions 
with low heat transfer coefficients. The raw thermograms contain random noise and different temperature variations 
arising from the inhomogeneity of the model pre-heating and the pre-history of the flow. Therefore, in the case of 
parametric studies a development of a computer-aided method of thermograph data post-processing is required. 

Examples of Thermograms of Transition in Low-Turbulence Level Case 

Shown in Fig. 2 are typical examples of thermograms of transition (α = –5°) at low-turbulence level (LTL) of the 
free-stream. Six flow velocity cases (of 15 measured in the series) are shown. The thermograms shown in Fig. 2 are 
the most contrast frames of the recorded IR-movies of surface temperature history. The negative angle of attack 
provides favorable pressure gradient on the upper side of the model up to 70% of the chord so the Tollmien–
Schlichting instability is damped and the transition to turbulence is cross-flow dominated. The LTT line is well 
visible as a saw-tooth border between the warmer areas (laminar regions) and the colder areas (turbulent regions). 
The leading part of the wing is also laminar but it is blue (cold) due to an initial non-uniformity of the model pre-
heating. As the LTT length along a particular boundary layer streamline is very short and the surface temperature 
difference between laminar and turbulent regions is quite high (about 1°C), the transition line is easy detectable. 
Hence, the transition position may be evaluated in all LTL-cases with acceptable accuracy and can be further 
applied for comparison with developed computer code for the transition position prediction [1, 2]. 

Thermograms of Transition in Enhanced-Turbulence Level Cases 

Two examples of the most contrast IR-images of the transition in case of an enhanced turbulence level (ETL) are 
presented in Fig. 3. It is seen that in this case it is difficult to quantify even the averaged chordwise position of the 
transition. However, in engineering practice to model the transition both the beginning and the length of transition 
zone are required. The main reasons of the IR-image complication (in comparison with Fig. 2) are significantly 
enlarged streamwise length of transition, much less surface temperature difference between laminar and turbulent 
zones and general non-stationarity of the transition process due to significantly increased presence of unsteady 
(traveling) cross-flow waves. An extra complication is related with general spoiling of the thermograms by 
appearing traces of the model ribs and stringers. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

FIGURE 2. Thermograms of LTT at low-turbulence level of incident flow. The flow direction is from right to left, angle of 
attack α=–5°, velocities Q = 27, 28, 30, 32, 34 and 36 m/s for subfigures a-f, respectively 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Examples of transition thermograms at enhanced-turbulence level (Tu = 0.84%). The flow direction is from right to 
left, the angle of attack α=–5°: Q =25 m/s (a) and 30 m/s (b) 

 
A closer look to the transition image at the incident flow velocity Q = 30 m/s and enhanced turbulence level 

Tu = 0.84% is given in Fig. 4, a. Three arbitrary chosen lines oriented approximately along the direction of cross-
flow vortices are marked with numbers 1 to 3. The surface temperature distributions along the lines 1 – 3 shown in 
Fig. 4, b testifying that in contrast to the LTL-cases (Fig. 2) the surface temperature Ts can not be used as an 
appropriate parameter for detection of the transition. 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Thermogram of transition at enhanced-turbulence level (Tu = 0.84%) at Q =30 m/s (a) and distributions of surface 
temperature Ts along the marked lines 1-3 (b) 

Method of Transition Quantification 

Let us consider the surface temperature history Ts(t) in two characteristic points: point “LAM” – the surface 
point in an obviously laminar flow region of the model and in the point “TURB” – in an obviously turbulent flow of 
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the model (the points are marked in Fig.4, a). The corresponding temporal plots are shown in Fig. 5. The decrease of 
the surface temperature Ts in the “LAM”-point (Fig. 5, b) is rather smooth during the whole length of the recording, 
while in the “TURB”- point Ts(t) has a relatively steep temperature drop about t0. The period of this intensive 
surface cooling is relatively short (about 2-4 sec. only); after that the cooling rates in laminar and turbulent zones 
differ much less. Thus, the surface temperature records about time t0 appeared the most appropriate for separation of 
the laminar and turbulent regions based on the rate of model surface cooling. Fig. 6 shows the surface temperature 
change defined as ∆Ts(t)= Ts(t)-Ts(t0). The differential temperature distribution ∆Ts shown in Fig. 6 is obtained by 
pixel by pixel subtraction of the temperatures at t0 from those in 2 sec. after t0. As seen the differential temperature 
∆Ts proportional to the surface cooling rate is obviously better measure for quantification of laminar-turbulent 
transition in compare to surface temperature Ts (Fig. 3-4) and does provide very good contrast and readability of the 
transition image comparable, for instance, with transition images obtained with help of comprehensive and very 
time-consuming hot-wire measurements [4]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Surface temperature history Ts(t) in turbulent flow part (a) and in laminar flow part (b) 
 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Characterization of LTT with differential temperatures ∆Ts at enhanced turbulence level Tu = 0.84%. The flow 
direction is from right to left, angle of attack α=–5°, Q = 30 m/s: distribution of ∆Ts over the model surface (a); examples of 

distribution of ∆Ts along lines 1, 2, 3 and detection of the transition zone (b) 
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The distribution of ∆Ts along the lines 1-3 (Fig. 6, b) testify that during 2 seconds after t0 the surface temperature 
of the initial part of the wing drops by 0.1°C only. The observed plateau with ∆Ts ∼ 0.1°C spreads downstream up to 
22-25% of the chord that corresponds to the laminar flow state. Further downstream, the cooling of the wing surface 
is increased due to the beginning of the transition that basically ends at 40-42% of the chord, where the wing surface 
is cooled about four times more intensively (temperature drop is about 0.4°C). The average length of the transitional 
region can be evaluated quantitatively to be about 17-18% of the chord. Downstream 40-42% of the chord length the 
transition is basically finished. Hence, the proposed algorithm of the IR-movie processing allows quantification of 
the transition even in the case of enhanced free-stream turbulence.  

Application of the Proposed Method for Transition Quantification in LTL-Cases 

Application of the proposed method at low free-stream turbulence level (as in Fig. 2) also provides significant 
improvements for transition imaging and quantification. Shown in Fig. 7 is differential temperature ∆Ts for 
LTL-case at Q = 30 m/s. As seen Fig. 7, a provides much clear detection of the laminar and turbulent flow regions 
since it is free of the described above artifacts of the model pre-heating and heat capacity non-uniformities. In 
particular the laminar region at the leading edge has much more uniform color (showing ∆Ts) comparing with the 
image in Fig. 2 showing the surface temperature Ts. Distribution of differential temperature ∆Ts along lines 1-3 
(Fig. 7, b) also provides a very good discrimination of the laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow states. For 
instance, from the processed data shown in Fig. 7, b it is clear that the length of the cross-flow dominated transition 
is very short in LTL-cases (2-4% of the chord length) that is in a good agreement with the data obtained earlier with 
hot-wire measurements. 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. Characterization of LTT with differential temperatures ∆Ts at low- turbulence level Tu = 0.09%. The flow direction 
is from right to left, angle of attack α=–5°, Q = 30 m/s: distribution of ∆Ts over the model surface (a); examples of distribution of 

∆Ts along lines 1, 2, 3 and detection of the transition zone (b) 

SUMMARY 

The experimental panoramic method of determining the LTT position in three-dimensional aerodynamic flows 
for parametric studies at different parameters affecting the scenario and the transition position was developed. The 
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workability of method has been tested at different flow cases including the most challenging one of high turbulence 
level of free-stream. The advantages of the method are achieved due to application of the surface cooling rate 
defined in a specified narrow time interval of recorded surface temperature IR-movies as the new measure for 
laminar-turbulent transition quantification. The application of this technique allows obtaining detailed relevant 
information necessary for the verification and development of new models of the transition. 
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Abstract. In recent works [1, 2] an effective influence of oblique streaky surface relief to stationary cross-flow vortices 
amplification was established theoretically and experimentally. In the experimental work [2] the wave trains of stationary 
cross-flow vortices exited due to artificial 3D localized surface roughness were developed downstream both over the 
smooth surfaces (as baseline case) and in cases when the model surface was modified with surface relief (comprising 
elongated strips oriented oblique to the local flow direction). The obliqueness of relief strips with respect to the flow 
vector was varied and clear influence of the relief obliqueness on cross-flow vortex amplification was found. In particular 
in case when the surface relief strips were oriented parallel to the leading edge a remarkable cross-flow vortex amplitudes 
reduction was detected. Even stronger stabilizing effect was observed when the relief strips were oriented in between the 
leading edge and the local flow direction. Based on the obtained results a new concept of passive swept-wing flow 
laminarization was suggested. In contrast to experiments [2] performed with hot-wire on 35-degree swept-plate model the 
present experimental study is performed on 45-degree 3D swept-wing section [RODTRAC]. The distributed leading edge 
roughness of the swept-wing model provides excitation of unstable cross-flow vortexes the amplification of those leads to 
“saw-tooth-like” laminar-turbulent transition of 3D boundary layer flow. The surface of wing model was modified by 
applying of surface relief comprising strips oriented oblique to flow direction. Integral influence of surface relief on 
laminar-turbulent transition position was visualized with help of infrared thermography. It is proved that application of 
surface relief with proper orientation (according to findings in [1, 2]) is able to delay cross-flow dominated transition to 
turbulence on a swept-wing. 

INTRODUCTION 

The search of effective ways for boundary layer flow laminarization on air-vehicle surfaces is the main goal of 
efforts of researchers and engineers during the aviation history of the last decades. The remarkable success is 
archived in laminarization of unswept wings due to application of natural flow laminarization (NLF) technique. 
Construction and application of laminarized wing profiles with extended zone of favorable pressure gradient 
significantly enlarged laminar flow run on this kind of wings. However application of NLF technique on swept 
wings doesn’t work since transition to turbulence is caused by another kind of instability – cross-flow instability. 
Presence of “favorable” pressure gradient is not actually favorable on swept wings, because it enhances the cross-
flow instability and therefore accelerates the transition to turbulence.  

Under usual cruise flight conditions when the incident flow turbulence is very low the main trigger of unstable 
cross-flow vortices is uncontrolled surface roughness of the wing leading edge. When it was understood the strong 
efforts had been directed to polishing and smoothing the wing surface in its initial part. However the polishing of the 
wing leading edge is a kind of extensive way of laminarization, since reduction of leading edge roughness of 
commercial airplane is expensive procedure, so the wing polishing definitely increases the final commercial price of 
airplane. The same disadvantages have to be addressed to other known laminar flow control (LFC) techniques 
(eg. boundary layer suction) that also cause significant additional production costs, technological complexity of 
aircraft wing and often an additional weight. The most elegant way for transition delay on swept wings is suggested 
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and then practically demonstrated in flight experiments by Prof. W. Saric [3]. The main idea of the proposed concept 
is rather simple – to modify 3D boundary layer flow by an unstable steady, but still subcritical vortexes that should 
suppress the growth of supercritical vortexes leading to laminar flow breakdown in a baseline case. The suggested 
way of the subcritical vortexes excitation is also very simple – it is placing of controlled distributed roughness 
elements (DRE) onto the leading edge surface. The greatest advantages of DRE method are (I) that it is passive 
LFC-technique and (II) the method could be utilized for laminarization of already produced airplanes which already 
perform their commercial flights. However it is found, that DRE method is extremely sensitive to the environmental 
condition variations (incident flow velocity, turbulence level, wing attack angle etc) In the recent comprehensive 
review of DREs researches [4] the authors report that only in 6 of 112 performed test flights the positive results on 
swept-wing flow laminarization were archived due to DREs application. It doesn’t mean that the method is not 
perspective, but rather means that the method is not really suitable for passive techniques of vortex excitation and 
adaptive vortex excitation system (instead of passive DREs) is required. 

Thus the current state of the art still motivates researchers for searching new techniques of laminar flow control 
(LFC). The new passive method of LFC, having all noted advantages of DRE method, is suggested very recently in 
theoretical work [1] while the first experimental proves of workability of this strategy were reported in [2]. The idea 
suggested in [1] is to use riblets-like surface relief but oriented oblique to local flow direction in order to sweep the 
near-wall flow in the direction opposite to the cross-flow direction and in this way to weak the cross-flow instability. 
In order to check this idea in experiments [2], performed on 35-degree swept plate, the wave trains of stationary 
cross-flow vortices were exited by localized surface roughness and developed downstream over the smooth surfaces 
(in baseline case) or over the surface modified with a sweeping surface relief comprising an array of elongated strips 
oriented oblique to the local flow direction. In contrast to well known riblets, the applied strips had rectangular cross 
section with the height in order of half of the boundary layer displacement thickness; while their widths were about 
10 times larger of their height. Being placed to the swept-wing surface, such relief is rather robust and large enough 
for convenient manual maintenance. The angle of relief strips with respect to local flow direction was varied, as a 
result the very clear dependence of cross-flow vortexes amplification on the relief obliqueness was found. Both 
stabilizing and destabilizing effects of the surface relief, depending on its orientation angle (with respect to local 
flow vector), were clearly registered. In particular in case when the surface relief strips were oriented parallel to the 
model leading edge (i.e the sweep angle of the relief strips was χsr = χLE = 35°) a remarkable cross-flow vortex 
amplitudes reduction was detected. Even stronger stabilizing effect was found when the swept angle of the relief 
strips was χsr = 60° (χsr = χLE+25° = 60°), i.e. when the relief strips were oriented in between the leading edge and 
local flow direction. In according with expectations in others two studied cases, when the sweeping surface relief 
(SSR) sweeps the near wall flow in the same direction as “natural” cross-flow a very strong extra-amplification of 
stationary cross-flow vortexes is observed. The described angular dependence is in agreement with the theoretical 
estimations given in [1]. A higher efficiency of the applied rectangular cross-section of the surface relief in compare 
to triangular cross-sections (common for riblets) is also proved in [1].  

The aim of the present study is further experimental prove of the efficiency of the suggested LFC strategy. 
Despite it is generally accepted that swept-plate experimental models, like it was used in experiments [2], 
adequately model the three-dimensional flow in nose part of a swept wing, the effects of curvature of the wing 
surface and physical effects occurred near the leading edge (typical for real wing) are not simulated on a swept-
plate. Thus, the main goal of the present experiments is to prove that application of sweeping surface relief (SSR) in 
according with findings of researches [1,2] is able to delay laminar-turbulent transition on realistic swept wing 
model with blunt leading edge and uncontrolled excitation of the cross-flow vortexes due to roughness of the leading 
edge. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The experiments were performed in the low-turbulence wind tunnel T-324 of ITAM SB RAS (Novosibirsk) on 
45 degree swept-wing model SW-45 installed vertically in test section under -5° attack angle. The model has rigid 
frame made of steel and acryl which is well visible in Fig. 1, a through the transparent skins made of acryl sheets of 
3mm thick. The model has chord length C = 0.7m (normal to the leading edge) and profile NACA67 1-215 modified 
on the pressure side – the same that was used in research [5] with 35 degree sweep angle. In contrast to study [5] in 
the current set-up the swept-wing model was not equipped with streamline-shaped side walls, so it is not modeling 
an infinite span swept-wing. However the influence of wind-tunnel walls is not very harmful: under -5° attack angle 
the cross-flow dominated transition line was rather uniform along the model span; strong deviations are observed 
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only in close vicinity of test section floor and ceiling. In the current set-up we used a wall bump (Fig. 1, b) in order 
to suppress a local separation bubble on the pressure side of the wing model. The model has detachable leading edge 
(of 0.1C length) which was painted and then sanded to provide laminar-turbulent transition in the desired chord 
position (about 0.5C) at incident flow speed about 30 m/s. Note that incident flow turbulence levels ε7 (evaluated in 
frequency range 7÷10000 Hz) were below 0.1% in all studied regimes, therefore the laminar-turbulent transition is 
generally determined by the leading edge roughness only, similar to transition scenario observed on swept-wings at 
cruise flight conditions. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Side view of swept-wing model SW-45 (a) and final experimental set-up with the model installed at the angle of 
attack -5° with wall bump on the test section floor (model front view) (b) 

 
To monitor an integral influence of applied sweeping surface relief on laminar-turbulent transition position, 

infrared (IR) thermography was chosen as the most appropriate research tool. IR-camera FLIR SC7300 with 
sensitivity 0.02K and matrix size 320x256 was used for detection of laminar and turbulent flow zones on the model 
surface. The camera lens (25 mm) was directed to the model surface through the circular wing-tunnel window that 
provided view of wing surface in a large area – typically about 0.6 m in diameter. Before each wind tunnel run the 
surface of SW-45 was preheated externally (about + 6°C in compare to ambient temperature) with help of pre-heater 
based on array of distributed halogen lamps. After the wind tunnel start and the setting up the desired wind tunnel 
speed the transition line becomes well visible on thermograms due to different wing surface cooling in laminar and 
turbulent zones. The surface temperature difference between laminar and turbulent zones usually was large enough - 
about 1.0 ÷ 1.7°C. The wing model chord-wise coordinates were signed to thermograms pixels afterwards, when the 
wing model skin loose the main part of accumulated heat and inner structural parts of the wing (ribs and stringers 
with known coordinates) become well readable due to their higher heat capacity.  

RESULTS 

Transition delay by SSR parallel to leading edge (χsr = 45°) 

Shown in the Fig. 2, a is a typical thermogram taken in baseline case by IR-camera FLIR 7300 (the images are 
presented in PE-scale provided by camera software FLIR ResearchIR). The flow direction in the images (here and 
further) is from right to left. Incident flow speed Q = 30m/s. Markers of chordwise coordinates are given with step 
10% of the chord length starting from the leading edge (LE). The laminar-turbulent transition line is well visible 
between 40 and 60% of the chord as a border between yellow-red color zones (warm surface in laminar regions) and 
green-blue region (colder surface in turbulent regions). Transition line has typical “saw-tooth” shape observed on 
swept wings in cases of low free-stream turbulence level. Laminar stationary cross-flow vortexes that cause the 
transition to turbulence  are also  resolved  by  the  IR-camera  – they  are visible  as long  streaks in  laminar region. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Visualizations of laminar-turbulent transition in baseline case (a) and corresponding case of flow control with 
sweeping surface relief (b). In flow control case (b) nine strips parallel to leading edge (χsr = 45°) are applied between 10 and 

20% of the chord length. Flow control area is limited by lines A and B. Incident flow speed Q=30 m/s 
 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 3. Visualizations of laminar-turbulent transition in baseline cases with incident flow velocities Q=28m/s (a) and 
Q=32m/s (c). Corresponding cases of flow control with SSR are shown in right-hand figures (b and d). Flow control area is 

limited by lines A and B. In case of flow control nine strips parallel to leading edge (χsr = 45°) are applied between 10 and 20% 
of the chord length 
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Colder regions in the front part of the wing are also laminar – these regions are colder due to initial non-
uniformity of the pre-heating and different heat capacity of the leading edge.  

The visualization of the flow control case with sweeping surface relief applied is shown in Fig. 2, b. Nine strips 
cut of an adhesive film are pasted to the surface parallel to leading edge between 10 and 20% of the chord length 
forming sweeping surface relief (SSR) with χsr = χLE = 45°. The strips have rectangular cross section shape with 
0.27 mm height and 3 mm width. It easy to see that laminar flow region is obviously enlarged in the whole spanwise 
range downstream the applied surface relief (between lines A and B). Some parts of laminar zones are extended 
downstream up to the turbulizator that was installed at chordwise position about 70%, i.e. close to position of static 
pressure minimum. Despite the part of transition line came out of the visible area in Fig. 2, b one may estimate that 
transition is shifted downstream about 15% of the wing chord due to SSR application.  

Considering SSR as a possible technique for laminar flow control it is necessary to test sensitivity of the method 
with respect to changes of flow parameters. Figure 3 shows results of the tests of the same SSR applied in Fig. 2 but 
under condition of the incident flow speed variation. In Fig. 3, a and Fig. 3, c the baseline cases with incident speed 
28 and 32 m/c correspondently are shown. The shown in Fig. 3, b and Fig. 3, d are the corresponding flow control 
cases. It is seen that that in case Q=32 m/s the applied relief delayed the transition more then 10% (Fig. 3, d) in 
compare to corresponding baseline case (Fig. 3, c). In case Q=28 m/s the laminarization effect of the relief is also 
obvious but it is difficult to estimate because elongation of laminar region is limited by presence of turbulizator 
(about 70% of C). In general the results of the tests shown in Fig. 3 testify that laminarizing effect of the applied 
surface relief is preserved under conditions of moderate flow speed variation (similar to those may happen in cruise 
flight condition). 

Transition delay by SSR oblique to leading edge (χsr=63°) 

In the earlier experiments performed on swept-plate with swept angle 35° [2] it is found that the strips oriented at 
the angle 25° to the leading edge (χsr = 35°+25°=60°) do stabilize cross-flow vortexes stronger then the strips 
parallel to leading edge. Theoretical estimation performed in [1] for the 3D boundary layer flow with the same 
sweep angle 35° testifies that optimum sweep angle of the relief with respect to leading edge is about 20°, i.e. 
theoretical optimum of relief sweep was χsr = 35°+20°=55°. Since the wing model used in the current experiments 
has 45° swept leading edge, one may suppose that surface relief oriented along the leading edge (χsr=45°) is already 
pretty close to its maximum efficiency. Meanwhile for the present 45-degree model the surface relief oblique to the 
leading edge was examined as well. The results of this test are presented in Fig. 4. Again in the first figure (a) the 
baseline case measured in the same day is directly compared with corresponding case of flow control (b). The SSR 
applied in this test is an array of strips oriented at the angle of 18° to the leading edge, i.e χsr = 45°+18°=63°. The 
surface relief is applied between 10 and 20% of the wing chord. One additional strip was pasted parallel to  
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Visualizations of laminar-turbulent transition in baseline case (a) and corresponding case with SSR comprising array 
of strips with χsr = 63° (b). In flow control case (b) the SSR is applied between 10 and 20% of the chord length. Incident flow 

speed Q=30m/s 
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undesired intensive excitation of cross-flow vortexes at the front tip of each strip. Comparison of images in Fig. 4, a 
and Fig. 4, b clearly shows positive impact of applied SSR with χsr =63°, while quantitatively the laminarization 
effect is very similar to the previous case of SSR with χsr =45° (Fig. 2, b). In this way we could not register stronger 
laminarization of the relief with higher sweep angle like it was found in [2]. An explanation of this may be that 
optimum relief sweep is in between of the tested angles χsr = 45° and χsr  =63°. Another possible explanation may be 
connected with the fact that boundary layer flow interacts in the current test case only with 4-5 surface strips (along 
a boundary layer streamline) while in case Fig. 2, b the boundary layer flow crossed nine strips. Note, the results 
obtained in [2] demonstrated strong dependence of the integral stabilizing effect on the strip quantity. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The experiments performed in subsonic low-turbulent wind tunnel with help of IR-imaging technique have 
proved that application of sweeping surface relief (SSR) comprising arrays of elongated strips is able to delay cross-
flow dominated transition on the 45-degree swept-wing model. The obtained results on boundary layer flow 
laminarization are in general agreement with theoretical work [1] and previous experimental results [2] obtained on 
a 35-degree swept-plate. In according with findings of previous works the flow laminarization is achieved in 
configurations, when SSR was oriented parallel to the swept leading edge (i.e. at χsr = 45°) and in configuration 
when the sweep angle of surface relief was higher than sweep angle of the wing (i.e. at χsr = 63°). In the performed 
tests the robustness of the suggested LFC technique under moderate flow velocity changes and related boundary 
layer thickness variations is proved. 
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Abstract. The objective of the present work is experimental investigation of diffusion combustion of a plane hydrogen 
microjet emanating from a slotted micronozzle at subsonic and supersonic velocities. Four scenarios of the supersonic 
microjet combustion are presented including that in the presence of supersonic cells. It is shown that the subsonic 
combustion becomes more stable at the generation of the “bottleneck flame region” close to the nozzle exit while the 
supersonic combustion is stabilized by supersonic cells of the microjet 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental results on round hydrogen microjets [1,2] testified to different phenomena at their diffusion 
combustion depending on the microjet velocity at variation of the nozzle exit diameter from 0.25 mm to 1 mm. The 
main features of combustion were as follows. At the microjet velocity U0 ≤ 150 m/s, an extended portion of laminar 
flame was observed. At the velocity getting higher than 150 m/s, a spherical “bottleneck flame region” close to the 
nozzle exit was generated with the transition from laminar to turbulent combustion occurring in a thin layer of high 
density gradient surrounding the above region. Then, the turbulent flame separated from the “bottleneck flame 
region” at U0 > 200 m/s. At further increase of the microjet velocity up to transonic values, the turbulent combustion 
was terminated, however, still proceeding in the “bottleneck flame region” in conditions of nozzle choking [3]. 
Finally, the combustion of microjet stopped completely at U0 ≈ 331 m/s. Similar phenomena were also observed at 
diffusion combustion of a plane hydrogen microjet [4]. Note that the nozzle choking occurred at the microjet 
velocity close to the sonic speed; the combustion of both round and plane microjets was stabilized by the 
“bottleneck flame region” originating close to the nozzle exit. 

In the above studies we did not manage to model supersonic diffusion combustion of a hydrogen microjet 
because of the nozzle choking by the “bottleneck flame region”, the latter heating the micronozzle and preventing 
separation of flame from its exit. A feature of the supersonic combustion is the generation of supersonic cells at 
flame separation from the nozzle exit which was demonstrated in [3, 5] at ignition of the round hydrogen microjet 
far from the nozzle. In this case, the supersonic cells of both the microjet and the lifted flame were observed. More 
details on combustion of round hydrogen jets at subsonic and supersonic velocities are reported in [6-7]. 

In the present work we deal with diffusion combustion of a hydrogen plane microjet emanating from a slotted 
nozzle. Most of all, we are interested in the evolution of supersonic microjet in the presence of supersonic cells. The 
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results are compared with the research data of [6-7]. A majority of the previous studies on this topic were focused on 
the diffusion combustion of hydrogen microjets in an axisymmetric configuration. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

Research data were obtained in a microjet facility of ITAM SB RAS. The nozzle section was supplied with 
hydrogen via the control unit of electromagnetic 179B valve from MKS Instruments providing measuring accuracy 
of gas consumption within 0.7%. The volume flow rate produced by a vessel and a reducer at a 100-atm pressure 
was controlled by an electronic board. The nozzle section was designed as a settling chamber converging to a 
cylindrical microchannel of 200-mm length and a slotted micronozzle with the wall thickness of 0.11 mm, its length 
l and width h being 2.45 mm and 0.37 mm, respectively. 

The flow patterns at diffusion combustion of the microjet were recorded using a digital camera Olympus SZ-17 
with a resolution of 12 megapixels and a Tepler device IAB-451. The flow velocity U0 at the exit of micronozzle 
was calculated as U0 = Q/S where Q is the hydrogen volume flow rate and S is the cross-section area of the 
micronozzle. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Shadow images of the microjet combustion at its ignition close to the nozzle exit 

Shadow images of the microjet which were obtained at its firing near the nozzle exit at increasing velocity U0 are 
presented in Fig. 1. One can observe the evolution of “bottleneck flame region”, its disappearance, and flame 
separation from the nozzle exit with turbulent combustion sustaining at high values of U0. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Shadow images of the hydrogen diffusion combustion as seen from the narrow side h of the micronozzle at variation 

of U0, m/s: (a) 333; (b) 38; (c) 433; (d) 450; (e) 500; (f) 522; (g) 555; (h) 589; (i) 655; (j) 711; (k) 717; (l) 755; (m) 794 

Shadow images of the microjet combustion at its ignition far from the nozzle exit 

Shadow images of the microjet at its ignition far from the nozzle exit at U0 going down are shown in Fig. 2. In 
this case, the flame separates from the nozzle exit and the separation length is gradually diminished with reducing 
U0. Finally, the “bottleneck flame region” is formed and the flame becomes attached to the nozzle at U0 = 333 m/s. 
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FIGURE 2. Shadow images of the hydrogen diffusion combustion as seen from the narrow side h of the micronozzle at variation 

of U0, m/s: (a) 444; (b) 422; (c) 400; (d) 389; (e) 378; (f) 367; (g) 355; (h) 348; (i) 340; (j) 333 

Hysteresis of the “bottleneck flame region” depending on microjet ignition and velocity 
variation 

Figure 3 shows the behavior of “bottleneck flame region” at the microjet velocity going up and down. At ignition 
of the microjet close to the nozzle, the latter is heated by the “bottleneck flame region” which is degenerated with 
separation of flame from the nozzle at rather high velocity of U0 ≈ 590 m/s. Otherwise, at reduction of the microjet 
velocity, the separated flame comes back to the nozzle and the “bottleneck flame region” becomes visible at U0 ≈ 
333 m/s which is in agreement with the observations of combustion when firing the microjet far from the nozzle 
exit. Thus, the hysteresis cycle is as follows. At increasing velocity of the microjet and its firing near the nozzle exit, 
the “bottleneck flame region” disappears and the flame becomes separated from the nozzle (marked “A”).  At the 
velocity going down in conditions of the microjet ignition far from the nozzle, the lifted flame attaches to the nozzle 
and the “bottleneck flame region” is revived (marked “B”). 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Hysteresis of the microjet combustion at variation of flow velocity as indicated by arrows 
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The present experimental data suggest four scenarios of diffusion combustion of the plane hydrogen microjet 
depending on its velocity which are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Four scenarios of diffusion combustion of the plane hydrogen microjet at variation of its velocity: U0 ≤ 150 m/s (a), 
U0 ≥ 150 m/s (b), U0 ≥ 330 m/s (c), and U0 ≥ 1280 m/s (d); 1 – micronozzle, 2 – “bottleneck flame region”, 3 – laminar microjet, 

4 – turbulent microjet, 5 – flame, 6 – lifted flame, 7 – supersonic cells 

CONCLUSION 

The main results of the present study on diffusion combustion of the plane hydrogen microjet are as follows. 
Four scenarios of the diffusion combustion including the supersonic one in the presence of supersonic cells are 
proposed. It is found that stabilization of the subsonic combustion of hydrogen microjet is provided by the 
“bottleneck flame region” originating at the nozzle exit while the supersonic combustion becomes more stable due 
to the generation of supersonic cells of the microjet. The hysteresis of diffusion combustion depending on the 
microjet firing (close to the nozzle exit or far from it) and the direction of velocity variation (its growth or reduction) 
is found. 
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Abstract. The experimental results of the study of the development of a circular macro and micro jets at an external 
excitation by source of acoustic oscillations are presented. The thermo-anemometric visualization of the development 
process with keeping of the phase parameters of the disturbances was performed. Two scenarios for the development of 
secondary perturbations in a circular jet are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The mechanisms for the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in jet streams are widely described in the 
literature [1, 2]. The development of a free air jet primarily depends on the initial conditions. Two limiting cases for 
setting initial conditions at the nozzle exit of jets are the parabolic velocity profile and “top-hat” velocity profile 
with a pronounced core of flow, where velocity is maximum and constant [3]. In the first case, the development of 
the jet occurs from the Poiseuille flow in the channel; such an initial conditions exclude the rapid growth of 
disturbances at the nozzle exit. The jet remains a laminar tens calibers downstream. The breakdown such a jet is 
associated with the development of vortices from the instability of the external environment, longitudinal to the 
direction of the jet. The second case, when the jet velocity at the nozzle exit is constant over the entire diameter, 
leads to the occurrence of a significant velocity gradient between the undisturbed flow field and the jet. In this case, 
the thickness of the shear layer is much less than for the case with the initial velocity profile in the form of a 
parabolic. The loss of stability of the shear layer occurs in the region of the inflection point with the development of 
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, in the form of axisymmetric rings. This process is periodic, and its frequency is 
related with the size of the jet and velocity. But, as shown by our research [4], such a scenario for jets of large 
diameter is realized. In the case of decrease the diameter of nozzle to 2-3 mm, the instability mechanism with 
generation of axisymmetric rings is not realized. The development of the jet occurs with asymmetric oscillation 
mode, such as a sinusoidal oscillation in some plane. In this case, the plane of oscillations chaotically rotates about 
the jet axis. The goal of the present investigation is to analyze quantitatively results of experiments in 3D view. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS 

Experimental investigations were carried out on large and small jet facility at the Institute of theoretical and 
applied mechanics (Novosibirsk). A large jet facility consists of an engine with a feedback control unit, a pre-
chamber, and a nozzle with a diameter of 22 mm. At the exit from the nozzle, a velocity profile of the “top - hat” 
type was provided at a velocity in the core of the flow U = 4 m/s, which corresponded to the Reynolds number 
Re = 6000 calculated from the diameter of the nozzle. The small jet setup consists from an air filter, a flow regulator 
(MKS Instruments), and a nozzle with a diameter of 4 mm. To the regulator input, through the filter, dried air at an 
excess pressure of 5 atm. was supplied. The required flow rate was set, it was U = 9.5 m/s in the jet core. The 
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Reynolds number calculated from the nozzle diameter was Re = 2500. Measurements were carried out by an 
automated thermo-anemometer complex, allowing the thermoanemometer sensor to be moved along three 
coordinate axes with accuracy of 1μm. Data acquisition was carried out in automatic mode using predetermined 
values; experimental data were taken about at 30 - 40 thousand points. At the same time, at each point of flow field, 
an array of velocity values of a length of 50-60 disturbance periods is measured. At the next point of the flow, an 
array of velocity values is also measured, and measurements performed at different points of the flow are phased in 
frequency. 

Thus, the method lets to save phase information about the perturbation and, during processing data, construct 3D 
perturbation contours and to view changes of perturbation during the period. The natural condition is here defined as 
a jet without excitation by sound. A periodic acoustic signal is used as a trigger signal for data acquisition and its 
frequency corresponded to the natural oscillation frequency of the jet without acoustic excitation. The natural 
frequency was determined in preliminary experiments through the direct Fourier transform. Such an approach allows 
us to determine the frequency of the receptivity of the jet and to influence by acoustic on the jet. The natural 
frequencies, as a rule, depend on the diameter of the nozzle, velocity of the jet and the velocity profile. The 
streamwise velocity component was measured by hot wire driven by a DANTEC constant temperature anemometer 
(mini CTA). A tungsten single wire probe with a wire diameter 3 µm and length 500 µm was monitored at overheat 
ratio of 1.7. The hot wire was calibrated in the jet outlet versus Pitot-Prandtl tube. The calibration curve used was, 

 
 𝑈𝑈 = 𝑘𝑘1(𝐸𝐸2 − 𝐸𝐸02)1/𝑛𝑛 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸)1/2 ,  

 
where E is the anemometer voltage at the velocity U, E0 the voltage at zero velocity and the coefficients k1, k2 and n 
are determined from a best fit of the data to the calibration function. Usually the calibration procedure resulted in an 
error less than 1 % for all points in the investigated velocities range. 

The signal from hot wire anemometer comes to the input of the ADC (National Instruments) and digitized and 
saved on the hard disk of the computer. To generate an acoustic signal GS-33 generator was used, the signal came 
from one to a speaker with a resistance of 4 Ohms, and to ADC trigger channel. 

RESULTS 

Free jet d = 22mm 

In this series of experiments, the jet was formed by a short round nozzle with a diameter of 22 mm, which 
formed a top-hat velocity profile (Fig. 1) at the nozzle exit. The shear layer region of the jet is formed in very thin 
spatial boundaries, from the jet core velocity to zero in outside field. Thus, a powerful factor of instability of the 
shear layer is formed. The waveform of the root mean square fluctuations of longitudinal velocity component for  
 

 
FIGURE. 1. Mean velocity distribution across the round jet at x = 1 mm, d = 22 mm. 

Experimental results (○) and approximation (—) 
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FIGURE 2. Fluctuation velocity distribution across the round jet at different distances from the nozzle outlet  

(U = 4 m/s, d = 22 mm) 
 

 
FIGURE 3. The perturbation amplitude (RMS) along the jet 

 

 
FIGURE 4. The characteristic oscillogramm of the natural round jet 

 
several sections downstream of the jet are shown in Fig 2. Slowing of flow along external boundary of the jet leads 
to instability of the shear layer and development of periodic disturbances. The amplitude of fluctuation increases 
stepwise from 0.85 % of u’/Umax at x = 1 mm from the nozzle, to 14.76 % at x = 11 mm. At distance of 0.2d from 
the nozzle, amplitude of the oscillations increases significantly as shown in Fig. 3.  

The spectral composition of oscillations is shown in Fig. 4. Fluctuations with amplitude of more than 0.05 % of 
Umax are located in the low-frequency region of the spectrum in the interval 0 - 80 Hz. The maximum value of 
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amplitude of the oscillations corresponds to the frequency F = 66 Hz. For the generation of acoustic disturbances 
this frequency was used. 

Development of the mean flow under acoustic excitation is shown by a series of mean velocity profiles on Fig. 5, 
for several cross sections downstream. Significant changes in the average flow ware not found. Only for the velocity 
profiles at x = 38, 40 mm, an increase in the thickness of the shear layer occurs. The pulsations for the 
corresponding speed profiles are shown in Fig. 6. The maxima of the pulsations are located in the shear layer, the 
positions of the maxima coincide with the inflection point of the velocity profiles. It should be noted non-symmetric  
 

 
FIGURE 5. Mean velocity distribution across the round jet at different distances from the nozzle outlet  

(x = 1, 10, 20, 30, 33, 35, 38, 40 mm) at acoustic forcing. The acoustic frequency is 66 Hz (U = 4 m/s, d = 22 mm) 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Fluctuation velocity distribution across the round jet at different distances from the nozzle exit. 

F = 66 Hz, d=22 mm 
 

 
FIGURE 7. The perturbation amplitude (RMS) along the jet. F = 66 Hz, d = 22 mm 
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distribution of the amplitude of the pulsations for one value of x. For example, for x = 38mm, the maximum 
amplitude values are 6.5% and 4%. The difference between the values is related to the position of the source of 
acoustic oscillations, since the influence was carried out by a point source from one direction, the highest amplitudes 
are observed in the segment close to the loudspeaker. The distribution of RMS pulsations downstream (see Fig. 7) 
shows a smooth increase of the pulsation amplitude of up to the level of 14% at a distance of ~ 2 calibers, after 
which the coherent structures are destroyed. 

The 3D isosurfaces of the defect and the excess of the mean velocity obtained by the thermo-anemometric 
measurements are shown in Fig. 8. The frequency of the generated disturbance is stabilized by acoustic influence. 
Downstream the amplitude of this oscillation increases and leads to the formation of a periodic wave, which further 
rolls-up into an axisymmetric vortex ring. Thermoanemometric visualization allows to investigate such periodic 
perturbations and to distinguish coherent structures. So a coherent formation as a ring can be seen in Fig. 7. The 
presented perturbation as 3D isosurface of mean velocity deviations corresponds to the amplitude A = 0.05% of 
Umax. If necessary, by changing the amplitude, it is possible to investigate how the structure of the perturbation 
changes, delving into the external or internal region. A perturbation at A = 0.01% are shown in Fig.8 for 
comparison. Amplitude reduction will combine some surface, which includes the previous layer with a higher 
amplitude. Thus, it is possible to study evolution of perturbations in different layers. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. Hot-wire visualization of the total velocity distortion A = 0,05Umax,  

velocity defect (light gray) and excess (dark) 
 
Studies performed previously using laser-smoke imaging [3, 4] showed that the destruction of the vortex ring, 

both for the natural case and for the case of external acoustic effects, occurs through the development of local 
longitudinal perturbations. The origin of such disturbances occurs on the inner wall of the nozzle and is associated 
with the degree of its roughness. The destruction of an axisymmetric vortex by a longitudinal structure during the 
development of a circular jet, in some ways, is similar to the development of Tolmin-Schlichting waves on a flat 
plate. At two-dimensional case, the wave interacts with roughness on the surface of the plate in the process of 
development, which leads to a local increase of the perturbation amplitude and the growth of the wave crest. At the 
next moment, the wave crest is picked up by higher-velocity flow located in the upper layers of the boundary layer. 
The so-called lambda structure is formed. For the case of a circular jet, the same process occurs, but development 
occurs in an axisymmetric formulation. In these experiments, the axisymmetric ring was generated by a periodic 
acoustic signal with a frequency of 140 Hz in order to stabilize the frequency of the generation of the rings, and the 
heterogeneity on the nozzle wall was simulated by roughness elements glued periodically to the inner nozzle wall. 
The pictures of laser-smoke visualization of such circular jet in the stroboscopic mode at the frequency of the 
acoustic signal are presented. As shown, in sections downstream, there are a gradual development of the ring vortex, 
its interaction with longitudinal structures and destruction. 
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Free jet d = 4 mm 

This series of experiments was performed for a nozzle with a smaller diameter d = 4 mm, the goal was to 
compare the characteristic stages of development of the so-called macro and micro jet. It should be noted that the 
initial conditions in the form of a velocity profile at the nozzle exit, for a microjet, do not correspond to the “top-hat” 
type (cylindrical), since the boundary layer thickness on the channel wall is sufficiently large relative to the diameter 
of the microjet nozzle, even for a short nozzle. With decreasing nozzle diameter, the natural frequencies of 
characteristic perturbations are shifted to area of high frequencies. In this case, an area of susceptibility by the jet of 
acoustic effect included a frequency of ~ 200 Hz, and at this frequency the effect was carried out. According to the 
results of laser-smoke visualization, it was established that, in contrast to the macrojet, generation of an 
axisymmetric vortex does not occur by an external acoustic effect. The development of a circular microjet proceeds 
in a quasi-two-dimensional space, oscillations are carried out in a sinusoidal form. Such development of a microjet 
is radically different from the characteristic stages of macrojet development. The position of the source of acoustic 
disturbances relative to the microjet determines the orientation of the plane of the development of the jet. So, for 
example, changing the azimuthal position of the source of acoustics with respect to the jet, the plane of development 
of the jet will also change. 

The profile of the longitudinal component of the average velocity for the longitudinal coordinate x = 1 mm for 
the case of the natural development of the jet (without acoustic impact) are shown in Fig. 9. The curve describing 
the data points corresponds to a parabolic shape. Such initial conditions point at the realization of a long-range 
laminar jet. The development of the parabolic profile of the longitudinal velocity component suppresses the factors 
contributing to the growth of disturbances in the shear layer, lowering the transverse velocity gradient. The 
distribution of the pulsation component of the longitudinal velocity component for different cross sections of the jet 
down the jet are shown in Fig. 10. The obtained data confirm the influence of the shape of the velocity profile,  
 

 
FIGURE 9. Hot-wire visualization of the total velocity distortion A = 0.01Umax,  

velocity defect (light gray) and excess (dark) 
 

 
FIGURE 10. Mean velocity distribution across the round jet at natural condition, 

Umax = 9.5 m/s, d = 4 mm, x = 1 mm 
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FIGURE 11. Fluctuation velocity distribution across the round jet at different distances from the nozzle outlet  

(Umax = 9.5 m/s, d = 4 mm) 
 

 
FIGURE 12. The perturbation amplitude (RMS) along the jet. Natural case, d = 4 mm 

 
and a decrease in the level of disturbances in the shear layer to the maximum level of 3% of Umax is recorded. In this 
case, there is a non-monotonous growth of level of disturbances downstream (see Fig. 11). The maximum values of 
root-mean-square pulsations u’ for each cross section of a circular jet are shown on Fig. 12. The curve characterizes 
the growth of disturbance downstream. For example, in the natural case with x / d = 2.3, a significant increase in 
velocity fluctuations is observed, which may indicate the beginning of a laminar-turbulent transition in the jet. 

For comparison, the results of studies of the development of a jet at external acoustic field with a frequency of 
200 Hz are presented. So, for example, the profile of the mean velocity at x = 1 mm is presented in Fig. 13. The 
shape of the velocity profile corresponds to a parabolic one; displaced to the jet axis in extreme sections maxima of 
the velocity pulsations reach 10–13% of Umax (see Fig. 14). In contrast to the natural case, at an external acoustic 
effect, a gradual increase in the perturbation amplitude is observed in the whole measurement area (see Fig. 15).  

 

 
FIGURE. 13. Mean velocity distribution across the round jet, 

Umax = 9.5 m/s, F = 200 Hz, d = 4 mm, x = 1 mm 
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FIGURE 14. Fluctuation velocity distribution across the round jet at different distances from the nozzle exit. 

Symmetry plane, F = 200 Hz, d=4 mm 
 

 
FIGURE 15. The perturbation amplitude (RMS) along the jet. F = 200 Hz, d = 4 mm 

 

 
FIGURE 16. Isosurface of sinusoidal disturbance evolution of jet. The dark and light shadows indicate the velocity excess and 

defect, respectively. A = 0.04Umax, d = 4 mm, Umax=9.5m/s 
 
The development of phases of a sinusoidal type of disturbance in the 3D view is shown in Fig. 16. Dark and light 

colors are shown disturbances propagating in phase and antiphase, differing by 180 degrees. By the location of a 
color shade, the type of instability in this case can be traced - sinusoidal, since the meandering of one color occurs in 
a sinusoidal order. In this case, the 3D surface is created by the values calculated 
as 𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) - 𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡̅). Namely the time-averaged velocity matrix is subtracted from the instantaneous 
velocity matrix, resulting in a matrix of periodic values (disturbances). Then, the amplitude A of the deviations of 
the velocity values is chosen (in this case, a 3D surface is constructed from them). The 3D isosurface of the defect 
and excess of the mean velocity, calculated as 𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 = 𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑈𝑈(�̅�𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) are presented in Fig. 17. In this 
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case, it is possible to observe how the jet structure changes without averaged values along the longitudinal 
coordinate. Here, as above, the amplitude of the deviation from the mean velocity is chosen. Thus, the deviation in 
to increasing velocity shows the surface of the excess of the mean velocity, and the deviation in to decreasing mean 
velocity shows velocity defect. As a result, the distribution of such velocity deviations is shown as a 3D isosurface, 
showing the evolution of the disturbance in the jet. 
 

  

  

  
FIGURE 17. Hot-wire visualization of the total velocity distortion A = 0.12Umax, d = 4 mm, Umax = 9.5 m/s 

velocity defect (dark) and excess (light gray). One perturbation period is presented 

CONCLUSION 

Experimental studies of the symmetric and antisymmetric mode of instability developing in a free jet under 
natural and artificial (acoustic excitation) conditions were carried out. In the course of experiments using the hot-
wire measurements, phased three-dimensional fields of the longitudinal velocity component were obtained. 
Characteristic axially symmetric vortex structures of the Kelvin – Helmholtz instability for a round jet with a nozzle 
diameter of 22 mm are presented. In this case, at the nozzle exit, a U-shaped velocity profile is realized. This profile 
is characterized by a powerful transverse velocity gradient in the shear layer and a uniform core of jet. The 
development of instability in this case occurs both at natural conditions and at external acoustic excitation. It should 
be noted that the frequency of such ring vortices, for the natural case, is constantly changing in range of natural 
frequencies of the jet. In the case of acoustic excitation on the jet, the vortex frequency corresponds to the acoustic 
frequency. As the instability develops, the vortex ring is locally deformed and collapses downstream. In the case of a 
parabolic velocity profile at the nozzle exit, a long-range (extended) laminar jet is realized. It is established that 
acoustic filed don’t influence on such a jet. With a decrease of the diameter of the nozzle, the development of 
disturbance occurs according to another scenario. With a nozzle diameter of less than 4 mm, the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability could not be realized in the form of axisymmetric ring vortices. Independently from the velocity profile at 
the nozzle exit, the acoustic excitation leads to asymmetrical sinusoidal oscillations of the jet. The velocity profile in 
this case influence on the length of the ordered sinusoidal oscillation of the jet. The parabolic velocity profile leads 
to increase this distance. Hot-wire measurements show that the acoustic excitation of a mini - and microjets first 
leads to the development of a spiral instability, which downstream transforms in a sinusoidal disturbance. 
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the first results of an experimental quantitative study of the receptivity mechanism of a 
swept-wing laminar boundary layer related to scattering of 2D freestream vortices (with frequency fv) at 3D local surface 
vibrations (with frequency fs) resulting in an excitation of Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves (having combination 
frequencies f+ = fs + fv and f– = fs – fv). The experiments were carried out in a low-turbulence level wind tunnel on a high-
precision experimental model of long-laminar-run swept airfoil (sweep angle of 35°) at a freestream speed of about 
10 m/s. Controlled localized 3D surface vibrations and 2D freestream vortices were generated by special disturbance 
sources. Quantitative characteristics of the studied receptivity mechanism (receptivity coefficients) were estimated. 

INTRODUCTION 

In spite of a great number of theoretical investigations of various vortex receptivity mechanisms, the amount of 
quantitative experimental studies of excitation of instability waves by freestream vortices or due to the scattering of 
freestream vortices on surface nonuniformities is rather restricted. 

For the first time the vortex receptivity problem was investigated experimentally in the 2D formulation [1–3]). It 
was found that 2D Tollmien-Schlichting (TS)-waves can be excited rather efficiently near the plate leading edge 
while further downstream the freestream vortices are not able to penetrate into the boundary layer. Later it was 
found experimentally [4] that the presence of surface roughness elements provides the possibility of a rather 
efficient localized excitation of 2D TS-waves.  

Localized excitation of 3D TS-waves by freestream vortices in presence of surface roughness elements was 
investigated in experiments on a flat plate [5, 6] and on an airfoil [7]. Estimates of the corresponding localized 
receptivity coefficients were obtained for the “vortex-vibrational” [5, 6] and “vortex-roughness” [7] receptivity 
mechanisms. Similar results were obtained later for a 3D, swept-wing boundary layer at excitation of cross-flow 
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(CF) instability modes by both vortex-roughness [8] and vortex-vibrational [9] localized receptivity mechanisms. 
The excitation of nonstationary Görtler instability modes due to scattering of freestream vortices on localized 
surface nonuniformities was investigated recently in experiments [10]. In the same period of time, several 
experimental studies were devoted also to various mechanisms of distributed excitation of instability modes 
(TS-wave, CF-modes, and Görtler vortices), both two- and three-dimensional ones, in 2D and 3D boundary layers. 
We abstain from reviewing these works for the sake brevity because the present paper is devoted to the localized 
receptivity mechanism. 

The important point is that the problem of excitation of the TS-waves in three-dimensional, swept-wing 
boundary layers, especially on real swept airfoils, has never been studied experimentally for cases of either localized 
or distributed vortex receptivity. The present investigation aims to fill this gap. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were carried out in the Minimum Turbulence Level (MTL) wind tunnel at KTH (Stockholm) in 
a 3D boundary layer of a high-precision experimental model. It represents a long-laminar-run airfoil section of a 
swept wing with chord length normal to the leading edge of 800 mm and sweep angle of 35 degrees equipped with 
sidewalls of special shape mounted at the ceiling and the floor of the test section [11]. The sidewalls served for 
satisfaction of the infinite-span swept-wing conditions (see Fig. 1). The wing was set up at an angle of attack 
of +1.5° and exposed to an incident flow velocity of about 10 m/s. As a result, the boundary layer under study was 
close to the Blasius one (but still three-dimensional) and was stable with respect to the CF-instability modes but 
unstable with respect to the 3D TS-waves. 

 

  
FIGURE 1. Experimental model in wind-tunnel test section. 1 – airfoil, 2 – sidewalls, 3 – surface disturbance source, 

4 – vibrating wire, 5 – high-precision traverse mechanism “Komarik”, 6 – sting of main traverse of MTL 
 
Hot-wire measurements were carried out at fully controlled disturbance conditions. The source of localized 3D 

surface vibrations represented a spanwise oriented row of elastic circular membranes (with diameter of 6 mm and 
spacing of 8 mm) mounted at chord position of 120 mm. In the regimes of excitation described in the present paper, 
only one membrane of the source was turned on. It oscillated at frequency fs with amplitude of about 100 µm under 
action of rather weak pressure fluctuations, which were generated by a loudspeaker located outside of the wind-
tunnel test section and connected with a chamber located under the membrane by a long plastic pipe. The shape of 
the surface vibrations was carefully measured by a high-precision laser displacement meter (optoNCDT-1605) in 
every studied regime (see Fig. 2, a). It was found that the shape of vibrations does not depend on their frequency and 
amplitude. The amplitude part of the Fourier spectrum of the surface vibrations is shown in Fig. 2, b. Controlled 
freestream perturbations of frequency fv represented a 2D antisymmetric vortex street excited by a vibrating wire 
(having a diameter of 50 µm) tensioned parallel to the model leading edge not far upstream of it. The vortices 
traveled along the boundary layer’s outer edge. Their streamwise velocity component was of several tenths of a 
percent of the boundary-layer edge velocity Ce. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Shape of controlled surface vibrator (a) and amplitude part of its Fourier spectrum (b). Here α and β are streamwise 
and spanwise wavenumbers, respectively 

 
The wave-trains of 3D TS-waves were generated in every studied regime at frequencies of: (i) surface vibrations 

fs and the two combination frequencies (ii), i.e. the sum of both, i.e. f+ = fs + fv and (iii) the difference between both, 
i.e. f– = fs – fv. The excitation of the modes with frequency fs occurred due to the “vibrational” receptivity 
mechanism, while the sum and difference modes were excited in the boundary layer due to scattering of the 
controlled freestream vortices at the controlled surface vibrations mentioned above and were associated with the 
vortex-vibrational receptivity mechanism under study. The measurements were carried out in 15 regimes, four of 
which (henceforth called main regimes) are discussed in the present paper and indicated in Table 1. The disturbance 
frequencies fs and fv were chosen in a way to provide either downstream amplification or a weak decay of the excited 
TS-waves. The frequency selection was based on some preliminary linear stability calculations. 

 

TABLE 1. Studied frequency regimes. The frequencies are in Hz. 

Regime fs fv f– f+ 
Regime 1_A10 221 65 156 286 
Regime 2_A10 255 65 190 320 
Regime 3_A10 177 53 124 230 
Regime 4_A10 98 96 2 194 

 
In the present experiments, it was convenient to use the following spatial coordinates: x′s denotes the arclength in 

chordwise direction along the curved surface with its origin located at the airfoil leading edge; z′ is parallel to the 
airfoil leading edge spanwise axis. The region of the main measurements was located at x′s = 171÷401 mm, while 
the surface disturbance source position was at x′so = 132 mm. 

PROPERTIES OF BOUNDARY LAYER DISTURBANCES 

Rather effective excitation of TS-waves was obtained almost in all studied regimes (except for the case of 
f- = 2 Hz). An example of typical spanwise distributions of disturbance amplitudes and phases measured in the 
boundary layer at a wall-normal distance corresponding to the amplitude maxima of TS-waves (i.e. at U/Ue = 0.435, 
were U and Ue denote the local- and boundary-layer-edge streamwise velocity components, respectively) is shown 
in Fig. 3 (1). Similar spanwise profiles were measured in a number of x′s coordinates. The data obtained in an 
additional regime, in which the amplitude of surface vibrations was reduced by a factor of K = 2.3, are indicated by 
blue diamonds (2 in Fig. 3). These additional data being scaled (3 in Fig. 3) practically coincide with the 
distributions obtained in the ordinary amplitude regime demonstrating the independence of the obtained results from 
the amplitude of surface vibrations and the linearity of the receptivity mechanism under study. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Spanwise profiles of amplitudes (a) and phases (b) of excited TS-waves measured in: 1 – ordinary regime of 
excitation, 2 – additional regime with amplitude of surface vibrations reduced by a factor of K=2.3, and 3 – distributions 

measured in the additional regime but scaled by a factor of K. f– = 156 Hz, x′s = 210 mm, U/Ue = 0.435  
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Spanwise-wavenumber spectra of amplitudes and phases of wave-trains of TS-instability modes. 
Regime 3_A10, f+ = 230 Hz, U/Ue = 0.435 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Streamwise distributions of amplitudes (a) and phases (b) of TS waves excited at combination frequency f+ = 230 Hz 
and their upstream extrapolations by PaL-procedure. Regime 3_A10, β′ = 0.131 rad/mm 
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Examples of spanwise-wavenumber spectra of the boundary layer disturbances are presented in Fig. 4. It is seen 
that, similar to the 2D Blasius boundary layer case, the spectral amplitudes have a quasi-symmetric shape. However, 
the symmetry is absent and the fastest growing TS-modes are located not around spanwise wavenumbers β′ = 0 but 
somewhat shifted to the vicinity of β′ ≈ +0.1 rad/mm. Spectral phases grow basically with β′. 

An example of streamwise distributions of spectral amplitudes and phases of the excited TS-waves is shown in 
Fig. 5. Filled circles designate the data obtained in a far field of the disturbance source, while open circles 
correspond to the data displaying admixture of non-modal disturbances in the near-field of the source. Comparison 
with the corresponding amplitude and phase distributions obtained for the TS-waves excited at frequency fs by the 
surface vibrations only (due to action of the vibrational receptivity mechanism) has shown a good correlation with 
the discussed experimental data obtained in case when fs = f– [12]. This agreement displays the absence of the 
mechanism of distributed scattering of freestream vortices (with frequency of fv) on boundary-layer disturbances 
excited by surface vibrations at frequency fs found previously for the case of excitation of CF-instability modes [13]. 

ESTIMATION OF RECEPTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 

The excitation of TS-waves by a vortex-vibrational receptivity mechanism can be characterized quantitatively by 
the so-called receptivity coefficients (see [8, 9] for instance): 
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Here svG  is the complex receptivity coefficient for the excitation of TS-modes associated with the vortex-

vibrational receptivity mechanism, oB  denotes the “initial” complex amplitude of excited TS-waves (defined at the 
position of the surface vibrator), vB  is the complex amplitude of the controlled freestream vortices measured at the 

boundary layer edge at x′s = x′so, and C  is the complex “resonant” Fourier-spectrum of the surface vibrations (i.e. 
the spectrum of those modes, which have the same spanwise wavenumber β′ as that of the excited TS-instability 
modes and the streamwise wavenumbers (αrsv) satisfying to the resonance condition αrsv = αr + αrv, where   αr and 
αrv are the streamwise wavenumbers of the TS-waves and freestream vortices, respectively, measured at the position 
of the surface vibrator). 

Since the shape of the membrane and the values of the streamwise wavenumbers αr and αrv were carefully 
measured experimentally, it was not difficult to find the function C . The values of vB  were measured as well, while 
it was impossible to measure oB  directly due to presence of the so-called disturbance source “near-field” (see 
Fig. 5). These data can be obtained through upstream extrapolation of the experimental streamwise distributions of 
the disturbance phases and of the logarithms of disturbance amplitudes to the position of the surface vibrator. In the 
present study, this extrapolation was carried out by means of a well-tested PaL-procedure (by a special combined 
polynomial function [14]). An example of such extrapolations is shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding extrapolated 
initial values are shown with green squares. 

An example of estimated amplitudes (Gsv) and phases (λsv) of the vortex-vibrational receptivity coefficients is 
shown in Fig. 6 versus spanwise wavenumber β′ for combination frequency f+ = 230 of Regime 3_A10 (see 
Table 1). Typical values of the estimated receptivity amplitudes (Fig. 6, a) are of the same order of magnitude as 
those estimated in experiments [6] for difference TS-mode (f−) excited in the Blasius boundary layer but are lower 
by a factor of 3 to 4. There are three possible reasons for this difference: (i) distinction of the receptivity coefficients 
for difference (f−) and sum (f+) modes (however, they were rather close to each other in the present study), (ii) 
distinction of the three-dimensional swept-wing boundary layer from the 2D Blasius one, and (iii) inaccuracy of the 
procedures of PaL-extrapolation in the present case or used in [6]. To increase the quality of estimation of values of 
the receptivity coefficients, the calculations based on linear stability theory can be used for the experimental data 
extrapolation mentioned above; our research team is currently working on this problem. Meanwhile, the overall 
shape of the spanwise distributions of receptivity coefficients observed in the present case of the 3D boundary layer 
on a swept wing looks rather similar to that found in [6] for the Blasius flow, although the receptivity amplitude 
minimum is shifted now from the zero spanwise wavenumber to β′ ≈ 0.2 rad/mm (Fig. 6, a, compare also with 
Fig. 4, a). The estimated values of the receptivity coefficients provide us with the possibility of comparison of the 
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effectiveness of the vibrational and vortex-vibrational receptivity mechanisms at excitation TS-waves in the swept 
wing boundary layer. Such comparison has been performed in the present experiments at a fixed level of the 
freestream vortex amplitude. It turned out that in the case when the amplitude of the streamwise velocity component 
of freestream perturbations is equal to 1% of Ue, the localized surface vibrations excite TS-modes with initial 
amplitudes, which are greater by 1–2 orders of magnitude than those excited by the mechanism of scattering of 
freestream vortices on these vibrations.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Estimated amplitudes (a) and phases (b) of vortex-vibrational receptivity coefficients for excitation of TS-waves. 
Regime 3_A10, f+ = 230 Hz 
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of experiments conducted in subsonic wind tunnels at low Reynolds numbers. 
A rough (fleecy) thread was pulled in front of the wing model at a considerable distance from it, the trace of which fell on 
the wing surface. We studied the flow patterns on the surface of the wing before and after exposure at various angles of 
attack and angles of sweep of the wing. It was found that the trail has a significant effect on the flow separation and on 
the vortex structures arising above the wing. 

INTODUCTION 

When developing advanced aircraft, much attention is paid to improving flow to reduce fuel consumption, 
increase the flight range and passenger capacity of the aircraft, improve stability and controllability in extreme 
situations and, ultimately, to increase the competitiveness of this type of aircraft. Ways to improve the flow are 
determined based on new knowledge obtained by researchers on the physical processes occurring during the 
interaction of a flying aircraft with the surrounding air. Of great practical importance are, among other things, the 
study of physical phenomena that take place on the wing at different angles of attack: flows in the attached boundary 
layer on the wing surface at small angles of attack, as well as separated flows that occur at high angles of attack, 
including turbulent separation boundary layer and stall flow from the leading edge of the wing. Flow separation is 
the physical phenomena that occur when gases or liquids move over a solid surface or, on the contrary, when a body 
moves in a stationary liquid or gas, which means that the flow stops moving along the surface and moves away from 
it. Two factors are decisive for the occurrence of flow separation: viscosity and pressure change along the surface. 
A necessary condition for separation of the flow from the surface is an increase in pressure in the direction of flow, 
i.e. positive (unfavorable) pressure gradient [1]. 

This work is devoted to the study of the flow around a wing model with an arrow-shaped leading edge in 
a turbulent wake. Usually such a wing layout is called a flying wing. The flying wing is an aircraft whose wings play 
the role of the fuselage. Currently, such aircraft are widely used in the form of unmanned aerial vehicles of small 
sizes. The wingspan of such aircraft is only a few tens of centimeters. This type of aircraft is used in solving various 
tasks of a civil and military nature: in emergency situations (searching for people, alerting the public during 
emergencies, rescue operations, forest fires, floods); monitoring (power plants, agriculture, power lines, land 
resources, oil and gas pipelines, forest resources, water resources, roads, railway lines, fields), safety (protection of 
state borders, protection of people and objects), aerial photography (geocalculator, geodetic works, cartographic 
works , aerial accounting), science (equipment testing, Arctic research), etc. Control of such aircraft is carried out 
remotely with the help of an operator. When performing the task during the flight, unmanned aerial vehicles may 
fall into the area of the turbulent wake generated, for example, by a bird or a strained power cable. The results of this 
work demonstrated that such a turbulent wake can lead to a significant change in the flow of the UAV under certain 
flight conditions. The presented work is a logical continuation of the studies devoted to the investigation of the flow 
around the model of the flying wing and methods of separation control [2-5]. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiments were carried out in two low-turbulence subsonic wind tunnels small mT-324 and full-size 
T-324 of the Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian Division of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences (Novosibirsk). T-324 is a closed-loop type facility with closed test section (1×1×4 m). T-324 
wind tunnel is suited for experiments at low subsonic velocities of the flow (less 50 m/s). The level of turbulence of 
free stream is less 0.04%. The experiments were carried out on the flying wing model, which was installed in the 
working section (Fig. 1). Thread was used for simulation of turbulent trace conditions on the oncoming flow 
(Fig. 2). Diameter of thread was about d = 1.2 mm. Hot-wire anemometer method was used in the research work to 
obtain velocity field and velocity pulsation. MT-324- small subsonic wind tunnel. The level of turbulence of free 
stream of this wind tunnel is about 0.4%. Straight wing was used in tests in mT-324. Chord of wing is 100 mm. 
Wingspan is 200 mm. Angle of attack varied in range 0-23°. Swept angle was 30°. 

 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Experimental model with the swept leading edge (a) and dimensions of it in mm (b) 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Photo and dimension of thread to generate turbulence wake 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The first stage of the experiments was to study the structure of the flow near the surface of the model of a flying 
wing at zero angle of attack. The swept angle was 0°. Free-stream velocity was 25 m/s and not more varied in 
experiments. When flowing around a free stream on the wing, two local bubbles form in the middle part of the 
model, which extend throughout the entire span of the wing (Fig. 3, a). Then the thread was set at a distance of 
2900 mm to the model for modeling a turbulent wake. The results of the flow around are shown in Fig. 3, b. Local 
separation bubble reduced in size. A gradual decrease in the distance between the thread and the wing led to the 
displacement of the bubbles toward the leading edge and their subsequent elimination (Fig. 3, c-g). Noteworthy is 
the formation of a square-shaped vortex structure when the thread is installed in close proximity to the spout of the 
model (Fig. 3, h). If you set the thread above the spout of the model to 20 mm, then the flow structure assumes the 
initial scenario (Fig. 3, i). 
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(a) (d) (g) 

(b) (e) (h) 

(c) (f) (i) 

FIGURE 3. Visualization of the flow around the flying wing model. Oncoming flow velocity is U=25 m/s. Angle of attack is 
α=0°. (a) – flow around of wing in the free stream. (b) - distance from wing to the thread is 2900 mm. (c) - distance from wing to 

the thread is 1555 mm. (d) - distance from wing to the thread is 740 mm. (e) - distance from wing to the thread is 557 mm.  
(f) - distance from wing to the thread is 270 mm. (g) - distance from wing to the thread is 100 mm. (h) - distance from wing to the 

thread is 0 mm. (i) - distance from wing to the thread is 0 mm, thread above the leading edge at H = 20 mm 
 

(a) (c) (e) 

(b) (d) (f) 

FIGURE 4. Visualization of the flow around the flying wing. Oncoming flow velocity is U=25 m/s. Angle of attack is α=17°.  
(a) – flow around of wing in the free stream. (b) - distance from wing to the thread is 2900 mm. (c) - distance from wing to the 
thread is 1550 mm. (d) - distance from wing to the thread is 580 mm. (e) - distance from wing to the thread is 90 mm, thread 

below the leading edge at H = 84 mm. (f) - distance from wing to the thread is 0 mm, thread below the leading edge at H = 84mm  
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At the second stage of the experiments, the flow around a model of a flying wing at a critical angle of attack of 
α=17° was studied. Free-stream velocity was 25 m/s. The swept angle was 0°. The flow is detached from the leading 
edge of the wing and two large-scale vortices formed in the middle part of the model when the flow is free. The term 
free flow means a laminar incoming flow without a turbulent wake in the working part of the pipe (Fig. 4, a). 
Getting into a turbulent wake, even with a large distance between the thread and the model of 2900 mm, large-scale 
vortices significantly reduced in size (Fig. 4, b). The vortex foci shifted toward the side edges of the model. 
Attached current is observed on most of the wing. The effect of the influence of the turbulent wake on the flow 
around the model in this regime is significant in all the flow regimes studied (Fig.4, c-f). 

The third stage of the experiments was devoted to the study of the trace behind the tensioned thread. Using the 
method of hot-wire anemometry, quantitative data on the flow structure were obtained. Figure 5 shows the profiles 
of the average velocity and the amplitude of velocity pulsations along the Y and Z coordinates, depending on the X 
coordinate. X is the distance between the thread and the hot-wire sensor. With increasing distance between the 
sensor and the thread, the width of the turbulent wake grows and reaches 25 mm at X = 540 mm. Research results 
along the thread along the Z coordinate showed that longitudinal structures are also generated in the turbulent wake. 

At the fourth stage of the experiments, the flow around a straight wing at a swept angle of 30 degrees was 
investigated depending on the angle of attack. Free-stream velocity was 9.8 m/s. A local separation bubble forms on 
the wing near the rear edge of the model at a zero angle of attack (Fig. 6, a). As the angle of attack increases, the 
bubble begins to shift toward the leading edge, forming a complex vortex structure (Fig. 6, b-d). When a wing enters 
the turbulent wake generated by a thread, the flow attaches over most of the upper surface of the wing (Fig. 6, e). 

 

(a) (c) 

(b) (d) 

FIGURE 5. Hot-wire measurements of turbulent wake. (a) – profiles of average velocity along the Y coordinate (across the 
thread). Absolute value. (b) - amplitude of velocity pulsations along the Y coordinate (across the thread). (c) – profiles of average 

velocity along the Z coordinate (along the thread). Absolute value. (d) - the amplitude of velocity pulsations along  
the Z coordinate (along the thread) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

(e) 

FIGURE 6. Visualization of the flow around the straight wing. Oncoming flow velocity is U=9.8. Swept angle is α=30°.  
(a) – attack angle is 0°. (b) - attack angle is 8° (c) - attack angle is 17° (d) - attack angle is 23° (e) - attack angle is 0° and distance 

from wing to the thread is 95 mm 
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CONCLUSION 

In the experiments performed on the flying wing model and on the straight wing model at low subsonic speeds, 
different flow patterns were found under the conditions of a turbulent wake depending on the angle of attack, swept 
angle and free-stream velocity. Thread was used for simulation of turbulent trace. Patterns of visualization for all 
regimes of flow and quantitative data on the structure of the turbulent trace are obtained. It is shown that the 
structure of the main types of flow around, previously known from experiments on models with a sliding leading 
edge and a straight wing with a swept angle, changes when the model hits a turbulent wake. It was found that the 
turbulent wake leads to deformation and a significant decrease in the separation areas in different flow regimes on 
both models. 
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Abstract. The submerged jet at different Reynolds numbers based on the hole size and the mean inlet velocity is studied 
numerically using the Navier–Stokes equations. The influence of Reynolds number on flow development and the length 
of laminar region of the jet with and without addition of random perturbations is explored. Wave lengths and frequencies 
of the self-excited sine instability oscillations are estimated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, due to miniaturization of technical devices, microjet flows gain more attention (see, e.g., [1-6]). This is 
caused by developments in Microelectromechanical systems, hydrogen energetics and other branches of science and 
industry where methods to control jet flows from small devices are needed. For example, in aviation, microjets can 
be used to cool the leading edges of turbine blades; in the development of actuators to reduce the aircraft drag and to 
save fuel. Jets can also be applied to affect large eddies in turbojet engine exhausts for noise reduction [7]. In energy 
and chemical industry, the behavior of fuel jet flows in burners of various kinds are of great interest for elaboration 
of methods to control these flows and thus help reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere. For 
instance, acoustical perturbations imposing on a jet generate vortex structures that increase air suction in burners, 
air-fuel mixing, flame stability, reduce the flame temperature and length, and as a result minimize harmful emissions 
[4]. Another way to control jet flows, mixing and combustion processes is the instability development in the jet 
flame itself and inside inlet channels where fuel jets are formed [8]. Also, jets are of key importance in heat and 
mass transfer studies: e.g. impinging jets provide the highest rate of heat transfer among other possible single-phase 
heat transfer arrangements [9], and ways to control both flow dynamics and heat transfer in jets are needed too. 

In the present study, a submerged plane jet is explored numerically at Reynolds numbers Re (= u0h/ν) ≤ 160, 
where u0 is the mean inlet velocity and h is the slit height at inlet (as in [1-6]). To control the flow, small random 
mechanical perturbations are introduced into the jet. The effects of inlet velocity profile and Reynolds number on 
flow character, as well as on velocity field integral characteristics, such as the point of transition from laminar state 
to turbulent one, the maximum velocity and the typical jet thickness, are studied. The stationary solutions obtained 
earlier [6] have shown the qualitatively correct jet development: the longitudinal functions of maximum velocity and 
jet thickness asymptotically approach power laws analytically obtained for the jet from point source.  

NUMERICAL MODEL 

To model a jet, the two-dimensional unsteady continuity and Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible fluid 
are solved in Cartesian coordinates (x, y) by the finite volume method. In particular, the OpenFOAM software [10] 
with the icoFoam solver is applied. In preliminary runs, effects of numerical parameters, i.e. the time step and mesh 
density, the computational domain sizes, boundary conditions and numerical schemes, have been studied. Specific 
criteria on local [11] and integral characteristics were used on this stage to compare solutions obtained with different 
parameters (for example, for different size domains or averaging periods, see e.g. Fig. 1). Boundary conditions and 
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parameters chosen as a result of the “numerics-independence” study are given in Tables 1, 2. Mesh is built using the 
gmsh utility (http://gmsh.info) and contains both uniform and non-uniform regions, with about half a million cells 
totally. Parallel solution on 48 CPU cores take from one to three days for a single run, depending on averaging time 
and Re. Initial conditions correspond to fluid at rest: u(x, y, t = 0) = v(x, y, t = 0) = 0 (except for inlet, i.e. the jet 
nozzle), p(x, y, t = 0) = 0. 

 

TABLE 1. Parameters of computations: Δt is the time step, Lx and Ly are the domain length and width, 
Δxmin and Δymin are the minimum cell sizes, T is the period for time averaging. 

Numerical scheme Lx/h Ly/h Δxmin/h Δymin/h Δt(u0/h) T(u0/h) Cell number 
Van Leer 300 200 0.1 0.1 0.01 2.5·104 ÷ 105 (2.5÷5.0)·105 

 

TABLE 2. Boundary conditions. 
Boundary name and position Velocity vector components (u, v) Pressure p 

Inlet (x = 0, |y – Ly/2| < h/2) u(y) = u0 (top-hat) or u(y) ~ y2  (parabolic) Zero-gradient 
Wall (x = 0, |y – Ly/2| ≥ h/2) No-slip Zero-gradient 
Top (y = Ly), Bottom (y = 0), Outlet (y = Lx) Inlet-outlet Advective 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 1. Decrease of the normalized difference of two solutions with growth of the averaging time T(u0/h) from 1.2·104  (a) to 
2.5·104  (b) and 5·104  (c) for Re = 160 with tophat inlet. White areas show the difference above the threshold (0.02) 

RESULTS 

In runs at different Reynolds numbers, both instantaneous and averaged over large time periods velocity field 
visualizations have been obtained (see, e.g. Fig. 2-4, for Re = 160 and parabolic inlet velocity profile). Calculations 
show [12] three distinct regions of the jet: a laminar flow near the nozzle, followed by a transition region with 
asymmetric sine instability, and finally turbulent state with irregular flow structure. The lengths of the first and 
second regions decrease with increasing Reynolds number and amplitude of random perturbations (introduced by 
distorting the inlet velocity profile). These results correlate well with the laboratory experiments [1, 2, 5]. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Typical instantaneous contours of velocity vector magnitude (u2 + v2)1/2 on the coordinate plane (m) 
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FIGURE 3. Typical instantaneous contours of vertical velocity vector component v(x,y) (m/s) on the coordinate plane (m) 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Contours of horizontal velocity vector component u(x,y) after averaging over interval T(u0/h) = 5·104 

 
Let us define the position L where laminar-turbulent transition begins (noticeable flow disturbances appear) as 

the x coordinate of the section (highlighted with red line in Fig. 4), where the jet expansion angle increases sharply. 
A similar way to define L (called also as the penetration range of subsonic jets in [13]) was applied in the laboratory 
experiment visualizations [5, 13]. As for stationary solutions in [6], one can find in each flow section (Fig. 4, 5) the 
maximum mean velocity um(x) and the typical jet thickness, h0.05(x) = y2 ‒ y1, that is, the distance between two points 
in upper and lower jet parts where the horizontal velocity vector component drops to 0.05 of um. One can also see 
(Fig. 5) that during the transition from the laminar to the turbulent regime for Re = 160, um(x) decays following the 
power law (x−5/6), and h0.05(x) grows as x7/4, whereas for Re = 80 these quantities at 30 < x/h < 200 follow the laminar 
power laws as in [6] for the steady solutions. Figure 2 reveals that starting from the section x ≈ 4 mm (L ≈ 20h) and 
downstream, sine instability effects appear as also found in physical experiments with submerged plane jets [2-5, 13, 
14]. Obtained from the instantaneous velocity distributions illustrated in Fig. 2, the length L depends on time, 
however, averaging L(t) over a large period will most likely yield a value close to that shown in Fig. 4. 

Analysis of the laminar flow region length L(Re) shows (Fig. 6) that combined effects of numerical instabilities 
and random perturbations in the present study and in [12] turned out to be greater than those of instabilities naturally 
occurring in the physical experiments [1, 5, 13]. Although, the latter levels were also different as the measured 
lengths L deviate significantly at 100 < Re < 400. On the other hand, as noticed in [13] and clearly seen in Fig. 6, 
both measurements and computations reveal the same effect of lower L values for the parabolic inlet velocity profile 
in comparison with those for the tophat inlet. Moreover, a decrease in the random perturbations amplitude causes L 
obtained in [12] to grow and show agreement with the data of [1, 13]. It should be also mentioned that the transition 
from the plane jet in the present study to the pseudo-plane one in [1, 5, 13] with the jet inlet width 10 ≤ W/h ≤ 40, 
can also result in the L change due to instability development specific for a three-dimensional flow. 
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FIGURE 5. Non-dimensional integral characteristics, umax(x)/umax(x = y = 0) and δ0.05(x)/h, in comparison with power laws 
 

 
FIGURE 6. The position of the laminar-turbulent transition onset depending on Re in the present study and in [1, 5, 12, 13] 
 
One could estimate the sine instability wavelength λ as a distance between neighbor maximums or minimums of 

velocity (Fig. 2, 3). These estimations show λ/h to be from 10 to 100 for Re = 80 and 160 where λ grows 
downstream and decreases with growth of Re values and/or random perturbation magnitudes (Table 3). On the other 
hand, as Re and random disturbances grow, typical vertical oscillation velocities v* (root-mean-square values of v) 
also increase and cause the jet self-excitation frequency f (≈ v*/λ) to jump from 20 to 1500 Hz. 
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TABLE 3. Estimation of characteristics of sine instability from the computation results. 

Reynolds number Added random 
perturbations λ/h v* (m/s) f (Hz) 

80 (tophat inlet) No 100 0.59 30 
80 (parabolic) No 150 0.56 20 
160 (tophat) No 25 3.5 700 
160 (parabolic) No 28 4.7 850 
160 (tophat) [12] Yes 2 10 1500 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, numerical simulations of the submerged plane jet at low Reynolds numbers Re have been 
performed using the Navier–Stokes equations. The influence of Re on flow characteristics with and without added 
random disturbances is explored. The study results show, in accordance with the physical experiment data, three 
distinct jet regions: first, a laminar flow near the jet nozzle, then the transition region with asymmetric sine 
instability, and finally a turbulent flow with irregular structure. Wavelengths at the second region, as well as its 
characteristic frequencies have been estimated, showing rapid growth with Reynolds number. 
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Abstract. The features of convection and turbulence development in stably stratified fluid under the influence of an 
urban heat island and the breaking internal wave in a flow with orography are studied. Lee wave breaking phenomena 
have been explored by DNS and LES in wide ranges of Reynolds, Prandtl/Schmidt, Froude numbers, conditions in the 
laboratory, the atmosphere, the ocean, and various parameters of obstacle geometry, flow depth, boundary conditions. 
The issues of eddy-resolving technique application to the problem of urban aeromechanics and the structure of turbulence 
of penetrating convection above the heat island are considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study is aimed to clarify the features of geophysical turbulence development in stably stratified fluid with 
the breaking internal wave generated by orography, and under the influence of a surface heat source. Zones of strong 
orographic turbulence arise with certain free-stream and relief parameters. Exploration of these zones is of interest 
for solving the problems of meteorology and aviation security: hundreds of cases of intense clear-air turbulence, 
often associated with breaking lee waves, are recorded annually [1]. An important task of meteorology on mesoscale 
is also the intensive circulation in the atmosphere under the influence of the urban heat island, generating significant 
levels of turbulence in some zones of convective mixing. 

The problems of turbulence development in the stratified atmosphere are still poorly understood and relevant for 
refining forecasts and compiling detailed maps of wind shears and gusts for the safe operation of aircrafts. 

The instability and turbulence development in breaking lee waves generated by the obstacle of height h in a 
stably stratified flow with constant inflow velocity U is studied by DNS and LES at wide ranges of Reynolds 
number, 50 ≤ Re (= Uh/ν) ≤ 4×104, relating to tank measurements, and Prandtl or Schmidt number (1 ≤ Pr ≤ 2000), 
corresponding to natural and laboratory conditions. The case of Re = 4000, Pr = 1 was tested in [2, 3]. The density 
field instability arising after wave overturning reveals a range of spanwise spectra modes. The smallest mode 
λy ~ 0.5h represents oscillations of Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI), growing and resulting in periodic convective 
structures. At late transition times, the smaller vortices transform into the larger ones with the dominant 
mode λy ~ 2.5h when the large-scale toroidal structures become evident as observed in computations and 
measurements [3-5]. 

The present study intention is to predict the lee wave overturning region for various obstacle shapes and two 
cases of initial stable density distribution (constant-gradient one and step-like profile with pycnocline, which can 
occur, for instance, for internal waves and bores over the shelf [6]) and to examine the influence of these conditions 
on the details of instability development and transition to turbulence. 

The issues of application of eddy-resolving approaches to the study of urban aeromechanics and the structure of 
turbulence for penetrating convection over the heat island and comparison with the results of water tank experiments 
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[7] and RANS modeling [8] and are considered too. The turbulence closure [8] was also applied successfully to 
predict the mean velocity, the wind turn angle, and turbulent statistics in the atmospheric boundary layer [9].  

NUMERICAL MODEL 

Numerical simulation is based on the Navier–Stokes and scalar equations in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) with 
the Boussinesq approximation of buoyancy effects. As in [2], discretization of equations is carried out on a 
staggered grid to prevent mismatch between the velocity and pressure fields. All details of the governing equations 
non-dimensionalized by inflow velocity U and obstacle height h, and their numerical realization are given in [2, 3]. 

To overcome the problems of poor resolution, subgrid-scale (SGS) models of Smagorinsky type for velocity and 
scalar equations are used in cases of high Reynolds, Prandtl/Schmidt numbers, with the standard Smagorinsky 
constant Cs = 0.1, and the same boundary conditions, sponge layers, refined uniform grid as in [2, 3]. The SGS 
Prandtl/Schmidt number is chosen to be Prsgs  = 0.3 which is enough to efficiently remove the excessive numerical 
noise distorting the scalar field plots and spectra in ILES with Cs = 0 and in LES with Cs = 0.1 and Prsgs  = 1.0 [10]. 

RESULTS 

The combined effects of obstacle shape, flow depth D, lower/upper boundaries, inflow density profile, Froude 
number Fh = U/(Nh) where N is Brunt–Väisälä frequency are explored. For example, for a flow above the two-
dimensional cosine-shaped hill with length L = 3.56h at obstacle half-height and with D = 10h, Fh = 0.6, Re = 100, 
Pr = 700, pathlines reveal (Fig. 1) the wave overturning at t > 28, recirculation zone at t > 42, its weak turbulization 
at t ~ 60, intermittent behavior without recirculation/overturning at t ~ 75 or 100. Along the span, organized periodic 
structures exist [4] without significant changes for long periods as those in the experiments [3] at Re = 150. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

FIGURE 1. Streamlines for non-dimensional times t  = 40 (a), 45 (b), 50 (c), 55 (d), 60 (e), 75 (f), 90 (g), 100 (h), 115 (i) at y = 0 
in a flow with “hill” located at |x| ≤ 3.56h and 0 ≤ z ≤ h 
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For a flow with the thin vertical barrier at the same Re, Pr as in the case above and for different values of D = 5h, 
Fh = 1.33, the processes of lee wave overturning and recirculation appearance are observed at larger times and 
positions (Fig. 2). Moreover, the laminar-like recirculation region is now developed into stable configuration 
survived persistently as in early study [11], so intermittent behavior of the wave-breaking region is absent here. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

FIGURE 2. Streamlines at t = 45 (a), 50 (b), 60 (c), 70 (d), 300 (e) and y = 0 in a flow past “fence” placed at x = 100h, 0 ≤ z ≤ h 
 
The third flow case (Fig. 3) has the complicated triangle-like obstacle shape which consists of two straight sides 

of different angles to the horizontal plane and the central fragment related to semicircle. Moreover, the initial density 
distribution has multiple layers of constant density values and gradients (see the scalar f(z) profile) like the 
pycnocline in oceans. The flow blockage by the obstacle is here much larger since D = 2h only, and other 
parameters are Re = 783, Pr = 2000 (sugar solution in water), Fh = 0.19 (based on the f(z) drop shown in Fig. 3). 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The experiment scheme with sharp-density drop and towed body of quasi-triangle shape 

 
The physical experiment corresponding to the third case is performed in water tanks in Lavrentyev Institute of 

Hydrodynamics SB RAS (see e.g. [12, 13] for similar early studies). The preliminary results of comparison between 
the laboratory and numerical simulations (Fig. 4) show agreement for this situation where instability growth due to 
internal wave overturning is observed too and needs further exploration. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

FIGURE 4. Density contours, t(u0/h) = 2 (a), 3 (b), 3.5 (c), 4.5 (d), 6 (e), 9 (f) for y = 0 in a stratified flow past triangular hill 
 
To study the phenomenon of turbulent penetrating convection in stably stratified fluid over a heat island, the LES 

model [11] is used. The LES results (Fig. 5) reproduce the mixing height, temperature distributions, fluid circulation 
over a surface heat source in agreement with data of measurement [7] and RANS [8], where the urban heat island 
prototype was created, and a heated circular disk of diameter D was used as a source. The temperature fields show 
that the upper part of the heat plume takes the “hat” form, and environment outside the heat plume remains stably 
stratified. Due to the temperature difference between the heat plume and the environment above the heat island, 
convective motion occurs. At the same time, cold air flows onto the heat island from the periphery, warms and rises, 
creating the heat circulation over the island and its surroundings. At later times (Fig. 5, c), internal waves are 
generated by the plume (as also shown in RANS study of turbulent patches in the stably stratified environment [14]), 
propagate up to the boundaries, reflect from them and can eventually destroy the plume as was noticed in [6, 7] too. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 5. Temperature contours, t(wD/D) = 0.7 (a), 1.0 (b), 2.5 (c), 3.5 (d) for y = 0 above the heat island. Velocity vector 
directions (c) illustrate the circulation with central upward motion and near-surface currents into the center 
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Abstract. In the present paper we summarize briefly our recent wind tunnel data on hydrodynamic instability at laminar 
flow separation from a body of revolution at low subsonic velocities. Previously, we presented visualization results on 
panoramic flow patterns close to the surface of axisymmetric body [1]. Here, we proceed with this topic focusing on hot-
wire results which made clear the effects of instability in axisymmetric conditions and in 3D flow configurations which 
are generated at the test model at incidence. Also, implication of instability effects to separation control on bodies of 
revolution is of interest. 

INTRODUCTION 

Laminar flow separation on aerodynamic bodies is the focus of long-term studies. Normally, separated flows are 
unstable being subject to amplification of velocity perturbations and transition to turbulent motion in the near-wall 
region. A lot of experimental, theoretical, and numerical data on this topic were obtained in plane configurations, 
e.g. on airfoils and behind 2D protuberances of the wall, for references see [2]. In our recent experimental studies 
[3–5] we were interested in instability phenomena at laminar boundary-layer separation on bodies of revolution at 
low Reynolds numbers, the key findings presented in what follows. The first point is the instability of axisymmetric 
separated flow to small-amplitude velocity perturbations as compared to that on a plane surface. Then, we proceed 
with minor variations of the angle of attack starting from zero to clarify deviations of the flow pattern from the 
axisymmetric one. Finally, an approach to control of laminar separation through the interrelation of amplifying 
velocity perturbations and the mean flow pattern inherent in transitional separation regions is evaluated.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

Research data were obtained in the T-324 subsonic wind tunnel of ITAM SB RAS which is a closed-circuit 
aerodynamic facility with the closed test section measured as 1×1×4 m3, the free-stream turbulence level less than 
0.04 per cent. The experimental model represented an axisymmetric body of 1140-mm length with the midsection 
radius r making 100 mm at a distance of 500 mm from the body nose, see Fig. 1. The model was fastened at the 
stern in the centre of the wind-tunnel test section. 

FIGURE 1. Experimental model 
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Experimental runs were carried out at the body incidence  within few angular degrees controlled with an 
accuracy of 0.1º in the range of Reynolds number Re = U0r/  from 63 000 to 126 000, where U0 and  are the 
oncoming-flow velocity and air kinematic viscosity, respectively. Mean-flow and oscillating velocity components in 
the near-wall region were measured by constant temperature anemometer AN-1003 from A.A. Lab Systems Ltd. 
One-wire probe traversed the flow in an automatic mode in the streamwise direction and across the viscous layer. 
Hot-wire signal was digitized by a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter and further processed on PC in MATLAB 
environment. In what follows, the x coordinate is measured along the body axis from the nose of experimental 
model and y is the radial distance with y = 0 at the wall. 

HOT-WIRE RESULTS 

Flow pattern at zero incidence of the experimental model is illustrated by mean-velocity contours in Fig. 2. In the 
aft part of axisymmetric body a local region of boundary-layer separation is observed which is dominated by 
amplifying velocity perturbations. A feature of separated flow instability which was found in previous studies is that 
spatial grows rates of velocity oscillations get higher with increasing shape factor H = */ , where * and  are the 
displacement and momentum thickness of the velocity profiles in the separation region. The present spectral data on 
the instability of axisymmetric flow acquired in three experimental regimes at H of about 3.0 are presented in Fig. 3. 
As is seen, the results are close to each other and follow the trend observed earlier for plane separated flows [2]. 
Here, spatial increments – i and frequencies of the spectral components f are normalized by the momentum 
thickness  and the external flow velocity above the separation region Ue. Thus, we conclude that the axial 
symmetry has a minor effect, if any, on the instability of separated flow to small-amplitude perturbations, at least, 
when the thickness of viscous layer is an order of magnitude lower than the cross section of the body of revolution. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Mean-velocity contours in the aft part of experimental model at  = 0 and Re = 63 000, the contour step is 1 m/s 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Growth rates of velocity oscillations in the axisymmetric flow at H = 3.0  ± 0.1, Re = 63 000, 94 000 and 126 000 

(solid lines) and in plane separated flow configurations at H  
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The next point is reliability of the axisymmetric-flow approximation in conditions of body of revolution subject 
to minor angular deviations. To make it clear, the experimental model was placed in the oncoming flow at small 
angles of attack making 2 and 4 degrees. In Fig. 4 one can observe that in such conditions the mean-flow pattern 
becomes completely different from that at zero incidence. In the present configuration of axisymmetric body, 
laminar flow separation is still found on the windward side, while on the leeward side the boundary layer is attached 
to the wall. Because of much different stability characteristics of the separated and attached flow, velocity 
perturbations amplifying on the windward side of the model are an order of magnitude higher than those on the 
leeward side, see Fig. 5. In this respect, the flow with laminar boundary-layer separation on the body of revolution 
becomes far from being axisymmetric. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Mean-velocity contours on the windward (a) and leeward (b) side of the experimental model 
at  = 4º and Re = 63 000, the contour step is 1 m/s 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Rms amplitude of velocity perturbations integrated up to 500-Hz frequency at Re = 63 000 in the axisymmetric 

tal model at   
 
To control flow separation a variety of passive and active techniques can be used, for overview see [6–9]. 

A promising approach to control laminar separation comes from the interrelation of amplifying velocity disturbances 
with the mean-flow pattern. Noteworthy is that the interaction of the perturbations with the basic separated-flow 
configuration is a nonlocal phenomenon. One of the first observations on this subject was reported in [10] were it 
was shown that the mean flow of the entire separation region depends on laminar-turbulent transition occurring 
close to the region of reattachment. If so, one expects that flow separation can be modified on a large scale by 
locally generated controlling disturbances. Just this idea was tried by the present authors in plane separated-flow 
configurations using stationary and oscillatory velocity perturbations [11]. As a result, it was found that local forcing 
of flow separation on finite-span wings produced profound variations of the flow pattern both in the streamwise and 
spanwise directions. 

In the present case, we proceed with this subject in the axisymmetric flow. For this purpose, a cylindrical bump 
of 9-mm diameter and 4-mm height was mounted on the surface of experimental model disturbing flow separation in 
the aft part of the body. An illustration of the effect of the wall protuberance on the separation region is presented in 
Fig. 6. Here, the cylindrical bump is placed at x -wire data are shown at different angle  standing 
for azimuthal deviation of measurement sections from the position of the bump. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Maximum variations of the mean-velocity profile (a) vs. maximum rms amplitude of velocity oscillations induced 
by the  and its response to the separated-flow perturbation 

in sections  = -45º -60º º º  
 
One can see that the mean-flow variation U at a large distance from the protuberance in the azimuthal direction 

(Fig. 6, a) is much higher than the local amplitude of velocity disturbances (Fig. 6, b). Obviously, this observation is 
due to the global response of separated boundary layer to the instability events in the region of reattachment. The 
control effect is not so pronounced as in plane configurations [11], however, the present data support an idea of 
modifying axisymmetric flow separation through its local forcing similarly to that on finite-span wings. 

To conclude, we point out that the present experimental data on instability phenomena at laminar-flow separation 
from an axisymmetric body are in general agreement with the results of flow visualization obtained earlier on the 
same test model in close experimental conditions [1]. Velocity distributions of the mean flow and its perturbations 
acquired through hot-wire measurements provide deeper insight into the unstable behavior of boundary layer 
separating from the body of revolution. Indeed, the effects of axial symmetry on flow separation depend on the wall 
curvature that could be a subject of further studies. 
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Abstract. The work is devoted to an experimental study of the drag of a high-carrying laminarized airfoil with a 
Reynolds number of 500,000 in the case of application of a wavy surface on a wing and a local suction of the boundary 
layer. The velocity profile was measured in the wake of wing models with a smooth (classical) and wavy surface with a 
laminarized airfoil GU-25-5 (11)_8_mod. Airfoil drag was determined by the loss of momentum in the near wake 
adjusted by the Jones method. 

INTRODUCTION 

The need to ensure reliable communications in various parts of the world has led to the need to develop high-
altitude repeater of the aircraft type. A feature of these aircraft is that they are designed for long-term flight at 
altitudes from 15 to 20 km, and are powered by electrical sources, which are subdivided by solar panels. Such 
specificity causes low flight speeds and high wing aspect ratio, as a result of which the Reynolds number along the 
wing chord decreases below 106. 

It is known that at these Reynolds numbers on the wing surface there is a separation bubble exists. It placed in 
transition region between the sections with laminar and turbulent flow [1]. A separation bubble in the general case 
adversely affects on wing streamlining, since it increases drag, is a source of large-scale pulsations contributing to 
the flow turbulization, and is also the main cause of the hysteresis of the aerodynamic performances. In earlier 
works [2–6], it is shown that at the Reynolds numbers are about 150 000, the fragmentation of a continuous 
separation  region into local separation zones is, using a wavy surface the negative effect of the separation bubble on 
the wing streamlining eliminates. In experimental studies [4–6], the airfoil with maximum thickness located at 15 
and 25% of the leading edge was used. These studies of the wavy wing made it possible to determine the parameters 
of localization and optimization of waviness height. 

In this paper, the aim was to take a known profile with the best aerodynamic properties and try to improve its 
performance with respect to low Reynolds numbers using a wavy surface. Separately, there was an interest to check 
how much the waviness of the wing surface affects the airfoil drag in flight modes with the highest glide ratio. The 
second task was to check the possibility of using a local suction of the boundary layer on the wavy wing. Various 
studies about the use of the boundary layer suction have been conducted for a long time. The method included in the 
textbooks , and continues to interest researchers. The interest of using suction on a wavy surface is due to the fact 
that, as mentioned earlier, the wavy surface breaks the global separation bubble into local areas from where the 
simplest method with a single hole can be used to suck the flow. It is necessary to clarify how the local suction is 
able to reduce the airfoil drag and assess the overall energy balance of the application of such kind of system. 
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EXPERIMENT PREPEARING 

Wind Tunnel 

During the experiment, a low turbulent wind tunnel T-324 is used. The wind tunnel is located in the 
Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics SB RAS. The tunnel has a closed working part of 
1000x1000 mm section, flow velocity in the conducted experiments: U∞ = 5-15 m / s, α=0°,7°,12° the turbulence 
level is ε = 0.04%, Re = 2.35 – 5.0 · 105 . A more detailed description of the tunnel can be found in [7]. 

Experiment Models 

GU-25-5(11)8 airfoil was chosen as a profile for the construction of wing models [8]. It has been modified, 
reducing its relative thickness to 16% of the chord. Having defined the airfoil of the wing and given the results of 
previous works, we with the help of numerical simulations has developed a wavy surface wing with airfoil 
GU-25-5(11)8_mod. To determine the parameters of the waviness, a numerical simulation of the flow around the 
classical wing with the profile GU-25-5(11)8_mod was carried out. 

For a classical wing, the separation point was obtained and the displacement thickness was found to calculate the 
waviness parameters for the Reynolds number Re=235000. Having determined the parameters of the waviness for 
the wing, two geometries of the wing with a smooth (classical) and wavy surface were created (Fig. 1). The pitch of 
the wave remained constant and was equal to 12.5% of the chord. The waviness of the surface began with 5% during 
the further linearly increased to an amplitude of 1.5% of the chord and then decreased to zero to 95% of the chord. 
The undulation was located only on the leeward side. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1.Experiment models: model with a smooth surface(classical wing) (a); model with a wavy surface(wavy wing) (b) 
 

 
FIGURE 2. The oil-film visualization for classical wing. Re=500 000, α=7˚.1 – laminar zone; 2 –separation bubble zone;  

3 – turbulent reattached zone; 4 – measurements area in the wake behind the classical wing 
 
It was made a composite model of the wing. The chord of the model was 400 mm, the span was 1000 mm, so the 

model ends rested against the walls of the test section of the wind tunnel. The middle part of the model with a span 
of 400 mm could change from classic to wavy. Specially conducted studies using oil-film visualization showed that 
the average wing span of the wing width of 300 mm is guaranteed to observe a two-dimensional flow on the 
classical wing and periodic on the wavy one (Fig. 2, 3). Suction of the boundary layer was carried out from two 
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trough of the wavy wing. Each suction point was a round hole with a diameter of 2 mm, which was connected to the 
vacuum line inside of the model with a diameter of 8 mm. The position of the measurement areas in the wake of the 
wing, as well as the position of the suction holes are also indicated in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The oil-film visualization for wavy wing. Re=500 000, α=7˚.1 – laminar zone; 2 –separation bubble zone;  

3 – turbulent reattached zone; 4– measurements area in the wake behind the wavy wing without suction, 5 – measurements area 
in the wake behind the wavy wing with suction, 6 – holes for suction 

 
At the preparation of the experiment it was found that with the calculated Reynolds number 235,000 on the 

classical wing at an angle of attack α=7˚, the global separation flow regime was observed, so by increasing the speed 
the Reynolds number had to be increased to 500,000 when a stable attached flow was observed on the classical 
wing. In this case, the height of the surface waviness on the wavy wing may be slightly excessive. 

Measurement of the momentum thickness behind the wing was carried out by means of a micro-probe of the 
total and static pressure connected by short lines to the sensors of the ADZ-SIL-13.0 (NAGANO). The diameter of 
the micro-nozzle was 0.4 mm. Measurements were made in the near wake of the wing at a distance of 10 mm from 
the trailing edge. The momentum thickness in the wake was calculated by the Jones method [9] according to the 
formula: 

 

 𝛿𝛿 = 2∫ �p1−p2
�p0−p∞

�1 − �p1−p∞
�p0−p∞

�+y
−y dy, (1) 

 
where: δ - is the momentum thickness, m; p1 – total pressure in the near wake, Pa; p2 – static pressure in the near 
wake, Pa; p0 – total pressure free stream, Pa; p∞ – static pressure free stream, Pa. 

Airfoil drag of the wing was estimated by the formula: 
 

 𝐹𝐹 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿2, (2) 
 
where: F –is the drag force of the wing airfoil, N; ρ – is the air density, kg/m3; l – wing span; δ –momentum 
thickness; U –free stream velocity, m/c. 

To determine the power costs for the suction of the boundary layer, the formula was used: 
 

 𝑊𝑊 = 𝑄𝑄pv, (3) 
 

where: W – power costs for the suction, W; Q – second consumption, m3 /c; pv – pressure drop in the vacuum line 
and atmosphere, Pa. 

The pressure drop was measured using a micromanometer with an accuracy of 1% of the measured value. The 
flow rate was determined using a volumetric flow meter with an accuracy of 5% of the measured value. 

EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

During the experiment, the velocity profiles in the wake of the classical and wavy wing were obtained (Fig. 4). 
From the figure it can be seen that for the wavy wing without suction, the velocity profiles are less filled than on the 
classical one and the profile along the trough is less filled than the profile along the tubercle. When applying a local 
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suction in the trough, the velocity profiles on the wavy wing are filled both along the tubercle line and along the 
trough line. Filled with the most becomes the velocity profile along the line of the tubercle. 

 

 
FIGURE 4.The velocity profile in the wake of the wing model:1 – classical wing; 2 – wavy wing along the trough; 3 – wavy 

wing along the tubercle;  4 – wavy wing along the trough (with suction); 5 – wavy wing along the tubercle (with suction) 
 
More clearly the influence of the waviness of the surface and the local suction can be traced to the distribution of 

of the momentum thickness in the wake along the wing span (Fig. 5). It is clearly seen that on the classical wing the 
momentum thickness of the same. Spread is not more than 0.5% of the value. For the wavy wing, you can see the 
modulation of the momentum thickness along the wing span in accordance step waviness. Along the trough, the 
momentum thickness is 18% higher than along the tubercle line. With local suction along the trough line, the 
thickness decreases both in the trough and on the tubercle, which indicates the global influence of point like suction 
on the laminar-turbulent transition along the entire span of the wavy wing. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. The momentum thickness distribution along the span of the wing wing model: 

1 – classical wing; 2 – wavy wing without suction; 3 – wavy wing with suction 
 
For the calculation of the wing airfoil drag was used average integral wingspan, the magnitude of the momentum 

in the field of measurement (Fig. 2). For a wavy wing can be limited to one period of waviness. The average integral 
momentum thickness was substituted in the formula (2). Airfoil drag of the wing and the power costs to overcome it 
at a speed of 15 m/s are presented in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. The drag and power consumption 1 m infinity wing with chord 0.4 m. 

Type of the wing Drag, N/m Power consumption at 15 m/s, W/m 
classical 1.44 21.6 

wavy 1.77 26.5 
wavy with suction  1.53 23.0 

 
Measurements of the parameters of the sucked gas showed that one hole accounts for a volume flow of 

0.05 l/sec. The pressure drop between the atmosphere and the vacuum line was 5250 Pa. Power consumption for 
suction without taking into account the efficiency of the pump can be estimated as 0.3 W. The holes on the wing will 
be placed every 50 mm along the span, that is, the meter of the wing need 20 holes. Then the power consumption per 
1 meter can be estimated as 5.25 W/m. 

CONCLUSION 

As a result of the work carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:  
1. The wavy surface of the wing allows using the laminarized profile at Reynolds numbers two times lower 

than at a smooth surface. 
2. With a Reynolds number of 500,000, the drag of a wing with a wavy surface at the angles of attack of 

maximum glide ratio increases by 18%. 
3. When using a local suction drag increasing can be reduced to 6%. 
4. The power consumption of creating suction is 5.25 W/m. 
5. Reduction of power to overcome the profile drag as a result of the suction is 3.45 W/m 
Thus, the wavy surface on the one hand allows applying the laminarized profile at Reynolds numbers below 

500000, but on the other hand it can lead to some increase in drag at the angles of attack of the highest quality. On 
the other hand, in the presence of low pressure sources, such as, for example:  the area of the propeller hub or the 
inlet tube of the internal combustion engine, it is possible to organize a local suction of the boundary layer and 
reduce the profile drag. 
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Abstract. The article discusses the numerical simulation of kerosene atomization in injector of a gas turbine engine using 
the volume of fluid method. The method of modeling the primary and secondary film (jet) break-up under the influence 
of high-speed airflow is developed. Verification with experiment information about which is available in open sources is 
carried out. The Rosin-Rammler distribution for atomization of kerosene in injector of a gas turbine engine is received. 

Keywords: volume of fluid, primary break-up, Rosin-Rammler distribution 

INTRODUCTION 

Requirements according to emissions of harmful substances have become tougher. In 2020-2030, it's expected to 
significantly tighten the restrictions imposed on the value of the parameter of emissions of nitrogen oxides formed in 
the combustion chamber during the combustion of hydrocarbon fuel. To ensure a given level of emission of harmful 
substances, the developers of gas turbine engines are making efforts to create low-emission combustion chambers. 
At the same time, the main direction of the development of low-emission combustion chambers is the direction of 
the creation of a combustion chamber working on the principle of combustion of a lean fuel-air mixture. A key 
element of such combustion chambers is a front device, which includes air swirlers and a fuel supply device in the 
combustion chamber (injector), which provides fuel atomization due to the kinetic energy of airflow. 

Special attention in the development of front device is given to increase the fine atomization with the provision 
of Sauter mean diameter 20–30 µm [1, 2, 3]. 

As a rule, from the nozzles of the low-emission combustion chamber, jets on the sprayer, which subsequently 
forms a fuel film, supplies the fuel. The film is separated from the surface of the sprayer by the incoming air is split 
into ligaments, which, in turn, are divided into droplets of different sizes. Then there is a secondary crushing of these 
droplets into smaller droplets. 

Numerical simulation becomes an essential tool in the development of front devices to provide the necessary 
atomization fineness and the required fuel distribution at the output of the front device. Numerical simulation allows 
analyzing the process of primary and secondary break-up of the liquid fuel film in the front combustion chamber at 
all necessary modes of operation of the gas turbine engine. 

Numerical simulation of primary and secondary break-up of the film is a nontrivial and important engineering 
task. As a rule, the following approaches are used to solve this task: direct numerical simulation of the Navier-
Stokes equations [4], unsteady Euler-Euler formulation [5] and Lagrangian dynamic model of droplet motion [6]. 
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VERIFICATION OF THE ATOMIZATION MODELING TECHNIQUE ON THE 
MODEL PROBLEM 

Verification of the atomization modeling technique was carried out using the experimental data available in open 
sources [7]. In article [7] the description of conditions of carrying out experiment and results at injection of a stream 
of liquid in a cross stream of air is resulted. The trajectory of droplets, the size of droplets and their size distribution 
by fractions were studied. The data was collected using a phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA). The diameter of 
the channel through which kerosene was fed was equal to 0.508 mm. The speed of the cross-flow at different stages 
of the experiments ranged from 29.57 m/s to 137.15 m/s, the air pressure from 2.07 to 9.65 bar and the temperature 
was maintained constant at 294.26 K. Fuel rate was determined to provide a range of Weber numbers from 250 to 

1000 and the ratio of the moments of the fuel/air �𝑞𝑞 = 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙
2

𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎2
� from 5 to 25. 

For practicing, the method of calculating the atomization of kerosene was selected 2 preferred mode of the 
experiment. The parameters of these modes are shown in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1. Parameters of selected experimental modes. 
Parameters Mode 1 Mode 2 

Air Flowrate, kg/s 0.0347 0.04906 
Air Pressure, Pa 345000 689000 

Air Density, kg/m3 4.0844 8.1626 
Kerosene Flowrate, kg/s 3.951е-03 3.953е-03 

Temperature, К 294.26 294.26 
Kerosene Density, kg/m3 825 825 

Kerosene Reynolds number 7409 7412 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL PROBLEM 

The calculation area is a part of the volume of the experimental setup (Fig. 1). The measurement section in the 
experiment is a PDPA cross-sectional plane, which is located at a distance of 50 diameters of the nozzle through 
which kerosene is fed. At this plane in the calculation model is the sample area. The height of the computational 
domain corresponds to the height of the experimental unit section 31.75 mm (Fig. 2). The length of the 
computational domain was chosen sufficient to normalize the airflow. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of experimental setup 
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FIGURE 2. Computational domain 

 
The computational mesh constructed for the model was predominantly of hexahedral type. The advantage of 

such meshes is low numerical diffusion and a significant reduction in the number of computational cells compared 
to the tetrahedral type of mesh. 

The computational mesh had an initial resolution of 200 microns, the number of cells – 5.83 million. The 
dynamic adaptation for resolution of a jet, ligaments and droplets were applied. Cases with a resolution of 50 µm, 25 
µm, 12.5 µm were considered. As an adaptation parameter, the gradient of the volume fraction of the liquid was 
used. 

Kerosene and air incompressible were considered. Evaporation was not simulated. The properties of kerosene 
and air (viscosity, surface tension coefficient) are given in Table 2. The VOF method for the calculations was used 
and the laminar model was applied. 

TABLE 2. Properties of materials for experimental modes. 
Properties Values 
Air Viscosity, N/m2 1.79603e-05 
Kerosene Viscosity, N/m2 0.001337 
Surface tension coefficient, N/m 0.0234 

ANALYSIS OF THE CALCULATION RESULTS OF THE KEROSENE 
ATOMIZATION 

Figure 3 shows the instantaneous images from the experiment and the simulation in mode 2. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. (a)– experiment, (b) – simulation 
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Visually, the nature of the fuel movement in the calculation is close to the experiment.  
In the experiment, the equations for the trajectory of droplets were given (Figs. 4 and 5). On the ordinate axis – 

height, on the abscissa axis – the distance to the plane of the PDPA, regarded to the diameter of the nozzle. 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Mode 1. Simulation – highlighted black, experiment – highlighted gray 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Mode 2. Simulation – highlighted black, experiment – highlighted gray 

 
In the experiment, instant photos obtained by a high-speed camera were processed, that is, a flat picture was 

processed. The peculiarity of processing in the calculation was that the files were processed with the content of 
information about each droplet in the volume. Because of this, it was not possible to get the curves in Figs. 4 and 5 
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(indicated by points) describing the jet itself, because it is not a droplet and was not entered in the processing file. As 
you can see, the calculation is consistent with the equation obtained empirically. 

To process the results in the computational model, a region was selected (Fig. 2), in which all the parameters 
necessary to construct the Rosin-Rammler distribution are considered. The height of the sample area corresponds to 
the height of the PDPA plane. According to data from a sampling region was constructed the Rosin-Rammler 
distribution. The equation for the distribution is as follows: 

𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒�−
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝑛𝑛

 (1) 

In the distribution there are 2 parameters describing the nature of the distribution, one of them is X. X – 
diameter, at which 63.2% of the total volume of droplets have a size smaller than it. The second parameter n 
indicates the degree of dispersion of the droplets according to their size. At n tending to infinity, it is assumed that 
all the droplets in the aerosol are of the same size. 

Differentiate (1) by D, obtain the equation for the distribution density: 

𝑑𝑑𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖

= 𝑛𝑛
(𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖)𝑙𝑙−1

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙)𝑙𝑙
𝑒𝑒�−

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝑛𝑛

 (2) 

The paper [8] shows the dependence of the Sauter mean diameter on the diameter X. The Sauter mean diameter 
is 80.4% of X. Figure 6 shows this dependence for the experiment (gray dots) and calculation (black dots), as seen in 
the equation for the trend line, the coefficient before X is close to that, which is written in [8]. The correspondence 
of modes of calculation-experiment is shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Simulation – highlighted black, experiment – highlighted gray 

 
Figures 7 and 8 show the density distribution of the volume fraction of kerosene from the droplet size and the 

integral distribution of the volume fraction of kerosene from the droplet size, respectively. 
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FIGURE 7. Distribution density. Experiment – gray, simulation – black. Mode 1 – solid line, mode 2 – dotted line 

 

 
FIGURE 8. Distribution. Experiment – gray, simulation – black. Mode 1 – solid line, mode 2 – dotted line 

 
Experiment marked grey, calculation – black. Solid line – mode 1, dashed – mode 2. Qualitatively, the results are 

similar. Sufficient resolution of the computational mesh could not be achieved for quantitative coincidence of 
distributions. Improvement of the methodology will lead to the expected result. 

The results of calculations with dynamic adaptation for mode 1 are given in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. Results of simulations. 
Level of 
adaptation 

Resolution of 
mesh, µm 

Size of mesh, 
106 cells 

Time step, s Time on 1 
iteration, s 

Sauter Mean 
Diameter, µm 

2 50 6.03 5e-07 – – 
3 25 7.34 2.5e-07 28 50.8 
4 12.5 11.99 1e-07 260 42 

Experiment 30.7 
 
As can be seen from the Table 3, as the level of adaptation increases, the size of the mesh increases significantly 

and, accordingly, the calculation time, the Sauter mean diameter approaches the value of the Sauter mean diameter 
obtained in the experiment. 

The boundary conditions for the calculation of the injectors (Fig. 9) are obtained from the calculation of the 
aerodynamic blowdown of the combustion chamber. The distribution of Rosin-Rammler in the simulation of 
kerosene atomization was obtained (Fig. 10). The abscissa axis is dimensionless droplet size. The distribution can be 
applied when setting the boundary condition for the calculation of combustion in the combustion chamber. 

 

 
FIGURE 9. Model injector of GTE 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 10. The distribution of Rosin-Rammler in the simulation of kerosene atomization. 
(a) – distribution density, (b) – Rosin-Rammler distribution 
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CONCLUSION 

The problem of verification is solved. Qualitatively, the calculation results are consistent with the experimental 
data. The droplet trajectory in the calculation is consistent with the experiment in both modes, but the distribution 
cannot be consistent with the experiment. This may be due to insufficient mesh resolution. The technique of 
simulation of kerosene atomization the injector was applied. Rosin-Rammler distribution are resulted. It can be used 
as a boundary condition in the calculation of combustion in the combustion chamber. 
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Abstract. The paper proposed a model of surface modification of a titanium billet by electron beam treatment with using 
synthesized modifying powders of the Ti-Al-C system. The model takes into account change in the phase composition, 
heat loss by radiation, melting and shrinking of the powder layer. The change in phase composition is modeled by a 
detailed reaction scheme. During the calculations it is determined the temperature and concentration fields of pure 
substances and chemical compounds, effective properties, porosity and layer thickness distributions at different time 
positions; thermal cycles at specified points of the specimen are analyzed. It is shown that in the result of the 
modification a heterogeneous multi-phase coating forms from powder layer containing titanium carbide and Max-phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

SLM and EBM technologies are currently attracting significant attention, owing to the possibility of controlling 
phase formation during the scanning process [1]. The materials used in this technology is expanding every year [2]. 
Among them are powder materials of complex elemental composition, Ti-Al-C, Ti-Al-N, Ti-Si-C, and etc.  

Ternary carbides, called MAX-phases, possess properties combining the properties of both metal alloys and 
ceramic materials [3]. Like metals, these compounds show high thermal and electrical conductivity, as well as a 
relatively high resistance to thermal shock. At the same time, like ceramics, they have a high modulus of elasticity, a 
low thermal expansion coefficient, high heat resistance. The resistance of MAX phases to cyclic loads at 
temperatures above 1000 ° C often exceeds the resistance to cyclic loads of most known heat-resistant materials, 
including nickel alloys and alloys based on intermetallic compounds. Together with a low specific weight, these 
properties of MAX phases open broad prospects for their application in various industries [4-6]. 

The literature contains information on the study of the features of sintering MAX phases in SPS conditions, 
including the Ti-Al-C system [7]. There are evidences of the production of coatings by spraying MAX phases 
independently synthesized [8]. The structure and properties of the obtained coatings are different from those that 
occur during the synthesis of MAX phases directly during the deposition of coatings [9]. In this paper, we study the 
features of phase formation in a layer consisting of powders of the Ti-Al-C system by the model taking into account 
the detailed scheme of chemical reactions. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

It is assumed that one-layered coating containing the mixture of Ti-C and Al powders was deposited on the 
surface of the detail in form of thin plate (Fig. 1). 
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The complete thermophysical model of the controlled synthesis of a coating on a substrate in the Cartesian 

reference system includes a three-dimensional thermal conductivity equation for the substrate (index s stands for the 
substrate) and a thermal conductivity equation for preliminarily applied layer (index p stands for powder layer) in 
which physicochemical conversions can occur.  

 ( ) ( ) ( )    , , , , , ,A A A A ch e
T T T T TC c h U V H x y t h W x y t q x y t
t x y x x y y

ρ λ λ
   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

+ + = + − + +   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
, (a) 

where s s s A A AC c h c hρ ρ= + , s s A Ah hλ λ λ= + , U , V  – are convective velocities appearing in the equation due to 

the changes in the powder layer thickness during shrinkage [10], ( ), ,Ah x y t . The term ( ) ( )4 4
0 eff wH T T Tσ e= −  

describes the heat exchange with vacuum chamber walls with temperature wT , term ( ), ,A chh W x y t⋅  gives total heat 

release due to chemical reactions and term ( ), ,eq x y t  is effective source, where energy is disturbed by Gauss, and 
motion trajectory corresponds to a trajectory for AM-technology, that is this is given by investigator with the help of 
special computer program. In the model, we can specify a trajectory depending on the problem under study. We 
assume 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )22

0 2, , , exp x y
e

x V t y V t
q x y z t q f t

a

 − + −
 = −
 
 

, 

where components Vx and Vy of velocity vector determine scanning regime (motion trajectory of electron beam), 
parameter а is effective radius of the beam, q0 depends on а, beam current and voltage. Additionally, h0x, h0y 
parameters define scanning step along the Cartesian coordinates axes. 

In the case of high speed scanning the external source could be given as effective source [11, 12]. 
The density of the powder layer depends on porosity θ , which in its turn changes during the melting and 

shrinkage. The porosity changes correspondingly to the law 0 2 2 1( ) ( ) / ( )t T T T Tθ θ= − − . The model assumes that 

( )A 1Meρ ρ θ= − , where Meρ  is the density of the deposited metal calculated by the mixture rule. The heat 
conductivity also changes with porosity A ( ) exp( (1.5 ) / (1 ))Meλ θ λ θ θ= − − . The top layer thickness is calculated 
from the relation that follows from the mass conservation law 0 0(1 ) / (1 )A Ah h θ θ= − − . 

The heat capacities of the substances change in the vicinity of melting temperatures. Thus, for each layer we 
have 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,k k k k m k s k m keffc c L T Tρ ρ ρ δ= + − . (b) 
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,  ;
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FIGURE 1. Illustration to the model formulation 
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where δ  is Dirac delta-function; ,m kL  and ,m kT  are the heats and temperatures of melting (crystallization) for the 
substrate (k=s) and coating (k=A); first index L  near the heat capacities and densities relates to the liquid phase; 
first index s  relates to the solid phase. 

The boundary conditions for the heat conductivity equation are as follows: 

 0,  :   0;     0, :   0x y
T Tx L y L
x y

λ λ∂ ∂
= = = =

∂ ∂
. (d) 

A thermodynamic description of possible transformations in the Ti-Al-C system is given in [13], where it is 
stated that the main feature of this system is the existence of the Ti3AlC, Ti2AlC and Ti3AlC2 ternary compounds, 
which are formed by the peritectic reaction from the liquid phase and TiC1-x carbide at temperatures of 2013, 1907, 
1865 K, respectively. These compounds are thermodynamically stable in a wide temperature range. During heating 
powders consisting mainly of MAX phases, a large number of reactions can occur. Many reactions are reversible. 
The flow of some reactions is directly related to diffusion in the anisotropic structure, which include MAX phases. 
In this work, it is assumed that composite powders contain some amount of the MAX phase of Ti3AlC2, titanium 
carbide, and, possibly, free Ti and/or Al. Therefore, we consider only four reactions, based on the initial composition 
of the deposited powder: 

 3 2 2Ti AlC Ti AlC TiC→ + . (e) 

 3 2Ti AlC 2TiC Al Ti→ + + . (f) 

 2Ti TiC Ti C+ → . (g) 

 2 2Ti AlC Ti C Al→ + . (h) 

Then, in the system at any moment of time, six substances are present. Let us introduce the following 
designations for the mass concentration of the substances: [ ]1 TiCC = ; [ ]2 3 2Ti AlCC = ; [ ]3 TiC = ; [ ]4 2Ti CC = ; 

[ ]5 2Ti AlCC = ; [ ]6 AlC = , kinetic equation’s system will include  

k
k

dC
dt

ρ ω= ., 1, 2,...,k n= , 

for the reagents and for the reaction’s products, where 

1

r

k ki i
i

ω ν φ
=

= ∑ , 1 4i = ÷ . 

The rates of the chemical reactions, , 1 4i iφ = ÷ , depend on temperature according to the Arrhenius equation and 
on concentration according to the law of mass action  and contain the pre-exponential factors 0ik and activation 
energies for reactions ,a iE  (5)–(8). 

The formal kinetic parameters of the reactions found in the literature or calculated on the basis of 
thermodynamical data [14] are presented in Table 1. 

 

TABLE 1. The formal kinetic parameters. 
Reaction Теплота, Q, J/mol 

0k , 1/s aE , J/mol 

3 2 2Ti AlC Ti AlC TiC→ +  9900 190.457 10⋅  225185 

3 2Ti AlC 2TiC Al Ti→ + +  -63870 190.344 10⋅  219585 

2Ti TiC Ti C+ →  -63900 120.421 10⋅  132845 

2 2Ti AlC Ti C Al→ +  -137760 130.168 10⋅  81773 
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At initial moment, 0 0, k kT T C C= = , 0A Ah h= ; 0θ θ= . 
The problem was solved numerically. We have used implicit difference scheme and iteration method for the heat 

conductivity equation and the Euler method for all kinetic equations. The parameters 2.5cmx yL L= = , 

0 00.01cm , 0.6cmA Sh h= = , 0 0 00.5cm/s, 50μmx y yV V h= = = , 0.5cma =  were fixed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When developing technology, physical phenomena in the experiment and in numerical modeling are usually 
analyzed for a single pass and/or 2-3 neighbors passes with change in the speed of movement, power density of the 
electron beam and the distance between passes. We assume that the first pass begins slightly lower from the center 
of the plate at the midpoint of the left edge, i.e. at the point ( 0.0, 0.425)x y= =  with the scanning step of 0 50yh =  
microns. Both spatial distributions and thermal cycles at selected points of the specimen are under interest. Complex 
thermal cycles for different values are shown in Fig. 2. At 4 2

0 10 W/cmq = , the maximum temperature (Fig. 2, a), 
reaching on the surface is close to the melting point. In a certain time region, a practically stationary temperature 
behavior is observed. With an increase in the flux density up to (Fig. 2, b), considerable overheating is possible, 
which associated not only with the accumulation of heat in the process of heating by an electron beam, but also with 
chemical heat generation. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Thermal cycles. Temperature curves correspond to the coordinates 
1. ( 0.625, 0.625),2. ( 1.25, 1.25),3. ( 1.875, 1.875)x y x y x y− = = − = = − = = . (a) – 4 2

0 10 W/cmq = , 

(b) – 4 2
0 4 10 W/cmq = ⋅  

 
It was found that, regardless of the chosen initial composition, after the treatment by an electron beam, the 

coating includes all the phases that the model takes into account (Fig. 3). 
Inhomogeneous phase composition forming in the surface layer during scanning is shown in Fig. 4. Time points 

are shown in the figures. Darker filling corresponds to greater concentration. Since heat accumulates in the system, 
the reactions continue after the passage of the beam, during cooling. 

Inhomogeneous composition corresponds to non-uniform porosity and non-uniform temperature field (Fig. 5). 
During the first pass, the temperature field is symmetrical about the axis of beam. Then the beam shifts relative to 
the center, and the temperature field becomes asymmetric. The dependence of thermal properties on porosity 
significantly changes the shape of the heat-affected zone. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

FIGURE 3. The evolution of mass concentrations of initial TiC, Ti3AlC2 and the resulting compounds and elements Ti2AlC, 
Ti2C, Al from time for different values of the initial composition of the powders: (a, b) – 

3 20, 0,0.938, 0.062TiC Ti AlCС С= = , 

(c) – 
3 20, 0,0.613, 0.387TiC Ti AlCС С= = . The curves correspond to a point with coordinates (x=0.625, y=1.25) 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

FIGURE 4. Evolution of the phase composition (a) – TiC, (b) – Ti3AlC2, (c) – Ti2AlC, (d) – Al 
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(a) 

    
(b) 

FIGURE 5. Isolines of temperature field during electron-beam melting (a) and 
porosity evolution (b) at moment time 

CONCLUSION 

The paper presents a model of the formation of a multiphase coating during the processing by an electron beam. 
The model takes into account the evolution of porosity, the change in shrinkage of the powder layer. It is shown, that 
during surfacing a non-uniform multi-phase coating is formed. The process development is non-stationary for 
specimens of small sizes, which are used in real experiments. It does not allow study the results of surfacing and/or 
the creation of three-dimensional objects by a single track or on the basis of stationary models actively used in the 
literature. The results do not contradict the experimental data. The results provide information on the mutual 
influence of various physicochemical processes in non-stationary conditions. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a model of surface modification nickel titanium of specimen by electron beam. Chemical 
reactions were taken into account in the framework of a simple kinetic scheme and the difference in diffusion coefficients 
in nickel titanium volume and its boundary. The dynamics of formation of the reaction product with increasing 
temperature and diffusion of silicon into the specimen was investigated. Non-uniform phase formation, which leads to a 
complication of the heterogeneous structure of the titanium nickelide surface, was demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the way to create a continuous transition layer between the coating and the base material (substrate) is to 
treat the surface of a previously applied coating with a continuous or pulsed electron beam [1]. In this case, the 
process of the penetration of particles (implantation) into the substrate is determined by the interaction of various 
physical phenomena leading to diffusion acceleration [2, 3]. Special interest in ion implantation in this case is 
associated with the following features of this treatment method: first, ion implantation allows creating very thin and 
homogeneous coatings. Secondly, during ion implantation, there is no clear boundary between the coating and the 
substrate, which provides high adhesive characteristics of the coating. Finally, ion implantation in principle allows 
affecting on mechanical properties of the product [4]. As a result of processing, a multicomponent and multiphase 
material forms in the transition layer, the properties and structure of which are rather difficult to study and interpret. 
Whereas sufficiently substantiated methods can be used to simulate physicochemical changes in the surface layers 
[5–7], direct application of methods for calculating the effective properties developed in the mechanics of composite 
materials is problematic. At least, it is required to develop a model of a suitable equivalent medium and models for 
calculating the properties of transition zones [8, 9].The purpose of the presented work is to analyze the features of 
the formation of transition layers between the coating of Ta and the substrate of TiNi. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider a problem in a setting similar to [12]. Let a homogeneous tantalum coating of constant thickness is 
applied to a specimen of titanium nickelide. An electron flux influences the coating; the energy intensity of the flux 
is uniformly distributed along the coating surface. We assume that the interaction of electrons with a specimen is 
reduced to heating of the specimen. In the process of temperature rise, diffusion of the coating components into the 
specimen and chemical reactions in the product enhances. 

Limit the formulation of the problem by two-dimensional one, in which the coating is an amorphous layer of a 
given thickness. The specimen with the applied coating consists of rectangular equal-sized grains, arranged as 
shown in Fig. 1. The grains are separated by uniform intergrainboundaries of the equal thickness. We will name the 
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inside volume of a grain as the bulk phase, and the areas between the grains - the boundary phase. Diffusion 
coefficient in the boundary exceeds one in the volume of a grain. We include in the calculation the part of the 
specimen that repeats in the direction of the 0y axis, highlighted in the figure by dashed lines. Along the 0x axis, the 
computational domain includes three grains with the corresponding grain boundaries and the part of the amorphous 
coating joint to the grains. 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme for problem formulation 

 
Assume that the heating is carried out in such a way that the temperature is the same throughout the entire 

solution region. The temperature of the specimen changes due to external heating, thermal effects of chemical 
reactions, and heat loss by radiation from the surface according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 
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where SAeff hChCC 2211 , 21,CC  – heat capacity of the coating and the substrate respectively, 21,  – 

density of the coating and the substrate, gh  – grain size in the direction of Ox axis; gh2  - grain size in the direction 

of Oy axis,  – half-width of the intergrain boundary, SA hh ,  – thickness of the coating and NiTi specimen, Lh  – 
diffusion area size along Ox axis, in which chemical reactions proceed with time flow, jQ  – thermal effect of j 

reaction, tfqq 0 – heat flux, r  – number of reactions.  
In equation (1), the integration (summation) of heat release in reactions proceeds along Lh  region, averaging is 

performed along the Oy axis. The effective heat capacity takes into account the consumption of heat for heating the 
entire specimen including the coating and the entire substrate Sh , which may consist of different amounts of grains, 
generally larger than the number of grains falling within the computational domain of the diffusion problem. 
However, the size SA hh  should be smaller than (or comparable with) the characteristic thermal scale *tT , 
where T  is the effective thermal diffusivity. 

Denote concentrations of elements as k
iy , where upper index bck ,v,  relating to the coating at ck , to 

grain volume ( vk ) and boundary phase ( bk ); lower mi 1  denoting separate components (Ta and O), 
diffusing from the coating, m  – number of components. Lower indexes 1mi  and 2mi relates to 
concentrations k

my 1  and k
my 2  of Ti and Ni. Then the diffusion of movable components is described by general 

diffusion equation 
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Where diffusion coefficients depend on temperature according to the Arrhenius law: RTEDD k
Di

k
i

k
i /exp0 , 

k
iD 0  – pre-exponential factors for diffusion coefficients, k

DiE  – diffusion activation energy, i  – summary sinks of 
component i, R  – universal gas constant.  

Taking into account the available data of experimental investigation of structure and composition of coatings 
after treatment [1], as well as the phase equilibrium diagram of the systems Ta-Ti, Ta-Ni, Ti-Ni, from the principally 
possible compounds we select the following TaNi2, TaNi3. Additionally, we take into account the possibility of 
presence of residual oxygen on the surface of initial specimens, which leads to the formation of oxide phases TiO2, 
Ta2O5, NiO. 

In the result the system of chemical reactions is written as follow 

 3TaNiTa3Ni , (c) 
 

 2TaNi2NiTa , (d) 
 

 22 TiOOTi , (e) 
 

 522 O2Ta5O4Ta , (f) 
 

 2NiOO2Ni 2 . (g) 

Concentrations of chemical reaction products is denoted as k
iy , nmi 3 ; bck ,v, . 

Evolution of concentrations of immobile products of chemical reactions is described by chemical kinetics 
equations 

 k
n

k
i

k
i

k
i yyy

dt
dy

,1 . (h) 

Here with it is assumed that reaction rates obey the law of mass action and Arrhenius law, see (2) and (8) 

 
r

j
jjiji k

1
, (i) 

here )/exp(0 RTEkk ajjj are the constants of reaction rates, jk0  – pre-exponential factor, ajE  – energy of 

chemical reaction activation, j  – kinetic functions; ij  - stoichiometric coefficients of i component in j reaction, 
total number of which is r. 

At the beginning time, there are not reaction products; composition of coating and substrate is defined as 

 21    0 0 mi,xyy:t i
k
i , bvck ,, . (j) 

For external boundary of calculating region there is condition: 

 ;
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y
:hx,

x
y

:x
k
i
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k
i 0  00  (k) 

 0:,0
y

y
hyy

k
i

g , mi 1 . (l) 

On inner boundaries of calculating region of type 51  (Fig.1) conditions of ideal contact fulfil. In this case, it 
denotes equality as fluxes as concentrations for mobile components. 

The problem was solved in dimensionless variables )/()( 0*0 TTTT , */ tt , */ xxX . 
In the result of nondimensionalization the following dimensionless complexes is selected in the problem: 
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At nondimensionalization of reaction rates the following parameters is used: 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The problem has been solved numerically. To solve the diffusion equations, the finite-difference method was 
used with the four-point implicit scheme and coordinate split. This scheme is stable and has the second order of 
approximation in spatial variables and the first one in time. Systems of finite difference equations were reduced to 
diagonal form; the resulting systems of algebraic equations are solved by the sweep method. To solve the equations 
of chemical kinetics (8) and heat balance (1), the Euler method was used. The computation was carried out until the 
concentration of the diffusant in the center of the third grain exceeds the given limit value. Such limitation ensures 
the fulfillment of the conditions in the right border. 

Some examples of computation in dimensionless spatial coordinates are shown below. The dotted line highlights 
the grain boundaries. Over time, tantalum and oxygen begin to diffuse into the specimen, mainly along the grain 
boundary and into the region between the coating and the nearest grain. Fig. 2 illustrates the diffusion of tantalum 
from the coating to the bulk and boundary phases at different times with a different ratio of pre-exponentials in the 
Arrhenius law for diffusion coefficients. 

 

 
  

   

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 2. Surfaces of Ta diffusant concentration. Ration of pre-exponential factors 
(a) – 1 2 1000 , (b) – 50021 , (c) – 25021 . 1 Ta Ta/b vD D ; 

2 22 O O/b vD D  

 
During temperature rise, tantalum and oxygen in the coating begin to react, forming Ta2O5 oxide. In the 

substrate, this composition is almost not formed. Similarly, titanium and nickel react with tantalum and oxygen 
forming compounds, which evolve in a rather complex way. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the distribution of TaNi2 
at different times. 

The dynamics of the resulting products substantially depends on the relationship between the diffusion rate in the 
grains and the intergrain boundaries. Thus, if the diffusion along the boundaries is less intense, oxygen penetrates 
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into the substrate in a small amount, which is quickly consumed (Fig. 3), but simultaneously a larger amount of 
tantalum oxide is formed in the coating. 

 

 
  

   

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3. Concentration distribution of the TaNi at various values of the pre-exponential factors:  
a) – 100021 , b) – 50021 , c) – 25021  

 
The dynamics of the formation of TaNi2 and TaNi3 depends slightly on the ratio between the diffusion rate in the 

grains and grain boundaries, although the nickel concentration in the surface layer changes noticeably (Fig. 4). 
 

 
  

   

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 4. Concentration distribution of the nickel at various values of the pre-exponential factors:  
(a) – 100021 , (b) – 50021 , (c) – 25021  

CONCLUSION 

The paper presents a model of the formation of a composition in the diffusion zone of titanium nickelide during 
the treatment of the coating, which previously deposited on the surface, by an electron flux. The dynamics of the 
formation of chemical compositions was studied at the changing in the ratio between the diffusion coefficients in the 
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bulk and boundary phases. It is shown that the presence of residual oxygen leads to the formation of metal oxides, 
which can affect the properties of the surface layer. The proposed model allows investigating the evolution of the 
composition for different ratios of grain size and boundary size, diffusion coefficients and impact parameters of 
electron flux. 
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Abstract. The use of new polymer composite materials (FRP - fiber reinforcement plastic) in superstructes of suspension 
bridges requires a detailed consideration of design problems at the junction of aerodynamics, structural mechanics and 
materials science. The paper investigates the aerodynamic characteristics of the FPR pedestrian suspension bridge span. 
Thermoanemometric studies showed that the structure can be subject to vortex induced vibrations. To eliminate the 
aeroelastic vibrations which are a characteristic of this bridge span, several variants of dampers in the form of rectangular 
shields and rectangular plates were investigated. As a result of optimization of the damper parameters, the amount of 
vibration energy in the wake has been reduced to values less than 32%. Also perforation of the sides of lower beams and 
railings can be considered a very effective way of damping vibration. 

INTRODUCTION 

Superstructures of suspension bridges are flexible structures prone to aeroelastic oscillations in the wind flow [1-
8]. At the same time, the use of new polymer composite materials (FRP - fiber reinforcement plastic) in such bridge 
structures requires a detailed consideration of design problems at the junction of aerodynamics, structural mechanics 
and materials science. 

Since the 1980s, as we know, the constructing of FRP bridges has developed. The interest to material is driven 
from the advantageous correlation of its strength property and density. Comparison the specific density of FRP and 
steel [9, 10, 11] shows that the weight of FRP bridge superstructure is expected to be less for compliance with its 
full-strength. The high value of Young's modulus measures material capacity for sphere of design over large lengths 
the length of bridge spans. 

At the same time compared with traditional materials FRP have some disadvantages. Therefore, it is necessary to 
minimize the impact of these disadvantages by the curtain structural solutions in order to effectively use the FRP. 

Thomas Keller identified two principles of FRP bridges design [12, p.67]. The first principle is to simply replace 
materials in existing superstructures. Second principle is FRP material-adapted concepts. Obviously, the adaptation 
implies the need to justify the changes of settled structural solution that requires extra spending on research. 
Conversely, the fact that new composite bridges are rarely constructed shows the lack of ceaseless FRP structural 
frame production that can reduce the cost of construction materials. Therefore, the total value of FRP bridge 
construction is still high. 

Adaptation is possible through the selection of both structural solutions and the method of manufacturing of 
FRP-elements. So, the small modulus of elasticity can be compensated for by increasing the bending rigidity of main 
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beam by the inclusion of reinforced-concrete slab or suspension or arrange the cable-stayed (or suspension) system. 
Negative impact of the anisotropic properties of the material can be reduced, for example, by designing the beam 
sides of bridge span according to the type of lattice trusses made of pultrusion fiberglass, and then the forces in the 
superstructure are directed along the lattice elements. In addition, the use of method of the vacuum resin infusion in 
the fabric of glass [13] or carbon [14] fibers allows creating a longitudinal-transverse direction of the supporting 
structural frame. When bolt-friction joints are set, the elastic work of the elements with a small design resistance to 
compression across the fibers is provided by the specialized washers which are proposed in the paper [15]. 

As an assessment of the effectiveness of the applied adaptation solutions, it is possible to take the magnitude of 
the moving load which the bridge is calculated on. For example, if beam hybrid bridges are calculated for the 
modern road loads (for Russia, А14), the suspension and cable-stayed bridges built abroad are designed only for 
pedestrian loads, which are often less than 4 kPa, established by Russian standards. The exception is the cable-
stayed bridge in Kolding (Denmark), designed for a load of 5 kPa from pedestrians and a moving point load of 50 
kN from an ambulance. Analysis of work [16], which describes all the stages of this bridge production and its 
construction shows that the bridge is one of the examples of material-adapted concepts. The bridge span consists of 
two beams, connected by a plate and a system of transverse beams and ties, while the beams are high enough to 
provide the rigidity of the superstructure and perform the function of a rail barrier at the same time. Thus, this bridge 
is of the type with a ride on the bottom. 

The superstructure of the suspension bridge investigated by the authors is a development of the idea of 
constructive compensation for the low Young's modulus. Comparing this bridge with the cable-stayed bridge in 
Kolding, it should be noted that the new superstructure has a wider roadway designed to the pass a 25-ton truck and 
a smaller height ratio of the main beam to the span length. This superstructure takes into account the features of 
fiberglass spans [15, 17], namely, the side of the main beam is made in the form of a multi-axle truss on bolt-friction 
joints. In addition, the low modulus of elasticity fiberglass, and therefore the low value of the bending rigidity of the 
main beam is compensated, firstly, due to the suspension system of increased rigidity, developed by S.А. Tsaplin, 
and, secondly, the fixing the minimum side height of the main beam. A number of studies were carried out to 
substantiate these structural solutions, some of which are presented in this paper. 

The calculations carried out in the numerical environment [18, 19] show that while meeting the deflections 
standards requirements, the structural strength is ensured, the height ratio of the main beam to its length is 1/50. It is 
worth noting that despite the availability of information on the characteristics of FRP, gathered in Table 1 from the 
sources [9, 10, 11], one of the available brand of fiberglass is SPPS, produced in Russia. Therefore, the verification 
calculations established by the design standards are based on the physicomechanical characteristics of SPPS 
fiberglass. A half view of the design model along the front of the bridge is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Model of suspension high rigidity bridge by Tsaplin 

 
Thus, the combination of fiberglass and the suspension system not only reduces the bridge weight in comparison 

with similar steel or concrete superstructures, but also ensures that the requirements of design standards are met, 
taking into account the disadvantages of material. In addition, this height of the main beam is enough to ensure the 
absence of an S-shaped bend of the span in case the load is located in the one side of the span, which has a beneficial 
impact on the operating conditions. At the same time, the increasing the height of the main beam raises its own 
weight by less than 5%. Since these elements of the system separately do not give such results, this combination can 
be characterized by the synergy effects of positive properties. But in addition to the strength calculations, this 
solution should be confirmed by aerodynamic research. 

In order to solve this problem, the application was submitted for participation in the grant competition organized 
by the city hall of Novosibirsk. According to the results of the competition, the application was approved (Grant 
Agreement No. 2 dated May 30, 2018) and a number of aerodynamic experiments were conducted with the funds of 
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the allocated grant, including thermoanemometric probe to determine the frequency of the vortex and the Strouhal 
number. 

OBJECT OF STUDY 

The cross-section of the bridge span consists of three I-beams, located at the distance of 2.2 m from each other. 
These beams are combined with transverse I-beams and a slab of the carriage way with a width of 7.5 m. The width 
ratio of the bridge span: B / H≈6 (B is dimension in the flow, H is the characteristic height of the bridge span). The 
models with a solid side of the main beams (MB) and a closed type railing, with three variants of the MB walls 
perforation and the degree of railing filling, and also the models with shields for damping pulsations were 
investigated. The characteristic dimensions of the cross-section model made in the scale of M 1:30 are shown 
in Fig. 2. 

 
FIGURE 2. Cross-section dimensions of the bridge span 

 
The width of the model across the flow has a ratio of 600 mm. To approach a two-dimensional flow around the 

ends of the section model, round end plates with a diameter of 340 mm and a thickness of 4 mm were fixed. 
Section models were located in the test-section of the wind tunnel T-503 in the NSTU, equipped with an 

information-measuring complex. The wind tunnel is classified as a subsonic open-jet wind tunnel that has uneven 
speed in the flow core (d = 800 mm.) of not more than 0.75% and a power of turbulence without turbulizing devices 
about 0.3%. 

Thermoanemometric studies of the near wake behind the bodies were carried out at an average free-stream flow 
velocity V∞ = 20 m / s. The requirements of the similarity criteria were met to transfer the results of experimental 
studies of the model to a full-scale structure. The model and the full-scale object must be geometrically similar, 
equally spaced in the flow, and the flows must be kinematic and dynamically similar. Usually, partial compliance 
with the requirements is sufficient for the last two criteria. [20 p. 48]. Experimental studies of bluff bodies with 
sharp edges in incompressible liquids show that it is sufficient to provide partial dynamic similarity by defining 
criteria such as the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers [3, 6, 7, 20]. The Reynolds number in the characteristic 
dimension of the model was about 1•105. 

The velocity fluctuations were measured around the models using a thermoanemometer with constant resistance, 
the probe was moved perpendicular to the flow with the help of a coordinate device to set the boundary of the 
vortex-shedding zone, where the fluctuation characteristics of the wake are most clearly measured. The obtained 
data were exposed to Fourier analysis, which allowed us to find the maximum velocity fluctuations and measure 
Strouhal numbers used to test the conditions for the occurrence of aeroelastic self-oscillations such as vortex-
induced vibrations. The vertical coordinate of the sensor during blowdowns in this series was counted down from 
the floor level. The height of the bridge span model with the railing Hm = 41.7 mm was taken as the characteristic 
dimension. The measurements were carried out at a distance of X / H = 6.7 in the flow from the center of the model 
(Fig. 3). 
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FIGURE 3. Coordinate system used in the experiment 

RESULTS 

The study of the vortex-shedding frequency dependence on the permeability of the main beams sides and the 
railing was conducted on the models of this superstructure. In the first place, the experiments with the prisms of a 
square cross-section of 47x47 (mm) were conducted in the wind-tunnel to debug the measurements procedure and 
obtain the initial values of the frequency and Strouhal number. The measurements were carried out at a distance of 8 
prism heights from the back side of the model. In this case, the vertical coordinate of the sensor y was counted down 
from the longitudinal axis of symmetry section. When the sensor moves to the periphery of the wake, the level of 
flow turbulence decreases, and the dominant frequency of the velocity fluctuations keeps approximately constant 
and agrees with the Strouhal number Sh≈0.12, which fits well with the square prism characteristics known in 
scientific literature. 

The vertical coordinate of the device was also counted down from the top of the roadway slab for the bridge span 
models. The measurements were carried out at a distance of X / H = 9.6 in the flow from the back side of the model. 
In this experiment, the height of the bridge span model without the railing H = 41.7mm was taken as the 
characteristic dimension. 

The view of the model and thermoanemometer device in the test-section of the wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Sectional model BS in the wind tunnel T-503 

 
The results for model No. 1 of the bridge span structure with solid sides of beams and closed type railings, as 

well as for model No. 2 with the beam side perforation and the railing with a degree of permeability ~ 60% are 
shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. The results of measuring the vortex-shedding frequency of two types models. 
y-coordinate of 

device, mm 
Fluctuating spectrum S(f) Fluctuation 

frequency f0, 
Hz 

Strouhal 
number 

Turbulence 
intensity ε, % 

Model with solid side of beams and closed type railings 
-200 

 

32.2 0.067 29.0 

Model with perforated sides of beams and railings with holes 
-180 

 

39 0.081 22.2 

 
From the measurement results it can be seen that in the near wake behind model No. 1, the fluctuation frequency 

f0 dominates, which agrees with Strouhal number Sh = 0.067...0.077. At the same time, due to the beam sides 
perforation and the holes in the railing, for model No. 2 the fluctuating spectrum becomes more diffuse with the 
possible disappearance of the dominant frequency. 

Then the experimental results of model No. 2 with damping devices in the form of plates (shields) were 
considered. Diagrams are shown in Fig. 5. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Diagrams of vibration damping devices: a - rectangular shields on the front railing, b - rectangular plates on the 
bottom shelf of the main beam (bottom view) 

 
The measurement results for the model No. 2 with various damping devices of vibrations are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Fluctuating spectrum of models with damping devices of vibrations. 
y-coordinate of 

device, mm 
Fluctuating spectrum S(f) Fluctuation 

frequency f0, 
Hz 

Strouhal 
number 

Turbulence 
intensity ε, % 

Model with shields on the railing with a distance of 69 mm 

-220 

 

 
 
 

37.6 
 
 
 

0.078 15.1 

Model with shields on the railing setting with a distance of 138 mm 

-220 

 

38.5 0.075 12.9 
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Model with rectangular plates setting on the bottom level of the beam with a distance of 69 mm 

-220 

 

38.5 0.080 13.6 

Model with rectangular plates setting on the bottom level of the beam with a distance of 138 mm 

-220 

 
 
 

33 0.068 11.3 

 
The effectiveness of various devices was determined by the magnitude of the fluctuations energy around the 

average frequency resonance range of ± 15% of the dominant frequency f0: 

𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓0 = � 𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓

1,15𝑓𝑓0

0,85𝑓𝑓0

 

Comparison of devices by the value at the selected characteristic point in the wake with the coordinate y = -
180 mm is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. Efficiency of various damping devices of vibrations. 
Model 𝑬𝑬𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇, % 
with solid sides and railings 100 
with perforated sides and railings (without additional devices) 42 
with shields on the railing (8 ones) 48 
with shields on the railing (4 ones, every-other) 35 
with plates at the bottom (8 ones) 30 
with plates at the bottom (4 ones, every-other) 32 
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CONCLUSION 

Thus, perforation of the sides of lower beams and railings can be considered a very effective way of damping 
vibration. The fluctuations energy decreases in the wake more than 2 times from the original version with solid sides 
and railings, the fluctuating spectrum becomes more diffuse with possible disappearance of the dominant frequency. 

The most effective investigated devices for damping vibrations should be considered rectangular plates of 15x30 
mm (at a height of the bridge span model without the railing height of H = 41.7 mm). Setting them on the bottom 
level beams with a distance of 69 mm. allows reducing the amount of vibration energy in the wake by 70% from the 
original version with solid sides and railings. 

As a result of this experiment information on the aerodynamic properties of the superstructure, required for 
analyzing the probability of the appearing of aeroelastic vibrations and evaluating further researches was obtained. 
However, it can already be said that according to 5.48, measured values of the vibration periods are outside the 
forbidden interval from 0.45 s to 0.60 s for vertical vibrations [8]. 
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Abstract. The paper discusses the equipment and the techniques for conducting high-intensity shock tests of large 
structures by the method of shock spectra of accelerations using a variety of shock stands.  The characteristics of typical 
stands as well as the advantages and disadvantages of the equipment used are considered. The use of specially designed 
stands with pyrotechnic elements is validated. 

Key-words: spacecraft, launch vehicle, equipment, high-intensity impact, shock acceleration spectrum (SRS), impact 
stands, pyrotechnic devices, finite element method. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, most of the spacecraft (SC) are  being constructed according to a leaky scheme. The integrity basis of 
the design is provided by the honeycomb panels and composite materials (mainly carbon composite). The carbon 
composite is also used to manufacture antenna systems and solar cell frames. It changes the stiffness and damping 
properties of structures, and the types of critical impacts. 

If the SC of previous generations of high-intensity pyrotechnic shock to the structural elements did not represent 
a significant risk, then the design of composite materials is sensitive to such loads (possible cracking of materials, 
local failure, etc.). The source of such effects is the operation of various pyrotechnic devices SC and the launch 
vehicle (LV) [1,2]. 

The SC can carry dozens of different prostacet with impact effect approximating  tens of thousands  "g". One of 
the problems encountered in the development of large structures sensitive to high-intensity impact (especially for 
structures containing various devices and equipment with restrictions on the levels of impact) is the lack of 
specialized testing equipment. As a rule, the requirements are now set in the form of shock acceleration spectra 
(SAS) [1]. At the same time, standard shock stands are focused on the creation of single pulses and have restrictions 
on the tested equipment dimensions and masses. 

THE OVERVIEW OF THE MECHANICAL PERCUSSION STANDS 

In Russia, the most widely used shock stands are the ones with a free-falling table of Lansmont (USA), with an 
accelerated fall of the table of Tira (Germany) and stands manufactured by Dongling (China) [3]. These are 
traditional shock stands focused on the creation of single pulses (including levels up to several thousand "g"). The 
use of such stands leads to a significant overload on the test object due to the fact that instead of the surface 
"Rayleigh" waves created in the SC and LV structures by pyrotechnics, a volumetric loading is formed (each 
element of the system is subject to almost the same effects). At the same magnitude of the shock acceleration 
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spectrum obtained by unsteady vibration and a single pulse, the amplitude values of the accelerations may differ by 
a factor of 3-4 [1]. 

At the same time, it is possible to modernize the classical shock stand to reproduce unsteady vibration instead of 
a single pulse. For this purpose the stands with resonant beams and plates are used. Let us consider this procedure on 
the example of the well-known in this country stand K 200 [4]. 

The stand (Fig. 1) consists of a power structure 1, a pendulum with a striker 2, a plate for the installation of test 
objects 3, a shock absorption system (springs) 4. On the plate 3, a resonant plate 5 with the test object 6 is installed. 

 

 
(a) back side (b) face side 

FIGURE 1. Stand К200 with a resonant plate 
 
The selection of the parameters of the resonant plate (plate dimensions, number and location of fixing points) is 

made by the following procedure. A mathematical (finite element) model of a shock stand with a resonant plate is 
developed in advance (before the tests). Then the selected parameters of  the resonant plate, its position on the stand, 
the points of attachment of the resonant plate to the stand, the impact velocity of the pendulum, etc. are calculated. 
After that the dynamic mock object is tested to specify the loading conditions. Finally, the model of the test object is 
replaced by standard equipment, and shock tests are carried out. It should be noted that this is quite a time-
consuming procedure that requires highly qualified personnel. 

SHOCK STANDS USING PYROTECHNIC DEVICES 

 Since the source of shock effects are pyrotechnic devices SC and LV, and most of the test recommendations are 
reduced to the use of stands, including pyrotechnic devices [5]. For example, a SHOGUN (SHOck Generation UNit) 
device was developed to simulate shock effects from the arian5 LV, and a VESTA (VEga Shock Test Apparatus) 
was developed for the VEGA LV [1]. However, this equipment is intended for testing only on effects from one LV 
type. Further, we consider a universal stand with a special pyrotechnic device (SPU) for high-intensity shock effects 
testing [6, 7].  

Test stand (Fig. 2) consists of a device in the form of a replaceable metal plate 1 mounted on pneumatic shock 
absorbers 3, 4-nodes connecting the plate and shock absorbers (with small dimensions, the plate can be hung on 
rubber cords).The test object 2 with registering sensors 5 is mounted on the plate 1.  The pyrotechnic devices 6 are 
made inseparable with a thread on a cylindrical body and a movable replaceable striker. The body of the SPU is 
installed in the transition elements, made in the form of a hollow cylinder with a bottom and a flange with holes. The 
composition of the STC includes the replacement pyroelements of various capacities, providing the magnitude of 
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impact from a few hundred to tens of thousands of "g". The SPU can also be installed at various points of the test 
object - 7 (also, for example, by means of a suspension system). The dimensions of the stand (as well as the 
dimensions of the installed equipment) are limited by the size of the existing plate. The SPU can be installed at any 
point of the stand. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Shock stand with SPU 

 
To obtain the desired shock spectrum of accelerations, the SPU is preliminary tested on the test bench shown in 

Fig. 3. The stand consists of a long waveguide (a thin-walled pipe hung on cables) with concentrated masses 
(welded disks), on which the shock vibrators are installed, and the load cells are installed between the disks. The 
process of collision and divergence of the waveguide and the SPU is recorded by a high-speed camera. Since the 
system of registration of accelerations, deformations and velocities is carried out by different means, the systematic 
errors can be considered as random. This approach is close to the known method of randomization. Then the finite-
element model of the stand is constructed, accelerations and deformations in the places of installation of control 
sensors are calculated (DYTRAN package with an explicit solution is used). 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Stand for determining the parameters of impact of SPU 
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To obtain the dependence of the impact force of the SPU on time, a quadratic functional is constructed, the 
minimization of which gives the necessary dependence: 
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where ( )P t  – dependence of the amplitude of the impact force on time; N – number of time reference points; M  – 
number of load cells; J  – number of vibrators, L  is the number of experiments; ( ) ;m i m i m ig g gδ = − m ig  strain 
values at i moment on the m-th sensor; m ig  its calculated value; ( ) ;m i m i m ia a aδ = − m ia  – acceleration at i time on j 
sensor, and m ia  – its calculated value; miK  – relative error of strain measurements; m iG  – relative error vibrometry; 

g  – deformation norm; a  – is the norm of the accelerations; m  – waveguide mass; Vη  – velocity waveguide on 

thensampling; it∆  – is the time step; T  – pulse duration of exposure; η  – number of the illumination area; Tη  – 
pulse duration up toηphase ; / iN T tη η=  – the number of steps discredit; iHη  – relative error of speed measurement 
at the point ; V  – maximum velocity of the waveguide ; θ  – the number of are. 

This functional reaches the minimum when the calculated and the experimental values coincide. The 
normalization allows making the expressions in square brackets dimensionless, and the presence of weight 
coefficients allows taking into account the information about each experiment a priori. The procedure of minimizing 
the functional  Ф  allows to obtain the dependence P(t). The obtained dependences are further used in the finite 
element modeling of the loading of the test object as part of the shock stand (the formation of the necessary SRS, 
determining the locations of the control sensors, etc.). 

Figure 4 shows the graphs of the SRS: (a) – required, (b) – formed at the installation site of the control sensor 
(two trips) when tested on the impact stand of the spatial subsystem of the engine blocks. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Shock response spectra 

 
Figure 5 shows the scheme of shock tests of the dynamic model of the spacecraft, where 1- the pneumatic 

trolley, 2 – the metal panel, 3 – the SPU, 4 – the dynamic model of the spacecraft, 5 – the control sensors. 
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FIGURE 5. Shock test dynamic layout KA 

 
Figure 6 shows the shock spectrum obtained on the sensor (z-Z direction perpendicular to the SC mounting 

plane). The required level is 1 (up to 1000g on the USU). This is an imitation of the impact on the SC from the 
upper stage of the PH, 2-formed SRS. The specific feature of these tests is the mounting of the SPU flange to the 
snap-in (firing pin located inside the cylinder). 

 
FIGURE 6. SRS in the plane of the junction between KA and PH 

 
Figure 7 shows the diagram of the impact testing dynamic model for simulating the impact loading of the SC 

design, when the locks fixation disclose reflectors are triggered. Here 1 – the dynamic model SC, 2 – the reliance 
fastening of the lock, 3 – the SPU, 4 –the balancing SPU loads, 5 – the cable suspensions. 
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FIGURE 7. Shock test dynamic layout SC (trigger locks reflector) 

 
Figure 8 shows the graphs of the SSR: 1 – required, 2 – formed at the installation site of the control sensor 

during testing. 
 

 
FIGURE 8. SRS at the point of attachment of the reflector 

 
Figure 9 shows the scheme of the shock tests of the dynamic model of the ka horn antenna. 1 - BITCH, 2 – metal 

panel for mounting the antenna, 3-control sensors, 4 dynamic antenna layout. The antenna is hung on rubber cords. 
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FIGURE 9. Shock tests of the horn antenna dynamic layout 

 
Figure 10 shows the graphs of the SRS: 1 – required, 2 – formed at the installation site of the control sensor 

during testing, 3-a graph of instantaneous acceleration values. As it is seen from the figure, in the frequency range 
up to 1000 Hz, the resulting graph OVERLAPS the SRS required, which is one of the additional conditions for the 
formation of the impact. 

 

 
FIGURE 10. SRS at the point of attachment of the horn antenna 
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CONCLUSION 

1. The procedure for impact testing of the stand K 200 using the resonance of the plate, which allows to conduct 
shock testing of large space structures by the method of shock spectra of accelerations with the creation of non-
stationary vibration has been developed.  

2. The stand and the special pyrotechnic device have been developed that allow conducting shock tests of large-
size spatial structures by the method of shock spectra of accelerations by creating unsteady vibration. 

3. The decision to use the specific mechanical test stands is made by its developer, based on the assessment (both 
on their own experience and on the results of numerical simulation) of the resistance of spacecraft subsystems to 
impact. 
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Abstract. The unsteady flows in shock tubes are typical where the reflection of a shock wave falling on the tube end face 
takes place. A particular pattern of the unsteady flow can form in these cases which includes a series of shocks typical of 
a pseudo-shock wave in the steady flows. Forming of this unsteady flow pattern is an interesting but little-studied 
phenomenon. Results of a numerical simulation of the unsteady flow with the pseudo-shock wave forming in an 
axisymmetric shock tube are presented and discussed. The investigated flow was initiated by the process derived from the 
sudden rupture of a thin diaphragm separating two sections of the shock tube of which one section is filled with the high-
pressure gas and another with the low-pressure gas. The same operating gas in both the sections was assumed to be ideal 
of an equal room temperature. The sudden rupture of the diaphragm generates such wave entities as an unsteady 
expansion fan propagating into the high-pressure section, as well as a primary shock wave and a following contact 
discontinuity both propagating into the low-pressure section. The initial velocity of the primary shock wave corresponded 
to the Mach number M = 2.6. The unsteady flow evolution was numerically simulated with the use of a Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes code and the k-ω SST turbulence model. The process of moving the said wave entities was 
investigated with emphasizing the reflection of the primary shock wave and contact discontinuity from the end face of the 
shock tube. The revealed conditions of forming the unsteady pseudo-shock wave are analyzed in comparison with some 
known experimental and computational data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Shock wind tunnels are known to be used for a long time to study gasdynamics of shock waves and flows over 
different bodies at high supersonic velocities [1-3], many and varied investigations of processes occurring in these 
facilities were performed. The simplest shock tube is arranged as a duct with closed both its end faces, the duct is 
separated by a thin rupturing diaphragm into two sections one of which is filled with the high-pressure gas (driver 
gas) and another with the low-pressure gas (driven gas). The sudden rupturing of the diaphragm by one or other way 
generates an unsteady expansion fan propagating into the high-pressure section, as well as a primary shock wave 
and a following contact discontinuity both propagating into the low-pressure section. The primary shock wave 
generates a primary flow in the same direction, the contact discontinuity arising instead of the diaphragm at its 
sudden rapture moves with this flow at the same velocity. The shock wave, expansion fan, and contact discontinuity 
in all can be named the wave entities. 

Great attention was paid to investigations of reflection of the primary shock wave falling on the end face of the 
low-pressure section because parameters of the flow forming behind the reflected shock wave were of interest for 
using in hypersonic shock wind tunnels. The flow following the primary shock wave is accompanied by 
development of the unsteady boundary layer on the tube wall beginning from the primary shock wave, the reflected 
shock wave moves opposite to this flow. Interaction of the reflected shock wave with the boundary layer in an area 
near the end face lead to a so-called bifurcation of the reflected shock wave [3-5] – to emerging a three-shock 
λ-shaped configuration typical of the boundary layer separation induced by a normal shock wave. This three-shock 
configuration includes the reflected near-normal shock wave, the separation-induced shock wave, as well as the 
shock wave and the contact discontinuity both resulting due to interaction of two preceding shock waves and 
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emanating from the bifurcation point. As the reflected shock wave goes from the end face, the bifurcation point 
moves with increasing its distance from the tube wall [3]. 

Works [5, 6] should be noted among investigations of the reflection of the shock waves in shock tubes where the 
phenomenon of appearance of multiple shocks associated with the pseudo-shock wave was considered. In the work 
[5], experimental data were obtained with the use of optical visualization, velocities of moving the reflected shock 
wave were determined, interaction of the reflected shock wave with the contact discontinuity was analyzed. Note, 
the contact discontinuity really developed into a contact layer of a certain “thickness”. In the work [6], results of a 
numerical simulation of the multiple shock system of the pseudo-shock wave type in a shock tube are presented, a 
RANS code and the k-ω SST turbulence model were used. The pseudo-shock length was investigated depending on 
the length of the low-pressure section relative to the length of the high-pressure section, the ratio of the shock tube 
diameter to its length, the ratio of the operating pressures. In both the works [5, 6], it was concluded that the 
unsteady pseudo-shock wave arises as a result of interaction of the reflected shock wave with the contact layer. It 
should also be noted that the pseudo-shock structures in the works [5, 6] were investigated in a time interval 
covered, in effect, no more than completion of the said interaction. Taking into account many parameters affecting 
the pseudo-shock development in the shock tubes, this subject seems not to be studied to the full extent. 

The present paper provides results of a new study of the problem on the formation of the unsteady pseudo-shock 
waves in shock tubes. The performed numerical simulation, in general, was targeted on consideration of features of 
the flow with the unsteady pseudo-shock wave developing at the reflection of the primary shock wave, the 
interaction of the reflected shock wave with the contact layer, and the subsequent evolution of the flow. 

The used approach to solve the said problem is identical to the work [6] – the unsteady axisymmetric flow with 
formation of a pseudo-shock wave was numerically simulated with the use of a RANS code and the k-ω SST 
turbulence model. The investigated flow was initiated by the process derived from the sudden rupture of a thin 
diaphragm separating two sections of the shock tube. A known analytical solution of the Reimann problem was used 
to analyze the initial flow. The shock waves initially forming in the considered axisymmetric flows theoretically are 
plane Mach disks. Another approach was used in the work [5] where experimental investigations were performed in 
a shock tube of a square cross section. The normal shock waves initially forming in flows in such a tube 
theoretically are also plane. However, the analogy between these two approaches can be determined just only in the 
frame of the one-dimensional approximation of the flows. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS AND METHODS OF SOLUTION 

A scheme of the shock tube accepted for numerical computations is presented in Fig. 1. It incorporates the high-
pressure section 1 of the length Lhp = 1.97 m, the low-pressure section 2 of the length Llp = 7.36 m. Both the sections 
are of the same diameter D = 0.08 m, they are separated by the ruptured diaphragm 3. Note, the already mentioned 
shock tube [5] was arranged with the low-pressure section of the square cross section 0.038×0.038 m and the length 
Llp = 6.9 m. 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of shock tube (sizes in mm) 

 
The computations of the unsteady axisymmetric flow were performed with the use of a RANS code and the k-ω 

SST turbulence model. The boundary layer was not resolved; near-wall functions for its determining were used. 
The cylindrical coordinate system was used, its origin corresponded to the cross section where the ruptured 

diaphragm was positioned, and the longitudinal x-axis was directed along the low-pressure section. There were 
considered reference dots on the tube walls, where variation in time of the pressure was monitored in computations, 
their coordinates are the following: x1 = −1.97 m – on the left end face, x2 = 3.92 m and x3 = 7.26 m – on the tube 
wall, x4 = 7.36 m – on the right end face. 

The computational grid of 100 radial cells was used, the number of cells along the high-pressure section was 
1000 with refining to the left end face and to the diaphragm cross-section, the number of cells along the low-
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pressure section was 4000 with refining to the right end face and to the diaphragm cross-section. The parameter y+ 
was equal mainly to 40 – 70, it reached to 250 in the contact layer area. 

The same operating gas (air) of an equal room temperature in both the sections was assumed to be ideal 
characterized by the constant adiabatic power γ = 1.4. The adiabatic flow was considered in the numerical 
computations, the tube walls were assumed to be thermally nonconductive (adiabatic walls). The following initial 
gas parameters in the shock tube were preset: the pressure Php = 2.07⋅106 Pa and temperature Thp= 289.15 K in the 
high-pressure section, the pressure Plp = 1.05⋅104 Pa and temperature Tlp = 289.15 K in the low-pressure section. The 
ratio of pressures Php/Plp ≈ 197 is in a range investigated in experiments [5] with the use of the air as a driven gas. 

EVOLUTION OF THE STARTING FLOW 

As is known, the Riemann problem solution is applied to any phenomenon of the sudden breakdown of an 
interface separating two areas of gases differing by the pressure, temperature and other parameters. Analytical 
solutions of this problem are presented in many papers, the one-dimensional solution [7] for the shock tubes was 
used in the present work. Under the considered conditions, the primary shock wave begins to move with the velocity 
Vpsh = 888 m/s corresponding to the Mach number Mpsh = 2.6 in respect to the sonic velocity for the low-pressure 
gas, the primary flow following this wave has to be of Vflsh = 631 m/s, Mflsh = 1.24 (Pflsh/Plp = 7.75, Tflsh/Tlp = 2.24). 
The velocity of moving the contact discontinuity equals to this flow velocity Vcd = Vflsh= 631 m/s, the flow following 
the discontinuity has to be of the Mach number Mflcd = 2.94 (Pflcd/Plp = Pflsh/Plp, Tflcd/Tlp = 0.4). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

FIGURE 2. Axial distribution of the flow parameters at τ = 8.3 ms: (a) M, (b) P/Plp, (c) T/Tlp 
 
Flow parameters obtained in the numerical computation for starting moments in time, in particular up to 

τ = 0.1 ms, were in good conformity with the analytical results. It should be noted, in the numerical computation, the 
primary shock wave and especially the contact discontinuity become “smeared” along the flow direction, a step-
shaped varying of parameters become “smoothed”. At τ = 0.1 ms, a “thickness” of smearing the primary shock wave 
was ∆xsh/D < 0.03, smearing of the contact discontinuity was about ∆xcd/D ≈ 0.08. 

The primary shock wave reaches the end face covering the distance Llp = 7.36 m within 8.29 ms by the analytical 
estimates, the numerical computation gives the value about τ ≈ 8.4 ms. Let us consider an axial distribution of the 
flow parameters at τ = 8.3 ms, Fig. 2, data determined by the numerical computations (solid lines) and analytically 
(dashed lines) are presented in this figure. By the numerical computation, at this time, the Mach number of moving 
the shock wave is Msh = 2.53, flow parameters just behind it are Mflsh = 1.21, Pflsh/Plp = 7.4, Tflsh/Tlp = 2.18, which 
are good agreed with the analytical results. The contact discontinuity is smeared up to ∆xcd/D ≈ 12, it transforms into 
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a contact layer stretched along an interval x = 4.83…5.8 m. By experimental data for the mentioned shock tube [5] 
for Mpsh = 2.4-2.8, smearing of the contact discontinuity was ∆xcd/D ≈ 10-14. 

The considered shock tube has a large length so that evolution of the primary supersonic flow in the low-pressure 
section is accompanied by development of the boundary layer beginning from the moving shock wave. Because the 
viscose effects, there is a gradual increase in the flow Mach number, pressure and temperature between the primary 
shock wave and contact layer. The change in the computed parameters of the considered flow as compared to the 
analytical approach corresponds to the known real effects of viscosity on moving the shock waves in the shock tubes 
[2, 3, 8]. 

Figure 3 shows Mach number profiles in the flow at τ = 8.3 ms in some cross sections of the tube x = 4.5 m, 
5.8 m, and 7 m. Flow parameters in the cross section x = 7 m correspond to those nearly behind the primary shock 
wave, here there is a near uniform flow core with M ≈ 1.26 and a boundary layer of a thickness about 
δbl*2/D ≈ 0.21. Flow parameters in the cross section x = 5.8 m correspond to those before the contact layer. There is 
no an explicit boundary layer in this cross section, the Mach number profile begins to take a shape typical of the 
developed viscous flow in a tube. Flow parameters in the cross section x = 4.5 m correspond to those after the 
contact layer. The Mach number profile is similar to that typical of the developed viscous flow in a tube. Thus, the 
oncoming flow in which the reflected shock wave will move is on-uniform. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Mach number profiles in the flow at τ = 8.3 ms 

REFLECTION OF THE PRIMARY SHOCK WAVE 

In order to make clear the situation with the primary shock wave reflection, let us consider an x-τ diagram of 
moving the wave entities shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, there are drown analytically calculated trajectory 1 of 
moving the primary shock wave, trajectory 2 of moving the contact discontinuity, characteristic lines 3 (C+) and 
4 (C−) of the unsteady expansion fan. Positions of the reference dots x1, x2, x3, x4 are also shown. The following 
computed data are shown – moments in time of reaching the reference dots by the wave entities (circle symbols), 
thickness of the contact layer at some moments (oval symbols), trajectory of moving the reflected shock wave 
(square symbols) up to its interaction with the contact layer and further. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Diagram x-τ of moving the wave entities 

 
The primary shock wave velocity determined analytically does not depend on time, it corresponds to the Mach 

number Mpsh = 2.6. This shock wave should reach the reference dot x4 on the end face covering the distance 
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Llp = 7.36 m within 8.29 ms by the analytical estimates, the numerical computation gives a value about τ ≈ 8.37 ms. 
From an analytical solution of the problem on the shock wave reflection at the shock tube end face [1,2] one can 
obtain the Mach number of the reflected shock wave Mrsh = 2.12 and its intensity Prsh/Plp = 34.4. By the 
computational data, the primary shock wave velocity immediately prior to the reflection from the end face 
corresponds to Mpsh = 2.53, respectively Mrsh = 1.59, Prsh/Plp = 34.15. This pressure step-shaped change 1 has been 
monitored at the reference dot x3 on the tube end face at τ ≈ 8.4 ms, Fig. 5. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 5. Varying the pressures monitored at reference dots in a time interval τ = 7-11.8 ms: (a) Px3/Plp, (b) Px4/Plp 
 
The reflected shock wave begins to move in the oncoming supersonic flow of Mflsh = 1.24 where the boundary 

layer is just only emerging. This wave induces a separation of this boundary layer, a separation-induced shock wave 
arises as it shown in Fig. 6 where the field of Mach number contours in a longitudinal plane XY is pictured for 
τ = 8.5 ms. Mach number values are marked at particular points. In this XY-plane, the separation-induced shock 
wave is inclined at an angle βsep ≈ 40°. The separation-induced shock wave interacts with the reflected shock wave 
which results in arising one more shock wave and a contact discontinuity emanating from a triple point of the 
interaction. A three-shock wave configuration forms which is named the bifurcation of the reflected shock wave [3, 
4]. Note, because the considered flow is axisymmetric, the reflected shock wave is a Mach disk and the separation-
induced shock wave as well as the resulting shock wave are conic-shaped. 

 

 
 

                                          
FIGURE 6. Flow pattern at τ = 8.5 ms 
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It should be noted, the flowfield shown in Fig. 6 corresponds to the longitudinal plane XY of the cylindrical 
coordinate system where the tube walls are immovable. The flow velocities in different points of the presented 
flowfield correspond to a fixed time moment τ = 8.5 ms. If to design streamlines – curves that are instantaneously 
tangent to the velocity vector of this flowfield, they were not pathlines – not trajectories along which individual 
fluid particles follow. At the same time, the streamlines in a certain local area of the flowfield close to the actual 
pathlines. The drawn streamlines in the separation zone of the bifurcation are shown in Fig. 6 in a larger scale. They 
demonstrate the presence of vortexes in the separation zone and at the end face corner, these vortexes are annular 
due to the flow axisymmetricity. 

The presence of the boundary layer separation can also be demonstrated through varying in time the pressure at 
the reference dot x3 located near the end face, Fig. 5. The moments of time 1 correspond to arrival of the primary 
shock wave to dot x3 at τ ≈ 8.27 ms and then to dot x4 at τ ≈ 8.4 ms. The pressure at dot x3 increases from 
Px3/Plp = 1.0 up to Px3/Plp ≈ 7.47 therewith analytically must be Px3 = Pflsh and Pflsh/Plp = 7.75. The moment of time 2 
corresponds to arrival of the reflected shock wave to dot x3 at τ ≈ 8.6 ms, the pressure here increases up to 
Px3/Plp ≈ 21.1 so that Px3/Pflsh ≈ 2.82 and a little pressure plateau appears. This pressure rise corresponds to that 
Psep/Pflsh ≈ 2.8 determined in a local area flow field behind the separation-induced shock wave pictured in Fig. 6. 

Let us illustrate the further evolution of flow patterns as moving the reflected shock wave by examples of the 
Mach number contour fields for τ = 9 ms, 11 ms, and 13 ms, Fig. 7. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
FIGURE 7. Flow patterns at τ = 9 ms (a, b), 11 ms (c), and 13 ms (d) 

 
The time moment τ = 9 ms corresponds to a position of the bifurcated reflected shock wave at x ≈ 7.11 m 

theoretically up to its interaction with the contact layer. The velocity of flow following the reflected shock wave 
firstly increases from M = 0.11 at x ≈ 7.11 m up to M = 0.74 at x ≈ 7.14 m and then it sharply decreases up to 
M = 0.18 at x ≈ 7.15 m. In the coordinate system where the reflected shock wave is immovable, the said flow at 
x ≈ 7.15 m accelerates up to a supersonic velocity. The subsequent sharp decrease in the flow velocity indicates on 
the presence of a secondary shock wave – a Mach disk at x ≈ 7.145 m. A flow pattern of streamlines is presented in 
Fig. 7 for τ = 9 ms in a larger scale below. The boundary layer separation zone associating with the bifurcation 
begins at x ≈ 7.08 m, the annular vortex in it is centered at xv ≈ 7.11 m. There is no attachment of streamlines behind 
this vortex, the separation zone extends up to x ≈ 7.253 m, a secondary annular vortex arises in this zone, it is 
centered at xv ≈ 7.16 m. 
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An analogous pattern of the unsteady turbulent flow, where the reflection of a shock wave incident on to the end 
face of a shock tube occurs, was obtained in a work [9]. An axisymmetric flow corresponding to Mpsh = 2.5 was 
numerically simulated with the use of rather a rough grid. Firstly, the bifurcation of the reflected shock wave in a 
form of Mach disk and a first vortex zone occurred. Within τ ≈ 0.6 ms after this moment, the following secondary 
Mach disk and a secondary vortex zone aroused. This flow pattern formed under the conditions when there was no 
interaction of the moving reflected shock wave with any oncoming contact layer. A further evolution of the flow 
was not considered in [8]. 

By results of the presented numerical computations, at further increasing the time more than 9 ms, the flow 
patterns occur with the forward bifurcated reflected Mach disk and a series of the subsequent Mach disks. A number 
of the latter increases ever greater, for example, up to Nmd = 7 at 13 ms. A virtual stream consisting of barrel-shaped 
flow structures forms in the tube as it shown in Fig. 7 for the time moments τ = 11 ms and 13 ms which correspond 
respectively to positions of the reflected Mach disk after its interacting with and passing through the contact layer. 
This virtual stream is separated from the wall by an extended separation zone and a subsequent low-total-pressure 
near-wall layer. A series of annular vortices associated with the Mach disk series also occurs in the separation zone. 
In the coordinate system where the reflected shock wave is immovable, the flow, supersonic in front of the last 
Mach disk of the series, slows down downstream of this disk with decreasing the subsonic velocity; the pressure 
gradually increases up to that maximal value reached at the end face. Positions of the last Mach disks are plotted in 
Fig. 4 respectively positions of the reflected Mach disks. Varying in time the positions of both these wave entities 
demonstrates the evolution in time of the Mach disk series. 

The flow patterns with the forward bifurcated reflected Mach disk and the series of the subsequent Mach disks 
obtained at the presented work are identical to those of the work [6]. The problems on the numerical simulation of 
the axisymmetric flow were solved in both the cases. In the work [5], experimental data were obtained with the use 
of the square-cross-section shock tube, analogous flow patterns can be referred to forming the series of the flat 
normal shock waves. As it was believed in [5,6], the patterns of the unsteady flows with the forward bifurcated 
reflected Mach disk or flat normal shock wave and the subsequent series of the Mach disk or flat normal shock 
waves are identical to the known patterns of the steady flows where the phenomenon of the pseudo-shock wave 
occurs with forming a series of shocks called “shock train”. With taking into account this analogy, the bifurcated 
reflected Mach disk and the series of the subsequent Mach disks will further be called the Mach disk train or the 
normal shock train. 

Let us consider the next item. By the computed data, the reflected shock wave meets the contact layer at 
τ ≈ 9.7 ms. At this time, the pressure in the flow following the reflected shock wave is larger of that in the flow 
behind the contact layer, Prsh/Pflcd = 3.7-4.45. Analytically, when the reflected shock wave interacts with the contact 
discontinuity under the considered flow parameters, two secondary shock waves must arise in this case – one must 
move from the end face in the same direction as the direction of the basic reflected shock wave, another must move 
contrary to the end face. A new contact discontinuity must arise too. A scheme of such interaction is presented in 
[5]. The secondary shock wave moving to the end face would be a secondary incident shock wave forming a new 
reflection. The shock wave moving from the end face could be treated as the basic reflected shock wave experienced 
the refraction at the contact discontinuity. In the computational simulation, the emerging normal shock train consists 
of the basic reflected and additional Mach disks and namely this shocked system interacts with the “thick” contact 
layer. A new unsteady wave entity incident on the end face must arise instead the secondary incident shock wave. 
This wave entity and its reflection from the end face manifest themselves in a rapid increase of the pressures 
monitored at reference dots x4 and x3 at τ > 10.6 ms, Fig. 5. Clearly, the new reflected wave entities must affect the 
forming Mach disk train. The new incident and reflected wave entities are poorly determined by flowfield data 
because of their complexity and insufficient resolution in the performed numerical computations. Basing on the 
computed data, it was concluded that an exposure of these entities on the flow covers an interval τ = 10-14 ms. Note, 
the position of the reflected shock wave in this time almost does not change, xrsh ≈ 6.33 m, see Fig. 4, so that this 
wave manifests itself as a quasi-stationary shock wave. Parameters of the Mach disk train continues to change after 
the said exposure at τ > 14 ms. 

ON THE ISSUE OF THE LENGTH OF THE UNSTEADY PSEUDO-SHOCK WAVE 

The computed data obtained in the presented work does not allow a direct comparison with those of [6] in view 
of differences in configurations of the considered shock tubes and flow parameters in them. At the same time, trends 
of varying a length Lchl of the Mach disk train of the pseudo-shock type can be compared. Note, a total length of the 
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pseudo-shock wave should include, generally, the shock train and a downstream “mixing” region. The length Lchl in 
[6] was determined with taking into account a number of the forming Mach disks beginning from that corresponding 
to the reflected shock wave and covering consequent Mach disks having the ever-decreasing intensity and cross size. 
These Mach disks were identified by peaks in the pressure distribution along the flow axis. By the data [6], the 
number of the Mach disks in the train, before and after the interaction of the reflected shock wave and the contact 
discontinuity within ∆τ = 2.6 ms, increases from Nmd = 2-3 up to no more Nmd = 6. Respectively, the length Lch 
rapidly increases at first and then, in the investigated time interval up to τ = 8 ms, it virtually does not vary, 
Lchl/D = 4.3-4. A further evolution of the flow was not considered in [6]. As it was presumed in the work [6] as well 
as in [5], namely the interaction of the reflected shock wave and the contact discontinuity is the cause of arising the 
normal shock train and hence the unsteady pseudo-shock wave. 

Variation in time of the relative length Lchl/D of the Mach disk train determined by the computed data is 
presented in Fig. 8. To a moment of time τ ≈ 9.7 ms, just before reaching the contact layer by the reflected shock 
wave, a Mach disk train is formed with three secondary Mach disks and a length Lchl/D ≈ 2. Once the reflected shock 
wave has passed the contact layer, at τ ≈ 11 ms, one more Mach disk arises. With further continuation of the process 
in time, at τ > 11 ms, the development of the Mach disk train continues, new Mach disk arise up to Nmd = 8 at 
τ = 13 ms, respectively the Mach disk train length increases up to Lchl/D = 4.2. The Mach disk train length is ranged 
by values Lchl/D = 3.5-4.2 in a time interval τ = 13-18 ms. With further continuation of the process in time, at 
τ > 18 ms the number of the Mach disks in the train begins to decrease, respectively the length Lchl also decreases. It 
should be noted that the flow region with the Mach disk train continuing to develop in an interval τ = 11-15 ms is 
influenced by the unsteady compression waves deriving from the interaction of the reflected shock wave and the 
contact layer which incident onto the end face and reflect on it but interpretation of the structure of these 
compression waves in the frame of the performed computations is not possible. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. Length of the pseudo-shock wave depending on time. 

1 – moment of reflection of the incident shock wave, 
2 –interval of interaction of the reflected shock wave 

with the contact layer 
 

 
FIGURE 9. H-∆S diagram of the flow states 

 
In order to clarify the mechanism of forming the unsteady Mach disk train, let us examine the issue of its length 

basing on the known theory of the Fanno flow [10, 11]. The Fanno flow is the adiabatic flow through a long duct of 
a constant area where the effect of friction is substantial. The flow is assumed to be steady and one-dimensional, and 
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no mass is added within the duct. The viscous friction causes the flow properties to change along the duct. The 
frictional effect is modeled as a shear stress at the wall acting on the fluid with uniform properties over any cross 
section of the duct. Fanno flow theory can be applied to flows with shocks [11], then it should be taken into account 
not only wall friction, but also changes in the flow velocity and entropy in the core along the axis resulting from 
weakening shocks. The assumption of the flow one-dimensionality retains. A modified in this way Fanno flow 
theory was used in [12] to analyze features of forming the normal shock train in steady supersonic flows in an 
axisymmetric duct as well as in a rectangular-cross-section duct. 

The process of accelerating or decelerating viscose flows in a constant area duct is displayed with the H-∆S 
diagram of the flow states in Fig. 9. Here, for a calorically perfect gas, H = h/h0 = T/T0 is the dimensionless enthalpy 
ratio, ∆S = ∆s/CP is the dimensionless ratio of the entropy change over the heat capacity at constant pressure, CP, 
values h/h0, and T/T0 are static to stagnation enthalpy and temperature ratios. A Fanno line 1 corresponds to 
accelerating a supersonic viscose flow, a Fanno line 2 corresponds to decelerating a subsonic viscose flow. A point 
characterizing the state of a decelerating or accelerating flow travels along one or another Fanno line up to state 3 
corresponding to the sonic flow velocity M = 1 and maximum entropy at ∆S = 0 and H = 0.833. The required duct 
length of the L* to reach the critical flow conditions is determined (see [11]) by the flow Mach number at initial 
cross-section of the duct as: 

 
4𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿∗

𝐷𝐷ℎ
= 1−𝑀𝑀2

γ𝑀𝑀2 + γ+1
2γ

 ln � (γ+1)𝑀𝑀2

(2+(γ−1)𝑀𝑀2)
�. 

 
Here Dh is the hydraulic diameter, f is the Fanning friction factor. The left-hand side of the relation is often called 

the Fanno parameter. 
The process of decelerating a supersonic flow with the Mach disk train or normal shock train can be plotted as 

follows. Let parameters of a supersonic flow in a duct under which an initial normal shock arises correspond to a 
certain condition 4 on the Fanno line 1. Immediately behind this shock, the flow parameters, particularly the velocity 
and entropy, change to a condition 5 on the Fanno line 2 corresponding to the subsonic flow. Because of arising the 
separation of the boundary layer induced by the shock, a local virtual converging-diverging nozzle is formed in the 
flow core downsream. The flow parameters will change to a new condition 6 on the Fanno line 1. Here a new 
normal shock arises. Transition from supersonic condition 4 to subsonic condition 5 occurs with the change in 
entropy corresponding to the shock. It was assumed in [12] that transition from subsonic condition 5 to supersonic 
condition 6 occurs isentropically. Similarly, one can determine subsequent local changes in states of the flow with 
the normal shocks the strength of which decreases as the velocity in front of them decreases. Such a sow-toothed 
process can be continued until arising shocks is possible, the limit is reaching the velocity of sound – the state 3 
(∆S = 0, H = 0.833) common for the Fanno lines 1 and 2. This procedure gives also a possible number of normal 
shocks in the “train”. 

The subject of the work [12] was an investigation of a flow in an injection feeder arranged with a Laval nozzle 
where a pseudo-shock wave was formed at the flow Mach number M = 1.3 in front of it. Experimental data were 
obtained and the flow was computed numerically. The modified Fanno theory well predicted all the parametric 
trends observed for the normal shock train in pseudo-shocks, in both axisymmetric and two-dimensional flows. 

As regards to the considered unsteady flow in a shock tube, the Fanno flow theory is inapplicable to the initial 
phase of forming the normal shock train because of a small length of a tube section between the end face and the 
reflected shock wave. This length increases gradually, respectively the flow conditions gradually appear under 
which the Fanno flow theory can be applied. If only the flow velocity in front of the moving reflected shock wave 
were unchanging, the number of the normal shocks in the train and its length should increase up to the values 
predicted by the Fanno flow theory. Then the length of the normal shock train were equal to critical L* and 
unchanging with moving the reflected shock wave. Nearly such conditions in the considered flow occur in an 
interval τ = 13-17 ms when the Mach number of the reflected shock wave is Mrsh ≈ 2.3, the Mach number of the 
flow oncoming to it is Mflsh = 2.3−2, the values Nmd = 6-8 and Lchl/D = 3.5-4.2 are largest. At τ > 17 ms, with 
increasing the time up to 24 ms the Mach number of the oncoming flow decreases to Mflsh ≈ 1.3; respectively, the 
Fanno parameter should decrease by a factor of about 4.7. This explains the decrease in the length of the normal 
shock train to values Lchl/D < 2, and, respectively, An analogous pattern of the unsteady turbulent flow, where the 
reflection of a shock wave incident on to the end face of a shock tube occurs, was obtained in a work [9]. An 
axisymmetric flow corresponding to Mpsh = 2.5 was numerically simulated with the use of rather a rough grid. 
Firstly, the bifurcation of the reflected shock wave in a form of Mach disk and a first vortex zone occurred. Within 
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τ ≈ 0.6 ms after this moment, the following secondary Mach disk and a secondary vortex zone aroused. This flow 
pattern formed under conditions when there was no interaction of the moving reflected shock wave with any 
oncoming contact layer. A further evolution of the flow was not considered in [8].in the number of the Mach disks 
in the train to Nmd = 2. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

The undertaken above examination shows, the properties inherent to forming the pseudo-shock waves in the 
steady flows occur also in the considered unsteady flow – an analogy takes place in these cases. 

Investigations of the pseudo-shock wave phenomenon in the steady flows are long-standing and numerous [13]. 
As stated, the main cause of its appearance at decelerating the supersonic flow at Mach numbers over about 1.5 in a 
constant area duct being long enough is the interaction between a normal shock wave and a turbulent boundary layer 
when the shock induces the boundary layer separation and becomes bifurcated. The followed adverse pressure 
gradient gives rise to the shock train. A low-total-pressure layer following the boundary layer separation zone forms 
near the walls in which strong turbulence is generated. The intensive dissipation of energy occurs from this layer to 
the “inviscid” shocked flow core. The shocks gradually degenerate and disappear, the flow becomes subsonic. The 
mixing region cover the entire subsonic flow across the duct, this flow continues to slow down. 

With taking into account the said properties of the pseudo-shock waves in the steady flows, one can believe that 
the most essential factors for forming the normal shock train at moving the reflected shock wave in shock tubes is 
the bifurcation of the reflected normal shock wave and the subsequent process of moving the bifurcated shock wave 
counter the flow formed under the influence of the essential viscose effects. The considered data have shown that the 
reflected shock wave, just near the reflection moment, interacts and bifurcates when the boundary layer is rather 
thin. Normal shock waves appear in addition to the main reflected normal shock wave up to its interaction with the 
contact layer. The normal shock train begins to emerge. At passing the reflected shock wave through the contact 
layer, the boundary layer thickness rapidly increases so that the velocity profile in the flow becomes analogous to 
that of the fully developed steady viscose flow in a pipe. This process presumably intensifies forming of the normal 
shock train. After passing the contact layer by the main reflected shock wave, the normal shock train continues to 
develop to a state corresponding to the fully developed viscose flow. The length of the developed normal shock train 
should increase up to a critical value predicted by the shocked Fanno flow theory. 
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Abstract. A parametric study of a microjet injection on the structure and acoustic radiation of a supersonic jet was 
carried out. The experiments were performed on a vertical jet facility of the ITAM SB RAS with an open working 
chamber. A supersonic underexpanded jet Ma=1, Npr=5, flowing out of the profiled nozzle Da = 30 mm, was used. Ten 
different configurations were studied, in which the following gas-dynamic and geometric parameters of the experiment 
were changed one by one: pressure, injection distance, azimuthal, tangential, and axial tilt angles of the microjets. The 
flow was visualized using raster method and the noise characteristics of the supersonic jet were recorded at one of the 
points of the acoustic far field. It has been discovered that the microjet injection in general leads to an increase in the jet 
range and a decrease in the mixing intensity in the jet. The vicinity of the microjet injection point and the main nozzle 
exit section and the tangential angle of micronozzles inclination had the greatest effect on noise reduction. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of reducing the acoustic noise level and intensifying the processes of mixing high-speed jet streams 
is of interest at the present time. It applies to such technical applications as noise reduction of gas turbine facilities, 
aircraft engines, emergency discharge of industrial gases, gas flaring during oil production, reduced aircraft 
visibility, and increased efficiency of gas ejectors. 

The acoustic radiation level is determined by the geometric and gas-dynamic parameters of the jet and is 
associated with the presence of numerous turbulent vortices of various scales in its shear layers, interacting with the 
shock-wave structure and generating disturbances into the surrounding space, perceived as sound. The basic 
physical principles of jet noise control were implemented in the form of jet shielding using a gas screen, using sector 
nozzles, multi-tubular nozzles, ejector nozzles, periodic electrical discharges, fluid injection into the main jet flow 
[1, 2], using various types of vortex generators, for example tabs, lobed mixers, chevrons, blowing small-sized jets 
into the main stream [3 - 7]. The latter are of interest because they allow for a flexible effect, and also potentially do 
not reduce the thrust of the engines. 

In most parametric studies of the microjet injection effect on the main jet characteristics, several parameters of 
the experiment were simultaneously changed and it was only assumed that one of them is the dominant in the 
observed effect. This work aims to eliminate these disadvantages, which should help to get a more complete view of 
the physical processes occurring in the jet, and learn how to form longitudinal vortices that would properly change 
its characteristics. 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

The experiments were carried out on a vertical jet facility (VJF) of ITAM SB RAS (Fig. 1) with an open test 
chamber. The data acquisition system makes it possible to collect physical data during the experiment and the 
facility parameters, and to control the two-axis traverse gear 3 in an automated mode. The error in maintaining 
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pressure in the settle chamber during the experiments did not exceed 0.3%. Traverse 1 was used to move the 
coordinate device along the third longitudinal coordinate x. 

A convergent nozzle 4 with the exit section diameter Da=30 mm has the design Mach number of Ma=1.0 and a 
polished profiled inner surface. The main jet exhaust parameter is Npr=5, where Npr= P0/Pc, P0 – the pressure in 
settle chamber, Pc – the pressure in test chamber. 

 

 
FIGURE. 1. Photo of a vertical jet facility ITAM SB RAS 

1 – traverse, 2 – guide rail, 3 – traverse gear, 4 – main nozzle, 5 – Pitot tube Pylon,  
6 – pneumatic collector of the microjet unit, 7 – lightbox with raster 

 

 
FIGURE. 2 Photos of the microjet facility of the studied configurations, indicated by numbers, from two angles 

 
For parametric studies, a micronozzle facility was designed and manufactured with the ability to individually 

change the parameters of a microjet injection and without connection to the main nozzle (Fig. 1, 2). The facility 
consists of independent modules with a convergent micronozzle with a diameter of Daj=0.7 mm allowing the 
microjet to be tilted to the main jet axis axis, at a tangential  (to the tangent to the jet circumference) and an 
azimuthal (by changing the number of modules Nmj) tilt angles. Air was supplied to the micronozzles through 
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flexible tubes with an internal diameter of 6 mm, the return end of which was connected to the pneumatic 
collector 6. The air supply system in the micronozzle facility allowed connecting up to 12 modules from the high-
pressure route through the throttle. To accurately set and measure the pressure at the inlet to the micronozzles, 
pressure sensors were connected to the seventh output of each pneumatic collector on a tube with a length similar to 
that of the micronozzles, values from which were recorded by the automated data collection system of the facility. 
The error in maintaining pressure in the settling chamber of the micronozzle facility was less than 0.8%. 

The positioning of the micronozzle facility elements was carried out at the end of the Pitot tube with a diameter 
of 0.6 mm, which was moved by the traverse gear to the previously calculated coordinates, taking into account the 
geometry of the desired configuration of the micronozzle facility. The positioning error of the micronozzles does not 
exceed 0.1 mm. 

The experimental program included 11 different configurations (Fig. 2, Table 1), in which all the geometric and 
gas-dynamic parameters of the microjets injection were kept constant except for the one studied: pressure of the 
microjets, distance from the main nozzle, and azimuthal, tangential and axial tilt angles of microjets. The base case 
was the C3 configuration due to geometric constraints when positioning the facility. The largest mass flow rate of air 
through the micronozzle facility was 0.3% of the main jet flow. 

When configuring the coordinate of the interaction point of the jet of the main nozzle and the microjet, the outer 
boundary of the mixing layer was considered, the dependence of which position on the longitudinal coordinate 
(x/Da =0...1) was calculated by approximating the values obtained from the results of numerical simulation of the 
free jet flow using Ansys Fluent software. For the selected values of x/Da near the nozzle exit, the calculation data 
were validated by experiment and showed good quantitative agreement. Also, the free run of the microjet Lmjfr /Da 
was fixed at 0.064 from the micronozzle cut to the point of interaction with the main jet flow, which was 
implemented in the micronozzle mouthpiece [7, 8]. 

TABLE 1. Micronozzle facility configurations. 
* - the geometrical parameters are different from the reference ones due to the unaccounted physical limitation of the facility 

(there was not enough opportunity to push the micronozzles by about 1 mm) 
 C1.0 C1.1 C1.2 C2 C3 C4* C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

Nmj 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 7 
Nprj 0 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

xmjip/Da 0,083 0,083 0,083 0,167 0,25 0,248 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 
rmjip/Da 0,54 0,54 0,54 0,57 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 
Lmjfr/Da 0,064 0,064 0,064 0,064 0,064 0,097 0,064 0,064 0,064 0,064 0,064 

axis 90° 90° 90° 90° 90° 119,94° 60° 90° 90° 90° 90° 
 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 30° 60° 0° 

 
Large-scale raster visualization of the flow was carried out, the Pitot azimuthal pressure profiles and noise 

characteristics of the supersonic underexpanded jet Ma = 1, Npr = 5 were measured in the acoustic far-field away 
from the center of the main jet nozzle section at a distance of 40 calibers at an angle to the positive direction of the 
jet axis 40 degrees. 

Acoustic pulsations were measured with a ¼” 100 kHz MK301 microphone with a MV302 preamplifier and a 
Microtech Gefell MN921 amplifier. The data processing technique consisted of calculating the total levels of 
pressure pulsations in various frequency bands and amplitude frequency spectra with averaging according to the 
Bartlet method with a rectangular window function (256 windows with 4096 samples, 49 Hz frequency band). The 
relative error in the measurement of acoustic noise ripples is estimated at 0.5 dB. 

The experiments were carried out with a small amount of sound-absorbing coatings of the premises of the VJF 
during the modernization of the facility. According to preliminary methodological measurements, it was determined 
that under the existing conditions acoustic measurements can be performed, but only to register relative changes in 
the jet noise spectrum when a microjet is applied to it and without taking into account the behavior of the discrete 
tone. 

RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the images of raster visualization of the averaged jet flow Ma = 1, Npr = 5 both undisturbed and 
with microjets injection of various configurations with a dimensional grid. The injection of six microjets leads to the  
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FIGURE. 3 Raster visualization of supersonic jet flow with a microjet configuration C1.0 – C9 
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appearance of additional shock waves [8], changes in the length and number of gas-dynamic barrels, as well as 
changes in the angle of the jet expansion. The number of gas-dynamic cells in the jet stream can be an indirect 
indicator of mixing processes intensity in its stream, since when a gas jet is captured by the vortices of the mixing 
layer from the surrounding space, there will be a drop in the total pressure, which at a certain distance from the 
nozzle exit will make it impossible to accelerate the jet to supersonic speed and form another “barrel”. 

Figure 4 shows the longitudinal coordinate values of the gas-dynamic cells boundaries (numbered and marked by 
dots) for the studied configurations of microjets injection. 

 

 
FIGURE. 4. The position of the gas-dynamic cells boundaries of the jets with the microjets injection of various configurations 

 
It has been discovered that the microjet injection in general leads to an increase in the jet range and a decrease in 

the mixing intensity in the jet. The increase in pressure in the settling chamber of micronozzles leads to a reduction 
in the cells length. The displacement of the interaction point of the microjet with the main jet downstream leads to 
an increase in the length and number of cells. The use of a microjet injection with an inclination of nozzles to and 
from the axis of the main jet increases the number of “barrels” to the maximum value among those observed in the 
experiment. Microjets injection with a tangential angle of 30° leads to an equal number of cells with an unperturbed 
jet, at 60° – to one more cell. The shortest initial gas-dynamic section is registered when using normal injection 
of 5 and 6 microjets. 

For six micronozzle configurations of the micronozzle facility, a correlation is noted between the angle of 
expansion of the jet, determined from the visualization images, and the length of the initial section (in particular, 
with the number of registered gas-dynamic cells). However, when using five or seven microjets, a significantly 
shorter initial gas-dynamic section is observed with a moderate/slight jet widening compared to the undisturbed one. 

The registered values of the total noise level from microjets only is less than the undisturbed jet noise by values 
from 39 dB. Figures 5, a–c show the relative amplitude spectra of the acoustic noise pulsations of the jet with 
microjets injection. The upper abscissa shows the frequency in Strouhal numbers, calculated from the gas 
parameters at the main nozzle exit section. Figure 5, d shows the change in the standard deviation magnitude of 
noise fluctuations in the characteristic frequency ranges, the boundaries of which are marked by vertical lines in the 
spectra (Fig. 5, a–c). 

The use of a normal injection of six jet near the nozzle exit section (C1.1, C1.2) leads to a decrease in the noise 
level in the low-frequency region Sh <0.11 (except for growth in the region with Sh from 0.02 to 0.11) and to an 
increase in high frequency region Sh> 1.3. In this case, an increase in pressure in the settling chamber of a 
micronozzle facility leads to an increase in the amplitude of decrease/increase in the low-frequency / high-frequency 
regions of the spectrum. The appearance of a slight “hump” in the spectrum near the Strouhal number 1.6 is 
associated with shock-wave noise from the interaction of vortices with shock waves diverging from the interaction 
point of microjet and the main jet. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE. 5 Relative amplitude spectra: (a) microjets pressure effect, (b) tangential angle effect, (c) azimuthal angle effect; and 
the standard deviation value of pulsations in various frequency ranges (d) of the jets acoustic pressure with microjets injection of 

various configurations 
 
The increase in distance between the microjet interaction points and the main nozzle exit section (C1.2, C2, C3) 

leads to an increase in the jet noise in the whole frequency range compared to the micronozzles closest to the “root” 
of the main jet. 

The inclination of the micronozzles to the jet axis (C4, C5) leads to an additional reduction of low-frequency 
noise (Sh from 0.02 to 0.11), while in the main impact area (Sh from 0.11 to 1.3) no changes are observed. 
The reverse inclination of micronozzles in the C5 configuration also contributes to the growth of high-frequency 
amplification. 

A change in the tangential angle of microjets reduces the jet noise over the whole frequency range (relative to 
C3) and achieves a reduction in the low-frequency region similar to that of normal injection near the nozzle exit 
section (C1.2), while the high-frequency gain is 1 dB lower. The magnitude of the decrease correlates with an 
increase in the tangential angle. There is an absence of shock-wave noise from microj
explained by a significant increase of the contact area of the microjet with the mixing layer during side impact, and 
by weakening of shock waves propagating from the interaction point. 

The use of five and seven microjets have little effect on the noise of a supersonic jet in the low-frequency region 
of Sh <0.5, but they do not have a high-frequency gain - the noise is reduced by 1.5 dB in this region. This correlates 
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with the visualization data, indicating that the mixing in the jet is enhanced and its range is reduced, i.e. the region 
near the nozzle section, which emits noise at high frequencies, has a shorter length and, therefore, has a lower 
intensity. The influence of the azimuthal angle of micronozzles location should be considered non-linear, according 
to the data obtained. 

It should be take into account that the facts revealed are valid only for one observation angle, in order to make a 
generalization, it is necessary to measure across the whole directivity pattern. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been discovered that the microjets injection in general leads to an increase in the jet range and a decrease 
in its mixing. According to preliminary measurements, the vicinity of the injection point and the exit section of the 
main nozzle, the inclination of the micronozzles to the axis of the main nozzle and their small tangential angle are 
among the most favorable parameters of the microjets injection for reducing the acoustic radiation of the jet. The 
number of micronozzles affects the structure and noise of the jet non-linearly. 
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Abstract. An experimental investigation of the structure of axisymmetric nonisobaric air jet exhausting from the 
convergent nozzle (Witoszynski profile) with the Mach number in the nozzle exit Ma = 1 and the pressure ratio n = 4.75 
is performed. Two types of measurements were used: contactless panoramic laser PIV method and flow field probing 
using Pitot. Distributions of flow parameters in the diametrical plane containing about 104 measured values are 
experimentally obtained. The combined use of the received data made it possible by solving the energy conservation 
equation to find the distribution of the main gas-dynamic parameters of the jet flow in this plane - temperature, Mach 
number, static pressure, density. On the example of the considered task it is shown that the given method can be useful 
for the study of the detailed shock-wave structure of high-speed underexpanded jet flows. 

INTRODUCTION 

Supersonic nonisobaric jet flows are characterized by a complex shock-wave structure with a high-gradient 
spatial distribution of gas-dynamic and thermodynamic flow parameters. The study of such flows is a practical 
objective that can be resolved by both experimental and numerical techniques. Usually the data obtained in the 
experiment are incomplete character: measurements are carried out at individual points in space or give a showing 
only of the values of some physical parameters (for example, the total pressure measured by the Pitot tube). 
Numerical methods make it possible to obtain complete data about stream, but require experimental verification of 
their reliability. 

In this regard, development and enhancement of new experimental methods that provide complete data about 
structure and parameters of flow is an urgent task. One of the expedient directions is to combine several 
computational and experimental methods into a single integrated approach that allows to full take into account their 
possible advantages. For example, in the paper [1] describes a computational and experimental method for 
determining the pressure field from the velocity field obtained by the PIV method. According to this method, the 
results of PIV measurements taken as initial data are substituted into the momentum equations system (Euler, 
Navier-Stokes or Reynolds equations). Solving them numerically, it is possible to determine the pressure field, and 
then the distribution of other gas-dynamic parameters (density, temperature, Mach number, etc.). The proposed 
method has a number of advantages – the panoramic method, i.e. it allows to obtain the parameters distribution in 
entire flow field, has a high spatial resolution, makes it possible to study streams where the probe measurements are 
difficult or impossible, etc. A significant disadvantage of this method is the necessity for numerical differentiation of 
data obtained in the experiment, which can lead to a large error of the eventual results. 

The method, in which the determination of gas-dynamic flow parameters is carried out by algebraic relations and 
does not require numerical differentiation operations, will provide results that are more reliable. The paper shows an 
approach in which the gas-dynamic flow parameters are calculated using two experimental methods: the velocity 
field is measured by PIV, and the total pressure is measured by a Pitot probe. Substituting the obtained data into the 
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energy conservation equation, it is possible to determine all other gas-dynamic flow parameters (Mach number, 
density, temperature, static pressure). The potential possibilities of the method are shown by the example of 
determining the parameters of a free axisymmetric supersonic underexpanded jet exhausting into the submerged 
space. 

METHODS 

The peculiarity of the way for determining the gas-dynamic parameters in this work is the absence of 
differentiation operations (in the finite-difference form) and integration, which in turn excludes the additional source 
of errors that accumulate along the integration lines during the counting [2]. The following assumption is 
introduced: T0 = const. This simplification is acceptable in many practical studies, in this case, in relation to the cold 
supersonic underexpanded jet, it is kept with an accuracy of 5 – 10 %, which is within the error of velocity 
measurements using the PIV method. Temperature and velocity are related by the energy conservation equation in 
the form of the Bernoulli equation for inviscid compressible flow: 

 
 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 + 𝑉𝑉2

2
= 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇0. (1) 

 
The Mach number was determined from a well-known formula through velocity and static temperature: 
 

 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑉𝑉
√𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

. (2) 
 
The static pressure distribution is calculated depending on the local Mach number of the flow and the measured 

Pitot pressure from the ratio for the isentropic flow or the Rayleigh formula: 
 

 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
𝑝𝑝

= �1 +  𝑘𝑘−1
2
𝑀𝑀2�

𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘−1 ,𝑀𝑀 < 1, (3) 
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𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘−1

, 𝑀𝑀 ≥ 1 . (4) 

 
These equations are supplemented by the Mendeleev-Clapeyron ideal gas equation of state: 
 

 𝑝𝑝 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇 (5) 
 
Here T is the static temperature, T0 is the total temperature, V is the velocity, M is the Mach number, p is the 

static pressure, pt is the total pressure, ρ is the gas density, k = 1.4 is the adiabatic index for air, R = 287 J/(kg·K) is 
the gas constant for air, cp = 1004 J/(kg·K) is the heat capacity of air at a constant pressure. 

The experiments were carried out in the jet module of a supersonic wind tunnel of blowdown T-326 in ITAM SB 
RAS. A profiled nozzle with inner diameter in the cut Da = 30 mm and a Mach number on the exit cross section of 
nozzle Ma = 1 was used. The gas-dynamic flow regime is determined by the nozzle pressure ratio Npr = 9, which 
corresponds to the pressure ratio n = 4.75. A detailed description of the experimental scheme, the operation principle 
of the PIV method and the jet module are given in [3]. The work also carried out measurements of the total pressure 
field using a Pitot probe. The outer diameter of the probe was 0.8 mm, the inner diameter was 0.4 mm. The probe is 
mounted on a pylon of a three-axis coordinate device that allows the movement of measuring probes in the 
investigated streams field with high positioning accuracy [4]. The experimental data collecting in automatic regime 
were realized. 

To compare with the received experimental results, a numerical calculation was also performed using the 
ANSYS Fluent software package. The gas-dynamic parameters at the boundary of the computational domain (at the 
nozzle exit section and in the submerged space surrounding the jet) are similar to the experiment. The case was 
solved in axisymmetric formulation. The Reynolds equations (RANS) were solved using the k-ω SST turbulence 
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model. The gas properties are determined by the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation. The molecular viscosity was 
computed by the Sutherland formula. 

RESULTS 

Visualization of the flow of a supersonic underexpanded jet is presented in Fig. 1. The flow is directed from left 
to right. In Fig. 1, a it is possible to distinguish the main elements of the stream shock-wave structure of the 
nonisobaric jet: an external and an internal shear layers, a barrel shock, a reflected compression shock, a Mach disk. 
In Fig. 1, b shows the typical picture of the jet, obtained using the laser sheet method (exposure time of 5 ns). The 
flow pattern is formed by scattered light on the introduced into the stream fine particles. The photo represents a 
barrel-shaped structure of the jet, the presence of a Mach disk is appeared by an increase in the intensity of scattered 
light from microparticles behind a direct shock wave, which is associated with a significant increase in the gas 
density. Along the streamlines can be traced to the nature of the flow in different regions of the jet: weakly perturbed 
local zones with the layered nature of the flow and strongly disturbed turbulent region (shear layers and the stream 
behind a Mach disk). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Schlieren-photograph (exposure 9 ms) of jet stream (a), flow visualization (exposure 5 ns) in the laser sheet plane (b) 
 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. The field of relative mean velocity (a) and comparison of an axial profiles of relative mean velocity (b) 
 
The contours of the measured relative average velocity of a supersonic underexpanded jet are adduced in 

Fig. 2, a. Colour shows the value of the relative velocity in accordance with the scale presented in the upper part of 
the picture. The data are obtained by averaging 150 instantaneous distributions. The maximum relative velocity of 
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the stream is achieved at the initial section of the jet before the Mach disk V/Va = 2.05 (where V is the calculated 
velocity in the nozzle exit that calculated by one-dimensional formulas of isentropic stream). Behind a normal shock 
recorded a sudden velocity drop to the value V/Va = 0.4. In its entirety, the obtained experimental data correspond to 
the known concepts of the flow structure in a supersonic non-designed jet. In Fig. 2, b the relative average velocity 
distribution on the jet axis is shown. The experimental results comparison with the data of numerical calculation is 
represented. A satisfactory correspondence at the initial gas-dynamic section of the flow acceleration is seen. Behind 
the Mach disk, there is a discrepancy in the results, which may be due to the choice of the turbulence model in the 
calculation. 

The two-dimensional distribution of the measured relative Pitot pressure is presented in Fig. 3, a. The minimum 
values are registered in the jet core region at a distance x/Ra = 3 and further downstream to the measuring area 
boundary, the maximum values are registered near the nozzle cut and behind the reflected shock wave. Comparison 
of calculation and experiment data is shown in Fig. 3, b. It is seen a good quantitative match at a distance of up to 
x/Ra = 7.5 from the nozzle exit section. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. The contours of measured relative Pitot pressure (a) and distributions comparison of relative Pitot pressure along the 
axis of the supersonic underexpanded jet (b) 

 
In Fig. 4, a the field of the relative static temperature restored from the Eq. (1) on velocity measurements is 

depicted. A comparison of profiles of the relative static temperature is adduced in Fig. 4, b. It is observed the 
qualitative accordance of the restored results and data of numerical calculation. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The restored distribution of relative static temperature (a) and comparison of axial profiles of relative static 
temperature (b) 

 
The Mach numbers field is calculating by the formula (2) is represented in Fig. 5, a. The maximum Mach 

number is reached before the shock wave and is M = 3.48. In Fig. 5, b comparison of axial distributions of Mach 
numbers is shown. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. The restored field of Mach numbers (a) and comparison of Mach number distributions along the flow axis (b) 
 
The relative static pressure contours reconstructed from Eqs. (3) and (4) are presented in Fig. 6, a. In the figure 

seen that the minimum values locates in the region of the nucleus of a supersonic non-Isobaric jet within the initial 
section to the Mach disk. After a normal shock, a static pressure restoring occurs. In Fig. 6, b comparison of 
calculation results and the distributions of relative static pressure on the stream axis obtained by formulas is 
adduced. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. The contours of relative static pressure (a) and comparison of relative static pressure profiles along the jet axis (b) 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. The reconstructed distribution of relative density (a) and comparison of the axial distributions of relative density (b) 
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The two-dimensional relative density distribution calculated from the equation of state for an ideal gas (5) in a 
supersonic underexpanded jet is shown in Fig. 7, a. The flow field of this gas-dynamic parameter correlates with the 
static pressure by the changes character in the structure. Comparison of the restored and calculated axial profile of 
relative density is depicted in Fig. 7, b. 

CONCLUSION 

The calculating possibility of the fields average values of the main gas-dynamic flow parameters by combining 
the PIV method and the Pitot tube on the example of a supersonic underexpanded jet is demonstrated. The 
represented method can be applied for high-speed flows with a complex shock-wave structure and the gas-dynamic 
parameters field unknown in advance. 
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of an experimental and numerical study of the gas-dynamic structure of a 
supersonic jet exhausting in ambient space. The results of numerical calculation and experimental data are compared, a 
feature of the shock-wave structure of the flow near the nozzle exit due to the formation of a high-speed circular flow is 
revealed. The origin of such a circular flow is accompanied by significant density gradients, which is registered by 
visualization the flow, as well as according to numerical modeling data. 

INTRODUCTION 

The practical need to study high-speed gas jets, including supersonic jet streams, is caused by the use of such 
streams in aerospace engineering and in various technological devices. The exhaust of supersonic jets is 
accompanied by a high level of power, thermal and pulsating arising loads as result the interaction of a supersonic 
flow with an obstacle, as well as a high level of acoustic radiation. 

The gas-dynamic structure of the initial section of the jet is characterized by the presence of shock waves, 
expansion waves, inner and outer mixing layers. The shadowgraph photo (a) and the flow pattern in the initial 
section of a supersonic underexpanded jet at Ma = 1 is shown in Fig. 1. Lines I and II conditionally designate the 
inner and outer surface of the mixing layer at the boundary of the jet, III and IV - the middle of the mixing layer and 
the conventional boundary of the jet. 

In accordance with the existing concepts, the generation of a barrel shock 4 is due to the presence of a fan of 
compression waves of a supersonic flow, caused by a turn of the flow on the outer boundary of the underexpanded 
jet. In this case, the point of origin of the barrel shock wave is located at a certain distance from the nozzle exit [2, 
3], as shown in the scheme (Fig. 1, b). On the flow patterns of the underexpanded jet presented in [4] there are 
images of a barrel shock emanating directly from the angular edge of the nozzle. Thus, in the literature there is a 
difference in the understanding of the mechanism of the origin of a barrel shock in a supersonic underexpanded jet. 

On the shadowgraph photo (Fig. 1, a), obtained by positioning the Foucault's knife along the jet axis, it is clearly 
visible that there is a pronounced flow heterogeneity in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle cut. This heterogeneity, 
seen in the photograph as a line (see pos. S), is connected with a barrel shock 4. In [5], this feature, which is clearly 
visible in schlieren photographs of an underexpanded jet, is called the ending characteristic of a fan of expansion 
waves (fan trailing edge) and does not match with a barrel shock wave. 

The interpretation of the mechanism of the occurrence of features of the gas-dynamic structure of the flow in the 
immediate vicinity of the nozzle section for an underexpanded jet exhausting from an axisymmetric nozzle into the 
ambient space is of scientific interest. The main goal of this work is to carry out an experimental and numerical 
study of the gas-dynamic structure of a supersonic jet flow near the nozzle exit. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 1. The shadowgraph photo (a) and the flow scheme in the initial section of a supersonic underexpanded jet with Mach 
number Ma = 1. 1 - nozzle; 2 - the mixing layer (I, II - the outer and inner boundaries, III - the middle of the mixing layer);  

3 - the Mach disc; 4, 5 - barrel and reflected compression shocks; 6 - the shear layer formed behind the point of intersection of 
shock waves 3, 4, 5; 7 - fan of rarefaction waves, r1, r3 - radial distances corresponding to the position of the inner boundary and 

the middle of the mixing layer 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

Experiments to study the structure of supersonic non-isobaric jets were carried out using a jet module of a T-326 
hypersonic wind tunnel of periodic action (Fig. 2).  

Experimental investigations of the structure of supersonic non-isobaric jets were carried out using a jet module 
of a hypersonic aerodynamic blow down wind tunnel T-326 ITAM SB RAS. The settling chamber 1 of the jet 
module is a pipe with an internal diameter of 113 mm and has a seat for the installation of replaceable nozzles 2. The 
jet exhausts into the test chamber 3 with dimensions of 1.3×0.87×0.93 m3. The supersonic jet exhausts into the test 
chamber and then flows to the exhaust diffusor 5 to an ambient space. 

The traversing gear, fixed in the test chamber above the nozzle, was used to move the pylon with the Pitot tube 
(Fig. 2, b) in three coordinates - X, Y, Z in automatic mode. The range of movement is 200×200×200 mm3. The 
position accuracy is not worse than 20 μm. In the experiment, when probing the flow, a Pitot tube with an outer 
diameter of 0.6 mm was used. To measure the pressure, high-precision pressure transducers were used with a 
measuring range from 0 to 6 bar and a measurement accuracy of 0.1%. The accuracy of maintaining the pressure in 
the settling chamber was 0.4%. 

Nozzle with a designed Mach number at the exit Ma = 1.0 was used. The contour of the subsonic part of the 
nozzle is calculated by using of the Vitoshinsky formula [6] for realized of smooth acceleration of flow. To 
minimize the natural disturbances generated by the roughness of the inner surface of the nozzle, a profiled nozzle 
with a high class of roughness of the inner surface was specially manufactured. The diameter of the outlet section of 
the nozzle is Da= 30 mm. 

The gasdynamic parameters of the main jet were determined by the designed Mach number on the nozzle exit 
equal to Ma = 1.0, nozzle pressure ratio is Npr = P0/Pc =5, the jet Mach number is equal Mj=1.71, (P0 is stagnation 
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pressure, Pc is the pressure in the facility test chamber). The Reynolds number, calculated from the flow parameters 
and the diameter at the nozzle exit, was Red = 2.3 × 106. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Scheme of the jet module of the wind tunnel T-326 (a) and photograph of the test chamber (b): 1 - settling chamber 
of the jet module; 2 - replaceable nozzles; 3 - test chamber; 4 - viewing window; 5 - supersonic diffuser; 6 - 3D traversing gear,  

7 - Pitot probe, 8 - stiffening ribs, 9 - shadowgraph device 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

The solution received with using of Fluent software under the following assumptions. The fluid of the jet (air) is 
a perfect gas, described by the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation. The molecular weight and heat capacity are constant. 
The coefficients of dynamic viscosity µ and thermal conductivity λ are functions of temperature.  

The conservation equations include the tensor of turbulent (Reynolds) stress. The turbulent viscosity coefficient 
in the stress tensor is calculated using a two-parameter differential k-ω SST turbulence model. The proposed model 
for calculating the parameters of turbulent flow belongs to the class of Boussinesq RANS-models (“Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes”) turbulence and makes it possible to describe well the structure of the supersonic jet flow 
near the nozzle exit. The energy conservation equation takes into account the thermal conductivity of the gas, 
depending on the coefficients of molecular and turbulent viscosity of the flow. The walls of the nozzle are adiabatic. 

The calculation was carried out in axisymmetric formulation. The equations were solved using first-order 
upstream scheme. The calculated domain contained 2 million tetrahedral cells with refining to the nozzle wall and 
nozzle outlet. 

The boundary conditions for solving the conservation equations: the total pressure P0 = 4.35 bar was set at the 
nozzle inlet, the pressure in the ambient space was Ph = 0.87 bar; the total temperature at the inlet to the nozzle is T0 
= 292 K, at the boundary of the calculated region (ambient space) Tc = 296 K. The boundary conditions for the 
equations for calculating the turbulent parameters k and ω are equal: the turbulent intensity I = 0.05%, the turbulent 
viscosity ratio µt/µ= 1. 

RESULTS 

To find out the problem of high density gradients observed in the experiment near the nozzle exit edge, a detailed 
study was carry out of the initial section of a supersonic underexpanded air jet exhausting into an ambient space. 
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The flow structure obtained using numerical simulation (density gradient) is shown in Fig. 3. For a given gas-
dynamic regime, a characteristic shock-wave “barrel” structure of the flow is formed with the formation of shock 
waves — direct 3 (Mach disk) of the barrel 4, and reflected 5 (see Fig. 1). It can be seen that the inhomogeneity of 
the flow, is formed immediately near the nozzle cut and then to connect with a barrel shock wave.  

 

 
FIGURE 3. The structure of the flow of a supersonic underexpanded jet, obtained as a result of numerical simulation,  

Ma=1.0, Npr=5 
 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 4. Radial profiles of the relative Pitot pressure measured in several cross-sections of the jet x/Ra= 0.03 (a), 0.33 (b), 
0.73 (c) and 2.0 (d), blue symbols – experiment, black lines – numerical modeling data 
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In order to determine this feature of the flow at the nozzle exit, probe measurements of the measured pressure 
were performed using a Pitot tube in the diametral plane of the jet. In Fig. 1, a shows sections (a, b, c and d) where 
pressure measurements were taken. The results of flow probing by the receiver of total pressure along the radius in 
the initial part of the supersonic jet, in the characteristic cross sections of the jet (see a – d in Fig. 1, a) are presented 
in Fig. 4, where Pt/Pc is the measured Pitot pressure related to the pressure in the ambient space. The figure also 
shows the numerical data. It can be seen that the numerical and the experiment data are in satisfactory agreement, 
which makes it possible to use the data of numerical calculation for the analysis of the flow structure. 

The formation of an additional line visible in the visualization picture (pos. S, Fig. 1, a) can be explained using 
experimental data (Pitot pressure) and numerical simulation. The characteristic pressure distribution is visible on the 
radial profiles near the nozzle exit (Fig. 4, a - d) —the pressure is maximum at the center of the jet. At the periphery, 
when interacting jet with the ambient gas in the mixing layer, the pressure decreases to values corresponding to the 
pressure in the ambient space. 

Near the exit cut of the nozzle (Fig. 4, a), a curvature is registered on the radial Pitot pressure profile at 
r/Ra = 0.98, further downstream the magnitude of this curve increases (x/Ra= 0.33, Fig. 4, b), at some distance 
minimum r/Ra = 0.8, section x/Ra= 0.73 (Fig. 4, c). 

The intersection of compression waves at a greater distance forms a shock that has a barrel shape. This shock is 
observed at x/Ra = 2.0 (Fig. 4, d), in the figure at r/Ra = 0.5 - 0.6. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 5. The radial distribution of Mach numbers obtained by numerical simulation,  
x/Ra = 0.03 (a), 0.33 (b), 0.73 (c) and 2.0 (d) 

 
The distributions of the Mach number along the radius in the characteristic cross sections of the jet, obtained as a 

result of the numerical calculation, are shown in Fig. 5. 
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It can be seen that near the nozzle exit, with a radius of r/Ra= 1 (Fig. 5, a), a flow region with large Mach 
numbers (up to M = 1.5) is shown in a narrow circular area, and the flow velocity at the center is equal to the 
calculated geometrical Mach number at the nozzle section i.e. M = 1.0. Downstream, the acceleration of the flow in 
the expansion fan occurs, as a result, the Mach number of the jet increases. 

At the periphery of the jet, the following flow features are observed: in the section x/Ra= 0.33 (Fig. 5, b), the 
flow, when penetrate through the registered thin region, S (Fig. 1, a), is accelerated to M= 1.77 and then decreases 
when going past through the barrel shock wave of jet. In the mixing layer of the jet, the flow velocity decreases. A 
similar distribution of Mach numbers is also observed in the section x/Ra= 0.73 (Fig. 5, c). 

At a significal distance from the nozzle exit (x/Ra = 2.0, Fig. 5, d), a barrel shock wave is formed in the jet, the 
type of dependence of the Mach number on the radius changes: in the center the flow has already accelerated to the 
number M = 2.5, and then at radius y/Ra = 0.5, which corresponds to the position of the barrel shock wave (see pos. 
4 in Fig. 1, a). 

CONCLUSION 

The gas-dynamic structure of the flow of the initial part of a supersonic jet exhausting into ambient space has 
been experimentally and numerically investigated. Satisfactory agreement between the calculation results and 
experimental data is shown. The features of the formation of a shock-wave flow structure in the initial part of the jet 
near the nozzle exit are revealed. In close proximity to the nozzle exit, a local circular supersonic flow is registered, 
in which the flow is accelerated to the Mach number M = 1.8. In the local circular supersonic flow, large density 
gradients are registered, which is the reason for the distinct image of the gas-dynamic feature of the flow on the 
shadow visualization (x/Ra= 0.03). A probably reason for the origin of a thin annular flow near the nozzle exit in an 
underexpanded jet is the presence of a boundary layer on the inner surface of the nozzle.  
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Abstract. Thin composite panels of asymmetric structure post-buckling behavior problem solutions for compression and 
shear are derived. Presented relationships can be used for analytic estimation of non-linear stress state of defect of 
delamination type. Also a method of load-bearing composite panels design by post-buckling state providing static 
strength criteria limitations is shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

When designing different aircraft structures of composite materials (CM) thin skins buckling is allowed. Loading 
level at which skin buckling is allowed depends on aircraft type; it is defined by the designer at an early stage of 
design and agreed with aviation authorities when developing special ultimate strength conditions. 

Some analytic solutions of geometrically non-linear problems of composite panels which can be used for post-
buckling behavior analysis of defects of delamination type as well as for skin designing by post-buckling behavior 
are shown in this publication. Initial relationships of V. Vasiliev’s [1] composite structures theory taking into 
account in general possibility of structure asymmetry are used for composite panels geometrically non-linear 
problems solution. 

ANALYSIS OF POST-BUCKLING STATE OF DEFECTS OF DELAMINATION TYPE 

Analytic and experimental researches of defects of delamination in load-bearing panels of CM type are quite 
urgent [2-4]. Main hypotheses and relationships [1, 5] are used in this publication for post-buckling behavior 
estimation of defects of local delamination in load-bearing wing box CM skin type in case of compression taking 
into account delamination initial deflection possibility. We shall assume that delamination further propagation is 
connected with load-bearing panel surface (close to one of load-bearing panel surfaces) defect buckling and further 
post-buckling behavior of defect with initial deflection. 

We shall underline following peculiarities of these researches. First of all we shall assume in general that 
laminate panel defect structure is asymmetric. Publication [1] shows for CFRP panels that when defining critical 
compression stress for some structures an error of about 30% is possible when calculating minimal stiffness not 
taking into account structure asymmetry. Secondly we shall assume that defect is a thin rectangular plate with aspect 
ratio 2/1 ≤≤ ba  and sides ratio to delamination thickness δ>>ba, . 

Geometrically Non-Linear Problem Main Relationships 

We shall write down geometrically non-linear equation of strain compatibility for composite panels of 
asymmetric structure as [5] 
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with Bmn, Cmn , Dmn being composite panel membrane, combined and bending stiffness. 
We shall write down the second non-linear equation of von Karman type for composite panels of asymmetric 

structure with initial deflection as 
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Relationships (1)-(2) are a system of geometrically non-linear equations for asymmetric composite plates with 
initial deflection post-buckling behavior research, it can be used for handling of applied problems connected with 
delamination behavior research taking into account initial deflection. We shall consider some particular solutions. 

Post-Buckling Behavior of All-Boundary Hinge Supported Panel of Asymmetric Structure 
Taking into Account Initial Deflection 

We shall consider widespread variant of boundary conditions with initial deflection being approximated by 
function of following type 
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Stress in buckled rectangular plate midsurface can be defined by following relationships 
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Following formula relative to compression force can be obtained as a result of geometrically non-linear problem 
solution by Bubnov-Galerkin method using equation (1.2) after rearrangement taking into account designation 
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For critical compression load calculation for composite panel of asymmetric structure with f, fнп→0 we obtain 
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With given compression load Тх and initial deflection bending deflection amplitude value fid bending deflection 
amplitude f can be obtained from derived expression (1.7) and then post-buckling behavior stress condition is 
defined. 

Compressed Panel of Asymmetric Structure Post-Buckling Behavior with All-Boundary 
Rigid Fixing 

We shall assume that initial deflection is approximated by function of following type 
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then similar function is used for bending deflection approximation 
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In considered case expression for stress function can be obtain from non-linear equation of strain compatibility 
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Following expression relative to compression force can be obtained as a result of geometrically non-linear 
problem solution by Bubnov-Galerkin method using equation (1.2) and bending deflection in the form of (1.9)-
(1.10) after rearrangements 
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For composite panel of asymmetric structure critical force definition we have following 
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Panel of Asymmetric Structure Post-Buckling Behavior with Shear 

For shear case we shall use bending deflection in the following form 
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After substitution of bending deflection (1.13) into equation of strain compatibility (1.1) taking into account 
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Further on using Bubnov-Galerkin procedure (1.2) and taking into account geometrical non-linearity we shall 
derive with f≠0 following equation 
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With small bending deflections equation (1.14) is written over as 
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(1.15) 

Applied estimation method of CM thin panels of asymmetric structure post-buckling behavior with shear 
consists of following items. Based on formula (1.15) wave development parameters (s and α are limited by panel 
geometric parameter) with which composite panel of asymmetric structure buckles are numerically defined. Then 
bending deflection amplitude f is defined by equation (1.14) with given load Sxy and stress in the plate midsurface 
is calculated by equations (1.6). 

Obtained analytic solutions of geometrically non-linear problems can allow behavior estimation of defects of 
delamination in composite panels type. Let us note that the author of this publication obtained also other analytic 
solutions for geometrically non-linear state estimation of composite panels with orthotropic and anisotropic 
structures [6-7]. Besides in publication [8] co-authors suggest applied method for predicting the load-carrying 
capacity in compression of panels with impact damage. 

COMPOSITE PANELS DESIGN BY POST-BUCKLING STATE 

When providing strength of thin-walled structures depending on limitations due to assumed design solutions 
various variants of structural elements stiffness parameters definition are possible. Table 1 shows an example of 
design ratios for orthotropic hinge supported minimum weight plate thickness definition for longitudinal 
compression. We shall note that plate design by static strength and stability conditions comes down to simple 
relationships. Plate design with buckling acceptability, that is by post-buckling state, needs geometrically non-linear 
problem solution at the early stage. 
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TABLE 1. Orthotropic panel thickness defining formulas for uniaxial compression. 

Plate design conditions Stress formulas Minimum weight panel thickness 
defining relationships 
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Method of panel design by post-buckling state with static strength criteria limitations is suggested in 

publications [9-10]. 
We shall review methods of design by post-buckling state using orthotropic smooth panel thickness definition as 

an example. Algorithm of orthotropic smooth panel thickness definition with static strength criteria limitations 
consists of following items: 

1) panel buckling mode is described with known function (with an accuracy of unknown bending deflection 
amplitude value); 

2) with known geometrical parameters (including panel length and width) and stiffness characteristics defined by 
CM layout amount of half waves is calculated for orthotropic panels buckling m and n; 

3) Geometrically non-linear problem is solved by Bubnov-Galerkin or Ritz method allowing completed analytic 
relationships derivation including non-linear equations connecting thickness and bending deflection amplitude; 

4) Equations for stress definition using stress function are written down, then expression for stress dependence of 
bending deflection amplitude is derived from them; 

5) Extreme points of expressions for stress by coordinates x and y are researched, points at which stress may 
reach maximum in modulus values are defined; 

6) Based on condition of stress reaching limiting values, for example xσ , bending deflection amplitude with 

stress =σ xσ  is defined (rf. item 4). Substituting derived equation into geometrically non-linear equation (rf. item 
3) we obtain non-linear equation relative to panel thickness. 

Panel Design by Post-Buckling State with Compression 

We shall consider orthotropic rectangular rigidly fixed along long sides hinge supported along short sides panel 
with longitudinal compression as an example. We shall submit bending deflection in a following form 
 ,y)(2sinx)(sinfW βα=  (2.1) 
with α=πm/a, β=πn/b being wave development parameters, m, n being half waves amount in longitudinal 
(corresponding to OX axis direction) and transverse (corresponding to OY axis direction) directions. In this case we 
shall assume that for long plates n=1. 

After bending deflection substitution (2.1) to the equation of strain compatibility (1.1) for orthotropic panel 
taking into account designations δFF =  and δТр хх =  following stress function is derived 
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Membrane stress in midsurface for orthotropic panel is defined by formula (1.6) 
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Bubnov-Galerkin method use in considered case leads us to following equation 
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With small bending deflections assuming condition 0f 2 → , introducing designation ( )2βαλ =  and using 

minimization condition 0λN x =∂∂  we can obtain wave formation critical parameters λcr=
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Substituting derived wave formation parameters to (2.4) non-linear equation relative to bending deflection 
amplitude can be obtained. 

Proceeding from equation (2.4) we shall further on derive expression for panel thickness definition based on the 
condition of load-carrying ability with post-buckling behavior. Assuming that longitudinal stress reaches ultimate 
stress limit xσ  we can exclude bending deflection amplitude value f using expression for stress xσ  (2.3). Then with 
acting linear compression load qx=рхδ we shall write down an equation defining thickness 
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We shall note that wave formation critical parameters m and n included into equation (2.5) depend only on 
aspect ratio and CM layout. Besides, bending deflection is described by periodic function. Therefore we shall note 
that at first function y)(xЕαβ ,  shall be researched and a set of points (xi,yi) in which stress xσmax  is 
implemented shall be defined. In this case numerical research is possible. 

Besides we shall note that for relatively thick panels bending stress in extreme fibers shall be added to membrane 
stress defined by stress function (1.6) 
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with Bmn being composite structure reduced stiffness parameters, z=±δ/2, δ being plate thickness. 
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To complete the description of design method for composite panels in terms of CM failure mechanisms we shall 
describe also a variant of skin thickness definition by normal stress. We shall write down an expression for 
combined stresses 
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Equaling combined normal stresses to composite package ultimate stress limit and expressing bending deflection 
amplitude we can derive after result substitution to equation (2.4) following non-linear expression minimum weight 
for composite plate thickness definition 
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We shall also note that in case of post-buckling straining one more reason of composite panels failure is possible. 
Failure shear mechanism is possible due to transverse stresses τxz or τyz leading to delamination. In this case 
assuming that the panel is thin and relationship for transverse tangential stress which is derived from steady-state 
equations taking into account stresses τxz and τyz can be used, we obtain 
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(2.9) 

For considered case providing ultimate stress limit in transverse stress yxτ  is reached we obtain following 
from (2.9) taking into account (2.1) 
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Then substituting (2.10) to equation (2.4) we derive an equation defining composite panel thickness on post-
buckling state 
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Panel Design by Post-Buckling State with Shear 

We shall deal with orthotropic rectangular panel design by shear. Substituting bending deflection (1.13) to 
equations (1.1)-(1.2) we derive following expression for stress function 
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and geometrically non-linear problem solution 
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Membrane stress in panel midsurface is defined by following equations 
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Writing over expression (2.12) taking into account equation δpq xyxy ⋅=  as 
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and using further on condition of reaching tangential ultimate stress limit in expression (2.13) we can obtain an 
equation for thin panel thickness definition with tangential forces acting. 

Shown as an example relationships defining composite panels minimal thickness by post-buckling state based on 
the condition of meeting one of the static strength criteria can be joined as a general procedure defining optimal 
composite panel parameters. General method of composite panels design by post-buckling state taking into account 
static strength limitations (including residual strength) and providing service life is shown in publication [11]. 
A possibility of thin-walled stiffened panels design by post-buckling state is also shown in this publication. 
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Abstract. In this paper we focus on investigation of temperature distributions in laser elements based on Yb:YAG crystal 
at cryogenic temperatures. We consider the approach of using elements with non-uniform concentration distribution of 
dopant ions to reduce an average temperature and to minimize temperature gradients in active elements of laser 
amplifiers. The results of modeling are presented and discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays many science investigations have devoted to interaction of high intensity radiation with media, laser 
induced nuclear fusion [1], charged particle acceleration by lasers [2], generation of attosecond pulses. For 
numerous strong-field physics applications, high peak and average power laser are required. Promising candidates 
for generation of high peak and average power laser pulses are systems based on Yb-doped active media [2]. 
Technologies of fabrication of such media have been extensively studied [3], it allows to produce large and excellent 
laser quality elements, what is very actual for power scaling. Implementation of optical parametric chirped pulse 
amplification (OPCPA) schemes based on Yb-doped active media opens a route to ultra short and energetic pulses 
[4]. Advantages of Yb-doped media are low quantum defect (~10%), high gain at the low temperatures, no up-
conversion and no concentration-quenching for dopant amounts up to tens of atomic percents, moreover, upper-state 
lifetime is relatively long – about 1 ms. 

At Institute of Laser Physics SB RAS all solid – state Yb-doped diode pumped high power femtosecond laser 
system operating at 1 kHz repetition rate has been being developed. It consists of a couple channels with optical 
synchronization [5-7]: laser amplification channel and optical parametric amplification channel. The scheme of the 
system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
FIGURE 1. The layout of the high power diode pumped laser system with two parallel channels 
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The master oscillator is femtosecond Yb:Y2O3 ceramic laser, operating at 77 K. After pre-amplification in a 
regenerative amplifier the radiation is divided into the channels. The laser amplification channel consists of 6 – pass 
amplifier at room temperature and 32 – pass amplifier at cryogenic temperature. At the output of channel we expect 
to obtain 300 mJ pulses centered at 1030 nm. The optical parametric amplification channel is designed for 
amplification of an input ultra broadband optical signal up to several millijoules. Optically synchronized channels 
allow to achieve reliable stability while keeping high output intensity and high repetition rate. 

It was noted before, the laser amplification channel consists of two multipass amplifiers based on Yb:YAG 
crystals. The first amplifier increases input pulse energy level up to 15 mJ that significantly enhances an efficiency 
of the second amplifier. The second amplifier is designed to increase input pulse energy level up to 300 mJ.  

Significant heating of the amplifier active elements occurs by the high power level of pump sources [7]. At low 
temperatures the heat conductivity of solid state laser materials is higher than at room temperatures as well as the 
gain coefficient [8]. The higher heat conductivity means the higher cooling efficiency and lower temperature 
gradients in active element. In this paper the authors focus on the investigation of thermal fields in the active 
elements arising under diode pumping. The concentration of the doping ions affects the average temperature of the 
active element and maximal magnitude of the temperature. In papers [9,10] the approach of gradient doping to 
reduce a thermal load is discussed, however, the dependencies of material properties of active medium on 
temperature are not taken into account. We consider the approach of use elements with non-uniform concentration 
distribution of dopant ions to reduce an average temperature and to minimize temperature gradients in active 
elements of laser amplifiers. 

THEORY 

To find temperature distribution in the active elements, we have numerically solved time-dependent 3D heat 
transfer equation: 
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ρ λ λ λ
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 (1) 

where T- temperature, ρ - density, c - heat capacity, λ - heat conductivity of material, Q - laser thermal source that in 
general form is determined as: 
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∫
= − = ⋅ ∫  (2) 

where Ip, Pa intensity and absorbed power of laser source (in this paper we assume gaussian spatial intensity 
distribution with a constant diameter of the beam profile in the active medium), αa – absorption coefficient, wx, wy – 
beam radius in x and y directions, x0, y0 – coordinates of the beam center.  

This equation is coupled by appropriate boundary conditions: 

( ) ( )1 20, , , , , , ,b b b b b b
b

T T x y z t T x y z t
n

λ ∂ − = = ∂ 
 (3) 

where the first equation relates to insulated boundaries and second corresponds to a temperature balance between the 
active element and mount.  

To solve (1) we use finite difference method with spatial splitting [11]. Time step is divided into three steps that 
allows to discretize eq. (1) by one dimension heat conduction equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )i
i i

T TT c T T Q x t
t x x

ρ λ
 ∂ ∂ ∂
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 (4) 

where index i corresponds to x-, y- or z-derivative that depends from the step number. The first member in the right 
hand side in (4) we calculate as: 
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where Λ(T) corresponds to the first derivative of the heat conductivity by the temperature. This model is under an 
assumption of the heat conductivity independency on doping level and take its minimal value into an account that 
corresponds to the maximal value of doping level. 

After discretization (4) is approximated by finite differences: 
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where i, n indexes relate with spatial (h spatial step) and temporal (τ time step) standard grid regarding to finite 
difference method, and 
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- averaged thermal conductivity coefficient.  
Eq. (6) leads to the system of linear equations: 
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(8) 

The system (8) has a tridiagonal matrix and is solved by Thomas algorithm [12]. This algorithm allows one to 
compute all points for a given axis explicitly parallel on each time step, so we have implemented this approach to 
speed up the calculus with negligible memory trade off. When a solution of the system is found the index in (8) is 
increased and the algorithm is executed again. 

MODELING 

Based on the algorithm given above, we simulated the thermal fileds in Yb:YAG crystal with different 
longitudinal spatial distribution of dopant ions. At the beginning of this section, it should be noted that the same 
value of absorbed pump power at the various concentration of dopant ions leads to the different temperature 
distribution in active element. To regard this statement the simulations of thermal fields in Yb:YAG crystal with 
diameter of 25.4 mm and thickness of 3.75 mm were done for different constant doping level (Fig. 2). 
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FIGURE 2. Longitudinal temperature distribution in 10 at.% Yb:YAG and 20 at.% Yb:YAG. 

Incident pump power 100 W, diameter 4 mm 
 

Modeling results of Fig. 2 based on following conditions: 
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Total absorbed pump power was the same in both cases. To make the results more understandable we expanded 
the distribution in case of 20 at.% Yb:YAG according to (10). Constant absorption exp(-η) provides equal conditions 
by the total absorbed pump power. Despite the equal pump conditions the temperature distributions are different. 
The higher constant concentration of dopant ions leads to the higher temperature gradients in active element.  

In this paper we consider the active elements with concentration of dopant ions is not uniform, but has a special 
profile. Exponential Γ(z) and parabolic Ψ(z) concentration variation along pump axis are investigated. Discussed 
profiles are given in Fig. 3 and determined as: 

( )
( ) ( )

2
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z a bz cz

z d fz

Ψ = + +

Γ = +
 

    (10) 

where a, b, c, d, f are constant coefficients. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Doping profiles of Yb3+ ions in active element along pump axis (a). 
Temperature distribution along pump axis at the center of the active element (b). 

Incident pump power 100 W, diameter 4 mm 
 

The shapes of doping profiles were chosen according to (9). For the profiles we performed the modeling of the 
thermal fields and compared ones in a case of constant doping level of 10 at.% Yb3+ (Figure 3). Exponential profile 
provides almost uniform temperature distribution from the input point to 1,5 mm, but the average temperature is the 
highest. Case of 10 at.% Yb3+ doping stands out the temperature maximum and exponential decreasing of the 
temperature profile. Distribution of Yb ions with parabolic doping profile reduces maximal and average crystal 
temperature, maintains slightly changing temperature from the input point to 2,5 mm. 

CONCLUSION 

To calculate thermal distribution in the Yb:YAG crystals, 3+1D heat transfer equation was numerically solved. 
The solution was done by the algorithm based on the spatial splitting method. To achieve high performance and 
keep high accuracy a parallel algorithm was implemented.  

Temperature distributions in Yb:YAG crystal with different longitudinal spatial distribution of dopant ions were 
simulated and discussed. It has been shown that the exponential concentration profile the region of almost uniform 
temperature distribution is in a range of 40 % crystal length. In case of parabolic concentration profile the similar 
region is the larger and equal 65 % of crystal length. Furthermore, the parabolic shape decreases the maximal 
temperature about 30 % in comparison with constant concentration of 10 at.% Yb:YAG. 

The results of modeling are used in the development of the diode-pumped high power laser amplifier operating 
with pulse repetition rate up to 1 kHz. 
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Abstract. This paper reports new h-, hp-, and p-versions of the least squares collocation (LSC) method of high-order accuracy
proposed and implemented for solving boundary value problems for biharmonic-type equations in regular and irregular domains.
The solutions of these equations are used to model and analyse the stress-strain state of isotropic and orthotropic thin plates. In
particular, irregular plates with circular holes are considered here. It is shown that our approximate solution is high order accurate.
We represent some suitable numerical examples. In addition, the plate on elastic foundation is considered.

INTRODUCTION

Biharmonic equations ∆2u = f are of great importance for many areas of science and engineering. Classical examples
can be found in fluid and solid mechanics, theory of thin plates and many other areas. For example, in hydrodynamics,
the stream function of an incompressible two-dimensional creeping flow (zero Reynolds number) satisfies the bihar-
monic equation. In solid mechanics, the solution of the biharmonic equation can be used to represent the Airy stress
function. In the theory of thin plates, the solution of the biharmonic equation can be used for modeling and analysing
the stress-strain state of an isotropic plate under the action of a transverse load [1]. The deflection of an orthotropic
plate is also reduced to solving a fourth-order equation close to the biharmonic equation with different coefficients
before derivatives in the classical laminated plate theory using Kirhhoff hypothesis [1, 2]. The differential equation
for the deflection of the plate on elastic foundation is ∆2u + Cu = f [1]. There are other more complex models [3, 4].
It is worth noting that biharmonic-type equations are difficult to numerically solve due to the fourth order derivatives
in the differential equation. It is known, an approximation of higher order derivatives in the equation and boundary
conditions often leads to ill-conditioned systems of linear algebraic equations (SLAE).

Numerical solutions of boundary value problems for the biharmonic equation are usually obtained through the
use of the finite difference method (FDM), because of the ease of grid generation and fast solving of different prob-
lems. However, there are limited publications on FDMs for biharmonic equations in irregular domains [5, 6]. The
finite element method (FEM) is another popular method for solving such problems using unstructured grids [7–11].
As referred to in [12], although the solution techniques for the fourth order equations by FDMs and FEMs are well
developed, there are not many results available for dealing with arbitrary shapes and complex boundary conditions.
Spectral methods and methods of spectral elements have become increasingly popular in the computation of con-
tinuum mechanics problems. The main advantage of these methods are the exponential rate of convergence if an
unknown solution is sufficiently smooth [12–15]. Spectral methods are less effective or flexible than FEMs if smooth-
ness of solutions are weak. There are other numerical methods to the biharmonic equation. These include the fast
multipole method, the spline collocation, the mimetic method, the mixed methods. The readers are referred to [16] for
more references on these methods. However, most numerical methods are limited to rectangular domain.

Our early studies [17–25] are devoted to solving boundary value problems for Poisson equations and biharmonic
equations by the h-versions of the LSC method. There has been a comparison made for the results achieved in [24, 25]
and results of other authors who used FDM. This study extends into new hp- and p-versions of the LSC method. We
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present a numerical example in a multiply-connected domain. Other fourth-order equations are considered besides the
biharmonic equation. An initial computational domain is embedded in a fictitious rectangle. This rectangle is covered
by the regular grid with rectangular cells in the h-version. An approximate problem is assigned to a problem for PDE
by projecting into a finite-dimensional linear functional space. The solution of the approximate problem is reduced to
solving a SLAE. The approximate solution is obtained as a linear combination with indeterminate coefficients of the
basis elements defined in this space. The overdetermined SLAE for unknown coefficients is constructed of collocation
equations, boundary conditions, and matching conditions in each cell of the grid. Krylov subspaces [26], multi-grid
complexes [27], and diagonal preconditioner [28] are used in the new h- and hp-versions of the LSC method. On top of
that, the new p-version of the LSC method with the diagonal preconditioner is implemented for solving the biharmonic
problem. A single piece of the polynomial solution is constructed in a computational domain in the p-version. The
hp-version is a combination of the h- and p-versions.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

First, let us consider the Dirichlet problem for the biharmonic equation for u(x1, x2)

∆2u = f (x1, x2), (x1, x2) ∈ Ω, u|δΩ = g1(x1, x2), un|δΩ = g2(x1, x2) (1)

in domain Ω ⊂ R2 with boundary δΩ, where ∆2 =
∂4

∂x4
1

+ 2
∂4

∂x2
1∂x2

2

+
∂4

∂x4
2

, un =
∂u
∂n

, −→n is the unit normal pointing

outward, u(x1, x2) is the unknown function, f (x1, x2), g1(x1, x2), and g2(x1, x2) are given functions. The boundary
conditions are also set on inner boundaries of the computational domain if the domain is multiply-connected. Let us
present the description of the LSC method by the example of solving the biharmonic equation in irregular simply
connected domains. Other boundary value problems for biharmonic-type equations are carried out similarly to the
algorithm described below.

In this paper Ω is the domain with a discrete outer boundary. The program builds a continuous double spline
(x1(t), x2(t)) if boundary is smooth or a piece-wise spline if boundary has breakpoints for describing δΩ [22–25].

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

H-Version of the LSC Method
The initial domain is embedded in a fictitious rectangle covered by the regular grid N1×N2 with rectangular cells.
An “onefold” layer of boundary irregular cells (i-cells) appears near the domain boundary in the case of irregular
domains. The “onefold” layer is cut of by the boundary from the rectangular cells of the initial regular grid. An i-cell
that does not contain the center of the initial rectangular cell that contains it is attached to the neighboring one. The
readers are referred to [24, 25] for more information about this technique.

Let Ncells be the number of cells in each version of the LSC method. For convenience we introduce the local
coordinate system in each j-th cell

y1 =
(x1 − x1 j)

h1
, y2 =

(x2 − x2 j)
h2

, (2)

where (x1 j, x2 j) is the cell center, h1 and h2 are the sizes of the rectangular cells in the x1 and x2 directions, respectively,
j = 1, ...,Ncells, v(y1, y2) = u(x1(y1), x2(y2)).

The approximate solution in each j-th cell is sought as

vh j(y1, y2) =

K∑
i1=0

K−i1∑
i2=0

ci1i2 jy
i1
1 yi2

2 (3)

or

vh j(y1, y2) =

K1−1∑
i1=0

K2−1∑
i2=0

ci1i2 jφi1 (y1)φi2 (y2), (4)

(y1, y2) ∈ [−1, 1] × [−1, 1], φi1 (y1) = cos(i1 arccos(y1)), φi2 (y2) = cos(i2 arccos(y2)). Overall, the number of basis
elements in each grid cell is Nnu = (K + 1)(K + 2)/2 and Nnu = K1K2 for (3) and (4), respectively.
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P- and HP-Versions of the LSC Method
The initial domain is also embedded in the fictitious rectangle in the p-version. A single piece of the polynomial
solution is constructed in the computational domain. Local coordinates are similarly entered by the formula (2) and
Ncells = N1 = N2 = j = 1. The approximate solution is also sought in the forms (3) or (4). The grid is refined
using a suitable combination of h-refinements (dividing cells into smaller ones) and p-refinements (increasing their
polynomial degree) in the hp-version.

Equations of the Approximate Problem and Least Squares Problem
The unknown coefficients ci1i2 j in the LSC method are determined from an overdetermined “local” system of equa-
tions in each cell consisting of the collocation equations, matching conditions (h- and hp-versions), and boundary
conditions. It is worth noting that the overdetermination is different for each problem in the LSC method. The overde-
termination for the biharmonic equation is approximately 3 [17–22, 24, 25].

The collocation equations multiplied by h2
1h2

2 are written down at the collocation points (y1c, y2c) in each j-th cell
as:

kc

h2
2

h2
1

∂4vh j

∂y4
1

+ 2
∂4vh j

∂y2
1∂y2

2

+
h2

1

h2
2

∂4vh j

∂y4
2

 = kch2
1h2

2 f (x1(y1c), x2(y1c)), (5)

where kc is a positive weight parameter. An uniform distribution [24, 25] of the collocation points in each cell is
applied if the approximate solution has the form (3). The number of collocation points Ncol = ([

√
Nnu] + 1)2, where []

denotes the integral part. The collocation points are selected in the roots of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind if
the approximate solution has the form (4). Let Ncol = Nnu and collocation points written down at (α1

i1
, α2

i2
), i1 = 1,K1,

i2 = 1,K2, where α1
i1

— roots of the Chebyshev polynomial of degree K1, α2
i2

— roots of the Chebyshev polynomial
of degree K2.

The matching conditions (multiplied by h1h2 in (7)) should be satisfied in [Ncol/4] points at the intercell boundary
of neighboring cells in the h- and hp-versions; such conditions call for continuity of the following expressions in each
j-th cell:

km0 vh j + km1

∂vh j

∂n j
= km0 v̂h + km1

∂v̂h

∂n j
, (6)

h1h2

(
km2

∂2vh j

∂n j
2 + km3

∂3vh j

∂n j
3

)
= h1h2

(
km2

∂2v̂h

∂n j
2 + km3

∂3v̂h

∂n j
3

)
, (7)

where n j denotes the unit outer normal to the boundary of the j-th cell, vh j and v̂h are the limits of the function vh j as
its arguments tend to the cell side from within and outside the cell, km0 , km1 , km2 , km3 are positive weight parameters.

The boundary conditions for the Dirichlet problem (1) are written down at Nnu ∈ δΩ points in the p-version and
(4 − Ns)[Ncol/4] ∈ δΩ points in the h- and hp-versions as

kb0 vh j = kb0 g1(x1, x2), (8)

kb1

(
n1

h1

∂v
∂y1

+
n2

h2

∂v
∂y2

)
= kb1 g2(x1, x2), (9)

where kb0 , kb1 are positive weight parameters. The points where we write the matching conditions and boundary
conditions are uniformly distributed in each cell and on its boundary, respectively [24].

The overdetermined SLAE obtained by combining the equations (5)–(9) in all cells of the computational domain
(global system) is solved iteratively by the Gauss - Seidel method in the h and hp-versions. In this process one “global
iteration” consists of sequential solution of the local SLAE in all cells of the domain. On each iteration, the solution is
improved for each cell individually, that is, local SLAE is solved in each cell. A system matrix of equations is reduced
to the upper triangular form by the Householder method (also in the p-version) when constructing the solution in each
cell. At each cell, the right-hand sides of local SLAEs contain ci1i2 j from the cells adjacent to the current one. If the
solution in the adjacent cell has already been improved then we take its coefficients ci1i2 j from the current iteration
(that is, improved ones). Otherwise, we take them from the previous iteration step. The iterative process continues
while the condition is true

max
i1i2 j
|cn+1

i1i2 j − cn
i1i2 j| > ε, (10)
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where cn
i1i2 j — coefficient of the polynomial which approximates the solution in the cell with the number j on the n-th

iteration. The value ε is a given small constant [17–25]. The positive weight parameters influences on the properties
of the LSC method.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Isotropic Plate
In the theory of thin plates, the biharmonic equation can be used to represent a plate deflection w, where f = q/D, q
is the intensity of the load distributed over the upper plate surface, D = Eh3/12(1 − ν2) is the flexural rigidity of the
plate, h is the thickness of the plate, E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio. For example, one of the following
conditions can be set on each piece of the plate boundary:

w = 0,
∂w
∂n

= 0 — a clamped edge, (11)

w = 0, Mnw = 0 — a simple support, (12)

Mnw = 0, Vnw = 0 — a free edge, (13)

where −→n denotes the outward normal to the boundary δΩ, Mn is the second order differential operator, Vn is the third
order differential operator [1].

We consider the simply supported (12) rectangular plate d1×d2 under the sinusoidal load q =

105 sin(πx1/d1) sin(πx2/d2) Pa. In this case [1]

w(x1, x2) =
qd4

1d4
2

π4D(d2
1 + d2

2)2
. (14)

Let the projection of the middle plane of the plate on the plane (x1, x2) has the following multiply connected
form. The outer boundary is circular curve (x1 − 5)2 + (x2 − 5)2 = 52 with 5 holes: (x1 − 3)2 + (x2 − 3)2 ≤ 0.72,
(x1 − 3)2 + (x2 − 7)2 ≤ 0.62, (x1 − 7)2 + (x2 − 3)2 ≤ 0.52, (x1 − 7)2 + (x2 − 7)2 ≤ 0.42, (x1 − 5)2 + (x2 − 5)2 ≤ 0.32.
The exact values of the w and the bending moment Mnw are set on the boundary δΩ in the numerical experiment in
order to use the analytical solution (14) for the test. The following parameters were used in the first case: h = 0.1 m,
E = 200 GPa, ν = 0.28, d1 = d2 = 10 m, ε = 10−10. Table 1 shows the numerical results arising from the h- (using
(3)), hp-, and p-versions of the LSC method.

TABLE 1. Relative L∞ errors, denoted by Re. Niter denotes the number of iteration, Ncells(ind) denotes
the number of independent cells, Ncells(dep) denotes the number of adjoined cells, CPU time in sec-
onds spent in solving the global system is also shown. All computations were done using Intel Core
i7-4700MQ CPU 2.80 GHz, DIMM DDR3 800 MHz 6 Gb.

h-version
N1×N2 Ncells(ind) Ncells(dep) Re Niter Rate CPU time (s)

8×8 52 8 8.63e-4 81 — 0.18
16×16 197 27 1.26e-4 81 2.77 0.593
32×32 765 74 1.19e-5 121 3.40 3.15
64×64 3046 172 2.37e-6 201 2.32 20.51

hp-version p-version p-version
N1×N2 K Re K Re K1 = K2 Re

8×8 5 1.09e-4 10 1.31e-6 8 2.04e-4
8×8 6 1.42e-6 13 2.05e-8 11 1.61e-8
8×8 7 2.94e-7 16 1.74e-12 14 6.32e-11
8×8 8 5.26e-9 19 1.61e-14 17 4.51e-15
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Orthotropic Plate
Bending of a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate

The differential equation for orthotropic plates [1, 2]

D11
∂4w(x1, x2)

∂x4
1

+ 2(D12 + 2D66)
∂4w(x1, x2)
∂x2

1∂x2
2

+ D22
∂4w(x1, x2)

∂x4
2

= q(x1, x2), (15)

where D11 =
E1h3

12(1 − ν12ν21)
, D22 =

E2h3

12(1 − ν12ν21)
, D12 =

ν21E1h3

12(1 − ν12ν21)
, D66 =

G12h3

12
, constants E1, E2, ν12, ν21

and G12 characterize the elastic properties of a material.
Let us consider the simply supported rectangular plate d1×d2 under the sinusoidal load q(x1, x2) =

q0 sin(πx1/d1) sin(πx2/d2) Pa, q0 =const. The simply supported boundary conditions can be expressed as

w = 0, Mnn = 0, (16)

where Mnn = Mx1 x1 cos2(α)+Mx1 x2 sin(2α)+Mx2 x2 sin2(α), (cos(α), sin(α)) — outer normal components to the domain
boundary. The bending moments are related to the transverse deflection by the equations

Mx1 x1 = −

D11
∂2w
∂x2

1

+ D12
∂2w
∂x2

2

 ,Mx2 x2 = −

D12
∂2w
∂x2

1

+ D22
∂2w
∂x2

2

 ,Mx1 x2 = −2D66
∂2w
∂x1∂x2

. (17)

The exact solution of the equation (15) that satisfies the boundary conditions (16) can be expressed as

w(x1, x2) =
q0 sin( πx1

d1
) sin( πx2

d2
)

π4

d4
2

[
D11

(
d2
d1

)4
+ 2 (D12 + 2D66)

(
d2
d1

)2
+ D22

] . (18)

The material properties are taken to be: E1 = 25E2, G12 = 0.5E2, E2 = 5, ν12 = ν21 = 0.25. Table 2 shows the
numerical results arising from the h- and hp-versions of the LSC method.

TABLE 2.
h-version hp-version

N1×N2 Re Rate N1×N2 K Re

10×10 1.09e-1 — 4×4 8 1.56e-4
20×20 1.29e-3 3.07 4×4 10 1.04e-6
40×40 1.87e-4 2.78 4×4 12 1.46e-9
80×80 6.56e-5 1.51 4×4 14 3.56e-10

Bending of a Clamped Elliptic Plate

Let us consider the elliptic plate
x2

1

a2 +
x2

2

b2 = 1 clamped (11) on the boundary and carrying a uniform load q. The simple
expression

w(x1, x2) =
q

24D11
a4 +

16(D12+2D66)
a2b2 + 24D22

b4

1 − x2
1

a2 −
x2

2

b2

2

. (19)

satisfies (15) and the required conditions on the boundary [1]. An approximate solution was obtained on the grid 2× 2
with the accuracy of the order of e-15 because of polynomial solution (19).

We use the behavior of the value stress intensity to illustrate the stress state of the plate

I =
1
√

2

√
(σx − σy)2 + σ2

x + σ2
y + 6σxy

2, (20)

where σx = −E(wxx + νwyy), σy = −E(wyy + νwxx), σxy = −E(wxy), E =
Ex3

1 − ν2 , x3 ∈ [−h/2, h/2]. Figure 1 shows the
deflection form w and stress intensity I (20) with material properties from previous example.
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FIGURE 1. The value of the deflection w (a) of the strain elliptic plate and stress intensity I (b) when a = 12 m, b = 8 m, h = 0.1
m, q = 105 Pa. The symbol • denotes points giving the domain boundary (also for Fig. 2).
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FIGURE 2. The value of the deflection w (a) of the strain rectangular plate on the elastic foundation and stress intensity I (b).

Plate on Elastic Foundation
A laterally loaded plate may rest on an elastic foundation [1]. According to the Tymoshenko’s work [1], the differential
equation for the deflection, written in rectangular coordinates, becomes

∂4w(x1, x2)
∂x4

1

+ 2
∂4w(x1, x2)
∂x2

1∂x2
2

+
∂4w(x1, x2)

∂x4
2

+
kw(x1, x2)

D
=

q(x1, x2)
D

, (21)

where the constant k is called the modulus of the foundation.
Let us consider a simply supported (12) rectangular plate d1×d2 under the const load q. In this case

w(x1, x2) =
16q
π2

∞∑
m=1,3,5,...

∞∑
n=1,3,5,...

sin mπx1
d1

sin nπx2
d2

mn
[
π4D

(
m2

d1
2 + n2

d2
2

)2
+ k

] . (22)

TABLE 3. Relative L2 errors, denoted by Ne.

h-version p-version
N1×N2 Ne Rate Niter K1 = K2 Ne

10×10 1.80e-1 — 41 20 2.63e-4
20×20 1.43e-2 3.65 90 30 1.02e-5
40×40 2.96e-3 2.27 131 40 1.32e-6
80×80 6.89e-4 2.10 231 50 3.02e-7
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The initial segment of the series is taken as an exact solution so that the corresponding remainder of the series does
not exceed in absolute value 10−10 to estimate the error of the numerical solution. Table 3 shows the numerical results
arising from the h- and p-versions of the LSC method. The following parameters were used in the calculations: h = 0.1
m, E = 200 GPa, ν = 0.28, q = 10 MPa, k = 0.3 GPa/m, d1 = d2 = 10 m, x3 = h/2, ε = 10−10. Figure 2 shows the
deflection form w and stress intensity I (20).

CONCLUSIONS

The new versions of the LSC method of high-order accuracy are proposed and implemented for the numerical solution
of biharmonic-type equations. The convergence of approximate solutions to the exact ones was verified on a sequence
of grids in the h- and hp-versions of the LSC method, as well as by increasing the degree of polynomials in the
p-version in numerical experiments with analytical solutions.
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Abstract. A group classification of equations describing the motion of a liquid metal with the inclusion of nanopowder inoculators
is carried out with respect to the temperature and the fraction of the solid phase in the melt depending on the viscosity and thermal
conductivity coefficients. The motion of a liquid metal with the inclusion of nanopowder inoculators will be described by the Navier
— Stokes system of equations in Cartesian coordinate system taking into account the force of gravity and the heat transfer equation
in a liquid, taking into account crystallization. The viscosity of the liquid and the thermal conductivity coefficient are considered
to be dependent on the temperature and the fraction of the solid phase in the melt. The widest permissible group is obtained in the
case of constant coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity. Also, the expansion of the permissible group occurs with some
special types of dependence of the viscosity and thermal conductivity on temperature and the proportion of the solid phase in the
melt.

INTRODUCTION

A promising way to improve the quality of the internal structure of a cast metal is the use of specially prepared
nanopowder inoculators — nanopowders with particle sizes up to 100 nm from refractory compounds (oxides, nitrides,
carbides, borides, etc.). Introduced into the melt, they are evenly distributed over the volume of the liquid metal, serve
as effective crystallization centers and lead to a predominantly bulk solidification with the formation of a homogeneous
dispersed structure of globular crystals. Nanopowders are also used in laser welding, surfacing and in plasma and
gasdynamic spraying of metals on the surface [1–9].

The motion of a liquid metal with the inclusion of nanopowder inoculators will be described by the system of
Navier – Stokes equations with regard to gravity and the heat transfer equation in a liquid with regard to crystallization.
The viscosity of the liquid and the thermal conductivity coefficient are considered dependent on the temperature and
the fraction of the solid phase in the melt. We believe that the nanopowder particles are completely wetted, and they
are the centers of crystallization.

We divide the entire process of cooling and solidification of the metal into four stages, at each of which the
process is described by its own system of equations: liquid phase, two-phase liquid-solid zone, two-phase solid-liquid
zone, solidified metal stage.

Stage of the liquid phase. In the region of the liquid phase, the temperature of the metal is above the crystallization
temperature. Fluid motion is described by the Navier—Stokes system of equations with the addition of the heat transfer
equation. The fraction of the solid phase fs in the melt is zero. Formally, due to the presence of solid inoculators, the
fraction of the solid phase is not equal to zero. But usually the initial concentration of solid additives of particles in
the liquid metal is 0.01–0.1 percent, so this value can be neglected.

Stage of a two-phase liquid-solid zone. When the temperature of the liquid metal reaches the crystallization tem-
perature, the solidification process begins. In the simplest models of crystallization, the whole process of solidification
occurs at the crystallization temperature. In more complex models, the formation of a solid phase begins with a cer-
tain supercooling of the metal below the crystallization temperature. After the start of the crystallization process, the
fraction of the solid phase begins to grow. In the process of this growth, heat is released. The metal area is a liquid
with the inclusion of hardened metal particles. When the fraction of the solid phase is less than 0.3–0.4, the movement
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of the metal can be considered as a liquid. In this case, the viscosity of the liquid metal depends on fs and, possibly,
on the temperature, if the crystallization model allows the supercooling of the liquid.

Stage of a two-phase liquid-solid zone. With an increase in the fraction of the solid phase above 0.3–0.4, the
particle size increases to such an extent that it is no longer possible to treat our metal as a moving fluid. The metal
at this stage can be considered as a solid porous material, the pores of which are filled with liquid metal. In this
case, the liquid metal inside the pores can be considered resting. The process of crystallization of the liquid at this
stage continues. The heat transfer equations at this stage must be written separately for the hardened metal region and
separately for the melt region.

Stage solidified metal. When the solid phase fraction reaches the value 1, further solidification of the solid metal
occurs. The process is described by the heat equation.

The purpose of this work is to apply the methods of group analysis of differential equations [10–12] for the
liquid-solid zone stage.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The motion of a liquid metal is described by a system of equations:
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Here (u, v,w) is the velocity vector in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), ρ is the density of the liquid metal, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, µ = µ(T, fs) is the viscosity coefficient, κ = κ(T, fs)
is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, cv is the heat capacity of the metal, ks is the specific heat of melting.

We will not model the crystallization process directly here.
As is known, the Navier—Stokes system for incompressible fluid is not in involution [14]. Therefore, to the

system of equations (1)–(5) it is necessary to add a differential consequence of equations (1)–(3):
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For the problem of finding the admissible group, it is important to add equation (6), because in the process of solving
this problem, it is necessary to divide the space of derivatives into principal and parametric. For the same purpose, it
is necessary to add to the system differential consequences of equation (4):
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For system (1)–(8), the group classification problem is posed with respect to arbitrary elements µ and κ.
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SOLUTION METHOD

When finding the main group of transformations of the space of variables t, x, y, z, u, v, w, p, T , fs for system of
(1)–(8) the allowed operator is searched in form X = ξi∂qi + η j∂φ j , where functions ξi, η j depend on all variables t, x,
y, z, u, v, w, p, T , fs. The coordinates of prolonged operator Xp = X + ζ i

j∂φi
j
+ ζ i

jk∂φi
jk

are given by formulas

ζ i
j = D jη

i − φi
kD jξ

k, ζ i
jk = Dkζ

i
j − φ

i
jlDkξ

l, D j = ∂q j + φk
j∂φk + φk

i j∂φk
i
. (9)

The symbols used here are

~q = (t, x, y, z), ~φ = (u, v,w, p,T, fs), (10)
φk

i = ∂φk/∂qi, φk
i j = ∂φk

i /∂q j (k = 1, . . . , 6; i, j = 1, . . . , 4). (11)

Next, we act with operator Xp on each equation ofsystem (1)–(8), then go to system manifold (1)–(8). The tran-
sition to the manifold is carried out by replacing the principal derivatives by their expressions in terms of parametric
ones, obtained by virtue of the system of equations (1)–(8). As the principal derivatives, you can take the following:
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,

∂2 p
∂x2 . (12)

After the transition to system manifold (1)–(8) we split each equation obtained with respect to parametric derivatives.
The result is a system of second-order differential equations to determine the functions ξi, η j. Due to the bulkiness of
this system, we do not present it here. As a result of solving this system, we obtain following classification equations

(c8T + ks f2 + c9)
∂µ
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+ (c8 fs + cV f2 + f3)

∂µ

∂ fs
+ (t0 − 2x0)µ = 0, (13)
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+ (t0 − 2x0)κ = 0, (14)
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∂ f3
∂z
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= 0 (15)

with constants t0, x0, c8, c9 and functions f2(t), f3(x, y, z) related to coordinates ξi, ηk of infinitesimal operator:

ξ1 = 2c1t + c2, ξ2 = c1r, ξ3 = c1z + c3, η1 = −c1u, η2 = −c1v, (16)
η3 = −2c1 p − 3c1gρz + f1, η4 = c4T + c5 + ks f2, η5 = c4 fs + cV f2 + f3. (17)

Here f1 = f1(t), f2 = f2(t), f3 = f3(x, y, z) are arbitrary functions of the specified arguments.
From equations (13)–(15) we obtain that for an arbitrary form of functions µ(T, fs) and κ(T, fs), the kernel of the

admissible groups contains the seven-dimensional part defined by constants c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7 and the infinite-
dimensional part determined by function f1(t). Herewith η4 = 0, η5 = 0. Kernel extensions of admissible groups are
possible only with a special choice of µ and κ. At the same time, from the structure of equations (13)–(15), it follows
that if relation µ/κ = const is fulfilled, the admissible group is obtained more broadly than if this condition is not met.
Therefore, we carry out the classification only for case

µ

κ
= const. (18)

The result of the classification in case of non-fulfillment of condition (18) in this article is not given.
To single out the cases of expansion of an admissible group, one of the following conditions must be fulfilled for

the type of function µ:

fs
∂µ

∂ fs
∼ T

∂µ

∂T
, fs

∂µ

∂ fs
∼
∂µ
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, fs

∂µ

∂ fs
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∼ T
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, (19)
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∂ fs
∼
∂µ

∂T
, fs

∂µ

∂ fs
∼ µ, T

∂µ

∂T
∼ µ,

∂µ

∂T
∼ µ. (20)

Analysis of all these cases leads to correspondence of the form µ and κ and constants t0, x0, c8, c9 and functions f2(t),
f3(x, y, z). We skip the detailed analysis and give the final result of the group classification of the system of equations
(1)–(5).
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THE RESULT OF GROUP CLASSIFICATION

Case µ = µ(T, fs), κ = κ(T, fs)
With an arbitrary dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the temperature and the fraction of the solid phase in the
melt, the system of equations (1)–(5) admits an algebra formed by the following operators:

y∂x − x∂y + v∂u − u∂v, z∂x − x∂z + w∂u − u∂w + gρx∂p, z∂y − y∂z + w∂v − v∂w + gρy∂p, (21)
2t∂t + x∂x + y∂y + z∂z − u∂u − v∂v − w∂w − (2p + 3gρz)∂p, ∂x, ∂y, ∂z, ∂t, φ(t)∂p, (22)

where φ(t) is an arbitrary function.

Case µ ≡ const, κ ≡ const
With constant viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients, the system of equations (1)–(5) admits the widest alge-
bra formed by operators (21)–(22) and the following

T∂T + fs∂ fs , ∂T , ksψ(t)∂T + cvψ(t)∂ fs , θ(x, y, z)∂ fs , (23)

where ψ(t) and θ(x, y, z) are arbitrary functions.

Case µ = µ(T), κ = k0µ

With an arbitrary dependence of the viscosity coefficient only on the temperature of the melt, the system of equations
(1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

θ(x, y, z)∂ fs , (24)

where θ(x, y, z) is an arbitrary function.

Case µ = m0Tω, κ = k0Tω

In the case of a power dependence of the viscosity coefficient only on the temperature of the melt, the system of
equations (1)–(5) admits an algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and the following:

θ(x, y, z)∂ fs , x∂x + y∂y + z∂z + u∂u + v∂v + w∂w + (2p + gρz)∂p +
2T
ω
∂T +

2 fs

ω
∂ fs , (25)

where θ(x, y, z) is an arbitrary function.

Case µ = µ( fs), κ = k0µ

With an arbitrary dependence of the viscosity coefficient only on the fraction of the solid phase in the melt, the system
of equations (1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

∂T . (26)

Case µ = µ( fs/T), κ = k0µ

With an arbitrary dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the ratio of the fraction of the solid phase to the melt
temperature, the system of equations (1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by the operators (21)–(22) and the operator

T∂T + fs∂ fs . (27)

Case µ = m0 fαs Tω, κ = k0 fαs Tω

With the power dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the fraction of the solid phase and the melt temperature, the
system of equations (1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

x∂x + y∂y + z∂z + u∂u + v∂v + w∂w + (2p + gρz)∂p +
2T
α + ω

∂T +
2 fs

α + ω
∂ fs . (28)
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Case µ = m1( fs)eωT, κ = k0µ

With an exponential dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the temperature of the melt, the system of equations
(1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

x∂x + y∂y + z∂z + u∂u + v∂v + w∂w + (2p + gρz)∂p +
2
ω
∂T . (29)

Case µ = m1(T)eα fs , κ = k0µ

With an exponential dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the fraction of the solid phase of the melt, the system
of equations (1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

x∂x + y∂y + z∂z + u∂u + v∂v + w∂w + (2p + gρz)∂p +
2
α
∂ fs . (30)

Case µ = µ( fs + ωT), κ = k0µ

With an arbitrary dependence of the viscosity coefficient on a linear combination of the solid phase fraction and the
melt temperature, the system of equations (1)–(5) admits the algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and operator

∂T − ω∂ fs . (31)

Case µ = m0eα fs+ωT, κ = k0eα fs+ωT

With the exponential dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the linear combination of the solid phase fraction
and the melt temperature, the system of equations (1)–(5) admits an algebra formed by operators (21)–(22) and the
following:

x∂x + y∂y + z∂z + u∂u + v∂v + w∂w + (2p + gρz)∂p +
2
α
∂ fs , ∂T −

ω

α
∂ fs . (32)

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULT OF GROUP CLASSIFICATION

For constructing exact (invariant, partially invariant and differentially invariant) solutions of equations (1)–(5), the
most productive in terms of the number of possible solutions is the case of constant viscosity coefficients and thermal
conductivity.

At first glance, the use of Einstein’s or Batchelor’s formulas [15]

µ = µ0 (1 + 2.5 fs) , µ = µ0

(
1 + 2.5 fs + 6.2 f 2

s

)
(33)

is less beneficial from the point of view of constructing possible exact solutions. However, you can modify these
formulas by adding the temperature dependence as follows

µ = µ0

(
1 + 2.5

Tl

T
fs

)
, µ = µ0

1 + 2.5
Tl

T
fs + 6.2

T 2
l

T 2 f 2
s

 , (34)

where Tl is the crystallization temperature of the metal. Typically, the temperature range in the process of crystal-
lization is not too wide, and the crystallization temperature of the metal is quite high, so formulas (33) and (34) are
practically the same. At the same time, the possibility of constructing exact solutions of equations (1)–(5) is almost as
broad as for the case of a constant viscosity coefficient.

Similarly, it is also possible to modify other practical dependencies of the viscosity coefficient on the fraction of
the solid phase in the melt.
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Abstract. The mathematical model of the heterogeneous nucleation of a solid phase on a wetted spherical nanosubstrates 
is developed on the basis of the thermodynamic approach. According to the proposed model, new expressions for the 
nucleation energy and the nucleation rate of crystallization centers on spherical ultrafine seeds are obtained. The 
influence of size and capillary effects are taken into account. Numerical experiments were performed for an aluminum 
melt modified with silicon carbide nanoparticles. The results of calculations show that the wettability of the nanoparticle 
surface, as well as its size, has the greatest influence on the process of heterogeneous nucleation. Nanoseeds dispersion 
increase rises the nucleation rate of the solid, the wetting angle increase leads to an increase in the energy barrier, which 
impairs the nucleation process on large substrates to a bigger degree. The influence of size effects on heterogeneous 
nucleation on well-wetted spherical nanosubstrates (θ < 50) can be neglected in the case of only large seeds Rp > 50 nm. 
This study is of interest for the development of a mathematical model of heterogeneous crystallization, describing the 
processes of structure formation in metals and alloys, modified by refractory nanoparticles. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, much attention is paid to the new technology of processing metals and alloys with nanoscale 
refractory particles to obtain a highly dispersed, uniform grain structure [1–4]. Specially prepared nanoparticles 
introduced into the melt are the ready centres of nucleation of a solid. At the same time, the rate of heterogeneous 
nucleation on this substrate depends on many factors: their morphology, wettability, size and isomorphism with a 
crystallizing alloy [5–8]. It means that the study of the nucleation efficiency of the substrate particles taking into 
account the influence of solidification conditions is required. 

There are several approaches to describe the process of heterogeneous nucleation. The first is the classic 
approach, which foundation was outlined by Volmer [9], developed by Turnbull [5] to describe heterogeneous 
nucleation on a flat substrate. Heterogeneous nucleation on the different curvatures substrates was considered in 
detail by Fletcher [6]. On the basis of the classic approach, he showed that the geometrical factor and the wetting 
angle play a key role here. The classic approach of the description of the process of heterogeneous nucleation is 
based on the assumption that a critical nucleus is a spherical cap, but using well-wetted substrates the adsorption 
nucleation mechanism is possible [7]. Maxwell and Hellawell [8] proposed a model of nucleation and grain growth 
in binary metal alloys; they investigated the effect of competition between heterogeneous nucleation and diffusion 
growth on the size of the resulting crystalline grain. The relationship between grain size and critical supercooling led 
to the development of the “free growth” model [10]. Qian proposed [10] the model of heterogeneous nucleation on 
spherical substrates of large size. Also noteworthy is the article [12], in which a comparative analysis of the 
conditions of homogeneous and heterogeneous crystallization of metals on spherical substrates was carried out. 
However, to predict the effect of such nanomodifiers on the structure and properties of the casting requires a 
comprehensive study of the features of the solid nucleation on the exogenous nanoparticle-substrate, taking into 
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account its dimensional, morphological, capillary and other properties. So it is necessary to develop analytical and 
numerical models of heterogeneous nucleation on nanoseeds of various shapes. The mathematical model and the 
numerical study of heterogeneous nucleation in a supercooled melt on a spherical nanoparticles taking into account 
capillary and size effects based on the thermodynamic approach outlined earlier in [13–15] are presented below. 

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 

One assumes that nanoparticles have a spherical shape to determine the rate of heterogeneous nucleation. Their 
surface is characterized by the wetting angle of 00 ˂ θ ˂ 900. Refractory nanoparticles are the potential 
crystallization centres, i.e. seeds, on which surface individual cluster transformed under certain conditions into the 
nuclei of the solid phase are grouped. One supposes that in the course of continuous cooling, a cluster layer with a 
thickness of ∆R is formed on the surface of particles with a radius of Rp, forming a spheroidal nucleus of the solid 
phase (Fig. 1). 

Rp

∆R1
2

3

 
FIGURE 1. Spheroidal nucleus on nanoparticle surface. 1 – melt, 2 – nucleus, 3 – nanoparticle 

 
Gibbs free energy for a heterogeneous nucleus on the surface of a wetted particle has the form: 

 12 12 23 13 23( ) с
s

TG S S V
T

κρ∆
∆ = s + s −s ⋅ − . (1) 

Here ∆T = Ts – T is the supercooling, Ts is the crystallization temperature, T is the current temperature, ρ is the melt 
density, κ is the latent heat of fusion, σ12 is the free surface energy of the nucleus – melt, σ23 is the free surface 
energy of the nucleus – substrate, σ13 is the free surface energy of the melt – substrate, S12 is the surface area of the 
nucleus, V is its volume, S23 is the contact surface area of the nucleus with the substrate. After substituting 
expressions for S12, S23, Vc into (1), we obtain the Gibbs energy for a spherical shell formed around a wetted 
spherical particle:  

 ( ) ( )2 32 3
12 23 13

44 4 ( )
3p p p p

s

TG R R R R R R
T

p κρ∆ ∆ = ps + ∆ + p s −s − + ∆ −  
. (2) 

Due to the small size of the modifying nanoparticles, we take into account the size dependence of the melt-
nucleus interfacial energy which is determined by the formula ( )12 12 1 2∞  s = s − δ + ∆ pR R  [15], where σ12

∞ is a free 

surface energy for flat interface (with radius of curvature ( )pR R+ ∆ →∞ ), δ is the Tolman length, characterizing 
the size of the interphase transition layer and equal in order of magnitude to the diameter of the melt atom [16].  

The critical radius of heterogeneous nucleus ∆Rc is determined from the condition 
( ) 0
( )

d G
d R
∆

=
∆

. Hence, we 

obtain: 

 0 0

0

41 1
2 2p c
R AB

R R
R T

 δ
+ ∆ = + − =   ∆ 

, (3) 

where 0 122 / ( )sR T T∞= s κρ∆  is the radius of the critical nucleus of the homogeneous nucleation [9], 

01 1 4A T B= + − δ∆ , 0 122 / ( )sB T∞= s κρ . Substituting (3) into (2) and using the Jung ratio: 
 23 13 12( ) coss −s = −s θ ,  

we have the critical Gibbs free energy: 
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 ( )
2 2

20 0
12 2

0

24 6 cos 1 2 3 cos
3 2( )

p
p p

R T B B A
G R A R

B A T T
∗ ∞

 ∆ δδ θ ∆ = ps + − + + − θ   ∆ ∆   
. (4) 

The obtained expression (4) with the complete wetting and without taking into account the size effect (θ = 00, 
04 0Rδ → ), will have the form: 

 
3 2

* 20
0 12 2

0

24 3
3 ( )

p
p

R T B
G R

B T
∞
 ∆

∆ = ps + − 
∆  

.  

When Rp = 0 this formula coincides with the expression for the Gibbs energy of homogeneous nucleation: 

 
2

2 0
hom 12 0 12

4 4
3 3

B
G R

T
∗ ∞ ∞  ∆ = ps = ps  ∆ 

  

Here it is necessary to note the following: when the wetting angle is different from zero, formula (4) can be used 
for an only approximate estimate of the formation energy of a heterogeneous nucleus on a spherical substrate, 
because the original formula (2) was written for the nucleus, which is a spherical layer (see Fig. 1). If the particle 
surface has a local wettable area (or areas) and θ > 00, then the resulting nucleus will be some spherical cap located 
on the wettable part of the particle surface [6, 17]. Moreover, its radius of curvature can be either larger or smaller 
than the particle radius. In this case, the expression for the nucleation energy becomes much more complicated and 
the exact analytic solution of the problem is not possible. In this work, our aim was to determine only the basic laws 
of the formation of a solid phase on wetted spherical nanoparticles, therefore formula (4) was used for the 
approximate analysis of the nucleus formation on incompletely wettable substrates (θ > 00). Formula (3) determined 
the connection between the radius of the seed particle and the critical radius, leads to an obvious relationship 

0 (2 ) pAB T R∆ > , from which we obtain the maximum supercooling and determine the limits of applicability of the 
presented model: 
 0 (2 )pT AB R∆ ≤ . (5) 

The rate of heterogeneous nucleation will be [18]: 
 I = nnsνls. (6) 

Here ns is the number of melt atoms adjacent to the nucleus, νls is the frequency of atomic jumps across the liquid-
cluster interface, n is the number of critical heterogeneous nuclei per unit volume of the melt, which is determined 
by the formula [9]: 
 ( )exp / ( )f Bn n G k T∗= −∆ . (7) 

Here nf is the number of surface atoms of the nanoparticles per unit volume of the melt, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant. The value of nf is estimated as 
 24 ( / )f p p cn n R l= p , (8) 

where np is the number of seed-nanoparticles per unit volume of the melt, lc is the interatomic distance of the seed 
material. The value of np is determined by the mass composition of the seed in the melt mp,%, the density of the seed 
material ρp and the density of the melt ρ: 
 33 /(400 )= ρ pρp p p pn m R , (9) 

The value of ns is determined by the formula 
 2 24 ( )s p c an R R l= p + ∆  (10) 

where la is the interatomic distance in the melt. 
The frequency of jumps νls across the interface is estimated from the relation 

 νls = D/la
2. (11) 

Here D is the melt diffusivity, defined by the Arrhenius equation 
 ( )0 exp BD D E k T= − , (12) 

where D0 is an empirical constant, E is the activation energy of the diffusion process in the melt. 
Thus, from relation (6) for nucleation rate, taking into account the expressions (7) – (12), we obtain 

 
( )2 22 *

0
4

16
 = expp c p

p
c Ba

D R R R E GI n
l k Tl

p + ∆    + ∆
−   
  

, (13) 

where the Gibbs free energy ∆G* is determined by formula (4), the critical nucleus size ∆Rc by formula (3). 
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THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical calculations were carried out for aluminum melt modified with silicon carbide nanoparticles having a 
shape close to spheroidal [19]. The thermophysical characteristics of substances and initial data are taken as follows 
[20]: Ts = 933 K, ρ = 2600 kg/m3, κ = 4.02×105 J/kg, D0 = 10–7 m2/s, E = 4.2×10–20 J, σ12

∞ = 0.093 J/m2, 
la = 2.86×10–10 m, lс = 4.36×10–10 m, Rp = (10–50)×10–9 m, mp = 0.1% mass., ρp = 3210 kg/m3, kБ = 1,38×10−23 J/K, 
δ = la, θ = 00 – 50. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the influence of size effects on the formation energy of a heterogeneous nucleus on completely 
wetted (θ = 00) spherical nanoparticles. The computations were carried out with the three particle radii Rp = 10; 25; 
50 nm. Comparison of graphs calculated without taking into account the curvature of the melt–nucleus interface 
(curves 1a, 2a, 3a in Fig. 2) and graphs calculated with such corrections (curves 1b, 2b, 3b in Fig. 2) show these 
amendments significantly (more than 10 times) reduce the energy of nucleation and reduce the of possible 
supercooling (curves 1a, 1b) in the case of small particles (Rp = 10 nm). For larger particles (Rp = 50 nm), this effect 
is weak (curves 3a, 3b in Fig. 2). Thus, a correct description of the heterogeneous nucleation on well-wetted 
spherical nanoparticles with a radius of Rp < 50 nm requires taking the size factor into account. 
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FIGURE 2. Dependence of the nucleation energy on supercooling with the particle radii Rp = 10 nm (curves 1), Rp = 25 nm 

(curves 2), Rp = 50 nm (curves 3) without size dependence of the free surface energy (curves a) and with it (curves b) 
 
To assess the influence of wettability on the heterogeneous nucleation on spherical nanoseeds we consider the 

dependence of the critical Gibbs energy on supercooling (Fig. 3) with the three particle radii Rp = 10; 25; 50 nm and 
the three wetting angles θ = 00; 20; 50. Fig. 3 shows the certain value of supercooling for each seed size (see formula 
(5)), with which the energy barrier is significantly reduced. The smaller the seed size, the greater ∆T value. Thus, as 
the supercooling in the system increases heterogeneous nuclei will appear on larger seed particles at first, and then 
on smaller ones. The calculation results demonstrate that the increase in the wetting angle leads to an increase in the 
energy barrier for the nucleation. On large substrates this process reduces the nucleation even greater. The Gibbs 
energy, at which the nucleation rate can reach tangible values, does not exceed 10–18 J. The results of numerical 
experiments show that such energy values are achievable even with 05θ ≈  (see curves 1a, 1b, 1c in Fig. 3) for 
substrates with the radius of 10 nm. The wetting angle should not be exceeded 0 02 3θ ≤ −  (see curves 2a, 2b in Fig. 
3) for substrates with the radius of 25 nm, and the wetting angle should be close to zero (see curve 3a in Fig. 3) for 
substrates with the radius of 50 nm. 
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of the nucleation energy on supercooling with the particle radii Rp = 10 nm (curves 1), Rp = 25 nm 

(curves 2), Rp = 50 nm (curves 3) with wetting angles: a – θ = 00; b – θ = 20; c – θ = 50 
 
The graphs on Fig. 4 illustrate the influence of the wetting angle on the nucleation rate. Fig. 4a shows the 

dependence of the nucleation rate on supercooling for particles with the radius of 10, 25, and 50 nm in case of 
complete wetting θ = 00, and Fig. 4b – with a wetting angle θ = 20. From a comparison of the graphs it can be seen 
that even a slight degradation of wettability (θ = 20) leads to a dramatic decrease in the nucleation rate for a larger 
particle with the radius of 50 nm, while large rates are achieved on smaller seeds. So the process of heterogeneous 
nucleation will be more preferable when the dispersion of nanosubstrates is increased. 
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FIGURE 4. Dependence of the nucleation rate on supercooling with a wetting angle θ = 00 (a) and θ = 20 (b) with the particle 
radii Rp = 10 nm (curves 1), Rp = 25 nm (curves 2), Rp = 50 nm (curves 3) 
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CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the thermodynamic approach, the mathematical model of the heterogeneous nucleation on highly 
activated wetted spherical nanosubstrates is proposed. Analytical expressions are obtained for the critical size, the 
energy of formation, and the nucleation rate of crystallization centres on nanoparticles, which make investigation of 
the size influence and capillary effects on the nucleation processes in a supercooled melt possible. It has been 
discovered that the influence of size effects on the heterogeneous nucleation on well-wetted (θ < 50) spherical 
nanosamples can be neglected only in the case of large seeds Rp > 50 nm. An increase in the wetting angle leads to 
an increase in the energy barrier for the nucleation of a new crystalline phase, which impairs the nucleation process 
on large substrates to a greater degree. In the case of low supercooling, large seed particles will be the preferred 
substrates, and in the case of high supercooling smaller ones will appear. The rate of heterogeneous nucleation 
increases with an increase of the nanoseeds dispersity. 
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Abstract. An experimental study of the effect of thermal conditions and some technological methods (intermediate inserts made 
of monolithic metal, nano-modifying additives) on the quality of the permanent joint of porous titanium obtained by laser 
welding was carried out. It has been established that to obtain a high-quality defect-free weld it is necessary to use an 
intermediate insert made of compact metal, butt-mounted between the ends of the plates to be welded. In this case, the position of 
the focal spot should be set at a depth equal to the thickness of the plate, i.e. on its bottom surface. The use of modifying 
additives based on titanium nitride increases the dispersion and homogeneity of structure of the weld and neighboring area, 
which, according to the Hall-Petch law, has a positive effect on the mechanical characteristics of the metal. 

INTRODUCTION 

Porous materials, including foams, are called materials of the future. This is due to their unique properties: heat, 
noise and shock-protective characteristics, as well as lightness and high specific strength. The use of lightweight 
porous materials is very effective in such industries as rocket and aircraft construction, land and water transport, 
machine-tool construction and others. A significant factor that prevents the widespread use of porous metals is the 
problem of their connection. A promising method of joining products made of porous materials is laser welding. 
However, the features of the physical processes underlying this method are not well understood, which is the reason 
for the relatively rare use of laser welding for porous materials [1-5]. 

The purpose of this work was to study the effect of laser welding modes and technological methods (nano-
modification, the use of intermediate inserts) on the morphology, structure and quality of the butt-welded joint of 
porous titanium plates. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

For the experimental work, porous plates with a porosity of 35 - 40% of BT 0-1 titanium alloy with dimensions 
(30 x 10 x 2) mm were used. Intermediate inserts were made of a monolithic titanium plate of the same composition 
with a thickness of 3 mm, from which strips 10 mm long and 0.5 mm wide were cut. Preparation of the plates and 
inserts included cleaning the welded areas with sandpaper, washing with hot water, then drying, and treating with 
acetone followed by final drying of the samples. For convenience, the insert, placed between the welded ends of the 
plates, was glued to their surfaces with BF-6 glue and dried for 6 hours. Butt-welding was carried out using a 
continuous-wave CO2 laser with a wavelength of 10.6 μm. As the nano-modifying additive, nanostructured 
composite powder Ti + TiN was used [6]. Analysis of the structure of the welded joints was performed using 
NEOPHOT-21 optical microscope. The nature of the distribution of microhardness values across the width of the 
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compounds was determined on LEICA instrument with the load of 10 g to 50 g. The local chemical composition at a 
point with diameter of 1 μm was performed on TESCAN VEGAII XMU scanning electron microscope 
(Czech Republic) with OXFORD power dispersive console equipped with INCA software. 

THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the first experiment, two porous titanium plates were directly butt-welded. Figure 1 shows photographs of 
samples obtained at various values of the welding speed v, the laser radiation power W, and position 𝜟𝜟f of the focal 
spot relative to the upper surface of the plate. 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 1. Photographs of the welds after the direct butt-welding of the plates under various conditions. (a) v = 2 m/min, 
W = 1.3 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm; (b) v = 2 m/min, W = 1,07 kW,   𝜟𝜟f = 0; (c) v = 2 m/min, W = 1.07 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = +2 mm 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Morphology and macrostructure of the weld and near-weld  area in the welding mode c (see Fig. 1) 
 
Due to uncompensated volumetric shrinkage of the substance and partial metal infiltration into the adjacent 

layers of porous plates, the welds have various discontinuities in the form of surface sinks (Fig. 2 a, b, c), reaching 
(30 – 40)% of the thickness of the plate and internal pores (Fig. 2 a) depending on the welding mode 
(see Tables 1 and 2). 
 

TABLE 1. Spectrum 1 (weld). TABLE 2. Spectrum 2 (plate). 
Element Weight, % Atomic % 
C 2.15 8.04 
Ti 97.85 91.96 
Total 188.0 100.0 

 

Element Weight, % Atomic, % 
C 3.39 12.29 
Ti 96.61 87.71 
Total 188.0 100.0 

 

 
Analysis of the elemental composition in the remelted (a) and base (b) metal showed partial purification of 

the titanium from carbon contained in the starting metal due to its burning out under the action of the laser beam. 
The area of the welded joint and the zones adjacent to the shrink cavity have a dense dispersed structure in contrast 
to the porous structure of the plates being welded. 
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To compensate for shrinkage and infiltration processes, we used inserts in the form of thin monolithic titanium 
strips 5 mm wide and 2.5 mm high (slightly larger than the plate thickness to compensate for shrinkage), which were 
installed between the welded ends of the plates under the direct action of the laser beam. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3. Morphology of the welds using a monolithic insert for various welding conditions. (a) v = 1.2 m/min, W = 0.8 kW, 
𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm; (b) v = - 2 m/min, W = 0.8 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = 0; (c) v = 1.5 m/min, W = 0.7 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm 

 
Figures 3 and 4 show thin sections of welded joints obtained using intermediate inserts under various welding 

conditions. As can be seen from Fig. 3, practically defect-free welded joint with through penetration is formed when 
welding in mode (a): W = 0.8 kW, v = 1.2 m/min, 𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm. The weld has a conical shape with a shallow sink in 
the upper part of the weld, formed as a result of the metal infiltration into the adjacent areas of porous plates. 
The width of the seam here is more than 2 times larger the width of the intermediate insert. 

The effect of plasma processing of nanostructured titanium powder containing TiN nanoparticles on 
the morphology and structure of the weld was studied. The modifier in the form of an adhesive suspension was 
applied to the surface of the insert and plates in the area of the welded ends in amount of 0.2% by weight of 
the metal to be melted. 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 4. Morphology of the welds using a monolithic insert and nano-modifying additives under various welding conditions. 
(a) v = 1.5 m/min, W = 0.7 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = 0; (b) v = 1.0 m/min, W = 1.0 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm; 

(c) v = 1.0 m/min, W = 1.6 kW, 𝜟𝜟f = - 2 mm 
 
From the analysis of thin sections shown in Fig. 4, it follows that the welding mode is important for the 

formation of high-quality weld. Thus, to obtain a deep “dagger” penetration of plates with a thickness of 2 mm, it is 
rational to deepen the focal spot 2 mm from the upper surface of the plates to be welded (see. Figs. 3-4). In this case, 
the penetration depth h depends on the power and welding speed as h ~ W/v. In Fig. 4, cases a and b were performed 
by butt-welding through an intermediate insert, in case c the insert was put on top of the junction line of the plates. 
The internal pore formed here is probably connected with the trapping of atmospheric gases when the insert does not 
fit tightly the junction of the plates, and the enlarged roller at the root of the weld is caused by excessively high 
power of the laser beam for the given welding speed. In this case, the structure of the modified seam (Fig. 5 a) and 
the near-weld  area is more fine and uniform compared to unmodified sample (Fig. b). 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Microstructure of the weld and near-weld  area of nanomodified (a) and unmodified sample (b) 
 
Thus, the average grain size in unmodified weld is ≈ 88.1 μm, while in the modified one ≈ 45.7 μm (almost 

2 times less), which, according to the Hall – Petch law [9], indicates an increase in the strength and plastic properties 
of the welded metal. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the metallographic analysis of welded joints of porous plates, it was found out that to obtain a high-
quality and defect-free weld, it is necessary to use an intermediate insert made of compact metal butt-mounted 
between the ends of the plates to be welded. In this case, the position of the focal spot should be set at a depth equal 
to the thickness of the plates, i.e. on the bottom surface of the plates. The power of the laser beam W and the speed v 
of its movement are determined according to ratio h ~ W/v. Thus, for plates with thickness h = 2 mm, the rational 
mode is: W = 0.8 kW, v = 1.2 m/min. The use of modifying additives based on titanium nitride increases the 
dispersion and uniformity of the weld and near-weld  area structure, which has a positive effect on the mechanical 
characteristics of the metal. 
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Abstract. A direct numerical simulation of the process of deformation and damage of model heterogeneous and gradient 
media has been carried out. To compare the armor resistance of complex barriers, direct numerical simulation was used. 
For barriers made of various combinations of mild steel and B4C ceramics with equal volumetric concentrations, ballistic 
curves of their resistance to impact of the projectile of solid steel were built. In the numerical experiment, it was found 
out that heterogeneous and gradient barriers had an advantage over the two-layer barrier (B4C ceramics + steel) at the 
impact speeds exceeding 650 m/s. 

INTRODUCTION 

The authors [1] state that there has been a significant improvement in the quality of protective materials for 
ballistic protection. Developments in the technology of high-performance fibers and production processes have 
allowed us to produce light weight body armor with improved protection levels. In their article, the authors 
presented various materials and structures used for ballistic protection. 

In [2] it was shown that ballistic tests with hardened steel bullets at high velocity (up to 820 m/s) normal impact 
lead to the complete destruction of samples of sintered TiB2-Ti based composites having a diameter of 50 mm and 
thickness from 5 to 8 mm. The ballistic efficiency of all ceramic compositions based on TiB2-Ti was evaluated from 
depth of penetration tests. The measured ballistic performance is lower than the B4C ballistic performance. 

The search for new forms of armor led the authors [3] to the creation of granular ceramic armor. “Ceramic 
granules, in the millimeter size range, are closely packed and bonded together using a relatively soft polymer. This 
composite layer rests on a rigid backing. In field tests such panels have already shown the capability to stop armor 
piercing rifle rounds. The goal of the study is to determine the detailed mechanisms of energy and momentum 
dissipation.” 

Authors [4] based on direct numerical simulation of the process of targets perforations by hard projectile showed 
that the layered barrier, consisting of equal-sized Al2O3 ceramic plates and steel, demonstrates a better ballistic 
performance than other metal-ceramic barriers. The second one by resistance to impact of a solid core is a gradient 
barrier with direct volume distribution of the Al2O3 ceramic concentration. The gradient barrier with reverse volume 
distribution of the Al2O3 ceramic concentration and the heterogeneous barrier with uniform distribution of the Al2O3 
ceramic concentration show approximately the same resistance. 

This paper uses a model for constructing heterogeneous and gradient media [4–7] and is designed to consider the 
ballistic resistance of metal-ceramic barriers based on B4C ceramics and steel to impact of a steel projectile. The 
calculations were performed using software package “REACTOR” [8,9]. The mathematical formulation of the 
problem of the impact of solid deformable bodies, the difference method, and models of the behavior of materials 
are described in detail in [10–14]. 

For direct numerical simulation of the interaction of solid impactors with heterogeneous and gradient barriers 
with thickness of 1 cm, targets were built with various combinations of B4C ceramics and soft plastic AISI1015 steel 
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(Figs. 1a, 1b, 1c), as well as a layered barrier consisting of two plates with equal volumes: B4C ceramics and mild 
steel (shown in Fig. 1d). 

 

  
a) b) 

  
c) d) 

FIGURE 1. Compositions of mild steel and B4C ceramics selected to compare their ballistic resistance 
 
The model of a heterogeneous cermet barrier is constructed by randomly distributing ceramics in the steel 

volume (see Fig. 1c). Gradient model of a metal-ceramic barrier with a direct distribution of the concentration of 
ceramics by volume, i.e. the concentration of B4C ceramics varies from 100% in the front layers to 0% in the rear 
layers of the barrier, is shown in Fig. 1a. Gradient barrier with inverse distribution of the B4C ceramic concentration 
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by volume, i.e. the concentration of steel in the face layers is 100% and linearly goes down to 0%, replaced in 
volume by ceramics, is presented in Fig. 1b. 

Further, we briefly describe the process of penetration of the core of solid steel 2P and give the illustrations at 
the time of penetration for the approach speed of the projectile Ui = 750 m/s. 

GRADIENT BARRIER WITH DIRECT DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMICS 

The high hardness of the face layer of the gradient barrier rather quickly leads to the formation of a flat head part 
of the impactor. Next is the process of developing the deformations of the front of the impactor and its subsequent 
destruction. By the time t = 20 μs, the impactor overcomes about half the thickness of the barrier (Fig. 2) and loses 
half of its speed (Fig. 3). 

 

FIGURE 2. The characteristic times of the process of penetration of the gradient plate and formation of a through hole 
 
The formation of a through hole in the gradient plate ends by the time point t = 30 μs, and the speed loss 

reaches 70%. The process of breaking through ends by the time point t = 50 μs, when the head of the core reaches 
the back side of the gradient barrier, and the behind-barrier speed does not change with further movement. Note the 
almost cylindrical shape of the punched hole in the gradient plate. 
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FIGURE 3. Change in the impactor's pulse during penetration into a gradient plate 
with a direct distribution of the concentration of B4C ceramics 

GRADIENT BARRIER WITH INVERSE DISTRIBUTION OF В4С CERAMICS 

In this barrier, the face layer is almost pure mild steel, so the solid impactor makes a plastic puncture. However, 
the gradual increase in the yield strength of the mixture leads to a bluntness of its head part and its transformation 
into a hemispherical shape. By the time t = 15 μs, the impactor has formed a classical hemispherical cavity in the 
barrier (Fig. 4). This feature is the possibility of the flow of mild steel in the front layers of the barrier. Since the 
yield strength increases with the impactor immersing in the barrier, the diameter of the hole in the plate approaches 
the diameter of the impactor. The formation of the through hole in the gradient plate with a reverse distribution of 
B4C ceramics ends by the time t  = 35 μs, and the loss of speed reaches 90%. 

 

FIGURE 4. Frames at characteristic times of the process of breaking through a gradient plate 
with an inverse distribution of the concentration of B4C ceramics 
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The process of penetration ends by the time t = 50 µs, when the head of the core reaches the back side of the 
gradient barrier. The form of the punched hole is conical, narrowing to the back side of the plate due to the increased 
yield strength of the composition of ceramics and steel. 

HETEROGENEOUS BARRIER WITH A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF B4C 
CERAMICS IN THE PLATE VOLUME 

In this barrier, the B4C ceramics is evenly distributed in the plate volume, i.e. in the front layer, mild steel and 
ceramic grains are found equally often, so the penetration of the head of the impactor resembles a plastic puncture. 
However, the increased yield strength of the mixture leads to the deformation of its head part and its transformation 
into a hemispherical shape (Fig. 5). By the time t = 20 μs, the impactor has formed a classical hemispherical cavern 
in the obstacle. The peculiarity of this crater lies in the fact that it is formed along the boundaries of destruction that 
pass along the grains of ceramics. The formation of a through hole in the heterogeneous plate with a uniform 
distribution of B4C ceramics in the volume ends by the time t = 40 μs, and the loss of speed reaches 70%. 

 

 

FIGURE 5. Frames at characteristic times of the process of breaking through a gradient plate 
with a uniform distribution of the concentration of B4C ceramics in the volume 

LAYERED BARRIER OF B4C CERAMIC AND STEEL PLATES OF EQUAL 
THICKNESS 

The interaction of a solid steel impactor with ceramic plate of the layered barrier leads to the deformation and 
destruction of its conical head. The flattening of the front of the impactor causes the formation of an inverse cone in 
the ceramic plate (Fig. 6, t = 20 μs), since the shear wave velocity in B4C ceramics is comparable to the velocity of 
bulk waves. By the time t = 20 μs, the impactor forms a conical cavity in the barrier, losing to this half of its speed 
(Fig. 7). Since a part of the ceramic plate with an area exceeding 4 times the cross-sectional area of the impactor gets 
to the rear steel plate, it provides a quick deceleration of the impactor. 
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FIGURE 6. The characteristic times of the process of breaking through a layered barrier 
consisting of plates of B4C ceramics and steel of equal thickness 

 
The formation of a through hole in the steel plate ends by the time t = 35 μs, and the loss of speed reaches 95%. 

The process of breaking through ends by the time t = 40 µs, when a reverse cone has formed on the rear steel plate, 
and the behind-barrier speed does not change with the further movement (Fig. 7). 

 

FIGURE 7. The change of the impulse of the impactor during the penetration of the layered barrier 
consisting of plates of B4C ceramic and steel of equal thickness 
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Calculations were performed to determine the ballistic curves for fixed values of the thickness of the barriers 
with the same weight and dimensions parameters in the meeting speed range of 400–1000 m/s. The results of 
calculations on the penetration of various types of barriers are reduced to ballistic curves (see Fig. 8), which are 
constructed by the least squares method from the scattered residual velocity values. The scattering is due to the 
random distribution of the materials across the barrier. At speeds of the encounter of the striker with the barrier of 
less than 600 m/s, the double-layer barrier has a higher armor resistance; however, at speeds of more than 650 m/s, 
the advantage goes to the heterogeneous and gradient barriers. 

It was found out in the numerical experiment that the heterogeneous and gradient barriers have an advantage 
over the two-layer barrier (B4C ceramics + steel) at the impact speeds exceeding 650 m/s. 

 

 

FIGURE 8. Ballistic curves of: (1) the two-layer barrier consisting of plates of B4C ceramics and steel, (2) the barrier with a 
heterogeneous composition, (3) the barrier with a direct gradient of B4C ceramics in steel, and (4) the barrier with an inverse 

gradient of B4C ceramics in steel. Legend: Ui, Ur are the initial and residual speeds of the striker 
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Abstract. Numerical simulation of processes in a molten metal droplet on a substrate is carried out. The solidification on 
the metal surface of the binary aluminum alloy modified by activated refractory nano-size particles, which are the centers 
of the solidification, is considered. The mathematical model describing the thermo- and hydrodynamic phenomena in the 
droplet at interaction with the solid substrate and the subsequent crystallization in the process of cooling of the melt is 
formulated. The temperature regimes, kinetics growth of the solid phase in the solidifying aluminum alloy are described. 
A satisfactory coincidence of the splat shape obtained from the results of numerical simulation with the available 
experimental data is obtained. The adequacy of the crystallization model in the presence of ultra-fine refractory particles 
in the binary alloy is confirmed. It is determined that there is a volume solidification of the metal. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the simple and affordable ways of applying protective coatings on the parts surface is the flame spraying 
of molten particles of various alloys (aluminum, zinc, etc.) [1]. In the process of flame spraying there is a sequential 
laying of individual splats (spread and hardened on the surface) of the droplet melt. It is obvious that high 
mechanical and strength properties of coatings are determined by their high dispersion and uniformity of crystalline 
grain [2, 3].  

Aluminium alloys (Al-Si) are widely used in the automotive, aviation, and aerospace industries. Currently, one 
of the main tasks is to increase the strength of aluminum, which can be increased by refining the grain by adding 
nanoscale refractory particles to the melt. Specially prepared particles can serve as modifiers that can increase the 
number of crystallization centers. For example, AlN, TiC, TiN and others [4,5]. The use of this technology makes it 
possible to improve the performance properties of the metal. 

When improving the technology of spraying resistant protective coatings, it is important to conduct a detailed 
study of the processes. Currently, there are a number of publications devoted to experimental studies of the effect of 
nano-size refractory particles in aluminum alloys on the refining of grain in the ingot and increasing the strength of 
the solidified metal [6-9]. The decrease of the average grain size in the hardened ingot and improvement of the metal 
strength properties were experimentally confirmed [6]. In the course of research, the temperature in the metal was 
measured during its solidification [7,10].  

The numerical studies results of nonequilibrium volume solidification of a modified metal droplet on a cold 
substrate are presented in [11]. Crystallization of a single-component melt is considered. The existence of 
supercooling in the initial stage of crystallization, the value of which depends on the particle size and cooling 
intensity, is determined.  

In [12]. 3D modeling of the layer-by-layer process deposition of metal droplets on the substrate surface was 
carried out. In this paper, the thermal resistance on the contact surface of the melt with the substrate is estimated. 
The numerical simulation results of interaction of the molten aluminum alloy droplets and steel substrate were 
compared with experimental data. However, the solidification kinetics affecting the structure of the solid metal was 
not considered. 

In [13], the mathematical model of the two-component alloys solidification was proposed. However, the 
presented model does not describe eutectic solidification in small volumes of metal and has a narrow scope. 
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Therefore, an adequate and accurate description of the processes during multicomponent alloys solidification 
remains an urgent problem. 

In this paper, spreading and solidification of a two-component alloy droplet on the substrate is considered. 
Aluminum alloy of the Al-Si system is modified by refractory nano-sized particles, which are the centers of the 
crystal phase growth. The mathematical model describing thermo- and hydrodynamic processes in the drop at its 
impact with the solid substrate and solidification during melt cooling is formulated. The value of thermal resistance 
on the contact surface of the melt and the substrate is obtained from the results of experiments [12]. The kinetic of 
the solid phase growth and the temperature variation in the solidifying melt at different sizes of the resulting splats 
are determined. A comparison of the splat shape obtained by numerical simulation results with the existing data is 
made [12]. The adequacy of the proposed crystallization model in the presence of nanoscale refractory particles in 
aluminum alloy is confirmed by the experimental results available in [10]. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Let us assume that a spherical melt droplet of diameter d0 impinges normally onto a substrate with velocity v0 
and starts spreading over the substrate surface (Fig. 1). The droplet material is premodified with refractory 
nanoparticles serving as active nucleation centers of crystallization. The mass content of nanoparticles mp in the melt 
is low (mp≤0.05%), with their diameter dp being much smaller than the characteristic size of the liquid droplet, so 
that the influence of inclusions on the melt thermophysical characteristics can be neglected. 

To numerically examine the dynamic behavior of the liquid droplet after its impingement onto the flat solid 
surface, we use the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible liquid. The thermophysical characteristics of 
the droplet material in both (liquid and solid) states are assumed to be constant, equal to their mean values in the 
treated range of temperatures. The substrate surface is assumed to be a flat, perfectly wettable surface. The dynamic 
contact angle at the moving point of contact of the droplet surface with the substrate was determined in the course of 
problem solving. The substrate temperature is lower than the metal crystallization temperature. The radiative heat 
transfer at the substrate surfaces was neglected. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Deforming droplet after its impingement onto the substrate surface (schematically). 1 – melt, 

2 – melted zone boundary, 3 – substrate 
 

With the adopted assumptions, the equations of liquid flow and continuity in the cylindrical coordinate system 
shown in Fig. 1 (r and z are the radial and axial coordinates) can be written as 
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Here, u and v are the velocities along the coordinates r and z, respectively; р is the pressure; and µ is the dynamic 
viscosity given, for the liquid and dispersed media, by the formula [14] 
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Here, fs is the fraction of the solid phase in the melt (in the interval fs >0.4 we put u=0, v=0). 
The initial conditions (at t=0) for Eqs. (1) are 

u=0, v= –v0, apdp +σ= 0/4 , 

where σ is the surface tension at the metal melt surface, pa is the atmospheric pressure. 
In the hydrodynamic problem, the following boundary conditions at r=0 were adopted: 

u=0,  0)( =∂∂ rvr ,  0)( =∂∂ rpr . 

At the free surface of the liquid droplet, the boundary conditions were 
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Here, nr and nz are the r- and z-components of the unit vector n normal to the free surface of the droplet, 
respectively; the droplet surface curvature K is defined by 
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with the prime denoting the derivative with respect to the arc length s.  
Prior to solidification of the droplet material, on the substrate surface (z=0) and, subsequently, at the interface 

between the melt and the solid phase, the following no-slip conditions are assumed to be fulfilled:  

u=0, v=0. 

The equation for heat transfer in the droplet is 
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with ae=a1 at fs=0, ae=a2 at fs=1, ae=a1(1-fs)+a2fs at 0<fs<1, and u=0, v=0 at fs >0.4. Here, ai=λi/(ciρi) is the thermal 
diffusivity in the liquid (i=1) and solid (i=2) droplet material and the thermal diffusivity in the substrate material 
(i=3); λ, c, ρ are the thermal conductivity, the specific heat, and the density, respectively; κ  is the specific fusion 
heat. 

The heat transfer in the substrate is governed by equation  
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For the initial (at t=0) temperature of the material in the droplet we have 

10TT = ,  

the initial temperature of the substrate  

30TT = . 

The boundary condition on the contact surface between the drop and the substrate at z=0, r≤rc(t) according to 
[12] 

( ) ci RTTzTzT /)/()/( 00030 −+−+ −=∂∂λ=∂∂λ ,   i=1, 2. 
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Here, Rc is the contact thermal resistance, rc(t) is the contact-spot radius (see Fig. 1). 
The boundary condition on the droplet free surface  

)()/( 44
300 TTTi −εσ=∂∂λ n ,   i=1, 2, 

σ0 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε is the emissivity. 
The condition of symmetry in the droplet and in the substrate (r=0) is 

0)/( =∂∂ rTr . 

The boundary conditions on the lower (z= –hs, 0≤r≤rc), upper, not-wetted, (z=0, r>rc) and side (r>r3, –hs≤z≤0) 
substrate surfaces are 

0)/(3 =∂∂λ zT , 

where hs and r3 are the thickness and the radius of the substrate (2r3>>d0). 
The growth of the crystal phase is assumed to obey the normal mechanism, with linear dependence of the growth 

rate on supercooling ∂R/∂t=Kv∆T [4,15], where R is the crystal radius, Kv is the physical constant, ∆T=Tl –T is the 
supercooling, Tl is the liquidus temperature. 

Assuming that the growth of the solid phase occurs on all nano-sized particles in the region of the supercooled 
melt, starting from the moment tl0, when the temperature reached the initial liquidus temperature (Tl0), like the 
author [16], we use for fs the expression  







 π−= 3

3
4exp1 RNf ps ,  )()1(4 2 TTRfKN

t
f

lsvp
s −−π=

∂
∂

,  ∫ τ∆+=
t

t
vp

l

TdKrtzrR
0

),,( , (4) 

where Np is the number of nanoparticles in unit volume, rp=dp/2, ∆T=Tl –T=TA –βC–T. The liquidus temperature can 
be approximated by a linear dependence on the concentration of dissolved component C (Si), TA is the melting point 
of pure metal (Al), β is the modulus of slope of the liquidus line in the phase diagram Al-Si. The concentration of 
the alloying component is determined from the equation of the non-equilibrium lever k

sfCC −−= 1
0 )1/(  [15], 

where С0 is the initial concentration of the silicon, k is the distribution coefficient of the dissolved component Si. 
The growth of the solid phase α-component (aluminum) of Al-Si alloy occurs in the temperature range Tl0≥T≥TE, 
when Tl0=TA –βC0, TE is the eutectic temperature. In the calculation of solidification in equation (2), we use for 
parameter κ the value of the specific heat of the alloy α-components melting. We assume that at T=TE the fraction 
of the solid phase is equal to fsα.  

After cooling the metal to eutectic temperature, the β-component of the alloy begins to solidify. Taking into 
account the low mutual solubility of aluminum and silicon, we believe that during the cooling of the melt, the 
growth of the solid phase is subject to the normal mechanism characterized by the growth constant Ke. The growth 
of the solid phase in the solidifying eutectic melt is determined by relations 







 −π−= α )(

3
4exp1 33 RRNf pse , ∫ τ−+= α

t

t
Ee

E

dTTKRtzrR )(),,( , ∫ τ∆+=α

E

l

t

t
vpE TdKrtzrR

0

),,( .   

(5) 

Here, R(r,z,t) is the radius of a growing crystal after time tE, when the temperature of the melt has reached the 
eutectic temperature TE. When calculating the eutectic crystallization in equation (2), instead of parameter κ, the 
specific heat of fusion for Si (κSi) is used. Also, instead of ∂fs/∂t, ∂fse/∂t is used: 

)()1(4 2 TTRfKN
t

f
Eseep

se −−π=
∂
∂

. 

Eutectic solidification takes place in the temperature range TE>T≥Tend, when Tend is the temperature of complete 
solidification of the melt. The total fraction of the solid phase formed in the melt during its continuous cooling is 
determined according to formula 
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fs= fsα+fse. 
To solve system (1)-(3) with initial and boundary conditions, the balanced finite-difference method is used. A 

spatial grid along the r and z axes is constructed in the drop movement area and in the substrate. The temperature 
distribution is described by the values at the grid nodes. The velocity components u, v are determined in the middle 
of the side faces of the cells, and the pressure p is determined in the centers of the cells [18-21]. In solving the 
problem about droplet spreading over the substrate, the position of the free melt surface was identified with the help 
of particles-marker moving with local liquid velocity. An implicit finite-difference scheme is used to approximate 
equations (1)-(3). The solution of algebraic systems of equations is carried out by the iterative method of conjugate 
gradients. 

The sequence of calculations at each time step is as follows. 
1) The new position of the particles-marker describing the free surface of the droplet is calculated.  
2) The pressure and velocity field are determined from solution of system (1). Initially, the components of the 

velocity field are determined. The pressure is calculated using the artificial compressibility method [20]. Several 
iterations are performed to match the found velocities and pressures inside the droplet and in the boundary cells. 

3) The temperature field in the drop and substrate is calculated. A simple iteration method is used to coordinate 
the temperature fields in the computational domains. 

The reliability of the model and its implementation algorithm are confirmed by the qualitative and quantitative 
coincidence of the calculation results with the data of physical experiments [10,12,17]. 

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The spreading and crystallization dynamics of a metal droplet on substrate was simulated numerically with the 
following adopted values of involved parameters. The initial data for the Al+6.5%Si droplet were as follows 
[10,12]: d0=4⋅10–3 m, v0=3 m/s, µ0=0.00109 kg/(m⋅s), σ=1.07 N/m, с1=1000 J/(kg⋅K), λ1=70 W/(m⋅K), 
ρ1=2570 kg/m3, κ=3.89⋅105 J/kg, с2=1000 J/(kg⋅K), λ2=152.5 W/(m⋅K), ρ2=2570 kg/m3, κSi=1.64⋅105 J/kg, 
T0=903 K, TA=933 K, Tl0 = 886.85 K, TE=850 K, β=7.1 K/%, C0=6.5 % mass., k=0.14, Кv=0.005 m/(s⋅K), 
Кe=0.005 m/(s⋅K), ε=0.4, pa=105 N/m2, σ0=5.7⋅10-8 W/(m2⋅K4), nanoparticle diameter dр=10–7 m, the density of 
nanoparticles ρp=5440 kg/m3, the mass concentration of nanoparticles mp=0.03%. For the substrate material (steel), 
the adopted values were as follows [12]: hs=0.002 m, r3=0.015 m, T30=473 K, с3=550 J/(kg⋅K), ρ3=7800 kg/m3; 
λ3=25.1 W/(m⋅K), Rc=1.64⋅10-6 m2⋅K/W.  

To verify the crystallization model, the volumetric solidification of Al+6.5%Si alloy in a cylindrical crucible is 
considered. The melt contains refractory nano-sized particles (TiN). Volume and mass concentration of particles 
Np=2.7⋅1017 1/m3 and mp=0.03%, respectively. Initial and boundary conditions for numerical simulation were 
determined from an experiment, in which the temperature in the center of a cylindrical casting with a diameter of 34 
mm and a height of 51 mm was measured when the metal solidified [10]. Figure 2 illustrates the results obtained by 
numerical simulation and measurement on a pilot plant. The coincidence of the calculation results with the data of 
the physical experiment indicates that the proposed model satisfactorily describes the real physical process of the 
modified alloy solidification. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Temperature change during cooling and solidification of the alloy Al+6.5%Si.  

Points - experiment, solid line – calculation 
 

Figure 3 presents the dynamics of deformation of a drop with a diameter of 4⋅10–3 m at v0=3 m/s obtained from 
the results of calculations. The melt contains modifying particles. The calculated contours of the changing droplet 
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free surface for different moments of time are compared with the results obtained in the formation of a splat under 
similar conditions [12]. It was determined that the thickness of the formed splat in the central part is 0.23 mm. The 
solidification of the metal continues 6.45 ms. After the melt adjacent to the substrate solidifies, the divergent flow of 
liquid in the upper layer forms a roller on the periphery of the forming splat. The melt moves until the growing solid 
phase forms a crystalline framework. 
 

   

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3. The droplet deformation after impingement onto the substrate surface a) 0.3 ms, b) 3 ms, c) 7 ms 
 

Figure 4 illustrates variation of the temperature, the supercooling, and the solid phase fraction in the metal during 
the first 15 µs after contact with the substrate at r=0. Supercooling is defined as ∆T=Tl –T at Tl0≥T≥TE and ∆T=TE –T 
at TE>T≥Tend. After contact of the melt with the substrate overheating is removed after 0.15 µs. Then, the metal is 
supercooled below the liquidus temperature by more than 4 degrees (Fig. 4a,b). The time of metastable state, when 
the crystalline fraction is practically zero, is about 0.1 µs. Solidification of the alloy α-component near the substrate 
lasts 4 µs. The solid phase proportion reaches the value fsα=0.494. Further, after a small supercooling of the melt 
(≈0.1 K), eutectic solidification of the alloy β-component occurs. Full solidification is completed by 11 µs.  
 

 
             (a)     (b)                                (c) 

FIGURE 4. Variation of the temperature (a), the supercooling (b) and the fraction of the solid phase (c) 
at the contact-spot plane  

 
Figure 5 shows the change in the fraction of the solid phase and temperature in a 0.23 mm thick metal layer near 

the substrate at r=0. According to the obtained results, a two-phase zone 0.02 mm thick is formed at the contact 
surface with the substrate for 15 µs (Fig. 5a). Overheating in the molten metal at a distance of 0.1 mm from the 
substrate is maintained, as there is a heat influx during the melt movement (Fig. 5b).  
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                                   (a)                                    (b) 

FIGURE 5. The fraction of the solid phase (a) and the temperature (b) in the melt near the contact-spot plane 
 
Figure 6 illustrates variation of the temperature and the fraction of the solid phase in the metal until the melt 

solidifies completely at the contact plane z=0 mm with the substrate and in the plane z=0.23 mm at r=0. As the metal 
layer becomes thinner and the movement of the liquid in the vertical direction slows down, by the time 1 ms at point 
z=0.23 mm, overheating disappears. The growth of the solid phase begins when the metal is supercooled below the 
liquidus temperature by no more than 0.01 degrees. The time of the crystal phase metastable state is about 0.4 ms 
(Fig. 6a,b). The solidification of the alloy α-component lasts about 4.3 ms, and the eutectic solidification of the β-
component lasts 0.75 ms (Fig. 6b). From the moment of removal of overheating in the melt, crystallization occurs in 
the entire volume of non-solidified metal. 

 

       
                                   (a)                                  (b) 

FIGURE 6. Variation of the temperature (a) and the fraction of the solid phase (b) at the contact-spot plane (curves 1)  
and at the free surface (curves 2) 

 
Supercooling, crystallization rate and solidification time vary significantly with the distance from the substrate 

(Fig. 4, 6). A feature of the solidification kinetics is the presence of two maxima and different values of 
supercooling. At the same time, the temperature, at which the intensity of the crystallization latent heat release and 
the intensity of its removal into the hardened metal and substrate are locally equalized, increases in the free surface 
direction. As a result, there is a temperature oscillation in the lower solidified layers of the droplet (Fig. 6a). 

CONCLUSION 

The mathematical model describing the processes of deformation and non-equilibrium crystallization of a binary 
alloy droplet with refractory nano-sized particles at its collision with a substrate is proposed. The calculated 
dimensions of the splat solidified on the substrate and the temperature change during the solidification of the alloy 
are in satisfactory agreement with the known experimental data. 

The solidification of the liquid drop of a binary alloy modified by nano-sized particles after its collision with a 
solid substrate was numerically simulated. The kinetics of solidification is described. It is established that, when the 
melt spreads, only a small amount of the solid phase is formed in it. It is determined that there is a volume-
sequential crystallization of the metal.  
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Abstract. A two-dimensional, non-stationary problem of the interaction of a homogeneous impactor with a protective 
element in the form of a heterogeneous plate made of steel and B4C ceramics and placed in a Kevlar “pocket” is 
considered. The human body is simulated by a plate of gelatin. The simulation results are compared from various 
approaches describing the behavior of heterogeneous media. On the basis of direct numerical simulation, it is obtained 
that the protective element on the basis of a plate made of a gradient material (steel + B4C) has the best weight and size 
characteristics. The ballistic curve is constructed for this element. 

Keywords: modeling, core, plate, body armor, heterogeneous material, aluminum, steel, titanium, boron carbide, high-
speed interaction. 

INTRODUCTION 

Layered or heterogeneous armor plates are widely used for the protection of manpower and equipment [1]. 
Increase of strength characteristics and ballistic resistance of plates are caused by ballistic resistance of ceramics. 
The successful combination of acceptable strength characteristics and weight reduction, relative to a similar 
homogeneous plate, makes it necessary to study the interaction of impactors with such heterogeneous plates. 

In [2], the reaction of ceramic and composite plates to high-speed impact was investigated. Using the finite 
element method, the mechanisms of perforation and energy dissipation in these plates were found out. 

Optimization of double-layered armor subjected to the normal impact of a 7.62x54 B32 bullet was considered in 
[3]. Two cases of body armor were analyzed: when the Al2O3 ceramics layer was supported by aluminum alloy 
AA2024-T3 and armor steel Armox 500T. The reaction of these materials was described using Johnson-Cook and 
Johnson-Holmquist models in the LS-DYNA package. As a result of the study, the panel optimization methodology 
was developed, which made it possible to determine the thickness of the panel layer with the minimal surface 
density. 

The work [4] was devoted to the construction of an engineering method for describing the penetration of an 
impactor into a two-layer barrier. Analytical formulas were obtained for the maximal speed of penetration into two-
layer cermet and organoplastic ceramic targets, taking into account the structural characteristics and 
physicomechanical properties of the materials of the projectile and target. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this work is to investigate the behavior of the protection element, to find acceptable weight and 
size parameters of the protective element of a body armor made of heterogeneous compositions to reduce the impact 
on a person below the characteristics that are fatal. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
AIP Conf. Proc. 2125, 030067-1–030067-9; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5117449
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A heterogeneous medium is a non-uniform system consisting of homogeneous parts separated by an interface. 
The advantage of heterogeneous materials is that it is possible to create a material with similar strength 
characteristics like a homogeneous material, but with a smaller mass. 

Consider a two-dimensional axial non-stationary problem of the interaction of a uniform impactor with a 
protective element consisting of a plate, which is located in a Kevlar pocket. The human body is simulated by a plate 
of gelatin (Fig. 1). 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The protective element: a two-layer plate (ceramic+steel) in a Kevlar "pocket" 

 
Following [5,6], we use the model of solid deformable body, which consists of the equations of mass, 

momentum, and energy balance, as well as the equations of state and elastoplastic flow: 

𝑥𝑥�̇�𝚤 = 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ; 

continuity equation 

𝑉𝑉0𝜌𝜌0 = 𝑉𝑉𝜌𝜌 ; 

law of change of a material particle momentum 

𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝚤𝚤̇ = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 ; 

change of a particle internal energy 

𝜌𝜌�̇�𝑒 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −
1
2

(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ; 

strain rate tensor in the form 

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝚤 = 1
2

(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ; 

stress tensor written in the generally accepted form 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = −𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 

where sij is the deviator of the stress tensor, which is responsible for the response to the shear form change of the 
material particle; δij is the Kronecker symbol; P is a function of pressure in the Mie-Gruneisen form. 

The process equations are taken in the Prandtl - Reuss form 
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�̂�𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆′ ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 2𝐺𝐺𝜀𝜀̇′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,𝜀𝜀̇′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑘𝑘𝑘/3 , 

subject to the Huber – Mises plasticity 

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 2𝑌𝑌02/3 , 

where Y0 is the dynamic yield strength; the scalar factor dλ' is determined using the well-known procedure of 
reduction to the yield circle [5]. In the above equations, the generally accepted notation is used: each of the indices 
(i, j) runs through the values 1, 2; summation is performed over repeated indices; the point above symbol is the time 
derivative; the index after comma is the derivative with respect to the corresponding coordinate; xi, ui are the 
components of the position and velocity vectors of a material particle, respectively; ρ is the current density; G is the 
shear modulus. 

The calculations were performed in 2D axial formulation using the REACTOR software package [7,8], where 
the numerical solution of the balance equations was implemented, taking into account the behavior of materials [9–
11] and the fulfillment of boundary conditions. 

MODELS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF HETEROGENEOUS MATERIAL 

Three models for building the heterogeneous material were considered. 
1. Layered medium: each layer has the properties and characteristics of given homogeneous materials (Fig. 1); 
2. Additive approach to the construction of material properties: a continuous material with a given mass 
concentration of the mixture components in the volume of the computational domain [12] (Fig. 2); 
3. Direct numerical simulation of a heterogeneous material: a composition of given concentrations of the 
mixture components distributed over the volume of the computational domain [13] (Fig. 3). 
The impactor is presented in the form of a core of bullet with caliber 7.62 mm. The first model is standard. The 

protective plate consists of two ideally connected plates, without gaps, made of steel and ceramics. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Protective plate: additive approximation of a mixture of ceramics and steel with effective environmental parameters 
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FIGURE 3. The protective element with a plate of heterogeneous material obtained by the random distribution of ceramics in the 

steel volume for a given concentration (model 1) 
 
To build the second model, an additive approach is used. The material properties depend entirely on its 

distribution function of α mass concentration. An effective material is created with some average parameters based 
on the mass concentration. 

The parameters are averaged as follows. 
Equation of state based on Rankine-Hugoniot relations [12] 

𝑃𝑃 =
𝜌𝜌0𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚2 �1 − 𝜌𝜌0𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
�

�[1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 �1 − 𝜌𝜌0𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

��
2 + 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇  

𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = �𝜌𝜌0𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ��
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

𝜌𝜌0 𝑖𝑖
2 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖2

�
1/2

�
−1

 

𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = �1 −
∑𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉0 𝑖𝑖 �1 − 1

𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖� �

∑𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
�

−1

 

𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 is the volumetric sound velocity in the mixture; 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚  is the slope of the generalized straight line in 
𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ,𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 coordinates. 

Volume concentration 
𝛽𝛽 =

𝛼𝛼𝜌𝜌1
∑𝛼𝛼𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

 

Density 

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = ��
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

�

−1

 

Shear modulus 
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𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = ��𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖� 

and yield strength 

𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = ��𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖� 

in accordance with [13,14]. 
The third model is a model of direct numerical simulation of the heterogeneous material. With this approach, 

particles of one material with their own characteristics are distributed in the volume of the other material. Two 
models are considered: one with a random distribution of the concentration of ceramics in the steel volume (model 
1) (Fig. 3), the second one with a gradient distribution of the concentration of ceramics in the steel volume (model 2) 
(Fig. 4). In both cases, the volume concentration is the same. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Protective plate of a gradient material obtained by a linear distribution of the concentration of ceramics 

in steel (model 2) 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

Since the configurations are defined, it is necessary to find the values of functions 𝑢𝑢,  𝑃𝑃,  𝑉𝑉,  𝐸𝐸,  𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,  𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 in 
computational domains that satisfy the system of equations under the following conditions. 

The initial conditions: at time t = 0, all particles of the material are at rest and are evenly distributed. 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌0;𝑃𝑃 =
0; 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 0. The initial impactor velocity 𝑢𝑢 = 400 m/s. 

Boundary conditions: 𝐹𝐹 = (𝜎𝜎 𝑛𝑛) = 0 on the free boundary; 𝐹𝐹+ = 𝐹𝐹− and 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛+ = 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛− on the contact boundary, 
where 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛 is the velocity normal to the surface. 
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FIGURE 5. Formation of a compression wave during contact of the impactor with the protective element 

 
From the contact surface, both in the impactor and in the obstacle, a compression wave is formed with the 

pressure amplitude of ~1.5 GPa (Fig. 5). Further, the compression wave propagates through the heterogeneous plate 
and reaches gelatin through the Kevlar layer. The pressure values in gelatin (at depth of ~1 cm), for all the models 
considered, are presented in Table 1. It has been obtained that the pressure amplitude drops from 25 to 40 times 
when passing through the protective element, i.e. the parameters do not exceed the maximal permissible 
overpressure characteristics with the defeat of manpower [15]. 

TABLE 1. The pressure values in gelatin. 
 Layered Model 1 Model 2 Addaptive 

P, MPa 70 40 48 44 

 
According to all the calculations, at given speed of 400 m/s, the impactor stops at the protective element without 

punching it (Fig. 6). In all the cases, the outer layer of Kevlar is crushed by the incident impactor. 
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a b 

  
c d 

FIGURE 6. The state of the protective element with different plates at the moment of the impactor’s stop: (a) layered plate; 
(b) heterogeneous plate, additive model; (c) heterogeneous plate, direct numerical simulation; (d) gradient plate 

 
The head of the impactor has acquired almost the same shape for all the combinations of the protective element. 

The differences are in the area of destruction of the front of the plate. Thus, the ceramic plate is damaged across its 
thickness, but the metal plate has stopped the impactor (Fig. 6a). The heterogeneous plate with the additive model 
for describing the behavior of the material is damaged only on the surface (Fig. 6b), whereas the heterogeneous plate 
constructed in the direct manner, with the same distribution of the concentration of ceramics, is damaged in a 
significantly larger volume, moreover, the damage takes place at the locations of the ceramics (Fig. 6c). As can be 
seen from the calculations, both models are weakly sensitive to the wave propagation and react differently to the 
stress-strain state near the damage threshold. Thus, the gradient plate, which has a high concentration of ceramics on 
the front side, has received damage to ceramics in this area, and partly in several places in the volume. 
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BALLISTIC CURVE 

For the protective element with various plates, ballistic curves were constructed in the impactor’s speed range ui 
= 600 – 1000 m/s. The results are shown in (Fig. 7), where the lines correspond to the Lambert-Jonas formula 
 𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝 − 𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏
𝑝𝑝)1/𝑝𝑝, the parameters were found by the least squares method from the residual velocities obtained 

in the calculations . The protective elements based on heterogeneous and gradient plates are close in durability, 
although the speed of the ballistic limit (ub ~ 750 m/s) is lower with them, but at high speeds they outperform even 
the protective element with layered plate. 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Ballistic curves for the protective element with various plates. Notation: ur is residual velocity, ui is impact velocity, 

the dots are calculated residual velocity values, the lines are constructed according to the Lambert-Jonas formula 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Despite the difference in the structure of the protective element, the output amplitudes of the velocity and 
pressure profiles are close at equal mass-dimensional parameters. 

2. All the protective elements withstand the impact of the core at meeting speed of 400 m/s. The pressure that 
comes to the simulator of the human body is less than the permissible limit. 

3. The most profitable in terms of mass and dimensional parameters is the model built on the principle of direct 
numerical simulation. 
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Abstract.    With the use of numerical simulation, thermophysical processes are considered when modifying the surface 
layer of a metal in a moving substrate. The material is heated and melted under the influence of a continuous induction 
high-frequency electromagnetic field on the substrate surface through a rectangular region. The distribution of 
electromagnetic energy on the surface of the substrate is uniform, and within it is described by empirical formulas. It is 
assumed that nanoscale particles of the refractory compound penetrate, evenly distributed, into the melt during melting of 
the metal and act as active centers of crystallization. The boundary of the melting range is determined in the Stefan 
approximation, and the boundaries of the solid phase growth region are within the framework of Kolmogorov's theory of 
the crystallization of metals. Based on the results of calculations, the temperature field distribution, the size of the 
melting and crystallization zones, and the growth kinetics of the solid phase are estimated in the quasi-stationary 
approximation. The characteristics of induction heating have been determined, which make it possible to shorten the 
surface treatment time. The values of the specific power are obtained depending on the speed of the substrate in the range 
1-3 cm/s, which make it possible to preserve the dimensions of the melting and modifying region unchanged. 

INTRODUCTION 

To improve the performance properties of parts and structures, induction treatment of a metal surface is widely 
used [1, 2]. One of the ways to improve the physical and mechanical characteristics of the surface layer of the metal 
during high-frequency induction heating is the introduction into the melt of specially prepared nanoscale particles of 
refractory compounds. This allows you to increase the number of crystallization centers, grind the structural 
components of the hardened metal and improve the homogeneity of the crystal grains [3, 4], which has a positive 
effect on the quality of the treated surfaces. However, the possibilities of this technology are not sufficiently studied 
and evaluated. 

In this work, using 3D numerical modeling, we study spatial processes in a moving metal substrate when 
exposed to a high-frequency electromagnetic field in order to determine the technological parameters of modifying 
process of the surface layer of the material with refractory dispersed inoculators which are able to become the 
centers of crystallization. Using the proposed mathematical model, steady-state thermophysical processes are 
considered, including heating, phase transition and heat transfer in the molten metal, cooling and crystallization in 
the presence of modifying material nanoscale particles in the melt. Based on the results of numerical experiments of 
induction heating with a field frequency of 1.2 MHz through a rectangular area on the substrate surface, in 
continuation of previous studies for a circular source [5], the sizes of the molten pool and crystallization zones, the 
residence times of the particles in the melt, and induction heating characteristics at different substrate speeds, 
optimal for reducing the surface treatment time, were estimated. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM 

The effect of a high-frequency electromagnetic field on a moving metal substrate is considered. A schematic 
representation of the process is shown in Fig. 1 
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FIGURE 1. Induction treatment scheme with a cross section in the plane of symmetry. 

1, inductor with a surrounding ferrite magnetic flux concentrator 2; 
3, metal substrate and particles of the modifying material (4) on its surface; 5, melt; 6, mesh zone; 7, modified metal 

 
The working part of the inductor of the electromagnetic field, having the shape of a parallelepiped, is located 

above the surface of the plate of low-carbon iron alloy and the gap between them is very small. It is assumed that the 
induction effect is carried out through a rectangular area with the size 2 2I Ix y×  (xI << yI). Technologically, this is 
feasible with the use of magnetic flux concentrators surrounding the inductor head, which, according to [6], allow 
for a significant increase in the maximum energy absorption density on the surface of a metal substrate with its 
uniform distribution in a narrow area corresponding to the size of the inductor's working area, with a sharp decline 
on its edges. This justifies the model's assumption of a uniform distribution of energy sources in a rectangular spot
2 2I Ix y× , while the distribution of energy absorption over the metal thickness can be described by empirical 
formulas used in engineering thermal calculations of induction heaters [7]. 

Pre-prepared modifying nanoscale particles of a refractory compound penetrate into the molten metal from the 
substrate surface, and then they are evenly distributed throughout the entire molten volume [8], and are subsequently 
centers of crystallization [3, 4]. The plate moves with a constant velocity V along the x-axis, therefore the processes 
occurring in it under the influence of the high-frequency electromagnetic field energy, i.e. heating, melting, cooling 
and solidification of the metal can be considered in a quasi-stationary approximation. The phase transition occurs at 
the melting temperature of the substrate material Tm. For low carbon steel, Tm is taken as the average value between 
the solidus and liquidus temperatures.  

To simplify the problem, we assume that thermophysical properties of the liquid, solid, and two-phase zone are 
the same and do not depend on temperature. The mass content of particles mp penetrating into the melt is small 
(mp<0.05%), their diameter dp is much smaller than the characteristic size of the molten pool, therefore the influence 
of inclusions on the physical parameters of the melt can be neglected. The amount of dissolved impurity components 
in the melt is insignificant, therefore their influence on the temperature of the phase transition can be neglected as 
well, assuming Tm = const. Melting of the metal is considered in the Stefan approximation. It is assumed that under 
the considered heating regimes, small values of the convective velocities in the melt cause a flat shape of the free 
surface of the liquid [9]. The influence of the formation of oxides on the change in the thermophysical properties of 
the melt can also be neglected, since it is assumed that, in order to protect the metal from oxidation, the surface of 
the treated plate is blown with an inert gas. 

The process under consideration is symmetric with respect to the x0z plane and the boundaries xg, yg, zg of the 
computational domain are chosen so that their position does not affect the solution of the problem. In the quasi-
stationary case, heat transfer, melting and crystallization of the metal in the plate, taking into account volumetric 
heat sources in the Cartesian coordinate system, are described by the equation:  
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where T is the temperature, ρ is the density of the plate material, cp is the specific heat, λ is the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity, κ is the specific heat of fusion, fs is the fraction of solid phase in the material (0≤fs≤1), w0 is the volume 
density of internal heat sources, for which, according to [7], the following relation is used: 

0
0 ( , , ) ( , , ).

I

p
w x y z w x y z

x
=                                                                  (2) 

Here, w(x, y, z) is a dimensionless function depending only on the coordinates; xI is the characteristic size, p0 is the 
specific power absorbed by the unit of the surface of the heated body. We assume that the central point of the “spot” 
of the induction action (taking into account symmetry) is located at the point (x0, 0, 0), and then the distribution of 
the volume density of energy release over the thickness of the plate is described by the dependence:  

1/
0 0( , , ) ,  ,   0 ,  z

I I Iw x y z e x x x x x y y− ∆= − ≤ ≤ + ≤ ≤  

where Δ1  is the thickness of  “cold” skin layer, 1 1 0 1/ ( )e fρ πµ µ∆ =  ,   1eρ is the specific electric resistance; μ0, μ1 
are magnetic constant and the relative magnetic permeability of the metal below the temperature of magnetic 
transformations   TK (Curie point),  f  is the working frequency of generator. When the temperature of the magnetic 
transformations is reached, the relative magnetic permeability decreases to a value of μ2=1, and the electrical 
resistivity increases to a value ρ2, so that the depth of penetration of the eddy currents into the material becomes 
equals to 2 2 0 2/ ( )e fρ πµ µ∆ =  , and the energy distribution along the depth of the substrate is described by 
expressions: 
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where ),( yxzK is the distance from the surface of the substrate to the point with the temperature of the magnetic 
transformations (T=TK). 

On the surface of the plate z=0 outside the induction region, boundary conditions are given as follows: 

( )( ).k r g
T T T
z

λ α α∂
= + −

∂
 

Here,  Tg is the temperature of the shielding gas, 2 2
0 ( )( )r g gT T T Tα εσ= + + , ε is the reduced degree of blackness, 

σ0  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,  αk is the coefficient of convective heat transfer. 
In the region of induction heating, 0 0I Ix x x x x− ≤ ≤ + , 0 Iy y≤ ≤  due to the smallness of the gap between the 

inductor and the substrate (on the order of fractions of a millimeter), the condition of thermal insulation is assumed 
on the surface: 

0.T
z

∂
=

∂
 

The conditions of absence of heat exchange with the environment are assumed on the rest of the external boundaries 
of the computational domain: 

( / ) 0,  0,  ;gT x x x xλ ∂ ∂ = = =  

( / ) 0,  ;gT z z zλ ∂ ∂ = =  

( / ) 0,  .gT y y yλ ∂ ∂ = =  

When the material melts, the velocity vn of each point of the "melt-solid phase" boundary at T=Tm is determined 
by the condition: 
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where n is the unit vector of the normal. 
When solidified, it is assumed that all the nanoparticles are the centers of crystallization, then the fraction of the 

solid phase fs in the two-phase molten zone is determined according to [10, 11]: 

1 exp( )s pf N= − −Ω  
where 
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m

d K
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V x

πx zΩ − = + −∫ . 

Here, Ω is the volume of the growing nucleus that emerged at the point ξ(x, y, z) of the overcooled melt at 
temperature T < Tm, Np is the number of nanoscale particles per unit volume of the melt, dp is original size of 
particles, Kv is the empirical growth rate constant. We assume that the ending of solidification corresponds to fs = 
0.95. 

When implementing the mathematical model described above, it is expedient to proceed to dimensionless 
variables: 

1 ( , , )sf KiSt w x y z
x Pe x Pe
θ θ

∂∂
= ∆ + +

∂ ∂
. 

Dimensionless parameters are determined using the characteristic size xI, speed V and temperature Tm: x = x/xI, y = 
y/xI, z = z/xI, yI = yI/xI, θ = T/Tm; St = k/(cpTm) is the Stefan number; Pe = xIV/a is the Pecle number, a = λ/(cpρ),    
Ki = (p0xI)/(λTm) is the Kirpichev number. 

We reduce the equation to the form: 
2 2

2 2

0
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s

x
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Pe x x x Pey z

Ped

θ θ θµ
µ

µ x

∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− + + = +

∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂

  = − 
  
∫

 

which makes it possible, with its approximation, to obtain a conservative monotonic scheme of second-order 
accuracy with respect to spatial variables. 

For numerical realization of the model, a finite-difference algorithm was used. The discretization of the spatial 
computational domain was carried out on cells I×J×K in the form of parallelepipeds. The temperature distribution 
was described by the values at the grid points. The difference equations were constructed by approximating the 
balance relations obtained by integrating the equation taking into account the corresponding boundary conditions. 
As a result, we obtain a system of the form: 

,=Aθ F  

where 𝑨𝑨 is a block-three-diagonal matrix with a diagonal predominance, θ and F are vectors. The resulting system 
of equations is realized by the iterative method 

1

,
n n

n n

τ

−−
+ =

θ θ Aθ F  

where n is the iteration step, τ is the iteration parameter, θ0=θ0. 
The system of equations is non-linear, since in its solution the right-hand side changes, taking into account the 

evolution or absorption of heat during the phase transformations, which affect the heat balance in the system. To this 
end, a number of iterations is carried out to refine the solution: 

, 1
, , 1,

n k n
n k n k

τ

−
−−

+ =
θ θ Aθ F  

k is the iteration step. The solving of the system is terminated upon achievement of the required accuracy. 
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RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

Numerical studies were carried out with the following parameters: xI = 1 mm, yI = 4 mm, xg = 8 mm, yg = 6 mm, 
zg = 3 mm, V = 1 - 3 cm/s; Tg = 300 K; T0 = 300K; p0= 20-50 kW/cm2; f = 1.2 MHz; αk= 100 W/(m2K), Kv = 5·10-5 
m/(s·K), dp = 50 nm, Np = 2.0·1012 m-3. Properties of the metal [7, 12]: ρ = 7065 kg/m3, cp= 787 J/(kg·K), λ = 27 
W/(m·K), κ= 2.77·105 J/kg, Tm= 1775 K, TK = 1141 K; μ1= 14, ρe1= 5.2·10-7 Om·m, μ2= 1, ρe2= 1.0·10-6 Om·m. The 
degree of blackness for the metal ε is 0.5, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ0 = 5.7·10-8 W/(m2·K4). 

An approximate estimate for the concentration of np nanoparticles that have penetrated into the melt and become 
nuclei of the solid phase, used later in the calculations, is given in [13]. On the basis of experimental data on the 
modification of melts with compositions based on TiN nanoparticles, it was obtained that this value does not exceed 
np = 1012 m-3. The authors concluded that very small part of the number of particles that fell into the melt became 
crystallization centers. Most of the nanoparticles either dissolve or remain on the surface of the melt or are pushed 
aside by the growing solid phase to the grain boundaries. The last fact is confirmed by experimental observations of 
the microstructure of the samples [13]. 

The numerical algorithm was implemented in a region divided into 150 × 100 × 100 cells, with a spatial steps 
hx=hy = 60 μm, hz = 30 μm. The error in the calculations did not exceed 10-5. 

 

(a)  
 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

FIGURE 2. Isotherms of the temperature field θ on the surface (a) and in the cross-sections of the substrate (b, c, d) 
at f = 1200 kHz and V = 1.5 cm/s. b: y=0, c: y=1.32, d: y=2.64 1, isotherm of the melting temperature; 

2, boundary of the crystallization region 
 
One of the variants of calculations at V = 1.5 cm/s, p0 = 30 kW / cm2 is shown in Fig. 2. Here, in dimensionless 

coordinates, the temperature field distribution is shown on the surface (x, y, 0) of the substrate (Fig. 2a) and in cross 
sections (x, z) dissecting the substrate at different distances from plane of symmetry (Fig. 2b-d) in the part of the 
computational region, adjacent to the expanded metal zone. Note that since the characteristic dimension xI is equal to  
1 mm, all spatial coordinates in the figures here and below are numerically equal to the distances in millimeters. 

It follows from the results shown in Fig. 2 that the metal melts directly in the induction area 2≤x≤4, 0≤y≤4         
(a rectangle marked with dashed lines), with the maximum heating point up to θ = 1.15 (2041 K) at x = 3.76 is rather 
shifted in the direction of substrate moving relative to the center of the induction zone x0 = 3. 

The maximum width of the molten metal zone (including the two-phase zone) along the x-axis at y = 0 (Fig. 2b) 
is 0.94, at y = 1.32 (Fig. 2c) - 0.88, at y = 2.64 (Fig. 2d) - 0.63, and the melt depth is about 0.39, 0.33 and 0.24, 
respectively. The length of the molten pool along the y- axis is 3.2, which is less than the half-width of the induction 
heating zone yI = 4. Inside this area, a narrower heating band can be distinguished, 0 ≤y ≤ yI/3, in which the heat 
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removal in the direction transverse to the substrate moving has practically no effect on the temperature field 
distribution over the substrate thickness (see Fig.2b and c). 

Numerical calculations show that the depth of penetration of eddy currents into the metal at a given field 
frequency is significantly less than the thickness of the plate in question, and the main energy release occurs in the 
metal layer heated above the temperature of magnetic transformations. As a result, the temperature takes on 
maximum values on the surface of the moving substrate and decreases monotonously with distance from it, and 
heating does not occur over the entire thickness. The thickness of the “hot” skin layer at a given field frequency of 
1200 kHz is Δ2 = 0.46 mm, which is comparable with the calculated substrate melting depth of 0.39 mm in the 
central region of the processing band with the prevailing conductive heat sink deep into the metal compared to the 
boundary regions, where the outflow of heat occurs in all directions. As a result, the melt depth decreases to 0.24 
mm with y ≈ 2.6 and zero with y ≈ 3.2. 

After the melted portion of the substrate is moved from the induction heating area (2 ≤ x ≤ 4), the metal cools by 
mainly a heat sink into the interior of the non-heated metal, to a lesser extent, through heat exchange of the surface 
with the environment. The low initial temperature of the material and the predominance of heat removal from the 
melt zone to the cold region contribute to the movement of the solidification boundary towards the substrate surface. 
It may be noted that there is a qualitative coincidence with the processes of heat transfer when the metal surface is 
heated with laser radiation [14]. After removal of overheating in the metal, volume-sequential crystallization on 
nanoparticles occurs; the width of two-phase zone in the direction of movement of the substrate (the region between 
curves 1 and 2) for the parameters under consideration varies slightly from the central cross section to the edge of 
the melt zone and is approximately equal to 110 μm.  

Numerical studies on the proposed model allow us to estimate the values of the specific power p0 absorbed by a 
unit surface of the substrate, moving at different speeds, that are necessary to obtain the same fixed maximum 
temperature of the molten metal (θ = 1.15) in the center of the heating spot and the temperature field distribution, 
coinciding or close to that shown in Fig. 2. Controlled overheating relative to the phase transition temperature makes 
it possible to influence the structure of the emerging flows in the melt and, as a result, the uniformity of the 
distribution of the modifying material nanoparticles falling into it [8, 14]. Along with this, it is known that a 
significant overheating of the melt can lead to the complete dissolution of nanoscale particles, so that they cannot act 
as centers of crystallization [15]. At the same time, increasing the speed of moving of the substrate while 
maintaining the conditions under which melting and crystallization processes take place makes it possible to reduce 
the surface treatment time. According to the results of numerical simulation, treatment parameters were found 
necessary to achieve the same overheating of the melt on the surface Δθ=0.15(ΔT=0.15Tm= 265 K) at different 
substrate moving speeds, and as a result a linear dependence of the change in specific power p0 on the moving speed 
V was obtained (Fig. 3). 

 
FIGURE 3. The specific power required to obtain a fixed overheating of the melt ΔT=0.15Tm= 265 K, depending on the speed of 

the substrate moving V.  , results of the calculations 
 
Thus, increasing the processing speed of the substrate should be accompanied by a significant increase in energy 

consumption in order to ensure the constancy of the size of the melt zone, especially its depth. On the other hand, 
less energy-intensive modes at lower substrate speeds may turn out to be less attractive due to both the increased 
probability of nanoparticle dissolution in the melt and the lower overall processing speed. 
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The shapes and positions of the molten pool and the boundaries of the two-phase zone, calculated with two 
modes of induction treatment are shown in Fig. 4. Compared with mode 1, discussed above (shaded areas), 
calculations for mode 2 with a decrease in both the speed of  V  to 1 cm/s and the power of the electromagnetic field 
p0 to 22 kW/cm2 show that with a fixed overheating value the molten pool geometry varies slightly. When the 
substrate speed decreases by a factor of 1.5, the maximum molten width on the substrate surface in the symmetry 
plane increases by 0.25 mm with a parallel reduction of the molten zone along the y-axis by the same amount (Fig. 
4a). The maximum depth of the molten pool is increased by approximately the same amount (Fig. 4b). Note that in 
the central region near the surface, the boundaries of the two-phase zone in both cases coincide, while at the edges 
of the molten pool, the latter differ significantly due to the difference in heat fluxes (Fig. 4c). 

 

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the positions of the molten pool and the two-phase zone on the surface (a) 
and cross-sections at y=0 (b) and x=4 (c) in two processing modes, providing maximum melt overheating of 1.15Tm 

1: V = 1.5 cm/s, p0=30 kW/cm2, 2: V = 1.0 cm/s, p0=22 kW/cm2. 
Solid lines – melting isotherms, dash lines – two-phase zone boundaries 

 
To illustrate the crystallization kinetics in two processing modes the temperature and fraction distributions of the 

solid phase on the substrate surface z=0 along the x-axis at y=0, 1.32, 2.64 are presented in Fig. 5, including the 
points of reaching the equilibrium crystallization temperature and solidification completion. Here, the melt 
overcooling refers to a value -ΔTm = Tm-T. Accordingly, crystallization takes place only when -ΔTm> 0. 

It can be seen that the width of the two-phase zone remains virtually unchanged as it moves away from the plane 
of symmetry y=0 (about 110 microns) and half of it is the region of the metastable state, when the growth rate of the 
crystal phase is close to zero. The bulk of the melt (fs >0.5-0.6) to solidify when reaching fairly high values of 
overcooling. Values -ΔTm lie in the range of 80-100 degrees, slightly decreasing when switching mode 1 to mode 2. 
The growth rates of the solid phase, calculated at mode 2, are almost identical at different distances from the center 
of the substrate: curves 1, 2 and 3 are parallel to each other (Fig. 5b), while at mode 1 crystallization in the central 
plane is at a reduced rate compared to the boundary areas (compare curves 1 and 2, Fig. 5a). This is due to the lower 
rate of heat transfer to the substrate material in the central plane. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 5. Distribution of overcooling values -ΔTm and the fraction of the solid phase fs in the two-phase zone on the plate 
surface at different distances y from the plane of symmetry in processing modes 1 (a) and 2 (b) 1: y=0, 2: y=1.32, 3: y=2.64 

 
According to a number of studies, particles of dispersed powders of refractory insoluble compounds dissolve 

rapidly when they enter the molten metal [15-17], and a significant overheating of the melt significantly accelerates 
this process. Therefore, it is advisable to estimate the residence time of the particles in the melt, since it is possible 
either complete dissolution of the particles [15] or that only a small part of them will become crystallization centers 
[16]. Since in all the considered variants the maximum width of the molten pool along the x- axis is ~ 1.1 mm, the 
particle residence time in the overheated melt does not exceed 0.036 seconds at V=0.03 m/s and 0.110 seconds at 
V=0.01 m/s. In particular, these values are significantly lower than the residence time of the order of 4 seconds 
required for complete dissolution of refractory particles TiN and TiC with a diameter of 50 nm in the iron melt [17]. 
It is possible to assume that other similar particles-inoculators with similar sizes and properties are preserved when 
they enter the melt. With this in mind, the results of numerical simulation can serve as a confirmation of the 
possibility of using nanoscale particles to modify the surface layer of the metal during its induction processing. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of numerical simulation show the principal possibility of using high-frequency induction processing 
for modifying the molten metal with nanoscale particles of refractory compounds. The obtained estimates allow us 
to conclude that the complete dissolution of the particles introduced into the melt does not occur under the 
considered treatment modes, as a result of which the structural properties of the modified material can be improved 
at a depth of up to 0.4 mm. It is determined that the width of the crystallization zone does not exceed 110 µm, and 
solidification occurs within a few milliseconds. The analysis of the obtained data demonstrates the possibility of 
using parameters such as the velocity of the substrate and the density of internal energy sources as control 
mechanisms for processing modes to reduce the time of modification of the metal surface. 
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Abstract. The performance properties of machine parts can be significantly improved by laser processing of their 
surfaces using modifying the melt with nanoscale particles of refractory compounds (carbides, nitrides, carbonitrides, 
etc.). Nano-sized particles increase the number of crystallization centers and, thus, refine the macrostructures of the 
solidified metal, improve quality, and harden the surfaces being processed. Thermophysical processes in a moving metal 
substrate under the action of laser radiation on its surface are investigated by numerical simulation methods. A 
mathematical model describing the steady-state thermophysical processes in the surface layer of a metal, in particular, the 
influence of nanoscale powder on the nucleation and growth of the solid phase, is considered. According to the results of 
numerical experiments, the distribution of the temperature field, the size of the crystallization zone, the area of the treated 
surface of the substrate, depending on the speed of its movement and the power of the laser radiation, are estimated. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the promising ways to improve the performance properties of machine parts during laser processing of 
their surfaces is to modify the melt with specially prepared nano-sized particles of refractory compounds (carbides, 
nitrides, carbonitrides, etc.). [1–4] This approach allows one to increase the number of crystallization centers and 
refine the structural components of the solidified metal. The resulting high dispersion and uniformity of the 
crystalline grain have a positive effect on the quality of the treated surfaces [5–6]. 

In this work, using physical numerical modeling, we study physical processes in a moving metal substrate when 
laser energy is applied to its surface. Using the proposed mathematical model, steady-state thermophysical processes 
are considered, including heating, phase transition and heat transfer in the molten metal, the nucleation and growth 
of the solid phase in the presence of a nano-sized modifying material in the melt. According to the results of 
numerical experiments, the distribution of the temperature field, the size of the crystallization zone, the area of the 
treated surface of the substrate, depending on the speed of its movement and the characteristics of the laser action, 
are estimated. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND SIMULATION ALGORITHM 

The effect of a laser beam with focal spot of radius r0 and flux density described by the Gauss distribution on a 
moving metal substrate of low carbon steel alloy is considered. The process diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The surface of the substrate is coated with a layer of specially prepared modifying nanoscale particles of a 
refractory compound, which, after penetration into the melt, serve as active crystallization centers [5–6]. The plate 
moves with a constant velocity V along the x axis, therefore, the processes occurring in it under the influence of the 
laser radiation energy (heating, melting, and subsequent solidification of the metal) are considered in a 
quasistationary approximation. The phase transition occurs at melting temperature Tm of the substrate material. It is 
assumed that nanoscale particles penetrate from the surface of the melt and are evenly distributed throughout the 
volume. When the plate leaves the induction area, due to heat removal to the unheated material and heat exchange 
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with the environment, the melt cools down and crystallizes. At that, all the penetrated particles are used to be the 
centers of crystallization. To protect the metal from oxidation, the surface of the treated plate is blown with an inert 
gas. The boundaries xg, yg, zg of the considered area are chosen in such a way that their position does not affect the 
processes under study. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. The processing scheme in the plane of symmetry: 1– laser energy, 2 – metal substrate and particles of modifying 

material 3 on its surface, 4 – melt, 5 – boundary of superheated metal, 6 – two-phase zone of solidifying metal, 
7 – modified metal 

 
To simplify the problem, we will assume that the thermal characteristics of liquid, solid, and two-phase media 

are the same and do not depend on the temperature. The mass content of Mp particles penetrating into the melt is 
small (Mp ≤ 0.05%), their diameter dp is much smaller than the characteristic size of the melt pool, therefore, the 
effect of the inclusions on the physical parameters of the melt can be neglected. The amount of dissolved impurity 
components in the melt is insignificant, so that their effect on the phase transition temperature can be disregarded, 
assuming Tm = const. Melting of the metal is considered in the Stefan approximation. It is assumed that with the 
heating modes under consideration, small values of convective velocities in the melt determine the flat shape of the 
free surface of the melt [7]. 

In the Cartesian coordinate system, the processes of heat transfer, melting, and crystallization of metal in the 
plate are described in the quasistationary case by equation 
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where T is the temperature; ρ is the density of the plate material; cp is the specific heat; λ is the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity; κ is the specific heat of melting; fs is the fraction of solid phase in the material (0 ≤ fs ≤ 1). 

We assume that the central point of the laser action sport of radius r0 is located at point (x0, 0, 0). On the plate 
surface z = 0, we use boundary condition 
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Here, Tg is the protective gas temperature, ( )( )ggr TTTT ++= 22

0εσα , ε is the reduced degree of blackness, σ0 is 
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, αk is the convective heat transfer coefficient, q0 is the maximum power density of 
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On the plane y = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ xg, 0 ≤ z ≤ zg, the symmetry condition is used. The conditions at the remaining 

boundaries are as follows: 
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For the numerical implementation of the model, a finite difference algorithm is used. Discretization of the spatial 

computational domain is carried out on I×J×K cells in the form of parallelepipeds. The temperature distribution is 
described by the values in the grid nodes. Difference equations are constructed by approximating the balance 
relations obtained by integrating equation (1) with allowance for the corresponding boundary conditions. As a result, 
we obtain a system of the form Aθ = F, where A is a block-three-diagonal matrix with a diagonal predominance, θ 
and F are vectors. The resulting system of equations is solved by iterative method 
 
 ( ) nnnn A Fθθθ =+− − τ/1 , (2) 

 
where n is the iteration step, τ is the iteration parameter, θ0 = θ0. 

System of equations (2) is not linear, since during its solution the right-hand side Fn changes, taking into account 
the heat release or absorption during the phase transition, which affects the heat balance in the system. For this 
purpose, a series of iterations is carried out to precise the solution: 

 
 ( ) 1,,1, / −− =+− knknnkn A Fθθθ τ , (3) 

 
where k is the iteration step. The solving of system (3) is terminated when the required accuracy is achieved. 

CRYSTALLIZATION MODEL 

The fraction fs of the solid phase is calculated by the model proposed in [8–9]: 
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where I(x, y, z) is the rate of nucleation: 
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Vs(x, y, z)  is the volume of growing grain: 
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b0 is a dimensionless parameter taken to be 1; Mp is the amount of nanopowder,% by mass (Mp = 0.03%); ρ is the 
density of the metal; ∆0 is pre-exponential in the Arrhenius law; ρp is the nanopowder density; lp is the size of edge 
of the cubic seed; la is the diameter of the melt atom; lc is the interatomic distance of the seed material; 

( )00 /61 RRRC δ−=  is critical radius of the nucleus of solid phase; ( )TTR l ∆= ∞ κρσ /2 0120  is initial value of the 
effective radius of nanoseed; δ is the Tolman parameter equal to the diameter of the alloy atom by the order of 
magnitude; θ is the wetting angle; E is the activation energy of diffusion of the doping component; kB is the 
Boltzmann constant; ΔG* is the value of the free energy of formation of a critical nucleus of solid phase on a flat 
substrate determined by expression 
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0β  is the melt local overcooling; fl = 1 – fs is the fraction of liquid phase; Tl0 is the liquidus 

temperature of the alloy under consideration; ∞
12σ  is surface tension at the seed-melt interface; k is the distribution 

coefficient of the alloying component; Kv is the growth constant of nucleus of the crystal grain; xl is the coordinate 
on phase surface of the melt–two-phase zone where the temperature of the alloy is equal to the equilibrium liquidus 
temperature. 

The number of crystals formed in a unit volume of the solidified metal is calculated by formula 
 

 ( ) ( )( )∫ −=
x

x s
l

dzyfzyI
V

N xxx ,,1,,1 . (5) 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The numerical studies were carried out with the following parameters: r0 = 0.001 m, x0 = 0.006 m, xg = 0.024 m, 
yg = 0.012 m, zg = 0.008 m; V = 0.005–0.025 m/s; Tg = 300 K; q0 = (1.5–3.5)·108 W/m2; σ0 = 5.7·10-8 W/(m2·K4); 
αk = 100 W/(m2·K); the metal properties: ρ = 7065 kg/m3, cp = 787 J/(kg·K), λ = 27 W/(m·K), κ = 2.77·105 J/kg, 
TA = 1775 K; ρp = 5440 kg/m³, ∆0 = 10–7 m2/s, E = 4.2·10–20 J, ∞

12σ  = 0.093 J/m2, δ = 10-10 m, la = 2.86·10–10 m, 
lc = 4.235·10–10 m, lp = 100lc. The calculations were carried out by a finite difference scheme on rectangular grid 
480×240×160 using the iterative method until a required accuracy is achieved. 

Figure 2 shows typical patterns of the temperature distribution in the plate. In Fig. 2 (a), a hump can be observed, 
corresponding to the two-phase crystallization zone. Figure 2 (b) shows example of the temperature distribution in 
the volume of the plate. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Typical patterns of the temperature distribution on the surface and in the volume of the plate 
 
Figure 3 (a) shows comparison of the temperature profiles along the x axis for various velocities V of the plate 

movement relative to the laser beam with a fixed power. As V increases, the plate heating amplitude decreases, and 
the maximum shifts to the right. Figure 3 (b) shows a similar comparison of the temperature profiles along the x axis 
for various values of the laser beam power q0 and a fixed velocity V. The increase in power leads to an increase in 
the heating temperature without shifting the position of the maximum. The results for high power values should be 
considered as approximate, because the model does not take into account the metal evaporation. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Comparison of temperature profiles along the x axis: 
(a) at V = 0.005, 0.010, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025 m/s and q0 = 1.5·108 W/m2; 

(b) at q0 = 1.5·108, 2.0·108, 2.5·108, 3.0·108, 3.5·108 W/m2 and V = 0.015 m/s 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the melting profiles z(y): 
(a) at V = 0.005, 0.010, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025 m/s and laser power q0 = 1.5·108 W/m2; 

(b) at q0 = 1.5·108, 2.0·108, 2.5·108, 3.0·108, 3.5·108 W/m2 and the plate speed V = 0.015 m/s 
 
Figure 4 shows the melting profiles of the plate for various velocities V and laser power q0. The melting profile is 

determined by the widest part of the melt zone. The dependence of the penetration area meets the expectations: the 
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penetration area increases with decreasing the plate speed and increasing the laser power. The obtained results allow 
one to make recommendations for optimizing the penetration of a plate of a given size by selecting the appropriate 
values of the plate speed and laser power. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Dependence of nucleation rate I on dimensionless overcooling 1–T at the various values of the wetting angle: 
(a) θ = 15°, (b) θ = 10° 

 
The crystallization model used makes it possible to investigate the two-phase crystallization zone. It contains 

several parameters whose value is unknown, so the calculations were carried out in a certain range of these 
parameters. One of these parameters is the wetting angle θ. Figure 5 presents an estimate of the dependence of 
nucleation rate I on dimensionless overcooling 1–T (T is normalized to the melting point of the metal) at fl = 1 and 
various values of θ. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Distribution of number N of nuclei at the outer boundary of the two-phase zone at V = 0.015 m/s 
and (a) θ = 15°, (b) θ = 10° 
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It can be seen from the figure that, the smaller θ, the earlier and in larger quantities the nuclei appear. Small 
values of θ present a problem for finite-difference modeling, because the calculation of integrals fs (4) and N (5) at 
small angles θ requires a very detailed grid. On the other hand, it is precisely small values of θ that are of the 
greatest interest for research, because they correspond more closely to the values of supercooling at which steel 
crystallizes. Figure 6 shows the distribution patterns of number N of the nuclei at the outer boundary of the two-
phase zone for the laser power q0 = 2.5·108 W/m2, velocity V = 0.015 m/s, and wetting angle θ = 15° and 10°. 
Figure 7 shows similar pictures for wetting angle θ = 20° and velocities V = 0.010 and 0.015 m/s. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. Distribution of number N of nuclei at the outer boundary of the two-phase zone at θ = 20° 
and (a) V = 0.010 m/s, (b) V = 0.015 m/s 

 
One can see the apparent dependence of the number of nuclei on the wetting angle. The change in velocity V 

affects the size and shape of the crystallization zone, but does not have a significant effect on the number of nuclei. 
Also, in general, a decrease in the number of nuclei is observed with distance from the line of symmetry and 
decrease in the width of the two-phase zone. Some variation in values is related to the error in calculating integral N 
(5) on the selected grid, and it can be expected that it will go away with an increase in the detail of the 
computational domain. These data can be used to verify the crystallization model in microscopic studies and to 
estimate the values of the empirical parameters of the model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An algorithm was developed and a computer program was written, which allow one to investigate 
thermophysical processes in a moving metal substrate when laser radiation is applied to its surface. A mathematical 
model describing the steady-state thermophysical processes in the surface layer of a metal, in particular, the 
influence of nanosized powders on the nucleation and growth of the solid phase, is investigated. The temperature 
field distribution, the size of the crystallization zone, the area of the treated surface of the substrate, depending on 
the speed of the plate movement and the laser power, as well as the distribution of the number of crystallization 
nuclei in the solidified metal depending on the wetting angle and the speed of the plate relative to the laser beam are 
obtained. 
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Constrained Torsion of a Thin-Walled Rod 
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Abstract. A design scheme of a thin-walled rod, formed by shear-only panels and tensile-compression belts, is proposed. 
When the rod is in torsion in the zone of displacement constraints there appear the forces in the belts, which resultants 
and the moments in the cross section plane are zero. This property of balance is specific for the group of four forces 
(bimomenta).  When the number of belts 4n >  it is proposed to form 3n −  groups with the number of belts from four 
to n , and for all groups to satisfy the conditions of balance. The degrees of deplanation freedom are understood as
( 3)n −  functions of the longitudinal coordinate of the rod. The system of differential equilibrium equations for the 
functions determining the deplanation displacements of a thin-walled rod is proposed. 

Key-words: thin-walled rod, torsion, panels, belts, degrees of deplanation freedom, balance of forces, flow of tangential 
forces, design scheme, cross-sectional contour, equilibrium equations. 

INTRODUCTION 

A construction consisting of cylindrical surfaces (panels), spars and stringers, whose belts are parallel to the 
cylinder forming, is considered. Belts coincide with the borders of the panels. In the cross section of the rod, a 
design scheme of the panel was proposed to be replaced by a system of flat strips responding to only shear and 
additional belts providing the panel rigidity for tension-compression. The areas of the belts are summed when their 
coordinates coincide. Such assumptions have been widely used in the design of thin-walled aircraft structures [1-5]. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Section reinforced by a thin-walled rod 
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EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM OF STRENGTHENED THIN-WALLED ROD AND 
ALGORITHM OF THEIR SOLUTION 

When the rod is twisted, the displacements of the belts depend on the geometrical parameters and, as a rule, do 
not coincide with the plane of the cross section. Let us assign numbers to the belts from 1 to n , and to the panels 
from 1 to m . We understand the diagonal matrix of the areas of the belts as FD . Note that the values of the areas 
and the thickness of the panels are recalculated for the adopted moduli of elasticity Е  and shear G  from the 
condition of preserving the stiffness in tension and shear. To express the balance of the system of forces, we 
construct a matrix λ , where ,j jx y  are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the belt j  in the main central 
coordinate system. 

1 1 1. 0 1
. . .  , . . .  
0 . 1

F

n n n

F y x
D

F y x
λ

   
   = =   
      

. 

To control the coordinates of the belts, we calculate the parameter T
FDλ λ . As a result, we obtain a diagonal 

matrix: where 0
1

n

jF F= ∑  is the sum of the areas of the belts and the moments of inertia are 

2

1

n

x j jJ F y= ∑ , 2

1
 

n

y j jJ F x= ∑ . 

The matrix λ  determines the resultant and the moments relative to the x  and y  axes of the forces 

{ }1
T

nZ Z Z=  , which are given by the projections onto the axis z : 

{ }T
x yZ R M Mλ = .     (1) 

The components are indicated as: 
1 1 1

, ,
n n n

j x j j y j j
j j j

R Z M Z y M Z x
= = =

= = = −∑ ∑ ∑ . If the group of forces is mutually 

balanced, then the resultant and moments are zero, which leads to the result of { }0 0 0TZ λ =  – a third-order row 
vector. 

For the middle surface of the core panels in section z const=  we define the radius vector of the points of the 
panels as 0 0( ) ( )x s y s= +0 0r x y . Here s is the distance along the contour of the cross section from a randomly 
chosen point. Usually it is the intersection of the plane with belt number 1 when traversing the contour of the cross 
section counterclockwise. Let us agree that the derivatives of functions, with respect to ,s z  we will identify by the 
superscript "dash". For the orts of the local coordinate system , ,0 0 0s x y , in accordance with the provisions of the 
differential geometry [6], we have: 

0 0 0 0( ) ( ) , ( ) ( ) ,x s y s y s x s′ ′ ′ ′= + = − + = ×0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0s x y n x x z s n .  (2) 

The torqueses cause panels’ deformation and might lead to the deplanation of the belts. The absence of external 
forces results in zero displacements of cross sections ( ) ( ) ( ) 0U z V z W z= = = . To set the displacements of the belts, 

we introduce n continuous and differentiable functions { }1 2( )T
nzξ ξ ξ ξ=  . Note that a thin-walled rod has n  belts 

and the same degrees of freedom of deformation. Three degrees of freedom ( ), ( ), ( )U z V z W z  determine the 
displacements of belts based on the hypothesis of flat sections. From the provisions of this assumption we conclude 
the absence of shear deformations of the panels. 

To describe the deplanation of the belts, the main condition must be satisfied: the forces in the belts must balance 
each other 0, 0, 0x yR M M= = = . From (1) follows { }0 0 0TZ λ = . Let the number of belts be three and the lines 
λ  linearly independent. Three lines define the matrix B . We calculate the components Z  from the equation 
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0TB λ = . Since 0B ≠ , then 
1

0TZ B
−

 =   , and all components Z  are equal to zero. If Z  four forces are formed, 

then four rows λ  select a matrix B  of dimension 4 3× . Now the equation Z  for the calculation is { }0 0 0TZ B = . 
Taking 4 1Z = , we calculate the remaining components Z . Therefore, to study the deplanation, the number of belts 
is equal to four (definition of a bimoment) or more. Elements ( )zξ  are not linearly independent, and out of n  
elements only 3n −  functions can be arbitrary. Note that such functions complicate the derivation of equilibrium 
equations. 

To describe the belt deplanation, we construct a matrix of µ  of dimension ( 3)n n× −  from the constants. We 

assume that the elements µ  are forces satisfying condition (1) 0Tλ µ = , where the right-hand side is a matrix of 
order 3 ( 3)n× − . For the calculation of µ , we accept the agreement: columns µ  is an extension of the matrix 

FED λ  and their numbers continue column numbers λ . Since the number of belt groups is 3n − , then we fulfill the 
condition: in the column jc  of the matrix µ  only first j elements are non-zero. Elements ,i jµ  with numbers i j>  
are equal to zero. We show that this agreement allows us to calculate all the elements of µ . 

Let us perform the column 4c  calculation. From the matrix FED λ , we select a table of dimension 4 3×  and add 

a vector column { }1 0 0 0 T  of the fourth order. The square matrix has been formed 4B : 

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2
4

3 3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 4

1
0
0
0

EF EF y EF x
EF EF y EF x

B
EF EF y EF x
EF EF y EF x

 
 
 =
 
 
 

. 

The elements of the column 4c  are mutually balanced and satisfy the equation 4 4 4
TB c b= . Here { }4 0 0 0 1 Tb = . 

Then the solution of the equations has the form of 
1

4 4 4
Tc B b

−
 =   . Thus, 4c  is the fourth column of the matrix 

1
4
TB

−
 
  . The vector 4c  should be added with zeros up to the order n  and multiplied by the matrix FED : 

*
4 4Fc ED c= . For further calculations, the column vector *

4c  is attached to the matrix FED λ . 

To calculate the column 5c , select the table 5 4×  from the matrix *
4FED cλ 

   and supplement it with a column 

vector { }1 0 0 0 0 T : 
*

1 1 1 1 1 1,4
*

2 2 2 2 2 2,4
*

5 3 3 3 3 3 3,4
*

4 4 4 4 4 4,4

5 5 5 5 5

1

0

0

0
0 0

EF EF y EF х с

EF EF y EF х с
B EF EF y EF х с

EF EF y EF х с
EF EF y EF х

 
 
 
 =  
 
 
  

. 

Then it is necessary to solve the equation 5 5 5
TB с b= , where { }5 0 0 0 0 1 Tb = . The column vector 5c  should be 

added with zeros, and the vector *
5 5Fc ED c=  should be added to *

4FED cλ 
  . 

By analogy with the calculation of * *
4 5,c c , all columns of the matrix µ  are formed. For the purpose of control, 

the matrix orthogonality property ,λ µ  is checked: 

0Tλ µ = .       (3) 

Here, in the right-hand side, there is a matrix of order 3 ( 3)n× −  with zero elements. Note the property of any 

column *
jc  of the matrix µ . Multiply the column by the scalar function ( )f z : the result is the column vector of 
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functions of z  order n . Now we calculate the product of the matrix λ  by the resulting vector * ( )T
jc f zλ  and 

remove the non-zero scalar ( ) jf z . The result of the transformations according to (3) is represented in the following 

form { } { }* 0 0 0
T

jc λ = . Therefore, the column vector * ( )jc f z  of order n  satisfies the condition of equilibrium (1). 

Replace the function ( )zξ  to express the displacements of the belts. For this displacement of deplanation, let us 

define an analogue of the matrix λ : [ ] 1
FEDχ µ−=  and we introduce a column vector of order ( 3)n −  of 

continuous functions { }4 5( )T
nzβ β β β=  , which we call the degrees of freedom of displacement of the rod belts. 

Now we can represent the belts’ displacement by the formula: 

( ) ( )z zς χβ=       (4) 

To calculate the deformation of the rod elements, we define the displacements of the belt points and panels in the 
local coordinate system. The projections of the displacement of the points of a rod onto the orths , ,0 0 0s n z  of the 
axes are expressed by the formulas: 

( , ) ( ) ( ), ( , ) ( ) ( ), ( , )u s z s z v s z s z w s zρ θ u θ= = .   (5) 

Here ( )sρ = − 0r(s)n  is the perpendicular length from the origin of coordinates to the plane of the panel, 

( )su = 0r(s)s  is the projection of r  onto the vector 0s . Let us determine the deformation of the belts and shear 
panels: 

( , ) ( , ),z
w s z u w s z

z z s
ε γ∂ ∂ ∂

= = +
∂ ∂ ∂

.     (6) 

The deformation of the panels in the direction of the ort 0s  is zero 0sε = , which is a consequence of the 
assumption that the contour of the cross section is non-deformable. The properties of the core panels are usually 
given in the form of tables. The data for calculating the panels are quite sufficient, however, to present the derivation 
of the equilibrium equations, these parameters should be given in a different form. We introduce a diagonal matrix 
of panel thickness hD  of dimension m m× : 

1

2

0 ... 0
0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ...

h

m

h
h

D

h

 
 
 =
 
 
 

. 

Let us transform relative deformations (6). We take the notation js  is the position of the belt j  on the cross-

section contour. Then the displacements of the belts ( ) ( )z zς χβ=  and panels (5) satisfy the compatibility condition 

( , )j jw s zς = . Belt strain is expressed by the derivative with respect to z : j jε ς ′= . We determine the average shear 

strain of the panel kγ  with the number k  adjacent to the belts ,i j  when going round the panel in the direction of 

the ort 0s : 

1

0

( , )kb

k k
w s zb ds

s
γ ρθ− ∂ ′= + ∂ ∫ .     (7) 

Here θ ′  is the linear angle of torsion (the derivative of the angle of rotation with respect to z ); k j ib s s= −  is 

panel size with the number k . Calculating the integral (7) for a flat panel, we get: 1( )k k j i kbγ ς ς ω θ− ′= − + . The 

parameter k k kbω ρ=  is the doubled area of the triangle i k jr b r . Let us express the shear strain of all panels. To do 

this, we introduce a diagonal matrix of panel bD  and a column vector ω  of order m : 
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1 1

2 2

0 ... 0
0 ... 0

,
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 ...

b

m m

b
b

D

b

ω
ω

ω

ω

   
   

  = =           

. 

The displacements ς  and normal strains of all belts ε  and shear strains of all panels γ  are expressed by the 
formulas: 

1( ) , , ( )bz D Sς χβ ε χβ γ χβ ωθ−′ ′= = = + .   (8) 

The column vectors are denoted here as: { } { }1 2 1 2,T T
n mε ε ε ε γ γ γ γ= =  . 

The elements of the matrix S  determine the difference between the displacements of the panel belts. For 
example, for a closed cross-sectional contour of a rod with four belts, the matrix S  is determined by the condition 
that the expression TS q  is formed by tangent forces flows acting in the belts of the rod. Let the tangent forces flow 

iq  enter the belt with the number k , then the row k  and column i  of the matrix TS  are entered by +1, if the 

tangent forces flow leaves the belt, then -1 is entered. As a result, for a rod with four belts, the matrix 
TTS S =    

has the form: 
1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1

S

− 
 − =
 −
 

− 

. 

The product { } { }2 1 3 2 4 3 1 4
TSς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς ς= − − − −  confirms formulas (8). For a rod with a number of 

belts n , the formation of the matrix S  takes account of the numbers of the panels adjacent to the belt when 
traversing the cross-section contour. Here is the summary of the stresses and forces in the belts and panels of the 
rod: 

1, , , ( )F h bE N ED G q GD D Sσ ε χβ τ γ χβ ωθ−′ ′= = = = + .  (9) 

We derive the equilibrium equation on the basis of the principle of possible displacements [7]: if the body is in 
equilibrium, then the difference in the work of internal Bδ  and surface forces Aδ at possible displacements is zero 

0B Aδ δ− = : 

0 0

( ) 0
l l

T T
z z z l

s

hdsdz dz Mδε σ δγ τ δθµ δθ =+ − − =∫ ∫ ∫ .  (10) 

To calculate the difference of works, let us express in integrals by the volume of the rod elements (10) 
displacements, strains (6) and stresses (9). The result of the transformations is represented as a sum: 

0 0 0 0

[ } [ ] [ ] 0
l l l l

T T T
z z z lJ dz P C dz C J dz Mβ ωδβ β δβ β θ δθ β θ δθµ δθ =′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ + + + − − =∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ . 

Here we have introduced the notation: T
FJ EDβ χ χ= , T

FJ EDβ χ χ= , 1T
b hJ D GDω ω ω−= , 

1T
b hC D GD Sω χ−= . Applying the theorems of the calculus of variations, we obtain the equilibrium equations and 

boundary conditions: 

0, 0T
zJ P C J Cβ ωβ β θ θ β µ′′ ′ ′′ ′− − = + + = .   (11) 

We confine ourselves to a simple solution of the system of equations. We assume that there are no distributed 
torqueses 0zµ = . Note that β  is a column vector of order 3n − , ( )C zβ ′  is a scalar, ( )zθ ′  is the linear angle of 
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torsion of a rod. The boundary conditions correspond to the order of the differential equation 2( 2)n − . In the section 
of the rod 0z = , the conditions of embedment are accepted, and in section z l=  the torque is set, and there are no 
external forces: 

(0) 0, (0) 0, 4,5,..., , ( ) ( ) , ( ) 0i zi n J l C l M lωθ β θ β β′ ′= = = + = = . 

Taking into account the accepted condition 0zµ = , we will find the solution to the second equation of the system 
(11). The first integral includes the linear angle of torsion: 0( ) ( )J z C z aωθ β′ + = , where 0a  is a constant value. It 
follows from the boundary condition ( ) ( ) zJ l C l Mωθ β′ + = that 0 za M= . This leads to the expression of the angle 
derivative: 

1( ) ( ( ))zz J M C zωθ β−′ = − .     (12) 

By eliminating from the first equation (11) ( )zθ ′ , we obtain the system of differential equilibrium equations for 
the degrees of freedom ( )zβ : 

1 1{ }T T
zJ P C CJ C J Mβ ω ωβ β− −′′ − − = .    (13) 

All functions ( )zβ  are solving equilibrium equations. Then, the displacements of the core belts ( )zς χβ= , the 
relative rod twist angle ( )zθ ′ , the forces in the belts FN ED χβ ′= , and the tangential force flows in the panels 

q pβ ηθ ′= +  are determined. Here, the following notation is taken: 1 1,h b h bp GD D S GD Dχ η ω− −= = . 

EXAMPLES OF THE CALCULATION OF REINFORCED THIN WALLED RODS 

Calculation of a Rod with a Closed Section Contour with Six Belts and Panels 

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the cross section of the rod and the coordinate system. The panels have numbers 
corresponding to the number of the tangential force flows iq . The belts are conventionally denoted by solid squares, 
near which their numbers are indicated. Note that the numbers of the belts and panels are given by the matrix S . 

FIGURE 2. Belts and panels of the rod 
 
Rod parameters are given in the SI system: 

11 11 4 2 4 2
1 2 3 4

4 2 4
5 6

0.72 10 , 0.27 10 , 0.001 , 2.5 10 , 1.5 10 ,

1 10 , 3.2 10 , 1 .z

E Pa G Pa h m F F m F F m

F F m M N m l m

− −

−

= × = × = = = × = = ×

= = × = × ⋅ =
 

Below are the coordinates of the belts ,i ix y , necessary for the formation of the matrix λ : 

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 4 5 2 3 6

0.23 , 0.27 , 0.17 ,
0.08 , 0.08 .

x x m x x m x x m
y y y m y y y m
= = = = − = = −

= = = − = = = −
 

1 

2 3 

4 

6 

 

  

 
y 

x 

5   
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The degrees of freedom of belt displacements 4 5 6( ), ( ), ( )z z zβ β β is the solution of the system of differential 

equations of the sixth order k rβ β′′ − = . Here 1 1[ ]Tk J P C CJβ ω
− −= −  is a matrix of size 3 3× , and 

1 1{ }T
zr J C M Jβ ω

− −=  is a column vector. To solve the system of differential equations, the Mathcad computing 
complex was used. 

The change in function 4 5 6( ), ( ), ( )z z zβ β β  is shown in Fig. 3. The degrees of freedom ( )zβ  satisfy the 
boundary conditions: the section 0z =  is a hard seal, and z l=  is a free edge. We also give the column vector of 
displacements ( ) (1)lς χβ=  (in meters): 

{ }4 4 4 4 4 4( ) 5.63 10 5.63 10 6.72 10 6.72 10 4.02 10 4.02 10Tlς − − − − − −= × − × × − × − × × . 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The change in the degrees of freedom of the belts along the length of the rod 

 
The displacements of the belts 2-6-3 and 1-5-4 are linearly dependent on the coordinates of the belts. The axis x  

for the rod is the axis of symmetry of the structure. Therefore, the displacements and forces in the belts from the 
torque are antisymmetric along the axis x . The values of these parameters in the belts differ only in sign. The 
greatest values of forces ( )N z  in magnitude arise in the section of fixing of the belts 0z = . 

From the analysis of the vector (0)N  in the fixing zone 0z = , it follows that the forces in belts 5 and 6 are an 
order of magnitude less than the others. To clarify this result, the calculation of the forces in the belt groups defined 
by 4 5 6( ), ( ), ( )z z zβ β β′ ′ ′  was performed. These forces formed a matrix (0)Nδ , the columns of which correspond to 
the derived degrees of freedom of the deplanation of the belts. The first column of the matrix defines the forces in 
the belts from the first to the fourth. This group of balanced forces is called a bimoment. We have the simplest 
system of balanced forces. The second and third columns represent the forces in the belts, defined by 5 6( ), ( )z zβ β′ ′ . 
Note that the forces of the fifth and sixth groups are less than the forces of the bimoment. Efforts in the second and 
third columns represent balanced systems. 

4 4 3 3

4 4 3 3

4 4 3 3

4 4 3 3

3 3

3

4.48 10 3.97 10 3.13 10 1.97 10

4.48 10 3.97 10 1.61 10 3.49 10

3.66 10 3.97 10 1.61 10 4.67 10
(0) , (0)

3.66 10 3.97 10 4.45 10 1.39 10

8.15 10 0 7.58 10 58

8.15 10

N Nδ

 × × × ×
 
− × − × − × − × 
 

× × × − × = = 
− × − × × − × 
 
− × − × − 

 × 
3

3.87

0 0 8.16 10

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 × 
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The change in the length of the rod component of the force ( )N z  in the belts is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the 
torsion of the rod divides the belts into pairs (3, 4), (1, 2) (5, 6), located relatively symmetrically to the axis z . 
Internal forces in section 1z =  are equal to zero. 

 
FIGURE 4. The change in the forces in the belts along the 

length of the rod 
FIGURE 5. The change in the flow of tangential forces in 

the panels along the length of the rod 
 
The complex interaction of panels and rods, caused by the torque, leads, in section 0z = , to tangential force 

flows, which are determined by the hypothesis that the cross-section contour is not deformable. Shear strains of 
panels 1 and 2 are proportional to the parameters 1 0.23ρ =  and 2 0.08ρ = , therefore, for example, the conditions of 
equality of the relation 1 2 1 2/ /q q ρ ρ=  are satisfied. As the coordinate z  increases from 0 to 1, the influence of the 
rod fixing ( 0z = ) disappears. The flows of tangential forces are grouped in this section in the neighborhood of 

50 2 10q = × , which coincides with the torsion flows of the free rod. This confirms the stream data jq  in Fig. 5. 

Note that in any cross section the equation of equilibrium is satisfied for the flows: 43.2 10T qω = × . The relative 
angles of torsion in sections from 0z =  to 1 almost do not change: (0) 0.045, (1) 0.064θ θ′ ′= = . 

Calculation of the Rod with an Open Contour of the Cross Section 

To compare the calculation results in panel of the first example, panel 6 was removed (Fig. 1). All data of the 
remaining elements of the rod were preserved. However, the matrices associated with the rod panels have changed. 
Matrices λ  and µ  were preserved. 

The displacements of the deplanation of the belts is the solution to the equilibrium equations (13). Figure 6 
shows that the degrees of freedom of the function 4 5 6( ), ( ), ( )z z zβ β β  have increased, the displacements have 
changed. 

The total internal forces in the belts ( )N z compared with the first example, the order of the forces leveled off. 
The orders of magnitude of the forces in the belts are preserved. The dependence of the forces in the belts on the 
coordinate z  is shown in Fig. 7. 
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FIGURE 6. The degrees of freedom of the rod belts FIGURE 7. The change in the forces in the belts along the 

length of the rod 
 
Forces represent a system of mutually balanced forces: (0) 0TN λ = . We present the components of the forces in 

the belts determined by the deplanation derivatives 4 5 6( ), ( ), ( )z z zβ β β′ ′ ′ . These data are given below in the matrix 

(0)Nδ . The first column corresponds to 4 ( )zβ ′ . The forces in the first zones of this column have the same values 
as the others. However, the forces 5 6(0), (0)N N  in the belts of the second and the third columns do not balance the 
forces of the other belts. 

4 4 4 3

4 4 4 3

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 3

4

4

8.544 10 6.61 10 1.46 10 4.66 10

8.193 10 6.61 10 7.54 10 8.25 10

6.263 10 6.61 10 7.54 10 1.10 10
(0) , (0)

4.856 10 6.61 10 2.08 10 3.28 10

3.689 10 0 3.55

1.929 10

N Nδ

 × × × ×
 
− × − × − × − × 
 

× × × − × = = 
− × − × × − × 
 
− × − × 
 × 

4 3

4

10 1.38 10

0 0 1.92 10

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 − × 
 × 

 

The values of the flows of tangential forces in section 0z =  (Fig. 8) show that the flows in panels 2, 3 and 5 are 
equal. And there are almost three times less flows in panels 1, 4. Tangential force flows are grouped in section 

0z = . This is the effect of the hypothesis of nondeformability of the cross-section contour. Then the flows of 
tangential forces change due to the interaction with the rod belts, which corresponds to the version of the 
equilibrium equations { } 0T TN S qχ ′ − = . 
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FIGURE 8. The change in the flow of tangential forces in the panels along the length of the rod 

 
Note that the flows of tangential forces in any cross section of the rod satisfy the equilibrium equation 

4( ) 3.2 10T q lω = × . The torque of internal forces is zM . The rotational angle of the torsion of the rod has 
significantly increased: (0) 0.0494, (0.5 ) 0.0911, ( ) 0.0976l lθ θ θ′ ′ ′= = = , which indicates a low torsional stiffness of 
the rod with an open cross-section contour. 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed solution to the problem of the torsion of a thin-walled rod represents the variation of the method 
for separating variables for solving partial differential equations. Here, the shear strain of the panels is expressed by 
the finite differences (8) of the belt displacements. The eigenfunctions of the boundary value problem represent the 
procedure of orthogonalization of the belt group to satisfy the conditions of balance. 

The increase in the number of belts when replacing the panel with a system of strips brings the design diagram 
closer to the design of a thin-walled rod. 
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Abstract. This thesis discusses the results of an ultrasound testing of a fiberglass plate using a flaw detector with phased 
antenna arrays. Fiber-reinforced laminated composite materials are widely used in modern light-weight structures. Non-
destructive experiments carried out on the composite plate with artificial defects. The examined 5 mm sample was made 
of layers of glass epoxy prepreg. The obtained results are compared with the traditional method of non-destructive testing 
by the impedance method and a comparative characteristic is given.  

INTRODUCTION 

There are a lot of types of composite materials - carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP), Glass Fibre 
Reinforced Plastics (GFRP). Non-destructive testing are used in different stages of the life of a composite material. 
Composite materials is also highly attenuation medium, which also makes them difficult to control. Flaws to be 
detected are delaminations and debondings, porosity and foreign body inclusion between layer. Traditional 
inspections using the coin tap test, the mechanical impedance method and conventional ultrasound testing (UT) have 
the disadvantage of being slow, tedious and uninformative. Those methods could detect only delamination and 
debonding. 

There are a lot of types of composite materials - carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP), Glass Fibre 
Reinforced Plastics (GFRP). Non-destructive testing are used in different stages of the life of a composite material. 
Composite materials is also highly attenuation medium, which also makes them difficult to control. Flaws to be 
detected are delaminations and debondings, porosity and foreign body inclusion between layer. Traditional 
inspections using the coin tap test, the mechanical impedance method and conventional ultrasound testing (UT) have 
the disadvantage of being slow, tedious and uninformative. Those methods could detect only delamination and 
debonding. 

The Phased Array Ultrasonic Testing (PAUT) With PA any desired waterfront can be generated by pure 
electronic means. The individual transducers are triggered  with a programmed delay and making wavefront with the 
desired properties. advantage with respect to single element transducers is the availability of images of inspection 
part  (B-scan, C-scan, S-scan) instead of only A-scans of conventional UT. This images of PAUT allows better 
interpretation of signals inside complex structures. There are various companies are actively promoting PAUT, wich 
able to ‘‘visualize” an inspection by creating an image of the inspected zone, but the main problem is lack of 
information about the applicability or limits of this method. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

. In this paper, different defect are investigated using PAUT with an Olympus OmniScan SX flaw detector with a 
5MHz 64PR phased array unit equipped. 

PAUT NDT was performed on two samples with man-made flaw. As a first approach, initial measurements is 
the standard plate for mechanical impedance setup (Fig. 1). This flaw is ready detected by Olympus OmniScan SX 
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flaw detector with RollerForm probe with 64 elements. Image of B-scan and C-scan help measure the detention of 
flaw an it position in testing plate. 
 

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Sample layouts with man-made delaminations (a) and image of artificial flaw (b) 
 

For the next test were made large specimen with the aim of defining testing parameters and ability of PAUT 
typical composite defects detection. GFRP specimens  (based on adhesive prepreg ) structurally similar to real parts 
and structures were produced for researching. Artificial flaws are: delamination; debonding due no-glue area; 
foreign body inclusion and fold. This flaws was made in one sample (Fig. 2) in different areas: delamination 
(Fig. 2a) is made with insertion, similar to standard sample(Fig. 1); debonding due no-glue area (Fig. 2b) was made 
with glass microspheres, which absorb resin foreign body inclusion was steel wire (Fig. 2c) and cutted wire (Fig. 2f) 
and fold (Fig. 2g). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(f) 

 
(g) 

FIGURE 2. Specimen photos of the flat panel during production with artificial defects: 
delamination insert (a); no-glue area (b); steel wire (c); cutted wire 2-3mm long (2f) and fold (g) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 3–7 are screenshots taken directly from the Olympus scanner. The first flaw is deleamination area, 
similar to standard plate for plate for mechanical impedance setup. It is clearly detect by both methods. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Image of delamination area 

 
Figure 4 shows ultrasonic scans of non-glue or debonding area. It can be easily determined that flaw is present at 

the suspected area.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 4. Image of non-glue area 
 
The foreign body inclusion such as wire (Fig. 5) and wire fragment (Fig. 6) could not detect, because is 

dimension is smaller than pitch element of ultrasonic probe. In wire fragment area (Fig. 6) same weak signal present, 
but it value not enough for reliable detection. 
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FIGURE 5. Image of area with wires 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Image of area with cutted wires 

 
In the fold area (Fig. 7) could not dectect any flaw. This could be due acoustic properties of resin and glass fiber, 

which is close enough and it border can not generate echo signal. 
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FIGURE 7. Image of area with fold 

 
In order to compare the results received through PAUT, additional measurements were made with a traditional. 

The result of this composition is in the in the Table 1. PAUT can detect 2 for 5 flaw, mechanical impedance 
inspection only 1 for 5 and takes 4-5 times more time for test. 

In order to compare the results received through PAUT, additional measurements were made with a traditional. 
The result of this composition is in the in the Table 1. PAUT can detect 2 for 5 flaw, mechanical impedance 
inspection only 1 for 5 and takes 4-5 times more time for test. 

TABLE 1. Summary of characteristics of the techniques. 
Inspection technique Delamination No-glue area Wire Cutted wire Fold 

Phased array ultrasonic testing Detected Detected Not detected Detected* Not detected 

Mechanical impedance inspection Detected Not detected Not detected Not detected Not detected 

CONCLUSION 

The PAUT method can be used in a variety of situations and on different materials such as aluminum alloys or 
composite. This paper is a presentation of experience gained during phased array ultrasonic examination of Fibre 
Reinforced Composite. The phased array method allowed us to thoroughly check part and confirm the presence of a 
same production flaw in the form of epoxy resin build-up. The major advantage of this method over traditional 
testing is that the array covers a much larger area and can detect more types of flaw than traditional test. While the 
equipment and training of personnel can be quite costly, this method is much more time-efficient than traditional UT 
measurements and capable of lowering NDT man hours required for testing. 
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Abstract. The paper discusses a method for determining nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
lifting systems with high aspect ratio. It is shown that the method can also be applied to analysis of critical flow regime. 
The solution algorithm is based on an iterative procedure which allows one to obtain stable averaged solution even for 
the critical regimes of separated flow. The solution agrees well with the available experimental data. The method for 
determining nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics is formulated using the statements of the discrete-vortex method and 
lifting line nonlinear theory. The performance of the method is demonstrated using examples of a free-to-roll wing of 
finite span and a two-blade propeller for various flow regimes including separated flow. 

INTRODUCTION 

To study aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft lifting systems, various methods have been proposed, many 
of which require significant computer resources. At the initial stage of designing aircraft, however, it is reasonable 
to use simple and fast procedures before finite-difference or finite elements methods are employed for a detailed 
analysis. Among the simple methods of determining aerodynamic characteristics are those based on the classical 
lifting line theory developed by Prandtl [1]. With certain modifications, they can be used to construct solutions in 
the region of nonlinear variation of the aerodynamic characteristics. 

In the present paper, a solution algorithm is developed using an iterative procedure that allows one to obtain 
stable averaged solutions even for the critical regimes of separated flow. The wing profile aerodynamic 
characteristics used in the calculations are obtained by experimental and numerical methods taking into account 
viscosity, compressibility, and separated flow. Shapes of the vortex wakes behind the lifting systems are determined 
in the process of iteratively solving the problem as in the discrete vortex method [2]. 

As examples of application of the iterative algorithm, two problems of determining aerodynamic characteristics 
are considered. The first problem deals with rolling of a wing of finite span. It is shown that, for certain values of 
kinematic parameters and geometrical characteristics, moments acting in the direction of the wing roll arise. These 
findings can be used in studying the dynamics of lifting systems in the regimes of critical flow such as spin. The 
second problem is that of a propeller. Various nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics including the propulsive thrust 
and coefficient of efficiency are determined. It is shown that the calculation results obtained by the iterative 
procedure proposed are in good agreement with experimental data. It should be noted that the procedure can 
successfully be combined not only with the method considered in the present paper, but also with other methods of 
determining aerodynamic characteristics. 

WING ROLL 

We consider a three-dimensional wing of rectangular plan form in a flow of an ideal incompressible medium 
with velocity V. Let the wing rotate at a constant angular velocity xω  about the longitudinal axis. The wing is 
represented by a lifting vortex line characterized by variable circulation along this line which generates a vortex 
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wake. The lifting vortex line and the vortex wake are modeled by a set of horseshoe vortices. As a result, the lifting 
line consists of n vortex segments such that each  ith segment has circulation iG  (i=1,...,n) (see Fig. 1). 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Vortex representation of the wing in flow 
 
In Fig. 1, we denote by crosses the control points for each vortex segment. It is assumed that the wing is of high 

aspect ratio such that the plane section hypothesis holds true for each cross section perpendicular to the vortex line. 
For each ith segment of the horseshoe vortex, we write the fundamental relation of the lifting line theory [1] 

 
 iiyaii bvCG )9.0(= , (1) 
 
where iiyai bvC ,,  are respectively the nondimensional lift coefficient of the wing cross section, velocity, and chord 
length of the profile computed at the ith control point.  

Let us consider a stage of the iterative procedure which allows one to obtain adequate results not only for 
subcritical, but also for postcritical angles of attack. At the kth iteration, computations are performed in two steps. At 
the first step, a guess value of the circulation prikG  is calculated using the equation 

 
 iikyaikprik bvCG )5.0(= . (2) 
 

At the second step, the circulation of the ith vortex of the lifting line is calculated by the formula 
 

 )( 11 −− −+= prikprikikik GGGG γ . (3) 
 
in which prikG  and 1−prikG  are guess values of the circulations at the ith vortex segments computed at the kth and 

(k-1)th iterations, respectively, and γ  is the relaxation parameter (0<γ <1) determined empirically. It should be noted 
that the expression in parentheses in Eq. (3) is set equal to zero at the first iteration. It is found that 20 horseshoe 
vortices are sufficient to provide acceptable accuracy of the calculation.  

After the circulations ikG  have been determined, one calculates the velocities at the control points, new angles 
of attack, and the lift coefficients. Once this has been done, the (k+1)th iteration is performed according to Eqs. (2) 
and (3).  

The method described above was used to calculate aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular wing with aspect 
ratio A=5 and NACA 0012 profile (see Fig. 2). It was assumed that no roll rotation of the wing occurred, i.e. angular 
velocity 0=xω . One can see that the computed lift coefficient )(αyaC  agrees well with the experimental data [3] 

in the range of angle of attack α considered including the critical region. It is worth noting that the angle of attack at 
which the maximum lift occurs is determined with a good accuracy. 
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FIGURE 2. Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for 0=xω  

 
Now we consider the same wing which rotates about the velocity axis, i.e. 0≠xω . Figure 3 shows the 

coefficient of the roll moment xm  as a function of angular velocity xω . Let us first consider the case where the 

angle of attack is much smaller than the critical angle. It is seen from Fig. 3a plotted for 5=α  that the function 
)( xxm ω  is nearly linear in two intervals, for small xω , where the wing is in non-separated flow, and for large xω , 

where separation of the flow occurs. The middle part of the curve refers to transition regime (i.e. from non-separated 
to separated flow around the wing) which occurs for both descending and ascending cantilevers of the wing. It 
should be noted that, in this case, the moment xm  is positive in the range of xω  considered. It follows that the roll 
moment is directed oppositely to the wing roll, which produces damping effect. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Coefficient of the roll moment xm  versus the angular velocity xω  for various angles of attack 
 
Figure 3b is plotted for critical angles of attack. For angles 18=α  and 21=α , there is a region of positive 

moment xm  for small angular velocity xω . This implies that the moment acts in the direction of wing roll, which 
can lead to autorotation. As xω  increases, however, the sign of xm  is changed and the moment starts acting in the 

opposite direction to the wing roll. For large angles of attack, for example 30=α , the moment is negative in the 
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range of xω  considered, which results in damping of the wing roll. 

Figure 4 shows the yawing moment )( xym ω  for large angles of attack 40=α  and 50=α . The dashed region 
in Fig. 4 refers to range of variation of the experimentally determined moment for various airplanes with nearly 
rectangular wings [4]. It can be seen that the data are in good agreement. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Yawing moment versus angular velocity xω  

PROPELLER IN FLOW 

We consider an m -blade propeller of radius R  attached to the central hub in a flow of ideal incompressible fluid 
moving with velocity V . The propeller rotates with angular velocity yω  about the y -axis. Each blade of the 
propeller is modeled by a vortex lifting line as shown in Fig. 5. As in the case of the wing (see previous section), 
each blade and its vortex wake are represented by a set of horseshoe vortices, and the above-outlined method is 
employed to determine the aerodynamic characteristics. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. The propeller blade and its vortex system 

 
As an example, we consider a two-blade propeller with the RAF-6 profile with a thickness of 8%. The following 

data were used: hub inner radius r =0.1626 m, propeller radius R =0.6 m, and velocity of the incident flow V
=60 m/sec. The additional geometrical parameters of the blade, such as nondimensional chord length and twist 
angle, can be found in [5, 6]. The aerodynamic characteristics were calculated for the blade pitch angles of 25°, 28°, 
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and 31°. 
In Fig. 6, we plot the nondimensional power coefficient as a function of advance ratio. The dashed curves refer 

to experimental data of [6]. The numerical results agree well with experimental data in the most part of the range of 
the advance ratio that refers to cruising regime. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Nondimensional power coefficient versus advance ratio of the two-blade propeller 

 
Figure 7 shows the efficiency coefficient as a function of advance ratio. It is seen that the blade is characterized 

by high efficiency especially at cruising regime. The efficiency exhibits strong dependence on the pitch angle for 
large values of the advance ratio. In this case, the efficiency decreases abruptly because of significant decrease in the 
blade thrust [5]. 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Efficiency versus advance ratio of the two-blade propeller 

CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical analyses performed using the proposed iterative method have demonstrated its applicability to 
solve practically important problems of determining aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional lifting 
systems. The calculation results have been found to agree qualitatively and quantitatively with available 
experimental data. 

The iterative procedure used in the method considered can also be used in the finite-difference method or finite-
element method. 
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Abstract. The paper presents an experimental study of the laser surface treatment of a titanium plate with the addition of 
titanium carbide powder (TiC). In order to determine the depth of the structure change, the obtained pieces were 
examined by an optical microscope. On the base of the research results, it is shown that the adding of TiC affects to the 
laser treatment process and depth of microstructural changes. 

INTRODUCTION 

Additive technology is one of the promising directions of science. The development of such innovative 
technologies is based both on experimental research and on the creation of mathematical models for additive 
processes. In [1, 2] we use a simple mathematical model partially describing the process of interaction of laser 
radiation with matter. This model allows us to pre-calculate the parameters of pulsed laser radiation used for 
hardening or alloying the matter surface and to find additionally the preliminary depth of hardening. 

As distinguished from pulsed laser exposure, in additive processes, long-term laser radiation is used for layer-by-
layer growing of the body from metallic, organic, polymeric and other materials. Well-known works [3, 4] which 
describe the processes of powder surfacing and welding of titanium are purely experimental and practically do not 
use the mathematical modeling. The main aim of our work is experimental study the depth of structure changes of 
titanium samples after laser treatment with the adding of TiC powder and further modermizing the mathematical 
model used earlier in [1,2]. For the study the following methods were used: experiment, analysis, modeling, 
deduction. 

Materials, Equipment and Research Methods 

Samples are made of technically pure titanium which is used in instrument making, mechanical engineering, etc. 
The laser processing tool is LS-1-K ytterbium fiber laser with a power of 1 kW and a wavelength of 1070.07 ± 
4.6 nm. After focusing the laser radiation on the surface, the estimated spot diameter is 1028 ± 20 μm. The energy 
distribution over the laser beam is non-uniform and is described by the measurement results given in the equipment 
certificate (Fig. 1). The Fig. 2 shows that the laser power has non-uniform distribution over the beam. This fact 
complicates the study and analysis of the results obtained. For surfacing we use the described laser and the coaxial 
powder feed nozzle (Fig. 3).  
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FIGURE 1. Laser wavelength range (certified values) 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2. The distribution of radiation energy by the laser beam (certified value) 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3. General view of the coaxial powder feed nozzle (Precitec Group) 

The Table 1 shows the modes for line drawing on the surface of the titanium plate; for all the samples 1–8 the 
moving rate of the laser beam over the surface is 20 mm/s. 
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TABLE 1. Modes of laser processing of titanium plates. 

Sample No. Laser Power (W) Powder Feed to Surfacing Zone (g/min) 

1 150 0 
2 200 0 
3 250 0 
4 300 0 
5 150 2.4 
6 200 2.4 
7 250 2.4 
8 300 2.4 

 

By a laser processing we have made four lines on the titanium surface without powder (the samples No. 1–4 in 
the Table 1) and four lines with TiC powder (the samples No. 5–8 in the Table 1). We studied the obtained samples 
by an optical method on an inverted metallographic microscope "METAM LV-41" using the software of 
quantitative image analysis "ImageExpert Pro 3". 

We analyzed the transverse metallographic specimens to determine the depth of change in microstructure of the 
material. A mix of hydrofluoric and nitric acids in the ratio of 1:4 was used to identify the overall structure of the 
samples. Using the results of etching, we obtained the images in Fig. 4, and the results of measuring the depth of 
structure change presented in the Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2. The measurement results for depth of microstructural change 

Sample No. The Depth of Microstructural Change (µm) 

1 236.76 ±0.478 
2 317.49 ±2.923 
3 412.80 ±0.791 
4 444.67 ±1.087 
5 258.33 ±0.270 
6 384.31 ±3.866 
7 425.25 ±2.583 
8 491.58 ±1.997 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the experimental study described above, we found that the depth of microstructure changes of the 
samples No. 5–8 manufactured with the addition of TiC increases in comparison with the samples No. 1–4 without 
TiC. Analysis of the data in Table 2 shows that the depth of the change in the structure increases in proportion to 
laser beam power and reaches highest values on the sample No. 8. In addition, you can see the remelting region of 
titanium carbide and the titanium support plate on the samples No. 6–8. And vice versa, the sample No. 5 has 
practically no melt of titanium carbide on the surface. 

In practice, the exact value of the melting depth and the heat-affected zone is difficult to determine from the 
results of the visual analysis of the microsection. The depth of titanium carbide remelting with the base material can 
be measured exactly only on the samples No. 6–8. 
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FIGURE 4. The images of structure changes in the samples No. 1–8 (magnification X100) 
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Studying micro-cuts, we see that a part of the treated surface was mixed with carbide so its characteristics 
changed. As was pointed, the melting depth increases with the addition of TiC. In [5] it was shown that the adding 
iron-based powder reduces the melting depth. This allows us to conclude that the microstructure changes and 
melting depth are associated directly with a material and its surface reflectance. 

In view of the significant change in the melting depth when titanium carbide is added, we are going to modify 
the mathematical model and computational algorithm [1] taking into account the influence of the added materials. 
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Abstract. The object of research is the technological process of manufacturing panels (shaping the blank) of the product 
T-50 from aluminum alloys of the grades V95 (analog 7475) (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) and V-1461 (analog 2099) (Al-Cu-Li-Zn) 
in creep modes, and close to superplasticity (Novosibirsk Aircraft Plant named after Chkalov ). The study is devoted to 
the selection and testing of forming modes in the creep mode and confirmation of the fatigue characteristics of 
deformable samples and their structures under the conditions of the process. In the process of working under production 
conditions at the UFP-1M installation, the formation of plates of aluminum alloys of grades V95 and V-1461 in the creep 
mode with the subsequent heat treatment was carried out. The control of the actual deviations of the obtained semi-
finished products from the theoretically given geometry was performed. Tests of specimens made from deformed plates 
of alloys of grades V95 and V-1461 for fatigue life were carried out. 

INTRODUCTION 

When solving the problems of aviation technology associated with reducing the aircraft weight, we can offer to: 
• apply in the construction of parts new aluminium alloys of reduced density, for example, V-1461, 

alloyed with lithium, each per cent of which reduces the density by 3% and increases elasticity by 6% 
[1, 2, 3]; 

• use of creeping processes close to superplasticity in metal processing, which will ensure the 
preservation of the resource, reduce the construction’s weight [4] as well as time and cost of the part’s 
mechanical processing. 

The high-strength weldable corrosion-resistant alloy of the new generation V-1461 (analog 2099) of the Al-Cu-
Li-Zn system used in aircraft construction in the form of rolled plates with a thickness from 12 to 80 mm is 
considered in this work as an alternative to the V95 alloy [5]. V-1461 showed a significant superiority over V95 
alloy, both in modulus of elasticity - by 9%, specific strength - by 11%, yield strength - by 14%, and in terms of its 
heat resistance and corrosion resistance - by 1.5-2 times. [2]. 

The aim of the study is to evaluate the effect of metal forming in creep on resistance to fatigue. 
In the process of doing the work the following tasks are solved: 
1. Testing the shaping modes in the creep mode of structurally similar samples of the center-section panel made 

of V95 and V-1461 alloys; 
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2. Testing samples of material plates to confirm the fatigue characteristics of deformable samples in the 
conditions of the process. 

The technological process of forming in creep and in close-to-superplasticity is implemented at the UFP-1M 
unit, which provides the specified accuracy of the product. 

SAMPLES, EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGY 

Test Samples 

The samples of type IV were used due to GOST 25.502-79. For fatigue tests, samples of type VII were used due 
to GOST 25.502-79, tK = 2,6, made of V-1461T1 and V95 plates. tK  – the theoretical coefficient of normal stress 
concentration. 

Equipment 

To determine the cyclic durability, the Instron 8801 universal test system was used in the comparative testing of 
samples from the material subjected to forming. Soft loading was carried out when testing the samples. To measure 
the increment of the total deformation tensor, standard extensometers were used: №2620-601 "Dynamic 
Extensometer", "Transverse / Diametral Extensometer" №W-E-404-F. 

For carrying out forming of plates made from the V-1461T1 and V95 aluminium alloys, universal technological 
equipment was used — the UFP-1M equipment for panels forming in creep [6]. For heat treatment of the plates after 
forming, the VZA-6 air-hardening unit was used, for ageing - the PAP-27 aerodynamic heating furnace. 

The compliance of the formed plates surface from the given theoretical model was monitored using a contactless 
coordinate measuring system based on the MV 224 laser radar. The measurement error for sizes up to 5000 mm 
does not exceed 22.5 microns. 

Technological Process of Forming Plates of Complex Geometry. 

The technological process of plate forming (1800x800x40 mm) in creep at the UFP-1M unit is a method of 
deformation without deformation hardening (Fig. 1) [6]. Forming is carried out by moving a multitude of punches 
(rods), the ends of which form a discrete surface of the matrix. Slow mode with a given kinematics of deformation 
of the workpiece makes it possible to reduce the forming efforts due to irreversible creep deformation of the material 
and to operatively control the technological process. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Installing UFP-1M. Moving stand (a). With a plate after shaping (b). Alloy V-1461 
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As follows from [7], the optimum temperature for forming a thick panel from V-1461 is T = 470 C° , and for 
V95 - T = 420 C° . For V-1461 alloy, it is the temperature of rolled plates [8]. 

Heat treatment of formed plates included quenching and ageing [7]. It was shown in [9] that heat treatment after 
deformation in creep allows avoiding residual stresses in the material. 

MAIN RESULTS 

Comparison of the Molded and Target Surfaces 

The laser radar MV 224 allows determining the spatial coordinates of the characteristic points on the surface of 
the molded plate, which made it possible to calculate the deviations of the coordinates of these characteristic points 
from the target shape of the object. The analysis of the obtained data after plate forming made from V-1461 showed 
compliance; the maximum deviations, in accordance with the control points, are in the range from -7.87 to + 4.90 
mm (Fig. 2). More than 80% of the plate is deformed with a deviation of less than 1 mm. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 2. The model of the required panel (theory) (a), deviations of the obtained surface from the surface specified in the 
theoretical model (b) 
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Fatigue Characteristics of The V-1461 And V95 Plates after Forming and Heat Treatment 

After forming, samples were made of plates for fatigue tests at Instron 8801. Samples were tested at two loading 
levels at maximum cycle stress max1

netσ = 157 MPa and max 2
netσ  = 196 MPa, with an asymmetry factor R = 0, at a 

frequency f = 3 Hz. 
The results of fatigue tests are shown in Fig. 3. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Effect of metal processing in creep on endurance. ∆  - alloy V95 (a); Ο - alloy V-1461 (b); 
_    - confidence interval 

 
Figure 3(a) shows that for the limits of V95 alloy limited endurance and confidence intervals (the confidence 

probability P = 0.95.) of the material correspond to those described in [10, p. 135]. The average durability values at 
the studied loading levels of the V95 alloy are 1,1x 510  and 4,5x 410  cycles at max1

netσ = 157 MPa and max 2
netσ  = 

196 MPa, respectively. 
For V-1461 alloy with a stress level max1

netσ = 157 MPa, as follows from [2], the limit of limited endurance is in 

the range of 1,6x 510  ÷ 2,5x 510  cycles (Fig. 3 (b)). However, the figure shows that the cyclic durability at max1
netσ = 

157 MPa has a significant scattering: from 1,6x 510  to 610  cycles. Moreover, more than 30% of samples at this level 
( max1

netσ = 157 MPa) did not collapse. The average durability values of V-1461 alloy: 4,5x 510  and 8,6x 410  at max1
netσ = 

157 MPa and max 2
netσ = 196 MPa, respectively. 

Comparative analysis of materials shows that the average values of durability at the studied loading levels of V-
1461 alloy are not less than those specified in [2] at max1

netσ = 157, and in relation to V95 alloy more than 4 times and 

1.8 times at max1
netσ and max 2

netσ , respectively. 
In comparison with the durability indices mentioned in [2, 10] for V95alloy, they did not deteriorate, and for V-

1461alloy, an increase in the characteristics of low-cycle fatigue was obtained for samples after technological 
treatment more than 3 times [2]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Optimum temperatures for forming thick plates made from V-1461 and V95 are 470 °C and 420 °C, 
respectively. It has been established that within 30-40 minutes of the process the following characteristics are 
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ensured: steady creep, no springing, and almost complete relaxation of stresses. The experimental relaxation 
diagrams for various temperatures give the parameters of the steady-state creep model. 

2. Fatigue tests have established that the formation of plates in creep does not impair their resistance to fatigue. 
3. Comparative testing of alloys shows that V-1461 has higher fatigue characteristics. 
Thus, the conducted research showed that after forming the plate at the UFP-1M unit, heat treatment and 

subsequent milling, it is possible to obtain a product of high quality with low material consumption. 
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Abstract. Stress analysis and deformations in a canopy glass cover, a skin and load-bearing elements of a cabin of the 
pilot is executed at operational loadings and thermal effect. Agency of boundary conditions and various versions of 
circuit designs of interacting of load-bearing elements of a framework of a cabin with a glass cover is investigated on is 
stress-strain state constructions. The algorithm of computational research of deformations and stresses in cabin 
configuration items is developed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of strength of the multilayered glass cover of a cabin of the pilot with a metal framework in itself 
represents significant complexity, in view of features of its construction. For a cabin of the modern airplane absence 
in external outlines of simple forms (the cylinder, a cone) when all details of a primary structure are based on 
difficult transitions of surfaces of different curvature is characteristic that in addition complicates calculations and 
does not allow to apply usual analytical methods to a sweeping and exact prediction of behavior of configuration 
items at effect of assemblage of power factors. In a pressurized cabin construction various kinds of the materials, 
which strength properties are used, considerably differ from each other. In particular, it concerns to the modern 
composite materials which sharing with metals and various kinds of glass, complicates activity on obtaining of all 
picture a construction stress-strain state as a whole. 

Very important, in view of the big dearness of manufacturing of a glass cover and a framework of a cabin of 
pilots, as soon as possible, on design stages and conducting of tests to obtain the data about strength of all 
construction with a detailed distribution pattern of stresses and deformations in its separate elements. Such kinds of 
calculations can be conducted only by means of the advanced complexes of designing and the analysis allowing with 
limiting accuracy to reproduce a difficult space frame in the form of mathematical model and to build on its basis a 
finite-element mesh for conducting of the detailed thermo-strength analysis of all construction. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Study is executed within the limits of computational maintenance of full-scale experiment in which course the 
thermo-tension state and resource of a glass cover of a modern fast airplane under the influence of thermal and 
power effect is investigated (Fig. 1). These sorts of calculations are very important for full understanding of 
behavior of a design during test, especially in those elements which cannot be "embraced" thermocouples and strain 
gauges. It allows, at the joint analysis of experimental data and the gained results of calculation to gain a detailed 
and authentic picture of a stress-strain state both all design, and its any element on all extent of experiment. 
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FIGURE 1. Object of analysis 

 
The main subject of inquiry in conducted experiment is the glass cover. However, during the given activity, for 

full understanding of a picture of a stress-strain state, calculations not only the glass, with the task of boundary 
conditions on its edges have been executed, but also the design of all cabin of the pilot together with a canopy 
framework has been included. It allowed to obtain the additional data about effect a stiffness of characteristics of 
separate elements of a framework of a cabin on a distribution pattern of stresses directly in glass and to compare 
results at various levels of a simulating of a design. The model of a cabin containing both a glass cover, and a design 
of all cabin which sizes approximately matched to a testing stand size has been as a result built (Fig. 2). In view of 
symmetry of a design to an airplane plane of symmetry (XY), half of design has been simulated only. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. CAD model of a cabin of the airplane 

 
The glass cover was modeled by a set of volumetric bodies, sizes and which properties, matched used in a 

package of a glass cover to materials (Fig. 3). In particular, the silicate glass in outdoor and internal layers, and as a 
layer of pellucid plastic between them and along the edges was used. Use of volumes allows to make further their 
finite-element division into some layers that gives the chance to carry out the analysis of distribution of temperatures 
and stresses on a thickness of glass. 

 
FIGURE 3. Solid-state model of a glass cover 
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All other construction has been simulated by surfaces, including the milled details and the skin executed from a 
composite. 

As a result, the finite-element model of front and back parts of a glass cover of a cabin (Fig. 4), consisting of the 
hexahedral solid-state elements disposed, accordingly in 8 and 6 layers, and as model of a framework and skins of a 
cabin of the airplane, formed by the shell elements (Fig. 5) has been created. By means of properties of final 
elements characteristics of materials of configuration items, were set their thickness, and for composites it was in 
addition indicated orientation of fibers and quantity of layers on a thickness. 

 
FIGURE 4. finite-element model of a glass cover 

 

 
FIGURE 5. finite-element model of a cabin of the airplane 

 
Boundary conditions were set by limitation of movings on model boundary lines (conditions of symmetry on a 

longitudinal section and limitations on X-axes and Y on the lower and back edge accordingly) and pressure 
(0.5 atm) on the elements forming boundary lines of a pressurized cabin (a glass cover, a floor, a back wall, a part of 
skins and frame elements). Other power factors were not considered. For the solution of a problem of a thermo-
tension boundary conditions in the form of temperature changed on a time, separately on internal and external 
surfaces of a front and back glass cover (Fig. 6) were set. Together with temperature pressure variation on a time 
was set also. 

 
FIGURE 6. Change of temperatures on glass cover surfaces on time 
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THE FIRST STAGE 

For an estimation of effect of a way of the task of boundary conditions (BC) at calculations of glazing of 
airplanes at the first stage the problem with the simplified BCs has been calculated: in calculation glass was included 
only, and framework effect was modeled by limitation on all degree of freedom on surfaces of a glass cover which 
contact to a frame. In Fig. 7 the deformations originating in a front of a glass cover are presented. It is visible that 
they have characteristic enough for such geometry flew down the form when there is "bulging" outside of lateral 
surfaces whereas the top remains motionless or even slightly caves in inside. The stresses originating at such 
deformation are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. On an internal surface bending stresses along the lower and back edges 
of glass near to a zone of seal of an order of 3 kg/mm2 are observed. On an outdoor surface of glass in "a bulging" 
zone there are tension stresses about 1.5 kg/mm2. 

 
FIGURE 7. Deformations in a front part of a glass cover, mm 

 
FIGURE 8. Stresses on an internal surface of the glass, the first stage, kg/mm2 

 
FIGURE 9. Stresses on an external surface of the glass, the first stage, kg/mm2 
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THE SECOND STAGE 

At the second stage of activity in the computational model the glass cover frame through which limitations in 
glass cover moving were transmitted was considered (Fig. 10). Connection of a glass cover with a frame and as with 
an external plate it was modeled as «one-piece contact» (Contact Glue). Connections between structural elements 
with an incoincident finite-element grid were in a similar way modeled, replacing, thereby, bolt and rivet joints. 

 
FIGURE 10. Computational model of the second stage 

Limitations on displacements of computational model at this model were imposed on frame elements: vertical 
displacements limited on all lower lateral edge of a frame (simulating, thereby skin effect), longitudinal 
displacements - on a front wall of a plate. Limitation of cross-section displacements was established as a symmetry 
condition in a cut plane on elements of a frame and on glass. 

Character of deformation of a front glass cover of a cabin at such computational model essentially does not differ 
from a picture observed in the first stage - same "blisterings" outside on lateral surfaces (Fig. 11). However, at some 
increase in scale of deformation of glass it is possible to see a small fracture on the lower edge in a mean part. The 
arrangement of this fracture coincides with a place of an adjunction to a longitudinal structure of a frame of a cross-
section wall of a plate that creates local difference a stiffness in a design. 

 
FIGURE 11. Deformations in a front part of a glass cover, mm. The second stage of calculation 

In Fig. 12 the picture of distribution of stresses in a glass cover and in a frame is presented. In a fracture zone 
(connections of a cross-section wall of a plate with a frame) the sharp jump of stresses to 12.4 kg/mm2 on an internal 
surface of glass is observed. If to consider separately distribution of stresses on an internal surface of glass (Fig. 13) 
it is possible to see that at occurrence of the indicated local concentration, their splashes along external edges 
practically disappeared. This results from the fact that on a site from a back (vertical) part to a joint with a cross-
section wall of a plate the frame is deformed in common with glass, turning round the lower edge that reduces 
bending stresses in glass in a joint zone. Thus together with a cover beam the plate part (Fig. 14) is slightly 
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deformed also that calls stresses in it to 7 kg/mm2. In a zone of a joint with a cross-beam these displacements 
sharply limit, as gives a significant local jump in stresses on a glass surface. 

 
FIGURE 12. Distribution of stresses in a frame and glass, kg/mm2 

 
FIGURE 13. Stresses on an internal surface of the glass, kg/mm2. The second stage 

 
FIGURE 14. Stresses and deformations in a framework of a front part of a canopy, kg/mm2 
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The stress distribution on an external surface of glass is analogous to that was observed at the previous stage - 
the maximum stretching stresses appear in "bulging" zones, however, their value slightly more, making 3,27 
kg/mm2. 

THE THIRD STAGE 

On the third, the main, a stage in computational model besides a frame of a glass cover and elements adjoining to 
it have been included all framework and pressurized cabin skins (Fig. 15). The pressurized cabin consists of the 
front panel made of a composite, a floor reinforced by walls from this of a composite and skins. Behind the cabin is 
limited by the milled aluminum plates. Back and front plates and as the wide beams disposed between them form a 
unified horizontal rigid surface on which the front part (visor) and a sliding part of a glass cover is established fixed. 

 
FIGURE 15. Computational model for the third stage 

In Fig. 16 the deformations originating in a construction of a cabin at pressure charging are shown. It is visible 
that as there is "bulging" lateral surfaces of glasses, as well as in the previous calculations. But in this case their 
position moved to the lower joint of frames of a canopy and together with the strained skin creates the general lateral 
zone of deformation. More close to an airplane plane of symmetry and as in places where at a framework there are 
rigid plates (front and back) deformations in a glass cover are absent. 

 
FIGURE 16. Deformations in an airplane cabin, mm 
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Along with that in a front part of a glass cover the zone of the maximum deformation displaced, the zone of the 
maximum deformation, changed also value of a local jump of stresses in a zone of a joint of a cross-section wall and 
a lateral beam of a frame of a canopy, having reduced about 12 kg/mm2 to 5 kg/mm2 (Fig. 17). Thanks to that in 
calculation the skin is included, it acts as a counterbalance to glass, without allowing to torque it a beam in a zone 
between a rack and a plate. As a result, value of stresses became less, but the jump did not disappear because of 
preservation of difference a stiffness in a design. 

 
FIGURE 17. Stresses on an internal surface of glass, kg/mm2. The third stage 

In a glass cover of a sliding part the picture of a stress-strain state differs from a front part a little. Here, at an 
edge along a vertical part of a frame on an internal surface significant flexural stresses to 5.9 kg/mm2 (Fig. 18) are 
observed. It is called by that glass adjoining here has almost flat form, and, accordingly, carries bending stress is 
worse. In the upper zone of a sliding part of the glass cover having here the big curvature, stresses insignificant. On 
an external surface of glass stretching stresses make 3.85 kg/mm2 (Fig. 19) 

 
FIGURE 18. Stresses on an internal surface of glass, kg/mm2. The third stage, a sliding part 

 
FIGURE 19. Stresses on an external surface of glass, kg/mm2. The third stage, a sliding part 
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Stresses in elements of a framework of a cabin are distributed enough uniformly, without exceeding 6 kg/mm2, 
only in some places, such as they attain mating of separate configuration items a maximum of 10-12 kg/mm2 
(Figs. 20 and 21). Besides, the increased stresses (up to 13.7 kg/mm2) are observed in a horizontal plate of a 
framework of a front of a glass cover which works in enough severe conditions 

 
FIGURE 20. Stresses and deformations in a glass cover framework, kg/mm2 

 
FIGURE 21. Stresses and deformations in a framework of a sliding part of a glass cover, kg/mm2 

CONCLUSION 

Stress analysis and deformations of a glass cover, elements of a primary structure and a skin of a cabin of the 
pilot is executed. Places of stress concentration and the reason of their origination are determined.  

It is investigated effects of ways of implementation of boundary conditions and geometry of load-bearing 
elements of a construction, on stresses and deformations.  

The developed algorithm of calculation allows to execute further optimization of a primary structure of a cabin 
of the pilot of the perspective airplane. 
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Abstract. The result of SibNIA's activities in the field of strength and resource for more than 40 years has been a large 
number of theoretical and experimental studies of aviation and rocket and space technology. A significant number of tests 
of full-scale structures were carried out. These works were highly appreciated by design bureaus and industrial 
enterprises. 

Key-words: airplanes, spacecraft, missiles, full-scale structures, testing, thermal strength and resource 

INTRODUCTION 

The role of the full-scale tests of an aircraft has always been and is decisive for the certification of the airframe 
under the conditions of static and fatigue strength. The computational and experimental research at all stages of 
design is insufficient for the purposes of certification. Only full-scale design tests according to the program, which 
fully reflects the range of operational loads, allow to reproduce the-close-to-the-real-stress-strain state of the aircraft 
design, determine experimentally the compliance of its strength characteristics with Aviation rules and regulations, 
identify weaknesses, and develop recommendations for their modifications. 

In SibNIA, the research on the problem of thermal strength of aircraft began in the mid-50s almost 
simultaneously with the beginning of investigations into thermal strength of an aircraft. Along with theoretical 
studies, experimental studies were also developed, including thermal tests of full-scale samples and fragments of 
aviation, rocket and space technology. The first thermal tests of the full-scale object were carried out in SibNIA in 
December 1964. 

To date, the Department of thermal strength of SibNIA has tested more than 100 full-scale structures, units and 
fragments of aviation, rocket and space technology. Many of these tests were unique and were carried out for the 
first time. These tests were accompanied by the development and justification of new test methods and technologies. 
Some of these works were carried out in parallel with TsAGI, and most of them are original developments of 
SibNIA. 

The following are the overall results of the thermal strength testing of some aircraft structures, held (conducted)  
in the Department of Thermal Strength  of SibNIA in 1964-1999 years. 

OVERALL TEST RESULTS 

The thermal strength static tests of aircraft structures were started in 1964; the thermal strength endurance tests 
in 1977. 

The tests allowed to achieve the main goals: 
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•  to experimentally prove the strength characteristics of the aircraft construction (static strength and service life); 
• to identify the areas of the aircraft construction with insufficient strength characteristics; 
• to develop and experimentally test improvements and strengthening of the aircraft construction, changes in 

manufacturing technology to ensure the necessary strength characteristics; 
• to refine the methods of calculation for strength and stability and methods of calculation of temperatures and 

thermal stresses in aircraft design. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Stand IKN-4M. For the DAC-5 missile test 

 
The new test methods and technologies were developed and justified. A distinctive feature of the technology of 

thermal strength tests is that all tests are always carried out in automatic mode. The tests’ control was carried out by 
means of analog control devices, and in 1974 the ACS with direct digital control on the basis of the domestic 
computer "Dnepr-2" was introduced for the first time in the industry. Further development of this system continued 
with the introduction of domestic computer systems of the next generation (ASVT M-6000 and SM-2M). 

    To simulate the aerodynamic heating the quartz lamps —thermo radiators were widely used. Since the end of 
1950s up to the present time the following development have been done and implemented: 

• method of modeling aerodynamic heating with infrared heaters; 
• jet cooling method of aircraft structures;  
• method of missiles’ fairings testing on the external uneven pressure; 
• safe method for testing rocket tanks with internal pressure; 
• method of the tubeless tests of Buran' units; 
• method of thermal strength resource test of glass lanterns of supersonic aircraft and other methods. 
To date, the Department has tested 115 full-scale structures, aggregates, and fragments of aircrafts developed by 

the design bureaus named after A. N. Tupolev, P. O. Sukhoi, A. I. Mikoyan, the design bureaus ‘Juzhnoye’, 
Molniya’ and ‘Raduga’. 

As a result of the conducted research the static durability has been provided and operational resources of the 
tested designs established. 
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Air-to-Air Missiles, Air-to-Surface Missiles 

From 1968 to 1987, the tests of 3 copies of the K-40, 16-copies of various modifications of the KСР-5 missiles 
produced by the Smolensk aviation plant were carried out. The thermal tests of missiles were of a static control 
nature and provided high quality of the missile airframe during the entire period of their production. 

The fuselage, wings in the fuselage system, stabilizer, upper and lower keels, as well as the fastening of various 
units were tested. The fairings for external and internal pressure were tested for the first copies of the missiles. The 
total number of loading cases according to the program reached 70 at normal temperature and heating to +300°C.  
During the fuselage tests on the first copies of the missiles, the variable fuel's level in the tanks and the 
pressurization of the tanks were simulated. The general view of the stand ikn-4M when testing the wing in the 
fuselage system is shown in Fig. 1. In 1973-1980 two copies of the X-45 missile were tested. One of them was 
tested for thermal static strength, the second – for thermal resource strength for the case of joint flight with the 
carrier in combat duty. During the tests of the rocket units, the maximum surface temperature reached +720°C. 
During the tests, a special study of the bearing capacity of the wing was carried out under asymmetric heating and 
creep conditions with temperatures of +1260°C on the lower surface and +600°C on the upper surface. 

For the first time in the industry, resource-based thermal tests of the rocket were carried out by the automated 
control system with direct digital control from the computer "Dnepr-2". 

A separate interesting episode in the development of the X-45 missile was the study of the antenna of the 
onboard radar (its radiation pattern) when heated in the nose fairing system. The tests demonstrated that the 
temperature deformation of the antenna significantly distorted the radiation pattern and led to the appearance of side 
lobes. According to the test results, the design of the antenna frame was improved. 

Surface-to-Surface Missiles 

The missile 3M-80 of the ship missile complex "Mosquito" was tested in 1983-1984, the rocket was fully tested 
in the normal configuration and separately in two fragments: duct and fairing. The tests were carried out with the 
simulation of fuel production. The complex geometric shape of the rocket design led to a significant reduction in the 
distance from the heating lamps to the heated surface (up to 50 mm instead of the usual 250...300 mm).  It also led to 
the development of a new type of heating stand based on the surface of the structure and with floating suspension. 
The general view of such stand during the tests is shown in Fig. 2. A new technology for testing the internal pressure 
of leaky units such as air ducts was also introduced. 

A fundamentally new test technology and new equipment were developed for the first time in the industry. The 
test technology and equipment were implemented for testing the missiles' fairings with the simulation of uneven 
external pressure in the axial and circumferential direction. The main feature of the technology is that the heating 
stand with rocket's fairing is installed in a sealed chamber, which can be supplied with a pressure external to the 
surface of the fairing, up to 18 kgs/cm2.  

 Inside the fairing, the walls of the fairing are unloaded to the required uneven pressure distribution with the help 
of isolated chambers. Installation of the fairing in the stand IKN-26 is shown in Fig. 3. The tests were performed 
with non-stationary heating up to +400°C. The test results were used to issue a conclusion about the strength of the 
rocket. 
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FIGURE 2. 3M-80 rocket test stand FIGURE 3. Mounting fairing Rockets 3M-80 In the stand 

IKN-26 

Ballistic Missile (Design Bureau ‘Juzhnoye’) 

In 1965-1983, the investigations of the strength, stability and load-carrying capacity of the power tanks of 
ballistic missiles with temperature and power effects were conducted in SibNIA. The temperature and power effects 
were the same as standard modes of missiles' operation. 

The studies were carried out to determine the effect of temperature stresses, high temperature gradients, creep 
deformations as well as the performance and bearing capacity of the tanks. 

The experimental studies were carried out on model samples and on full-scale tanks of missiles. The most 
interesting practical effect of the studies in methodological and scientific respect is the research into the bearing 
capacity of full-scale tanks during heating, cryogenic cooling, loading with axial load and internal pressure' and the 
investigation of the effect of short-term creep on the stability of full-scale tanks. To simulate the heating and 
cryogenic cooling conditions, a test procedure and installation were developed for the first time (Fig. 4), allowing to 
carry out tests of large tanks with bringing them to destruction at high levels of internal pressure without the 
construction of expensive protective boxes. The schematic diagram of the installation is shown in Fig. 5. 

Based on the results of the studies, permissible temperatures, safe operation time of fuel tanks at elevated and 
cryogenic temperatures were determined, and the performance of the tested products was confirmed. Along with 
other results, all this allowed to prepare a conclusion about the strength of the fuel tanks of a number of 
modifications of missiles. The total number of tested model samples of tanks was 27 (4 batches), full-scale tanks – 
12 (2 batches). 
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FIGURE 4. General view of the ballistic missile tank test 
bench 

FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the installation for ballistic 
missile tanks tests 

Supersonic Aircraft 

Experimental studies of the strength of supersonic aircraft (passenger and military) were mainly carried out on 
separate fragments and prototypes. 

For the supersonic passenger plane Tu-144 thermal strength resource tests of the front fuselage compartment 
were carried out in 1978-1980. 

The temperature fields and the stress-strain state of the structure were studied in the simulation of thermal loads 
of the typical flight mode, forced modes of resource tests, as well as loads from internal overpressure. 

For the first time in SibNIA the jet cooling system was used for  testing  large full-scale structures. The total 
cooling surface of the compartment was 100 m2. A jet system with discrete gas jets of cylindrical nozzles normal to 
the cooled surface was used. Air and liquid nitrogen were used as a refrigerant. The range of variation of the 
temperature of the plating object was in the range of minus 40...+150°C. 

Tests were carried out in the stand CYCLE-4C, which general view is shown in Fig. 6. 
During the tests the possibility was used to reduce the thermal cycle of loading the compartment when testing it 

for fatigue strength was used. Various forced modes were worked out with difference in the rate of heating and 
cooling, the level of maximum temperatures and holding time at maximum temperatures. 

The results of these studies were used in SibNIA to improve the testing methods, as well as in the design bureau 
named after A. N. Tupolev. 

Tests of military aircraft were carried out occasionally on separate fragments or samples except for the glazing of 
aircraft. Glazing' tests have been carried out systematically since 1974. 

Thermal endurance tests of sets of flaps of the MiG-31 aircraft were carried out during 1988-1991. Two-section 
flaps and tail parts with a honeycomb filler were used. A distinctive feature of those tests was the fact that for the 
first time in the process of testing the simulation of climatic effects in the form of rain of a given intensity was 
carried out. During the tests, the aerodynamic and thermal effects specified by the program were reproduced. The 
skin temperatures of the aircraft varied from +20 to +220°C. 

compressed air 

Liquid nitrogen 
supply 

Liquid nitrogen 
drain 

Water from 
industrial 
network 
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FIGURE 6. Stand CYCLE-4C 

 
The flaps were heated by quartz infrared lamps. The cooling of the flaps was made by means of inclined discrete 

air jets. The aerodynamic loading was simulated by the basic system of concentrated forces. 
During the tests, temperature fields, stress-strain state, moisture saturation were investigated. The moisture 

saturation of the flaps was measured for the first time with the help of hydraulic weights included in the stand 
design. 

The test results were used in the design bureau to improve the design of the flaps. 
The strength testing of the thermal shield of the experimental aircraft T-4 (Sukhoi design bureau) was carried out 

on a pilot batch of flat panels, which were backed by stringers and frames with different geometric dimensions of 
reinforcements, as well as different combinations of heat-resistant materials for the skin and stringers. The purpose 
of the tests was to select the optimal ratio of the geometric dimensions of the skin, reinforcements and a combination 
of materials that give a minimum wave height on the skin with a local loss of thermoelastic stability. The studies 
were carried out with non-stationary heating to a temperature of +800°C. During this work, the original design of the 
stand and the method of non-contact measurement of the height and pitch of waves on the surface of the skin were 
developed and implemented. The stand made it possible to load the panel with a uniform external pressure by 
vacuuming the sealed cavity under the panel and provided free displacement of the edges of the panel skin during 
temperature expansion, and the method is one of the photogrammetric methods in which it is not required to know 
the position of the target site. 

The first thermal resource durability tests of the aircraft cockpit glazing were held in 1974.  In total, 31 copies of 
MiG-23, MiG-23M, MiG-29, MiG-31, Su-17, Su-17M, Su-24, Su-27, Su-27УБ, Su-3OMK and others were tested. 

Benches for testing of the glazing of the cockpit (Fig. 7) are equipped with the infrared heaters with  cooling jets 
systems. The spectral characteristics of the emitters and the glazing of the cockpit are coordinated in such a way as 
to almost completely eliminate the volume absorption of radiant energy and avoid the use of blackening coatings. 
Air cooling in the jet system is carried out with the help of turbochargers.  

The range of reproducible non-stationary temperatures from minus 50 to +250°C' heating rate – up to 2 deg/s, 
cooling – up to 3.6 deg/s. 

The test results are used in the design bureau for the purpose of resource and refinement of structural elements of 
glazing. 
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FIGURE 7. Stand for testing glazing of the cockpit 

Hypersonic Aircraft 

The problems of hypersonic aircraft strength are currently studied on structurally similar models and analogues 
in SibNIA. 

The Heat-strength tests of models of a hypersonic aircraft fuselage (design bureau named after A.N. Tupolev) 
were held in 1964-1966. These test were the first heat-strength tests in SibNIA. 3 compartments of different sizes 
and design solutions were tested. All of them were made of heat-resistant alloys according to the type of "hot" 
design. The largest compartment was of 6 m long and 1 m in diameter. 

The tests simulated thermal and mechanical effects on the compartments. Heating was carried out using quartz 
infrared lamps to +1000°C with high heating rates. The temperature fields and deformations of the skin and the 
power set were studied. The general view of the IKN-1 stand during the tests is shown in Fig. 8, and a general view 
of the surface of the compartment with the waves of buckling during the tests is shown in Fig. 9. 

The research results were used to improve the testing methods in SibNIA and to design similar facilities in 
design bureau. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. Stand IKN-1 
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FIGURE 9. The view of the flat surface of the fuselage compartment during tests in the stand IKN-1 

 
The experimental studies of the hypersonic aircraft strength at the time were carried out on an analogue of the 

aircraft, in which the fuel tank compartment of fuselage MiG-25  with own the wings was used. 
The Main objectives of these studies were: 
• to working out and test the algorithms and programs for calculating temperature fields, thermoelastic 

stresses, strain and displacment; 
• to research and evaluate the effectiveness of known design and technological solutions for heating the 

structure to +600°C; 
• to develop testing methods of full-scale structures in order to reduce the errors of modeling aerodynamic 

heating, reduce the cost of testing and mass high-temperature tensometry. 
To carry out these studies, a ТИС stand was created, the general view of which is shown in Fig. 10. The stand is 

equipped with quartz heaters, jet cooling system with inclined jets, tracking loading system and equipment to 
simulate the production of fuel from the fuselage and wing tanks. 

To perform one of the stages of these studies for the first time the method was developed to measure the forces 
in the wing nodes with a statically indeterminate scheme of fastening the wing to the fuselage. 

 

 
FIGURE 10. Stand TIS at the stage of installation 
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The Aerospace Plane “Buran” 

Testing of the strength of the "Buran" took place on separate units and fragments of the structure. This decision 
is due to the fact that the test of Buran's glider in the standard configuration for all types of impacts at the same time 
is technically unfeasible and economically not reasonable. 

The tests were: 
1. vertical tail (VT) in the standard configuration; 
2. inner section of the elevon; 
3. elevon's shield; 
4. wing rudder - air brake (WR-AB); 
5. front section of the cockpit with a window; 
6. frame wall panel № 26; 
7. the 15th section of the sock wing; 
8. chassis wheels; 
9. wing panel with thermal insulation (TI) 
The design of the aerospace plane under operating conditions is subjected to a complex set of effects: 

aerodynamic heating and cooling, aerodynamic loading, vibrations, acoustic effects and the effects of the space 
environment. It is almost impossible in the laboratory to simulate all types of effects on one test bench. In this 
regard, the idea of sequential summation of the results of each of the effects was adopted and the associated new test 
technology was developed. This technology is called "ТВА" ("heat-vibration-acoustics"). ТВА is based on the fact 
that each unit is cyclically and consistently exposed to each of the effects on separate stands with a relatively small 
number of test cycles forming one program block. The number of program blocks is determined from the conditions 
of the required service life of the structure. 

The second principal concideration in the test technology is the modeling of the space environment. The need for 
such modeling is due to the fact that the thermal constants of thermal insulation depend on the ambient pressure and 
significantly affect the temperature fields in the structure. This problem is solved usually with the help of expensive 
large vacuum chambers. To reduce the cost of testing, SibNIA has developed a technology for testing the structure 
with thermal insulation at normal atmospheric pressure, which is called a tubeless test method. 

The essence of the technique is that to compensate for the effect of vacuum (or low pressure), the heating 
program is adjusted in such a way as to preserve the values of extreme temperatures and extreme temperature 
gradients in the thermal insulation and aircraft's construction. Such adjustment of heating programs can be 
implemented in almost all cases, with some exceptions (for example, a front panel with a window, fragments with 
graphite insulation and some others). Almost all thermal tests of units and fragments of aerospace plane in SibNIA 
were carried out by the method of tubeless tests, including thermoacoustic tests, where this method was the only 
possible. 

Tests of vertical tail were conducted in 1987 year. During the tests, aerodynamic heating and cooling, cryogenic 
cooling in the orbital section of the trajectory, aerodynamic, inertial and low-frequency loads were simulated. 
Temperature range (from -150 to +900°C) was implemented with a given uneven distribution on the surface of the 
vertical tail with the help of the zone's heating with independent control in each zone. 

A distinctive feature of those tests was the operation of WR-AB (wing rudder - air brake) under load on hot and 
deformed keel. The operation of the WR-AB took place both in the mode of operation of the rudder, and in the mode 
of operation of the air brake driven by standard gearboxes and control unit. 

The general view of the test bench of in the open position of vertical tail is shown in Fig. 11. According to its 
parameters and composition of the systems, the stand is unique and protected by the copyright certificate for the 
invention. 
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FIGURE11. TPI-5 Stand In the opened position 

 
During the preparation of the tests, the original laser marking of the coordinates of the points of application of 

loads was developed and introduced, also protected by the copyright certificate for the invention. Subsequently, that 
technology was transferred to other sectors of the economy, including shipbuilding. 

The original (and also protected by the copyright certificate for the invention) is an economical system of 
cooling the air to cryogenic temperatures. In this system, not only the enthalpy of liquid nitrogen is used to cool the 
air, but also the latent heat of vaporization. The system is used on all stands where cooling is required. 

The tests of the 15th section of the wing edge and the front panel of the cockpit with a window in connection 
with their design features were carried out in the vacuum installation PTVU-203. The tests were carried out on 
thermal cycling, without the application of loads. 

The wing edge, made from the material "Gramivol-V", was tested in the temperature range from -120 to 
+1360 °C and pressures from 10-3 mm Hg. up to atmospheric on the stand with graphite heaters. The general view 
of the stand is shown in Fig. 12. 
 

 
FIGURE 12. TPI-7 Stand for testing in the Wing Toe section 
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All other units were tested only for thermal cycling in order to study the interaction of the elements of the vehicle 
and the power cladding of the units during heating and cooling. For testing of each of the units, special stands were 
created, one of which, for testing the section of the elevon, is shown in Fig. 13. The tests of the chassis wheels were 
carried out in the climatic chamber on the cyclic impact of humidity and temperature. All the test results of the units 
and fragments were used in NPO ‘Molniya’ to issue a conclusion for the first orbital flight of the Buran. 

 

 
FIGURE 13. TPI-4 Stand for the tests of the electric section 

 
The main results of the development and creation of testing technology and experimental equipment in the 

Department of thermal strength are protected by copyright certificates of invention. 

Space Objects 

In 1969, the heat-strength test of the rocket block "E" of the landing module moon ship ЛЗ (development by the 
design bureau ‘Juzhnoye’)  was successfully completed in SibNIA . 

These tests simulated thermal and mechanical effects on the unit under different modes of operation on the moon 
(landing day or night, failure to land, emergency and regular starts from the moon day or night, etc.). Temperature 
effects during the tests were implemented in the temperature ranges from minus 170 to +950°C with high heating 
and cooling rates. 

For the first time during the tests of the full-scale structures in SibNIA, a jet cooling system was applied, which 
used a mixture of air and liquid nitrogen as a refrigerant. To control the cooling the automated control system with 
variable structure was also used for the first time. It allowed the transition from heating to cooling automatically turn 
off the control of power sources and connect to the regulators of the actuators of the cooling system. At the same 
time, the settings of the regulators were automatically changed. The test results allowed us to conclude about 
sufficient thermal and static structural strength of the "E" block, the general form of which is shown in Fig. 14. 
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FIGURE 14. General view of the "E" block in the stand IKI-18 

CONCLUSION 

The research of SibNIA' into the field of thermal strength for more than 40 years have resulted in a considerable 
number of theoretical and experimental studies. A significant number of tests of full-scale structures were carried 
out. Those developments were highly appreciated by the design bureaus and industrial enterprises. 
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Abstract. The article contains information on the development of methods and means of testing of full-scale aircraft 
structures, the main methodological approaches in the experimental studies of the strength of the aircraft units, technical 
means, equipment and systems of test stands, methods and equipment of non-destructive testing in the Department of 
strength of the Siberian research Institute of aviation. The features of computational methods and experimental studies of 
aircraft units made from composite are considered, the results of static and service life tests are presented, the influence 
of impact external and climatic factors on the structure and strength is estimated, the sequence and criteria of destruction 
of composite structures are investigated, the influence of manufacturing technology and initial defects on the static 
strength and fatigue life of samples and assemblies is evaluated. 

Key-words: composite, calculating, non-destructive testing, acoustic emission, test, strength, impact damage 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the successful development of methods for calculating the strength of aircraft structures, the decisive 
role in determining the reliability, life and durability of the operated and newly created products belongs to full-scale 
tests. Only with full-scale tests of the units and the airframe as a whole, it becomes possible to fully work out the 
strength and life of the structural elements, which are mainly determined by the properties of the material, 
manufacturing and Assembly technology, as well as operating conditions. 

Studies of the strength of full-scale aircraft structures are conducted in Siberian Aeronautical Research Institute 
since 1952. During this time, a very significant experience of experimental research has been accumulated, methods 
and instructions for laboratory bench tests have been released and supplemented, the base of equipment and 
installations has been created and is constantly updated, loading devices and recording equipment are being 
improved.  

Testing full-scale structures allow to identify the critical fatigue elements of the structure, information about the 
origin and propagation of cracks, to determine the residual strength, to develop regulations control of construction 
operation and to justify the repair. This task becomes especially urgent in the case of research of products made 
from composite, as the experience of design, creation and operation of composite aircraft is not yet sufficient, there 
is a significant spread of strength characteristics of products, since the technology of their manufacture is very 
diverse and insufficiently investigated. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
AIP Conf. Proc. 2125, 030077-1–030077-8; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5117459
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY OF PRODUCTS FROM COMPOSITE AND 
METHODS OF STATE CONTROL 

In the last decade, the Institute conducts a wide investigation of strength and fatigue durability of specimens and 
components made of composite. A brief introduction to manufacturing technology structural elements and 
assemblies of the aircraft from the prepregs based on carbon fiber Toray T700, T800, T1000. 

Prepreg is a composite material – semi-finished fabrics and fibers, pre-impregnated with resin at high 
temperature and pressure. The resin in the prepregs is in a semi-solid state, and full curing occurs during molding. 

Depending on the molding technology properties composite may differ several times. With the wrong choice of 
process technology, unsatisfactory preparation of the initial components, non-compliance with process conditions 
(pressure, pressing temperature, duration of the process), the properties of the finished products can vary 
significantly. 

In world practice, as well as in the Institute developed the following methods of molding products: contact, 
molding using elastic diaphragms (vacuum, molding under pressure) and autoclave.  

Contact molding is used in the manufacture of large-sized low-loaded parts of complex configuration and is 
carried out in open forms by manual laying. The curing time depends on the temperature.  

In the case molding using elastic diaphragms, the process proceeds according to the scheme similar to contact 
molding, but after laying all the reinforcing layers, while the resin has not yet polymerized, a vacuum bag (elastic 
and thin diaphragm made of rubber) is placed on the matrix with the body and sealed with a tape. From the cavity 
between the formed product and the diaphragm, air is pumped out so that the pressure in the diaphragm is lower than 
outside, so that the material is pressed against the rigid shape and the structural design of the part. Curing takes place 
at room temperature or when heated by air dryers, and the process must be carefully controlled. With this method of 
molding, a dense, smooth product is obtained, which significantly exceeds the strength of the hand-molded product. 

In autoclave molding, layers of prepreg are applied to the mold, and then at elevated temperature and pressure, 
curing is carried out. 

After manufacturing the product is transferred to the input nondestructive testing.  
The most common methods of non-destructive testing (NDT) of composite structures: acoustic impedance 

method, ultrasonic, eddy current, the method of active thermal control, which consists in the dynamic heating of the 
product and the registration of the temperature field of its surface using a thermal imager. Impedance control method 
is well suited for diagnostic products containing the three-layer plating with two bearing layers and the filler 
between them. 

More widely used is the ultrasonic flaw detector DIO 1000 for the diagnosis of composite products, which 
allows the inspection of defect area, determine the depth and geometric dimensions. However, the use of this 
method of control is limited by the thickness of the test sample. If the thickness of the product is less than specified 
in the operating instructions, the device may not locate the defects. 

FULL-SCALE TESTS OF AIRCRAFT UNITS 

Structural strength tests include 3 stages: 
- testing of the choice of structural material (obtaining data on the properties of the material for calculation),  
- experimental studies of the strength of structural samples, panels, assemblies for the selection of rational power 

schemes and layouts, test methods of calculation, obtaining experimental curves, evaluation of technological 
processes and their impact on strength, testing methods and techniques of experimental research, 

- tests in which the magnitude and distribution of the load acting on the aircraft are reproduced, the stress-strain 
state is determined by detailed strain gauge and deflection of the structure, the actual safety margin is determined by 
testing the structure to failure. 

The scope of research at each stage may vary depending on the degree of study of the materials used, design 
schemes and manufacturing technology of the elements.  

In order to work out the static, residual, fatigue strength of the elevator of the aircraft of the RRJ family, the 
method of assessing the strength of composite structures with impact damage was tested, the influence of 
temperature and climatic influences on the construction was studied and the conclusion about the strength of the 
structure was given.  
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The elevator was made using composite materials (the spar is made of carbon fiber, the upper and lower skin are 
made of a three-layer panel with bearing layers of carbon fiber and honeycomb core between them, ribs are made of 
fiberglass). 

The test program included several stages, among which were not only strength studies in two calculated cases, 
but also stages with modeling of impact damage and climatic effects. Impact damage was inflicted by a striker with 
impact energy of 4 joule on the upper and lower skin of the Elevator. The size of defects (stratifications) was fixed 
an acoustic impedance tester, initial damage sizes are given in Table 1. 

 

TABLE 1. Area of stratifications on the skins of the elevator during the test. 
Number of impact 

damage 
Service life, cycles 

A
re

a,
 m

m
2  

Upper skin 0 6000 56000 108000 112000 122000 162000 171000 
1 46 918 918 918 918 918 1240 1240 
2 46 1260 1260 1260 1260 1260 1260 1260 
3 46 650 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 

Lower skin         
4 532 840 840 840 840 1750 1750 1750 
5 1015 1015 1015 1015 1500 1500 1500 1500 
6 1681 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 

 
Further strength tests and tests on influence of the raised temperature and humidity were carried out. Before 

placing the elevator in the heat and humidity chamber, the changes in the weight of the structural-like Elevator 
samples (Fig. 1) under the influence of climatic parameters were evaluated. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Structural-like elevator samples made of a three-layer panel for test equilibrium moisture saturation 

 
The moment of equilibrium moisture saturation of the samples was determined and exposure time the elevator in 

the climatic chamber with the temperature mode T=60±5 °C, humidity φ=85±5% to achieve equilibrium moisture 
saturation was revealed. Exposure time was 2.5 months. 

Figure 2 shows a diagram of changes in the weight of the samples during exposure in the climatic chamber. The 
average weight gain of the samples was 7%. 
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FIGURE 2. Charts of the weight change samples 

 
The increase in the weight of the Elevator after the moisture saturation stage was 0.4%.  
During the tests, the 6 areas of artificial damage (stratification), which appeared after applying to the skin of the 

elevator impacts with energy of 4 joule, were measured (see the table).  
Tests of the same elevator without impact damage and climatic factors were carried out, the bearing capacity of 

the products was compared. 
Climatic and strength tests and tests on the survivability of the elevator did not show a decrease in its bearing 

capacity compared to strength tests without impact and climatic factors.  

STRENGTH TESTS USING THE METHODS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION 

In order to assess the possibility of using traditional metal NDT methods in the case of testing composite 
structures, the strength of samples and assemblies of aircraft by acoustic emission methods was studied. 

This method is characterized by high sensitivity and the ability to locate the destruction in the initial stages, the 
assessment of the degree of danger of destruction with the recording and processing of information in real time. 
However, the practical application of the AE method in strength tests is complicated by the inhomogeneity of the 
structure of carbon plastics, acoustic anisotropy, the spread of physical and mechanical characteristics affecting the 
strength and mechanical characteristics of composites. 

The load-bearing capacity of a sample from a three-layer panel with a concentrator in the form of a central hole 
was studied by calculation, acoustic emission method and fractography (study of the microstructure of the sample). 

The aim of the work was to determine the mechanism of destruction of carbon fiber samples using the finite 
element method and acoustic emission. When the composite is destroyed, the binder cracks, the fiber separates from 
the binder and the fiber breaks. In studies of the mechanisms of destruction determined that the carrying capacity of 
the fibers exceeds the carrying capacity of the binder is almost 4 times. It is required to perform a strength analysis 
of the fracture process, determine its type and associate changes in the structure of the material with the type of 
damage. 

A group of 10 samples of 410x180x5 mm from a three-layer panel covering the elevator of the aircraft RRJ 
(bearing layers of carbon fiber based on a monolayer of composite adhesive material based on carbon fiber with a 
honeycomb filler (polymer-plastic)) was studied. The stress concentrator is a central hole with a diameter of 32 mm. 
the Samples were loaded with an electrohydraulic machine MTS-10 before destruction by a static tensile load 
applied in steps of 250 kgf. At the same time, the finite element calculation was carried out.  

Acoustic emission transducers (AET) and load cells were installed on the samples. When loading the sample, a 
stable location of acoustic emission signals reflecting the crack propagation direction was obtained (Fig. 3). 
Acoustic emission signals began to be stably localized at a load of about 30% of the destructive one. 
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FIGURE 3. Appearance of the destroyed sample a), location of AE signals during loading of the sample b) 

 
In calculating the bearing capacity, an approach based on the model of developing damage was used. The 

ANSYS software package was used to implement the method. The calculation algorithm comprises: creating a finite 
element model of the specimen (Fig. 4), calculation and analysis of stress-strain state, the analysis on the damage, 
the local degradation of the mechanical properties of the material (the iterative process continues as long as the 
current level of loading, the damage will not cease to accumulate), the increase in applied load, and repetition of the 
preceding paragraphs, checking for the presence of total destruction and stop the calculation [1]. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Finite element model of the specimen 

 
The fracture criteria formulated in the work [2] for the cases of fracture mechanisms: matrix cracking under 

tension and compression in the layers of the sample, fiber destruction under tension and compression in the layers of 
the sample, matrix separation from the fiber by means of shear, stratification were used in the analysis for 
damage [2]: 
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- matrix cracking under tension ( 0>yσ ), under compression ( 0<yσ ): 
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- fiber destruction under tension ( 0>xσ ), under compression ( 0<xσ ): 
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- matrix separation from the fiber by means of shear: 
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where xzyzxyzyx σσσσσσ ,,,,,  — the current normal and tangential stresses in the sample arising during its 

loading, taken from the finite element model; tZtYtX ,, , ccc ZYX ,,  and xzSyzSxyS ,,  — the values of tensile 
strength, shear and shear. 

As a result of the calculation, the breaking load with an error of 17.8% is determined, and the beginning of 
destruction (cracking of the matrix in the tensile zone) corresponds to the load of 7% of the breaking load Pexp, and, 
at the initial stages of destruction, damages accumulate not in one layer, but gradually propagate in the cross section 
of the sample (Fig. 5). The beginning of the destruction of the fiber corresponds to the load 36% from the damaging. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Accumulation of damage in the cross section of the sample under loading 

 
Fractographic study of the sample after the tensile test showed the presence of fiber breaks and significant 

damage to the matrix (cracks, chipping). This manifestation is shown in the Fig. 6. These effects were observed only 
in the immediate vicinity of the main crack, at a distance of about 10 mm from the destroyed surface, the 
concentration of defects was significantly reduced and was insignificant. 
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FIGURE 6. Results of the fractographic exploration 

 
Thus, according to the above method (combined use of computational data, experimental and fractography), it 

was possible to identify the mechanisms and features of the fracture process of a composite sample. 
Then the application of acoustic emission methods was applied in tests of wing and tail power elements of the 

aircraft (spars) and its units.  
When carrying out isolated tests of spars (wing and tail power elements), it was found that the conditions of 

isolated bending loading are not equivalent to the conditions of the spar operation in the composition of the caisson, 
where the loss of stability in the transverse direction is excluded. Therefore, the test bench for the spars should be 
modified so that the loss of stability of the design was excluded. 

The module of the dynamic protection system of the structure was built into the automatic load control system, 
which monitors the behavior of the structure by the displacement sensors and load cells installed on the object. If the 
deformation of the structure is different from the linear, the system gives a signal to stop the loading. 

Studies have been carried out on the effect of impact damage to the skin of a fragment of the elevator on the 
process of destruction. The change in the stress-strain state of the wing spar material, vertical and horizontal tail in 
the loading process is analyzed, the coordinates of the acoustic emission signal sources corresponding to the fracture 
zone are determined. The relationship of changes in the stress of the material carbon fiber, the structure of the 
signals with the appearance and spread of destruction is established [3].  

Figure 7 shows the location of acoustic emission signals, reflecting the direction of cracks, when testing a 
fragment of the elevator with shock damage a). 

Strength tests of spars using methods of AE and tensometry allowed to work out the method of control of similar 
composite structures. In the course of the study, a stable location of AE signals was obtained, which reflects the 
process of crack propagation. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. Appearance of the destroyed sample a), location of AE signals during loading of the sample b) 
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CONCLUSION 

When loading, it is necessary to use a complex of systems (a system of dynamic protection of the structure, a 
system of linear and angular displacements, an information-measuring system of tensometry, an acoustic emission 
system) to analyze the behavior of the structure.  

The main results of the research: 
- destruction of structures made of composite material occurs in compressed areas 
- breaking stress in structures below 2-3 times the compressive strength of the samples 
- joint application of calculation methods based on the model of developing damage, acoustic emission methods, 

strain measurement in conjunction with the dynamic system of protection of the structure from non-standard 
destruction allows to analyze the destruction from the moment of defect origin to complete destruction of the 
structure. 
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Abstract. A numerical and statistical method for solving heat exchange problems of bodies with moving boundaries is 
offered in the paper. It is assumed that heat transfer in a problem of this type is described quit well by a boundary value 
problem for 2D heat equation with moving boundary. The offered method is based on the probabilistic representation of 
the solution of the boundary value problem in the form of mathematical expectation of a functional of a random process 
of the diffusion type. Calculation of the approximate solution of the problem is reduced to the numerical modeling of a 
large number trajectories of the random process. As result, we have a statistical evaluation of its solution. The method 
uses a piecewise linear approximation of the moving boundary. In the process of modeling the trajectories at each time 
step, the spatial variables are transformed in such a way that the trajectories are calculated in a domain with a fixed 
boundary. The paper considers the application of the proposed method to the problems of melting the ice plate and icing 
of the aircraft wing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Probabilistic representations of solutions boundary value problems for parabolic equations based on stochastic 
differential equations (SDE) are well known (see, for example, [1]). These representations can be used to obtain 
statistical estimates of solutions of boundary value problems by numerical solution of SDE. To obtain estimates of 
such kind it is necessary to simulate numerically a lot of trajectories of the random process corresponding to the 
given boundary value problem. We use the Euler-Maruyama method [2] for a numerical simulation trajectories of 
random processes. In this paper, we apply this probabilistic method to obtain estimates of solutions of boundary 
value problems for parabolic equations defined in domains with moving boundaries. 

In our method trajectories of the random process are simulated in a fixed domain. To do so we approximate the 
moving boundary by a broken line. And we build a triangular mesh in the domain near the moving boundary in such 
a way that the broken line segments are sides of the triangles. Thus, the vertices of the triangles move along with the 
boundary. Then we define a one-to-one mapping of each moving triangle onto some fixed one. This allows us to 
define a stochastic process in the fixed domain, so that it corresponds to the original process in the moving boundary 
domain. At that, the coefficients of the stochastic process in the fixed boundary domain depend on the boundary 
motion of the moving domain. As result, we can obtain statistical estimates of the solution of the boundary value 
problem by simulating trajectories in the fixed domain. 
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POSING THE PROBLEM 

We consider application of our approach to obtain estimates of solutions of 2D boundary value problems of the 
first and the third kinds. 

The First Boundary Value Problem 

Let the following problem be given 
 

u Lu
t

∂
=

∂
, ( ) ( ) ( )0t x y T G t, , ∈ , × , (1) 

( ) ( )0u x y x yϕ, , = , , (2) 

( ), , 0u t x y = , ( ) ( ) ( ), , 0,t x y T t∈ ×Γ  
where 

(3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

11 12 22 1 22 22L b t x y b t x y b t x y a t x y a t x y
x y x yx y

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
≡ , , + , , + , , + + , , + , ,

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂
, (4) 

 

( ) , 1 2ij i j
B b

= ,
=  is a symmetric positive definite matrix; ( )G t  is a time dependent domain with piecewise smooth 

boundary. ( )tΓ .  
We introduce a random process of the diffusion type ( )X Y,

Y Y

 which is defined by the following SDE's 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2

1 1
1

2

2 2
1

s s

s v v i v v i v
iT t T t

s s

s v v i v v i v
iT t T t

X x a T v X Y dv T v X Y dW

Y y a T v X Y dv T v X Y dW

s

s

=− −

=− −

= + − , , + − , ,

= + − , , + − , ,

∑∫ ∫

∑∫ ∫
 (5) 

where s  is 2 2×  matrix such that 2Bss ∗ = ; ( 1 2)iW i⋅ = ,  are independent Wiener processes. Then the solution of 

the problem (1)-(3) at the point ( ) ( ) ( ), , 0,t x y T G t∈ ×  coincides with the following expectation 

( ) ( ), T T TET t x yu t x y X Y tϕ χ− , >, , = ,    (6) 

where Er p,  is notation of the expectation relative to the probability measure Pr p,  that corresponds to the process 

outgoing at time r  of the point p ; Aχ  is the indicator function of a set A ; ( ) ( ){ }inf s ss X Y G st = : , ∉  is the first 
exit time of the process (5) from G . 

In this paper the moving boundary ( )tΓ  is approximated by a broken line. We denote this broken line by the 
symbol ( )m tΓ , and ( )mG t  is the notation of the corresponding domain which is an approximation of ( )G t . We 
suppose that the function u  is smoothly extended in a neighborhood of the boundary outside the moving domain. 
The lengths of the edges of the broken line are chosen so that for any point ( )( , ) mx y t∈Γ  and [0, ]t T∈  the 

inequality ( , , )u t x y ε≤  holds. Here ε  can be understood as the approximation accuracy of the boundary and the 
boundary condition (3). 

Really, we have the approximate solution of the problem (1)–(3) which is obtained by solving the following 
boundary value problem 
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u Lu
t

∂
=

∂
, ( ) ( ) ( )0 mt x y T G t, , ∈ , × , (1') 

( ) ( )0u x y x yϕ, , = , , (2') 

( ), , 0u t x y = , ( ) ( ) ( ), , 0,T mt x y t∈ ×Γ  (3') 

We also write the probabilistic representation of the solution of the problem (1') - (3')  
( ) ( ), T T TE

mT t x yu t x y X Y tϕ χ− , > , , = ,   (7) 

where mt  is the first exit time of the random process from mG . 
 

The Third Boundary Value Problem 
 

The boundary value problem of the third kind is the following 
u Lu
t

∂
=

∂
, ( ) ( ) ( )0t x y T G t, , ∈ , × , (8) 

( ) ( )0u x y x yϕ, , = , , (9) 

( , , ) ( , , ) 0u t x y u t x y
n

η γ∂
+ + =

∂
, ( ) ( ) ( ), , 0,t x y T t∈ ×Γ  (10) 

where n  is a notation of the unit inner normal vector. 
To define the probabilistic representation corresponding to the problem (8) - (10) we need to use the following 

SDE system 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2

1 1 1,
1

2

2 2 2,
1

,

,

,

  | |,  ( 1, 2),    | | | |,

            =  exp 

s s

s v v i v v i sv
iT t T t

s s

s v v i v v i sv
iT t T t

s s

i s i v v v v v v v
T t T t

s

s
T t

X x a T v X Y dv T v X Y dW k

Y y a T v X Y dv T v X Y dW k

k n X Y d k i k X Y d k

U

s

s

χ

η

=− −

=− −

Γ

− −

−

= + − , , + − , , +

= + − , , + − , , +

= , = = ,

∑∫ ∫

∑∫ ∫

∫ ∫

∫ | | ,         =  | |   
s

v v s v v v
T t

d k V U d kγ
−

 
 
 
 

∫

 (11) 

where | |vk  is a scalar random process which increases only when ( )X Y, ∈Γ
Y Y

. This process is called as local 

time [3] of the process ( )X Y,
Y Y

 at Γ . 
The probabilistic representation of the solution of the boundary value problem (8) - (10) is defined by the 

following equation 
( ) ( ), T TET t x y T Tu t x y X Y U Vϕ− ,, , = , +   . (12) 

 
USING ONE-TO-ONE MAPPING BETWEEN TRIANGLES 

 
As it mentioned above, the moving boundary ( )tΓ  is approximated by a broken line. Segments of the broken 

line coincide with the sides of triangles in the triangle grid. The broken line ( )m tΓ  and the corresponding domain 

( )mG t  are the approximations of ( )tΓ  and ( )G t . To set the moving of the boundary, we define the vertexes of the 
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triangles at ( )m tΓ  as given functions of t . Each moving triangle in our method has a one-to-one correspondence 
with some fixed triangle. So that, these fixed triangles form a fixed domain cG . Then we define a random process 
moving in cG  which corresponds to the process ( )X Y,

Y Y

 in ( )mG t . This permits us to obtain estimates of the 
solution of the boundary value problem posed in ( )G t  by simulating trajectories in the fixed domain cG . 

Construction the Mapping between Triangles 

 In this section we establish a biunique correspondence between triangles in the domains mG  and cG . Let Τ  be 

a triangle with vertexes ( )1 1x y, , ( )2 2x y, , ( )3 3x y,  in mG  and Τ  be a triangle in cG  with vertexes ( )1 1x y,

( )2 2yx , , ( )3 3yx , . Let us define a plane in 3  passing through the following three points: ( )11 11X xyx= , , , 

( )22 22X xyx= , , , ( )33 33X xyx= , ,  

0x x x xA x B y C x D+ + + =  (13) 

The values of the coefficients xA , xB , xC  can be obtained by the vector product of two not collinear vectors 
lying in this plane. Let they be, for example, 2 1X X−  and 3 1X X− . The value xD  can be defined as a result of 
substitution 1X  in the equation (13). So we have 

( )( ) ( )( )3 1 2 12 1 3 1xA x x x xy y y y= − − − − − , (14) 

( )( ) ( )( )3 1 2 12 1 3 1xB x x x xx x x x= − − − − − , (15) 

( )( ) ( )( )2 1 3 13 1 2 1xC y y y yx x x x= − − − − − , (16) 

( )1 11x x x xD A B C xyx= − + + . (17) 

Let us similarly define a plane 

0y y y yA x B y C y D+ + + =  (18) 

that passes through three points ( )11 11Y yyx= , , , ( )22 22Y yyx= , , , ( )33 33Y yyx= , , . The coefficients of the 
plane (18) are the following 

( )( ) ( )( )3 1 2 12 1 3 1yA y y y yy y y y= − − − − − , (19) 

( )( ) ( )( )3 1 2 12 1 3 1yB y y y yx x x x= − − − − − , (20) 

( )( ) ( )( )2 1 3 13 1 2 1yC y y y yx x x x= − − − − − , (21) 

( )1 11y y y yD A B C yyx= − + + . (22) 

Note that x yC C= , therefore we will write further this coefficient without any index. Let us derive x , y  from the 
equations (13), (18)  

( ) ( ) ( )( )1
x x xx A t x B t y D t

C
θ θ θ= − , + , + , , (23) 

( ) ( ) ( )( )1
y y yy A t x B t y D t

C
θ θ θ= − , + , + ,  (24) 
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The equations (23), (24) establish a biunique correspondence between the points ( )x y,  of the fixed triangle Τ  in 

cG  and points ( )x y,  of the moving triangle Τ  in mG  under the condition 

0x y y xA B A B− ≠  (25) 

The condition (25) corresponds to non-collinearity of vectors directed along sides of Τ  and Τ . In the following, we 
will mark denotations of points and triangles in cG  by the bar above. 

Let us denote by xf , yf  the right-hand sides of the equations (23), (24) respectively. We use these functions to 

establish a bijection between points of the fixed triangle net in cG  and points of the corresponding moving triangle 
net in mG . So, under the condition (25), we can express, from (23), (24), coordinates of points of any fixed triangle 

cGΤ ⊆  through the coordinates of the corresponding points of the moving triangle mGΤ ⊆   

y x x

yy x

B B x D Cx C
y D CA Ay

 
 
 
 
 

− +  
=    +−D   

 (26) 

where x y y xA B A BD = − . The equation (26) gives us inverse functions to xf , yf . 

1( ) ( ) ( )x y x x y
Cf t x y B x D C B y D C−  , , = − + + + D

, (27) 

1( ) ( ) ( )y y x x y
Cf t x y A x D C A y D C−  , , = + − + D

. (28) 

Let Tk  be a number of triangles in the net. We denote by iΤ , iΤ  , = 1, , Ti k  the triangles of the moving grid 
inside mG  and of the fixed grid in cG  correspondingly. The coefficients of the planes corresponding to triangles iΤ , 

iΤ  , = 1, , Ti k  are marked by upper index i : i
xA , i

xB , i
xD , i

yA , i
yB , i

yD , iC . It is assumed that the condition 

(25) holds for all coefficients i
xA , i

xB , i
yA , i

yB . We define a biunivocal mapping : c mF G G→  by the equality  

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

=1

=1

, , ,

, =

, , ,

kT

ix y
i

kT

i
i

f f x y T

x y

x y x y T


 ∈




∉






. (29) 

CONSTRUCTION THE RANDOM PROCESS IN THE FIXED DOMAIN 

For brevity, all results presented in this section are made only for the first boundary value problem. For the 
problem of the third kind, everything can be done in a similar way. Let us define a random process in cG  which 
corresponds to the diffusion process (5) in mG  via the bijection (29). Outside of the triangle net these processes in 

mG  and cG  must be coinside. We firstly define the process on each triangle in cG  by determining the 
corresponding drift and diffusion coefficients. 

Let ( , ) ix y ∈Τ  be some point in cG . The point ( , )x y  corresponds by the mapping (29) to the point ( , )x y in 

mG is obtained as 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), = , , , , , , ,x yx y f t x y f t x yθ θ . (30) 
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Let us study transformation of (1) to the corresponding equation defined in cG  by the substitution xf , yf  

instead of x , y . For this purpose we define on triangles of cG  functions u , ia , ijb , ijs using the equations 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , = , , , , , ,x yu t x y u t f t x y f t x y , (31) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , = , , , , , ,i i x ya t x y a t f t x y f t x y , (32) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , = , , , , , ,ij ij x yb t x y b t f t x y f t x y , (33) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , = , , , , , ,ij ij x yt x y t f t x y f t x ys s . (34) 

All derivatives of u  in the equation (1) can be expressed throw the derivatives of the u  with respect to t , x  
and y . Substituting the obtained expressions of the derivatives in (1), we obtain a parabolic equation defined in cG  
of the form 

2 2 2

11 12 22 1 22 22u u u u u ub b b a a
t x y x yx y

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂
. (35) 

Then the equation. (35) is used to obtain coefficients of the stochastic process in cG . After differentiating (31) with 
respect to t  we have  

= yx ffu u u u
t t x t y t

∂∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− −

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
. (36) 

Let us differentiate (31) with respect to x , y  with provision the equatins (23), (24). After that, we derive 
expressions of the first derivatives of u  with respect to x , y  in the domain cG  through the first derivatives of u  
with respect to x , y  in mG  

1=
i i
x y

i i i
x y

u u
A Ax x

u uC B B
y y

∂ ∂   
    ∂ ∂    −
∂ ∂        ∂ ∂   

. (37) 

Solving the system (37) with respect to u
x
∂
∂

, u
y
∂
∂

 we derive 

=
i ii
y y

i i i
x x

u u
B ACx x

u uB A
y y

∂ ∂   
    −∂ ∂    
∂ ∂    D −    ∂ ∂   

 (38) 

where ( )= /i i i i i i
x y y xA B A B CD − . 

Substituting expressions of derivatives of u  (36), (38) in (1), we obtain a vector of coefficients at /u x∂ ∂ , 
/u y∂ ∂  (drift vector) corresponding to the triangle iΤ  ( )1, , Ti k=   
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11

2 2

1=
i i xi
y x

ii i i yy x

faB Ba t
fa A A a t

∂ − −   ∂      ∂ D −   −  ∂ 

. (39) 

By differentiating the equation (37) with respect to x , y  we derive expressions of the second derivatives of u  with 
respect to x , y  in cG  through the second derivatives of u  with respect to x , y  inside mG   
 

2 2

2 22 2

2 2

2
2 2

2 2

2 2

2
1=

2

i i i i
x x y y

i i i i i i i i
x x x y y x y yi

i i i i
x x y y

u u
x xA A A A
u uA B A B A B A B

x y x yC
B B B Bu u

y y

   ∂ ∂
   
∂ ∂    

    ∂ ∂    +
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
    
 ∂ ∂   

   ∂ ∂   

. (40) 

Then we determine the second derivatives of u  from (40)  

2 2

2 22 2

2 2

2
2 2

2 2

2 2

2
1=

( )
2

i i i i
y y y y

i i i i i i i i
x y x y y x x yi
i i i i
x x x x

u u
x xB A B A
u uB B A B A B A A

x y x y
B A B Au u

y y

   ∂ ∂
   
∂ ∂    −

    ∂ ∂    − + −
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   D
    − ∂ ∂   

   ∂ ∂   

. (41) 

Let us denote by i
klE  ( , = 1,3)k l  elements of the matrix of the system (41). After that, using (41), we obtain the 

elements of the matrix at the second derivatives of u  in the parabolic equation defined in cG  for every triangle iΤ  

( )1, , Ti k=   

( )11 11 11 12 21 22 31= 2 / 2i i i ib b E b E b E+ + , 

( )12 21 11 12 12 22 22 32= = 2 / 2i i i i ib b b E b E b E+ + , 

( )22 11 13 12 23 22 33= 2 / 2i i i ib b E b E b E+ +  

(42) 

 
The following proposition is valid. 
Proposition 1. Under condition (25) the matrix , =1,2( )i

kl k lb  is positive definite.  

The matrix ( )i
klb  defined in (42) can be represented in terms of matrix product 

 

11 12 11 12
2

12 2212 22

    1=
i i i ii i
y x y y

ii i i i i i
y x x x

B B B Ab b b b
b bb b A A B A

   −  −           D −   −    
. 

 
(43) 

 
The proof of Proposition 1 follows from the equation (43) and the positive definiteness of the matrix , =1,2( )kl k lb  

of the operator (4).  
We can obtain from (43) the matrix of coefficients of diffusion component for SDE in the domain cG  that 

corresponds to the triangle iΤ   
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11 12 11 12

21 2221 22

  1=
i ii i
y x

ii i i i
y x

B B

A A

s s s s
s ss s

 −          D −     
. 

(44) 

Then from the equations (39), (44) we see that the stochastic process in the triangle i cGΤ ⊆  satisfies to the 
following vector equation  

1 111 12

221 22
2

1=
i i xi
y xt t

i i i i y tt y x

faB BdX dWt dt
f dWA AdY a t

s s
s s

 ∂  −   −     ∂   +     ∂   D −       −  ∂  

. (45) 

It follows from (45) that stochastic differentials of the processes 
i

i

X

Y

 
 
 
 

Y

Y

 and 
X
Y
 
 
 

Y

Y

 in triangles iΤ  and iΤ  are 

connected by the relations 
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x

y

i ii
y xt t

i i i i
tt y x

f
t

f
t

B BdX dX
dt

dYA AdY

∂
∂

∂
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     −       −      D −          

 (46) 

and 

1=
x

y

ii i
tx xt
ii i i

t y y t

f
t

f
t

dXA BdX
dt

dY C A B dY

∂
∂

∂
∂

        − +            

. (47) 

Hence, we can numerically reproduce trajectories of the process ( , )X Y
Y Y

 in mG  step by step after modeling 
trajectories corresponding to ( , )X Y

Y Y

 in cG  and vice versa. 

SOLUTION OF HEAT EQUATION IN MELTING PROBLEM 

In this section we present results of solution 2D melting problem [4]. This is the problem of melting ice in a 
circle of radius 2r  with heating element at the center. The melting front position is at the distance 1( ) =r t tθ  from 
the center of the circle. Heat exchange in the solid phase is described by the following boundary value problem  
 

2 2
2 2

1 2 02 2= ,   ( ( ), ), [ ,T]u u uK x y r t r t t
t x y

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + ∈ ∈  ∂ ∂ ∂ 

, 
 
(48) 

2 2
1( , , ) = 0,                = ( )u t x y x y r t+ , (49) 

2 2
2( , , ) = ,             =u t x y x y r−Θ + , (50) 

0 0( , , ) = ( , )u t x y u x y . (51) 
 

The exact solution of the problem (48) – (51) is the function 
 

( )
( )

2 2

2

( ) / 4
( , , ) 1  

/ 4

Ei x y Kt
u t x y

Ei Kθ

 − +
 = Θ −
 − 

 
 
(52) 
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where 2 2 2x y tθ+ > ; ( )
z seEi z ds

s

− −

∞

≡ ∫  is the exponential integral. 

We took in our calculations the following numerical partameters of the problem (48) - (51): 
= 0.06637 cm/sθ , = 2 CΘ  , 2 = 200 mr c , 0 = 9st , 20T s= . 
The triangle grid was constructed near the moving boundary by selecting mr  a radius of a middle circle such that 

1 2( ) < <mr t r r . The ring formed by circles of radiuses 1( )r t  and mr  was uniformly split into specified number of 
sectors. In each sector three triangles were defined as it is shown in Fig. 1. The value = 30cmmr  was taken in the 
experiment. At this value of mr , the simulated trajectories did not come out of the triangular net. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a ring which is uniformly split into 8 sectors. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. A triangle net 

 
We applied our method to obtain estimations of u at the points: (1) = (0.1;0.3)P , (2) = (0.1;0.5)P , 

(3) = (0.1;0.7)P , (4) = (0.1;0.9)P , (5) = (0.1;1.1)P  at time item = 16st . Table 1 shows the results of estimation of 
u . The number of sectors 32 and the sample volume 2000 were taken in the experiment. The confidence intervals 
were calculated with 95% confidence level. The numerical experiment showed a good agreement of obtained 
estimates of u  with the exact solution. 

 

TABLE 1. Estimates of u . 
Points Estimates u Exact u 

(0.1;0.3) -0.31±0.03 -0.30 

(0.1;0.5) -1.05±0.04 -1.06 

(0.1;0.7) -1.46±0.03 -1.48 

(0.1;0.9) -1.71±0.03 -1.72 

THE PROBLEM OF AIRCRAFT WING ICING 

We consider the problem of determining the temperature of the wing profile of an aircraft in the icing condition 
as a two-dimensional boundary value problem of the third kind with moving boundary. On the outer and inner sides 
of the wing, the boundary conditions of convective heat exchange are specified in the form of Newton's law. On the 
outer side in some places icing of the wing surface is possible. In this case, the corresponding parts of the outer 
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boundary become movable. We model on computer the moving parts of the boundary with a triangular grid, as it 
was discussed earlier. The example of modeling wing icing is on the Fig. 2. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Wing icing simulation via triangle grid 

 
Triangular grid consists of two types of triangles. Every triangle of the first type has only one moving vertex, and 

its one side lies on the wing surface. But every triangle of the second type has two moving vertexes and its one side 
coincide with a segment of the broken line.  

For this triangle grid we decided to map every triangle of both types onto the same fixed isosceles right triangle 
with leg lengths equal to one. This permits us to significantly simplify calculation of the planes coefficients. Indeed, 
if we take x  and y  coordinates of the vertexes of the fixed triangle such as 1 2 3( , , ) (0,0,1)x x x = , 

1 2 3( , , ) (0,1,0)y y y =  then the equations (14) - (17) and (19) - (22) become very simple:  

3 1xA x x= − , 2 1xB x x= − , 1xD x= , 3 1yA y y= − , 2 1yB y y= − , 1yD y= , 1C = − . 

In addition, it is necessary to determine at each step of the algorithm whether the next point of the trajectory is in 
the current triangle. This is true if the corresponding x , y  coordinates of the point satisfy the easily verifiable 
inequalities 

1x y+ ≤ , 
, 0x y ≥ . 

CONCLUSION 

A Monte Carlo method for determining heat state of bodies with moving boundaries is presented in the paper. 
This method is applicable to problems that can be described by 2D boundary value problems of the first and third 
kinds with moving boundaries. The method is based on the probabilistic representation of solutions of boundary 
value problems for parabolic equations. The process of the numerical solution is carried out in a domain with a 
constant boundary. Application of the method to the melting problem showed a good agreement between the 
obtained and exact solutions.  
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Abstract. The local mathematical model for describing of the metal micro-particles ignition in a flow behind shock and 
detonation waves was developed. A computational method for the direct modeling of the aluminum particles ignition in 
detonation waves was created. Detonation wave propagates in hydrogen–air mixture. Modelling of aluminum particles 
ignition with takes into account a detailed picture of the flow around a particle in the near zone was carry out. It is shown 
that the relative distance between particles is affected by the ignition pattern.  

INTRODUCTION 

A number of studies are devoted to the mathematical modeling of fine particles ignition and combustion in 
gaseous media. Reviews of this problem are described in monographs [1-2]. Most studies are based on a continual 
one- and two-dimensional approach to the quantitative description of the phenomenon characteristics. Approaches 
whish using radiation and conductive-radiation models make it possible to correctly predict the normal velocity of a 
stationary flame and to study the non-stationary mode of combustion of combustible gases and combustible particles 
mixtures. The application of these models is a two-dimensional modeling of detonation in gas-particles mixtures. 

At the same time, there exists and develops a discrete-continuous approach to the description of chemical 
transformations in a solid phase and gases mixture. The construction of mathematical models of reactive / inert 
heterogeneous media mechanics requires an accurate understanding of the local flow field characteristics arising 
from the interaction of the gaseous and discrete phase. When a shock or detonation wave passes through a cloud of 
particles, such flow characteristics as particle resistance, dynamics of its heat exchange with the environment, and 
chemical transformations will depend on whether the flow rate is subsonic or supersonic. That is the question, what 
flow regime is realized? The flow around particles will firstly depend on whether a collective jump is formed in 
front of the particle cloud or whether the particles flow individually, and secondly, whether the particle is in the 
aerodynamic shadow of the neighboring particles. Therefore, it is important to analyze the influence of the flow 
around particles on its resistance, thermal and velocity relaxation within the framework of laminar and turbulent gas 
models. In this case, it is advisable to consider a different mutual arrangement of particles relative to the incident 
flow. Using this approach will allow to clarify the integral empirical formulas for the resistance coefficients and heat 
transfer, more adequately to determine the temperature conditions around the particle and to describe its ignition and 
combustion. Detailed information about the flow features, particles velocity and thermal relaxation will allow us to 
more accurately predict the dynamics of their ignition and combustion. In relation to the problem under discussion, 
the advantage of discrete-continuum models is that the flame propagation in a gas suspension is researched by 
studying of the combustion wave characteristics in a discretely distributed system of finite volumes formed by a set 
of particles in a gas. At the same time, physicochemical, thermophysical parameters of individual particles, gas and 
enclosing boundaries are used. In this paper, one of such models is developed and its applicability to the description 
of ignition behind detonation waves of aluminum particles is shown. The purpose of these studies is to create a local 
mathematical model and a computational algorithm for describing the ignition of a metal microparticle in a flow 
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behind shock and detonation waves and to carry out test calculations of particle ignition based on a mathematical 
technology that takes into account a detailed picture of the flow past a particle in the near zone. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Mathematical Model of a Single Metal Particle Ignition 

Mathematical modeling of combustion processes in gas and metal particles mixture gives rise to a number of 
problems. One of these problems is the choice of the governing equations, in particular, the kinetic model of 
heterogeneous and homogeneous chemical reactions occurring on the interfacial surfaces and in the mixture volume. 
As is known, this problem is solved in each specific case by constructing either a detailed (multi-stage) or simplified 
(reduced, global) kinetic scheme. The processes of metal particles ignition have been studied in the literature 
experimentally and theoretically [3-15]. As is known, the ignition of a metal particle is a complex physico-chemical 
process. The surface of metals (magnesium, aluminum) is covered with an oxide film at normal ambient 
temperature. The oxide film has protective properties (makes diffusion of oxygen to the metal more difficult) and 
the process of high-temperature oxidation essentially depends on its thickness. So, let us consider a mixture of gas 
and solid metal particles with a chemical reaction of high-temperature oxidation. Taking into account the 
assumptions of the “single particles” mode and the assumptions concerning the kinetics of ignition (the kinetics of 
high-temperature oxidation is described by the Arrhenius equations and depends on the thickness of the oxide film, 
the particle has spherical shape and the change of its radius can be neglected), we write the equations as 

 

 p
p

dU
m F

dt
=  (1) 

 p
P p conv chem evap

dT
m c Q Q Q

dt
= + + , (2) 

 

where 
( )2

4 2
g p g p

p D g

U U U U
F d Cp ρ

− −
=  – Stokes force, ( )conv p g

NuQ S T T q
d

λ
= − −  – convective heat transfer, 

chem ox
dhQ S
dt

ρ=  – chemical reaction heat flux, 1
evap expisp ox

p

EQ q S
RT

ρ
 

= − −  
 

 – heat exchange due to evaporation. 

Here Up, Ug, Tp, Tg – velocity and temperature of particles and gas respectively; ρp, ρg ρox – particle and gas density; 
mp, dp – particle mass and diameter; S – particle surface area, λ - gas thermal conductivity; cp – particles heat 
capacity; h – oxide film thickness. The drag coefficient CD was calculated using the Henderson approximation, and 
the Nusselt number Nu was calculated using empirical dependence on the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers.  

Kinetics of ignition was described by the equation: 
 

 2exp( )
m

n ox
n

K C Edh
dt RTh

= −  (3) 

 
where Kn – preexponential factor; m

oxC  – volume fraction bulk concentration of oxidant at the particle surface; E2 –
 activation energy; m – reaction order by oxidant; n =1 for aluminum. 

As ignition criteria may be used thermal explosion criterion or excess temperature of the particle a certain critical 
value [16]. For aluminum particles, as a criterion for ignition, a thermal explosion was chosen for particles less than 
50 μm and the melting point of the oxide film (Al2O3) was 2300 ° K for larger particles. This approach corresponds 
to empirical data on the increase in the ignition temperature with increasing diameter, presented in the review [17]. 

Consider the problem of particles ignition in a flow behind a shock or detonation wave. Let a plane wave 
propagate along the static gas particle mixture. The particles accelerate to the flow rate and are heated by heat 
exchange with the gas and the oxidation reaction in the region behind the wave. We assume that the volume fraction 
of particles is sufficiently small and then we can neglect the interaction of the particles with each other and their 
influence on the flow. The problem will be considered on the basis of the system of equations (1-3), and the 
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quantities characterizing the gas are taken from the flow behind a shock wave propagating at a velocity D or at the 
Chapman-Jouge point behind the detonation wave. Thermophysical properties of detonation products and change in 
the particles heat capacity depending on temperature are taken into account. 

The system of ordinary differential equations (1-3) was numerically simulated using the RADAU5 stiff system 
solver. 

The model (1-3) was verified for aluminum particles according to the ignition delay time depending on the 
particle diameter and ambient temperature. In Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the calculated and experimental 
data [12] on the time of ignition of aluminum particles, depending on the diameter at a constant ambient temperature 
of 2400 K. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Ignition delay time of aluminum particles vs on the diameter 

 
In Fig. 2 shows the verification of the mathematical model of aluminum particles ignition according to 

experimental data [14]. A comparison is made for ignition delay time as a function of the ambient gas temperature 
for particles with a diameter of 5 μm. Figures 1 and 2 allow concluding that the model has a satisfactory agreement 
between the calculated and experimental data on two dependencies - the ignition delay time on the particle size and 
on the ambient temperature. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Ignition delay time of aluminum particles vs on the gas temperature 

 

Mathematical Technique of the Two-Dimensional Simulations of Metal Particles Ignition 

A computational technology was developed for direct numerical simulation of the velocity and thermal dynamics 
of a several particles combination in the frame of the ANSYS Fluent package using the 6DOF solver. The Favre-
averaged non-stationary Navier – Stokes equations with SST modification of the k-ω turbulence model and the ideal 
gas state equation were used as a mathematical model for describing gas flow in the vicinity of the particles set. 
Accounting for collisions between particles used the model of elastic interaction. To simulate heat transfer between 
gas and particles, the coupled heat conduction problem was solved. 
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The chemical reactions in the gas phase were modeled by the reduced one-stage model verified in [20]. The 
combustion of a poor mixture of hydrogen and oxygen will be described by one integral irreversible gross reaction: 

H2 + O2 → H2O + 0.5∙O2 

Thus, oxygen is present in the detonation products. It is necessary for the oxidation reaction of metal particles. 
Equations of chemical kinetics can be written in the following form: 

 , 1, 2,3i
i

d
i

dt
ξ

χ= =   

where i i iχ ν µ χ= − , 1 22

1 2

m n

fk
ξ ξ

χ ρ
µ µ

= , 
E

w RT
fk kT e

−
= , 

i  - an index for describing the components: 1 - hydrogen, 2 - oxygen, 3 - water; χ is the rate of the chemical 
reaction, depending on the density, concentration, and temperature of the mixture; kf is the chemical reaction rate 
coefficient; R = 8.314 J / K mol is the gas constant. Constants that need to be defined in this model are: 
 

, , , , ,k E m n w Q . 
 
where k  – pre-exponential factor, E  – activation energy, m, n, w are the exponents of the degree, Q is the heat of 
the chemical reaction. A detailed verification of this kinetic scheme, as well as two detailed schemes, can be found 
in [19]. Based on the results of parametric analysis of model constants, the following values were found in [19]:  
 

310 , 60 , 0.7, 0.8,kJk E m n w
mol

= = = = =  170 kJQ
mol

= − . 

 
Calculations were performed in axisymmetric formulation. The ignition of particles in a two-dimensional 

calculation at this stage was simulated using the model (2-3). The term responsible for convective heat transfer was 
excluded from the right side of equation (2), since the problem of conjugate heat transfer was solved in a two-
dimensional calculation. The remaining members of the right-hand side and equation (3) were programmed using 
User Define Function and transferred to ANSYS Fluent. 

For time approximation, an implicit second-order scheme was used, and for approximating inviscid flows by a 
spatial variable, the AUSM second-order splitting scheme was applied. A tetragonal mesh was used in calculations. 
Mesh condensed to the surface of the body and dynamically adapted according to the density gradient to the gas-
dynamic features of the flow (shock waves, contact discontinuities, rarefaction waves). When constructing the 
computational mesh, the parameter y+ on the particle surface was controlled. Parameter value did not exceed unity in 
all calculations. The plane wave of Chapman-Jouguet detonation was set as initial data at the entrance to the 
computational domain. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

A two-dimensional simulation of the ignition of 100 μm aluminum particles in a passing detonation wave was 
performed. The detonation wave propagates from left to right along a poor hydrogen-oxygen mixture with 
parameters corresponding to normal conditions, with the Chapman – Jouguet velocity. It is known that ignition of 
metal particles in physical experiments and in real conditions can occur both in shock and detonation waves. The 
detonation wave was chosen as the initiator of ignition, since the ignition of large aluminum particles requires a 
temperature above the melting point of the oxide film (> 2300 K). Such temperatures are easier to achieve in 
detonation products than in shock waves. In addition, the study of the interaction of gas detonation with combustible 
solid particles can be considered as a stage in the study of a phenomenon called hybrid detonation. 

The flow around a single particle and a pair of particles located on the same axis at different distances between 

them is considered. The relative distance between particles is determined by the ratio: lk
d

= , where l and d – 

distance between particles and its diameter. In Fig. 3 shows the passage of a detonation wave through a pair of 
particles at к = 2 at different points in time. At the initial moments of time, the interaction of a detonation wave with 
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particles can be observed with the formation of shock waves in detonation products in front of particles (0.6 µs). 
Subsequently, the shock wave before the first particle disappears, since a subsonic zone develops behind the front 
particle (0.9 μs). It should be noted that the flow velocity behind the detonation wave changes as the detonation 
wave moves away from the particles and changes from supersonic to subsonic at the Chapman-Jouget point. At next 
points in time, one can observe the growth of particles temperature due to heat exchange with the surrounding gas 
(1000 μs) and at first ignition of the front particle (1400 μs) and then the back particle (1600 μs). At time points of 
1600 µs and 2100 µs, the development of a thermal track behind particles is seen. The length of this track is more 
than 10 calibers. 

 

 
FIGURE 3.The temperature field in time (k = 2) 

 

 №1  №2 
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Further, the integral characteristics of the flow around particles and its ignition were studied. The average surface 
temperature and the drag coefficient depending on the distance between the particles are shown on Fig. 4a and Fig. 
4b respectively. In Fig. 4a, we can trace the dynamics of the average temperature of particles in time. There is a 
noticeable lag in the ignition of the back particle from the front particle for all distances between them. The 
temperature of the particles may differ by 300 K. It is seen that as the distance between the particles increases, the 
ignition delay time of the rear particle decreases. It is possible to note the mutual influence not only of the front 
particle on the back particle for all three distances between particles, but also the influence of particle No. 2 on 
particle No. 1 at a distance k = 2. This results in a slower ignition of the front particle at k = 2. More significantly 
mutual influence of particles is noticeable on the behavior of the drag coefficient. It should be noted here that the 
drag coefficient of particle No. 2 at k = 2 decreases to zero (and even to negative values). In addition, it can be seen 
that at the moment of ignition there is an increase in the drag coefficient of particle No. 1 for all three distances and 
a decrease in the drag coefficient of particle No. 2 at k = 2 and k = 4. This is obviously due to the increase in 
temperature in the track of the first particle at the moment of ignition. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The particles average temperature and the drag coefficient for different distances between the particles 

CONCLUSIONS 

• A local mathematical model and a computational algorithm have been verified to describe the ignition 
of a metal microparticle in a flow behind detonation waves. 

• A mathematical technology has been created to simulate the ignition of metallic microparticles in a flow 
behind detonation and shock waves. 

• Calculations were made for ignition of aluminum particles on the basis of a mathematical technology 
that takes into account a detailed picture of the flow around a particle in the near zone. It is shown that 
the relative distance between particles is affected by the ignition pattern. 

• It is established that the temperature of the particles in the process of its heating can differ by 300º K. 
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Abstract. The paper presents results of numerical simulation of supersonic flows in channels of variable cross section, 
taking into account the mass supply of hydrogen and its ignition. The relevance of the research is related to the 
development of scramjet technologies. The configuration, location and parameters of the injecting devices should ensure 
rapid mixing of fuel and air, mixture ignition and steady burning in the channel of the combustion chamber. The results 
of 3D calculations are presented performed by means of ANSYS FLUENT 19.0 on the RANS based approach under the 
conditions of hot-shot aerodynamic facility. Mach number at the entrance to the channel was M = 4. The structure of non-
reacting and reacting flows is numerically investigated; the transient process of hydrogen ignition in supersonic flow is 
described. The validation of the calculated model on the experimental data is performed. The influence of transient 
conditions on flow structure is studied numerically. 

INTRODUCTION 

Advances in the development of scramjet showed the technical feasibility of creating and cost-effectiveness of 
the use of hypersonic transport aircraft. Nowadays, scramjets are extensively studied as space high-speed 
transportation engines [1]. One of the most important problems in the development of scramjet technologies is the 
management of fuel mixing and ignition at a supersonic flow velocity at the inlet of the combustion chamber. At 
flight speed M=8-12, the flow Mach numbers at the entrance to the combustion chamber vary in the range 2.5 to 4. 
At such velocities, the residence time of the mixture in the combustion chamber is about 1 msec, which, in 
combination with relatively low static pressure (~ 0.05 MPa) leads to a drastic complication of the task of ignition 
and stable combustion.  

To achieve fast and effective mixing of fuel and air, different schemes of fuel supply into the combustion 
chamber are actively investigated [2]. Transverse fuel supply from channel walls before the channel expansion is a 
simple and promising configuration to provide good penetration and mixing. From the other hand, such a scheme is 
accompanied by large total pressure losses due to strong shocks and can lead to channel choking. Therefore, the task 
of finding the optimal multi-jet fuel supply scheme, ensuring an efficient mixture of fuel and oxidant with the 
minimum loss of pressure is an actual task. The significant amount of studies has been done on jet interactions with 
supersonic crossflow, nevertheless the most of them is focused on the behavior of isolated jets. 

Because the hydrocarbon fuels do not ignite easily, their use in scramjet combustion depends on assisted 
ignition. Among other fuels, hydrogen has the desired ignition properties for supersonic combustion in a scramjet 
[3-5]. Due to the low temperature and incomplete mixing of fuel and air, there is a tendency for the flame to break. 
A backward facing step (BFS) and a cavity are often used as a flame holder in supersonic flows [6-9]. The flow 
behind a BFS or inside a cavity is characterized by the presence of low-velocity recirculation zones, which increases 
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the residence time of the mixture in the high-temperature region and forms a continuous source of mixture self-
ignition.  

In previous paper by the authors, various aspects of the scramjet-related process were investigated. The 
fundamentals of flows in a channel with a step and a cavity for various inlet Mach numbers were studied in [10, 11] 
for cold (T0 = 300 K) and high-temperature (T0 = 2500 K) external flows. It was shown that the temperature 
conditions can significantly affect the separation zone length and the flow structure behind the step. The effect of the 
temperature factor on the vortex structure formation in the separation zone was considered. Injection of hydrogen 
and helium jets into variable-section channels under the conditions of a high-enthalpy turbulent flow was 
numerically simulated on the basis of two-dimensional RANS [12]. Verification of the computational technique is 
performed against available experimental results on jets injection in supersonic crossflow. Parametric studies show 
that an increase in the angle of inclination and the mass flow rate of the jet leads to an increase in the depth of jet 
penetration into the flow, but more intense separated flows and shock waves are observed in this case. 

The processes of ignition and flame stabilization for a hydrogen-air premixed mixture in a model combustor at 
supersonic flow velocities were studied numerically and experimentally in [13]. The influence of the configuration 
of the backward-facing step on the separation zone length, on the wave structure of the flow, and also on the process 
of ignition in the channel at the Mach number of 2.8 was considered. 

2D computations of M=3 flow in a channel with a cavity and hydrogen slot injection [14] have shown that the 
increase of the jet injection angle results in reorganization of the shock wave structure, which contributes to a better 
mixing and combustion but however the flame does not occupy the whole channel. 

In recent papers [15, 16], the results of numerical and experimental investigations of hydrogen mixing and 
ignition processes in a supersonic combustion chamber with backward facing steps located on the channel walls are 
presented. The study deals with the investigation of a flow structure in the combustor taking into an account 
hydrogen multi-jet injection.  

The present paper is focused on numerical technics for calculations to be performed under conditions of the hot-
shot facility. Typical duration time of the run in such a facility is about of 200 ms, and in the course of run, main 
gas-dynamic parameters like total pressure and total temperature are decaying while Mach number remain constant. 
Analysis of the results of studies of “cold” flows (without chemical reactions) has shown that, despite the fact that 
the pressure and temperature at the entrance to the combustion chamber are significantly reducing, the structure of 
the flow and the profiles of dimensionless pressure and temperature in various sections of the channel remain 
unchanged. Thus, “cold” unsteady flows can be studied numerically as a finite sequence of steady state problems, 
when the fields of gas-dynamic and turbulent parameters calculated for some previous time moment are used as 
initial data for the next computations. The time step, i.e. the difference between the two neighboring states studied 
does not have a significant impact on the results. However, in the study of flows with chemical reactions, an 
important role is played by the history of the flow, since the ignition processes significantly depend on parameters 
the mixture had at previous times. In this case, the use of the above pseudo-stationary approach leads to significant 
errors; therefore, it is necessary to carry out calculations in transient approach.   

This greatly complicates the already extremely difficult problem, since substantially large computer resources 
are required to solve unsteady problems. Special techniques should be developed to specify non-stationary input 
conditions that would reduce the computation domain and thus reduce the calculation time.  

This paper presents the results of computations of reacting flows performed as a sequence of several steady-state 
problems. The results are compared with the experimental data obtained in short-duration facilities. It is shown that 
the calculations qualitatively correctly reflect the processes of mixture ignition and flame propagation through the 
channel obtained in the experiment. However, the comparison showed significant quantitative differences in the 
distribution of static pressure on the walls of the combustion chamber. In order to improve the numerical results, in 
the last part of the paper a technique is developed for specifying the unsteady conditions at the entrance to the 
combustion chamber. The achieved quantitative and qualitative correspondence of the calculations of the transient 
“cold” flow allows us to hope that this technique can be successfully used to compute reacting flows. 

PROBLEM SETUP AND NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

The investigations of reacting flows have been carried out under the conditions of the experiments performed in 
the hot-shot aerodynamical facility IT-302M [17] with a working time of 80 ÷ 150 ms. During the experimental run, 
the total pressure and total temperature are falling while Mach number remains constant.  
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The experimental model consists of a profiled nozzle, isolator, combustion chamber included multi-injector and 
diverging sections (Fig. 1). The injection of eight sonic hydrogen jets into the supersonic crossflow is carried out at 
angle of 45° from the orifices located on the bottom and top walls of the multi-injector section before the channel 
expansion (BFS). 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of experimental model used for computations 

 
The 3D numerical simulations are performed on the basis of RANS closed by the k-ω SST turbulence model. 

Calculations are carried out with ANSYS CFD Fluent. For modeling of hydrogen combustion, a detailed kinetic 
scheme [18], with 38 reactions for 8 species: H2, O2, H2O, OH, H, O, HO2, H2O2 is implemented. Comparison of 
experimental and numerical data have shown [19], that this kinetic scheme correctly predicts the ignition delay time 
in the temperature range of 1000 < T < 2500K.  

The problem was computed in a steady-state approach. Density-based solver was applied. AUSM flux vector 
splitting scheme of second order is used for convective term approximation. On the solid walls, the no-slip velocity 
conditions and temperature of Tw=300 K were assigned. In all computed cases, the flow core remained supersonic at 
the outlet. That means we do not need to put any conditions at the outlet. Nevertheless, due to presence of a narrow 
subsonic layer near the wall, the pressure-outlet type boundary condition was prescribed at the outlet. 

A structured grid with quadrilateral cells is used; the grid is refined toward the solid surfaces. The starting mesh 
has about 3.5 mio cells. During the calculations, the grid adaptation by density gradients and y+ values is carried out, 
and the final grid has about 5 mio cells. 

Computations of “hot” flows are carried out in a steady-state approach under the flow parameters chosen within 
the experimental range and correspond to some moment of the experimental run performed in the short-duration 
facility. The flow parameters used for the computations are shown in Table. Here M∞, P0∞ and T0∞ denote the values 
of Mach number, total pressure and temperature at the entrance to the combustor, Mjet, P0jet and T0jet stand for the 
same parameters at the injector surface, β is the fuel-air equivalence ratio calculated by the air and hydrogen 
massflow rates. The column “reactions” contains the information about taking into account the chemical reactions. 

TABLE. Flow parameters used in the computations. 
 M∞ P0∞, MPa T0∞, K Mjet P0jet, 

MPa 
T0jet, K β reactions 

Case 1  3.83 9.2 2125 - - - - no 
Case 2  3.83 12.1 2193 1 4.8 300 - no 
Case 3  3.83 12.1 2193 1 4.8 300 1.06 yes 
Case 4  3.83 8.9 1978 1 4 300 1.1 yes 
Case 5  3.83 7.3 1888 1 3.7 300 1.13 yes 
Case 6  3.83 9.2÷3.7 2200÷1700 - - - - no 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The flow under investigation is three-dimensional, and in its modeling it is necessary to take into account various 
physical processes, such as laminar-turbulent transition, numerous interactions of a turbulent boundary layer with 
shock waves and rarefaction waves, mixing of various gases, chemical reactions, etc. We have tried to simplify the 
problem geometrically by dividing the computational domain into several parts due to the channel symmetry and 
stages of the development of the flow, which allowed to significantly reducing the size of the computational domain. 
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We also divide the solution process into stages, at each of them one the specific physical process plays the important 
role.  

At the first preliminary stage, the flow is modeled in the part of the experimental channel, including a nozzle and 
an insulator. The inlet is the critical section of the nozzle, in which the Mach number M = 1 and the values of the 
static pressure and temperature corresponding to the experimental run are specified. The calculation is carried out 
taking into account the laminar-turbulent transition, with the result that at the exit from the insulator part of the 
channel profiles of gas-dynamic and turbulent parameters are formed, which are needed for setting the boundary 
conditions at the entrance to the combustion chamber. An analysis of the results shows that the turbulent boundary 
layer in this section has a thickness of about 10 mm, which agrees well with the experimental measurements.  

At the next stage, the calculation of the gas-dynamic flow in the channel of the combustion chamber is made 
without taking into account the supply of fuel jets. The computational domain, constructed with taking into account 
the symmetry of the channel in the vertical and transverse direction, includes the injection and expanding parts 
(Fig. 2). The profiles of gas-dynamic and turbulent parameters obtained at the previous stage are set at the channel 
inlet. First, the simulation of "cold" flows were performed without (Case 1) and with (Case 2) taking into account 
the supply of hydrogen jets. Then the flow field obtained for the “cold” case is used as the initial data for the “hot” 
flow (Case 3). The Case 4 and Case 5 simulations correspond to the same fuel supply scheme and close fuel ratio 
values, but the parameters of the main flow and the jet are reduced. And finally, the purpose of the last calculation 
(Case 6) is to test the method of setting non-stationary conditions at the entrance to the combustion chamber.  

 

  
FIGURE 2. Computation domain 

Flow Without Blowing Jets and Chemical Reactions 

Calculations of the flow in the channel of the combustion chamber are made for the conditions of Case 1 (see 
Table). In Fig. 3, the calculated static pressure fields are presented on the wall of the channel and in the plane of 
symmetry (a) and in several sections along the channel (b). Figure shows the structure of the flow, which is typical 
for supersonic flow in the vicinity of BFS. A rarefaction fan (RF) is formed on the BFS edge. Behind the BFS, a 
low-pressure recirculation zone (RZ) is formed, which is closed with a tail shock (TS).  

The rarefaction and the shock waves propagate downstream, reflecting from the channel walls. As a result, a 
characteristic “sawtooth”-like pressure profile is formed on the walls. Comparison of computational results with the 
experimental data shows good agreement (Fig. 4).  

 

inlet 

outlet 

bottom wall 

back wall 

injection orifice 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. The calculated static pressure field along the plane of symmetry and the bottom wall (a),  
in various sections along the channel (b) 

 

FIGURE 4. Comparison of experimental and calculated static pressure distributions on the wall  
along the line of symmetry for Case 1 

Cold Flow with Jet Injection 

At the next stage, the calculation of flow in the channel with the blowing of hydrogen jets is performed without 
taking into account the chemical reactions (Case 2). The purpose of this stage is to study the structure of the flow in 
the vicinity of the jet injection and to estimate the degree of air and hydrogen mixing.  

The jet represents an obstacle for the supersonic flow and it leads to generation of a jet-induced shock and 
turbulent boundary layer separation. As can be seen in Fig. 5 a, where the static pressure field in the z-cross-section 
passing through the jet orifice center is depicted, the strong shock waves are observed ahead of the jets. The length 
of the separated zone before the jet is rather small comparing to that in 2D case since the main stream spread over 
the jet. Due to interaction with a strong expansion fan, the intensity of the shocks is rapidly decreasing, and after the 
BFS only weak pressure rise associated with the jet are observed in the channel at x ≈ 0.14 m. The hydrogen injected 
into the channel flow generates the supersonic flow zone called “barrel” (Fig. 5, b). The flow confined by the jet 
contact surfaces accelerates, and compression waves reflected from the contact surfaces produce inner shocks. The 
strong normal shock called a Mach disc arises and velocity behind the shock turns to subsonic values. Analysis of 
the fields of the H2 mass fraction in different cross sections along the channel (Fig. 5, c) shows the degree of mixing 
the air and hydrogen for this configuration. The bulk of the hydrogen is concentrated near the wall, and the non-

EF 

RZ 

TS

SW 

EF 
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uniformity of the hydrogen concentration due to the jet flow through the circular holes is traced throughout the 
channel up to the exit section. 

 

 

 
a 

 
 

b  

 
c 

FIGURE 5. The calculated static pressure field (a) and Mach number (b) in the z-cross section  
and hydrogen mass fraction in the x-cross-sections (c) 

P, Pa 
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Reacting Flows 

For the Mach number of the external flow M∞ = 3.83 and the jet injection angle 45°, computations are carried out  
under the conditions of cases 3, 4 and 5 (Table) corresponding to the time moments of 20, 30 and 40 ms of the 
experimental run performed in the short-duration facility IT-302M [17]. As noted above, the flow regime in this 
aerodynamic installation is characterized by the parameters falling during the experiment, therefore these time 
moments are chosen to evaluate the injection pressure and incoming flow parameters on the ignition process and 
flame propagation. In these cases, the solution obtained at an earlier time serves as initial data for the steady-state 
solution at a later time moment. 

Figure 6 presents the calculated fields of H20 mass concentration in the central section of the channel which is 
situated between two jets. The figure shows that in all cases there is no intense burning throughout the channel of the 
combustion chamber. The local combustion is observed in the recirculation zone after BFS. The water concentration 
behind the BFS is substantially uneven, with high values in the separated zones near the walls and lower values in 
the jet zone. The combustion intensification occurs behind the tail shock, and then the combustion spreads along the 
channel walls. Low concentration of H2O in the center of the channel testifies to the absence of the combustion in 
this region. In the diverging part of channel, the zones of combustion are detached from the walls near the outlet 
(Fig. 6, a).  

When reducing the jet supply pressure (Fig. 6, b), intensive combustion is observed behind the tail shock with 
subsequent flame spread upstream and downstream. In the recirculation region, only local burning is observed with 
low product concentration. The intensification of combustion occurs in the expanding part of the channel, and in this 
case there is no departure of the combustion zones from the channel walls. 

 

 
 
 
а 
 
 

 
 

 
 
b 
 

 
 

 
 
c 
 

 
 

 FIGURE 6. Mass fractions of H2O computed under conditions of case 3 (a), 4 (b) and 5 (c) 
 

With a further decrease in the jet supply pressure (Fig. 6, с), the jet inclination angle becomes small, and the jet 
is practically parallel to the channel walls. No ignition occurs in the jet injection area. Low concentrations of water 
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vapor are visible in the recirculation zone with intensification of the combustion process behind the tail shock. 
Further, the combustion zone spreads downstream and occupies a significant part of the channel. The separation of 
the combustion zone from the walls is not observed, although the H2O concentrations in the near-wall region are 
lower than those in the previous case. 

The computed and experimental static pressure distributions on the channel wall in the central longitudinal 
section are compared in Fig. 7. The analysis of the results on various time moments has shown that the calculations 
qualitatively correctly describe the development trend of the process with a decrease in the parameters of the main 
flow and the jet. The combustion of the hydrogen-air mixture leads to an increase in pressure behind the BFS by 
about 1.5 times compared with the “cold” flow. The first pressure peak, especially noticeable for a time of 20 ms, is 
caused by the intensification of combustion behind the tail shock, however, calculations by 30% overestimate the 
value of the experimental values. Further, there is a decrease in pressure caused by the arrival on the wall of a 
rarefaction wave reflected from the opposite wall. The next increase in pressure is also due to the impact of the tail 
shock formed on the opposite wall. In the expanding part of the channel, the pressure gradually decreases, and here 
the calculation somewhat underestimates the pressure values as compared with the experiment. 

Calculated and experimental data corresponding to time of 30 and 40 ms in the 0.1 < x < 0.3 zone differ 
significantly, mainly due to the fact that the rarefaction wave in the experiment at t = 30 ms is less intense, and at 
t = 40 ms, it disappears completely. As a result, the experimental pressure distribution is characterized by a 
monotonic increase in the channel of constant cross section (Fig. 7). In the calculations, the intensity of burning in a 
channel of constant cross section is much lower, therefore the expansion fan reflected from the upper wall enters this 
area, which causes a corresponding decrease in pressure.  

 

 
FIGURE 7. Static pressure distribution on bottom wall for different flow conditions, M∞=3.83, 45° 

 
One of the possible reasons for the quantitative disagreement in the prediction of the intensity of the flame can 

be the fact that the calculations were carried out as a steady-state, while the experiment demonstrates the transient 
process of flame propagation through the channel. In order to overcome this disadvantage, in the next section a 
technology is developed for unsteady calculations of flows in the channel of the combustion chamber. 

Transient Calculation 

This section presents the results of preliminary calculations of the “cold” flow in the combustion chamber, made 
unsteady. In order to implement a transient mode corresponding to the experimental conditions, user-defined 
functions and a procedure for setting non-stationary conditions at the entrance to the combustion chamber are 
developed, taking into account the boundary layer on the walls. This technology was first tested on the calculation of 
the flow in a 2D formulation [20], and in this paper it is generalized to the three-dimensional channel for the 
conditions of Case 6 (see Table). 
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Figure 8a, presents a comparison of the experimental and calculated static pressure at the inlet to the combustion 
chamber. The calculated curve corresponds to the experimental points with an insignificant discrepancy in numerical 
values. 

In Fig. 8b, a comparison is presented of the experimental and calculated distributions of static pressure on the 
walls along the center plane of the channel at various time moments. The calculation qualitatively correctly 
describes the experimental data. A quantitative discrepancy is observed in the bottom area of the channel (50 <x 
<200 mm) for times of 20-30 ms. For times greater than 40 ms, both qualitative and quantitative agreement between 
experimental and calculated data is observed. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 8. Static pressure for case 6 at various time moments at the entrance to the combustion chamber (a)   
and on the wall along the center line of the channel (b) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of numerical simulation of supersonic flows in channels of variable cross section is presented taking 
into account the mass supply of hydrogen and its ignition. The simulation is performed under the conditions of the 
experiments in the short duration aerodynamic facility, a feature of which is the falling pressure and temperature. 
The transient regime is realized as sequence of steady-state problems with changing boundary conditions at the inlet. 
The obtained numerical results make it possible to analyze in detail the wave pattern of the flow in the channel and 
to compare it with the data of experimental measurements of static pressure in sensors located on the walls of the 
channel.  

The calculation correctly predicts the gas-dynamic structure of the flow, however, when calculating the flow 
with combustion, a quantitative mismatch was obtained, which may be due to the transient nature of the ignition 
process. The numerical procedure is developed and tested of statement of unsteady inlet conditions, which will be 
further used to calculate the flows in the supersonic combustion chamber. 
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Abstract. The processes of detonation propagation in polydisperse suspensions of aluminum particles in a wide range of 
sizes (from several micrometers to 300 nm) have been studied by numerical simulation of two-dimensional flows. The 
conditions for the occurrence and development of transverse waves of cellular detonation and the attenuation and 
suppression of detonation are analyzed. The model takes into account that the burning characteristics (in particular, the 
activation energy of the reduced kinetics) change with decreasing particle size according to the transition from the 
diffusion mode of combustion to the kinetic one. The aim of the study is to determine the effect of the fractional 
composition on the detonation characteristics of aluminum suspensions. It has been established that the degeneracy 
properties of cellular detonation, characterized by a significant attenuation of transverse waves in a bi-dispersed 
suspension of micro-sized aluminum particles, are retained when the fraction of nano-sized aluminum is added to the 
mixture. With the predominance of the nano-dispersed fraction in the mixture, on the contrary, the transverse wave 
degeneration does not occur, and cellular detonation is characterized by high values of peak pressures at triple points. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problems of heterogeneous detonation are relevant both for the development of detonation technologies, in 
particular detonation engines, and for finding ways to prevent industrial man-made disasters. For such problems, it is 
of interest to determine the specific features of flows in channels of complex geometry. 

Speaking of real powders of aluminum particles, it should be noted that they have some heterogeneity in their 
composition in particle size. In this case, mainly numerical modeling of heterogeneous mixtures is carried out on the 
model of monodisperse suspensions [1–4]. Studies of the propagation of shock and detonation waves in polydisperse 
suspensions are presented in a limited numbers of works. For example, in [5–7], a physico-mathematical model was 
developed that describes shock-wave and detonation processes in mixtures with a continuous distribution function of 
particle size. In [8–10], studies were conducted on the initiation and propagation of cellular detonation in bidisperse 
and polydisperse suspensions of aluminum, and the influence of bidispersity on flow processes in channels of 
complex geometry: behind a backward step [11] and in channels with a linear extension section [12].  

In [4, 8, 11], the combustion of micro-sized aluminum particles was described as transitional from diffusion to 
kinetic with Arrhenius dependence on temperature, but the burning time was taken in proportion to the square of the 
particle diameter (t~d2) according to the diffusion regime. In [13,14] it is stated that the transition to the kinetic 
mode of combustion occurs at 10 ÷ 100 μm, depending on the flow conditions, and the linear dependence t~d is 
shown. In [14], numerous experimental data are presented, from which it can be seen that in the range of 1 ÷ 10 μm 
there is a transition to the combustion mode with a lower value of the exponent n depending on t~dn. For the 
nanoscale range, n varies within 0.29–0.33 [14], which was taken into account when constructing a semi-empirical 
model of the detonation of nanoscale aluminum particles in [15]. In this work, when describing combustion, the 
transition region from the diffusion regime to the kinetic one is taken into account for micron and submicron 
aluminum particles: t~dn, n=2 for d > 3.5 μm, n=0.3 for d < 3.5 μm. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The model of the mechanics of multiphase reacting media is used [1, 7]. Aluminum combustion is described as a 
reduced reaction initiated after the critical temperature is reached assuming incomplete particle burning. The 
equations for the gaseous phase are given by 
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The equations for the particles are (i=2, 3, 4) 
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The system is closed by the equations of state and relationships for mass-transfer processes between the 

components, momentum exchange (resistance forces), and heat exchange between the gas and the particles: 
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 (3)  

 
Here the subscript i= 1 refers to the gas and the subscripts i=2, 3 to the particles, respectively. We use the 

following notation: p is the pressure;  i i iimρ ρ= , iu , iE , iT , ,v ic , and im are the mean densities, velocities, total 
energy per unit mass, temperatures, specific heats, and volume concentrations of  the components, kξ  is the fraction 
of unburnt particles, iiρ  are the true densities, R is the reduced gas constant, Q is heat effect of particle combustion 
in the frame of the reduced chemical kinetics.  

The aim of the work is to analyze the effect of the fractional composition of a polydisperse suspension 

0 0/i i pη ρ ρ= , where 
4

0 0
2

1.34p i
i

ρ ρ
=

= =∑ kg/m3 is the initial mean density of particles, 0iρ  is initial mean density of 

i-th particle fraction, on propagation modes and characteristics of detonation flows. As shown in [1], a mixture of 
three fractions can be a sufficient approximation of a polydisperse medium. 

Interphase interactions are represented by the parameters iJ  (mass transfer), if  (interphase interaction force), 
and iq  (heat transfer) and are defined by the formulas 
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where 1µ  is the gas dynamic viscosity and 1γ  is the adiabatic exponent. 

The combustion of nanosized particles is described within the framework of the reduced kinetics proposed in [8], 
where the reaction constants are also determined. For the conditions of stoichiometry, the formula has the form  

 

 
0.3

* * 1 *( / ) exp( / )( / ) m
ad d E RT p pξτ τ −= . (5)  

 
The values of constants for the range of 50 nm ≤ d ≤ 135  nm are taken, respectively, as defined in [8]: *d = 

80 nm, *p  = 8 atm; 60a anE E= = kJ / mol, 0.5m = , *τ = 0.25 µs. For micron-sized particles in [12], a similar 
formula was used with, 0m = , 32a amE E= = kJ / mol, *d = 3.5 μm, *τ = 0.294 μs. For the submicron particle size 
range of 135 nm ≤ d ≤ 1 μm, the following interpolation dependence for m and Ea is adopted: Interphase interactions 
are represented by the parameters iJ  (mass transfer), if  (interphase interaction force), and iq  (heat transfer) and 
are defined by the formulas 

 

 *0.25ln( / )m d d= − , * *[1 0.5ln( / )] 0.5 ln( / )a am anE E d d E d d= + − , (6) 
 
which provides at *τ = 0.2 µs, *p =17 atm, *d = 1 μm a smooth coupling of the burning characteristics of micron and 
nanoscale particles. 

The initial-boundary value problem is formulated similarly to [13, 14] as shock-wave initiation of detonation. A 
strong shock wave propagates through a flat channel filled with a pre-mixed stoichiometric mixture of aluminum 
and oxygen particles, which interacts with a cloud of reacting particles and initiates the ignition of particles and their 
combustion. A flat detonation wave is formed in the cloud, which, as it propagates through the channel, transforms 
into a wave of cellular detonation. A flat channel of constant cross section with a height of 0.06 m was considered, 
in which detonation is initiated and a cellular structure develops in a three-fractional mixture of particles 3 μm, 1 μm 
and 300 nm.  

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

The character of cellular detonation is revealed in the pictures of the maximal pressure history 
max ( , ) max[ ( , , )]

t
p x y p x y t= , obtained as a result of numerical simulation (Figs. 1- 3). 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

FIGURE 1.  Detonation in a polydisperse mixture with pre-dominance of coarse particles, d1=3 μm, d2=1 μm, d3=0.3 μm, 
H=0.06 m: а) η0.3=0.1, η1=0.1, b) η0.3=0.2, η1=0.2 

 
Figure 1 presents the results for a mixture with a predominance of coarse particles. With a significant dominance 

of particles with a diameter of 3 μm ( 0.3 10.1, 0.1η η= = ), 1.5 cells per channel width form in the mixture (Fig. 1a). 
The pressure at the triple points is about 110 atm. At the same time, the cellular structure is fairly regular. With a 
decrease in the proportion of coarse particles to 3.5 0.6η =  ( 0.3 10.2, 0.2η η= = ), some attenuation of transverse 
waves occurs, which is expressed in a slight smearing of the triple point patterns (the pressure decreases to 100 atm), 
however, the number of transverse waves does not change and the structure remains the same (Fig. 1b). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

FIGURE 2. Detonation in polydisperse mixture with comparable fractions of the coarse and medium fractions, d1=3 μm, d2=1 
μm, d3=0.3 μm, H=0.06 m: a) η0.3=0.05, η1=0.5, b) η0.3=0.2, η1=0.4, c) η0.3=0.3, η1=0.4 
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With a small concentration of fine particles in the polydisperse mixture ( 0.3 0.05η = ) and almost equal content in 

the mixture of coarse particles with a diameter of 1 and 3 μm, structures were obtained that are characterized by a 
strong attenuation of the transverse waves (Fig. 2a). One can see a slight curvature of the front and the formation of 
"triple points" where the pressure is about 75 - 78 atm. We also note that the cellular structure is characterized by a 
smaller number of transverse waves and a larger cell (1.5 cells per channel width) than in Fig. 1. A similar structure 
with weakly expressed transverse waves was obtained for mixtures with an approximately equal ratio of large 
particles with a diameter of 3 and 1 μm at η0.3=0.2, η1=0.4 (Fig. 2b). In Fig. 2b, a structure with 4.5 cells per channel 
is formed at the front of the detonation wave, at that the maximum pressure at triple points does not exceed 90 atm. 
Figure 2c presents the results for η0.3=0.3, η1=0.4. Here, the cellular structure remains the same as when η0.3=0.2, 
η1=0.4, while the maximum pressure at triple points increases to a value of 130 atm, which is closer to the pressure 
at triple points of detonations in monodisperse mixtures of micron particles. 

When particles with a size of 1 μm prevail in a polydisperse mixture (η0.3=0.1, η1=0.8), the maximum pressure at 
triple points increases to 165 atm, and a cellular structure with 4 cells per channel forms in the channel (Fig. 3a). In 
this case the cellular structure is fairly regular. However, with the predominance of submicron particles in the 
mixture (η0.3=0.8, η1=0.1) , the cellular structure remains with 4 cells per channel, but the regularity of the cellular 
structure is disturbed, and the maximum pressure at triple points increases to 240 atm ( Fig. 3b). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 3.  Detonation in a polydisperse mixture with a small fraction of a coarse particles, d1=3 μm, d2=1 μm, d3=0.3 μm, 
H=0.06 m: a) η0.3=0.1, η1=0.8, b) η0.3=0.8, η1=0.1 

 
From the analysis of the results obtained, it can be concluded that, on the whole, the same specific features are 

preserved as were obtained for bidisperse mixtures of micron and submicron particles in [16]. With an 
approximately equal ratio of coarse fractions, weakening of the transverse waves and degeneration of cellular 
detonation occur. With an increase in the concentration of fine particles, there is a violation of regularity in cellular 
structures and an increase in pressure at triple points, as was obtained in numerical simulation of detonation in 
monodisperse suspensions of submicron and nano-sized particles in [17].  
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Abstract. Suppression of heterogeneous detonation of micron and submicron aluminum particles was studied by 
numerical simulations within the semi-empirical model of detonation. The main regimes of propagation of detonation in 
clouds of inert and reactive particles, as well as critical parameters of inert particle clouds were obtained. It was found 
that the suppression of the detonation of submicron aluminum particles (with diameters 200 nm and 500 nm) occurs with 
similar parameters of clouds of inert particles. 

INTRODUCTION 

Explosion and fire safety during manufacturing always has great attention because of large destructions caused 
by such accidents. Prevention and suppression of detonation burning is one of the priority directions in this area 
research. One of the ways to reduce the detonation propagation velocity is formation of inert particles clouds or inert 
gases plugs. 

In papers [1,2] the suppression of the gas detonation of a hydrogen-air mixture by inert particles is considered. In 
[1] the problem of suppressing the propagation of detonation in a hydrogen – oxygen environment using argon and 
the addition of inert silica particles was studied. In [2], the length of inert particles cloud was investigated, which it 
is possible to suppress gas detonation. In paper [3] the suppression of gas cellular detonation in a two-dimensional 
formulation due to a cloud of inert particles was observed, the particle size and concentration of particles in the 
cloud were varied. In [4], the interaction of a detonation wave with a cloud of particles, which was modeled by a 
group of cylinders, was considered, and a parametric study of inert particles for different materials of different 
diameters was presented. 

In [5,6], the study of the suppression of heterogeneous detonation in a flat channel was considered. In [5], the 
suppression of a plane detonation wave in a channel was studied. The critical cloud parameters for the suppression 
and partial suppression of the detonation were determined. In [6] the main parameters of the clouds of inert particles 
of aluminum oxide were also found, which allow to suppress a cellular heterogeneous detonation wave. Also was 
described the structure which inert particles forms behind the detonation wave front. In the work [7] the interaction 
of heterogeneous detonation with inert particles cloud is detected taking into account interparticle collision model. It 
was revealed that interparticle interactions do not affect the velocity of propagation of detonations, the size of nodes 
or parameters of the gas phase. As a result of a collision model change layers structure of inert particles formed 
behind the detonation wave. In [8] the propagation of clouds of inert particles in a flat channel was considered with 
using both a high-pressure chamber and jet inert particles.  

Previously for modeling a heterogeneous detonation of aluminum particles a diffusion combustion model was 
used. Although in [9] it was shown that a transition from diffusion combustion to kinetic one occurs in a range of 
about 3.5 μm. In this work, we investigated the suppression of the detonation of aluminum particles with a diameter 
of less than 1 μm, taking into account the transitional regime of combustion from diffusion to kinetic. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A mathematical model of the detonation of aluminum particles in oxygen was developed in [10] and verified by 
comparing with experimental data on the dependence of the detonation velocity on the particle concentration. The 
model is based on multi-speed multi-temperature continua. In a two-dimensional unsteady flow, the basic equations 
describing the detonation of monodisperse gas suspensions of aluminum particles are presented in [5]. In this paper, 
we use a mathematical model of a bidisperse heterogeneous media, one fraction of which is reactive (index i = 2), 
and the second is inert (i = 3). The model of combustion of aluminum particles with allowance for the transitional 
regime of combustion was presented in [11]. 

The scheme of interaction of a detonation wave with a cloud of inert particles is shown in Fig. 1. A cellular 
detonation wave propagates through the channel and interacts with a cloud consisting of inert particles of aluminum 
oxide and reactive particles of aluminum in oxygen. The cloud occupies the entire width of the channel and is 
started at x=0.3 m, the width of the flat channel is 5 cm. Diameter of the of reacting particles varied in range d2=1 
μm, 500 nm и 200 nm and inert particles in d3=50 μm, 10 μm, 5 μm, 1 μm and 500 nm. As well as the initial volume 
concentration of inert particles in the cloud (m3=1∙10-4 - 5∙10-3). As a result of modeling, the main regimes of 
propagation of detonation over the cloud were obtained, depending on the concentration and diameter of inert 
particles. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of calculating area 

 

RESULTS OF CULCULATION 

Detonation Propagation Without Failure 

When the concentration of inert particles is m3=1∙10-4, regardless of their diameter, detonation burning does not 
break down. In this case, inert particles have practically no effect on the velocity of detonation propagation. In fig. 2 
presents an example of the maximum pressure picture for such cases, where it can be seen that the velocity 
propagation does not change detonation structure and the pressure remains the same.  

 

 
FIGURE 2. Propagation detonation under conditions d2=200 nm, d3= 5 μm, m3=1∙10-4. 

Flow rebuilding is observed with increase of the concentration of inert particles m3 to 5∙10-4. When a detonation 
wave interacts with such cloud, flow restructuring occurs; as a result the cellular structure may be changed. This 
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behavior is observed for reacting particles d2=1 μm and interacting with a cloud of inert particles with parameters 
d3=1 μm, m3 = 5∙10-4 (Fig. 3a). Before the cloud of inert particles, the cellular structure consisted of 3 - 3.5 cells per 
channel. After interacting with inert particles a new cellular structure with 1.5 cells per channel width was formed. 
There was a slight decrease in the velocity of propagation of detonation. For reacting particles d2 =200 nm and inert 
d3=5 μm and m3=5∙10-4 during the interaction, there was occur a significant decrease in the propagation velocity of 
the detonation wave, and the pressure at triple points drops from 500 atm to 120 – 150 atm in the cloud with inert 
particles (Fig. 3b). The velocity of detonation propagation also decreases, but at the same time a complete 
breakdown of propagation at such a concentration was not obtained. 

 

(a)  

(b)  

FIGURE 3.  Picture of maximum pressure, transformation of cellular structure. a) d2=1 μm, d3=1 μm, m3=5∙10-4, b) d2=200 nm, 
d3=5 μm, m3=5∙10-4 

Detonation Failure 

During the work, the failure of detonation propagation of aluminum micro- and nanoparticles was observed with 
increase in concentration of inert particles to m3 =1∙10-3 and higher. As a result the combustion front and the shock 
wave were separated. In fig. 4 shows an example of the maximum pressure picture that is observed when detonation 
propagation is suppressed. When a wave enters the cloud, pressure drop occurs to a value of about 30 - 40 atm, 
which is lower than the pressure in the Chapman-Jouguet plane. There is no further re-initiation detonation along the 
channel. 

 

 
FIGURE 4.  Detonation failure d2=200 nm, d3= 5 μm, m2=1∙10-3 
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Table 1 presents data on the regimes that were observed under certain conditions in inert clouds. Based on the 
obtained results, it can be seen that with using inert particles with a diameter of 5 μm or less, suppression occurs 
when the concentration of particles in the cloud is about m3=1∙10-3. Using larger particles, it is necessary to increase 
the concentration of particles in the cloud to m3=5∙10-3. It is also worth noting that for reacting submicron particles 
of 500 and 200 nm detonation failures occur under the same critical conditions. 

 

TABLE 1. Regimes for different inert particles parameters 

 d2=1 μm d2=500 nm d2= 200 nm 
d3=50 μm  

 m3=1∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=1∙10-3 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-3 failure failure failure 
d3=10 μm  

 m3=1∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=1∙10-3 continue continue failure 

 m3=5∙10-3 failure failure failure 
d3=5 μm  

 m3=1∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=1∙10-3 failure failure failure 

 m3=5∙10-3 failure failure failure 
d3=1 μm  

 m3=1∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-4 continue failure failure 

 m3=1∙10-3 failure failure failure 

 m3=5∙10-3 failure failure failure 
d3=500 μm  

 m3=1∙10-4 continue continue continue 

 m3=5∙10-4 continue failure failure 

 m3=1∙10-3 failure failure failure 

CONCLUSIONS 

The process of suppressing the heterogeneous detonation of micron and submicron aluminum particles was 
investigated. The critical characteristics of semi-infinite clouds were revealed, which can be used for detonation 
suppression. In clouds of particles larger than 10 microns the suppression occurs at a concentrations m3 > 5∙10-3. In 
clouds of inert particles less than 5 microns, the critical concentration is m3=1∙10-3. The study revealed that the 
suppression of the detonation of submicron aluminum particles occurs under similar conditions, regardless of the 
reacting particles size. 
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Abstract. The interaction of a detonation wave with reactive supersonic flow has been studied using reduced kinetic 
schemes of chemical reactions in the channel with a cavity. A mathematical technique for 3-D modeling of implement 
this interaction based on the ANSYS/Fluent software has been developed. The flow parameters are compared for cases 
before and after detonation impact. It has been shown that detonation can be used to change flow structure in scramjet 
combustor. The further ways to study this problem has been identified. 

INTRODUCTION 

A hypersonic direct flow air jet engine (scramjet) is a variant of a direct flow air jet engine (ramjet), which is 
characterized by supersonic combustion of the fuel-air mixture. The atmospheric air is used as an oxidizer in 
scramjet, therefore, in comparison with rocket engines, the scramjet has a higher specific impulse. The scramjet 
consists of a duct narrowing in which the incoming air is subjected to compression due to the high flight speed of the 
aircraft, a combustion chamber where air mix with fuel and is ignited and a nozzle through which exhaust gas flows 
at a rate greater than the speed of air flow, this exhaust gas flows creates engine thrust. 

The Mach number of the flight of promising aircraft with scramjet will be about M = 6 ÷ 24. The air entering the 
combustion chamber must be supersonic to avoid excessive dissociation of nitrogen and oxygen, therefore, the time 
available for fuel injection, mixing with air and combustion, is very little, about 1 millisecond The main purpose of 
flame stabilizer in supersonic combustion is to increase the time of the fuel and oxidizer residence in the combustion 
chamber for mixing and ignition. 

Mixing, ignition and stabilization of the flame are three important factors that must be considered for designing 
the fuel injection system and the combustion chamber. The ways to solve these problems are described well in detail 
in the literature [1-5]. 

In [1] a broad review of fuel injection systems and flame stabilization in supersonic combustion chambers was 
made. Such variants of fuel supply systems as transverse injection, parallel fuel injection, as well as the use of 
pylons and wedges are considered. The possibility of using various steps and cavities as flame stabilizers is noted. 

The article [2] reports an extensive review of works where cavities are used as a combustion stabilizer in the 
combustion chamber of a scramjet, and it is noted that the results of flight tests confirmed the effectiveness of using 
caverns. In this article the features of the flow fields in the caverns of various configurations and related topics are 
considered.  

In [3] the experimental results demonstrating effective combustion of fuel at supersonic speeds at the entrance to 
the combustion chamber without special choking or pseudo-shock are presented. It was confirmed that the main 
condition for the intensification of combustion is burning in the recirculation zone behind the reverse step. 

In work [4] the flows in the scramjet are investigated using a finite-volume method for solving the Navier – 
Stokes equations on a triangular unstructured grid in a two-dimensional formulation. The splitting scheme of flux 
vector AUSM and the Godunov method are involved to approximate inviscid flows. The AUSM scheme showed a 
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significant advantage in the convergence rate of the numerical solution. The results of the test calculation of the flow 
of the hydrogen-air mixture in the scramjet showed the stability of the numerical scheme and the corectness of the 
constructed mathematical model. 

In [5] the flow fields in channels with cavities were experimentally and numerically studied. The results showed 
that the geometric characteristics of the cavity affect significantly the flow pattern in the channel. 

In the present study, we investigated the ignition of an air–hydrogen mixture using a detonation wave generated 
by the pulsating detonation wave generator (PDWG). The aim of this study is to develop a mathematical technique 
for calculating the problem of detonation wave interaction with supersonic flow and use it to study the possibilities 
of enhancing the ignition of hydrogen–air mixtures and stabilizing the flame in a supersonic combustor. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Figure 1a shows a diagram of the simulation area. The calculations were carried out for an unprepared mixture of 
air and hydrogen. For simulating detonation wave interaction with flow in channel at the initial time the detonation 
calculated in advance was set in the detonation tube (1), and the steady flow of the reacting mixture with hydrogen 
injection was set in channel (2). A mixture of oxygen and nitrogen with Mach number M = 4.0, static temperature 
Tst = 450 K and static pressure Pst = 50 kPa was injected through the input boundary of the channel (3). Hydrogen 
with Mach number M = 1.0 and static temperature Tst = 300 K was injected from a small hole of a 8 mm diameter 
in front of cavity (4). Parameters of hydrogen flow and hole diameter were selected so that stoichiometric mixture of 
air and hydrogen was finally obtained. The geometrical characteristics of the studied configuration were taken from 
[6], [7] where it was found that the cavity is the best flame stabilizer among schemes considered in these works. The 
geometry of the canal was constructed by pulling the two-dimensional sketch (Fig. 1b) of 75 mm. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                                    (b) 

FIGURE 1. Simulation schemes (a). Two-dimensional simulation schemes sketch (b). 
1- Detonation tube, 2- Channel with a cavity. 3 - Input boundary of the channel, 4 - Hole for hydrogen injection 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

The mathematical model includes Favre-averaged Navier–Stokes equation for the multicomponent gas mixture 
with chemical reactions supplemented with the SST modification of the k–ω turbulence model. The boundary 
conditions on the walls of the channel were the standard no-slip and isothermal conditions. The wall temperature 
was set equal to 300 K. 

In modeling flows with detonation waves, as in any problem with chemical reactions, it is necessary to choose a 
kinetic scheme for an adequate description of the combustion process. The reduced and detailed combustion kinetic 
schemes are distinguished. The detailed kinetics provides a more accurate description of parameters such as the 
ignition delay and burning time of the mixture, especially for the limiting regimes, but it requires more computation 
time. In this study, the chemical kinetics was modeled using a reduced kinetic scheme containing one reaction for 4 
species. This kinetic scheme had previously been verified in [8] against experimental data on the ignition delay and 
detonation velocity under different conditions. Also in the work [7] it was revealed that using the reduced kinetic 
scheme of chemical reactions is allowed for the problem under consideration. 

The ANSYS/Fluent software package was used as the solver. In the unsteady case, a second order implicit 
scheme was used for approximation in time and the AUSM vector flux splitting method with a second order 
accuracy upwind scheme was used for approximation in space. 
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CALCULATION RESULTS 

The results of the simulation of a stationary flow in the channel with cavity without detonation are presented in 
Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the H2O mass fraction fields. This configuration is characterized by a significant increasing of 
temperature in the cavity, which leads to the ignition of the hydrogen-air mixture and combustion in the lower part 
of the channel. However, burning is not observed near the upper wall, despite the fairly high temperatures (Fig. 2b). 
The absence of hydrogen combustion products near the upper boundary is due to the absence of fuel in this area 
(Fig. 2c). The height of penetration of hydrogen squirt is not enough to fill all the channel with fuel. As a result of 
the main flow interaction with the hydrogen squirt, significant decrease of flow velocity takes place in the cavity 
region and immediately behind it. However, the speed increases downstream (Fig. 2d). In two-dimensional 
calculations [6], [7], [9] due to the absence of hydrogen squirt, the combustion behind the step is less intense. 

 

 
                                              (a)                                                                     (b) 

 
                                              (c)                                                                     (d) 

FIGURE 2. The simulation results of the stationary problem. H2O mass fraction fields (a). Static temperature fields (b). H2 mass 
fraction fields (c). Flow velocity fields (d) 

 
It can be concluded from Fig 2 that it is necessary to improve the fuel injection system, which will contribute to 

the ignition of the fuel-air mixture in the all channel without energy impact. There are various ways to achieve this 
aim. The first way is to increase the feed rate of hydrogen into the channel, thereby increasing the penetration height 
of jet. This method will contribute to more complete distribution of hydrogen throughout the channel, however, the 
fuel-air equivalence ratio, and fuel consumption will be increased. Second way is to inject fuel from several holes 
located on different surfaces of the channel. In this case it is necessary to reduce the diameter of each hole to not 
increase fuel consumption. It will reduce the height of penetration for each jet of hydrogen and may cause the leak 
of fuel in the flow core. It is necessary to take into account the possibility of using a detonation wave to intensify the 
mixing of hydrogen with air because in the future the high flight speeds will inevitably lead to increasing of flow 
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rate at the entrance of combustion chamber. Based on the foregoing, the question of using detonation to intensify the 
mixing and ignition of the fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber of scramjet remains relevant. 

In the previous work [9] the study related to the question of fuel-air mixing using a detonation wave has already 
been carried out. The results obtained allow us to conclude that it is possible to influence the mixing process, but the 
problem was solved in a two-dimensional formulation, which is not really correct. In the two-dimensional case, 
hydrogen was injected through the gap, and not through the hole. 

We consider three characteristic longitudinal cross sections. The maximum of possible combustion of hydrogen 
is observed in the central longitudinal cross section of the channel. This maximum is due to the greatest 
concentration of hydrogen, since the plane of the central longitudinal cross section includes the axis of the hole from 
which fuel is supplied. Figure 3 shows the H2 and H2O mass fraction fields. In this section, the maximum possible 
height of penetration of the hydrogen jet is observed. 

 

 
                                               (a)                                                                     (b)     

FIGURE 3. Central longitudinal cross section. H2O mass fraction field (a). H2 mass fraction field (b) 
 

The second characteristic longitudinal cross section is located at a quarter of the channel width from the central 
longitudinal cross section. This section is characterized by decreasing of combustion region due to decreasing of 
hydrogen concentration and the thickness of the mixing layer (Fig. 4). 

 

 
                                               (a)                                                                     (b)     

FIGURE 4. The second characteristic cross section. H2O mass fraction field (a). H2 mass fraction field (b) 
 

The third characteristic longitudinal cross section located very close to the side wall. This plane is farthest from the 
jet of hydrogen, so its concentration is minimal. The height of the mixing layer is small and combustion is mainly 
observed only in a small layer near the bottom wall (Fig 5). Hydrogen burns out less intensively than in previous 
cases, despite the quite high temperatures. 
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                                               (a)                                                                     (b)     

FIGURE 5. The third characteristic cross section. H2O mass fraction field (a). H2 mass fraction field (b) 
 
As it can be seen from Fig. 3-5 the maximum concentration of H2 and H2O is observed in the central longitudinal 

cross section, and also there is the largest area of elevated temperatures in this section. While approaching to the side 
walls of the combustion chamber, the temperature and mass fraction of fuel and combustion products fall, this is 
noticeable in the cavity area. However, while approaching to the exit from the channel, these parameters are aligned, 
and a uniform flow is formed at the exit of the combustion chamber. As mentioned above, due to the absence of 
hydrogen near the upper boundary of the channel, ignition does not occur in this area. 

Figure 6 shows the static temperature fields before and after detonation wave impact for central longitudinal 
cross section. Since the plane of this section includes the axis of the detonation tube, the effect of detonation on the 
flow in this section is the most intense. The detonation wave enters the channel with a cavity and interacts with the 
flow, but the final flow pattern differs little from the one that was originally. The temperature at the upper wall 
increased, but due to absence of hydrogen in this zone, the area of combustion did not change significantly (Fig 7). It 
turned out that a single impulse of the detonation wave is not enough for combustion establishing overall volume of 
the combustion chamber. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Static temperature fields for channel with cavity at detonation wave impact. 

 

 
FIGURE 7. H2O mass fraction fields for channel with cavity at detonation wave impact 
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The absence of significant intensification of combustion can be concluded from considering of H2O mass 
fraction fields in Fig. 7. Based on Fig. 6–7, it can be concluded that the combustion region has increased slightly, 
especially above the cavity. 

Despite the most intense impact of the detonation wave in the central longitudinal cross section, there are no 
significant changes in the flow pattern in this plane, which cannot be said about the all simulation area (Fig. 8). 

 

 
                                               (a)                                                                     (b)     

 
                                                                                   (c) 

FIGURE 8. Static temperature fields (а), H2O mass fraction fields (b), velocity fields (с) channel with cavity after detonation 
wave impact 

 
The area of elevated temperatures is aligned while approaching to the exit boundary, moreover, increasing of this 

area is observed near lateral boundaries behind the cavity (Fig. 7a). Increase of the elevated temperatures region 
corresponds to increase of the combustion region (Fig. 7b). The flow rate at the channel exit did not change 
significantly (Fig. 7c). 

Based on the above results, use of detonation cannot significantly affect the final flow pattern. However, in 
certain areas it was possible to intensify the processes of mixing and burning of the hydrogen-air mixture. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The mathematical model of detonation wave interaction with supersonic flow in a three-dimensional formulation 
and the mathematical technology for its implementation, based on the ANSYS Fluent package were created. 
Modeling this interaction made it possible to compare the flow parameters before and after the detonation wave 
impact. 
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The comparison showed that the effect of the detonation wave, in some areas of the channel (closer to the side 
walls) allows increasing combustion intensity, but it did not lead to significant changes in the flow structure. It 
should be noted that in the version considered of the model channel with hydrogen injection, the burning was 
initially quite intense, and the dimensions of the detonation tube are the smallest of those considered in two-
dimensional modeling [9]. 

In the future, in addition to improve the fuel supply system, it is also worthwhile considering other options for 
combustion chamber geometry, methods of energy impact and the position of its initiator. 
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Abstract. In the paper physical and mathematical models for the propagation, attenuation and suppression of detonation 
in hydrogen-air mixtures with inert filters and clouds of inert particles, based on the reduced and detailed kinetics of 
chemical reactions, were proposed. On their basis, the simulations of the interaction of detonation waves with inert filters 
and clouds of inert particles were carried out. The dependences of the detonation velocity deficit on the particle 
concentration and the concentration limits of detonation were calculated. Comparison of calculations carried out using 
two kinetics models showed satisfactory similarity in the calculated parameters of detonation.  

INTRODUCTION 

Addition of inert particles to reactive gas mixtures is the way to modify and control the combustion and 
detonation processes in such mixtures. For example, the addition of chemically inert microparticles leads to  
decrease the detonation velocity [1-3], changes in the length of the zone of chemical reactions in detonation waves 
(DW) [4]. The authors of [5–6] determined the concentration limits of detonation in hydrogen – oxygen, methane – 
oxygen and methane – hydrogen – oxygen mixtures while suppressing DW by clouds of inert microparticles. In 
addition, in [5-6] it was shown that smaller particles are most effectively suppress detonation. In [7–8], it was shown 
that the addition of inert microparticles destroys the cellular structure of the DW in some model mixture. 

In this work, we numerically simulate the interaction of detonation waves in hydrogen-air mixtures with inert 
filters and clouds of inert particles. 

PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Let’s consider a shock tube filled with a gas mixture of hydrogen and an oxidizer (oxygen, air), as well as inert 
filters or clouds of inert particles (diameters from 10 μm to 100 μm) located in a low pressure chamber (LPC) at a 
some distance from the membrane separating the high and low pressure chambers. After the rupture of the 
diaphragm in the LPC, a detonation wave is initiated, which, prior to the start of interaction with the filter or cloud, 
propagates in the Chapman-Jouget mode. 

The mathematical model of the mechanics of reacting gas mixtures (hydrogen and oxidizer) and inert particles is 
a system of equations of the dynamics of gas mixture and solid particles and has the form presented in our previous 
work [6]. In the case of interaction of a detonation wave with motionless inert filters, the physical and mathematical 
model will have the form [1, 9]. To describe the chemical reactions in the reacting gas mixture, we will use two 
models of chemical kinetics. The first is the model of detailed kinetics [9, 10] (38 forward and reverse reactions of 8 
components), which we verified by experimental dependencies of the ignition delay times for hydrogen / oxygen / 
nitrogen / argon mixtures on the temperature behind the reflected shock wave (SW) front [10] and by dependences 
of the detonation velocity on the mass concentration of argon in the hydrogen-oxygen mixture [9]. The second is the 
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reduced kinetics model [11], which was the same as the detailed kinetics model verified by the listed above 
dependencies. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

Types of Detonation Flows in Inert Filters and Clouds of Inert Particles 

Earlier [5, 6, 9], we showed that in calculations of the interaction of a detonation wave with inert filters and 
clouds of inert particles using detailed kinetic schemes two detonation modes are realized: the propagation of 
attenuated detonation wave with velicities lower than the Chapman-Jouget velocity and detonation failure . In the 
case of the reduced kinetics model, these modes are preserved. In addition, there is a so-called “delayed” detonation 
failure mode. So, fig. 1 shows the pressure distribution in the shock tube for a given flow regime when the DW 
interacts with a particle filter located in the coordinate 2.5x = m. Filter parameters: 4

2 2 10m −= ⋅ , 100d = μm. It 
can be seen that after the interaction of a DW with a filter, it is first attenuated, then we have the transition to the 
overdriven regime, followed by the DW failure and the propagation of attenuated shock wave. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Pressure distribution in the shock tube. Reduced kinetics. Filter parameters: 4
2 2 10m −= ⋅ , 100d =  μm. "Delayed" 

detonation failure 

Influence of Particle Concentration and Diameter on the Detonation Velocity Deficit 

Let us now consider the effect of the parameters of inert filters and clouds of inert particles 2SiO  on the 
detonation velocity in hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-air mixtures. Figures 2–5 shows the dependence of the 

detonation velocity deficit (
CJ

D
D

η = , where D is the detonation velocity in a mixture of gas and particles, CJD is 

the Chapman – Jouget detonation velocity) on the volume concentration of inert particles. Thus fig. 2 shows a 
comparison of the effectiveness of suppressing detonation by inert filters in hydrogen-air and hydrogen-oxygen 
mixtures. It can be seen that in hydrogen-air mixtures, the detonation velocity deficit decreases more strongly with 
an increasing the concentration of particles, and also the concentration limits of detonation are lower. The limits of 
detonation are as follows: hydrogen-oxygen mixture - * 3

2 1.5 10m −= ⋅  at 100d = microns, * 4
2 10m −= at 10d =

microns; hydrogen-air mixture - * 4
2 4 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, * 5

2 4 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns. Figure 3 shows 
the dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in the hydrogen-air mixture on the volume concentration of the 
particles of filter, calculated using the detailed and reduced kinetics. It can be seen that both kinetic models give 
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similar results both in reducing the detonation velocity deficit with increasing particle concentration and in the limits 
of detonation. The limits of detonation are as follows: detailed kinetics - * 4

2 4 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, 
* 5
2 4 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns; reduced kinetics - * 4

2 3 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, * 5
2 3 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns. 
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FIGURE 2. Dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-air mixtures on the volume 

concentration of particles in filter. Detailed kinetics 
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FIGURE 3. Dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in the hydrogen-air mixture on the volume concentration of particles 

in filter. Comparison of detailed and reduced kinetics 
 
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the effectiveness of detonation suppression by clouds of inert particles in 

hydrogen-air and hydrogen-oxygen mixtures. Just as in the case of the interaction of a DW with filters, when 
interacting with clouds in hydrogen-air mixtures, the detonation velocity deficit decreases more strongly with 
increasing of particle concentration, and also the concentration limits of detonation are lower. The limits of 
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detonation are as follows: hydrogen-oxygen mixture - * 3
2 5 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, * 4

2 5 10m −= ⋅ at 10d =

microns; hydrogen-air mixture - * 3
2 2 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, * 4

2 3 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns. In addition, the 
concentration limits of detonation in the case of  DW suppression by particles clouds is higher compared with the 
case of DW suppression by filters. Figure 5 shows the dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in a hydrogen-
air mixture on the volume concentration of inert particles in the cloud, calculated using the detailed and reduced 
kinetics. It can be seen that both kinetic models give similar results in reducing the detonation velocity deficit with 
increasing of particles concentration. However, the concentration limits of detonation are close only for gas 
suspensions with particles with a diameter of 10 μm. The limits of detonation are as follows: detailed kinetics - 

* 3
2 2 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, * 4

2 3 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns; reduced kinetics - * 4
2 4 10m −= ⋅ at 100d = microns, 

* 4
2 2 10m −= ⋅ at 10d = microns. 
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FIGURE 4. Dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-air mixtures on the volume 

concentration of particles in cloud. Detailed kinetics 
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FIGURE 5. Dependences of the detonation velocity deficit in the hydrogen-air mixture on the volume concentration of particles 

in cloud. Comparison of detailed and reduced kinetics 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Physical and mathematical models for describing the processes of propagation, attenuation and failure of 
detonation in hydrogen – oxygen and hydrogen – air mixtures with inert filters and clouds of inert particles based on 
detailed and reduced chemical kinetics are proposed. Based on them, dependences of the detonation velocity deficit 
on the size and concentration of inert particles are found.  

The types of detonation flows in the gas mixtures under consideration are revealed: 1. stationary propagation of 
attenuated DW at velocities lower than Chapman-Jouget velocity; 2. “delayed” detonation failure; 3. Detonation 
failure.  

The concentration limits of detonation are calculated. It is shown that for two models of kinetics in inert filters 
and clouds of particles with a diameter of 10 μm these limits are close.  
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Abstract. The dynamics of acoustic-convective drying of coniferous sawdust has been studied. The absolute and relative 
initial moisture content of the starting material was determined by thermal-vacuum drying to be 12.92% and 11.40%, 
respectively. Determination of the dynamics of capillary wetting of a number of sawdust samples showed that the 
limiting absolute moisture content was 382.30% and the limiting relative moisture content 78.49%. Kinetic curves of the 
moisture extraction by acoustic-convective, thermal-convective, and thermal drying under different conditions were 
constructed and analyzed. It is concluded that the acoustic-convective drying method has an advantage over the thermal-
convective and thermal methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wood processing involves a number of technological stages, one of which is drying. One of the by-products of 
wood industries is sawdust, which is a porous material with a high relative moisture content of about 80%. Due to 
the high moisture content, this product is not suitable for long-term storage without deterioration in proper quality. 
Therefore, to preserve all the useful qualities and properties of sawdust, it is necessary to significantly reduce the 
moisture content of sawdust. In addition, the removal of excess moisture from sawdust will significantly reduce the 
weight of the final product. 

In the traditional thermal-convective method [1, 2] of drying sawdust, the material to be dried is exposed to hot 
air flow. In this study, we propose an alternative approach for drying wood sawdust in which the material to be dried 
is exposed to high-intensity acoustic-convective flow. This technology has been found to very effective for 
extracting moisture from various porous biomaterials, such as meat [3], rice [4, 5], pine nut [6], sunflower cake [7, 
8], and inorganic materials, in particular, granular silica gel [9, 10], foamed concrete [11-13], wood [14], etc. One of 
the main advantages of this technology is the absence of heating of the material being dried, i.e., drying is carried 
out at room temperature [15]. 

THE TEST MATERIAL 

In the study, we used samples of small sawdust produced by cutting boards of coniferous wood in a carpentry 
workshop. 

A series of experiments on drying the material in a vacuum oven was performed to obtain information on the 
initial moisture content of the samples. Drying was carried out at a temperature of 100 ºС and a pressure of 100 Pa. 
The time of sawdust drying was 40 hrs. 

The initial absolute (W) and relative (w) moisture contents were determined. The absolute moisture content is the 
ratio of the moisture content to the weight of absolutely dry material, and the relative moisture content is the ratio of 
the weight of moisture to the current weight of the material under study. 
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The study of thermal-vacuum drying of sawdust sample showed that the absolute initial moisture content was W 
= 12.92 % and the relative w = 11.40%. The obtained values were used as the initial moisture content W0 (w0) in all 
subsequent experiments. 

Before investigating the drying process of samples, it is necessary to moisten them. In the present study, this was 
done by capillary wetting of control samples. The dynamics of change in the absolute and relative moisture contents 
of the samples is shown in Fig. 1. Here we can see that for all samples, there is a sharp increase in moisture content 
immediately after the contact of the samples with the liquid surface. Then the moisture absorption process becomes 
slower as moisture penetrates into the deeper layers of the porous samples. In Fig. 1, these regions are characterized 
by a change in the position of the wetting curves from vertical to horizontal; the characteristic time of this change is 
about 5 min. Then the increase in the moisture content of the samples occurs almost linearly; this is clearly seen 
from the results of the last three measurements. Measurements showed that the average absolute moisture content 
was 382.30%, and the average relative moisture content was 78.49%. 
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FIGURE 1. Change in the absolute moisture content of sawdust during capillary wetting 

ACOUSTIC-CONVECTIVE DRYING OF WOOD SAWDUST 

The experiments on acoustic-convective drying of wood sawdust were carried out on the acoustic-convective 
drying (ACD) system of the ITAM SB RAS. The ACD operates as a high-intensity Hartman acoustic generator [16]. 

The ACD system was started without the material under study. After the warm-up period, the resulting acoustic-
convective flow parameters in the working section of the ACD system were measured. The temperature of the 
workflow in the ACDS duct was 14.45 ºС. For all experiments, the total (6.733 atm) and static (6.533 atm) pressures 
in the settling chamber of the ACD system were kept constant. After the dryer had reached corresponding operating 
conditions, a container with a sample was placed in the working section for 5 min. After removal of the container 
with the sample from the working section of the ACD system, the investigated parameters were measured. 

The studies were conducted in five operation modes of the ACD system: 
Mode 1 is characterized by a large number of harmonics. The first harmonic occurs at a frequency of 123 Hz, the 

second at a frequency of 246 Hz, the third at 369 Hz, and the fourth at 494 Hz, etc. The harmonics differ in 
wavenumber. The second harmonic has maximum amplitude and an intensity of 165.68 dB. 
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Mode 2 has one pronounced harmonic at a frequency of 285 Hz. The intensity of this harmonic is 177.74 dB. 
The second and all subsequent harmonics with a wavenumber of 2, 3, etc. have a much smaller amplitude. 

Mode 3 produces acoustic-convective flow with an eigenfrequency of 848 Hz. The maximum intensity of the 
workflow corresponds to 170.95 dB. 

Mode 4 of the ACD system has a first harmonic at a frequency of 1682 Hz with an intensity of 167.98 dB. 
Mode 5 is called background because it is characterized by the absence of a pronounced eigenfrequency with a 

dominant maximum in the amplitude. 
Sawdust samples were enclosed in a dense gauze sleeve to eliminate the loss of small fractions of the material to 

be dried. The thus-prepared samples were placed in a rectangular container made of stainless metal wire mesh with a 
cell size of 0.7 × 0.7 mm and a wire thickness of 250 μm. After loading, the container was closed and fastened with 
screws to the substrate. The resulting assembly was placed in the working section of the ACD system and fixed in it 
with a fastening system. 

The processed experimental data on the dynamics of moisture extraction from samples in acoustic-convective 
flow under different operating conditions of the ACD system are presented in Fig. 2. It is evident from the figure 
that the drying dynamics of the material in the acoustic-convective flow in mode 1 is almost identical to that in 
background mode 5. After half an hour of drying in the ACD system in mode 1, the absolute moisture content of the 
samples decreased by 257.62%, and the relative moisture content by 28.75%. Drying in mode 2 at a frequency of 
285 Hz and a maximum intensity of 177.74 dB during the same time interval showed the best result: the decrease in 
absolute moisture content was 316.62%, and that in relative moisture content was 50.43%. In mode 3, the drying 
dynamics turned out to be slightly less effective; the absolute moisture content decreased by 303.34%, and the 
relative moisture content by 44.07%. Half-hour drying in mode 4 produced a similar end result as mode 3: the 
absolute moisture content decreased by 299.97%, and the relative moisture content by 42.64%. In the background 
mode 5 without a resonant frequency, the dynamics of moisture loss by the samples was comparable to that in the 
first mode: the reduction in absolute moisture content was 263.57%, and that in relative moisture content was 
30.33%. 
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FIGURE 2. Changes in the absolute and relative moisture content during capillary wetting of the first group of specimens Nos. 
1, 2, and 3 (a) and the second group of specimens Nos. 4, 5, and 6 (b) 

 
In the series of experiments on ACD, the optimal modes of moisture extraction from wood sawdust were 

determined. In particular, the second mode with a frequency of 285 Hz and an intensity of 177.74 dB was found to 
be optimal. After 30 min of operation of the ACD system in the optimal mode, one-half of the initial weight of 
moisture in the material being dried was extracted. 

THERMAL-CONVECTIVE DRYING OF SAWDUST 

Since, traditionally, wood raw materials are dried using the thermal-convective method based on heating a 
material to be dried, it was necessary to compare the dynamics of drying by  the acoustic-convective method and by 
the traditional one. For this, we designed and built an experimental setup, on which experiments on drying wood 
sawdust in thermal-convective flow at two temperatures of 77 and 136 °C were performed. The total duration of the 
experiments on thermal-convective drying (TCD) was 30 min. 

The processed results of weight experiments for both TCD modes are presented in Fig. 2. The curve of moisture 
release from the samples shows that in half-hour TCD at a temperature of 77° C, the absolute moisture content 
decreased by 205.50%, and the relative moisture content by 18.13 %. In TCD at 136 ºС, the moisture content 
decreased by 226.36% and 21.80%, respectively. We compare the drying process at the two temperatures in terms of 
the time for samples to reach a relative moisture content of 160%. The required moisture content of the samples was 
reached after 25 min of drying at the first temperature and after 20 min at the second temperature. Therefore, we 
obtain the following correlation: with a twofold increase in temperature, the drying dynamics by the 30th min 
increases by one quarter. 

THERMAL DRYING OF SAWDUST 

The next task was to perform an experiment to determine the drying dynamics of wood sawdust samples in 
thermal drying (TD) at two temperatures. Unlike TCD, the TD process does not include a convective component. In 
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this series of experiments, pre-wet samples were placed in an oven preheated to 75 °C and to 125 °C. Every five 
minutes, control samples of wood sawdust were extracted from the drying oven and weighted. 

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of moisture loss by the samples in TD. The total drying time in the experiments 
was 30 min, and, during this time, the moisture content in the first regime decreased by 17.72 (0.89) % and in the 
second regime by 45.98 (2.47) %. 

COMPARISON OF THE DRYING DYNAMICS OF WOOD SAWDUST 
IN THE ACOUSTIC-CONVECTIVE, THERMAL-CONVECTIVE, 

AND THERMAL METHODS 

It is interesting to compare the obtained data on the drying dynamics of wood sawdust in the acoustic-
convective, thermal-convective, and thermal method under different conditions. Curves of moisture extraction from 
samples for the first 30 min of drying are presented in Fig. 2. The figure clearly shows the hierarchy of the drying 
processes in terms of the amount of moisture extracted from samples. The slowest process is TD at a temperature of 
75 ºС: the loss of moisture for the specified time interval is 17.72 (0.89)%. More rapid moisture losses are observed 
in TD at a temperature of 125 ºС: the moisture reduction in half an hour is 45.98 (2.47)%. The TCD process is 
faster: in drying at 77 °C, the reduction in moisture content after 30 min is 205.50 (18.13)%, and in drying at 136 ºС, 
it is 226.36 (21.80)%. Then follow the first and background modes of ACD (14.45 ºС): they produce a decrease in 
moisture content by 257.62 (28.75)% and 263.59 (30.33)%, respectively. Similar end results are also obtained in 
modes 4 and 3 of ACD at a flow temperature of 14.45 ºС, where the moisture content decreases by 299.97 (42.64)% 
and 303.34 (44.07)%, respectively. The fastest drying of coniferous sawdust is observed in the second mode of 
acoustic-convective drying at a resonant frequency of 285 Hz and a temperature of 14.45 ºС, here the decrease in 
absolute and relative moisture content is 316.62% (50.43%). 

Thus, by appropriately selecting the resonant frequency of the workflow, the performance of the acoustic-
convective drying process for wood raw materials can be increased almost twice, as in the case considered, with 
unchanged energy consumption. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The absolute and relative initial moisture content of sawdust was determined by thermal-vacuum drying to be 
12.92% and 11.40%, respectively. 

In the case of acoustic-convective drying of sawdust at a room temperature of 14.45 ºС, an appropriate selection 
of the resonant frequency leads to a significant acceleration of moisture extraction. 

Studies of the dynamics of acoustic-convective drying in different modes revealed optimal drying modes at a 
frequency of 285 Hz. 

It was determined that increasing the temperature of the thermal-convective flow drying sawdust by a factor of 
two (from 77 ºС to 136 ºС) reduced the drying time by one quarter. 

A comparison of the acoustic-convective, thermal-convective, and thermal drying methods shows that the 
amount of moisture extracted from samples dried in the optimal mode of operation the ACD system at room 
temperature for 30 min is twice as large as that in thermal-convective drying at a workflow temperature of 136 ºС 
and almost 20 times larger than that in thermal drying at 125 ºС. 
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Abstract. It was established that the margin of stability might have peculiarities in the case of flutter. By means of 
computing and experiment on a dynamically similar model of the wing in a wind tunnel the cantilever flutter was 
obtained. A reduction in the critical flutter speed was identified during periodic impact of whirlwinds on the model wing 
with a frequency twice the frequency of flutter. From periodically acting airframe natural vibrations when subjected to 
wheel chassis with a frequency multiple of the frequency of self-oscillations and shimmy wheels, by means of calculation 
and experiment on pile driver with rotating support there was obtained a reducing of their critical speeds that may occur 
when the aircraft moves. It was computed, that the critical speed of shimmy will decrease from parametric excitation 
(with a frequency multiple of the frequency of shimmy) on the wheel landing gear of aircraft, what can happen when 
moving aircraft. Measurement of flutter parameters, shimmy, self-oscillation and external influences were performed by 
using certified measuring complex of the SibNIA. On more sophisticated systems the similar results were obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper experiments and calculations based on the developed theoretical calculations and experimental 
researches in the wind tunnel (WT) on the effect of the periodic uneven flow to flutter wing [1–3] were briefly 
complemented by similar results by means of the excitation of vibration of the electromechanical vibrator (EMV) of 
double flutter frequency, elastic rod at the root of half-wing. A decrease in the critical flutter speed in parametric 
excitation of oscillations due to the fluctuations around the mean flow velocity was produced. 

The article also considers the influence of the periodic unevenness of the rolling wheels, arising from the 
slipping (skidding) on the value of the average speed at which there may be instability of the oscillations of landing 
gear of the aircraft (AC). Theoretical assessment of the effect of that influence was given for small unevenness and 
compression of the rolling wheels when the conditions for the occurrence of parametric resonance the ratio of 
natural vibration frequencies of aircraft landing gear and the frequency of the exciting force, the occurrence of 
which is due to non-uniformity of rotation of wheels. 

The following sections performed appropriate calculated-experimental research, whose results are in qualitative 
agreement with the theoretical. AC quite often makes traffic on the airfield in a non-uniformity of the rotating 
wheels. Sometimes this non-uniformity contains a periodic component that is the source of strength of excitatory 
forced vibrations of structural elements. For example, because of the attacks on the joints of panels the AC may be 
subject to elastic vibrations by resonance forms [4]. 

Theoretical, calculated and experimental study of the dependence of a possible reduction in the speed at which 
the landing gear swings lose stability by taking into account elastic vibrations of the airframe was carried out in 
paper [4]. In this article the stability of the landing gear (self-oscillations) of the degree of non-uniformity of the 
rotation of wheels was investigated at periodically uneven rotation of the wheels for low its compressions and shock 
absorber compressions in relation to the speed of shimmy when they are uniformly rotating. 

In the linear approximation the problem of structural oscillations under periodically non-uniform motion is 
solved by approach in [2, 4]. Periodical forces from slip acting on the wheel (wheels) are appeared due periodically 
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non-uniform rotating speed of wheel. Each member of this series specifies periodic slip forces acting on the wheel 
(wheels). Forced vibrations of structures, beginning under the influence of these forces, and randomly occurring 
fluctuations in turn, provide additional disturbance in the movement of the AC. As a result, the motion of rotation of 
the wheels is occasionally uneven, and there are parametric oscillations, which under certain conditions can be 
unstable, that is, it may be a parametric resonance. In the case of flutter wing theoretical conclusions were supported 
by calculation and experiment [2, 3], and in the common case this question was considered theoretically in paper [1]. 

CALCULATED-EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF INFLUENCE OF VORTICES AT 
THE CRITICAL SPEED OF FLUTTER HALF-WING AIRCRAFT MODELS WHILE 

EXCITATION OF NATURAL OSCILLATIONS 

The critical flutter speed Vfl = 25 m/s at a frequency ffl = 4 Hz (torsion and vertical bending) was received in such 
an elastic dynamic similar model (DSM) half-wing aircraft in the pure stream of certified wind tunnel T-201 (Fig. 1) 
of the Novosibirsk Aviation Technical College. By taking into account the horizontal and torsion vibrations EMV 
stability loss occurs at a speed of 25 m/s with two frequencies ~ 4 and ~ 9 Hz (torsion and horizontal bending). 

 
FIGURE 1. General view of the DSM and the equipment of wind tunnel T-201 

Measurements of flutter parameters and external influences of EMV were carried out by using a measuring 
complex SibNIA "Dinamika-1". The amplitude-frequency characteristic (AFC) of vertical acceleration sensor at the 
root of the wing when flutter at speeds of 10 m/s (ffl ~ 10 Hz, torsion and horizontal bending) and electromechanical 
vibrator excitation of torsion oscillations of DSM and bars with load on frequency as ~ 9 Hz is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
FIGURE 2. The frequency response of the vertical acceleration sensor 
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The impact of the vortices on the DSM of six compartments with adjustable weight on the bar for the varying the 
critical flutter speed was previously studied, as shown in [2, 3]. Vortices were created by movable rigid-stable 
vertically and in direction of the flow of vortex generator. The speed of flow rate varies in accordance with the 
equation of V=V0(X – (1 – X)cos(2πνt)), where ν — double frequency ffl of vortex effects, X — constant component 
(vortex intensity), V0 — the speed of the undisturbed stream, t — time. Influence of vortex on speed flutter results in 
loss of stability when the flow disturbance of this vortex generator occurs in the form of the pulsations and the loss 
of half-wing of DSM at 10 m/s and frequencies ~4 and ~9 Hz (with a predominance of the latter in amplitude due to 
increase of flutter amplitudes form in view of the horizontal oscillation of half-wing, which is confirmed by 
calculation). 

IMPACT OF PERIODIC UNEVEN OF ROLLING WHEELS ON SHIMMY SPEED 
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT GYROSCOPIC FORCES FROM ROTATING WHEELS 

Description of the Problem 

To simplify the model of the motion of landing gear with the rotation of the wheel (wheels), which describes the 
possibility of parametric resonance when its elastic vibrations and accounting gyroscopic forces at the time of 
contact with the ground (tear or touch), we introduce the following assumptions: 

1) structural damping of vibrations of landing gear is small (its compression is low); 
2) non-stationary frictional forces acting on the wheel when fluctuations are small in comparison with the elastic 

and inertial forces (slight compression of shock-absorber); 
3) values of natural frequencies ω of landing gear in the risen position (without touching the ground wheel) are 

far enough from the frequencies ωn = nω (n = 1, 2). 
Taking into account the first assumptions, simplifications and additions, with the gyroscopic forces [4] 

differential equations of motion can be written as 

.ψ=θ+θ+ψ

,θ−=ψ+θ+ψ

θ

ψ
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Here we have introduced the notation: ψ — angle of rotation of the landing gear of the aircraft around the 
longitudinal axis x of aircraft; θ — the angle of rotation of the orientable part of landing gear of the aircraft around 
the vertical axis y of aircraft; Ix — moment of inertia of the landing gear relative to the axis x, Ixy — centrifugal 
moment of inertia of the landing gear; Iy — moment of inertia of orienting the part of landing gear about a vertical 
axis y; i — moment of inertia of the wheel about the rotational axis; Cψ — the stiffness of landing gear standing on 
the glider to the lateral displacement of the wheel axle along z axis; Cθ — the stiffness of the spring, connecting a 
damper via orients of the rack with non-oriented; U0 — the speed of the aircraft; l* — the length of the landing gear; 
R — radius of the wheel. Dot denotes differentiation with respect to time t. The solution of the system (1) is similar 
to [2]. The problem is to determine the value of the average aircraft speed (linear velocity of the top of the wheel rim 
as half) when wheel slip at which the stability failure of parametric oscillations of landing gear and wheel, 
depending on the degree of unevenness of its rotation 

Assessment of the Impact of Small Unevenness of Rotation of Wheel Relatively to the 
Average Speed of the Aircraft on the Critical Shimmy Speed 

According to the second assumption for oscillation modes of landing gear as r (r = 1, 2, 3, ... ∞) with frequency 
as ω without touching the surface of the wheel we have the estimate 

( )02
rn

r r

M
I

ε
ω

= Ο , 0 1ε << ,                                                                   (2) 
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here ,r rnI M  — a generalized mass moment of inertia of the landing gear with wheel and the non-stationary 
component of the generalized moment of friction force corresponding to the n-th harmonic of uneven rotation. With 
small unevenness a small parameter is introduced 

0

1nu
U

ε = << ,                                                                            (3) 

where un — the linear velocity of the wheel at the point of contact with the ground when skidding in direction of x 
axis, which in general may differ from the basic component of the velocity of movement on this axis AC. According 
to (2) and (3) increment of the oscillation mode of parametric resonance of the landing gear on the touch of wheel on 
the airfield is the order of smallness as ( )0ε εΟ . For large stroke of landing gear the vibration damping factor has 

order of smallness as ( )0εΟ . The occurrence of parametric instability in this case is unlikely. Occurrence of 
parametric resonance in the case of small becomes possible under certain conditions with the ratio of perturbation 
frequencies and natural frequencies landing gear. This phenomenon is essentially considered as reduction of critical 
non kinematic shimmy speed (self-oscillations) caused by the influence of the unevenness of rotation. 

We will show an estimate of the possible reduction of the critical speed of self-oscillated wheels which is a well-
studied case of its uniform rotation [4]. The corresponding differential equations describing the oscillations of the 
landing gear with one wheel in the scope of the classic shimmy according to (1) have the form 

*2
x xy x

xy y y

I I C l M

I I C M
ψ

θ

ψ + θ+ ψ = ,

ψ + θ+ θ = .









                                                          (4) 

Solution of system (4) has the form 

( )0 expy y b i tω= , ( )0 exp i tθ θ ω= ,                                                   (5) 

where the index 0 refers to the initial disturbance of movement, and values , , , , 0λ λ χ χ ϕ→

 [4]. 
When periodically uneven rotation of wheel moments of gyroscopic forces taking into account (2) can be 

represented as 

( ) ( )0 1 cosx x mx nM M c tε ω= +   ,                                                           (6) 
( ) ( )0 1 cosy y my nM M c tε ω = +  ,                                                             (7) 

( )1mxc = Ο , ( )1myc = Ο . 

With a uniform rotation of the wheel in the free vibration moments from (6) and (7) of the landing gear in the 
small quantities of ,ψ θ  with respect to [4] are defined quantitatively as 

( ) ( )0 0
0 0

yx
x y

y x

iIiI
M U M U

RI RI
ψ= − , = − θ.                                                        (8) 

Substituting (6)–(8) in (5), (4) we obtain a homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations with variable 
coefficients with respect to the generalized coordinates , .ψ θ . 
Consider the case where the relation 

02n jω ω= ,    ( )1,2j =                                                                    (9) 
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where 0 jω  — frequency of oscillations of the landing gear with shimmy for a uniform rotation of the wheel which is 
a condition for the occurrence of parametric resonance. 

According to [2, 4] for determination of the solution of the resulting system of differential equations under the 
condition (9) represent it in the form as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 2 0
0,1,2,3,5

ψ sin ω cos ωj j j
l j l j

l
h l t h l t

∞

=

 = + ∑ ,                                              (10) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 2 0
0,1,2,3,5

θ α sin ω α cos ωj j j
l j l j

l
l t l t

∞

=

 = + ∑ .                                              (11) 

Substituting (10), (11) in (5), (4) taking into account (6)–(8) and equating coefficients of the same ( )0sin jl tω  

and ( )0cos jl tω  we obtain an infinite system of homogeneous algebraic equations concerning ( )
1

j
lh , ( )

2
j
lh , ( )

1
j

lα , ( )
2

j
lα . 

According to (2) we can introduce a small parameter 

0
x

i
I

ε = . 

Then in a matrix form the system (4) can be written as 

0j jA X = , j j jA D H= + ,                                                          (12) 

where { },j jlX X=  ( )1,2,3,...l = , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 2 1 2, , ,j j j j
j l l l lX h h α α= , ,j jD H  — block matrices: 
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blocks of which are square matrices of the fourth-order type in form as 
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Matrices ( )( )
1 , jj
l rlD H are defined similarly. Matrices ( )j

rlH  comply condition 

( ) 0j
rlH = , while 1r l= ≠   and  2r l≠ ± ,  when  3,5,7,...l =              (13) 

For the existence of a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation (12) taking into account (13) the number 
jk  must satisfy the characteristic equation 

( ) ( )det 0j jA f k= = .                                                              (14) 

According to (9), the value 0 jω  in the expression for the unknown quantity jk  is specified then the unknown 
quantity in the equation (14) is in fact the average speed of the aircraft U∗  at the stability boundary on the vibration 
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of the wheel. The value of this velocity differs from classic critical shimmy speed while uniform rotation of the 
wheel 0 jU . Assuming that the difference is determined by the level of non-uniformity of rotation of the wheel it 
can be presented as 

( )0 1j jU U η∗ = + ,                                                                 (15) 

The corresponding value 0

0

j
j

j

Rk U
ω

=  satisfies 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
0 01 11det 0j j

j j j
j

f k D D k
k
ε 

= + =  
 

.                                            (16) 

From (16) we have 

( ) ( ) ( )0
j j

y ly lα αγ γ ε − D D = Ο  .                                                        (17) 

According to (15), (16) the characteristic equation (14) can be represented as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0 1 0j j j j j jf k f k fε ε η ε ε= + = Ο . 

This equation with (16) is reduced to the solution which is the second order solution 

( ) ( )2 2
1 2 2 0j j y j y y my y j mxf c cα α αη η γ γ γ γ η= D D + D − + = , 

which in view of (17) and mx myc c≈  is converted to the form 

( ) ( )02 2y j y mx j mxc cαη γ η εD + D − + = Ο . 

Hence we obtained an approximate expression of the value jη  which in accordance with (15) determines the 
influence of non-uniformity of rotation of the wheel while skidding to the possible reduction of the critical speed of 
oscillation in the form 

η
2
mx

j
c

= − .                                                                         (18) 

Taking into account [4] the landing gear with the parameters, where 1.25mx my x yc c m m≈ ≈ ≈ ≈  from (18) we 
obtain the value jη  of ≈ –0.62 that means a reduction in the speed of self-oscillations. 

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES OF LANDING GEAR SHIMMY 
UNDER A PARAMETRIC ACTION ON K-80 DROP-HAMMER STAND WITH 

MOBILE SUPPORT 

Test Conditions 

For instance the stability of the rear landing gear (RLG) of light-weight aircraft and the nose landing gear (NLG) 
of heavy-weight aircraft telescopic specie to shimmy fluctuations is considered. The stability was evaluated on the 
following criteria: 
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1. If any mode of the wheels does not pass the test neutral position more than two times then they are stable from 
the shimmy during operation. 

2. If any test gives more than eight times the wheels moving the neutral position then improvements are 
necessary to resist fluctuations shimmy. 

3. If the tests give an intermediate between the above results then the additional research on specific program is 
needed to evaluate the resistance to vibrations shimmy. 

Tests of RLG and NLG were carried on the drop-hammer stand K-80 with the movable support (drum). The 
support was firmly fixed to the cargo crates by means of a device designed and manufactured in SibNIA. Excitation 
of oscillations of strut was carried by steering landing gear with a cable to some angle and then releasing the cable as 
well as lateral force. RLG and NLG have two unconstrained wheels. 

The ratio of the diameter of the drum Dd to the diameter of the wheel Dw shall be at least 3 time larger (in our 
case for RLG Dd/Dw ≈ 4.5/0.4 ≈ 11.25 > 3, for NLG Dd/ Dw ≈ 4.5/1.02 ≈ 4.41 > 3) the width of the drum L shall be 
as such as the wheel turns and the occurrence of shimmy the contact spot of wheels does not get beyond the drum 
(L = 3 m, the distance between the centers of the wheels for RLG 0.34 m < 3 m, for NLG 0.85 m < 3 m). The 
recording of parameters on a high-speed multiprocessor strain complex "Dinamika-1" was performed during the 
tests. All instruments were verified by state metrological service. 

Test Results 

Resonance frequencies for RLG were obtained with K-80 stand associated with independently rotating wheels of 
frequency f0 which is shown in Fig. 3 (points — an experiment on vibroaccelerometer sensors, line — calculation). 
Classic shimmy RLG, NLG was not revealed. 
 

 
FIGURE 3. The resonant frequency of rear landing gear associated with wheel speed as f0 

 
At a speed of 90 km/h resonance was revealed with the natural frequency of the longitudinal oscillations of for 

RLG but because of the strain relations torsion was appeared. Records of free oscillations of the landing gear was 
held for more accurate detection of torsion frequency of landing gear after the hammer hit the wheels in the case 
without it touching drum (39 Hz). In addition for determination the reason of the elevated vibration at speeds of 100, 
90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 45 km/h was tested with side harmonic excitation of the eccentric mechanism by means of cable 
tension with a force Fz (lateral force without interfering torsion of for RLG) which is not larger than 0.2∙Fy (vertical 
compression force) applied to the axis of the wheel and directed along it by exhibiting rotational speed of the 
induction motor movable control panel and movement of the portable table for the engine. 
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It was found that the amplitude of oscillation of landing gear: torsion (rotation sensors), lateral bending 
(displacement sensor), and others do not increase with the application of force and increasing the speed up to 100 
km/h. Research method applied to failure stability is similar to [4]. The observed vibration at a speed of 90 km/h is 
associated with resonances of rotation of wheels as seen by the AFC. On the three mentioned below AFC (Fig.s 4–6; 
relative amplitude — frequency, Hz) in series (from 40 s to 160 s) the frequency of the external side effects was 
changed fB from 0 to ~19 Hz at a speed of ~90 km/h. The Fig. 7 shows two peaks at the frequency f0 for a range of 
90…110 seconds wheel imbalance f0 because of the small difference of rotational frequencies. Figure 8 (~ 50 s, fB < 
1 Hz) shows resonance phenomenon of the rotation of the wheels on frequency as 17 Hz (lateral bending of landing 
gear with its torsion) for small compressions while non-large fall which seems to compete with self-excited 
oscillations with limited amplitudes (self-oscillations). The moving part of the strut turned partly with the unmoving 
element (wheel slip was occurred). Torsion of landing gear and its lateral oscillations were seen by measuring 
(number of sensors in curly brackets) pressure {0} and steer angle {17}. There is amplitude of imbalance of wheels 
{4, 8} (f0 ≈ 19 Hz) which is larger at 150 s when f0 ≈ fB ≈ 19 Гц while touching drum at ~ 50 s and ~ 150 s (see upper 
chart of Fig. 8). 

 
FIGURE 4. The frequency response of the sensor of main landing gear of range 40...80 seconds 

 
Sensors were installed at for RLG (hereinafter indicated by their numbers in the braces on the waveforms and 

frequency response; dimension; drum speed of K-80 drum {12} on {10} AFC): 
– steer angle of the sleeve relative to the cylinder support ({16}; on the AFC {11}; degrees); 
– lateral movement of the axis of the wheels (for measurements of pass crossings neutral {17}; on the AFC 

{12}; mm); 
– bending stresses in the support elements in accordance with schemes ({1} (lower part of the torsion links), {2} 

(upper part of torsion links), {3} (mounting of shimmy damper to the strut); on the AFC {1}, {2}, {3}; Pa); 
– the pressure in the damper ({0}; on the AFC {0}; bar); 
– vibro accelerations at the ends of the axis of rotation of the wheel in three mutually perpendicular directions 

(nxl, ny1, nzl, nx2, ny2, nz2; on the left-hand the flight: {4}, {5}, {6} on the AFC {4}, {5} {6}; right: {8}, {9}, {10}, on 
the AFC {7}, {8}, {9}; acceleration/g (g = 9.81 m/s2)). 

Amplitudes {1, 2, 6, 9} ascended due to resonance of oscillations RLG at frequency as 0.5f0 ≈ fB ≈ 10 Hz. 
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FIGURE 5. AFC of the rear landing gear sensors for a range as 80...120 seconds 

 
FIGURE 6. AFC of the rear landing gear sensor for range as 120...160 seconds 
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FIGURE 7. AFC of the rear landing gear sensor for range as 90...110 seconds 

 
FIGURE 8. Waveforms of sensors while touching the wheels — resonance frequency as 19 Hz 

(lateral bending of rear landing gear with its torsion) with lateral excitation of frequencies of <1 Hz 
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In addition special attention should be paid to the influence of wheel slip, which was observed in the experiments 
which were carried out on the NLG of heavy-weight aircraft with two independently rotating wheels on the shimmy 
as indicated in the [4] and confirms an increase in the amplification rate shimmy damping. The phenomenon of 
resonance of the rotation wheel was observed in NLG at low speed (∼ 36...90 km/h) and low frequencies (∼ 
4…8 Hz) other than beating and possibly compete with the self-excited oscillations with limited amplitudes for 
small compressions in slow falling or raising the NLG. Waveforms (bottom charts — falling NLG, upper charts — 
its raising) of torsion moment of fixed part of the landing gear {0} and the lateral forces on it {1} are shown in Fig.s 
9 and 10. Angle θ of the movable part relative fixed part {2}, the initial value θ0 is shifted to ∼0,55° which is 
characterized for this phenomenon and the pressure in the turning right steering actuator I {5} and left II {4} does 
not keep track of these fluctuations, acceleration sensors of landing gear at the place of its attachment to the rear 
units stand copra {12–14} do not practically react, but the acceleration in the axis wheels {8–10} with the same 
frequency and large amplitude indicate these self-oscillations in all three axes: x, y, z. Damping enough to the 
movable part of NLG does not steer relative to the fixed with given diameter of the orifice of the damper. 

 
FIGURE 9. Waveforms of torsion moment sensor {0} and lateral forces {1} of NLG 

 
Comparison of the speed rates for the cases of shimmy damping changes can be made according to the formulas 

of the theory of similarity as specified in [4]. Denoting CL = L1/L2 — length ratio (index 1 — the first landing gear 
with low damping, index 2  the second landing gear with a large damping) through CV = V1/V2 — speed ratio, by CM 
= M1/M2 — mass index⋅by Ch = h1/h2 — damping factor, we find that the CV = Ch/(CM⋅CL). In our case, weight and 
dimensions of landing gear remain unchanged (CM = CL = 1). Therefore, the speed will increase with ascending 
shimmy damping and coupled wheels. 

Not only a phenomenon of resonance of the rotation of wheels in the form of longitudinal and lateral vibrations 
was revealed with a side impact force with a frequency resonance imbalance wheels for NLG and ML but also the 
landing gear and torsion due to the self-excited oscillations with reduced amplitudes in the case of mobile-bearing 
wheels touching copra at low speeds it is theoretically derived in Part 3 (IMPACT OF PERIODIC UNEVEN OF 
ROLLING WHEELS ON SHIMMY SPEED TAKING INTO ACCOUNT GYROSCOPIC FORCES FROM 
ROTATING WHEELS). 
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FIGURE 10. Waveforms of angle sensors θ {2, the initial value θ0 is shifted to ∼0.55°} and the pressure in the branches I {5} 

and II {4}, acceleration sensors of NLG at the place of its rear attachment nodes {12–14} 

ESTIMATED DETERMINATION OF THE STABILITY (SHIMMY) MOTION NOSE 
LANDING GEAR OF PLANE IN VIEW OF EXTERNAL LOADS, INCLUDING 

PERIODICAL 

Consider a system of differential equations of shimmy nose landing gear of aircraft Tu-334 for unconstrained 
oriented wheels [4]: 
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               (19)

 

Here we have introduced the notation: ψ — angle of rotation of the landing gear of the aircraft around the 
longitudinal axis x; θ — the angle of rotation of the orientable part of the landing gear of the aircraft around the 
vertical axis y of aircraft; χ — the share of the angle θ due to movement of the piston in the damper; Ix — moment of 
inertia of the landing gear relative to the axis x, Ixy — centrifugal moment of inertia of the orienting part of landing 
gear; Iy — moment of inertia of the orienting part of the landing gear around the axis y; i — moment of inertia of the 
wheel about the rotational axis; Cψ — stiffness of fixed strut  on the glider which is given to the lateral displacement 
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of the wheel axles; Cθ — the stiffness of the spring connecting via a damper orienting part of landing gear with non-
oriented; V — velocity of the aircraft; l* — the length of the landing gear; τ, R — off-set and radius of the wheel; N 
— the number of wheels; λ — lateral displacement of the center of the tire contact with the ground; α, β, γ — 
kinematic characteristics of pneumatic; φ – rotation of the middle line corresponding to the beginning and end of the 
contact zone of the tire with the ground with respect to the wheel rim; h — coefficient of resistance of the damper; a, 
b, k — the side, heel and radial stiffness of the tire; d — half the distance between the centers of the wheels. Dot 
denotes differentiation with respect to time t. 

To solve the system (19) the Runge-Kutta method is applied, the change of variables is introduced: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , , , .y y y y y y yϕψ → ψ→ θ→ θ→ λ→ → χ→

  Solve the system of differential equations with respect to 
y1, y3, y4, y5, y6: 
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The resulting system is solved by lowering the degree of differentiation of the Runge-Kutta method with 
adaptive step in the Mathcad application. To test these solutions consider the diagram of stability boundaries (Fig.s 
11–18) and determine specific areas of stability and instability for the above-mentioned landing gear.⋅Area under the 
curve h is the instability area h [kg·m2/s] = function (V [m/s]). According to the calculations of transients for several 
values of speed V a satisfactory agreement with the curve is obtained by calculation on the criterion of Routh-
Hurwitz and depicted in Fig.s 11–18 as the solid line. Parametric studies were conducted when the peak value of any 
parameter shimmy changed into a small amount X (from 1 to 0.7) periodically with a frequency twice the frequency 
of the shimmy. The results of these studies are presented in Fig.s 11–18 as special lines marked as value X on the 
right. The parametric excitation by changing the moment of inertia of the wheel was considered in [4]. For all 
equations of the system (19) the transition has been carried out from a constant moment of inertia i wheel to its 
periodic change i = i0⋅(X + (1 – X)⋅cos(2πνt)), where i0 — moment of inertia of the wheels without deformations, X= 
0.9. Moreover, keeping in mind that the maximum value of the moment of inertia can not exceed i0, and the 
frequency ν is double the shimmy frequency. After the calculation of such a system it was found that the boundary 
zone of instability increases (see. Fig. 11). Similar but smaller changes occur under the condition X = 0.99. Areas of 
stability reduce at the same variation other parameters also: λ, ψ, ψ , ϕ , χ, θ , θ  and that is reflected in Fig.s 12–
18 and combinations thereof. 
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       FIGURE 11. Charting with the parameter λ varying                 FIGURE 12. Charting with the parameter i varying 

 

     FIGURE 13. Charting with the parameter θ varying                FIGURE 14. Charting with the parameterθ  varying 

 

FIGURE 15. Charting with the parameter ψ varying                   FIGURE 16. Charting with the parameter ψ  varying 
 
Similar phenomena may occur with a frequency which is a double shimmy frequency from natural oscillations of 

the airframe caused by irregularities in the airfield, deviations of the controls and operation of the power plant. It is 
noted in [4] that research experience of landing gear shimmy indicates the difference of the calculated and 
experimental results obtained in the laboratory under the assumption that the aircraft is absolutely rigid and results 
of field tests of the system of the aircraft. Critical shimmy speed may vary by 50% or even 100%. 

100 
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FIGURE 17. Charting with the parameter ϕ varying                  FIGURE 18. Charting with the parameter χ varying 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was proposed to change the frequencies of units whose waveforms are involved in these phenomena to 
increase the values flutter and shimmy speed to provide their frequencies differ from multiples of the stability loss 
frequencies. The appearance of self-oscillations in the wheel slip at low speeds of the aircraft was theoretically set 
with low compressions of shock absorbers and landing gear wheels which is confirmed experimentally on K-80 
copra for the nose landing gear of heavy-weight aircraft and rear landing gear of light-weight aircraft. 
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Abstract. A method for determining the hypersonic airplane pressurized compartment thermal state is developed based 
on the use of a mathematical model of the compartment with metal honeycomb constructions thermal state. The 
mathematical model of the system of the pressurized thermal-insulated compartment with a surface cooling system is 
represented by a system of differential and algebraic equations. The development of a stochastic method for solving the 
direct heat exchange problem of a metal honeycomb construction using stochastic differential equations by the Euler 
method and random walk by spheres method and inverse of heat exchange is carried out. The inverse problem for the 
metal honeycomb construction is solved by a stochastic quasigradient algorithm with a variable metric. The product 
vector of estimated coefficients errors of a nonlinear mathematical model is determined by the expression that is a 
quantile function χ2 - distributions and the Gram matrix. Investigations of the hypersonic aircraft were conducted in 
accordance with the Airworthiness standards. The required thickness of the metal honeycomb construction of the 
pressurized compartment, the temperature and the refrigerant consumption of the hypersonic airplane surface cooling 
system are obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Optimization of the metal honeycomb structure of the hypersonic aircraft pressurized compartment and the 
surface cooling system was carried out to ensure the reliability of the aircraft and its on-board equipment operation, 
comfortable conditions in the cockpit and passenger cabin. 

Figure 1 shows parameters of the flight mode and the air overboard the aircraft usage model. 
The aircraft fuselage panels (Fig. 2) consist of the titanium covering and duralumin honeycomb structures. The 

aircraft titanium covering and duralumin honeycomb structures are separated from each other by channels. A liquid 
refrigerant is used as active thermal protection. 

Pressurized compartment thermal characteristics optimization criteria are determined in compliance with the 
airworthiness standards АП 25 [1]. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
AIP Conf. Proc. 2125, 030087-1–030087-11; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5117469
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FIGURE 1. Parameters of the flight mode and the air overboard the aircraft usage model 

 
Let’s adopt a system of equations describing the convective and radiation heat transfer of the skin outer surface, 

convective heat transfer in the cooling system channel and heat exchange by direct conduction of the honeycomb 
structure as a mathematical model of the skin, duralumin honeycomb structures and surface cooling system thermal 
state for a pressurized compartment. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Layout of honeycomb heat insulation and active heat protection elements of a hypersonic airplane: 

Vair,out — air flight speed, ρV — air density overboard, Tair,out — air temperature overboard beyond the thermal boundary layer, 
ρcl — refrigerant density, Wcl — refrigerant velocity, Tcl — refrigerant temperature, ρair — air density in the compartment, 

Wair — air velocity in the compartment, Tair — air temperature in the compartment 
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FORCED CONVECTION OUTSIDE THE PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENT 

The air temperature overboard at the surface of the skin T* is determined by the formula 
* 0,72( )air,out e air,outT T T T= + − ,     (1) 

where ,air outT  is the air temperature overboard beyond the thermal boundary layer. 
The recovery temperature eT  in the equation (1) is determined by the expression 

2
, (1 ( 1) / 2),e air outT T M r k= + −      (2) 

where r is the temperature recovery factor (for a laminar boundary layer *Proutr = , for a turbulent layer *3 Proutr =  
; M  is the Mach number at the outer limit of the boundary layer; /p Vk c c=  is the gas specific heat ratio at constant 
pressure and volume. 

Heat transfer coefficient ,αcv out  of the covering outside surface will be calculated by the formula [2] 

* 0,5 * 0,666 * *
V3, 26(Re ) (Pr )cv,out out out p air,outc Va r− −=     (3) 

for the laminar boundary layer at a Reynolds number *Reout  < 1·106 and by the formula [2] 

* 2,584 * 2/3 * *0,181(lg Re ) (Pr )cv,out out out our p air,outc Va r− −=    (4) 

for the turbulent boundary layer at Reynolds number 1·106 *Reout≤ ≤  1·109. 
In the equations (3), (4) the following symbols are used: *Reout , *Prout  are the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers 

respectively at the air temperature *T ; *
outr  — the air density overboard at the temperature *T ; *cr  — the air 

specific heat at the temperature *T ; ,air outV  — the air flight speed. The Reynolds number *Reout  is calculated by the 
formula 

* * *
cv,outRe ρ /out air,out out airV L µ=  ,    (5) 

where ,cv outL  is the typical size for the covering outside surface; *
airµ  — the air dynamic viscosity. 

The typical size ,cv outL  is taken equal to the distance from the nose point of the fuselage to the middle of the 

calculated compartment or its part. Dynamic viscosity *
airµ  is determined by the expression 

*
airµ  = 0,1222229∙10-6 + 0,682674∙10-8 *T  - 0,313155∙10-11 ( *T )2.   (6) 

*Prout  is calculated by the formula 
* * * *Pr /air air aircr µ λ= ,     (7) 

where *λ  is the air thermal conductivity. 
The heat conduction *

airλ  is defined by the expression 

*
airλ  = 0,141483∙10-2 + 0,896161∙10-4 *T  - 0,204759∙10-7 ( *T )2 .  (8) 

The air density *
outr  overboard is calculated by the expression 

* 3 *
,3, 4826 10 /out air outp Tr −= ⋅ ,    (9) 

where ,air outp  is the air pressure overboard. 
The heat flow ,cv outQ coming to the skin outer surface from the direct and reflected solar radiation and direct 

Earth radiation is determined by the equation 
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4
, 0 , , , ( ),cv out cv out cv out cv outQ c F T xε=     (10) 

where 0c  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; ,cv outε  is the skin outer surface emissivity factor; cvF – the skin area with 
external convective heat transfer; ,cv outT – the outer skin temperature. 

HEAT TRANSFER IN THE COOLING SYSTEM CHANNEL 

Heat transfer in the cooling system channel will be determined by the skin outer surface heat transfer, the heat 
transfer of the honeycomb structure and by the ordinary differential equation describing convective heat transfer of 
the internal surface of the channel and transfer of heat from one part of the channel to another one 

*
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

, , , , 1 ,

( ) / ( ( , ) ) ( ) / ( ( , ) )
/ ( ),

cl k t cv out cv out k cl k k k cl k hc cl k hc cl k cl k hc cl k k cl k

p cl cl с с cl k cl k cl k

T t F C T l t T t F C T l t T
c J F C T T

a a

−

= − + −

+ −
,  (11) 

where , 1 ,,cl k cl kT T−  are the refrigerant temperatures respectively in the ( k –1)-th и k -th parts of the channel; , ,hc cl kT
 
is 

the honeycomb core construction surface temperature at the boundary with the - k -th part of the channel; ka  — the 
heat transfer coefficient of the inside surface of the  k -th part of the channel; kF  — the heat-release surface of the k 
-th part of the channel; ,cl cJ  — the refrigerant mass velocity in the channel; ,p clc  — the refrigerant specific heat; 

cF  — the channel section surface; ,cl kC  — the refrigerant heat capacity in the k -th part of the channel. ,cl kT  in the 
expression (11) with the index t means its differentiation according to the time t. 

The refrigerant heat capacity ,cl kC is determined by the expression 
 , , , ,( ),cl k p cl k cl c c cl kC с W F t Vr= ∆ +  (12) 
where ,cl kr  is the refrigerant density in the k -th part of the channel; ,cl cW  — the refrigerant velocity in the channel; 

t∆  — sampling time when solving a system of differential equations; ,cl kV  — the refrigerant volume in the  k -th 
part of the channel. 

The heat transfer coefficient ka of the internal surface of the channel is determined by the equations given in [3]. 
The laminar flow at the Reynolds number Recl  < 2100 is described by the equation 

0,33 0,33 0,1
, , , ,0,15Re Pr ( Pr ) (Pr / Pr ) .cl d av cl d cl cl d cl cl k lNu Gr ε=    (13) 

The Nusselt criterion , ,cl d avNu  is a nondimensional average heat transfer coefficient and is determined from the 
expression 

, , , , / ,cl d av cl d av clNu da λ=      (14) 

where , ,cl d ava  is the average convection heat transfer coefficient; d – the equivalent diameter, equal to the quadruple 
cross-sectional area of the channel, divided by its full "wetted" perimeter [4]; clλ  – the refrigerant thermal 
conductivity. 

The Reynolds number ,Recl d  characterizes the refrigerant motion mode and is determined from the expression 

, ,Re /cl d cl av cl clV dr µ= ,     (15) 

where ,cl avV  is the average refrigerant velocity; clr – the refrigerant density; clµ  – the refrigerant dynamic viscosity. 
The Prandtl number Prcl  determines the refrigerant physical properties at the determining average temperature of 

the refrigerant and is calculated from the expression 

,Pr / .cl cl cl clcr µ λ=      (16) 

The Prandtl number Prk  determines the refrigerant physical properties at the determining average temperature of 
the channel surface. 
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The Grasgof number ,cl dGr  characterizes the lift generated due to the difference in the density of the refrigerant, 
and is determined from the expression 

3 2
, / ,cl d cl clGr gd Tβ ν= ∆      (17) 

where clβ  is the volume-expansion coefficient of the refrigerant; g  — acceleration in the gravity field; clT∆  — the 
difference between the surface temperature of the channel and the refrigerant outside the boundary layer; ν  — the 
refrigerant kinematic viscosity. 

The coefficient takes into account the change in the average heat transfer coefficient along the channel length 
and depends on the ratio of the channel length to its equivalent diameter l/d. This coefficient values are presented in 
the Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Values of lε  for the laminar flow 
l/d 1 2 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 

lε  1.9 1.7 1.44 1.28 1.18 1.13 1.05 1.02 1.0 

 
The transition flow regime for the Reynolds number 2100 < Recl  < 1∙104 is described by the equation 

0,43 0,25
, , 0 Pr (Pr / Pr ) ,cl d av cl cl k lNu K ε=     (18) 

where the coefficient 0K values depend on the Reynolds number Recl and are presented in the Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Values of the coefficient 0K  from the Reynolds number Recl  

Recl ×10-3 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 3 4 5 6 8 10 

0K  1.9 2.2 3.3 3.8 4.4 6.0 10.3 15.5 19.5 27.0 33.3 
 
The turbulent flow at the Reynolds number Recl  > 1∙104 is described by the equation (Table 3) 

0,8 0,43 0,25
, , ,0,021Re Pr (Pr / Pr ) ,cl d av cl d cl cl k lNu ε=     (19) 

TABLE 3. Values of lε  for the turbulent flow 
l/d Recl  = 2·103 Recl  = 2·104 Recl  = 2·105 
1 1.9 1.51 1.28 
2 1.70 1.40 1.22 
5 1.44 1.27 1.15 

10 1.28 1.18 1.10 
15 1.18 1.13 1.08 
20 1.13 1.11 1.06 
30 1.05 1.05 1.03 
40 1.02 1.02 1.02 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 
The refrigerant consumption clG  is proposed to be represented by a linear regression of the form 

2
,0 ,1( ) ( ) M ( )cl G G VG t t tϑ ϑ r= + ,    (20) 

where ,0 ,1,G Gϑ ϑ  are the coefficients of the model to be evaluated. 
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HEAT EXCHANGE BY DIRECT CONDUCTION OF THE HONEYCOMB 
CONSTRUCTION 

The system of the honeycomb structure heat transfer equations is represented in the form of one-dimensional 
heat-transfer equations describing the process of heat transfer in a multilayer honeycomb construction [2, 5] 

, ,( ) ( ( ) ) , 0 , 0 ;hc hc t hc hc x x kC x T x T x l t tλ= < < < ≤                             (21) 

, , , , , , , , , ,( ) ( ) / ( ( , ) ), 0;hc hc cl k hc x hc cl k hc cl k hc k hc k k cl kx F T t F C T l t T xλ a= − =                               (22) 

, , , , , ,( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( , )), ;hc hc cl k hc x hc in hc cl k air hcx F T t F T t T t x x lλ a= − =                                  (23) 

0(0, ) ( ), 0 ,hcT x T x x l= < <                                                            (24) 

where 
, ;

( )
, ,

dur
hc

air

C x dur
C x

C x air
∈

=  ∈

, ;
( )

, ,
dur

hc
air

x dur
x

x air
λ

λ
λ

∈
=  ∈

 

that is, the coefficients hcC , hcλ  depend on the layer in which the heat transfer is considered. 
In the Eqs. (21)–(24) the following notations are used: ( , )hcT t x  – the honeycomb construction temperature; 

,hc tT  – first-order derivative hcT  with respect to t ; ,hc xT  – first-order derivative hcT  with respect to x ; 

, ,hc x xT  – second-order derivative hcT  with respect to x ; ( )hcC x  – volumetric heat capacity of the honeycomb skin 
construction, determined by the heat capacity of the duralumin durС  and the heat capacity of the air airС ; 

( )hc lλ  – heat conduction of the honeycomb construction, determined by the duralumin heat conduction durλ and the 
air heat conduction airλ ; ,hc ka  – heat transfer coefficient of the honeycomb construction outer surface; 

,cv ina  – heat transfer coefficient of the honeycomb construction inner surface; ,hc kF  – area of the honeycomb 
construction with the outside and inside heat exchange; airT  – air temperature in the compartment or in the part of 
the compartment; l – thickness of the honeycomb construction. 

FORCED CONVECTION IN A PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENT 

The heat transfer coefficient ,hc ina of the honeycomb construction inner surface can be calculated by the 
formula [5]  

0,5 0,43
,0,66 Re Pr /hc,in air in in hc inLa λ=      (25) 

for a laminar boundary layer at the Reynolds number Rein  < 4∙104 and by to the formula [6]: 

0,8 0,43
,0,037 Re Pr /hc,in air in in hc inLa λ=      (26) 

at the Reynolds number Rein ≥ 4∙108. 
Heat conduction airλ  and dynamic viscosity inµ  in the Eqs. (25) and (26) in the numbers Re , Pr  are determined 

respectively by the expressions (8), (6) for the air temperature in the compartment airT . 
The product WJ  of the air density airr  and velocity airW  in the compartment or the mass velocity WJ  in the 

number 
Re /in air air in airW Lr µ=      (27) 

is taken from the results of the experiment. 
The typical size of ,hc inL  is taken by analogy with ,hc outL  equal to distance from the beginning of the 

compartment to the middle of the calculated part of the compartment. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE HONEYCOMB CONSTRUCTION THICKNESS, 
TEMPERATURE AND THE SURFACE COOLING SYSTEM REFRIGERANT 

CONSUMPTION 

When optimizing the honeycomb construction thickness, temperature and the surface cooling system refrigerant 
consumption, the proposed model coefficients vector (1)–(27) has the following form: 

,0 ,1[ , , , ]T
hc cl G GL T ϑ ϑΘ =     (28) 

and includes the necessary characteristics (the thickness of the honeycomb construction hcL  values in m, the 
refrigerant temperature clT  in K, and the coefficients ,0 ,1,G Gϑ ϑ , describing the refrigerant clG  consumption in kg/s). 

To solve the fuselage honeycomb construction thermal state direct problem, we consider the mathematical model 
of heat transfer in a heterogeneous structure, as a parabolic boundary value problem with discontinuous coefficients. 
The description and physical properties of heterogeneous structures can be found in [7]. 

At the same time, the discontinuous coefficients of the heat equation were smoothed on the basis of integral 
averaging, and the numerical solution of stochastic differential equations was carried out by the Euler method and 
the random walk by spheres method [8]. 

It is assumed that the considered heat transfer process occurs on a time interval [0, endt ] and is described by the 

following boundary-value problem for the heat-transfer equation 

3

1
( ) ,hc hc

i i i

T T
b x

t x x=

 ∂ ∂∂
=  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
∑  where 1

2

,
( ) ,

,
Al

air

b x G
b x

b x G
∈

=  ∈
  (29) 

( ,0) ( ),hcT x xφ=       (30) 

1 1 1 11 1

0, 0,hc hc

x l x l

T T
x x

=− =

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
     (31) 

2 2 2 22 2

0, 0,hc hc

x l x l

T T
x x

=− =

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
     (32) 

3

,
3 0

( ) ( ( )),hc
Al hc cl hc cl

x

T
t T T t

x
λ a

=

∂
= −

∂
     (33) 

3

,
3

( ) ( ( ))hc
Al hc air hc air

x l

T
t T T t

x
λ a

=

∂
− = −

∂
.    (34)  

In Eqs. (29)–(34) the following notations are used: φ  - initial temperature distribution in the honeycomb 
construction; Alλ  - thermal conductivity coefficient of duralumin; ,Alb  airb  - temperature conductivity coefficients 
of duralumin and air, respectively; ,hc cla , ,hc aira  - heat transfer coefficients of the honeycomb construction surface in 
the channel, and between the surfaces of the honeycomb construction in the compartment, respectively; clT , airT  - 
temperature of the refrigerant and air in the compartment, respectively. 

Since the thermal protection honeycomb construction consists of two materials with different thermophysical 
properties, in the problem Eqs. (29)–(34) we have the heat-transfer equation with the discontinuous temperature 
conductivity coefficient [9]. 

The solution of the problem Eqs. (29)–(34) with a discontinuous temperature conductivity coefficient can be 
obtained by solving the problem in which in the equation (29) this coefficient b(x) is replaced by its smooth 
approximation ( )mb . It is possible, for example, to consider its smoothing in the neighborhood of the discontinuity 
surfaces by means of an integral averaging with an infinitely differentiable finite kernel [10] as such a replacement 
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13

1( ) ( ) ( ) ,
m

m m

m

mmx y x y

x y
b x x y b y d y b y d yr

r r

ω ω
rr− < − <

 − 
= − =  

 
∫ ∫    (35) 

As a result of the replacement in Eqs. (29)–(34) of the temperature conductivity coefficient by the function ( )mb , 
we reach the following boundary-value problem 

( ) 2 ( ) ( )( )3 3
( )

2
1 1

( ) ,
m m mm

mhc hc hc

i i i ii

T T Tbb x
t x xx= =

∂ ∂ ∂∂
= +

∂ ∂ ∂∂∑ ∑     (36) 

( ) ( ,0) ( ),m
hcT x xφ=      (37) 

1 1 1 1

( ) ( )

1 1

0, 0,
m m

hc hc

x l x l

T T
x x

=− =

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
     (38) 

2 2 2 2

( ) ( )

2 2

0, 0,
l l

m m
hc hc

x x

T T
x x

=− =

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
     (39)  

3

( )

,
3 0

( ) ( ( )),
m

hc
Al hc cl hc cl

x

T
t T T t

x
λ a

=

∂
= −

∂
    (40) 

3

( )

,
3

( ) ( ( )),
m

hc
Al hc air hc air

x l

T
t T T t

x
λ a

=

∂
− = −

∂
    (41) 

For solutions of boundary value problems for parabolic equations, probabilistic representations are known [11], [12].  
The probabilistic representation of the problem Eqs. (36)–(41) solution is the mathematical expectation 

,( , ) ( ( ) ),hc x T t T T TT x t X Y Zφ−= Ε +     (42) 

where the symbol ,x T t−Ε  denotes the mathematical expectation with respect to a probability measure ,x T t−Ρ , 
corresponding to a random process starting at the time T-t  from the point x, i.e. T tX x− = . 

Approximate values ( ) ( , )m
hcT x t  can be obtained by the Monte Carlo method. For this purpose, it was proposed 

in [7, 13, 14] to use the Euler method. The simulation of trajectories by the Euler method for stochastic differential 
Eqs. (36)–(41) is carried out according to the following scheme 

1
2

1 ,i i i i iX x h h aσ x∆
+ = + +       (43) 

31 1 1 1/
( ) ( ),i i i i iR G

x X K n Xχ∆ ∆
+ + + += + ∆     (44) 

1 1 1 2 1(1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ),i i i G i i i G i iy y x K x Ka χ a χ+ ∂ + ∂ += + ∆ + ∆    (45) 

1 1 1 1 2 2 1( ) (ψ ) ( ) ( ) (ψ ) ( ) ),i i i i G i i i i G i iz z y x K y x Ka χ a χ+ ∂ + ∂ += + ∆ + ∆    (46) 

1 1 ,i i ik k K+ += + ∆       (47) 

where i, i+1 are numbers of grid nodes; ix - vector of three independent N (0, 1) random variables; 1 1( ),i iK d X ∆
+ +∆ =  

- the distance from 1iX ∆
+   to G∂  in the case of exit 1iX ∆

+  from the area. 
It is known that the point of the first exit from the Wiener process ball starting from the center of this ball has a 

uniform distribution on the boundary of this ball. At the same time, this point does not depend on the time of the 
first exit to the boundary. Therefore, it is proposed [15] to accelerate the simulation of the stochastic differential 
equations trajectories as they pass inside the cell, use the random walk by spheres method, and simulate the motion 
along the framing and some of its neighborhood with the help of the Euler method with a small step. 
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The inverse solution, that is, the estimation of the Θ model coefficients, reduces to minimization of the residual 

squares weighted sum between the values given by the accepted criterion Y


 and the corresponding values of 
Y( , )t Θ


 obtained during calculations by the model equations: 

1
( ) ( Y ( , )) ( Y ( , )),

N
T

k k k k k k
k

Y t Y t
=

Φ Θ = − Θ − Θ∑
   

    (48) 

where kt  are the time points at  k  = 1,...,N. 
As was noted in [16, 17], to minimize the function (48) it is reasonable to use the composition of the steepest 

descent method, the quasi-Newton method of Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno [18] and Newton method [19] 
which are realized in accordance with the formula: 

1 ( ),j j j ja S+Θ = Θ + ⋅ Θ      (49) 

where ja  is a coefficient characterizing the step size at the j-th iteration; S  is a parameter indicating the search 
direction for the vector 0Θ  of  coefficients actual values Θ .  

To determine the coefficient vector θ  of the honeycomb construction thermal state model, we will determine the 
minimum of the function (θ)Φ  of the squared residuals weighted sum (equation [48]) with the help of the iterative 

minimization algorithm that uses the derivatives of function (θ)Φ . For this purpose it is proposed to use the variant 
of the stochastic quasigradient algorithm with the variable metric [18], wherein the approximations to the minimum 
point are constructed by the rule 

1θ θ , 0,1, ,k k k k
k H kr+ = − ∇ Φ =     (50) 

where kH  is the random square matrix of the size ; kl l× ∇ Φ  is the gradient of the objective function at the point 

θ ;k
kr  is the step parameter. 

Solution of the ordinary differential system (11) carried out according to the Rosenbrock-type second-order 
approximation numerical scheme for non-autonomous systems, as described in [20]. 

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

The fuselage panels (Fig. 2) consist of duralumin honeycomb constructions. Between the outer skin and 
honeycomb constructions there are titanium pipes with a square section and a wall thickness of 0.5 mm. Pipes are 15 
to 15 mm in size. As a refrigerant of active thermal protection in the cooled channels, a solution of alcohol with 
water in the ratio of 30 to 70 is used. 

The outer skin is made of titanium alloy and has a thickness of 2 mm. The inner skin is made of duralumin and 
has a thickness of 0.5 mm. 

The honeycomb core thickness is 0.05 mm.  
Parameters of flight mode and air overboard the aircraft usage model are shown in Fig. 1. 
The temperature of the honeycomb construction inner surface in the compartment under the first order boundary 

conditions was adopted 293 К. 
The initial values of the duralumin honeycomb construction thickness were taken at 50 mm, the refrigerant 
temperature in the channel was 233 K and the refrigerant displacement velocity in the channel was 0.08 m/s. 

The parametric identification boundaries are as follows:  honeycomb construction thickness 40–100 mm; the 
refrigerant temperature in the channel 233–313 K; the refrigerant displacement velocity in the channel 0.05–
0.20 m/s. 

The effective thermal conductivity of the honeycomb construction was obtained with the help of a 
thermophysical experiment under a steady-state heat transfer process. The following value of 0.12 W/ (m*K) was 
obtained. The temperature conductivity of a multilayer honeycomb construction was also determined experimentally 
and was equal to 3 10-3 m2/s. 

To calculate the panel thermal state, a parallel program in the Fortran 90 language was developed. Parallelization 
in the program is carried out according to the Master-Slave scheme. In this scheme, one computational core is 
considered to be the main one, and it distributes the entire volume of work on the random trajectories simulation for 
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all the cores participating in the work. At the end of all trajectories simulation all the cores pass to the leading core 
the results of calculations to compute the functional expectation, giving the temperature estimation. 

When writing the parallel program the Intel MPI software, Version 4.1 was used. The random process 
trajectories simulation was carried out using the parallel sensor of Gaussian random variables from the Intel MKL 
library. The calculations were made in the Siberian Supercomputer Center on the hybrid cluster HKC-30T+GPU 
with the use of 36 4-core processors E5540 2.53 GHz. 

Estimates of the model coefficients (28) honeycomb construction thickness, temperature and the cooling system 
refrigerant consumption are respectively equal 

Θ̂


 = [0.052; 233.6; 0.002; 0.0006]T . 

The product vector DP


 of estimated coefficients errors Θ̂


 was determined by the algorithm given in [19]. It is at 

the confidence level of β  = 0.99 respectively 

DP


 = [0.012; 3.2; 0.0005; 0.00008]T . 

CONCLUSIONS 

A theoretical method is proposed for determining the required thickness characteristics of the pressurized 
compartment metal honeycomb construction, the temperature and the surface cooling system refrigerant 
consumption of the hypersonic airplane. The developed mathematical model of the pressurized thermal-insulated 
compartment system with the surface cooling system is represented by a system of differential and algebraic 
equations. 

As methods of parametric identification of the compartments thermal state model, it was proposed to use the 
composition of the steepest descent method, Newton's method and the quasi-Newton method of Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno and the variant of a stochastic quasigradient algorithm with a variable metric. To solve a direct 
problem of honeycomb constructions, a method based on the numerical solution of stochastic differential equations 
was applied, using the Euler method and the random walk by spheres method. 

The product vector of estimated coefficients errors of a nonlinear mathematical model was calculated by the 
algorithm using the quantile function χ2 - distributions and the Gram matrix.  

The required thickness of the metal honeycomb construction of the pressurized compartment, the temperature 
and the refrigerant consumption of the hypersonic airplane surface cooling system are determined. 
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Abstract. To determine the glazing resource, it is not enough to conduct only computational and experimental studies. In 
order to obtain a complete picture of the stress-strain state, it is necessary to conduct thermal strength tests of the full-
scale structure according to the program sufficiently reflecting the temperature and range of operating loads. 
The choice of heating and cooling schemes, as well as the design of the stands for the experimental assessment of the life 
of the glazing aircraft is determined from the condition of meeting the requirements of the test programs, the design 
features of the test objects and the minimum cost to build and operate. 

Key-words: thermal strength tests, stand endurance tests cockpit, test cockpit, full-scale tests of the lantern glazing, 
unsteady temperature field, jet heating system, test glazing pressurized cabin lantern. 

INTRODUCTION 

The glazing of the cockpit lanterns of modern supersonic aircraft is a highly stressed component of the structure. 
As a single unit with the frame of the flashlight and the adjacent part of the fuselage, it is subject to non-stationary 
thermal effects, and also bears the loads created by the pressure in the pressurized cabin and aerodynamic loads. 

A large amount of computational and experimental studies at all stages of the design of the flashlight design is 
insufficient to establish the glazing resource. Only thermal tests of the full-scale design of a flashlight according to a 
program that fairly fully reflects the range of operating temperatures and loads make it possible to reproduce a near-
real stress-strain state, determine its strength characteristics, identify weak points and develop recommendations for 
their modifications. 

During the tests, the temperature of the outer surface of some materials in this case may be several tens of 
degrees higher than the transition temperature of the glass in a highly elastic state. Under these conditions, there are 
bending thermal stresses in the glazing associated with almost complete constraint of its bending deformations. The 
voltage level can be 20-35 MPa or more. In this case, the bending deformation can be both elastic and residual. 
Moreover, the residual strain accumulated in the operation process. 

The difficulty of the calculation of residual deformations and associated stresses, the sensitivity of the surface 
glass to the micro and macro-damage and the imperfect methods of calculation resource of the glazing raises the 
problem of experimental definition of a resource of a lantern in the testing conditions. 

The first heat-resistant life tests of the cockpit lanterns in SibNIA were carried out in 1974. A total of 33 aircraft 
lanterns were tested: MiG-23, MiG-23M, MiG-29, MiG-31, MiG-23, Su-17, Su-17M, Su-24, Su-27, Su-27UB, Su- 
30MK, Su-34 and others. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
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 FEATURES OF THE RESOURCES TEST 

The glazing of lanterns is made of single-layer and multi-layer organic and inorganic heat-resistant glasses and is 
mounted in a frame or supplied as a part of a pressurized cabin. The frame with glass is installed and secured in a 
fixture that simulates  pressurized cabin. The thickness of the glazing is 7-30 mm. The surface of the glazing can be 
flat, cylindrical, conical, and also have the form of double curvature. The surface area of the glazing varies 1-4 m2. 

The glazing test program consists in reproducing cyclically repetitive heating and cooling modes with 
simultaneous loading of the glazing with internal overpressure. The range of temperature variation is 230-520 K, the 
maximum rate of temperature change is 3.5 deg/s. Cycle time from ten minutes to one hour. 

The overpressure acting on the glazing in a typical mode rises to the calculated one in a time ≈ 1 min at the 
beginning, then it is maintained at a predetermined level and is reset in a time ≈ 1 min at the end of the cycle. The 
range of pressure change is 30-100 kPa. One of the possible test modes is the cyclic change of the overpressure at a 
constant, including room temperature. 

The program can provide for the alternation of several test modes that make up the unit and differ in temperature 
levels, rates of change, as well as overpressure levels in a sealed cavity. 

To achieve the specified limits of temperature and pressure changes on the inner surface of the glazing through 
the cavity of the lantern is purged with air. The air, according to the test program, is prepared by the air supply 
system to the pressurized cabin to maintain the desired temperature and pressure. Maintaining the overpressure at a 
given level is carried out by means of a pressure regulator. The pressure relief is achieved by an additional 
connection of the inner cavity of the lantern with the atmosphere. 

The test stands may use the following methods of heating and cooling the surface of the aircraft. 
Heating methods: 
• Infrared; 
• Hot gas flow parallel to the heating surface; 
• Hot gas jets perpendicular to the surface or at an angle; 
• Infrared with surface blowing with gas jets perpendicular to the surface or at an angle; 
• Infrared with a surface blown by a gas stream parallel to the heating surface. 

Cooling methods: 
• jet cooling system with compressed air through turbo coolers; 
• mixture of compressed air with nitrogen. 

TEST BENCHES EQUIPPED WITH INFRARED HEATERS AND JET COOLING 
SYSTEMS 

For the modes of acceleration and climb, in which the maximum temperature of the outer surface of the glazing 
is above the glass softening temperature, infrared heating is used. In Fig. 1 shows a test bench for glazing aircraft 
equipped with infrared heaters and jet cooling systems. 

The fundamental possibility of using infrared heaters to simulate the aerodynamic heating of the glazing of a 
flashlight of a supersonic aircraft is associated with the optical characteristics of glass — at a wavelength of λ> 
2.2 μm, the transmittance of organic glass is close to zero. Moreover, if the main part of the spectral energy 
distribution of the emitter will be at wavelengths> 2.2 μm, the energy will be absorbed in a thin surface layer of 
glass, and the process of heating the glass will be almost equivalent to aerodynamic heating. This requirement is 
usually satisfied by “black” emitters at a relatively low radiation temperature. Nichrome and stainless steel emitters 
have been successfully used as “black” emitters in test benches. In Fig. 2 shows the spectral transmittance values D 
of organic glass Э2, silicate glass НП, the relative radiation intensity E of an absolutely black body at a temperature 
of 673 K and the amount of radiant energy ∆Q that passes through the glass. 

Silicate glass when tested covered with a layer of chromium oxide. 
In order to achieve the desired uniformity of the temperature field and obtain the desired temperature profile, the 

infrared heater may consist of several independent zones. The implementation of the program on the heating section 
is achieved by regulating the power supply of each zone of the heaters. 
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FIGURE 1. Stand RIF-10B with infrared heating system 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Spectral transmittance D of organic glass Э2 and silicate glass НП 

 
If the maximum temperature of the outer surface of the glazing is less than the softening temperature of the glass, 

a jet heating system is used. Air is heated by electric air heaters. The implementation of the program is achieved by 
synchronous regulation of air flow and power of air preheaters. Such a method of heating makes it possible to 
reduce the number of independent control zones on the surface of the glazing as compared to radiation by heating 
and to increase the safety of the tests. 

If the maximum temperature of the outer surface of the glazing is less than the glass softening temperature, a jet 
heating system is used. Air heating is carried out by means of electric air heaters. The implementation of the 
program is achieved by synchronous control of air flow and power of air heaters. This method of heating allows to 
reduce the number of independent control zones on the surface of the glazing and to increase the safety of the tests 
in comparison with the radiation heating. 

Cooling of the outer surface of the glazing is carried out by a jet cooling system. To cool the industrial air, 
aircraft turbo-coolers are used. For deeper cooling, liquid nitrogen is injected into the flow. The implementation of 
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the program at the cooling section is carried out by regulating the flow of air and liquid nitrogen. In Fig. 3 shows the 
test object of the stand RIF-10V. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The test object of the stand RIF-10V 

STAND OF RESOURCE TESTS OF GLAZING AIRCRAFT WITH JET HEATING AND 
COOLING SYSTEM 

The RIF stand was designed and manufactured by SibNIA specialists, as well as by several co-implementing 
organizations, in 2011. In the design of the stand, elements and technologies were used that were previously 
developed on the glazing of supersonic airplanes made of organic glass. The layout of the stand is shown in (Fig. 4). 

Stand RIF allows for thermal effects on the glazing aircraft: non-stationary heating and subsequent cooling of the 
outer surface during flights at supersonic and subsonic speeds, overpressure in the pressurized cabin of the pilot 
while maintaining a constant temperature in the pressurized cabin, regardless of the test mode. 

The stand includes: 
• Working chamber;  
• System of heating the surface of the glazing; 
• Cooling system the surface of the glazing; 
• ACS; 
• Information and measuring system; 
• Noise reduction camera; 
• The ventilation system of the camera noise; 
• System of ventilation and noise suppression of the turbo cooler unit; 
• The pressurization system pressurized cabin and germolene; 
• Heating system of the pressurized cabin; 
• Cooling system of the pressurized cabin; 
• Compressed air cleaning and drying system; 
• Power supply system; 
• Auxiliary systems. 
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FIGURE 4. booth layout RIF 

 
The basis of the working chamber for heating and cooling the surface of the glazing is a system of collector tubes 

with nozzles fed through a distributing manifold mounted on the frame (Fig. 5). 
 

 
FIGURE 5. The working chamber 

 
Thermally thin-walled, low-inertia tubes with nozzles form a surface equidistant to the outer contour of the 

glazing. Hot or cold compressed air is supplied through the nozzles with adjustable flow rates and temperatures 
required to reproduce the set program of heating and cooling of the test object. Jets of air directed normal to the 
surface of the lamp. At the stand, two independent zones of heating and cooling control are used, 2 dispensing 
manifolds are installed. To ensure a uniform temperature field, the nozzles above the metal frame are made 
adjustable, which allows you to adjust the working part of the stand quite accurately, and the 140 temperature 
sensors of the information-measuring system on the outer surface of the glazing make it easy to localize the place of 
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temperature deviation from the set one. At the RIF stand, it is possible to obtain a temperature range from -40 ° C to 
+200 ° C with a heating rate of up to 1 ° C / s., Cooling to 3 ° C / s. 

The system of heating the surface of the glazing 
The heating system of the glazing surface (Fig.6) includes two low-inertia electric air heaters with a total 

capacity of 460 kW, adjustable valves and a network of pipelines. Each heater consists of 28 nichrome tubes with a 
length of 745 mm. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Low-inertia air heaters 

Cooling System the Surface of the Glazing 

In the surface glazing cooling system (Fig. 7), are used six turbo-refrigerators, three for each cooling zone, 
adjustable valves and a network of pipelines. Depending on the air consumption consumed, either one low-capacity 
turbo-cooler 3061A or all turbo-coolers work. The air flow through cooling system reaches 5,000 kg / hour. 
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FIGURE 7. Cooling system the surface of the glazing 

Air Conditioning Cabins 

The temperature in the pressurized cabin is significantly affected by heating or cooling of the outer surface of the 
glazing. To maintain the specified parameters, the pressurized cabin uses an air heater, an aircraft turbine cooler 
3061A of low power operating through a heat exchanger, adjustable, solenoid, reduction and safety valves, a 
network of pipelines, pressure and temperature sensors. Changing the operating pressure in the pressurized cabin is 
provided simultaneously with the maintenance of the set temperature by blowing hot or cold air. When tested in 
hermetic hose is supplied a constant pressure through a pressure reducing and solenoid valves. 

ACS and IMS Systems 

In accordance with the tasks of the test, an automated control system (ACS) and an information-measuring 
system (IMS) were developed. 

ACS and IMS are a hardware complex and software product that allows to conduct tests in a fully automated 
mode. The ACS interface is shown in Fig. 8. 
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FIGURE 8. ACS system interface 

 
 All parameters: pressures in highways, temperatures in different parts of the stand, current and voltages of air 

heaters are displayed in real time and recorded in the database. Figure 9 shows the graphical of testing program. 
 

 
FIGURE 9. Schedule of testing program development 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF RIF STANDS OF THE FIRST GENERATION 

Despite the fact that the stands allow to implement almost any flight regimes, during their operation a number of 
shortcomings were identified: 

• High labor intensity of manufacturing, assembly,settings for each glazing (from 12 to 20 months); 
• High maintenance requirements; 
• Low energy efficiency and high cost of preparation and testing; 
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• Full re-installation of the working chamber of the stand for each test object; 
• The difficulty of obtaining a uniform temperature field over the surface of the glazing; 
• Danger of damage to the test object in case of integrity of the stand. 

Currently, "SibNIA them. S. A. Chaplygina" developed a schematic diagram of a universal energy-saving stand 
of the new generation – RIF-II for thermal tests of glazing aircraft. The design of the stand is based on the principle 
of heating and cooling of the test object by a parallel air flow with the separation of hot and cold air circuits. The 
stand is a kind of wind tunnel with two closed circuits and a purge (open) atmospheric circuit. The scheme of this 
stand is shown in Fig. 10. 

 

 
FIGURE 10. General view of the RIF-II stand 

 
In comparison with the existing stands RIF-II stand has greater energy efficiency (reducing energy consumption 

by ~5 times), versatility thanks to a replaceable working chamber; all this significantly reduces the cost of testing. 
The new stand is expected to achieve greater accuracy in the reproduction of the temperature field, including a given 
unevenness in length. Due to the lack of infrared heaters and air collectors above the glazing, it is impossible to 
damage it in case of violation of the integrity of the stand. A significant simplification of the design of the working 
chamber of the stand will reduce the time of preparation for testing up to 2 months. The absence of stress 
concentrators in the form of contact strain gauges will provide data on the stress-strain state of the glazing structure 
throughout the test cycle. A large area of the controlled surface will significantly increase the informativeness of the 
experiment. 

CONCLUSION 

One of the main differences of RIF-II from the stands of previous generations is the method of heating the object 
under study. In the stand it is proposed to use a convective method of heating and cooling by blowing the structure 
with hot or cold air flow. At the same time, the tests become not only cheaper and easier technically, but this method 
of heating/cooling allows to achieve the most complete approximation of the experiment to the real operating 
conditions of aircraft, to obtain a more uniform temperature field, as well as real temperature gradients along the 
surface and the thickness of the glazing. 
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Abstract. The paper shows that the results of modal tests can be the initial source of information about the presence of 
defects in airframes. The test method, upgraded for solving the problems of the structures technical state monitoring is 
presented. The identification signs for a number of engineering and manufacturing defects and customer induced 
damages have been developed. The effectiveness of the diagnosis is confirmed by the results of the full-scale products 
inspection.  

INTRODUCTION 

For effective and safe operation of aircraft, it is necessary to ensure compliance of the technical condition of 
aircraft with the strength requirements, accepted norms and rules. One of the ways to solve this problem is to 
identify and eliminate defects that arise during the production and operation. 

Methods for assessing the technical condition of objects from changes in vibration parameters when defects 
appear are widely used in various fields of technology [1–19]. At the same time, fully assembled and equipped 
aircraft subject to modal testing, which pass all experimental products and at least one of each production series. The 
purpose of the test is to control the parameters of the eigentones embedded in the computational dynamic models 
used to ensure safety from such phenomena as flutter, buffering and control reversal [20, 21]. In the results of modal 
tests can be detected deviations of the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft from the calculated values. In addition, 
the symmetry breaking of these characteristics inherent in symmetrical objects is also possible. Such deviations are, 
as a rule, a consequence of the appearance of defects [7–10, 22, 23]. 

The following method of diagnostics the technical condition is developed on the basis of the analysis the known 
methods of vibration-based diagnostics and the experience of modal testing: modal tests on the aircraft or its parts 
are carried out; deviations of the modal characteristics from the calculated values exceeding the experimental errors 
are detected; the type of defect is determined by its identification feature; the location and size of the defect are 
assessment. Control can occur both at the level of a qualitative assessment, and at the level of a quantitative 
assessment of one or several defects. 

MODAL TEST METHOD FOR AIRCRAFT DIAGNOSTICS 

The reliability of the results of modal tests for the diagnosis of aircraft are increased requirements. To meet these 
requirements, we recommend give up on a priori description of the dissipative properties of structures and propose a 
method for determining the modal parameters of the aircraft, which has low sensitivity to experimental errors. 

A common modal test method is the phase resonance (normal modes) method [20, 24, 25]. In this case, it is 
assumed that the aircraft oscillations in the tests are described by the equation 

 
 AŸ + HẎ + CY = P, (1) 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
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where, A, H, C the inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices; Y – structural response to the harmonic excitation of 
oscillations P. 

Basil’s hypothesis is accepted that the inertia, damping and stiffness matrices are diagonally transformed by a 
single coordinate transformation Y = WG, which leads to equations (1) to the oscillation equations of linear 
oscillators: 

 
 ijjjjjj Qgcghga =++  . (2) 
 
where, j = 1, 2, ..., N the number of the proper vibration tone; N the number of own tones of the aircraft in a given 
frequency range; W the eigenvector matrix; G vector of generalized coordinates; aj, hj, cj the generalized mass, 
damping and stiffness; cj = aj pj

2; pj – the eigenfrequency; Q the generalized force of excitation. 
The modal parameters pj, W, aj, and hj are determined by known methods [20, 24–26]. The use of equations (1) 

and (2) means that a mathematical description of the damping forces is adopted a priori. There is no reason for this, 
since there is no universal model of energy dissipation due to oscillations of mechanical systems. 

We describe the oscillations of aircraft in the test equations 
 

AŸ + R + CY = P, 
 
where R is the damping force vector, a mathematical description of which is not accepted a priori. 

To the damping forces R we assign all the forces that change in phase with the speed of vibration of the aircraft. 
Imagine the oscillations of the aircraft in a complex form: 

 
Y = U – iV, P = E + iF, R = H (iU + V), 1−=i . 

 
We will assume that the selection of the excitation forces of the P in tests leads to forced monophasic 

oscillations [25, 27] U = λV. The condition λ = 0 at F = 0 at oscillation frequencies ω determines phase resonances 
and means that forced monophase oscillations coincide with the natural oscillations of the aircraft, and these 
frequencies are the eigenfrequencies of the structure ω = pj, j = 1, 2, ..., N. 

Consider an options for the relationship between forced monophase and natural oscillations. 
1. If in a neighborhood of each of L eigenfrequencies pl, monophase oscillations coincide with natural 

oscillations at F = 0, then the damping of such tones is described by generalized coefficients hl, and the modal 
parameters are determined by the formulas 
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Where Vl

* is the imaginary component of the forced oscillations of the aircraft at the normalization point of the 
eigenvector of the l-th tone. 

2. When ω ≠ pj, j = 1, 2, ..., N, there are real values of λj, j = 1, 2, ..., S, S ≤ N, but monophase oscillations do not 
coincide with the natural oscillations. In this case, to create monophasic oscillations that coincide with its own, it is 
necessary to apply non-monophase excitation. Regarding the damping properties, we note the existence of a 
connection between the A, C and H matrices: (–ω2A + C) Vj = λjHVj, j = 1, 2, ..., S. The generalized masses and the 
elements of the damping matrix are as follows: 
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It is important to note that, in terms of the magnitudes of the generalized masses, we control the quality of eigen-

tone extraction, and damping is important for estimating errors in determining the eigenfrequencies. 
In the results of modal tests – the parameters of the natural tones of vibrations – there are errors. The main 

sources of these errors are the mutual influence of the natural tones of the vibrations of the structures and the 
random errors of measuring the vibrations in the experiment [22, 28–30]. 
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A consequence of the mutual influence of tones, which cannot be eliminated with the help of the multichannel 
excitation system, is the appearance of a contribution of a similar frequency in the structure oscillations according to 
the studied tone. This leads to a shift in the frequency of the phase resonance of the investigated tone and to errors in 
the estimates of its generalized characteristics. The degree of mutual influence of tones is depends on the level of 
damping and determined by the parameters: 
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j
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Where, i, j numbers of tones with eigenfrequencies pi, pj and generalized masses ai, aj; βij the contribution of the 

j-th tone when the structure oscillates in the i-th tone. 
The value of βij can be controlled by varying the distance of the point of application of the excitation forces from 

the nodal tone line j. For cases when ξ ≤ 1 and the decrements of tone oscillations δi = δj ≤ 0.1, the mutual influence 
of tones is characterized as follows: the errors of the natural frequency estimates do not exceed ≈ 1% ; to determine 
generalized characteristics with an accuracy of 5%, regardless of the value of γ, it is necessary that the value of ξ 
does not exceed 0.5; if the differences in the natural frequencies are ± 10%, then the errors of the generalized 
characteristics will not exceed 5% if ξ ≤ 0.4. 

Random measurement errors of oscillations in modal tests lead to errors in the eigenfrequencies, an order of 
magnitude smaller than the errors of measurement of displacements during aircraft oscillations. The errors in 
determining the generalized damping coefficients are comparable to the errors in measuring displacements. The 
smallest errors in determining generalized masses are comparable to errors in measuring displacements, but the 
frequency range where such accuracy is realized depends on the magnitude of measurement errors, the number of 
excitation forces, the level of damping in the system and cannot be specified in advance. The errors in the 
generalized masses rise sharply when they are determined by the structural response near the phase resonances. 

In the formulas for the calculation of modal parameters there is a parameter λ, the value of which is small near 
phase resonances and is subject to great influence of tones with close frequencies and measurement errors of 
displacement. A method is proposed for determining the parameters of oscillators (2) from the minimum condition 
for the difference of generalized forces that implement the same amplitude of oscillations of a structure and 
oscillators: 
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Condition (3) leads to a system of nonlinear equations, the only real solution to which is: 
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where, a, c, h the parameters of the oscillation tone being studied; Qi,j, yi,j the generalized force and amplitude of 
oscillations of the normalization point of the eigenvector of tone at the frequency ωi, j; M the number of 
measurements of the amplitudes of oscillations of aircraft in the vicinity of the frequency of phase resonance. 

Studies have shown, for example, that the errors in determining the generalized masses do not exceed 3% if the 
eigenfrequencies of tones differ by more than 8%. In addition, the errors in the generalized masses can be a few 
percent, even with relatively rough measurements of the amplitudes of oscillations, if we take into account in the 
calculations a sufficient number of these measurements M. 
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DIAGNOSTICS OF AIRFRAMES DEFECTS 

Backlashes in the Steering Linkages 

One of the common types of defects – backlashes in the steering linkage of the aircraft. A sign of backlash is a 
characteristic view of the dependence of the rotation eigenfrequency of the control on the amplitude of oscillations: 
a sharp drop at small amplitudes of oscillations and an increase with their increase. 

The method for diagnosing backlash according to the results of vibration tests is known [22]. The method consist 
in the following: accelerometers install in the steering linkage nodes and record their time signals with a harmonic 
external influence in modal tests. The identification sign of the backlash in the joint is the non-linear distortion of 
the Lissajous figure of the sensor signal installed in the defective node. In order to control backlash can be produced 
when exposed to operating vibration, other portraits of vibrations were investigated. A portrait has been established, 
the distortions of which qualitatively and quantitatively identify the gaps in the steering linkage nodes: the vertical 
sweep is proportional to the acceleration sensor signal (n), the horizontal one is proportional to the first harmonic of 
this signal, shifted in phase by π/2 (n1) [31]. Figure 1 shows a view of vibration portrait for a joint without backlash 
(a) and with a backlash (b). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Vibration portrait in the node without backlash (a) and in the node with backlash (b) 
 

To quantify the of the vibration portrait distortions, its first harmonic is subtracted from the total signal, the 
remainder determines the absolute maximum of the distortions during the oscillation period. The magnitude of this 
maximum refers to the amplitude of the first harmonic, denoted by ξ and is taken as the identification sign of the 
defect. In a node with a defect, the value of ξ substantially exceeds the corresponding values at other nodes. 

Figure 2 shows an example of identifying the backlash in the connection of the elevator thrust with the control 
stick in the second cabin of the training aircraft. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Backlash in the steering linkage of the aircraft 
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Gaps in Assembly Joints 

Vibration portrait distortions were used to detect gaps in the assembly joints. For example, in the modal tests, the 
asymmetry of the characteristics of the horizontal tail (HT) of the aircraft 1 was found: the vibration portrait of the 
right HT (Fig. 3b) was more distorted than the left (Fig. 3b). Control showed increased gap in the root bearing of the 
right HT. A gap was found in the root bearing of the left HT of the aircraft 2 (Fig. 3c, 3d). 
 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

FIGURE 3. Vibration portrait for left (a) and right HT (b) of aircraft 1 and left (c) and right HT (d) of aircraft 2 
 

Free movements of the trailing edge of the wheel well door (Fig. 4) were found. The cause of these movements 
was the gap in one of the nodes of the leaf closing mechanism. The distortions of the portrait of oscillations in it 
significantly exceeded the distortions of the portraits in other nodes (Fig. 5). 
 

 
FIGURE 4. The wheel well door assembled representation and node with gap 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Vibration portraits distortions 
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Excessive Friction in Control Effectors Hinge Fittings 

By the characteristic of the vibration portrait distortions, it is possible to detect excessive friction in control 
effectors hinge fittings. Figure 6a presents a vibration portrait of a point on the surface of the rudder that is remote 
from the support with friction. Figure 6b shows a vibration portrait of a point on the surface of the control effector 
located near the hinge fittings with friction. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Vibration portraits for control effector with excessive friction in hinge fitting 

Cracks in Structural Components 

The dynamic manifestations of cracks are collisions of its faces and dry friction at its tops. Therefore, to detect 
this defect, it is proposed to use the forced vibration portraits distortions of control objects. Studies were conducted 
on the metal panel of the aircraft fuselage, supported by longitudinal and transverse force set. Figure 7 shows the 
overall dimensions of the panel, the numbering of the stringers and the installation locations of the accelerometers. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. The panel assembled representation (a) and the accelerometers installation diagram (b) 
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The panel was loaded with high intensity vibrations, as a result of which fatigue cracks appeared in it. In the 
tests, the natural frequencies of the four lower vibrations tones were controlled and portraits distortions over the 
panel surface formed for its different states. To form these surface distributions, the value of the distortion parameter 
ξ at each point of the sensor installation was represented by a label of the corresponding color of the gradient scale, 
and between the points an approximation was performed in accordance with the color map. The parameter ξ 
distributions were constructed for the following successive panel states: the initial state; the stress concentrator in 
the form of a drilled rivet with a diameter of 3 mm and a notch 39 mm long; through cracks in stringers no. 1 and 
no. 5; crack in the stringer no. 5 repaired overlays; different lengths of the crack in stringer no. 2. Examples of 
distributions are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, where the arrows indicate the positions of defects. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 8. The panel with notch in the center (a) and cracks in stringers no. 1 and no. 5 (b) 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 9. The panel with repair of the crack in the stringer 5 (a) and the crack in the stringer 2 (b) 
 

The Table 1 was illustrates the sensitivity of vibration portrait distortions to defects and their sizes, and Table 2 
illustrates changes in eigenfrequencies when defects appear. It can be seen that changes of portraits distortions 
amount to hundreds of percent, while the fall in natural frequencies does not exceed 4% even after the destruction of 
two stringers out of five. 

TABLE 1. The vibration portraits distortions maxima 
The panel state ξ Δξ, % 
initial 0.03 - 
panel with a stress concentrator 0.06 205 
cracks in stringers 1 and 5 0.57 1979 
repair strips on the stringer 5 0.15 512 
crack in the stringer 2 web 0.26 920 
crack in the stringer 2, L = 5 mm 0.30 1029 
crack in the stringer 2, L = 10 mm 0.35 1206 
crack in the stringer 2, L = 15 mm 0.51 1791 
crack in the stringer 2, L = 15 mm with side kinking 0.60 2099 

 
 
 
 

m
m

5
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TABLE 2. The panel eigenfrequencies changes 
The panel state Δ р1, % Δ р2, % Δ р3, % Δ р4, % 

initial - - - - 
panel with a stress concentrator  0.73 0.0 0.03 0.0 
cracks in stringers 1 and 5 3.75 0.31 0.62 0.0 
repair strips on the stringer 5 1.56 0.28 - - 

 
Figure 10 shows an example of detecting cracks in the ribs of an airplane wing during strength testing. 

 

 
FIGURE 10. The cracks in the caps of wing ribs 

CONCLUSION 

It is established that the source of information about the presence of defects in the design of the aircraft can be 
the results of modal tests. The method for modal testing of aircraft with low sensitivity to experimental errors has 
been developed. The identification feature of backlashes in the steering linkages, gaps in the assembly joints, 
excessive friction in control effectors hinge fittings and cracks in metal structural components is proposed. 
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Abstract. Takeoff and landing are the most important stages of the aircraft flight. The flight safety depends on the 
landing gear at these stages. Therefore, the design and computation of landing gear damping system is one of the most 
important tasks of the aircraft development. When computing the landing gear damping system, it is required to use 
methods of numerical simulation of the motion of a system of rigid bodies with holonomic constraints. The most 
appropriate approach is to use a technique based on the Lagrange equations of the first kind and the object representation 
of models. The considered technique allows the use of a formalized approach to the description of models, the 
computation of arbitrary kinematics, as well as the introduction of automatic control algorithms into the system, which is 
important in the design of adaptive systems. Adaptive damping is one of the promising areas in the development of the 
landing gear. The effect of the use of adaptive landing gear damping system is expressed in reducing the maximum 
dynamic loads on the airframe, and as a consequence, through extending life, increasing comfort, and improving 
operating conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

To reduce the load when landing, a damping system consisting of shock absorbers and wheel tires is used. 
Modern aircrafts have different design schemes of the landing gear. The dynamic calculation of the landing gear is 
one of the most important problems of aircraft design. To simulate the landing gear damping system of various 
kinematic schemes, it is advisable to use the method of numerical simulation of the motion of an arbitrary 
holonomic system of rigid bodies using the Lagrange equations of the first kind [1]. This approach makes it possible 
to present the landing gear model in the object form as a set of objects (rigid bodies, force factors and mechanical 
constraints), which provides modularity and extensibility of models. The basic principles of this technique are 
formulated in the publications of D. Baraff [2-3], M. Anitescu, F. A. Potra [4-5], M. B. Cline [6], P. Lotstedt [7]. 
The linear complementarily problem arising at the simulation of unilateral mechanical constraints is considered in 
the works of  R. W. Cottle, J. S. Pang, R. E. Stone [8], M. Anitescu, F. A. Potra [9] and G. M. Katta [10]. The article 
provides a description of the simulation technique, as well as the adaptive damping system of the landing gear. 

SIMULATION TECHNIQUE 

The paper deals with the motion of a system of rigid bodies with holonomic bonds relative to a fixed coordinate 
system Oxyz. A movable coordinate system Сξηζ is set for each body. This system is fixed to the body, with the 
origin at the center of mass of the body and the axes coinciding in the direction of the main axes of the inertia of the 
body. 

The inertial characteristics of the body are set by the mass mi and the inertia tensor: 
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The position of the body is determined by the radius vector of the center of mass: 
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and the quaternion of rotation: 

( ) ( )( )cos 2 , sin 2i i i iq α α u= , 

where αi is the angle of rotation of the body, ui is the axis of rotation (vector of unit length). 
The angular position of the body can also be represented as a rotation matrix: 
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where ( )cos 2i iw α=  is scalar (real) part of the rotation quaternion, ( )sin 2
i

i i i
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α u
 
  = 
 
 

 is vector (imaginary) part 

of the rotation quaternion. 
The equations of the center of mass motion: 

( )1 ci
i i

i

d
dt m
v

f f= + , 

where vi is the velocity of the center of mass, fi is the total vector of active forces acting on the body, fi
c is the total 

vector of constraint reactions acting on the body. 
The equations of rotational motion (dynamic Euler equations) in a fixed coordinate system: 

( )( )1 ci
i i i i i i

d
dt
ω

I τ ω I ω τ−= − × + , 

where ωi is the angular velocity of the body, τi is the total vector of the moments of active forces exerting on the 
body, τi

c is the total vector of the moments of the constraint reactions acting on the body, 0
T

i i i iI R I R= . 
The equations of the motion of rigid bodies’ system can be written in the following form: 
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where n is the number of rigid bodies in the system; E3 is the unit matrix 3×3. 
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The ideal holonomic constraints are imposed on the positions of the bodies. One of such constraints between 
bodies i and j can be described by a scalar function ( ), , ,k i i j jC q qr r . The constraint functions for a system of rigid 
bodies are combined into a column vector C with dimension d equal to the number of constraints in the system. 

The unilateral constraint that restricts the movement only in one direction is defined as an inequality: 

( ), , , 0k i i j jC q qr r ≥ . 

The bilateral constraint is given by the equation: 

( ), , , 0k i i j jC q qr r = . 

The constraint reaction vector is determined from the equation: 
c TF J λ= , 

where 
1

d

λ
λ

λ


 
 =  
 
 

 is the vector of the Lagrange multipliers, J is the Jacobian matrix for the constraint functions 

vector C: 
11 1

1

n

d dn

J J
J

J J



  



 
 =  
 
 

, d
dt
C JV= . 

ADAPTIVE DAMPING SYSTEM OF THE AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR 

Figure 1 shows the optimal diagram of the work capacity of the aircraft landing gear. With such a diagram, the 
maximum vertical force Py max is minimized to absorb the given work A with the maximum permissible displacement 
Hper. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The optimal diagram of the work capacity of the aircraft landing gear 

 
Figure 2 shows the diagrams of the work capacity at different initial vertical move velocities of the landing gear, 

obtained by modeling the landing impact of the main landing gear of the modern mid-range aircraft. As it is seen 
from the figure, the landing gear works best at middle initial velocities. At higher and lower velocities, the vertical 
force can be reduced by changing the parameters of the shock absorber. This can be achieved by using the adaptive 
damping system of the landing gear. 
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FIGURE 2. Diagrams of the work capacity at different initial vertical move velocities of the landing gear 

 
The purpose of using adaptive damping system of the aircraft landing gear is to reduce the maximum dynamic 

loads on the airframe when driving on the runway, and as a consequence, to extend life, increase comfort, and 
expand operating conditions (for example, the use of unpaved runways). This should ensure the performance of the 
landing gear damping system in the event of a complete failure of the control system. 

Figure 3 shows the diagram of the adaptive damping system of the landing gear. Before landing, the aircraft 
landing gear damping system control unit receives information from the avionics about horizontal and vertical 
velocity, pitch, roll and yaw angles. Based on the information obtained, the optimal control parameters for each 
landing gear strut are calculated. When the landing gear strut is compressed, data on the vertical load, rod movement 
and gas pressure in the shock absorber are received from the sensors in the control unit. According to the data 
obtained, the shock absorber of the landing gear strut is controlled and the previously calculated control parameters 
are adjusted. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. The scheme of the adaptive damping system of the landing gear 

 
During the movement of the aircraft on the runway with unevenness the control unit receives data from the 

sensors installed on the landing gear and sets the optimal stiffness of the shock absorbers to minimize dynamic loads 
on the airframe. 

Adjustable Hydraulic Throttle for Adaptive Shock Absorber 

Figure 4 shows one of the possible designs of the device for controlling the hydrodynamic resistance in a liquid-
gas shock absorber. The design was developed based on the safety requirements for the throttle to provide 
satisfactory operation of the aircraft landing gear in the absence of control. 
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FIGURE 4. Adjustable hydraulic throttle 

 
The stages of hydraulic throttle operation are shown in Fig. 5. In the absence of current in the windings, the 

sleeve is held in the middle position by the centering spring (Fig. 5a). At the same time, the area of the openings for 
the flow of liquid through the throttle provides the necessary damping of the landing gear shock absorber on a 
straight stroke in all design cases. On a straight stroke the valve because of a pressure difference in chambers of the 
shock absorber is held in the lower position. When the current is applied to the winding 1, the sleeve moves upwards 
increasing the area of the openings for the liquid flow (Fig. 5b). When the current is applied to the winding 2, the 
sleeve moves downwards reducing the area of the openings (Fig. 5c). 
 

    
(a) (b) (с) (d) 

FIGURE 5. The stages of operation of the hydraulic throttle 
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On the reverse stroke, the pressure drop in the chambers of the shock absorber is reversed, which makes the 
valve is move up and remain in this position until the end of the return stroke (Fig. 5d). The area of the openings at 
the same time provides the necessary damping of the landing gear shock absorber on the reverse stroke in all design 
cases. The throttle control is also carried out in the same way as at the direct stroke. 

Thus, in the absence of the throttle control, the shock absorber provides the specified parameters of operation 
during landing, and when controlling the throttle allows to achieve optimal parameters under different landing 
conditions. 

When the aircraft is driving on the runway with unevenness throttle is in control to reduce the amplitude of the 
dynamic loads on the airframe. 

Damping System Model 

The model of the landing gear is shown in Fig. 6. The model consists of 5 rigid bodies: wheel 1, lever 2, shock 
absorber rod 3, shock absorber cylinder 4 and the mass 5. 

The joints "a", "b" are ball-and-socket joints. The constraint function of such joint is vector, since three degrees 
of freedom of the system of rigid bodies are limited: 

 k j i= −C p p , (1) 

where pi, pj are the radius vectors of points in a fixed coordinate system. 
The derivative of the constraint function with time is: 

( ) ( )k
j j j j i i i i

d
dt

= + × − − − × −
C

v ω p r v ω p r , ( )3 3

i

TT ik
i i j j

j

j

d
dt × ×

 
 
  = − − − −      
  
 

v
ωC

E p r E p r
v
ω

, 

( )3
T

ki i i ×
= − − −  J E p r , ( )3

T

kj j j ×
 = − J E p r , 

where [a]× is a skew-symmetric matrix. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Model of aircraft landing gear 
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The sliding joint "f", connects the shock absorber rod to the cylinder. The sliding joint restricts four degrees of 
freedom of the system and can be modeled by the four constraint functions limiting the position of the pi point of the 
i-th body to the plane of the j-th body passing through the pj point: 

 ( )k j j iC = ⋅ −n p p , (2) 

where nj is the normal to the defined plane of j-th body. 
The derivative of the constraint function with time is: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )k
j j j j j i i i i j j j i

dC
dt

= ⋅ + × − − − × − + × ⋅ −n v ω p r v ω p r ω n p p , 

( ) ( ) ( )k
j j j j j j j i i i j i j j i j

dC
dt

= ⋅ + − × ⋅ − ⋅ − − × ⋅ + × − ⋅n v p r n ω n v p r n ω n p p ω , 
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TT ik T T
j i i j j i j j

j

j
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dt

 
 

   = − − − × − ×    
  
 

v
ω

n p r n n p r n
v
ω

, 

( )( )( )TT
ki j i i j= − − − ×J n p r n , ( )( )T

T
kj j i j j

 = − × 
 

J n p r n . 

The joints "c", "d" are the cylindrical hinges. The cylindrical hinge limits five degrees of freedom and can be 
modeled by the one constraint function (1) and the two functions (2). 

The "e" stop restricts one degree of freedom and is modeled by a unilateral constraint that restricts the movement 
of bodies i and j by a given distance L between two points of these bodies: 

( )( )2 21
2k j iC L= − −p p , 

where pi, pj are the radius vectors of points in a fixed coordinate system. 
The derivative of the constraint function with time is: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )k
j i j j j j i i i i

dC
dt

= − ⋅ + × − − − × −p p v ω p r v ω p r , 

( )( ) ( )( )
i

TT ik T T
i i j j

j

j

dC
dt

 
 

   = − − − × − ×    
  
 

v
ω

d p r d d p r d
v
ω

, j i= −d p p , 

( )( )( )TT
ki i i= − − − ×J d p r d , ( )( )T

T
kj j j

 = − × 
 

J d p r d . 

In the model, the active forces are given: the force of tire compression PT, the axial force in the shock absorber 
PSA and the lifting force is PL. 

The expression for the tire compression force can be approximately written in the following form: 

( )
1

max

kP α
δ

δ
δ

δ

T =
 
− 

 

, 

where k is the tire stiffness; δ is the tire contraction; δmax is the maximum allowable tire contraction; α is the 
coefficient regarding the nonlinearity of the tire compression diagram. 
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Figure 7 shows the scheme of the landing gear shock absorber. 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Shock absorber scheme 

 
The axial force PSA in the shock absorber is determined from the expression: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )23 2
1 12 12, 1 sgn sgn 2SAP s s s p F F s s fµ ξ ρ′ ′ ′ ′= + + , 

where s is the stroke of the shock absorber, sˊ is the stroke velocity of the shock absorber, F = πD2/4 is the area of 
the shock absorber rod, µ is the total friction coefficient in the axleboxes and the seals of the shock absorber, f12 is 
the area of openings between the chambers 1 and 2, ξ12 is the coefficient of hydrodynamic resistance in the throttling 
flow of fluid between the chambers 1 and 2; ρ is the mass density of the fluid; p1 is the gas pressure in the 
chamber 1: 

( ) 1

1 01 011p p sF= −
χΩ , 

where p01 is the initial gas pressure in the chamber 1, Ω01 is the initial volume of gas, χ1 is the polytropic exponent of 
gas compression in the shock absorber. 

To control the shock absorber is regulated by the area f12. 

Simulation Results 

Below the results of the calculation of landing gear damping system with adaptive control of the area f12 and 
without control are presented. The parameters of the landing impact (vertical velocity, weight, attributable to the 
strut, the value of the unloading of the lifting force of the wing) in both cases are the same. The equations of motion 
― the Lagrange equations of the first kind ― were solved by numerical integration. The Lagrange multipliers were 
determined at each integration step by the Gauss-Seidel iterative method. The adaptive control was carried out with 
a time step of 0.02 s. Figure 8 shows diagrams of the vertical load Py on the wheel, the stroke of the shock absorber 
s, the vertical movement of the strut h and the area f12 over time without adaptive control. 
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FIGURE 8. Charts Py(t), s(t), h(t) without adaptive control 

 
Figure 9 shows diagrams of the vertical load Py on the wheel, the stroke of the shock absorber s, the vertical 

movement of the strut h and the area of the throttle openings f12 in time with adaptive control. The algorithm of 
proportional control for the given value of the load on the wheel was used. The reducing of the maximum vertical 
load on the landing gear strut by using adaptive control was 7%. 

 

 
FIGURE 9. Charts Py(t), s(t), h(t) with adaptive control 

CONCLUSION 

The method used in the calculation of the damping system of the aircraft landing gear differs from the previously 
used methods of calculation first of all by versatility. When changing the system of rigid bodies, there is no need to 
rewrite the equations of motion in generalized coordinates, only the dimension of the system changes, and the type 
of equations remains unchanged. This universal approach is more algorithmic and simple in the numerical 
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implementation and is applicable to the design of various schemes of the adaptive landing gear of a modern 
advanced aircraft. 
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Abstract. The aspects of building a transformation function for a multicomponent sensor based on the methods of finite 
element approximation of functions of several variables, as well as approximation using neural networks, are considered 
in this paper. Testing of mathematical models, computational methods and developed data processing algorithms was 
carried out on the experimental data of the calibration of a six-component “6ТВ203” sensor. The analysis of the obtained 
experimental data is carried out and the metrological characteristics of the sensor are determined. The computational 
algorithms for the use of the finite element and neural network approximations in modern measuring and computing 
systems have been developed and tested. It is shown that the use of finite element and neural network approximation 
allows one to improve the measurement results. 

INTRODUCTION 

When an advanced aircraft is being developed, tests of models of aircrafts in wind tunnels are carried out, where 
the main type of research is related to the measurement of forces acting on the model of aircraft in the air flow. The 
measurement of these forces involves measuring-computing systems, which include wind tunnel balance. Figure 1 
shows the “6ТВ-203” (“ТВ” stands for “Тензометрические Весы”, which is “strain gauge balance” in Russian), 
wind tunnel balance (a) and the six-component force sensor “6ТВ-203-ВВЗ” (b). 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Wind Tunnel Balance “6ТВ-203” (a), six-component sensor “6ТВ-203-ВВЗ” (b) 
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The results of aerodynamic testing of models of aircraft significantly affect their future appearance. Improving 
the accuracy of measuring forces during aerodynamic testing of models of aircrafts leads to an improvement in their 
aerodynamic characteristics. The main factor determining the magnitude of the measurement error is the design of 
the strain-sensing element of the sensor [1]. In addition, the main sources of error in the measurement of forces are: 
− random error caused by technological variation of electrical resistance of strain gauge; 
− systematic error caused by the thermoelectric effect (strain gauge heating by flowing current); 
− heat and flicker noise; 
− error associated with the difference of temperature coefficients of thermal expansion of the strain gauge and the 

material of the object, on which the strain gauge is mounted; 
− error caused by wires electrical resistance; 
− external electromagnetic fields; 
− electrical resistance of electrical contact; 
− "creep" of electrical resistance of strain gauges under long-term loading of sensor; 
− error of measuring input module. 

This paper describes the development of ways to reduce systematic error, which in general is due to the 
cumulative effect of multiple factors, many of which cannot be calculated. Some components of a systematic error 
can be eliminated by using experimental or mathematical methods by introducing corrections to the results of 
observations, provided that the error of this type in terms of magnitude and sign is known. 

In the process of measuring the forces, the mechanical deformation of the strain-sensing element of the wind 
tunnel balance is transformed into an electrical signal proportional to the degree of this deformation. According to 
the measured value of the electrical signal, the forces acting on the model of aircraft are calculated: 

 G : (s ∈ ℝn) → (f ∈ ℝn), (1) 

where s = {s1, s2, … sn} is electrical signal; f = {f1, f2, … fn} is force acting on the strain sensing of the sensor; G is 
transformation function.  

The paper deals with six-component sensors used to measure force components. Fx, Fy, Fz, and moment’s 
component Mx, My, Mz in a given Cartesian coordinate system XYZ. In this way, n = 6; we must determine force f = 
{Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz} for the given sensor signal s = {sFx, sFy, sFz, sMx, sMy, sMz}, which is measured using a strain 
gauge data acquisition system. 

An ideal sensor is characterized by a linear dependence of the signal magnitude from the magnitude of the force. 
Real sensors produce a signal that is non-linearly dependent on acting forces. The nonlinearity of the sensor takes 
place due to many factors – in particular, the working specifics of the strain gauges glued to the strain-sensing 
element, and the electrical circuits connecting the strain gauges to Wheatstone bridges, from which the output signal 
s is evaluated. The degree of nonlinearity depends on the size of the strain gauge – the larger the size, the greater the 
degree of nonlinearity. In addition, the nonlinearity happens due to the design features of the strain-sensing element 
of the sensor – the nonlinearity is the higher, the more non-uniform the deformation field at the region on which the 
strain gage is located. Therefore, the transformation (1) must be non-linear and the accuracy of force measurement 
depends on the degree to which the nonlinearity of the sensor is taken into account. Significant simplifications that 
were been made whilst constructing this transformation often cause systematic errors. 

In practice, the transformation function (1) is usually a first- or second-degree polynomial: 
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where a is coefficients; P is dependent variable; x is independent variable. 
In addition, the Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial can be used [2]: 
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where n is the number of independent variables. 
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In practice, polynomials of the second degree are most often used. The transformation function for each 
component of the force in this case will be as follows: 
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(5) 

where s is the measured electrical signals. 
Calibration of the wind tunnel balance reduces the systematic error. It involves adjusting the readings of the 

output values until the correlation is reached between the reference value at the input and the result at the output. 
When using the transformation function (5), the calibration involves determining the correction coefficients of 
polynomials. In the case of six-component wind tunnel balance and the use of a second-degree polynomial, it is 
required to determine 168 coefficients. The calibration is usually performed by the user directly at the place of 
operation of the measuring system under specific operating conditions for its operation, since it is influenced by 
many external physical factors affecting the readings. In this case, a multifactorial experiment is carried out – the 
same sensor is being tested with various loads (each multiple times) while measuring the output signals in each case. 

The first- and second-degree polynomials are easy to use and imply high calculation speed, but they do not 
accurately approximate the nonlinear dependence. 

The purpose of this paper is to research the possibility of using alternatives to first- and second-degree 
polynomials. It considers other approximation methods to improve the accuracy of measuring forces acting on an 
model of aircraft during aerodynamic testing using six-component wind tunnel balance. 

There is a large number of methods for deriving approximating functions of many variables besides polynomials, 
such as kriging [3], support vector machine [4-6], sparse grids [7-9], and other methods. This paper considers the 
possibility of using finite element [10] and neural network [11] approximations for constructing the transform (1). 

Here we formulate the problem of composing a transformation function and designing a multifactor experiment 
(calibration). 

COMPOSITION OF THE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION 

Let g be a continuous function of several variables, g : X → ℝ1 (where X is a compact in ℝn, X ⊂ ℝn). Let χ be a 
certain subset of X, χ = {xi ∈ X | i ∈ ℕ ∧ i < N} (where N is the number of elements of the set). The set of the space χ 
and the values of the function g(χ) will be called a training sample, which we denote by S = {χ, g(χ)}. 

We declare a class of functions F, a training sample S, and the penalty function as 

 Pλ : F → ℝ1
+. (6) 

It is necessary to find a function f* ∈ F, such that  

 ( ) ( )( ),minarg* fPfQf
Ff

λ+=
∈

 (7) 

where Q(f) is the approximation error function,  

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) .,
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The additional condition for choosing the function f: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ,
1

2 ε≤−∑
=

N

i
ii xfxg  (9) 

where ε is the maximum admissible value of the norm of the residual vector; χ’ are elements of the verification 
sample S’ = {χ’, g(χ’)} of size N’, χ’ = {xi ∈ X | i ∈ ℕ ∧ i < N’}, χ’  ≢ χ. 
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Summarizing the above, a decrease in measurement error can be achieved by choosing an approximating 
function that can fully reflect the non-linear nature of the dependence and determining the values of its parameters 
based on the training sample. The size of the training sample also affects the measurement accuracy – the larger the 
sample size, the higher the accuracy. A training sample is obtained experimentally, so experiment design is an 
important task, as the accuracy of measurements will depend on the solution precision. 

PLANNING THE MULTIFACTORIAL EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

Designing the multifactor experiment to calibrate a sensor is an important task, as it directly affects the accuracy 
of the approximation and the complexity of the experiment. The higher the degree of approximation polynomial and 
the more factors are involved, the greater the size of the training sample is required (the sample size must be equal to 
the number of coefficients in the polynomial formula). Improper experiment design, the scarcity of data, or an 
oversimplification of the approximating function result in systematic errors in the measurement. 

Thus, a small size of the training set combined with the simplicity of the approximating function leads to the 
occurrence of a systematic error which needs be eliminated. 

We must choose χ and χ’, such that we: 
− minimize the total number of observations, i.e. the size of the training sample S should be minimal, N → min 
− maximize the precision of the approximation, i.e. the approximation error did not exceed the maximum 

permissible value 
 ( ) ( )( ) ε≤−∑

=

N

i
ii xfxg

1

2 , '.χ∈ix  (10) 

Generally, it is assumed that the set χ does not have any structure and uniformly covers the domain of function g. 
However, for the engineering problems often a specialized type of an experiment design is used, and such a choice 
of χ is due to the specifics of these tasks and the approximation methods used (sensor conversion functions). 

The following factorial designs exist: the full factorial design [12], the Box-Wilson factorial design [13], the 
Box-Behnken factorial design [14], the Latin hypercube factorial design [15] and other designs. Figure 2 shows the 
sampling structures for different designs. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 2. Factorial Design (for the 3D case): (a) full factorial design; (b) the Box-Wilson factorial design; (c) Box-Behnken 
factorial design 

 
However, these designs are of limited use for solving the problem of calibrating a six-component sensor. In 

practice, it is often impossible to run all of the wind tunnel balance loading tests required by the experiment design 
due to the technical limitations. In addition, some sensors have high nonlinearity and the dependence of the output 
signal on the forces is not described precisely by a quadratic function. The designs listed above are effective and are 
used in linear or quadratic approximation. Therefore, calibrating the sensor using, for example, the Box-Behnken 
factorial design, which is effective in the case of constructing quadratic polynomials, can lead to large errors in the 
measurement of forces. 
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Some approximation methods require a large size of the training sample. In this case, manual calibration takes a 
lot of time (which is inefficient) or is completely impossible. Therefore, automatic calibration is applied using 
calibration machines (Fig. 3). 

Thus, when calibrating a six-component wind tunnel balance, it is necessary to develop a special design that 
takes into account the specifics of the task. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. System for calibration of six-component wind tunnel balances (a); six-component “6ТВ-203-ВВЗ” sensor mounted 
on the system for calibration of six-component wind tunnel balance (b) 

TESTING THE GENERALLY ACCEPTED APPROACH 

The generally accepted method of measuring forces using six-component sensors consists of using linear (2) and 
quadratic (3) polynomials as transformation functions. Polynomial coefficients are calculated using the least squares 
method. Calibration uses factorial designs that are close to the Box-Behnken design. 

In this paper, the possibility of using cubic (4) polynomials is considered. The factorial design is an expanded 
Box-Behnken design – loading was performed with several different reference loads. The total sample size is 934 
items. To determine the coefficients of the polynomials P1 and P2, a part of the sample was used close to the Box-
Behnken design, and the rest of the sample was used for verification. To determine the coefficients of the 
polynomial P3, the entire sample was used. 

The least squares problem was solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [16], which is effective for 
solving machine-learning problems. 

Figure 4 shows the deviation (∆) of the load (determined by the polynomial) from the load acting on the balance. 
The case of single-component loading of the sensor is considered. 

The components of the forces Fx and Fy are determined with a maximum error of 2–4%. The degree of the 
polynomial does not significantly affect the measurement result. For the remaining Fz, Mx, My and Mz components, 
the linear polynomial produces a larger error (up to 25%) compared to the error when using quadratic and cubic 
polynomials (5%). The cubic polynomial in the case of the My component does not provide a decrease in the error in 
comparison with the linear polynomial. 

Thus, the six-component force sensor “6ТВ-203-ВВЗ” has a high degree of nonlinearity. For this sensor, it is 
impossible to build a transformation function (1) based on the polynomials P1, P2 or P3, which provides an error of 
no more than 0.02%. However, the measurement results can be improved. 
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(a)  (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

FIGURE 4. Deviation of the load (determined using a polynomial) from the load acting on the scales: Fx (a); Fy (b); Fz (c);  
Mx (d); My (e); Mz (f) 

IMPROVING THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

Let Ω denote the range of values of the loads measured by the sensor (the definition range of the approximated 
function g): 

{Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz} ∈ Ω. 

When testing a model of aircraft, it is often required to measure forces varying in a narrow range of Ω ’⊂ Ω 
values under a certain flight mode. 

The goal is to clarify the result of measurement of the forces: 

{Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz} ∈ Ω’. 
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It is necessary to find an approximating function f** such that 

 ( ) ( )( ).,minarg
'

** fPSfQf
Ff

λ+=
∈

 (11) 

To improve the results, this paper proposes to use the finite-element and neural-network approximation. 

THE FINITE-ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 

We divide the domain Ω into a finite number of subdomains Ω’i, i = 1, 2, ..., m. The subdomains Ω’i will be 
called finite elements (FE). 

Consider a 2D case. Approximation of the dependence g (x1, x2) will be performed separately in each FE using 
the polynomial Ф(i)(x1, x2). Figure 5 shows an example of FE approximation for the 2D case. 

 

 

{x1, x2} ∈ Ω’i 
i = 1, 2, …, m 

 

FIGURE 5. FE-approximation (2D case example) 
 

The global approximating function Ф(x1, x2) ≈ g(x1, x2) is a set (or an ensemble) of the functions Ф(i)(x1, x2). 
The functions Ф(i)

 must satisfy the requirement of the continuity Ф(x1, x2) at the boundaries of the FE. 
In the case of constructing a transformation function for a six-component sensor, the finite element will be a 6-

dimensional 64-node hypercube.  
We introduce a local natural coordinate system (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6) for the FE form of the hypercube – the origin 

of the coordinate system is at the center of the cube, the axes are perpendicular to the faces of the cube, and the 
coordinates on the edges are between ± 1 ( 11 +≤≤− ξ ). 

The basis functions are: 

 ( ) ( )( )( )( )( )( ),111111
64
1,,,,, 654321654321 iiiiiii γξβξαξζξηξςξξξξξξξϕ ++++++=  (12) 

1,,,,, ±=iiiiii γβαζης , i = 1, 2, …, 64. 

The basis functions must satisfy the following conditions: 

 ,1=∑
i

iϕ
 (13) 

φi(ξ1(j), ξ2(j), ξ3(j), ξ4(j), ξ5(j), ξ6(j)) = 1 при i = j; 

φi(ξ1(j), ξ2(j), ξ3(j), ξ4(j), ξ5(j), ξ6(j)) = 0 при i ≠ j; 

The approximation is performed as follows: 
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where Фi is the nodal values of g. 
The following limitations have been considered during the development of the factorial experiment design: 

− training sample χ is composed in accordance with the “geometry” of FE. 
The following aspects are the difficulties of practical use: 

− the complexity of the FE grid construction; 
− complicated usage of FE approximation due to using a local element coordinate system. 

NEURAL NETWORK APPROXIMATION 

Let f be a smooth function of several variables: 

 f : ℝn → ℝ1. (15) 

There exists a function of one variable ψ, functions of one variable φ, q = 1, 2, …, 2n+1, and constants wp, p = 1, 
2, …, n such that the function f can be represented as 

 ( ) ( ) .,...,,
12

1 1
21 ∑ ∑

+

= =








=

n

q

n

p
pqpn xwxxxf ϕψ  (16) 

Functions φ are called Radial Basis Function: 

 ( ) ( )./ bcxqq


−=ϕξϕ  (16) 

The function chart for the 1D case is depicted in Fig. 6. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Radial Basis Function (1D) 

 
In the neurons of the hidden layer, the activation function is used – it can be a “ReLU” rectifier, sigmoid, or 

hyperbolic tangent. This mathematical expression corresponds to a neural network (Fig. 7), which is a perceptron 
with one hidden layer. Thus, the approximation of empirical dependence can be performed using a neural network. 
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FIGURE 7. Perceptron with one hidden layer 

 
Since these functions are non-linear, there is no need to consider more than one intermediate layer to model an 

arbitrary function. Adding a sufficient number of radial elements is enough to simulate any function. 
The learning process of RBF networks involves two stages: the process of setting up the centers of basic 

functions and then letting the neurons in the hidden layer learn. During the learning, the least squares problem is 
solved, which is done using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [16]. 

NEURAL NETWORK TESTING 

Consider the use of a neural-network approximation to build the conversion function (1) of a six-component 
sensor. 

We will use a second-degree polynomial (3) as the approximating function. The values of the polynomial 
coefficients are listed in table 1. 
 

TABLE 1. Values of the polynomial coefficients 
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

a0 -0.06 a10 120 a20 -0.01 
a1 100000 a11 -30 a21 -12 
a2 -0.001 a12 0.02 a22 18 
a3 0.01 a13 400 a23 60 
a4 0.005 a14 15 a24 -90 
a5 -0.001 a15 -30 a25 80 
a6 0.003 a16 -50 a26 -1000 
a7 100 a17 18 a27 2 
a8 -10 a18 600   
a9 200 a19 -10   

 
We perform an approximation of the function g on two areas (ranges of loads measured by the sensor): 

Ω: 11 +≤≤− ix  

Ω’:  8.05.0 1 ≤≤ x    2.01.0 2 ≤≤ x    3.00 3 ≤≤ x  
1.05.0 4 ≤≤− x    2.03.0 5 −≤≤− x    0.14.0 6 ≤≤ x  

where xi are arguments (sensor signals). The results are improved in the Ω’ region (Ω’ ⊂ Ω). 
The training set was obtained using Box-Wilson and Box-Behnken factorial designs. The number of neurons in 

the hidden layer was 3 or 10. The centers of basic functions were selected in accordance with the factorial design. 
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To assess the quality of the approximation, we used verification points obtained with the help of a random number 
generator according to the «Latin hypercube» factorial design [15]. 

Figure 8 depicts the comparison of the load determined using the approximating function f for the region Ω, with 
the load g acting on the balance. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. The quality of the approximation in the field Ω 

 
Global approximation (on the domain Ω) of the quadratic dependence produces a significant error. This is due to 

the use of a small number of neurons in the hidden layer and an insufficiently small size of the training sample. 
Figure 9 shows depicts the comparison of the load determined using the approximating function f for the region 

Ω’, with the load g acting on the balance. 
 

 
FIGURE 9. The quality of the approximation in the field Ω’ 

 
The results of the local approximation on the Ω’ subdomain are significantly more precise compared to the 

global approximation on the Ω domain. Thus, the neural-network approximation can be used to improve the 
measurement results. 
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CONCLUSION 

A method for constructing the transformation function for a six-component strain gauge sensors based on the 
application of finite element and neural network approximation has been developed. The method to improve the 
precision of the measurement results has been tested. 

The advantage of the neural-network approximation is the greater flexibility to the construction of the factorial 
design as compared to the finite element approximation, which can significantly simplify the process of calibration 
of multi-component sensors. 

The disadvantage of the technique is its large computational complexity; therefore, it requires the use of high-
performance measurement computing systems in composition with the wind tunnel balance. 

The technique can be extended to other types of sensors with fewer or more components. 
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Abstract. The methods of estimation of structural damage in operation of the aircraft on the example of analysis of the 
relationship between the spectra of the bending moment of the wing and the acceleration in mass center of the engine 
during takeoff and landing are discussed. The change in the reaction of the structure to perturbing effects is illustrated by 
theoretical calculation based on the model of a standard inelastic body. The state of the structure is estimated by the ratio 
of the spectra of the input effects and the reaction of the structure in certain time and frequency ranges. Their choice is 
determined by the mutual spectral characteristics and the coherence function of the compared processes. A measure of the 
state of the structure is the maximum values of the coefficient of transmission of disturbing effects to its controlled 
points. Taking into account the dependence on the takeoff and landing masses of the aircraft, changes in the magnitude 
and frequency of the transmission coefficient maxima will indicate the appearance of damage in the design. 

INTRODUCTION 

The usual way to study the behavior of technical systems is to analyze their output characteristics under given 
input effects. The aircraft structures (AS) in operation is exposed to unsteady random processes, so the main tool for 
assessing its state is the analysis of the ratio of the spectra of input and output signals from the sensors from the 
corresponding measurement sites [1]. 

It is natural to use as an input process the one that can be conveniently measured without disrupting the operation 
of the structure – acceleration at the point of attachment of the chassis to the wing or fuselage, or the force effect on 
the AS at these points. The output values will be the acceleration spectra in several places distributed over the 
structure, comparing them with the spectra of the input effect; we can judge the change in the state of the structure 
due to the emerging damage or destruction. When testing structures on the test bench, the output values will be 
displacements [2]. 

Analytical consideration of the system oscillation process represented by a standard inelastic body [3], shows 
that the most sensitive characteristic of its state change will be the change in the dynamic coefficient due to changes 
in the stiffness and damping characteristics of the structure. However, when plastic deformations, cracks or 
displacements in the joints appear in any places of the structure, the dynamic coefficient may even increase, but with 
a significant decrease in the resonance frequency [4]. The aircraft is a similar system at the kinematic excitation of 
its oscillations caused by a random process of exposure to the irregularities of the airfield during the run. On the 
example of the analysis of the relationship between the bending moment of the wing and the increment of the 
overload in the mass center of the power plant of the aircraft laboratory, we consider an algorithm for comparing 
their spectra. 
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VIBRATIONS OF THE SYSTEM WITH ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
WHEN CHANGING ITS STIFFNESS AND DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS 

Zener was the first to present the theory of inelastic behavior of solids, which is associated with local viscous 
flows in materials [5]. The differential equation of deformation of such a body has the following form: 

U RM M
+ = +





σ σ

ε σ σε
τ τ

, 

where RM  is relaxed module, UM  is non-relaxed module, στ  is characteristic relaxation time at constant stresses 
[6]. If a system with these rheological properties contains an attached mass m and is in a free state, then the equation 
of its free oscillations has a third order, in which the deformations, stresses and elastic modules are replaced by 
displacements y, inertial forces and rigidities Z: 

 0U U U

R

Z Z Z
y y y y

Z m m
+ + + =  

σ στ τ
. (1) 

When exposed to this system of external force or excitation of its oscillations by moving in a harmonic law with 
a frequency ω differential equation of oscillations of the system (1) acquires the right part: 

 cos( ) sin( )y ry sy hy C t D t+ + + = +   ω ω , (2) 

where the coefficients r, s and h are represented by expressions according to equation (1), and C and D have 
dimensions according to the way the oscillations are excited [4]. The model of the system at the kinematic excitation 
of oscillations is shown in Fig. 1. Time constant 2/ Z=στ η , where η is the viscosity coefficient. In the adopted 
notation 1UZ Z= , 1 2 1 2/ ( )RZ Z Z Z Z= + . 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of the system in the form of a model of a standard inelastic body  

under kinematic excitation of its oscillations 
 

The state of the system during oscillations will be reflected in the absolute displacements of y, and its loading is 
determined by relative displacements y y y= − ∆  ( sinay y t∆ = ∆ ω ). For relative displacements, the equation (2) has 
the same form, but the content of the coefficients C and D will be different, determined by the dimensions of the 
coefficients in equation (1). Particular solutions of both equations are the same, and their general solutions together 
with the solution (1) take the form: 

 ( )1 2 3cos sin ( ) cos ( )sinnt t
abs absy C e e C t C t A t B t− −= + + + +a b b ω ω ω ω , (3) 

 ( )1 2 3cos sin ( ) cos ( )sinnt t
rel rely C e e C t C t A t B t− −= + + + +a b b ω ω ω ω , (4) 

in which |n| >> |a| and b is natural oscillation frequency of the system. The values of the coefficients A and B are 
determined by the following expressions: 

2 2

2 2 2 2 2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
C h r D sA
h r s

− + −
=

− + −
ω ω ω

ω ω ω
 and 

2 2

2 2 2 2 2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
D h r C sB
h r s

− − −
=

− + −
ω ω ω

ω ω ω
, 
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and the coefficients C1, C2, and C3 are by the initial conditions. From these solutions it can be seen that in the initial 
period of exposure the oscillations will be asymmetrical and non-harmonic. Then, the first two terms in (3) and (4) 
tend to zero, and the oscillation process becomes harmonic with frequency ω. The amplitude of oscillation is set 
equal 2 2( ) ( )A B+ω ω , and the dynamic coefficients are equal 

2 2( ) ( )abs abs
abs

a

A B
y
+

=
∆
ω ω

µ  and 
2 2( ) ( )rel rel

rel
a

A B
y
+

=
∆
ω ω

µ . 

At B = 0, the phase resonance occurs at a frequency (for absolute displacements) 

2 2 2 2( ) 4
2res

s rh s rh sh
s

− + − +
=ω , 

which depends on the stiffness and damping characteristics of the system. If such a system acquires damage, 
changing its parameters UZ , RZ  and στ  that it will be reflected in the dynamic coefficients and the resonant 
oscillation frequency. 

Let us set some initial parameters of the system and calculate the frequency dependence of the dynamic 
coefficient and the resonant frequency of oscillations, if these parameters will change: rigidities decrease, and RZ  to 
a greater extent, and στ  increase due to the development of the alleged damage over time. The calculation results are 
shown in Fig. 2. The maximum of damping was approximately corresponding to resonant frequency. 

 
FIGURE 2. Dependence of the loss angle tangent and the dynamic coefficient on the frequency of the kinematic excitation  

of oscillations when changing the system parameters: 0 – initial state, 1–4 – reduced rigidities and increased damping 

The decrease in the value of the dynamic coefficient is the most significant; the resonance frequency varies 
significantly less. However, numerical simulation of the oscillation process shows that it is possible to increase the 
dynamic coefficient with a further decrease in the resonance frequency, if a different type of damping appears in the 
system [4]. 

When monitoring the state of the system in operation, therefore, it is necessary to monitor both the dynamic 
coefficient and the frequency of its maximum. Since it is difficult to measure the exciting displacements in 
operation, it is more convenient to measure the acceleration at the entrance to the system and the acceleration at its 
various points. Their ratio is also determined by the dynamic coefficient. 

The loading of the structure in operation is characterized by non-stationary random effects, and the ratio of the 
spectra of the input and output reactions of the structure averaged over a certain time interval should be analyzed. 
You can control the state of the structure relative to the forces created by relative displacements y . The coefficient 
of transmission of perturbations from forces to accelerations will also depend on the parameters of the system. 
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RESULTS OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT 

We will analyze the takeoffs and landings in the five successive flights, during which any significant changes in 
the behavior of the design should not occur. According to available data, we will estimate the acceleration in the 
mass center (MC) of the power plant (PP) located on the wing, depending on the bending moment of the wing in the 
area between the chassis and the engine. 

Analyzing the load spectra of the wing during takeoff and landing, we choose those sections of the run where the 
load of the wing from the exciting effects of the chassis is greatest. We calculate the time-averaged covariance and 
coherence spectra between the bending moment of the wing and the accelerations in MC of PP [1], choosing the 
frequency ranges in which they have the highest values [7]. Then we calculate the ratio of input and output process 
dispersions at all discrete decomposition frequencies in the selected range. Extracting the square root from the 
dispersion relation, we approximate its frequency distribution by a polynomial and determine the maximum 
transmission coefficient and the frequency of this maximum. The change in these values during operation and 
should characterize the change in the state of the structure due to the appearance and development of damages in it. 

In Figs. 3 and 4 are shown the spectra of the bending moment of the wing and accelerations in MC of PP  
of aircraft during takeoff. The time interval is of 64 s before separation from the runway. In the frequency intervals 
of 0.5–2 Hz and 2.5–6 Hz peaks of spectral density of both processes are visible. Covariance spectra and of 
coherence function are shown in Fig. 5. They have the highest values in these frequency ranges. All calculations are 
performed using a fast discrete Hartley transform [8] and a wavelet transforms [9]. 

 
FIGURE 3. Fourier spectrum of the bending moment of the wing console in relative units  and it’s smoothed by wavelet form 

 
FIGURE 4. Fourier spectrum of accelerations in MC of PP in relative units and it’s smoothed by wavelet form 
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FIGURE 5. Covariance spectrum (1) and spectrum of coherence function (2) of the bending moment of the wing 

and accelerations in MC of PP 

Take, for example, the second frequency range and filter both processes using a band pass filter. Having 
constructed the dispersion distribution of both processes in this frequency range, we calculate their ratio in the form 
of the root mean square deviations (RMSD), also distributed in frequency, and approximate it with a polynomial of 
the third order. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 6 in relative units. 

 
FIGURE 6. The spectra of the bending moment of the wing console (1), accelerations in MC of PP (2)  

and the ratio of their averaged RMSD (3) during takeoff in one of the flights (approximation is shown by a dashed line) 

Having done the same procedures for all flights in the takeoff and landing areas, we determine the values of the 
maximum transmission coefficient µ* and the frequency of the maxima. Since the landing mass of the wing is 
smaller, the frequency range of filtration processes was slightly increased. Next, we will plot their dependence on 
the takeoff and landing masses of the aircraft. The result is shown in Fig. 7. 

Frequencies of maxima of µ* are with little variation fit into a common dependence, as in the takeoffs and 
landings. The values of maximum are emission. Here you can see the errors that illustrate this method of monitoring 
the state of the structure. A similar result is obtained by comparing the spectra in the frequency range of 0.5–2 Hz. 
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FIGURE 7. The dependence of the frequencies maxima of the transmission coefficient (1) and their values (2) from the takeoff 

and landing of mass of the plane: solid lines – only at takeoff, the dashed lines – at takeoff and landing 

In report [2] the example of destruction of a product from a composite material in the course of its cyclic loading 
was given. Inelastic and rigid characteristics of the tested product as its destruction monotonically changed to about 
70 % of the time of its failure. The most sensitive characteristic, indicating the approach to the final fracture, was 
inelastic deformation. A little later began to decrease rigidity. The opening of the loop of inelasticity in the last 
quarter of the time of its failure increased fourfold, the rigidity decreased 2.3 times. In each case, the result, of 
course, will depend on the relative share of the volume of the structure, which determines its life, and the type of 
developing damage. 

To assess the damage of dangerous places in the structure during the entire flight, it is necessary to measure its 
loading in these places and calculate the damage in accordance with the spectra of bending moments and 
temperature [10]. This will be a method of continuous monitoring of structural damage from the beginning of its 
operation. It is necessary not statistics of repeatability of loadings, and statistics on spectra of loading in places of 
developing damages. 

CONCLUSION 

To control the damage to the AS in operation, it is necessary to use those periods of its loading when the points 
of application of the input effects are known, and their spectrum can be measured at these points. The reactions of 
the structure to the disturbing effects are recorded in several characteristic points, the ratio of which can be identified 
the most dangerous areas where damages occurs. The ratio of the reaction spectra of the structure and the input 
effects as unsteady random processes requires averaging over the time interval and in the frequency range where 
their mutual spectral characteristics and the coherence function have the greatest values. The state of the structure is 
estimated by the change in the frequency and values of the transmission coefficient maxima calculated by the 
selected frequency ranges. The preferred diagnostic procedure is to run along the runway at a given speed. The 
sensitivity of this method will depend on the relative volume of the structure in which the damage develops. 
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Abstract. One of the objectives of the Russian transport strategy until 2030 is to ensure transport accessibility of remote 
settlements, including through the implementation of socially important air transportation while improving the quality of 
transportation services provided. For this purpose, the growth rate of the local and regional aviation application should be 
ahead of the overall growth rate of interregional traffic. 

INTRODUCTION 

The target of ensuring the transport accessibility of the population for 2030 provides for an increase in regional 
passenger traffic to 2 billion passengers per km and its social component to 1 billion passengers per km [1]. The 
solution to this complex task should also be complex, covering all aspects of the problem: 

– creation of new aircrafts; 
– local and regional airlines network expansion; 
– improvement of navigation complexes and systems; 
– development of the airfield network, etc.  

At present, the fleet of aircrafts for regional and local airlines consists of long-obsolete aircrafts with low 
operational and economic factors, take-off and landing characteristics of which do not allow them to operate on 
austere ground airfields with short runways. 

The existing domestic and foreign aircrafts of the classical configuration, created for normal airfield operation, 
cannot effectively perform the assigned tasks in the harsh conditions of the North, Siberia and the Far East. For these 
purposes, other aircrafts are required, adapted to the special natural and climatic conditions of the remote regions. In 
this regard, the aircrafts of non-traditional configurations and layouts are of particular interest: along with seaplanes 
and amphibian aircrafts, the "off-aerodrome" based aircrafts, most capable of ensuring the performance of a 
transport operation in expected operating conditions without creating the expensive ground (airfield) infrastructure 
are required. At the same time, the economic factors of these aircrafts should be no worse than those of the aircrafts 
being operated [2]. 

According to the RF Ministry of Transportation [3] modern requirements, advanced aircrafts for local and 
regional transportation during operation in Siberia, the Far East, as well as in the regions of the Arctic and the Far 
North must meet the following main provisions: 

– passenger weight (with luggage) 100 ... 110 kg;  
– maximum payload range of 1,500 km and maximum fuel range of 2,500 km; 
– ground and snow-covered field capability, including during the off-season; 
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– lift-drag coefficient of at least 20;  
– efficiency, competitive with the characteristics of existing foreign-manufactured aircrafts "Cessna 208B", 

"PC-12", "Beech B300", "DHC 6-400". 
As a result of a research and development work carried out in SibNIA with TsAGI, entitled “Conceptual design 

and developing of basic technical concepts for creating transport category aircrafts of the next generation”, as one of 
the possible aerodynamic configurations the integrated layout was proposed (Fig. 1): composite wing (lifting 
fuselage with a straight wing attached to it) with a distributed propulsion [4]. Its integrity is in the participation of 
the lifting fuselage with a built-in distributed power plant in the creation and distribution of the lift along the wing 
span and length of the aircraft, as well as the mutual reinforcement of positive interactions and weakening of 
negative interactions between airframe and power plant units [5]. 
 

 
(a) 

  
(b) (с) 

FIGURE 1. Variants of the concept of a light regional short take-off /landing aircraft with enhanced basing capabilities 
 

The proposed aerodynamic configuration has a lifting fuselage, which is a low aspect wing, attached to the sides 
of the fuselage consoles of the straight strut-braced high-aspect wing and V-tail. Distributed power plant is located 
on the upper surface in the fuselage tail section. It consists of four cowled birotating propfans, which are rotated by 
means of a transmission from two gas-turbine engines. 

Using a special form of the lifting fuselage, it is possible to ensure balancing and sufficient pitch controllability, 
to increase safety in the event of a speed loss, and to ensure enhancement of the basing capabilities [6]. At the same 
time, the volume used inside the fuselage is much larger than in the conventional aircrafts. 

The strut scheme allows the use of a wing of high aspect ratio (λ = 16 ... 20), which ensures a high level of cruise 
efficiency (more than 20 units) and lift characteristics during takeoff and landing flight modes [7]. 

Mutual loading of the wing panels and the lifting fuselage leads to a spanwise airloading in which the centre of 
lift is shifted to the wing root, which contributes to a decrease in bending moments and the airframe structure weight 
saving. At the same time, the lifting fuselage due to its attached flow provides up to 25% of the total lift of the entire 
layout at high angles of attack and a smooth change in its lift characteristics in post-stall regimes, which increases 
flight safety [5]. 

If it is necessary to perform transport operations on extremely short runways and platforms, under the main wing, it is 
possible to place secondary lifting surfaces in the form of the biplane type (Fig. 1, b). 

To further increase the lifting power of the proposed layout in take-off and landing modes, especially in the case of 
using the ventral module with the air-cushion landing system for providing airfield-free basing, it is advisable to use the 
adaptive high-lift system: downward deflection of the tail section of the main part of the wing together with flaps 
deflection [8]. To improve the adaptive high-lift system efficiency at high angles of attack, the lateral jet blowing 
application is effective [9]. 

To further increase the lift on take-off and landing modes, it is possible to use surfaces extended in the forward 
part of the lifting fuselage that use the hypercirculation effect (Fig. 1, c) [10]. 
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The principal feature of this aerodynamic configuration is the existence of positive interference between the 
airframe and the power plant. When the propellers work, on the one hand, the lift characteristics of the configuration 
increase and the aerodynamic drag decreases due to the occurrence of leading-edge thrust, as well as an increase in 
the thrusters efficiency due to the boundary layer ingestion by the propellers from the fuselage upper surface [5, 6]. 

On the other hand, the all-body creates more stable conditions for the power plant operation when the angle of 
attack changes, protects the engine air intakes and propellers from foreign objects and water jets ingestion during 
takeoff and landing, as well as reduces the noise from the power plant on the ground. At the same time, the 
minimum possible turning and rolling moments associated with the eventual failure of one of the propulsive devices 
are implemented [5]. 

The chosen powerplant configuration integrated with the airframe allows to create a “clean” aerodynamic 
configuration of the aircraft’s framework with a minimum vibration level and acoustic noise in the passenger cabin 
and cockpit, as well as to ensure the safety, convenience and comfort of the power plant servicing in all weather 
conditions [7]. 

According to estimates made by CIAM, a distributed power plant with a mechanically driven propfans can have 
the highest thermodynamic perfection (flight efficiency = 0.9, effective efficiency = 0.55) and minimum specific 
fuel consumption even during cruising flight with M = 0.8 at height H = 11 km (Fig. 2). 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Thermodynamic perfection of turbojet engines 
 

At the same time, it is able to work effectively with a low noise level in integral aerodynamic configurations that 
are characterized by the increased level of the inlet flow inhomogeneity [11]. 

The use of hydraulic transmission can be considered a promising option for the cruise fan drive. The work 
carried out by SibNIA in conjunction with NIISU (Research Institute of Standardization and Unification) in 2017 
shows that the use of hydraulic transmission to drive fans of the distributed power plant based on axial-piston pumps 
and roller-vane hydraulic motors developed by NIISU allows for a mass comparable to that of a mechanical 
transmission to provide a significantly larger resource, smaller occupied volume, as well as the ability to quickly 
control the propeller speed to create control moments (Fig. 3) [12]. 
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FIGURE 3. Predicted variations in the specific mass of different types of transmissions 

 
To expand the possibility of basing on the ground, it is possible to install additional tires and increase their sizes; 

they can be removed into the bulk fuselage. Besides, the weight of such landing gear can be 5 ... 7% of the aircraft 
take-off weight. Another possible solution to the question of operating the next-generation light aircrafts from 
unpaved airfields, including waterlogged, snow-covered, ice and water surfaces, could be using of the internal 
pressure check pneumatic ski in the landing gear. Non-flowing pneumatic ski is also a displacement-type element of 
the layout. To reduce the resistance to movement on snow and soil, it is possible to organize air lubrication of the 
pneumatic ski sole. Similar devices were used and tested on the DAR aircraft created by the famous soviet aircraft 
designer R. L. Bartini. The device has demonstrated its good performance on various types of underlying surfaces 
(snow, ice, grass, soil, water, broken ice). The weight of the alighting gear was 82 kgf with the take-off weight of the 
aircraft equal to 8 tons, that is 1% of the take-off weight. The streamlined form and small midsection did not require 
retraction assemblies, hatches, cuts, and other pile-ups [13]. 

Due to the wide fuselage in the proposed design of a light regional aircraft, it is possible to organize a two-aisle 
layout of the passenger cabin with a volume per a passenger equal to 1.4 ... 1.6 m3/person (Fig. 4). 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Interior layout of a light regional aircraft 
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The weight data evaluation was carried out by the results of studies performed in the Experimental Machinery 
Plant named after V.M. Myasishchev, according to the version of the M-60-20 aircraft with a lifting pressurized 
fuselage and a straight high-aspect wing, with a seating capacity of 20 seats [14]. 

The weight statement of a light regional aircraft with the proposed aerodynamic layout in the basic configuration 
using pneumatics, providing basing on the ground with a strength/weight ratio of 3.5 kg/cm2, is given 
in Table 1. [4]. 

TABLE 1. Weighted statement of a light regional aircraft. 
Item Name kgf 

 Takeoff weight 9000 (Sкр = 30m2) 
1. Aircraft empty weight 4760 
2. Crew, equipment 210 
3. Payload (25 passengers) 2500 
4. Fuel weight 1500 
5. Reserve (project) 130 
1. Aircraft empty weight (project) 4760 

1.1 Airframe + landing gear 2300 + 570 
1.2 Power plant 990 
1.3 Equipment, systems 900 
 
Preliminary estimates of the performance data of the advanced light regional aircraft with an integrated 

aerodynamic design and a distributed power plant, with a seating capacity of 20 ... 30 seats, are made based on the 
available data on the aerodynamic characteristics of similar configurations [15], [16], [17]. 

The estimated length of the runway, providing both rejected and continued takeoff on the unpaved runway with 
the friction coefficient f = 0.2, is less than 650 m. The required runway lengths obtained by multiplying the landing 
distance by a factor of 1.67 for the aircraft in question with a landing wing loading of 275 kg/m2 with glide path θgl 
= –3 °, are about 825 m, and with glide path θgl = –7 ° - approximately 700 m (Fig. 5). 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Estimated take-off and landing characteristics 

 
The transport capabilities of the aircraft and its fuel efficiency are characterized by the dependencies shown 

in Fig. 6. With an average payload of 2500 kgf, the aircraft provides transportation for a practical range of 2,000 ... 
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2,750 km with a speed of V = 400 ... 500 km/h, while the specific fuel consumption is 20 ... 25 g/pass × km. With a 
load of 1000 kgf, the practical flight range is 4500 km (Fig. 6). 

In 2017, an application for the proposed invention was prepared and filed for this aerodynamic layout, and in 
December 2018 a positive decision was received to issue a patent. The layout received the conventional working 
name DAR-II. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. General view and transport capabilities of the light regional aircraft DAR-II 

 
The integrated aerodynamic configuration proposed for a light regional aircraft has significant modernization 

potential for its further improvement in the direction of lift-drag coefficient increasing (using reduced maneuver 
margin; laminar flow about wing and lifting fuselage control), increasing the lift characteristics for takeoff and 
landing modes (adaptive high-lift system; lateral jet blowing; hyper-lifting surfaces), extending the possibility of 
basing, up to off-aerodrome basing (combined landing gear; pneumatic ski; ball screws), as well as improving of 
technical and economic indicators and environmental performance (low noise high-lift system and landing gear).  

In order to identify and confirm the claimed benefits at subsequent stages of work, design calculations should be 
carried out to optimize the parameters of the elements of the proposed aerodynamic layout and test the executive 
model in a wind tunnel, including taking into account the work of the power plant. 

Accumulated together with TsAGI and Experimental Machinery Plant named after V.M. Myasishchev research 
and technological groundwork for the study of integrated aerodynamic configurations with a lifting fuselage and a 
straight high-aspect wing with the location of the power plant in the rear fuselage gives grounds for continuing joint 
work at the sixth level of technology availability - demonstration of key critical technologies by creating flying 
manned demonstration aircraft or its remotely piloted model. 
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Abstract. A distinctive feature of the aviation technology development in recent years is the quantitative and qualitative 
complication of the onboard electronic equipment, leading to the aggravation of the problem of its electromagnetic 
compatibility. The need to reduce the sharply increased amount of full level works related to the electromagnetic 
compatibility assessment and assurance has led to the increase in the role of the calculated estimate of the onboard radio-
electronic equipment antennas optimal locations at the early stages of the aircraft creation cycle. In this paper we used a 
method for the radio waves attenuation determining based on the Kirchhoff approximation of the optical theorem. The 
method for the optimal antenna coordinates setting is proposed to be built basing on the topology of the airframe surface 
geometrical description. To achieve this, the airframe surface is divided into components, then each component is divided 
into a finite number of quadrangular and triangular elements, the nodal points are marked out, their coordinates are 
specified as well as connections of the nodal points. The minimum of the sum of the indices of the i-th transmitter’s 
effect on the j-th receiver through a certain frequency channel was accepted as the criterion for antennas location 
optimization. The Hooke-Jeeves method was used during the optimization. The analysis of electromagnetic compatibility 
of the onboard radio-electronic equipment on the aircraft can be divided into two parts - frequency analysis and energy 
analysis. The electromagnetic compatibility of the onboard avionics equipment of the aircraft was evaluated on the basis 
of the developed method. 

INTRODUCTION 

A distinctive feature of the aviation technology development in recent years is the complication (quantitative and 
qualitative) of onboard electronic equipment, leading to the aggravation of the problem of its electromagnetic 
compatibility. 

The need to reduce the sharply increased amount of full level works related to the electromagnetic compatibility 
assessment and assurance has led to the increase in the role of the calculated estimate of the onboard radio-electronic 
equipment antennas optimal locations at the early stages of the aircraft creation cycle. At the same time, we adopted 
a method for the radio waves attenuation determining based on the Kirchhoff approximation of the 
optical theorem [1]. 

For antennas optimal locations on the airframe, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:  
– determine the antennas location optimization criterion; 
– develop the algorithm for optimal antennas coordinates finding; 
– choose the criterion for the algorithm stopping. 
Basing on the analysis of methods of radio waves attenuation evaluation during the flow around the airframe [2-

6], the antennas location optimization criterion can be presented as follows 
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where ,d i jP  is the index of the i-th transmitter’s effect on the j-th receiver through a certain frequency channel. 
The analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of onboard radio-electronic equipment on an aircraft can be 

divided into two parts - frequency analysis and energy analysis. 
Frequency analysis enables to identify the frequency channels of the electromagnetic interference penetration 

into radio receivers and consists of the definition of: 
1) the limit values of the radiation band frequencies ,mintrf , ,maxtrf of transmitters; 
2) the limit values of the pass band ,minrcf , ,maxrcf of receivers; 
3) the affected frequencies bands rcf of the receiver for the limit frequencies of the emission band and the pass 

band. 

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

The limit values of the harmonics of primary radiation band frequencies, side radiation ,tr lf , ,tr hf  transmitter at 
frequency and phase modulations are determined by the formulas: 

 , ,min ,( d d / 2);tr l tr tr tr lnf K f i f f= + −  , ,min ,( d d / 2);tr h tr tr tr lnf K f i f f= + +  (2) 

where ,mintrf is the minimum frequency of the range; d trf  — resetting step over the range; ,d tr lnf  — radiation band; 
K — harmonic number from 1 to 15; i — resetting step from d trf  to d trn f , while 

 ,min ,max( d ) ,tr tr trf i f f+ ≤  (3) 

here ,maxtrf  is the maximum frequency of the range, n is an integer. 
The limit values of the harmonics of primary radiation band frequencies, side radiation ,tr lf , ,tr hf  transmitter at 

amplitude modulations are determined by the formulas:  

 
, ,min ,

, ,min ,

( d ) d / 2,

( d ) d / 2,

tr l tr tr tr ln

tr h tr tr tr ln

f K f i f f

f K f i f f

= + −

= + +
 (4) 

where K is harmonic number from 1 to 15; i — resetting step from d trf  to d trn f , while 

 ,min ,max( d ) ,tr tr trf i f f+ ≤  (5) 

n is an integer. 
The limit values of the pass band ,rс lf , ,rс hf of the primary channel for the straight receiver and the 

superheterodyne receiver are determined by the formulas: 

 
, ,min ,

, ,min ,

d d / 2,

d d / 2

rc l rc rc rc ln

rc h rc rc rc ln

f f i f f

f f i f f

= + −

= + +
, (6) 

where ,minrcf is the minimum frequency of the range for the straight receiver, d rcf  — resetting step over the range, 

,d rc lnf  — pass band, i — resetting step from d rcf  to d rcm f , while 

 ,min ,max( d ) ,rc rc rcf i f f+ ≤  (7) 

here ,maxrсf  is the maximum frequency of the range for the straight receiver, m is an integer. 
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The limit values of the pass band ,mr lf , ,mr hf , ,tr lf , , ,rс ad lf , , ,rс ad hf  of the side circuit (+ sign) of a 
superheterodyne receiver are determined by the formulas: 

 

, , ,min , , ,min , ,

, , ,min , , ,min , ,

, , , , ,min , , ,min , ,

, , ,

( d ) ( d ) d / 2,

( d ) ( d ) d / 2,

( d ) ( d ) d / 2,

(

mr l rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc ln

mr h rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc ln

rc ad l l rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc ln

rc ad h l

f f i f f j f f

f f i f f j f f

f q f i f f j f f

f q f

= + + + −

= + + + +

= + ± + −

= , ,min , , ,min , ,d ) ( d ) d / 2rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc lni f f j f f+ ± + +

 (8) 

where , ,minrc gtf  is the minimum frequency of the heterodyne; ,d rc gtf  — heterodyne resetting step; , ,minrc btf  — the 
minimum value of the intermediate frequency; ,d rc btf  — the intermediate frequency resetting step; q — harmonic 
number from 1 to 15; i — resetting step from ,d rc gtf  to ,d rc gtn f , while 

 , ,min , , ,max( d ) ,rc gt rc gt rc gtf i f f+ ≤  (9) 

here , ,maxrc gtf  is the maximum frequency of the heterodyne; n is an integer; j – resetting step from ,d rc btf  to ,d rc btm f
, while 
 , ,min , , ,max( d ) ,rc bt rc bt rc btf j f f+ <  (10) 

m — is an integer. 
The limit values of the pass band: ,mr lf , ,mr hf , , ,rс ad lf , , ,rс ad hf  of the side circuit (sign -) of the heterodyne 

receiver are determined by the formulas: 
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mr l rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc ln

mr h rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc ln
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rc ad h

f f i f f j f f

f f i f f j f f

f q f i f f j f f

f q f

= + − + −

= + − + +

= + ± + −

= , ,min , , ,min , ,d ) ( d ) d / 2.rc gt rc gt rc bt rc bt rc lni f f j f f+ ± + +

 (11) 

The limit values of the pass band , ,rс ds llf , , ,rс ds lhf , , ,rс ds hlf , , ,rс ds hhf  of the side circuit for a straight receiver are 
determined by the formulas: 

 

, , ,min

, , ,min ,

, , ,min ,

, , ,min

0,5( d ),

d d / 2,

d d / 2,

15( d ).

rc ds ll rc rc
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f f i f

f f i f f

f f i f f

f f i f

= +

= + −

= + +

= +

 (12) 

The band of the affected frequencies of the receiver rсpf : the primary radiation - the primary channel, the side 
radiation - the primary channel are determined: 
at , ,tr l rc lf f≥  and , ,tr h rc hf f≤  — by the formula 
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 , ,rc rc h tr lpf f f= − , (13) 

at , ,tr l rc lf f≤  and , ,tr h rc hf f≥  — by the formula 

 ,drс rc lnpf f= , (14) 

at , ,tr l rc lf f≤  and , , ,rc l tr h rc hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , ,rc tr h rc lpf f f= − , (15) 

at , ,tr l rc lf f≥  and , , ,tr l rc h tr hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , ,rc rc h tr lpf f f= −   (16) 

The band of the affected frequencies of the receiver rсpf : the primary radiation - the side circuit of the 
superheterodyne receiver, the side radiation - the side circuit of the superheterodyne receiver are determined:  
at , , ,tr l rc ad lf f≥  and , , ,tr h rc ad hf f≤  — by the formula 

 , ,rc rc h tr lpf f f= − , (17) 

at , , ,tr l rc ad lf f≤  and , , ,tr h rc ad hf f≥  — by the formula 

 ,drс rc lnpf f= , (18) 

at , , ,tr l rc ad lf f≤  and , , , , ,rc ad l tr h rc ad hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , , ,rc tr h rc ad lpf f f= − , (19) 

at , , ,tr l rc ad lf f≥  and , , , ,tr l rc ad h tr hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , , ,rc rc ad h tr lpf f f= − . (20) 

The band of the affected frequencies of the receiver rсpf : the primary radiation — the side circuit of the 
superheterodyne receiver of the image channel; the side radiation - the side circuit of the superheterodyne receiver of 
the image channel are determined by: 
at , , ,tr l rc mr lf f≥  and , , ,tr h rc mr hf f≤  — by the formula 

 , , ,rc tr h rc ad lpf f f= − , (21) 

at , , ,tr l rc mr lf f≤  and , , ,tr h rc mr hf f≥  — by the formula 

 ,drс rc lnpf f= , (22) 

at , , ,tr l rc mr lf f≤  and , , , , ,rc mr l tr h rc mr hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , , ,rc tr h rc mr lpf f f= − , (23) 

at , , ,tr l rc mr lf f≥  and , , , ,tr l rc mr h tr hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 

 , , ,rc rc mr h tr lpf f f= − . (24) 

The band of the affected frequencies of the receiver rсpf : the primary radiation - the side circuit of the straight 
receiver, the side radiation - the side circuit of the straight receiver are determined: 
at , , ,tr l rc ds llf f≥  and , , ,tr h rc ds lhf f≤  — by the formula 
 , , ,rc tr h rc ad lpf f f= − , (25) 
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at , , ,tr l rc ds llf f≤  and , , ,tr h rc ds lhf f≤  — by the formula 
 ,drс rc lnpf f= , (26) 

at , , ,tr l rc ds llf f≤  and , , , , ,rc ds ll tr h rc ds lhf f f< ≤  — by the formula 
 , , ,rc tr h rc ds llpf f f= − , (27) 

at , , ,tr l rc ds llf f≥  and , , , ,tr l rc ds lh tr hf f f< ≤  — by the formula 
 , , ,rc rc ds lh tr lpf f f= − . (28) 

ENERGY ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

Energy analysis is the final stage of the electromagnetic compatibility assessment and is carried out in the case of 
identifying the frequency channel of unintended electromagnetic interference. 

The penetration power of unintended electromagnetic interference received by the receiver antenna is directly 
proportional to the transmitter's radiation power cР  the antenna coupling coefficient B and inversely proportional to 
the receiver sensitivity rcЕ , for frequency channels of side radiation is inversely proportional to the transmitter 
harmonics suppression ratio grB , for the side circuits of the superheterodyne receiver is inversely proportional to the 
relative sensitivity rc grB of the side circuit and the relative sensitivity ,rc mrB of the image channel. 

If we can associate the penetration power of unintended electromagnetic interference with the sensitivity of the 
receiver (the minimum power at which the receiver operates stably) and take the logarithm of both sides of the 
equation, then we get the formulas for the index of effect d P between the transmitting and receiving antennas [7]. 

For frequency channels of the type: the primary radiation – the primary channel, the primary radiation – the side 
circuit of the straight receiver:  

 ,d 10lg( / d ) ,c rc tr ln rcP P pf f B E= + + −  (29) 

where cР  is the radiation power; В is the antenna coupling coefficient; rcE — receiver sensitivity. 
For frequency channels of the type: the side radiation — the primary channel, the side radiation — the side 

circuit of the straight receiver: 

 ,d 10lg( / d ) ,c rc tr ln rc grP P pf f B E B= + + − −  (30) 

where grB is the transmitter harmonic suppression ratio. 
For frequency channels of the type: the primary radiation – the side circuit of the superheterodyne receiver: 

 , ,d 10lg( / d ) ,c rc tr ln rc rc gtP P pf f B E B= + + − −  (31) 

where ,rc gtB is the relative sensitivity of the side circuit of the superheterodyne receiver. 
For frequency channels of the type: the side radiation – the side circuit of the superheterodyne receiver:  

 , ,d 10lg( / d ) .c rc tr ln rc rc gt grP P pf f B E B B= + + − − −  (32) 

For frequency channels of the type: the primary radiation – the image channel of the side reception of the 
superheterodyne receiver: 

 , ,d 10lg( / d ) ,c rc tr ln rc rc mrP P pf f B E B= + + − −  (33) 

where ,rc mrB is the relative sensitivity of the image channel.  
For frequency channels of the type: side radiation - the image channel of the side reception of a superheterodyne 

receiver: 

 , ,d 10lg( / d ) .c rc tr ln rc rc mr grP P pf f B E B B= + + − − −  (34) 

The antenna coupling coefficient is presented in the form:  
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),tr rc pl tr rcB abs L abs F G G abs K abs S S= − − + + − − +  (35) 

where L is the space attenuation, F is the shading factor; trG  — antenna gain factor; rcG  — antenna gain factor; 

plK  — antenna polarization mismatch; trS  — high-frequency path losses; rcS  — high-frequency path losses. 
The space attenuation for the distance l between the transmitter and the receiver for the affected frequencies f 

will be determined by the formula 

 20 lg(300 / ( (4 ))).L f lπ=  (36) 

SHADING FACTOR DUE TO DIFFRACTION 

The shading factor F due to diffraction on randomly alternating bodies of the types “wedge”, “half-plane” or 
“cylinder” will be determined in accordance with the methods given in the paper [7]. Then, according to the results 
of approximation of the wave propagation path from the point of radiation to the point of reception, we find the 
spatial isolation as the sum of the components of the free space attenuation on the path of wave propagation and 
shading of any nature.  

The coefficient plK  taking into account the polarization of the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna in dB 
is given in the Table 1. 

TABLE 1. The coefficient plK  taking into account the polarization of the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna in dB. 

Radio receiver antenna 
polarization 

Transmitter antenna polarization 
Horizontal  Vertical  

Circular 
trG < 10 dB trG ≥ 10 dB trG < 10 dB trG ≥ 10 dB 

horizontal rsG < 10 dB 0 0 –16 –16 –3 

rsG ≥ 10 dB 0 0 –16 –20 –3 

vertical rsG < 10 dB –16 –16 0 0 –3 

rsG ≥ 10 dB –16 –20 0 0 –3 
circular  –3 –3 –3 -3 0 

 
The algorithm for the optimal antenna coordinates setting is proposed to be built basing on the topology of the 

airframe surface geometrical description. To achieve this, the airframe surface is divided into components (see 
the Fig. 1), then each component is divided into a finite number of quadrangular and triangular elements, the nodal 
points (nodes) are marked out, their coordinates and connections of the nodes are specified. 

The finite element mesh generation is performed for a half of the surface located on the positive Y-side of the 
XZ-airframe and is extended to another symmetrical part. 

The airframe components are symbolically divided into three groups: 
components of the “fuselage” — “F”;  
components of the “wing” — “W”; 
components of the “air intake” — “I”.  
The division into three groups of components is carried out for a more convenient geometrical representation of 

the complex topology of the airframe surface. 
The fuselage, wing, air intake, keel and stabilizer, as analogues of the “wing” can be divided into several other 

components (see the Fig. 1). The components of the “fuselage” are usually divided into annular strips normal to the 
X axis. The components of the “wing” are divided into longitudinal strips of curved surfaces. And then each strip of 
the components of the "fuselage", "wing", "air intake" is divided into many quadrangular and triangular elements. 
The boundaries of the components are determined by the lines of the finite element mesh. 
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FIGURE 1. Symbolic division of airframe components into three groups: 

“Fuselage” – “F”; “Wing” – “W”; “Air intake” – “I” 

ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL ANTENNAS LOCATIONS ON THE AIRFRAME 

Initialization, that is, the initial location of antennas, is based on previous developments. The antennas are 
relocated along the lines of the finite element mesh and the criterion (1) is evaluated for the mesh nodes. The 
simplest approach is that the search is conducted on the basis of a recursive searching of directions from an 
arbitrarily given set. On the other hand, you can build a search strategy in which one or more search directions are 
refined at each iteration, which allows you to correlate the search direction system with the airframe topology. In 
order to guarantee the search carrying out over the whole area under consideration, it is advisable to impose a 
requirement for linear independence of the search directions that should form the basis in the admissible domain. 

This circumstance formed the basis for the modified method developed by Hook and Jeeves [8]. It is one of the 
first algorithms in which the information obtained in previous iterations is taken into account when determining the 
new search direction. Essentially, the Hook-Jeeves procedure is a combination of an “exploratory” search with 
cyclical change of variables and an accelerating pattern match search using certain heuristic rules. Exploratory 
search is focused on identifying the nature of the local behavior of the criterion (1). The information resulting from 
the exploratory search is then used in the pattern match search process. 

CRITERION FOR ALGORITHM STOPPING 

The criterion for the algorithm stopping was proposed the condition  

 ( ( , , ) ( , , )) / ( , , ) 0.01,B B B
k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k l k lA x y z A x y z A x y z+ + + − − − + + +− <  (37) 

where ( , , )B
k l k l k lA x y z+ + +  is the current reference point with coordinates , , ;k l k l k lx y z+ + +  ( , , )B

k l k l k lA x y z− − − is the 
reference point with coordinates , , .k l k l k lx y z− − − . 

In some cases, the relation (37) cannot be achieved, since the high-frequency isolation between the transmitting 
and receiving antennas is insufficient. In this case, the algorithm imposes a restriction on the search area of the 
receiving antennas optimal coordinates. 

The solution for this case is to be found by the circuit and technical way. 

DEVELOPED METHOD USING 

The developed method was used to determine the optimal coordinates of the antennas of the meteorological 
navigation radar РОЗ-1 and the sounding station (radar station – sounder) on the airframe. 
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Two pairs of interferences were considered: the first one is the transmitter of the station РОЗ-1 to the radar 
receiver – sounder, the second - the transmitter radar – sounder to the receiver of the station РОЗ-1. 

The calculation of the index of effect d P using formula (34) showed that in order to ensure the joint operation of 
the radar-sounder and the meteorological navigation radar РОЗ-1 (according to criterion (1)), the radar- sounder 
antenna must be at a distance of 0.4 meters from the antenna of РОЗ-1, located in the nose compartment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A theoretical method for determination of the optimal antennas coordinates on the airframe is proposed based on 
mathematical modeling of frequency and energy analysis of electromagnetic interference channels.  

The algorithm for determination of the optimal antennas coordinates is based on the topology of the airframe 
surface geometrical description and the recursive searching of directions from an arbitrarily specified set using the 
modified Hook-Jeeves algorithm.  

The criterion for antennas location optimization is the minimum of the influence indices sum of the transmitters 
and receivers combination through certain frequency channels.  

As a criterion for the algorithm stopping, the value of the relative change in the antennas coordinates on the 
airframe was suggested to be not over 0.01. 
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Abstract. Investigation of the transition is one of the key experiments in wind tunnels. Different methods of the 
transition definition can lead to different result (see for example [1]). But even one method can give different results in 
short-duration or shock wind tunnels. In experiments on the study of the transition on the cone in the short-duration wind 
tunnel “Tranzit-M”, the hysteresis of the transition position was detected. In this regard, a study of the behavior of the 
transition position under the conditions of varying parameters of the wind tunnel was conducted. This question is also 
extremely important for choosing the time window, in which the flow parameters can be considered as quasi-stationary. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were carried out in the hypersonic wind tunnel “Transit-M” at M = 5.95 in the range of unit 
Reynolds numbers Re1 = (4.2÷69.7)×106 1/m. The run time of the tunnel is 200 – 400 ms depending on regime. The 
model was sharp cone made from plastic. The position of the transition end was determined as the maximum of heat 
flux on the model surface. The time interval in which the end of the transition was determined was in the time range 
from 90 ms from the run beginning to the end of the run with an interval of 10 ms. In the course of the experiments, 
the parameters of the run were measured and the dependence of the transition coordinate on the run time was 
obtained, as well as the dependence of the coordinate and the Reynolds number of the transition on the unit 
Reynolds number. 

The heat fluxes were measured with the help of a FLIR infrared imager. The maximum frame rate in the imaging 
instrument was 350 Hz, the frame resolution was 86×285 pixels, and the sensitivity was 0.02° C. 

THE EFFECT 

Figure 1 shows total temperature and pressure change during the run. Parameters rapidly grows in the beginning 
of the run, reaches the maximum and then slowly decreases. 

Figure 2 shows heat flux distributions on a model surface in one run but at different time drawing in terms of 
unit Reynolds number. It is seen that in the beginning of the run (Re1 = 38.4×106 1/m) the heat flux maximum is 
located at x ≈ 400 mm. During the run the heat flux distribution changes and at the end its value becomes lower 
(because of total temperature decrease and model heating). The transition end shifts upstream at position 
x ≈ 320 mm (Re1 = 39.7×106 1/m). At the same time unit Reynolds numbers are very close and cannot explain so big 
difference in the transition position. 
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FIGURE 1. Total temperature and pressure change during one of the run 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Heat flux distribution over the model in one run 

ANALISYS 

To analyze the transition behavior, the position of the heat flux maximum was determined every 10 ms during a 
run from 90 ms to 200 ms. Figure 3 shows unit Reynolds number change in one of the runs. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Unit Reynolds number in the run 

x, mm 

Q, W/m2 
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The behavior of the Reynolds number is similar to the stagnation parameters presented in Fig. 1, but Re1 
maximum does not coincide with P0 and T0 maxima. Transition position and transition Reynolds number during this 
run are shown in Fig. 4. Transition Reynolds number was calculated as unit Reynolds number on the boundary layer 
edge multiplied by transition coordinate. It is clearly seen, that in this run the transition gradually drifts to the end of 
the model (Fig. 4, a). Correction of the stagnation parameters change, i.e. calculation of the transition Reynolds 
number instead of Xtr, makes the it better, but does not solve the problem. Plot of the transition Reynolds number vs. 
unit Reynolds numbers corresponding to the every 10 ms of run time (Fig. 3) does not save the situation as well. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

FIGURE 4. Transition position (a) and transition Reynolds number (b) drift in the run. Transition Reynolds number versus unit 
Reynolds number in the run (c). 

 
So, the transition Reynolds number changes during the run from ≈ 5.1 to ≈ 6×106. Moreover, there is some 

oscillations which were observed in most runs. The reason of the oscillation can be an oscillation of the model after 
passing of the shock wave in the beginning of the run. But model oscillation cannot explain mean drift of the 
transition position, especially since this oscillation was observed not in all runs. 

The most likely reason of the transition shift is tunnel noise level change during the run. “Transit-M” is 
conventional tunnel having a quite high level of free stream pulsations [2]. It is well known fact, that free stream 
noise affects the transition [3]. So when during the run total pressure decreases the noise level changes. It can 
strongly influence on the transition coordinate. But new investigations are needed to answer precisely what the 
reasons are of this shift. 

The question arises, what coordinate of the transition should be taken? More than 100 runs were analyzed and 
two time intervals were chosen where transition almost does not change its position in a run: 90-110 ms and 
170-200 ms. In this time intervals the heat flux distributions are well reproduced in different runs. 
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CONCLUSION 

Drift of the transition position in a time of one run in the short-duration wind tunnel “Tranzit-M” was detected. It 
was found that transition position shifts at about 100 mm and the transition Reynolds number changes from ≈ 5.1 to 
≈ 6×106 during a run. The reasons of this shift are not clear and new investigations are needed to establish it. 
Analysis of more than 100 runs showed that there are two time intervals where transition coordinate is almost does 
not changed during the run. These intervals should be used for data processing in the experiments in “Tranzit-M” 
wind tunnel. 
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Abstract. The paper deals with experimental investigation accompanied by numerical simulations of the flow over 
conventional V-shaped flame holder. The numerical simulations aimed on optimization and design of classical flame 
holder for the parameters which realized in T-325 ITAM SB RAS wind tunnel (stagnation pressure and temperature 
0.7bar and 295K, respectively, and Mach number of 0.55) have been performed in unsteady statement (URANS) using 
two-dimensional approach. The computations have been conducted by means of commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 
using the different embedded models of turbulence with varying of approximation scheme order for time/flow/turbulence 
terms. The computational domain was built basing on structured mesh. Basing on the numerically data obtained the 
experimental model of flame holder was designed and manufactured. The experimental investigations were carried out in 
supersonic wind tunnel T-325. The main experimental techniques were: mean and unsteady surface pressure 
measurements in forward stagnation point in middle spanwise section using high frequency pressure probe PCB; base 
pressure measurements in the wake of the model; measurements of velocity fields in midspan section by PIV. The 
comparison of the experimental results with the computationally data obtained is done. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of organizing the combustion of an air-fuel mixture at high flow rates in relation to air-jet engines 
is to accelerate mixing and maintain the flame front with the lowest possible level of total pressure loss. Classical 
methods of combustion are associated with the use of mechanical devices, the use of which is inevitably associated 
with significant losses of gas momentum. At the same time, the intensification of mixing implies the creation of 
local mutual movements of the fuel and oxidizer at the boundary of their contact [1] and is not necessarily associated 
with the loss of momentum. 

As a whole, the study aimed on enhancement of mixing and ignition of the fuel-air mixture to maintain and 
accelerate the combustion process in the combustion chambers of ramjet and afterburners of turbojet engines using 
of plasma aerodynamics techniques. Within the framework of the project a study of a combined fuel injection and 
mixing system will be performed, the principle of which will be based on the use of an electric discharge. The use of 
plasma technologies should ensure the creation of vorticity in the flow with low total pressure losses, as well as the 
intensification of combustion due to plasma chemical processes. This CFD and experimental study covers the range 
of flow velocities from high subsonic to supersonic. The main advantage of the proposed solution is the possibility 
of designing the combustion chambers with low total pressure losses, which will positively affect the fuel efficiency 
of air-breathing engines. 

The local energy deposition in the plasma channel of electrical discharge gap can generate not only large-scale 
disturbances, which are singly evolving in time and space, but also sub-scale structures that can influence on the 
development of the first ones. The aggregation of these mechanisms of influence on the gas flow suggests the 
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possibility of developing a plasma-mechanical device capable of intensifying the mixing of an air-fuel mixture. 
Thus, in papers [2-4] the results of numerical simulations of a flow near a spark discharge gap consisting of a 
miniature vertical profiled wedge oriented along local streamlines with an asymmetric energy deposition are 
presented. The results show that such device in a passive state does not have a significant impact on mean flow 
downstream of the wedge. The energy deposition at one side near the surface of the wedge leads to the formation of 
a longitudinal vortex in the wake. Using an electric discharge as a source of energy deposition in this case will not 
only contribute to the formation of a large-scale vortex, but also create small-scale disturbances that will accelerate 
its decay and, as a result, intensify the mixing of the gas stream. Such active control devices can be distributed 
across the core of the flow on the auxiliary pylons, which, ultimately, should contribute to an increase in the mixing 
area and, thus, the complete combustion of the fuel mixture. 

To have an opportunity of estimating the benefits of “plasma flame holder” under developing comparing with 
classical one, the investigation of the flow features over the flame holder of conventional design was performed at 
the first stage of the project. It is known, that in the case of high-speed flow in the channel the problem of initiating 
combustion and stabilizing the flame front is particularly acute. Therefore, in this case, special efforts have to be 
done to ensure the ignition and stabilization of the flame. In practice the problem solved by the use of various 
additional devices. This may be: the pilot flare [5], the organization of free recycling zones, the use of pylons [6], 
cavities [7], cones and wedges, reverse ledges, etc. [8, 9, 10]. One of the widely used devices in the real afterburners 
of modern air-jet engines is V-shaped flame holders (Fig. 1). Therefore, it was this geometry chosen for the 
experimental model for preliminary studies. 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Typical scheme of fuel burning in the afterburner chamber (a): 1 – diffuser; 2 – prechamber; 3 - fuel injections; 
4 – flame holders sting; 5 – V-shaped flame holder…; and photo of the afterburner chamber of real air-jet engine with circles of 

flame holders inside (b).*  
*Taken from open internet sources 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments have been carried out in T-325 wind tunnel of ITAM SB RAS for free stream Mach 
number 0.55. The flow stagnation parameters for pressure and temperature were 0.7 bar and 290 K respectively. 
Actually the aerodynamic installation is a supersonic wind tunnel. Therefore, to provide desired transonic flow 
parameters typical for the flow in afterburners a specially designed and manufactured transonic nozzle inserts were 
used in the experiments (Fig. 2). The transonic channel has a rectangular cross-section 200x200mm. The possibility 
of Mach number turning is supported in the transonic channel configuration. The control of oncoming flow 
parameters is implemented by means of variation of incidence angle of elliptic shaft placed downstream at the exit 
and forming the sonic throat of transonic channel (see Fig. 2). The structure of the flow over the model was 
investigated by PIV based on Dantec Dynamics system with 15Hz laser frequency using Phantom CCD camera. 
Number of double frames collected for each test case was about 1500. The PIV system was installed at the left side 
(according to flow direction) of test section so as the laser beam for seeding particles illumination was introduced 
trough the elliptic shaft that equipped by special light pipe and optical prism to direct the laser beam towards the 
flow (Fig. 3, Fig 2, b). 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Photo of T-325 test section equipped by transonic inserts (a) and elliptic shaft for oncoming flow parameters 
control (b): 1 – optical window for PIV measurements; 2 – elliptical shaft; 3 – optical prism for PIV laser sheet 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Photo of DANTEC PIV system with using PHANTOM high speed camera: 

1 – laser unit; 2 – CCD camera; 3 – optical window 

COMPUTATIONS SPECIFICATION 

The computations have been performed using ANSYS Fluent software. The problem was solved in steady at 
preliminary steps as well as transient formulation using RANS and URANS approaches respectively. The task was 
accepted to be solved as 2D statement as the working channel of T-325 test section has a rectangular cross-section. 
The computation domain included the full-scale (length 1890mm, height of inlet boundary 240mm, height of 
working part 208mm) channel of T-325 test section (Fig. 4, a). 

 

 
(a) 

   
(b) (c) 

FIGURE 4. Sketch of computational domain (a) and grid structure over the elements: over flame holder model geometries 
considered (b) and over elliptical shaft (c) 
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The meshing was performed using ICEM software. A structured block grid consisted of 700000 cells was used. 
The mesh has a thickening at the top and bottom walls of the computations have been performed using ANSYS 
Fluent software. The problem was solved in steady at preliminary steps as well as transient formulation using RANS 
and URANS approaches respectively. The task was accepted to be solved as 2D statement as the working channel of 
T-325 test section has a rectangular cross-section. The computation domain included the full-scale (length 1890mm, 
height of inlet boundary 240mm, height of working part 208mm) channel of T-325 test section (Fig. 4, a). The 
meshing was performed using ICEM software. A structured block grid consisted of 700000 cells was used. The 
mesh has a thickening at the top and bottom walls of test section as well as near the model and elliptical shaft to be 
able to resolve a boundary layer together with solver embedded near wall treatments (Fig. 4, b, c). The flow was 
considered as turbulent so the different turbulence models were used in the numeric experiments: Standard k-ω 
(SKW), Standard k-ɛ (SKE) and Scale-Adaptive Simulations (SAS). Boundary conditions corresponded to 
experimental flow parameters: P0=0.7bar; T0=293K; M=0.55. 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL DESIGN 

The experimental model of conventional flame holder was designed basing on series of preliminary CFD 
experiments aimed on model geometry optimization from viewpoint of ability to satisfy the experimental conditions 
in T-325. One of the important requirements was to provide the sonic throat in the elliptic shaft location section and 
not in the model ones to avoid of flow blockage here. The data available in the literature show that such kind of 
flame holders, applied for example in real afterburners of modern air-jet engines, have parabolic or close to triangle 
cross section. As the triangle shape is more applicable from technological viewpoint, it was accepted to use this 
concept of model cross-section shape. Two variants of flame-holder sections shape were considered in the 
preliminary model design computations (Fig. 5).  

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. The variants of flame-holder sections considered in the computations: solid triangle (a) and thin-walled corner (b) 
 
The numerically data obtained showed that flow downstream of the model develops like as Karman 

wake (Fig. 6, Fig. 7) for both solid and thin-walled model cross-sections. The data on averaged velocity field around 
the flame-holder model show that there is no any considerable difference between this two flame-holder section 
shapes (Fig. 8). 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Mach number evolution (a) and corresponded velocity magnitude fields (b) 
for the solid triangle cross-section of the model (standard k-ω, URANS) 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 7. Mach number evolution (a) and corresponded velocity magnitude fields (b) 
for the thin-walled corner model (standard k-ω, URANS) 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 8. Fields of mean velocity magnitude and streamlines in the case of solid triangle (a) and thin-walled (b) cross-section 
of experimental model (standard k-ω, URANS, averaged data) 

 
Thus the aerodynamic model of conventional flame-holder for the wind tunnel testing was designed and 

manufactured (Fig. 9). The model has a span of 180mm, apex angle of 34º and middle height h= 21 mm. The model 
placed in the flow by the way of its single-sided support at the test section wall-door by means of sting (Fig. 10). 
The model is equipped by two pressure taps for surface static pressure measurements located on both corner 
shoulders in middle position of each shoulder length. There are also the pressure lines for base and total pressure 
(at the model tip) measurements. All the pressure taps are located in model midspan section (Fig. 10). 

 

 
FIGURE 9. Sketch of experimental model 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 10. Photo of mounting the experimental model (a) and pressure lines locations (b):  
1 – test section wall-door; 2 – flame-holder model; 3 – wind tunnel test section; 4 – static (surface) pressure lines;  

5 – base pressure line, 6 – Pitot pressure line at model tip 

EXPERIMENTAL VS COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The wind tunnel testing of the model of V-shaped flame holder has been carried out in supersonic aerodynamic 
installation T-325 of ITAM SB RAS. To provide desired flow parameters a specially designed and manufactured 
transonic nozzle inserts were used in the experiments. The experiments were conducted at Mach number 0.55, 
stagnation temperature 293K and in the range of stagnation pressure 0.7, 1 and 1.25 bar. 

As mentioned above one of the main experimental technique was measurements of velocity fields by PIV. 
The PIV measurements were performed in the vertical plane aligned with the flow in midspan position according to 
model spanwise direction. Note that during the one run of wind tunnel the data were collected for only one flow 
regime and one of the tested PIV window locations: observation the flow pattern involving upstream flow and only 
the flow of recirculation zone in the wake. At the same time, taking into account the specifics of the laser beam 
input, the size of the measuring area was limited by the height of the structurally possible laser sheet and did not 
allow to obtain the entire flow field near the model (Fig. 11, Fig. 12). The data show that there is a recirculation 
zone in the wake of the model that also has been obtained in the preliminary computations (see Fig. 8). But it can be 
observed from the data presented in the figures that the length of recirculation zone is longer in the experiments. 
This can be seen, for example, basing on the vortices core location. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 11. Fields of velocity magnitude obtained by PIV in the case of observation the flow pattern involving upstream flow 
(a) and only the flow of recirculation zone in the wake (b) (M=0.55, P0=0.7bar,T0=293K) 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 12. Fields of velocity magnitude obtained by PIV in the case of observation the flow pattern involving upstream flow 
(a) and only the flow of recirculation zone in the wake (b) (M=0.55, P0=1bar,T0=293K) 
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Thus, the additional numerical experiments were performed to try get an idea on the contradiction result 
obtained. The simulations were performed using the mesh for real thin-walled corner model which was used in the 
experiments. The simulations were done using different turbulence models embedded to the solver. These were: 
Standard k-ω (SKW), Standard k-ɛ (SKE) and Scale-Adaptive Simulations (SAS). The computations were 
performed for the case of increased level of turbulence intensity at Tu = 5% and for the low one with Tu = 0.5% at 
the stagnation pressure 0.7 bar. Moreover, in the case of increased level of turbulence intensity the computations 
were performed with decreasing the order of discretization numerical scheme for all terms or only in transient 
formulation in the case of SAS turbulence model to 1st order. 

The data obtained for the case of increased level of turbulence intensity and using the transient formulation 
schemes of 2nd and 1st order are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that in the case of using the discretization scheme of 
2nd order for the all turbulence models tested the length of recirculation zone is almost the same. Some obvious 
difference is observed in recirculation zone structure only for the SAS model. It is interesting to see that using of 1st 
order discretization scheme can give the flow pattern in the wake of the model more similar to the experimental one 
and most pronounced effect is observed in the case of standard k-ω turbulence model for the 1st order discretization 
scheme for all terms. 

 

  
(a) (d) 

  
(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

FIGURE 13. Averaged fields of velocity magnitude obtained by CFD (Tu = 5%, P0 = 0.7bar, T0 = 293K): 
(a) – standard k-ω 2nd order all terms; (b) – standard k-ɛ 2nd order all terms; (c) – SAS 2nd order all terms;  

(d) – standard k-ω 1st order all terms; (e) – standard k-e 1st order all terms; (f) – SAS 1st order transient formulation 
 
The comparison of static surface pressure measured in the experiments and obtained in numerical simulations is 

presented in Fig. 14. The data presented in the figure are the averaged data. The distributions demonstrate the 
influence of bottom wall on the flow parameters around the model as the pressure distributions look like as 
nonsymmetrical. It can be seen that in the case of increased level of turbulence intensity the values of base pressure 
obtained numerically are well agreed with experimental one. The similar deviations observed also for the pressure 
on top and bottom model shoulders in this case. At the same time one can see the artificial increasing of pressure in 
Pitot pressure tap on model apex for the all turbulence models except for SAS model. It is interesting to note that 
decreasing of turbulence intensity level on order leads to better results in Pitot pressure value. Moreover, surface 
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pressure distributions become much more agreed between each other but still don’t agree with the experimental 
value. At the same time the base pressure distributions obtained numerically demonstrate much bigger deviations 
from measured in the experiment. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 14. Static pressure distribution on model surface (M=0.55, P0=0.7bar,T0=293K): (a) – Tu = 5%; (b) – Tu = 0.5% 
 
The pressure pulsations have been measured in the experiments by means of PCB pressure sensor. The spectra of 

pressure pulsations in front pressure tap at model apex and in the model base of the model are presented 
in Fig. 15, a. It is seen that spectra obtained in front point have a well pronounced peaks of pressure pulsation about 
1500Hz and 2000Hz. At the same time spectrum of pressure pulsation measured in the model wake looks like as 
smoothed and hasn’t strongly pronounced peaks. Nevertheless some rise of spectrum can be found in the frequency 
range around 3000Hz. The similar frequency values of Mach number pulsations are observed in the wake of the 
model in numerical experiments. The frequency of Mach number pulsations in computations is about 4000Hz and 
connected with the periodic vortex shedding in the wake of the model. The Strouhal number based on model middle 
height h in this case corresponds to 0.5. The difference can be explained by the PCB probe location in the 
experiment was not so favorable for the measurements as the probe was oriented in model spanwise direction. This 
caused by the limitation of model construction. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 15. Experimental spectra of pressure pulsations (a) and Mach number evolution in the model wake obtained in CFD (b) 
(M=0.55, P0=0.7bar,T0=293K): 1 – SKE 2nd order all terms Tu = 5%; 2 – SKW 2nd order all terms Tu = 5%; 3 – SKW 2nd order 

all terms Tu = 0.5%; 4 – SKE 2nd order all terms Tu = 0.5% 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The study on V-shaped flame holder included wind tunnel and numerical experiments have been carried out for 
the flow parameters typical for afterburners of air-jet engines. The experimentally data obtained and numerical 
results showed that flow pattern in the wake of the model is characterized by presence of recirculation zone. 
Moreover CFD results revealed that the flow has unsteady nature similar to Karman wake with periodic vortex 
shedding. It was obtained in the computations that using of 1st order discretization schemes in this case can give the 
flow structure more closer to the experimental results comparing with the discretization scheme of 2nd order. It also 
was obtained that increasing of turbulence intensity level can lead to artificial total pressure rise near the stagnation 
point at the model apex. 
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Abstract. The applicability of the PIV method for studying the transition processes occurring in the boundary layer is 
reviewed. The experiments were performed in wind tunnel T-327b. A conical shape model with a sharp nose was used in 
the experiments. Data of the development of disturbances were obtained by PIV method, also surface measurements of 
pressure pulsations and mass flow measurements are presented. For particles seeding of the flow the CO2 particles and 
glycerol vapor with calibrated particle sizes were used. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of external thermal protection it is one of the key problem of creating of hypersonic aircraft. The 
problem is closely related to the possibility of predicting laminar - turbulent transition in the boundary layer. Despite 
significant progress in understanding of the linear development processes of disturbances causing a transition, 
nonlinear processes are still poorly understood. The main limiting factor in the experimental study of the stability at 
hypersonic speeds it is the limitation in the existing methods for studying of disturbances, especially in short-term 
wind tunnels. 

In a previous study [1] comparison between two optical methods for determining the end of the transition was 
made: the distribution of heat fluxes by IR-method and the schlieren-visualization of the hypersonic boundary layer. 
It was shown that using the schlieren method makes it possible to fix the development of turbulent spots and to 
predict with good accuracy the position of the beginning and end of the transition. However, this method is not 
applicable to the study the development of disturbances in boundary layer. 

This study is devoted to the development of optical methods for measuring pulsations in hypersonic boundary 
layers in application to the understanding of the mechanisms of transition and the solution of the fundamental 
problem of predicting the transition position. In the framework of the present study, the applicability of the PIV 
method for investigation of the transition processes occurring in the boundary layer was studied. 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The work was performed at aerodynamic wind tunnel T-327b, which allows to obtain constant flow parameters 
for up to 50 seconds. This wind tunnel is a hypersonic tunnel equipped with interchangeable axisymmetric profiled 
nozzles. In the experiment the nozzle with an output diameter of 110 mm and Mach number M = 5 was used. The 
experiments were carried out at stagnation pressure of P0 = 1 – 4.2 bar, and at stagnation temperature of T0 = 295 K. 

The velocity fields were measured by means of the PIV method. Glycerol vapors with a calibrated particle size 
(0.8 μm) and carbon dioxide particles (CO2, 0.1 μm) were used for seeding the flow. The fields of speed were 
measured by Dantec Dynamics's PIV system. The particles were illuminated by a Litron NanoL 135-15 laser with a 
maximum pulse energy of 135 mJ. The plane of the laser knife passed through the axis of symmetry of the nozzle. 
The position of the particles were fixed by the camera Phantom v310. The size of this area was 31×71 mm 
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(552×1280 pixels). The recovery of the velocity field from the images of tracers was performed using cross-
correlation adaptive algorithms with a continuous window offset, a single grid division and deformation of the 
computational domain. The measurements of the velocity fields were made with a frequency of 15 Hz.  

In the experiments the conical sharp model with a sharp nose was used (Fig. 1). A model with a half-angle of 
5 degrees was set at zero angle of attack. The model was partially introduced into the nozzle to allow illuminate the 
area of flow above the back of the cone by the laser knife (Fig. 2). The model was equipped with a high-frequency 
pressure sensor PCB 132A31 for pressure pulsations measurements on the surface x = 270 mm (distance from the 
nose-tip point of the model). Pressure sensors were used in conjunction with the PCB Piezotronocs 482C05. 
Measurements of the mass flow profiles and pulsations of the mass flow were carried out with constant temperature 
hot-wire anemometer equipped with a single-line sensor in the coordinate above the PCB sensor (x = 270 mm). The 
sensor was calibrated in a free stream in a standard way by changing the pressure in the prechamber. A sensor with 
diameter of 5 μm and length of 1 mm was used. The anemometer with this sensor was tuned to a maximum 
frequency of approximately 150 kHz. However, due to the low level of the useful signal, the actual maximum 
frequency was approximately 25 kHz. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Photograph of the model in the working part of the T-327b 

 

 
FIGURE 2. The scheme of the experiment 

1 – area of research, 2 – laser knife, 3 – model, 4 – nozzle section 
 
Four-channel Picoscope 5000 ADC performed data collection from PCB sensor and anemometers sensor with a 

frequency of up to 1 MHz. The power spectra were calculated on the basis of a discrete Fourier transform. The spectral 
distributions were calculated by averaging over L blocks of 2N points in each block. The number of blocks was 2071, with 
the number of points in block 256. 
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ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE DIFFUSION IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER 

When moving particles (which are used as a flow seeding) pass areas with a high pressure gradient or velocity 
difference, it take some time for the particles to acquire a velocity equal to the flow velocity due to the fact that they 
have a size and mass different from the surrounding gas. The calculation of the relaxation time required for the 
acquisition of particles of the flow rate can be calculated by the formula: 

 
 𝜏𝜏 = 𝑑𝑑2𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑(1+2.7𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾)

18𝜇𝜇
, (1) 

 

 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = M
Re�

𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾
2

, (2) 

 
where d – the diameter of the particles, ρd – is the density of the seeding material, µ - the dynamic viscosity of flow, 
γ – adiabatic index, Kn – Knudsen number, M – Mach number, Re – Reynolds number depending on the particle 
diameter. 

For the correct statistical analysis of the velocity fields, the purpose of which is to obtain the frequency 
characteristics of the spatial irregularities of the velocity in the supersonic boundary layer, it is required to select the 
particles of the seeding material in such a way, that it is possible to determine the disturbances in the flow. For this 
purpose, the relaxation frequency of particles f = (1/τ) (see formula 1) must correspond to the characteristic 
frequencies of disturbances developing in the boundary layer and leading to a laminar-turbulent transition (the first 
and second modes [2]). 

In the current work, an attempt was made to calculate the parameters of the seeding materials and the incoming 
flow in such a way, that the relaxation time of the particles was lower than the frequencies of the most unstable 
disturbances. As can be seen from the formula 1 and 2, the relaxation frequency largely depends on the Reynolds 
Number, the diameter and density of the seeding materials, and with their increase, the relaxation time decreases. 
The selection of parameters was chosen based on the configuration of the experiment, in which the mechanism of 
transition on the cone surface at M = 5 is associated with the development of disturbances of the second Mack mode 
with a frequency range from 100 to 200 kHz. The calculation was performed for two gases: glycerol vapor and 
carbon dioxide. 

The results of calculation of pressure influence on the relaxation frequency along the boundary layer for glycerol 
and carbon dioxide particles are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The figures are based on the frequency 
of relaxation of the particles and the Knudsen number on the y axis (perpendicular to the model surface, y  = 0 mm 
corresponds to the position of the wall at x = 270 mm, the maximum value of y corresponds to the thickness of the 
boundary layer δ). 

Figure 3 shows decrease in the thickness of the boundary layer with increasing stagnation pressure: 
for P0 = 2, 4.2 and 40 bar, the thickness of the boundary layer is δ = 2.2 mm (see Fig. 3, a), 1.5 mm (see Fig. 3, b) 
and 0.5 mm (see Fig. 3, c), respectively. Analysis of profiles of the Knudsen number shown that Kn is increased at a 
distance from the boundary layer edge and maximum of value is observed near the wall. With increasing pressure, 
the maximum value of Knudsen numbers decreases. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3. The profiles of the Knudsen number and the relaxation rate for glycerine particles in the boundary layer 
(X=270 mm): a – P0 = 2 bar (Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m); b – P0 = 4.2 bar (Re1 = 13·106 1/m); c – P0 = 40 bar (Re1 = 124·106 1/m) 
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The relaxation frequency for the stagnation pressure P0  = 2 bar varies in the range of 8 – 20 kHz, for the 
stagnation pressure P0  = 4.2 bar it varies in the range from 20 to 32 kHz. Only when the total pressure is increased 
to 40 bar, the relaxation frequency range from 60 to 140 kHz satisfies the condition of resolving spatial instabilities 
associated with the development of disturbances of the second mode. 

Particles of carbon dioxide have higher density and a smaller diameter than glycerol. The relaxation time 
calculation for carbon dioxide particles showed that at stagnation pressure of P0 = 2 bar, the relaxation frequency 
range varies from 40 to 115 kHz (Fig. 4, a), and for stagnation pressure P0 = 4.2 bar the relaxation frequency varies 
in the range of 100 – 230 kHz (Fig. 4, b). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The profiles of the Knudsen number and the relaxation rate for carbon dioxide particles in the boundary layer 
(X=270 mm): a – P0 = 2 bar (Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m); b – P0 = 4,2 bar (Re1 = 13·106 1/m) 

EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The characteristics of the boundary layer in the presence of perturbations of the second mode and the detection 
of optimal modes with laminar and turbulent flow in the area of the PCB surface pressure sensor (x = 270 mm) was 
studied first. 

Figure 5 shows the normalized profiles of mass flow and mass flow pulsations obtained by a hot-wire 
anemometer for runs with stagnation pressures P0 =2 – 4.2 bar. The analysis of the results showed that the 
maximum pressure at which the boundary layer above x=270 mm remains laminar is P0 = 2 bars, as evidenced by 
the laminar form of the profiles of the average mass flow and mass flow pulsations. When the stagnation pressure 
increases (Fig. 5, b, P0 = 2.4 bar), the mass flow pulsation profile acquire significant distortion and the profile of the 
average mass flow becomes turbulent. The full turbulent profile of the average mass flow rate for x = 270 mm was 
obtained at P0 = 4.2 bar. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 5. Normalized mean and standard mass flow profiles for unit Reynolds number 
a – P0 = 2 bar (Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m); b – P0 = 2.4 bar (Re1 = 7,4·106 1/m); c– P0 = 4.2 bar (Re1 = 13·106 1/m) 

 
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the amplitude spectra of pressure pulsations normalized by the pressure near 

the boundary layer edge for x=270mm. It is well seen that when the unit number of Reynolds changes, the amplitude 
and frequency of the peak of the second mode change. In zones with a laminar boundary layer when changing Re1 
up to Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m (P0 = 2 bar) there is a displacement of peak of the second mode in high-frequency area. 
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Further, for Re1 = 7,4×106 1/m (P0 = 2.4 bar), the attenuation of the second mode and the filling of the spectrum are 
seen, which is usually associated with the laminar-turbulent transition. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Changes in the pressure pulsation spectra depending on the unit Reynolds number 

 
Experiments on verification of the PIV method were performed when glycerin vapors were seeded at P0 = 2 bar 

and T0 = 293 K. With these flow parameters, the boundary layer over the entire surface of the model was laminar. 
The flow rate was calculated at x=270 mm coordinate at the height of the laminar boundary layer thickness. The 
obtained velocity was compared with the calculated velocity profile obtained analytically for the viscous flow. The 
comparison shows good agreement (Fig. 7). The thickness of the boundary layer determined by PIV δ =2.2 mm also 
coincides well with the thickness of the boundary layer measured by the hot-wire (Fig. 5, a). 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Flow rate in boundary layer x = 270 mm (Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m , P0 = 2 bar) 

 
In the experiments of visualization of the boundary layer the carbon dioxide was used for seeding of the 

incoming flow. In this case, due to the low temperature in the flow (≈50K), the process of dioxide carbon 
condensation in the nozzle of the aerodynamic installation occurred. Illuminated by a laser knife dioxide carbon 
shows three zones (Fig. 8): the condensed dioxide carbon particles in the free stream, not-highlighted the boundary 
layer and illuminated surface of the model. 

Figure 8, a shows the case when the flow parameters are low enough and laminar flow is organized over the 
entire surface of the model (P0 = 2 bar). Inside the laminar boundary layer, the temperature distribution is close to 
the stagnation temperature (T0=293 K). Condensed carbon dioxide heated inside the boundary layer and acquires a 
gaseous phase (transparent for the laser radiation). As a result, it has a minimum light intensity (Fig. 8, a). 
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Figures 8, b and 8, c show visualization of the flow with the stagnation pressure P0= 4.2 bar. In this case the end 
of the transition occurs in the region x=270 mm. The rope structure of the boundary layer is visible in Fig. 8, b. The 
explanation of this structure can be as following: the formation of vortex structures in the boundary layer or 
temperature fluctuations inside the boundary layer. In Fig. 8, c the formation of a turbulent boundary layer is clearly 
seen. The boundary layer thickness significantly exceeds the thickness of the laminar one. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
FIGURE 8. Visualization of the boundary layer by carbon dioxide 

a – P0 = 2 bar (Re1 = 6.2·106 1/m); b, c – P0 = 4,2 bar (Re1 = 13·106 1/m) 

CONCLUSION 

The characteristics of the disturbances in the boundary layer of the cone were studied using high-frequency 
measurements of mass flow and pressure pulsations. 

The calculation algorithm of the relaxation time of the particles in cases of the glycerin vapors and particles of 
carbon dioxide, which were used for seeding of the environment in the PIV method, was applied. 

The experiments for determination of the flow velocity at the boundary layer edge of the cone using the PIV 
method were carried out. The results were compared with the velocity obtained by analytical calculation for viscos 
flow and a good agreement was achieved. 

The visualization of flow with the help of carbon dioxide was made. The irregularity of a boundary layer 
associated with the processes of turbulization was revealed. 
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Abstract. The goal of the present work is to integrate the LOTRAN 3.0 package designed for computing the laminar-
turbulent transition on the basis of the eN-method into the ANSYS Fluent fluid dynamic software. Integration means the 
transformation of this package into a laminar-turbulent transition module, i.e., the development and implementation of 
interfaces and algorithms of data exchange, which would allow the LOTRAN 3.0 and ANSYS Fluent systems to 
communicate in an automated regime. The operation of the laminar-turbulent transition module integrated into ANSYS 
Fluent is demonstrated by an example of the flow around an extended spheroid aligned at an angle of attack. It is shown 
that the module provides an adequate prediction of the beginning and end of transition in three-dimensional weakly 
compressible flows with a streamwise pressure gradient and transverse curvature, where two instability mechanisms take 
place: the Tollmien-Schlichting waves and crossflow vortices.  

INTRODUCTION 

When the flow around a flying vehicle transforms to the turbulent state, the aerodynamic characteristics 
experience significant changes. It is known that aircraft performance depends to a large extent on the position of the 
laminar-turbulent transition (LTT) region and its length. In determining the LTT position in the boundary layer 
(BL), one has to take into account various specific features of the flow, such as the pressure gradients, crossflow 
existence, BL separation, surface curvature (in both streamwise and transverse directions), wall temperature, wall 
roughness, external turbulence, acoustics, etc. Problems of adequate LTT simulation are similar to problems of 
turbulence modeling, but the issues of development and verification of the corresponding models are much less 
studied despite comprehensive special investigations in this field (see, e.g., the list of references in [1]). Modeling of 
the LTT in the BL on the basis of computations with the use of computational fluid dynamic software products (CFD 
software products) is far behind turbulent flow simulations; hence, this is a new “frontier” in fluid dynamic 
modeling.  

At the moment, the most popular tools for solving aerodynamic problems are general-purpose commercial CFD 
software products, in particular, ANSYS Fluent. This product includes the Transition SST model for LTT 
simulation, which was proposed by Langtry and Menter [2] and which is widely used in academic and industrial 
communities. In addition to two transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and specific rate of turbulent 
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energy dissipation, this model involves two more transport equations (for intermittency and Reynolds number of the 
transition beginning based on the momentum thickness), and the model is closed by three proprietary empirical 
dependences for the transition beginning position, transitional region length, and Reynolds number that indicates the 
place where the model is activated. The Transition SST model was well approved for LTT computations in flows 
with subsonic velocities and high levels of free-stream turbulence. However, it has not been adequately calibrated 
for aerodynamic flows (e.g., a BL at low free-stream turbulence that is typical for flight conditions) [3]. As the LTT, 
generally speaking, can follow one of several scenarios depending on many factors, tuning of the corresponding 
engineering model to new problems requires labor-consuming and expensive experiments in wind tunnels and/or 
full-scale experiments.  

An alternative for these experiments is the estimation of the LTT position on the basis of other special 
(reference) models reproducing the evolution of disturbances in the laminar shear flow, which are usually not 
represented in engineering CFD software products because of their complexity; these models are included as 
individual modules. This approach is used in closed-source codes used by leading aerospace companies. The most 
famous codes of this kind are the GTPT (Graphical Transition Prediction Toolkit) [4] and NOLOT (NOnLOcal 
Transition analysis) [5] developed in the mid-1990s. For determining the LTT position, they use the so-called 
eN-method based on the aerohydrodynamic stability theory. At the moment, this method of LTT determination is not 
represented in general-purpose CFD software products, but it can be implemented as an additional module 
integrated into the software. It is this method that is most suitable for determining the LTT position in boundary 
layers under conditions of low free-stream turbulence typical for flight conditions.  

In 2013, the co-authors of the present paper developed the LOTRAN package for computing the LTT position in 
the boundary layer of a viscous incompressible fluid [6, 7]. Its further development [8] resulted in the LOTRAN 3.0 
package for basic research of stability of three-dimensional boundary layers of viscous compressible fluid flows and 
for determining the LTT position on the basis of the eN-method.  

The present paper describes the integration of this LOTRAN 3.0 package into the ANSYS Fluent CFD software 
as a module for computing the LTT position with addition of special software interfaces and data exchange 
algorithms. Various factors affecting the transition to turbulence are considered, such as the transverse flow with a 
pressure gradient and possibility of separation; therefore, the test model was chosen to be an extended spheroid in a 
subsonic air flow at different angles of attack. Such three-dimensional weakly compressible flows with a streamwise 
pressure gradient and transverse curvature may reveal different instability mechanisms at different angles of attack: 
both the Tollmien-Schlichting waves and crossflow instability. 

COMPUTATION OF THE TRANSITION REGION BY THE INTEGRATED LTT 
MODULE 

The coordinates of the LTT beginning and end are determined along chosen streamlines in several stages 
(Fig. 1).  

 

 
FIGURE 1. Diagram of computation of the LTT position for three-dimensional flows with the use of the LTT module integrated 

into the ANSYS Fluent software 
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At the first stage, the laminar flow around the model is computed by means of solving three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations with the ANSYS Fluent CFD software. In the present work, we consider the flow around an 
extended spheroid [9] with a semi-axes ratio of 6:1 and length L=2.4 m, which is aligned at an angle of attack 
(Fig. 2, a). The computational domain is a hemisphere with a radius of 6 m; the ellipsoid is located at the center. To 
ensure detailed resolution of the BL and satisfy the condition 𝑦𝑦+ ≈ 1, a subdomain of a near-wall flow 4 mm high is 
identified near the ellipsoid surface, which corresponds to the BL thickness (in accordance with preliminary 
computations), and a far field subdomain. The computational domain is covered by a regular grid refined toward the 
body surface. Fragments of the computational grid in the plane of symmetry and on the body surface are shown in 
Fig. 2.  

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Computational domain and computational grid in the plane of symmetry (a) and a fragment of the computational 
grid on the ellipsoid surface (b) 

 
Figure 3 shows the pressure and velocity fields in the plane of symmetry, which were computed with the use of 

the Transition SST model incorporated into the ANSYS Fluent. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Pressure (a) and velocity (b) fields in the plane of symmetry for the flow around a spheroid at a zero angle of attack; 
U∞=60 m/s, ReL=7.2×106, Tu=0.2%, and L=2.4 m  

 
At the next stage, the data on the laminar flow around the model are transferred to the LTT module by means of 

reading ‘cas’ and ‘dat’ files (basic files of the ANSYS Fluent where all data needed for computations are stored: 
computational grid, velocity, temperature, and pressure distributions, boundary conditions, etc.). These data are 
transformed to the internal representation of the LTT module with the use of a data import module developed 
specially for working with the ANSYS Fluent. Then the LTT module constructs the streamlines in the BL of the 
spheroid (Fig. 4) and normals to the body surface. All necessary data (pressure, temperature, velocity components, 
etc.) are interpolated to the grid chosen on these normals, the integral characteristics of the BL are calculated 
(displacement thickness and momentum thickness), and data assimilation is performed, including replacement of 
data outside the BL edge by constants.  

For each streamline, the local time stability is analyzed and the corresponding neutral stability curves are 
constructed (Fig. 5, a), which allow one to determine the beginning of spatial instability intervals and the 
corresponding time frequencies and wave numbers. Then the problems of spatial stability are solved and the 
N-factors and their envelope are determined (Fig. 5, b).  
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Streamlines on the spheroid; the color scale illustrates the values of the N-factors (projection onto the plane of 
symmetry) computed by the LTT module:  

(a) angle of attack=0, (b) angle of attack =2.5°, U∞=45 m/s, ReL=7.2×106, Tu=0.1%, and L=2.4 m 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Beginning (red) and end (blue) of the intervals of the Tollmien-Schlichting instability (a) and corresponding curves 
of the N-factors with the envelope (b) calculated by the LTT module along the streamline located at the top part of the spheroid: 

angle of attack =2.5°, U∞=45 m/s, ReL=7.2×106, Tu=0.1%, and L=2.4 m 
 
Thus, the LTT module calculates the envelope of the N-factors of the most unstable disturbances on each 

considered streamline. Using the specified threshold values of the N-factors, one can determine the coordinates of 
the LTT beginning and end by the eN-method. These coordinates are imported to ANSYS Fluent and are used for 
initiation of flow turbulization in built-in turbulence models. If necessary, the entire cycle can be repeated several 
times until the LTT line position is established. The iterative approach is necessary because a change in the LTT 
position affects the flow around the body as a whole. During the iterations, the LTT position varies with a certain 
relaxation coefficient, which is needed to ensure convergence to a steady-state solution. An advantage of this 
method is its universality. By modifying the data import module, one can ensure LTT module operation with any 
other CFD software (e.g., OpenFOAM). In the course of its operation, the LTT module does not require user’s 
interference. The module is tuned only at the instant of problem initialization. 

COMPUTATION RESULTS 

Patterns of the laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow regions on the spheroid surface were computed in [9] for 
a three-dimensional flow around an extended spheroid at an angle of attack on the basis of experimental data 
obtained by simultaneous application of hot wire anemometry and oil-film visualization (Fig. 6, a and d). Figure 6 
also shows the flow regions predicted by the LTT module and computed fields of the shear stress on the spheroid 
surface predicted by the Transition SST model. It is seen that the flow pattern computed by the LTT module 
integrated into the ANSYS Fluent is qualitatively consistent with the experimental data, while the Transition SST 
model predicts a significant delay of the LTT as compared to the experimental data and an appreciably smaller 
length of the transitional region. There are two reasons for this discrepancy: first, the Transition SST model was 
calibrated only for flows with high external turbulence; second, it ignores the crossflow instability, which occurs on 
such ellipsoidal bodies with intense transverse overflow in the boundary layer.  
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(a) 
  

(d) 

(b) 

  
(e) 

(c) 
  

(f) 

FIGURE 6. Laminar (white), transitional (hatched), and turbulent (black) flow regions obtained in the experiments [9] (a, d); 
laminar (Blue), transitional (green), and turbulent (red) flow regions predicted by the LTT module integrated into the ANSYS 

Fluent (b, e); shear stress fields on the spheroid surface computed by the Transition SST model (c, f):  
U∞=45 m/s, ReL=7.2×106, Tu=0.1%, L=2.4 m, angle of attack = 0 (a, b, c), and angle of attack =5° (d, e, f) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

                    
FIGURE 7. Laminar (blue), transitional (green), and turbulent (red) flow regions computed by the LTT module (a-c) for the 

Tollmien-Schlichting instability (a), crossflow vortex instability (b), and both LTT mechanisms (c). Laminar (white), transitional 
(hatched), and turbulent (black) flow regions obtained in the experiments [9] (d):  

U∞=45 m/s, ReL=7.2×106, Tu=0.1%, L=2.4 m, and angle of attack = 10° 
 
After that, the above-described LTT module integrated into the ANSYS Fluent was applied to compute the flow 

around the ellipsoid at an angle of attack equal to 10°, where both instability mechanisms are realized: Tollmien-
Schlichting waves (Fig. 7, a) and crossflow instability (Fig. 7, b). The pattern of the flow regions obtained in the 
computations with simultaneous operation of both mechanisms (Fig. 7, c) agrees well with the experimental flow 
pattern [9] (Fig. 7, d). 

Thus, based on the results obtained, one can conclude that the LTT module developed on the basis of the 
LOTRAN 3.0 original software package and integrated into the ANSYS Fluent provides an adequate prediction of 
the LTT position in three-dimensional weakly compressible flows with a streamwise pressure gradient and 
crossflow curvature, where the instability mechanisms are caused by the Tollmien-Schlichting waves and crossflow 
vortices. 
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Abstract. The paper describes the results of experimental and numerical investigations of a supersonic flow around 
cylindrical models with high-porosity gas-permeable inserts at a zero angle of attack. The main attention is paid to 
physical mechanisms of formation of aerodynamic forces and control of these forces with the use of porous inserts with 
different ways of using them and to comparisons of the efficiency of flow control by these methods. Methods of forming 
an effective pointed body by means of extension and heating the frontal insert and also methods of drag control by means 
of changing the base pressure are tested. The experiments are performed in a supersonic wind tunnel at Mach numbers of 
4.85 and 7 and at moderate unit Reynolds numbers. The wind tunnel experiments are supplemented with testbench 
measurements of filtration characteristics of porous materials and numerical simulations of the flow around the models. 
The numerical simulations are performed on the basis of the presentation of the cellular-porous material structure in the 
form of a skeleton composed of coaxial rings of different diameters arranged in a staggered order. It is demonstrated that 
the most effective control action with the smallest energy expenses is provided by the method where the length of the 
porous frontal insert is used. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reduction of the wave drag of blunted bodies is an urgent problem of modern supersonic aerodynamics. At the 
moment, there are several methods of wave drag control, including the use of an aerodynamic spike, upstream 
injection of a gas, liquid, or solid particles, and local energy supply ahead of the body. All these methods are based 
on the effect of formation of a pointed separation region ahead of the body; the main drawback of this method is its 
high sensitivity to the angle of attack. Moreover, the aerodynamic spike makes the flow unstable in the case of a 
short or medium length of the spike. Two other methods require a certain amount of consumables stored onboard or 
a powerful device for energy generation. Researchers of the Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (ITAM SB RAS) proposed a pioneering 
method of wave drag control with the use of gas-permeable porous inserts [1, 2]. The first wind tunnel experiments 
showed that the use of gas-permeable porous inserts ensures a significant change in the wave drag of blunted bodies, 
which is not related to the drawbacks of the methods mentioned above. To determine the physical mechanisms of 
wave drag reduction and find new methods of aerodynamic force control with the use of gas-permeable porous 
materials, a cycle of experimental and numerical investigations of cylindrical models was performed. Three aspects 
were considered:  

• wave drag control by changing the length of the porous frontal insert; 
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• wave drag control by means of heating the porous frontal insert; 
• control of the drag of a cylinder with a porous insert by changing the base pressure.  
These methods were evaluated from the viewpoint of the maximum change in the wave drag magnitude and 

energy expenses for drag reduction. 

WAVE DRAG CONTROL BY MEANS OF CHANGING THE LENGTH OF THE 
POROUS FRONTAL INSERT 

These experiments were performed in the T-327B supersonic wind tunnel based at ITAM SB RAS at Mach 
numbers M∞ = 4.85 and 7 with cylindrical models mounted at a zero angle of attack. The model diameters were 
D = 14.85, 24, and 34 mm. One of the models is shown in Fig. 1, a. The gas-permeable inserts were fabricated from 
cellular-porous nickel with the porosity coefficient of 0.95 and pore diameters d = 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm. The 
experiments included drag measurements; some flow regimes were accompanied by Schlieren visualization of the 
flow. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Experimental model of a cylinder with a porous frontal insert (a) and cylinder model with a skeleton structure of a 
porous frontal insert composed of coaxial rings used in numerical simulations (b) 

 
The wind tunnel experiments were supplemented with numerical simulations of the flow around a cylinder with 

a gas-permeable porous frontal insert. The first numerical simulations [3, 4] performed within the framework of the 
continuum Darcy-Forchheimer model of filtration showed that wave drag reduction is caused by the formation of an 
effective pointed body (assumed to be conventionally impermeable) due to flow interaction with the porous insert. 
Moreover, it was demonstrated that the main role in the air flow through a porous medium belongs to inertial term of 
the filtration dependence. In view of the results of continuum simulations of the porous medium, subsequent 
simulations were performed with the use of a skeleton model of the porous material [5], where the air flow in the 
porous material is simulated directly. The spatial structure of the skeleton is a system of coaxial rings of different 
diameters arranged in a staggered manner. The governing parameters of the skeleton are the porosity coefficient, 
pore size, and characteristic length of material transparency. Figure 1, b shows a 3D image of a cylinder with a 
model frontal insert. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Predicted fields of streamlines in the flow around a cylinder without (a) and with the porous insert with a normalized 
length ∆x/D = 2 (b). The dashed curves are the contours of the effective body. M∞ = 4.85, Re1∞ = 2.7×106 m-1, d = 1 mm, and 

D = 14.5 mm 
 
The mechanism of drag reduction for a cylinder with a gas-permeable porous frontal insert is illustrated by the 

predicted patterns of streamlines in the flow around a solid cylinder (Fig. 2, a) and a cylinder with a porous frontal 
insert (Fig. 2, b). It is seen that the angle of turning of streamlines in the case with a porous zone is smaller than that 
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in the solid cylinder case, which implies that the effective shape of the body becomes more pointed. The predicted 
velocity and density fields were used as a basis for calculating the boundaries of the effective (conventionally 
impermeable) bodies in the case without (dashed curve in Fig. 2, a) and with the porous frontal insert (dashed curve 
in Fig. 2, b), which show that the porous insert makes the effective body more pointed. 

Numerous results of experimental and numerical investigations of the drag of cylinders with porous frontal 
inserts in supersonic flows at a zero angle of attack, which were obtained for different Mach numbers, cylinder 
diameters, pore diameters, and insert lengths, were summarized in [6]. These results showed that an increase in the 
porous insert length leads to drag reduction regardless of the Mach number, pore diameter, and cylinder diameter. 
This is explained by the formation of an effective pointed body due to porous insert elongation. Moreover, the 
effective body becomes more pointed with an increase in the pore diameter d, but less pointed with an increase in 
the cylinder diameter D. The maximum wave drag reduction (down to 55%) was obtained in wind tunnel 
experiments for M∞ = 4.85, d = 4 mm, and D = 14.5 mm. Experimental and numerical data for a zero angle of attack 
were summarized, and a criterion relating the minimum normalized drag coefficient to the parameters d, D, and M∞ 
was derived [6]. 

The power W needed to change the wave drag by means of increasing the porous insert length ∆x depends on the 
time t of insert elongation. It can be estimated by the formula W ≅ Fx·∆x/t. Here Fx is the pressure force exerted by 
the flow on the porous insert, which is approximately equal to the force of the wave drag of the cylinder with the 
porous insert. It is seen that the power necessary for wave drag control decreases as more time is allocated for 
changing the porous insert length. 

CONTROL OF THE WAVE DRAG BY HEATING THE POROUS INSERT 

Another method of wave drag control is heating of the porous frontal insert. It was assumed that heating of the 
porous insert material would increase the hydraulic drag of the air flow through the pores and alter the effective 
body shape. The filtration dependences ∆P = f(U) for a one-dimensional air flow in a circular channel were 
measured on the test bench [7] for different values of the temperature Tg of the gas that passed through the heated 
porous material. Here ∆P is the pressure difference on the porous specimen and U is the velocity of air filtration 
through the porous material. Specimens of cellular porous nickel of different lengths with the diameter D = 14.5 mm 
and pore diameters d = 1 and 3 mm similar to the frontal inserts in cylinders tested in wind tunnel experiments were 
used. The conditions of the air flow density were also consistent with the wind tunnel experiments. The 
measurements showed that the filtration velocity U decreases as the air temperature increases and ∆P remains 
constant. The air flow rate through the specimens also decreases in proportion to Tg

-1/2. Such a dependence of the 
flow rate on temperature suggests that the air viscosity does not exert any significant effect on the drag force, and 
the main influence is associated with the decrease in the air density in the pores of the heated material. Numerical 
simulations of the one-dimensional air flow through the heated porous specimen within the framework of annular 
skeleton model of the cellular porous material confirmed the validity of the measured data. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Heater of the porous frontal insert: (a) ohmic heater; (b) high-frequency induction heater 
 
The wind tunnel experiments with porous frontal insert heating were performed at the Mach number M∞ = 4.85; 

the cylinder model diameter was D = 14.5 mm, the insert pore diameter was d = 1 mm, and the normalized length of 
the insert was ∆x/D = 2. The porous frontal insert was heated by thermal radiation generated by an ohmic heater 
(Fig. 3, a) up to 400 K and by a high-frequency induction heater with an electric power of 100 W (Fig. 3, b) up to 
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700 K. These conditions were also applied in numerical simulations of the flow around a cylinder with a porous 
insert shaped as an annular skeleton (see Fig. 1, b) with a constant temperature of the porous material skeleton. 
Figure 4 shows the calculated and experimental curves of the drag coefficient normalized to its value for the non-
heated insert. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Normalized drag coefficient of a cylinder with a porous frontal insert versus the insert temperature. 1 ― heating by 

thermal radiation; 2 ― heating by the induction heater; 3 ― numerical simulation results. M∞ = 4.85, Re1∞ = 2.7×106 m-1, 
d = 1 mm, D = 14.5 mm, and ∆x/D = 2 

 
It can be noted that the experimental and numerical results are in reasonable agreement despite inevitable cooling 

of the frontal layers of the insert by the impinging flow in the wind tunnel experiments. It is seen from the calculated 
data shown in Fig. 5 that the drag coefficient increases as the insert is heated, but the drag coefficient can be reduced 
by cooling the porous insert. On the other hand, the experiments showed that the electric power of the order of 6% 
of the incoming flow power is needed to increase the drag coefficient by 12%, which requires high energy expenses. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Schematic of the model: 1 – cylinder made of a dielectric material; 2 – porous insert (cathode); 3 – porous insert 

(anode); 4 – strain-gauge balance; 5 – thermocouple. The cylinder diameter is D = 30 mm, the thickness of the porous inserts is 
10 mm, and the pore diameter in the porous material is d = 1 mm 

DRAG CONTROL BY CHANGING THE BASE PRESSURE 

The third method of drag control with the use of gas-permeable porous inserts is changing the base pressure 
behind the body. The first study in this field was performed in [2], where a moderate decrease in the drag of a 
conical body in a supersonic flow was obtained by means of bypassing of the incoming flow to the base region 
through the gas-permeable porous casing of the body. Within the framework of this approach, wind tunnel 
experiments were performed at the flow Mach number M∞ = 7 with the model of a hollow cylinder containing two 
gas-permeable porous inserts heated by an electric glow discharge. The model is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The 
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thermocouple in the base region behind the cylinder measures the temperature Tg of air that passed through the 
porous inserts. During glow discharge burning, the porous inserts are heated and the resistance to the air flow in the 
porous material increases. Therefore, the air flow in the base region becomes less intense and the pressure in this 
region decreases, resulting in model drag enhancement. Figure 6 shows the measured increase in the drag coefficient 
as a function of the temperature of air that passed through the porous inserts. The experimental estimate of the 
electric power necessary to increase the model drag by 4% showed that it is approximately 22% of the free-stream 
power, which requires unacceptably high energy expenses. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Normalized increase in the drag coefficient versus the temperature Tg of air that passed through the porous inserts. 

M∞ = 7, Re1∞ = 1.5×106 m-1, d = 1 mm, and D = 30 mm 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental and numerical investigations are performed to study the possibility of drag control for cylindrical 
bodies with gas-permeable porous inserts at a zero angle of attack. Data on the efficiency of drag control by three 
methods with the use of gas-permeable porous materials are obtained. These methods are: 

• wave drag control by changing the length of the porous frontal insert; 
• wave drag control by means of heating the porous frontal insert; 
• control of the drag of a cylinder with a porous insert by changing the base pressure. 
Energy expenses needed to change the drag force by each of the methods are estimated. It is demonstrated that 

the method of changing the length of the porous frontal insert produces the most pronounced control effect on the 
drag force with the smallest energy expenses. 
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Abstract. The problem of Shock Wave / Laminar Boundary Layer Interaction (SWBLI) was studied experimentally on 
transonic laminar airfoil. The unsteady characteristics of the separation zone including the transonic buffet were 
measured. The standard cross-correlation analysis and modification of cross-correlation based on wavelet transform was 
carried out. Features of non-stationary processes depending on the type of separated flow were found. 

INTRODUCTION 

Using of laminar airfoils in transonic flow can improve the performance of turbojet compressors and reduce 
aerodynamic drag of an aircraft. An important feature of transonic flows is arising of supersonic region ending by a 
shock wave. The interaction of the shock wave with the laminar boundary layer can lead to the flow separation. At 
some critical regimes the self-oscillations of the separation zone and the shock wave called transonic buffet can be 
found. These oscillations are well studied for turbulent boundary layer [1]. But for the cases of laminar boundary 
layer the buffet regimes were not studied in detail. In paper [2] a significant difference of the frequency and 
amplitude of the transonic buffet between the turbulent and laminar cases was found. For turbulent flow the large-
scale shock oscillations occurred on a substantial part of the wing model. In the laminar case the oscillations were 
founded only near the zone of the laminar separation bubble, and the frequency of the pulsations increased by an 
order compared with the turbulent case. A similar behavior of unsteady processes for laminar airfoil was shown in 
paper [3]. But in some studies no significant difference of the shock wave oscillations behavior between the laminar 
and turbulent transonic buffet was found [4]. The purpose of the current study is to investigate the characteristics of 
unsteady effects near shock wave / boundary layer interaction for case of laminar transonic airfoils. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were performed in wind tunnel T-325 (ITAM SB RAS) for Mach number M∞ = 0.68-0.72, 
T0 = 290 K and P0 = 0.3-0.7⋅105 Pa. Figure 1 shows the model installed in the wind tunnel test section. The model 
was optimized for conditions of the test section of T-325. A detailed description of the model design can be 
found [3]. Model was equipped with 8 Honeywell CPC15 unsteady pressure sensors, which allow performing 
unsteady pressure measurements in frequency range up to 10 kHz. The pressure ports of the sensors can be seen in 
the photo as the white dots. Sensors were arranged slightly offset from the plane of symmetry to reduce the chance 
of damage during PIV measurements.  The streamwise coordinates of the sensors from the model leading edge are 
follows: 77.2, 111.2, 120.2, 129.2, 138.2, 147.2, 156.2, 165.1 mm (the length of model is 185 mm). The following 
measuring methods were used: unsteady pressure sensors and high-speed Schlieren. Detailed measurements of 
steady and unsteady characteristics of the separation zone were performed. 
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Free stream Mach number was calculated basing on the total pressure P0 and the static pressure Pst measured on 
the test section wall upstream of the model. These data are presented in Fig. 1 for various positions of the elliptic 
shaft controlling the second throat section of the test chamber. It can be seen that free stream Mach number value 
was about 0.7 and slightly increased with decreasing of pressure. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. (a) Photo of the model in wind tunnel, (b) Free stream Mach number vs. elliptic shaft position 

RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows power spectra (PSD) of pressure pulsations for the sensor placed at x = 156.2mm for various 
upstream Mach numbers. Spectra for the turbulent case are very similar and demonstrate decreasing of the pressure 
pulsations energy with increasing of frequency with the absence of any notable peaks. The pulsations increase if the 
shock wave approaches the sensor but no any peaks in the spectra are observed. The spectra for the laminar 
interaction have narrow peak at frequency of about 1 kHz that corresponds to the oscillation of separation zone. 
These harmonic oscillations appear as soon as the separation region extends up to the trailing edge of the model 
(shaft positions #1 and #2) and have the features of transonic buffet. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Power spectra of wall pressure pulsations at x = 156.2 mm 
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FIGURE 3. Frequency of the characteristic pulsations 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Streamwise distributions of the coherence spectra for laminar test case: (a) Shaft position #7, (b) Shaft position #2 
 
There is some level of pulsations in the separation zone even if there is no buffet. It can be seen that such 

representation of data allows identifying the characteristic peak more accurately. Nevertheless, this peak is rather 
smooth. Figure 3 shows variation of this frequency depending on the upstream Mach number for laminar test case. 
In general, we can see increasing of the frequency with movement of the shock wave upstream. This is most likely 
connected with decreasing of the separation length and respectively decreasing of its characteristic frequency. 
Violation of the trend in position #5, #6 and #10 is a result of small separation length and sensor position far from 
the separation. 

Figures 4 and 5 present correlation data of pressure pulsations for the laminar case. The correlations are 
calculated for the sensor of maximum pulsation amplitude and other sensors. There is a high level of coherence for 
the corresponding frequencies in the region of the separation zone for a laminar case at the presence of a transonic 
buffet (position #2). Harmonic nature of the oscillations propagating upstream with phase velocity of about 80 m/s 
can be seen from corresponding cross-correlation distributions. Schlieren data reveal that these disturbances 
represent a sudden growth of the separation zone creating the compression waves propagating upstream. Shortening 
of the interaction zone is rather slow process, so it does not influence the results of correlation analysis. Therefore, 
the upstream flow pulsations may be a reason of the interaction oscillations and can contribute to the formation of 
feedback necessary for transonic buffet. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Streamwise distributions of cross-correlation for laminar test case: (a) Shaft position #7, (b) Shaft position #2 
 
In the test cases at the absence of harmonic oscillations (for example, position #7) we can see significantly lower 

level of coherence with frequencies below 1 kHz in separation and free flow region. In this case, the maximum level 
of the coherence and cross-correlation also can be found in the separation zone. The frequencies of maximum 
correlation are higher than the characteristic frequency of disturbances defined hereinabove and presented in Fig. 3. 
The phase velocity of the disturbances in the subsonic region is less than one in the interaction zone. And the most 
part of the disturbances observed propagate upstream. It can be assumed that in these figures we see sound waves 
generated near the trailing edge due to general oscillation of the supersonic zone. They are propagating upstream as 
a weak compression waves but due to lack of advanced separation zone cannot create the feedback that is necessary 
for arising of transonic buffet. Self-oscillations of the separation zone are likely to be more chaotic and thus more 
difficult to discover by the correlation analysis. The data for another shaft position demonstrate the same behavior of 
the flow but the disturbances frequency (peak width) and their phase velocities are slightly different. 

The spectra of coherence did not show the correlation at the frequencies of the maximum pulsations (Fig. 3) for 
the cases without buffet. Therefore, it was decided to use the new algorithm to analyze the pulsations in interaction 
region [5].  First, we perform the wavelet transform of pressure-pulsation oscillograms (the Morlet wavelet was 
primarily used). Then, we calculate the amplitude (absolute value) of the complex values of the wavelet transform. 
The use of the amplitude allows us to “lose” information about the local phase characteristics of the signal. For 
instance, providing that, in the oscillogram, there is a wave packet of some length and frequency with an amplitude 
distribution resembling a Gaussian function, the modulus of the wavelet transform at that frequency will 
demonstrate a signal close to a Gaussian. In fact, here the enveloping curve of the wave packet is constructed. Then, 
if, instead of the pulsation oscillograms, for constructing cross-correlations we use the wavelet-transform modulus, 
then we can substantially improve the quality of obtained data. Moreover, the use of wavelet transform allows a 
separation of correlation data to be performed in some frequency range. An example illustrating the results is shown 
in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6 presents these data for the sensor located in the zone of maximum pulsations and upstream neighboring 
one. For the position #7 we can see the presence of coherent perturbations with frequency up to 5 kHz mainly 
propagated upstream. There are two peaks at 1.8 kHz and 4 kHz in this case. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the 
characteristic frequency is about 4 kHz, that is in good agreement with analysis of the spectra presented above 
(Fig. 3). Nature of these disturbances is likely somewhat similar to oscillations of buffet and consists of sudden 
increasing of the separation bubble with development of appropriate compression waves. However, unlike buffet the 
behavior of this process is random and independent of the disturbances extending from the trailing edge and ones 
travelling upstream. At the same time, the natural frequency of the interaction zone exactly corresponds to one found 
above. For the position #5 data are qualitatively similar, but more noisy. It is necessary to note that the peak is well 
matched with the spectra (Fig. 3) and is about 2 kHz. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Cross-correlation spectra calculated basing on wavelet: (a) Shaft position #7, (b) Shaft position #2 

CONCLUSION 

The features of the interaction zone pulsations are different in laminar and turbulent regimes. The level of 
pulsations in the laminar case is significantly higher than in turbulent one. Nevertheless, the characteristic 
frequencies for both cases are similar. In the most cases (not buffet ones), the oscillations of separation region are 
not a result of free flow disturbances or the waves travelling upstream from the trailing edge. 
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Abstract. The problem of a sonic boom in the case of local heating of air ahead of a slender body is solved numerically. 
It is demonstrated that consecutive heating of the incoming flow in several localized regions ensures reduction of the 
sonic boom level by more than 30% as compared to the sonic boom generated by the body in the cold flow. 

INTRODUCTION 

Various methods for mitigation of the sonic boom generated by a supersonic aircraft are developed. One of these 
methods is sonic boom reduction by means of heating the atmosphere around the aircraft [1]. The essence of this 
method is illustrated in Fig. 1. It was proposed to heat the atmosphere around the aircraft in a local region of a 
certain shape with a controlled temperature distribution in this region so that perturbations generated by the aircraft 
were confined within this region. In this case, instead of the pressure profile in the form of an N-wave, it is possible 
to obtain a smooth variation of the excess pressure at a large distance from the aircraft.  

 

 
FIGURE 1. Method of sonic boom mitigation by means of heating the atmosphere around the aircraft [1].  

(a) – original aircraft configuration and excess pressure profile in the far field, (b) – phantom body formed by atmosphere heating 
and modified excess pressure profile in the far field 

 
The authors of the patent [2] proposed to supply radiant energy to the incoming air flow along the leading edge 

of the aircraft wing. This method is illustrated in Fig. 2. Heating of the flow ahead of the wing was expected to 
ensure a subsonic flow around the wing and to attenuate the sonic boom generated in supersonic flight.  

 

(a) (b)
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FIGURE 2. Heating of the flow ahead of the aircraft wing [2].  

(A) – wing, (B) – laser radiation ahead of the wing, (C) – deflector at the end of the wing 
 
A possibility of reducing the shock wave intensity in the near field by heating the incoming air flow with the use 

of pulsed energy supply from a laser source was studied experimentally and theoretically in [3]. The results showed 
that heating of the flow near the body surface can be used to reduce the intensity of shock waves emanating from the 
body in the near field. 

A comprehensive review of publications on the sonic boom problems can be found in [4]. 
The measurements at large distances from the body in wind tunnels with local heating of the supersonic flow 

cannot be performed because of the small size of the test section. Full-scale experiments and experiments in ballistic 
ranges with heating of the supersonic flow near the aircraft surface have not been performed up to now. A promising 
scheme of the ballistic range and a list of problems with flow heating were proposed in [5]. At the moment, the main 
tools for solving such problems are analytical and numerical methods.  

The sonic boom parameters in the far field can be calculated by two methods. The first (combined) method is 
based on determining the parameters of the perturbed flow in the near field of the flying vehicle by analytical or 
numerical methods with subsequent recalculation of these parameters to the far field [6−8]. The second (direct) 
method is based on the numerical calculation of the sonic boom parameters for the entire flow field [9]. 

METHOD OF PHANTOM BODIES 

A combined numerical-analytical method was developed for calculating the parameters of weak shock waves at 
large distances from the places of their formation. The sonic boom parameters are estimated on the basis of 
consecutive calculations of the near and far field parameters with the use of analytical solutions proposed by Landau 
[10], Whitham [11], and Rao [12]. The method was called the method of phantom bodies. It was described in much 
detail in [8]. 

The method of phantom bodies was tested in [8, 13, 14]. Test calculations of the dynamic behavior of shock 
waves generated by a slender body of revolution (free-stream Mach number M0 = 2.4) and a blunted body 
(M0 = 1.8) were performed. The pressure profiles in the near field were calculated by the Euler or Navier-Stokes 
equations. The slender body surface was defined by the formula )(2.0~ 2xxr −⋅= , where r~  is the radial coordinate 
of the body surface generatrix and x is the streamwise coordinate counted from the body tip in the downstream 
direction ( Lx ≤≤0 ). The blunted body was represented by a sphere.  

The results of the test calculations are shown in Fig. 3, where the following notations are used: Δp is the bow 
shock wave intensity, p0 is the free-stream static pressure, r is the distance from the flight trajectory, L is the body 
length, d is the sphere diameter, and h is the distance from the flight trajectory to the measurement plate.  

The calculated results for a slender pointed body are compared in Fig. 3, a with analytical solutions and 
numerical results calculated by other methods. The results calculated by various methods differ from each other by 
less than 2%. This small difference guarantees that the method of phantom bodies can be used for calculating the 
sonic boom generated by a slender pointed body.  
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The applicability of the method for calculating the sonic boom from blunted bodies was evaluated by an example 
of the problem of a supersonic gas flow around a sphere in [14]. The calculated results are compared in Fig. 3, b 
with the experimental data on the sonic boom generated by spheres of different diameters [15] in ballistic ranges and 
wind tunnels. The calculated results confirm that the method of phantom bodies can be used for calculating the far-
field parameters of shock waves generated by pointed and blunted bodies. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Testing of the method of phantom bodies.  

(a) Pointed body of revolution: 1 – dependence Δp/p0 ~ (r/L)-3/4 [10], 2 – calculations by the Whitham theory [11],  
3,4,5 – calculations of shock wave dynamics on moving difference grids by the Euler equations [7],  

6,7 – calculations by the method of phantom bodies [8].  
(b) Blunted body: 1, 4 – calculations by the Navier-Stokes equations, 2 – calculations by the method of phantom bodies [14],  

3 – experiments in the ballistic range [15] 

LOCAL HEATING OF THE INCOMING FLOW AND SONIC BOOM 

In the case of local heating, the flow pattern becomes similar to that near a blunted body. A thermal wake with 
an elevated temperature, reduced density, and reduced Mach number is formed behind the hot region.  

The sonic boom generated by a slender body of revolution with local heating regions in the supersonic air flow 
ahead of the body was calculated. The heating regions were shaped as a sphere. The calculations were performed for 
one heating region Q1 ahead of the body and for two heating regions Q1 and Q2 ahead of the body. The near field 
parameters were obtained in shock-capturing computations with the use of the commercial software package 
ANSYS Fluent and the model of a viscous heat-conducting gas. The free-stream Mach number was M0 = 2. The 
slender body length in the computations was set to L = 1 m. The free-stream parameters of the air flow were 
T0 = 300 K and p0 = 101325 Pa (T0 is the static temperature in the incoming air flow). The heating regions Q1 and 
Q2 were shaped as a sphere of radius 0.05∙L; the specific powers of energy input were constant and equal to 
1.75∙109 W/m3 and 1.2∙109 W/m3 in regions Q1 and Q2, respectively. The regions Q1 and Q2 were located at 
distances ∆x = 0.5∙L and ∆x = 0.9∙L ahead of the body tip, respectively. The results of the near-field calculations 
were used as the initial data for computing the far field by the method of phantom bodies. All near-field data were 
normalized to obtain the dimensionless free-stream parameters p0 = 1, ρ0 = 1.4, and a0 = 1. The normalization 
coefficients were chosen to be the body length and the time interval during which the body covered a distance equal 
to its length at the flight Mach number equal to unity (it is implied that the dimensionless length of the body is 
L = 1). 

The size of the flow heating region and its position with respect to the body affect the conditions of the flow 
around the body located in the thermal wake and the intensity of shock waves generated by the body [13]. Figure 4 
shows the flow pattern and the results computed for one heating region Q1 in a supersonic air flow ahead of a 
slender body. The highest temperature of air in the heating region is 1.93∙T0. The profiles of the pressure ratio Δp/p0 
at the distance r/L = 17 from the flight trajectory are shown in Fig. 4, a as functions of the streamwise coordinate x. 
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Figure 4, b shows the predicted normalized intensity Δp/p0 of shock waves with distance from the flight trajectory. 
Curve 1 shows the intensity of the bow shock wave from the body in the cold air flow. Curves 2 illustrate the 
process of merging of shock waves from the heating region and from the body; as a result, the intensity of the 
merged shock wave leads to enhancement of the sonic boom level. Curves 3 illustrate separate propagation of shock 
waves from the heating region and the body. Heating of the air flow ahead of the body can reduce the intensity of 
the shock wave generated by the body. This occurs because the velocity of sound increases in the thermal wake, 
whereas the flow Mach number decreases. The position of the heating region Q1 with respect to the body affects the 
shock wave intensity and dynamics. One of the conditions of sonic boom mitigation is a correct choice of the 
distance between the heating region Q1 and the body. As was demonstrated by the far-field calculations, to be able 
to reduce the sonic boom level, the flow heating region should be located at such distances from the body that 
prevent merging of the shock waves from the heating region and from the body in the far field. Otherwise, merging 
of the shock waves in the far field will enhance the sonic boom level. Heating of the supersonic flow in one region 
located ahead of the body can reduce the sonic boom by 20%. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Results of calculations for one region of flow heating (Q1).  

(a) Excess pressure profiles in the near field: 1 – body in the flow without heating, 2 – heating region Q1 ahead of the body at a 
distance Δx/L = 0.0825, 3 –  heating region Q1 ahead of the body at a distance Δx/L = 0.5.  

(b) Intensity of shock waves in the far field: 1 – bow shock wave from the body in the flow without heating – dependence 
Δp/p0 ~ (r/L)-3/4, 2 – merging of shock waves from the heating region Q1 and the body,  

3 – individual propagation of shock waves from the heating region Q1 and the body. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Effect of the size and position of the heating region Q1 on the sonic boom. 1 – body in the cold flow; 2 – heating 

region radius 0.1L, heating region position Δx = 0.175L. 
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The computations show that there exist some threshold values of the heating region size and heating temperature; 
if these values are exceeded, the intensity of the shock wave from the heating region Q1 becomes greater than the 
intensity of the shock wave generated by the body in the cold flow. In this case, the sonic boom is determined by the 
shock wave from the flow heating region [13]. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

The constraint in terms of temperature can be eliminated by using step-by-step (consecutive) heating of the flow. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the results for two heating regions Q1 and Q2 located ahead of a slender body. The maximum 
temperature of flow heating in the region Q2 is 1.63∙T0, whereas the flow in the region Q1 is heated to 2.8∙T0. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Gas density near the body surface in the case of flow heating in two heating regions Q1 and Q2. 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Results of calculations for two regions of flow heating (Q1 and Q2). (a) Excess pressure profiles in the near field: 1 
– body in the flow without heating, 2 – heating region Q1 ahead of the body at a distance ∆x/L = 0.5 and heating region Q2 at a 

distance ∆x/L = 0.9. (b) Intensity of shock waves in the far field: 1 – bow shock wave from the body in the flow without 
heating - dependence Δp/p0 ~ (r/L)-3/4, 2 – individual propagation of shock waves from the heating regions Q1 and Q2 and from 

the body 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the behavior of the air density near the body in the case of consecutive local heating of the 

incoming flow in the regions Q1 and Q2. The free-stream direction is from left to right. The region with bunching of 
isolines shows the positions of the shock waves from the heating regions and of the shock wave formed in the hot 
flow around the body. Stepwise reduction of the free-stream density is observed, and the body turns out to be in the 
flow with a high velocity of sound and with a reduced value of the local Mach number. The flow pattern and the 
results of the near-field and far-field computations are shown in Fig. 7. An appropriate choice of the distances 
between the heating regions and the body ensures separate propagation of the shock waves generated by the body 
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and the heating regions. In this case, consecutive heating of the flow allows the shock wave intensity to be reduced. 
Flow heating in two regions allows sonic boom mitigation by more than 30% as compared to the sonic boom from 
the body in the cold flow.  

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 8. Density field (a) and pressure profiles (b) in the near field for four heating regions.  
1 – body in the flow without heat supply, 2 – one heating region Q1 ahead of the body at a distance ∆x/L = 0.5,  

3 – four heating regions Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 at distances ∆x/L = 0.4 from the body tip and from each other. 
 
The method of sonic boom mitigation due to consecutive local heating of the incoming flow in several regions 

seems to offer significant prospects. An example of the near-field computation in the case of local heating in four 
regions is shown in Fig. 8. The flow is heated in the regions Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 ahead of a slender body at identical 
distances ∆x = 0.4∙L from each other and from the body tip. The flow behind the region Q1 has the temperature of 
3.3∙T0. The pressure profile 3 shows that the intensities of the shock waves from the heating regions and from the 
body are appreciably lower than the intensity of the bow shock wave from the body in the cold flow. For 
comparison, Fig. 8 also shows the pressure profile 2 for the case of one heating region Q1, which heats the flow up 
to the temperature of 1.93∙T0. As was demonstrated above, flow heating in one region decreases the sonic boom 
level by 20%. At the moment, it is rather difficult to calculate the far field of the flow with a large number of flow 
heating regions. Because of the complex pattern of propagation of a large number of weak shock waves and the 
necessity of explicit fitting of these waves in computations, the problem of sonic boom prediction is almost 
unsolvable. 

CONCLUSION 

Results of the numerical solution of the problem of the sonic boom generated by a slender body in a supersonic 
air flow with local heating regions are presented. The calculations are performed by a combined numerical-
analytical method of phantom bodies for the air flow Mach number equal to 2. The following results are obtained:  

• Heating of the incoming supersonic flow in one region located ahead of the body decreases the sonic boom 
approximately by 20% as compared to the sonic boom generated by the body in the cold flow;  
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• An attempt to improve the result by increasing the level of flow heating in one region leads to sonic boom 
enhancement, because the intensity of the shock wave from the heating region at high temperatures is higher 
than the intensity of the shock wave from the body in the cold flow;  

• Flow heating in two regions leads to sonic boom mitigation by more than 30% as compared to the sonic 
boom generated by the body in the cold flow.  

The results of the present work allow us to argue that stepwise heating of the flow in several consecutively 
located regions will ensure significant reduction of the sonic boom as compared to the sonic boom generated by the 
body in the cold flow.  
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Abstract. An experimental study of the zone of a shock wave with a boundary layer interaction, developing on a flat 
plate is carried out. The laminar as major and turbulent as addition cases are considered. The influence of the incident 
flow turbulence level, as well as disturbances created by artificial roughness on the nozzle walls, on the shock wave 
boundary layer interaction zone is investigated. Studies are carried out by the PIV method in a periodic supersonic wind 
tunnel with a free-stream Mach number M = 1.46. Experiments demonstrate that an increase in the freestream turbulence 
level did not affect the flow in the interaction zone. At the same time, the fall of disturbances onto the plate in the shock 
wave boundary layer interaction zone leads to significant changes in the mean flow and the separation zone. Both 
conclusions are valid for both laminar and turbulent case. 

INTRODUCTION 

Resource limits and the necessaries to reduce harmful emissions in areas of humans living are required 
permanent improvements in the efficiency of aircraft [1]. The problem can be solved by several methods: 
improvement of engines and aerodynamics and decreasing of aircraft's weight by implementation new material. One 
of the strategies of aerodynamic improvement is the providing laminar boundary layer at wing and engines manacle 
to reduce the drag. At the same time aircrafts must flight maximally fast at transonic and supersonic speed which 
means shock wave existence on the surfaces of aircrafts. An adverse pressure gradient generated by a shock wave 
can lead to separation of the boundary layer [2]. Laminar boundary layer separation leads to significant instability, 
which provoke upstream shifting of laminar-turbulent transition [3]. The accuracy prediction the position of laminar-
turbulent transition in zone of Shock Wave / Boundary layer Interaction (SWBLI) is important to correct calculation 
of aerodynamics characteristics. 

For engineering RANS calculations the determination of the laminar-turbulent transition are mainly based on 
eN method [4], or four parametric Mentler’s model [5]. These models are using empirical data which depend on flow 
characteristics. Therefore, experimental data are necessary for their calibration and testing for transonic regimes. 
The feature of investigation of the transonic flows is consisting in sufficient problems of use probes such as thermo-
anemometer or Piot tube. Because they may lead to blocking flow. Therefore, non-invasive methods, such as PIV, 
are preferable for use in transonic flows [6]. In addition, the velocity fields obtained from the PIV measurements can 
be used to calculate pressures [7]. 

To obtain qualitative experimental data, it is necessary to have information about the flow characteristics in the 
aerodynamic facilities and their influence on the parameters of interest to us. This is necessary in order to know 
what factors we should take into account in numerical simulation, and which can be neglected. In particular, it is 
necessary to know whether it is worth paying attention to the case with an increased level of free-stream turbulence. 
It is also important to know how the flow disturbances associated with the possible presence of roughness in the 
nozzle inserts can affect the interaction zone. 
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EXPERIMENT SETUP 

An experiment similar to that described in the paper [3] was chosen as a test problem. The experiments were 
carried out in a low turbulent wind T-325 of ITAM of SB RAS at M∞ = 1.46; T0 = 291 K; and P0 = 0.7 × 105 Pa, 
unit Reynolds number (Re1 = 11.5× 106 m–1). The cross section of the working part (160 × 200 mm) is rectangular. 
The scheme of the experimental equipment consisting of a flat plate with a sharp front edge and wedge generating 
the shock wave is presented in Fig. 1. The angle of wedge mounting (4°) corresponded to the regular mode of the 
shock reflection from the model for a nonviscous flow. The position of the shock wave generator was chosen in such 
a way as to ensure the cross the plate by incident shock wave in the center of the window (134 mm from the leading 
edge). The scheme of the experiment present on Fig. 1, a. With these free-stream parameters, the boundary layer 
remained laminar. In addition to the case of an incoming laminar boundary layer, measurements were also made for 
a turbulent boundary layer. For the turbulization of the boundary layer at a distance of 20 mm, a saw-like roughness 
in plan and a thickness of 0.2 mm was established. The study of the velocity field was carried out with a 
DantecDynamics measuring complex, with a LitronNano 135-15 laser, a Phantom v310 camera with a Nikkor Lens 
f105 / 2.8 lenses. The shooting frequency was 15 Hz, the delay between frames was 0.9 μs. To simulate an increased 
level of turbulence, deturbulating grids were dismantled from the pre-chamber of the wind tunnel. To create 
disturbances, a step with height h = 1 mm and width w = 3 mm was mounted onto the nozzle walls. Roughness was 
placed in several positions on up or on the bottom wall of the nozzle. The roughness location was chosen based on 
the fact that the shock wave should falls into the gap between the nozzle and the wedge as shown in Fig. 1, b with a 
red and blue dashed line for the upper and lower positions, respectively. The coordinate system is tied to the leading 
edge of the model, the X axis oriented to downstream, and the Y axis is up along the normal to the model. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. Experiment scheme (a) and scheme of roughness position (b) 

RESULTS DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the velocity fields obtained for a smooth plate when the boundary layer remains laminar to the 
interaction zone. Figure 2FIGURE 2, a and b demonstrate a basic case of flow, with a normal (low level because 
this wind-tunnel is low-turbulent) level of free-stream pulsations and in the absence of artificial roughness on the 
walls of the nozzle. The laminar separation bubble, which propagates forward from the incident shock wave, is 
clearly visible. Figure 2, c shows the case with a roughness at X = -170 mm located on the upper wall. Considering 
this picture of the flow, it can be concluded that the wave arising from the roughness reflected from the bottom wall 
intersected with the wave generated by the wedge. As a result, the position of the SW fall has moved upstream, the 
separation zone has become less extensive since turbulization occurs at the front point of the separation. Increasing 
the level of free-stream pulsations Fig. 2, d) does not lead to changes in the flow pattern. Figure 2, e shows the case 
with roughness on the bottom wall of the nozzle at X = -110 mm. It is obvious that the wave, reflected from the 
upper wall of the nozzle, falls on the plate near the interaction zone. As a result, a decrease in the oncoming flow 
velocity is observed and two small separations are observed. The first is caused by the fall of the wave from the 
roughness, and the second, by the fall of the wave from the wedge. In the case shown in Figure 2, f, the roughness 
was also located on the bottom wall of the nozzle at X = -100 mm. Image analysis shows that the wave from the 
roughness falls directly in front of the shock wave from the wedge, causing an earlier laminar-turbulent transition. 
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FIGURE 2. flow velocity field for laminar boundary layer 

a),b) – base case; c) – roughness at up nozzle wall; d) – enhanced level of free stream turbulence;  
e) - roughness at bottom nozzle wall x=-110 mm; f) - roughness at bottom nozzle wall x=-100 mm 

 

 
FIGURE 3. flow velocity field for turbulent boundary layer 

a),b) – base case; c) – roughness at bottom nozzle wall x=-90 mm; d) – enhanced level of free stream turbulence and roughness at 
bottom nozzle wall x=-90 mm; e) - roughness at bottom nozzle wall x=-100 mm; f) - enhanced level of free stream turbulence 
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The Fig. 3 shows the velocity fields obtained for a plate with a turbulator. In Fig 3, a and b a basic case of flow, 
with a normal level of free-stream pulsations and in the absence of artificial roughness on the nozzle walls. The 
turbulent separation is clearly visible, which, unlike laminar, does not propagated forward from the point of impact 
of the shock wave, and the interaction of the shock wave with the BL is characterized by the formation of Mach leg. 
Figure 3, c corresponds to the case of a flow around with a roughness on the bottom wall of the nozzle placed at 
X = -90 mm. With this roughness arrangement, the wave generated by it probably falls into the gap between the 
upper wall of the nozzle and the wedge. As a result, the observed flow region remains almost unchanged. Mach leg 
offset about 1 mm downstream. The velocity field presented in Fig. 3, d corresponds to the case with a similar 
roughness (X = -90 mm), but with an increased level of free-stream turbulence. The flow pattern is similar to the one 
described above, but the Mach leg and the beginning of the separation zone moved another 1 mm downstream. The 
picture of the flow that occurs when the roughness is installed on the bottom wall of the nozzle at X = -100 mm is 
shown in Fig. 3, e. In this case, the wave from the roughness, as in the laminar case of Fig. 2, f, is reflected from the 
upper wall of the nozzle and falls on the plate in front of the shock wave from the wedge. This provokes an earlier 
separation and an increase in the length of the separation zone. Figure 3, f corresponds to the case with an increased 
level of free-stream turbulence without installing rough edges. It is seen that, as in the laminar case, the flow does 
not change. 

CONCLUSION 

The data obtained in the work showed that an increase in the freestream turbulence level did not lead to a change 
in the flow pattern in the SWBLI zone either in the turbulent or in the laminar case. At the same time, the 
disturbances in the incoming flow, caused, for example, by irregularities on the nozzle walls, will lead to significant 
changes in the flow pattern and affect the tear-off zone, especially if these disturbances fall on the plate. 
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Abstract. Results of theoretical investigation of characteristics of the supersonic Mach=2 flat-plate boundary-layer under 
conditions of surface sublimation in the flow of air are presented. Naphthalene (C10H8) was used as a sublimation 
material. Calculations found that with increasing surface temperature mass flow rate of naphthalene evaporation also 
increases. This leads to the wall temperature decrease in comparison with the case of a flow past a flat-plate without 
sublimation. Large molecular weight of naphthalene compared with molecular weight of air and lowering of the surface 
temperature as a result of the wall material evaporation leads to an increase in the density of the binary mixture (air and 
subliming vapors) near the wall. The performed linear stability computations show that such a change in the boundary 
layer profiles leads to a considerable reduction of the local linear perturbations growth rates. This means an increase of 
the boundary layer stability leading to transition delay.  

INTRODUCTION 

The necessity to study the boundary layer under conditions of mass ablation from a surface immersed in a gas 
flow is known for a long time and is explained by the practical need for thermal protection systems of hypervelocity 
flying vehicles (specifically reentry apparatus) by usage of aero-thermo-chemically destructible heat-shielding 
coatings. The importance of such studies is emphasized in the monograph [1]. As it was mentioned there, the 
thermal protection of the very first reentry spacecrafts was greatly exaggerated due to the lack of knowledge of a 
number of important problems of aerothermodynamics at that time. In this regard the problem of the boundary layer 
turbulence onset is one of most important problems.  

Various numerous issues of laminar-turbulent transition are extensively investigated around the world. It is 
generally accepted that, at least in conditions of low external noise, the laminar-turbulent transition is determined by 
the boundary layer instability. The foundations of the theory of stability of compressible boundary layers were laid 
back in the early fifties of the last century [2]. Subsequent studies of the stability of supersonic boundary layers are 
analyzed in [3-5]. All these studies concerned the boundary layers of a single-component gas.  

Stability of boundary layers with chemical reactions was investigated for the first time in [6, 7], where stability 
of boundary layers of a nonequilibrium dissociating gas (oxygen and nitrogen) was analyzed. The results of those 
papers are given also in [8]. Stability of hypersonic boundary layers with chemical reactions of a more general kind 
were studied in [9-14].  

Stability and laminar-turbulent transition under conditions of ablation have hardly been studied. At present, only 
papers [15, 16] are known for the stability of the sharp cone hypersonic boundary layer under conditions of mass 
ablation from the surface. They have considered only two-dimensional (2D) perturbations at very high Mach 
numbers of M 16=  and 20. The results of those computations were never compared with experiment. Therefore, the 
expansion of the theoretical studies initiated in those papers onto the development of 3D perturbations at moderate 
Mach numbers seems extremely important, regarding especially possibilities of experimental verification of theory.  
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Numerous analytical and numerical studies indicate the possibility of a qualitative prediction of stability and 
laminar-turbulent transition on the basis of simple properties of the boundary layer velocity and temperature 
profiles. Therefore, as a first step in the present paper, studies on the influence of sublimation of the plate material 
on the parameters of the supersonic boundary layer have been performed. The results obtained are then used for the 
linear stability calculations.  

High-temperature ablation, which is specific for the conditions of a real reentry flight in the atmosphere, is quite 
difficult and expensive to reproduce in laboratory conditions. However, sublimation under conditions of moderate 
temperatures, which could be in principle realized in modern wind tunnels, allows studying the physical processes of 
ablation under simplified conditions, specifically, in the absence of chemical reactions and other high-temperature 
gas-dynamic phenomena. That is why in the present paper calculations of the laminar boundary layer and its linear 
stability have been performed for naphthalene (C10H8), which is the well known low temperature sublimator. 
Examples of using naphthalene in an aerophysical experiment with the cone model ablation are known from the 
literature [17]. As it was shown in [18], the visualization of a laminar-turbulent transition in the swept-wing 
boundary-layer by means of naphthalene sublimation is a reliable experimental diagnostic method. Flow 
visualization by laser-induced fluorescence of sublimated naphthalene vapors was used for a turbulent boundary 
layer at Mach number 5 [19], where a 2D distribution of naphthalene vapor concentration have been obtained.  

Surface sublimation supplies boundary-layer flow with a foreign gas (sublimation material vapor) which is 
injected at a certain mass flow rate. In our earlier papers [20-24] it was shown that injection of heavy foreign gas 
(with molecular weight greater than for the air) into the near-wall sub-layer of the supersonic boundary layer 
through the permeable (porous) surface of the model has favorable influence on the boundary layer stability. 
Theoretical findings of these papers have later been confirmed by stability and transition experiments performed in 
continuously running supersonic wind tunnel at Mach number 2 [25, 26]. However, permeable surfaces have natural 
inherent roughness [27], which to a certain degree diminishes useful influence of the heavy gas injection, because 
roughness normally contribute to the boundary layer destabilization. That is why extension of the theoretical 
approach [20-24] to investigate application of smooth sublimation coatings without roughness, which would provide 
injection of heavy vapors in the boundary layer, seems logic and looks promising. This paper presents some very 
first results of the theoretical investigation of the flat-plate supersonic boundary-layer stability in conditions of 
surface sublimation.  

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Boundary Layer Equations 

We consider the case when the flat-plate model is immersed into a compressible gas flow and is coated by the 
chemical substance, which is able to sublimate (that is capable to phase transition from the solid state directly to 
vapor bypassing the melting stage) at moderate temperatures. Thus, the vapor of the sublimation material, which is 
actually a foreign gas with molecular mass m1, penetrates from the model surface into the boundary layer of the 
primary gas with a molecular mass m2. The sublimation process is assumed as slow enough. In this case the shape of 
the model surface could be treated as unchanged. Then the boundary layer flow is not a single-component flow 
anymore, but becomes rather binary-mixture boundary layer. Time-dependent dynamics of such a binary mixture of 
viscous heat-conducting compressible gases is described by the system of partial differential equations which can be 
found, e.g., in [8]. From these general equations the system describing 2D stationary supersonic flat-plate boundary-
layer of binary gas mixture in the absence of any chemical reactions have been deduced in the approximation of 
local self-similarity in [20] (see also [23]). The equations take into account sublimation vapor diffusion across the 
boundary layer and can be written as following:  
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Here y = y*/δ is the normal-to-the-wall coordinate, 𝛿𝛿 = �𝑥𝑥𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒⁄  – Blasius length scale, which quantifies 

flat-plate boundary layer thickness; c1 – foreign gas mass concentration; 𝑞𝑞(𝑦𝑦) = �𝑥𝑥𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒⁄
𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑒

𝑞𝑞∗ – full heat flux across 

the boundary layer; 𝑗𝑗 = 𝑗𝑗∗ �𝑥𝑥𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒⁄
𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒

 – foreign gas diffusion mass flux normal to the wall; 𝑈𝑈 = 2
𝜌𝜌
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

, F – stream 

function, ℎ = ℎ∗

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝2𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒
 – binary mixture enthalpy, 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇∗

𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒
 – temperature, Cp2, Cp1 – constant pressure specific heats of 

the primary and foreign gases respectively, 𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇∗

𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒
 – binary mixture dynamic viscosity coefficient, 

𝜆𝜆 = 𝜆𝜆∗

𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝2
 – thermal conductivity coefficient, 𝐷𝐷12 = 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷12

∗

𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒
 – binary diffusion coefficient. Here asterisk in the 

superscript denotes dimensional value, while variables without it are nondimensional. Subscript e stands for the 
(dimensional) values taken at the boundary layer outer edge.  

Boundary conditions at the sublimation surface could be written as:  
 

( )0 0U = , ( )0 wF f= − , Re Rew w w
w

e e e e

G V
f

U U
ρ

ρ ρ
= = , 

 
( )1 1 2 1( ) 0w w

w

dTQ G h h h h j
dy

  
+ − + − + − =  

  
λ

 , (2) 

( )1, 12,1w w w w
w

cf c D
y

ρ
 ∂

− = −  ∂   ,  
 
where wG  – mass flow of sublimation substance vapor from the surface, sg wQ H G=  – heat spent on the coating 

material evaporation, sgH  – sublimation enthalpy (solid→gas), 1Re Ree e eU xρ δ µ= =  – Reynolds number. 
Subscript w stands here for values taken at the wall.  

Boundary conditions at the boundary layer outer edge: 
 

 ( ), 1U T →  , 0c →  at y →∞  . (3) 
 
Mass flow rate of the vapor from the surface can be determined by Knudsen-Langmuir equation [28]: 
 

 

sat
1 1

1
12w

w

P PG a
RT mπ
−

=
 . (4) 

 
One can see that wG  is determined by the difference of sublimant saturated vapor pressure sat

1P  and 

1P  - sublimant vapor partial pressure immediately above the surface ( )0y → + . Here 1a  – is the accommodation 
coefficient.  

Saturated vapor pressure as function of sublimation coating temperature ( )1 1
sat sat

wP P T=  is determined by 
Clapeyron-Clausius equation [28]: 

 

 

11

,1 ,1

1 1ln
sat

sg

TP TP w

H mP
P R T T

   
= −      

     , (5) 
 
where ,1TPP , ,1TPT  – are sublimant pressure and temperature at the triple point. Sublimation material partial pressure 

can be determined by means of the following formula: 1 2
1

1 2 1 1( )
c mP P

m m m c
=

+ −
.  
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The most important parameter influencing the binary-mixture boundary-layer properties is the dimensionless 
injection factor wf  (2), as it was found in our earlier papers [21, 22, 23, 24]. Strictly speaking, the boundary value 
problem (1-3) will be completely self-similar in the case of constant injection factor, not depending of the 
streamwise coordinate: ( )constwf x= . In the case of slow dependency ( )w wf f x= , in the framework of the local 
self-similarity, the system (1-3) should be applied locally at each streamwise station x. As one can see from (5), at 

,1w TPT T→  there is a strong, exponential, dependency of ( )1 1
sat sat

wP P T= . Therefore, to have the control factor wf  in 
(2) large enough, one should (according to (4,5)) heat up the sublimation coating to temperatures close to the triple 
point temperature ,1TPT . In the present paper it was assumed that such a surface heating is obtained by means of the 
rise of the flow stagnation temperature 0T .  

Calculations of viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients of a mixture components as well as coefficient of 
foreign gas diffusion have been performed using the Lennard-Jones potential in the framework of the kinetic theory 
according to [29]:  

 

6
2 (2,2)2.6693 10 i

i
i

Tm
d

µ −= ⋅
Ω , 

2 (2,2)0.0833 i
i

i

T m
d

λ =
Ω , 

( )3
1 27

12 2 (1,1)
12

1 1
1.858 10

T m m
D

Pd
−

+
= ⋅

Ω ,  
 
where id  – are molecular collision diameters, 1, 2i = , (1,1) (2,2),Ω Ω  – collision integrals. Units for the above 
coefficients are: iµ  [kg/m·sec], iλ  [W/m·K], 12D  [m2/sec]. Viscosity and thermal conductivity of a mixture have 
been determined by the Wilke’s mixture rule [30]. Eucken type correction has also been used to calculate the 
thermal conductivity of polyatomic gases.  

In the present paper the boundary-value problem for the binary-mixture boundary-layer equations (1-3) has been 
integrated numerically by means of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical algorithm. Shooting technique and 
nested Newton-Raphson iterations have also been used to satisfy the boundary conditions. Boundary layer 
equations, boundary conditions and numerical technique used in the present investigation are presented in a more 
detail in [31].  

Stability Equations 

Linear stability theory (LST) for binary-mixture boundary-layer flow has been developed and presented earlier in 
[23]. In the considered here boundary layer past the sublimation surface the approach developed in [23] can be 
applied directly. After linearization of nondimensional equations of motion of viscous heat conducting binary gas 
mixture for wavy disturbances ( ) ( ) ( ), , , expq x y z t q y i x z Ctα β α= + −  one can deduce the following system of 
ordinary differential equations: 
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dh d h d ci U C h v i U C p h h
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γ µ µρ α α
γ
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   .  

 
Here ( ),α β  are streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers; * 2e eC U f Uω α ω δ π δ= = =  – nondimensional 

frequency, f  – dimensional frequency in Hertz; Pr pCµ λ=  – Prandtl number, 12Sm Dµ ρ=  – Schmidt number; 
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the sought vector ( ) ( ), , , , ,
T

u v w pq cy h= 

      is composed of fluctuations of the three velocity components, pressure, 

enthalpy and foreign gas concentration respectively. In the spatial stability analysis it is assumed that ω  and β  are 

real numbers, while r iiα α α= +  is complex. Imaginary part of the streamwise wavenumber ( )0iα− >  correspond 
to (unstable) perturbation spatial amplification rate. System (6) can be reduced to a system of ten first-order ordinary 
differential equations which is solved under ten homogeneous boundary conditions: different 

 

 12, , , 0, w wu v w h dcf c D
dy

ρ
 

+ = 
 



 



  at 0y =  , ( ), , , , 0u v w h c →

     at y →∞  . (7) 

 
Equations (6) with boundary conditions (7) describe the wavy unstable perturbation development downstream 

the boundary layer. System (6) is in fact an extension of the known Dunn-Lin stability equations [4] (used for the 
single-component flow) to the case of binary-mixture boundary-layer on the sublimation surface and is different 
from the latter by the presence of the additional equation for the foreign-gas concentration (last-but-one equation in 
(6)). Numerical integration of the eigenvalue problem (6,7) in the present paper has been performed by means of 
the method of orthonormalizations [8]. Wavenumber r iiα α α= +  is found as an eigenvalue of (6, 7) with 
maximal iα− . Additional details on stability equations and used numerical procedures can be found in [23].  

RESULTS 

Boundary layer computations have been performed for the flow of air over the flat-plate at Mach number M=2. It 
was assumed that the model surface is coated with a layer of substance capable of pure sublimation (phase transition 
from a solid state to a gaseous state, bypassing the liquid phase) at moderate temperature, in the absence of other 
complication phenomena, such as chemical reactions, dissociation and ionization. Such property has, for example, 
dry ice, camphor, iodine. In this paper we consider a supersonic boundary layer above the surface coated with a 

layer of naphthalene (C10H8). It is a chemical compound which has following properties: 1

2

128.17 4.4
28.96

m
m

= ≈ , 

1 165.7pC =  J/mol∙K, 72.6sgH =  kJ/mol [32], ,1 353.4TPT =  K, ,1 0.0106TPP =  bar [33]. Note that sublimation 
enthalpy sgH  has quite a large magnitude. From the written above values one can deduce that amount of heat 
necessary for a phase transition of one mole of naphthalene from solid to gaseous state in a sublimation process at 
constant temperature is equivalent to energy necessary to heat up one mole of C10H8 on 1 438sg pT H C∆ = =  K. 
Naphthalene molecular collision diameter, necessary for computations of binary mixture transport coefficients 

1 6.45σ ≈  Å [34]. The choice of naphthalene for our investigation, in addition to its favorable thermo-physical 
properties, is also due to the fact that C10H8 is an easily accessible and inexpensive hydrocarbon.  

 

TABLE 1. 
No. T0, K Tw, K Re1, mio/m 

1 290 266 6.35 
2 315 290 5.67 
3 342 310 5.07 
4 361 320 4.71 
5 392 330 4.22 
6 450 340 3.53 
7 500 345 3.08 
8 580 350 2.56 

 
In all subsequent presented below computational results it was assumed that the value of stagnation pressure 

0 0.5P =  bar which is typical for boundary layer stability and transition experiments in continuously running 
supersonic wind tunnel T-325 of ITAM [25, 26]. In the present paper we studied theoretically the supersonic 
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boundary layer on naphthalene coated flat-plate and its linear stability with increasing mass flow rate of sublimation 
substance vapor wG , due to increasing sublimation coating temperature wT , that was achieved by raising flow 
stagnation temperature 0T . The computed with adiabatic wall conditions (2) cases are tabulated in Table 1, where 
column names are: case number (used in Figs. 1, 3-5 as curve numbers), flow stagnation temperature 0T , surface 
temperature wT  (adiabatic wall temperature, obtained as the result of numerical integration of system (1-3) for a 
given value of 0T ) and flow unit Reynolds number 1Re .  

 

  
(a)  (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

FIGURE 1. Binary mixture (Air+C10H8 vapor) boundary layer profiles: dimensionless velocity ( )U U y=  (a), temperature 

( )T T y=  (b), density ( )yρ ρ=  (c), and foreign gas concentration ( )1 1c c y=  (d); for a number of values of the stagnation 

temperature 0T  (curves 1-8, Table 1).  
 
Lets start with the base-flow properties. Figure 1 shows computed boundary layer profiles: nondimensional 

velocity ( )U U y=  (Fig. 1, a), temperature ( )T T y=  (Fig. 1, b), density ( )yρ ρ=  (Fig. 1, c), and C10H8 vapor 

concentration ( )1 1c c y=  (Fig. 1, d); for various values of the stagnation temperature 0T . One can see that increase 
of 0T  leads to insignificant thinning out of the boundary layer in nondimensional representation, that is seen in 
streamwise velocity profiles (Fig. 1, a). Note that increase of 0T  leads to growth of the mixture viscosity and 

therefore to increase of the length scale δ . Temperature profiles ( )T T y=  given at Fig. 1, b demonstrate 

considerable decrease of the nondimensional temperature near the wall ( )0T  with increasing 0T , despite that 
dimensional wall temperature is increasing (Table 1). Small decrease of the boundary layer thickness is also seen in 
the temperature profiles. Density profiles (Fig. 1, c) demonstrate much variation: with increasing 0T  from 290 K to 
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580 K the value of the mixture density at the wall ( )0w yρ ρ= =  becomes more than two times larger. Such an 
increase of wρ according to our previous findings with heavy gas injection through permeable wall [21, 22, 23, 24], 
has a favorable influence on boundary layer stability. At Fig. 1, d one can see that growth of the mass flow of the 
sublimation vapor with increasing 0T  leads to an increase of foreign gas concentration at the wall ( )1, 1 0wc c= . 

However, ( )1c y  decreases rapidly with distance from the surface and at the boundary layer outer edge, determined 
by the velocity profiles (Fig.1a), 1c  becomes negligibly small. So we see that in the presented range of parameters 
the injection of foreign vapors can be considered as weak, since the sublimant does not go beyond the bounds of the 
boundary layer. 

Figures 2, a, b show dimensional sublimation mass flow rate wG  and dimensionless injection factor wf  as 
functions of the streamwise coordinate x for various values of the unit Reynolds number 1Re . Iterative solution of 
the boundary-value problem (1-3) for the base-flow shows that wG  is not a constant value but decreases downstream 
(Fig. 2, a). Sublimation mass flow decreases also with increasing unit Reynolds number. On the contrary, the 
injection factor wf  only in the vicinity of the plate leading edge shows a certain variation with x (Fig. 2, b). 
However, it becomes constant with increasing x, not depending on the streamwise coordinate, at least in the 
presented range of parameters. Thus Fig. 2, b gives a posteriori justification of the local self-similarity 
approximation (1) used in the present investigation to compute the sublimation supersonic boundary-layer flow. In 
addition, from Fig. 2, b one can see that typical value of 0.2wf ≈ . Then, from the definition of the injection factor 

wf  in (2), it follows that ρwVw << ρeUe, because the magnitude of the Reynolds number in the linear instability 
region is Re 500> . Finally, since 1w eρ ρ ≈  (Fig. 1, c), then Vw/Ue << 1, that justifies parallel base-flow 
assumption used for stability computations performed in this paper.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Dimensional sublimation mass flow rate wG  (a), and dimensionless injection factor wf  (b) versus streamwise 

coordinate x for various values of the unit Reynolds number 6
1Re 10 2.5−⋅ = , 6.6, 25.4, 63.6 m-1 (curves 1-4 respectively).  

 
Figure 3 presents results of linear stability computations. It shows spatial amplification rates of 2D ( 0β = ) 

perturbations as functions of frequency for various values of flow stagnation temperature 0T  at 100x =  mm. 
Numbers near different curves on this plot correspond to case numbers in Table 1. The upper black curve 1 depicts 
boundary layer stability results computed at lowest stagnation temperature, when the sublimation influence is 
negligible. The unstable frequency range is 6 25f< <  kHz, while maximal amplification rate of ,max 4.6iα− ≈  has 
a disturbance with max 16.5f ≈  kHz. Increase of stagnation temperature leads to a monotonous reduction of 
amplification rates of the whole frequency spectrum and decrease of maxf . Already at 330wT =  K ( 0 392T =  K, case 
5, Table 1) one can see a complete flow stabilization, since amplification rate of all frequencies becomes negative 
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( )0iα− <  that means linear 2D perturbations are stable and their amplitude decreases downstream. Further increase 
of 0T  causes further monotonous decrease of amplification rates in the whole frequency range (curves 6-8, Fig. 3).  

 
FIGURE 3. Spatial amplification rates of 2D perturbations versus frequency f  for various values of flow stagnation 

temperature 0T  (curves 1-8, Table 1); 100x =  mm.  
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Stability diagrams of supersonic boundary layer in relation to 3D perturbations: spatial amplification rate contours 
( ),i i fα α χ− = −  [m-1] on adiabatic surface at 0 392T =  K, 100x =  mm in the absence of sublimation (a); and on naphthalene 

coating ( 330wT =  K, case 5, Table 1) (b).  
 
Figure 3 showed results only for 2D disturbances, which are not the most amplifying in Mach 2 boundary layer. 

Now we present an overview of the local linear stability characteristics of the supersonic binary-mixture boundary-
layer on the sublimation surface. Figures 4, a, b demonstrate stability diagrams of the boundary-layer as contour 
lines of spatial amplification rates on the plane: angle of wave vector orientation ( )arctan rχ β α= , frequency 
f  [kHz]. Computations have been performed for streamwise station 100x =  mm and stagnation temperature 

0 392T =  K (case 5, Table 1). Color-filled area represents the linear instability region ( )0iα− > , where propagating 
downstream disturbances grow by their amplitude. Figure 4, a shows stability diagram for the flat-plate boundary 
layer in the absence of surface sublimation, while Fig. 4, b presents similar diagram for the plate with naphthalene 
coating. Color scheme on the stability diagrams at Figs. 4, a, b is taken the same to make the comparison of the 
computed results easier. One can see that the instability domain is considerably shrunk under the influence of 
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injection in the near-wall sub-layer of heavy naphthalene vapors. In the absence of sublimation the maximal 
amplification of ,max 15.7iα− ≈  m−1 has the disturbance with max 16f ≈  kHz and max 59χ ≈ a  (Fig. 4, a), while 

naphthalene sublimation reduces ,maxiα−  to ,max 4.9iα− ≈  m-1 at max 14f ≈  kHz and max 57χ ≈ a  (Fig. 4, b). 2D 

disturbances ( )0χ = , which are weakly unstable at zero injection, become completely stabilized under influence of 
naphthalene vapors injection into the boundary layer. Unstable frequency range is reduced from 7 28f< <  (Fig. 4, 
a) to 9 19f< <  (Fig. 4, b) mostly due to stabilization of higher frequencies. So, at 0 392T =  K the maximal growth 
rate ,max 15.7iα− ≈  at the chosen streamwise station is reduced in 3.2 times by the naphthalene surface sublimation. 
Thus, the presented modification of the boundary layer stability diagram (Fig. 4, a → Fig. 4, b) under the influence 
of surface sublimation in adiabatic wall conditions means a significant stabilization of the boundary layer flow. To 
demonstrate it quantitatively one should do LST-computations of the perturbation amplification curves in 
accordance with the Ne -method. This work is in progress now.  

Figure 5 demonstrates comparison of spatial amplification rates of 3D disturbances of the selected frequency 
15f =  kHz versus wave-vector orientation angle χ  for various values of 0T  computed on the sublimation surface 

(dashed lines with numbers) and in the absence of sublimation (solid lines). One can see that at the lowest 
considered value of the flow stagnation temperature, there is no noticeable influence of sublimation since solid 
dashed lines 1 in Fig. 5 merge. Perturbation with 60χ ≈ a  has the largest amplification rate ,max 21iα− ≈  m-1, that is 
usual for the supersonic boundary layer. One can see that increase of the stagnation temperature causes monotonous 
reduction of growth rates for all 0 80χ≤ < a . Comparing solid and dashed curves of the same color and number at 
Fig. 5, one can clearly see influence of naphthalene coating sublimation on the growth rates of unstable 
perturbations. Increase of stagnation temperature from 0 290T =  K to 0 580T =  K in the absence of sublimation 
(solid lines 1-8) causes reduction of the maximal growth rate to ,max 10iα− ≈  m-1, i.e. in two times. At the same time, 

the sublimation coating boundary layer becomes completely stabilized ( ),max 0iα− <  at stagnation temperature of 

about 0 420T ≈  K (somewhere between curves 5 and 6). 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Spatial amplification rates iα−  for 3D perturbations versus angle χ ; for various values of 0T , numbered according 

to Table 1; 15f =  kHz, 100x =  mm. Dashed lines – sublimation surface; solid lines – in the absence of sublimation. 
 
Finally, it is worth to note, that for naphthalene boundary layer visualization it was enough to have C10H8 vapor 

mole fraction on the order of 41 10−×  [19]. However, in our investigation, in order to have noticeable influence of 
surface sublimation on the boundary layer stability under adopted conditions it is necessary to have 1, 20%wc >  
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(Fig. 4, b; curves 5-8 at Figs. 1, d, 3, 5). This is realizable only at high enough (but still moderate) values of wT , 
approaching triple point temperature of the sublimation substance.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Two systems of equations have been deduced to describe the compressible binary-mixture boundary layer and its 
linear stability in conditions of a surface sublimation. Computations of the base-flow and its linear stability have 
been performed for Mach=2 boundary-layer over flat-plate model with naphthalene (C10H8) coating. It has been 
found that heavy foreign gas injection into the near-wall sub-layer of the boundary layer due to evaporation of the 
surface material leads to an increase of the binary-mixture (air + naphthalene vapor) boundary-layer density near the 
sublimation wall. Linear stability computations of such a modified base-flow revealed a possibility of considerable 
reduction of local amplification rates of linear wavy disturbances, when the model surface is heated to temperatures 
close to C10H8 triple point temperature. Calculations in accordance with widely used Ne -method, based on the linear 
theory of stability, are necessary to further prove stabilization influence of naphthalene coating and to quantify the 
advantage of such coating usage for laminar-turbulent transition delay. Such computations are in progress now.  
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Abstract. Experimental studies of the effect of a weak wave from the ledge of two-dimensional roughness installed on 
the side wall of the test section of the wind tunnel on the supersonic boundary layer of the blunted flat plate at the Mach 
number 2.5 was carried out. The measurements were performed by a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer in the 
region of stream wise vortices generated by the wave from the ledge during interaction with the flow in the vicinity of the 
leading edge of the model. The spectral and statistical analysis of the measured disturbances in the boundary layer was 
carried out. The amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations and statistical diagrams of the measured 
disturbances in the supersonic part of the boundary layer were obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the transition to turbulence in swept-wing boundary layers has been the focus of considerable 
attention of researchers for more than 30 years. High practical relevance is directly related to airplane wings. 
However, a variety of factors involved in the process of laminar–turbulent transition create many difficulties in its 
study. Laminar-turbulent transition in supersonic boundary layers strongly depends on the disturbance level in the 
freestream [1]. In particular, a high level of acoustic fluctuations is typical for the test sections of supersonic wind 
tunnels [2-3]. These fluctuations are capable to arouse the natural disturbances of the boundary layer, whose 
development results in the earlier laminar-turbulent transition [4]. Apart from acoustic fluctuations, the models in 
the test sections of wind tunnels can be exposed to the action of quasi-stationary disturbances in the form of weak 
shock waves. 

For flat models, a number of experimental [5-12] and numerical [13-14] studies on the effect of weak shock 
waves on the flow in supersonic boundary layers were carried out, in which it was found that the weak waves 
incident on the leading edge perpendicular to the plane of the model can have a significant effect on the boundary 
layer. Thus, in [12] we measured the profiles of the average mass flow rate and the root mean square ripples in the 
boundary layer of the plate in the region of stationary perturbations generated by weak shock wave during 
interaction with the flow in the vicinity of the leading edge of the blunt model. The incident weak shock wave 
resulted in a significant distortion of the mean flow in the boundary layer and caused both a decrease and an increase 
in the shear layer thickness on the model surface. In addition, the displacement of the transonic part of the boundary 
layer to the model surface was found. However, only an integral analysis of the measured disturbances was carried 
out and further studies are needed to confirm the findings. This work is devoted to the complex analysis of the 
experimental data obtained in the boundary layer of the blunt plate in the area of the influence of the external weak 
wave from the ledge generated by the two-dimensional roughness on the side wall of the wind tunnel T-325 at Mach 
number M = 2.5. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA PROCESSING 

The experiments were performed in a low-noise wind tunnel T-325 of the Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical 
and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences at the Mach number M = 2.5. 
The measurements were conducted at the unit Reynolds number Re1 = (8 ± 0.1) × 106 m–1. In the experiments a 
model flat plate was used with the bluntness radius of the leading edge r = 2.5 mm. The model length was 440 mm 
and its width was 200 mm. The model plate was set in the test section of the wind tunnel at zero angle of attack. 

To generate the wave, the roughness on the surface of the side wall in the test section of the wind tunnel was 
used. As a roughness, 0.13 mm thick PVC tape was used. The experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 1, where P is 
the wave from the ledge, L is the distance from the ledge to the leading edge of the plate. The distance L = 227 mm 
was chosen in such a way that in the measuring section the wave P came to the central region of the test section of 
the wind tunnel. The origin z = 0 corresponds to the central line across the width of the model, x = 0 – to the leading 
edge of the model, y = 0 mm – to the model surface. Measurements were carried out on the y coordinate 
(perpendicular to the model) at x = 90 mm, in Fig. 1 areas of measurement are marked with red circles. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Scheme of experiments on a flat plate with the blunt leading edge. 2D- roughness on the wall of the test section 
 
To measure the pulsations and characteristics of the mean flow, a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer was 

used. The probe of the hot-wire anemometer was made of wolfram wire with a diameter of 10 µm and a length of 
about 1.5 mm. The value of the overheating wire of the sensor was set equal to 0.8, the measured disturbance on 
95% consisted of pulsations of the mass flow. With the help of hot-wire anemometer was determined by the average 
voltage E and the waveform of the pulsation signal e'(t). Discrete Fourier transform was used to determine the 
frequency spectra of perturbations. In addition, the statistical analysis of the signals of the hot-wire anemometer was 
carried out – probability density distributions were constructed. The experimental data processing was described in 
more detail in [15-16]. 

RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the profiles of the root mean square fluctuation and the mean mass flow in the region was 
affected by the wave P from the roughness and their comparison with the undisturbed boundary layer. The thickness 
of the boundary layer outside the area of influence of the wave P is about 1 mm in both cases. The root mean square 
pulsations in the region of influence of wave P (Fig. 2, a) have much larger values, relative to the undisturbed 
boundary layer. The change in the mass flow pulsations relative to the undisturbed boundary layer is observed up to 
2.3 mm for all measured profiles in the region of influence wave P. A similar pattern is observed in the distributions 
of the average mass flow rate (Fig. 2, b) for profiles at z = -2 mm and z = -1 mm, but at z = -2.7 mm, the output of 
the average mass flow to a constant value is observed at y ≈ 0.9 mm. 

Figure 3 shows the amplitude-frequency spectra of pulsations of the mass flow (Fig. 3, a) and statistical charts 
(Fig. 3, b) disturbances in the undisturbed boundary layer of the model at z = 22.5 mm Inside the shear layer there is 
an increased level of disturbances (at values y < 1 mm) in the frequency range up to 30 kHz (Fig. 3, a) relatively free 
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flow over the boundary layer (at y > 1 mm). From the comparison of probability density distributions of pulsations 
in the boundary layer with the Gaussian signal (Fig. 3, b) it can be seen that for all measured values the probability 
density distribution corresponds to the normal probability density distribution. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Profiles of root mean square pulsation (a) and mean mass flow (b) in the boundary layer of the model 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations (a) and statistical diagrams (b) of the measured disturbances in 
the boundary layer of the model at z = 22.5 mm 

 
Figures 4-6 show the amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations and statistical diagrams of the 

measured perturbations at different values of y and z in the region of stationary perturbations generated by the 
interaction of wave P with the leading edge of the model. The spectrum of free flow pulsations over the undisturbed 
boundary layer is presented on the spectra for comparison. Note that all the presented data are obtained in the 
supersonic part of the boundary layer. 

In the spectral composition of perturbations at z = -2.7 mm (Fig. 4, a) there are deviations of the amplitude-
frequency spectra from the spectrum measured over the undisturbed part of the boundary layer in the entire 
measured section to y = 3.94 mm. The statistical indicators presented in Fig. 4, b, also have deviations from the 
normal probability density distribution in the entire measured section. 

In the spectral composition of perturbations at z = -2 mm (Fig. 5, a) deviations of the amplitude-frequency 
spectra from the spectrum measured over the undisturbed part of the boundary layer are observed. At y > 2.3 mm the 
deviation of the spectra decreases, at y ≈ 3.9 mm the spectral composition of the disturbances is similar to the 
spectrum measured over the undisturbed part of the boundary layer. However, the statistical indicators in the same 
profile are presented in Fig. 5, b are the deviations from the normal distribution of the probability density in the 
whole measured profile. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations (a) and statistical diagrams (b) of the measured disturbances in 
the boundary layer of the model at z = –2.7 mm 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations (a) and statistical diagrams (b) of the measured disturbances in 
the boundary layer of the model at z = –2 mm 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Amplitude-frequency spectra of mass flow pulsations (a) and statistical diagrams (b) of the measured disturbances in 
the boundary layer of the model at z = –1 mm 
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In the spectral composition of perturbations at z = -1 mm (Fig. 6, a) deviations of the amplitude-frequency 
spectra from the spectrum measured over the undisturbed part of the boundary layer to the values of y ≈ 1.8 mm are 
observed. At y > 1.8 mm, there is a decrease in the deviation of the spectra and to the values of y ≈ 3.9 mm slightly 
differ from the values of the unperturbed boundary layer, which is confirmed by the statistical dependences 
presented in Fig. 6, b at y ≈ 3.9 mm the probability density distribution corresponds to the Gaussian distribution. 

CONCLUSION 

An experimental study of the impact of an external weak wave generated by a ledge of roughness on the side 
wall of the ADT T-325 on the flow in the boundary layer of a flat blunt plate at Mach number M = 2.5 was 
performed. The boundary layer on the flat plate is sensitive to the influence of an external wave on the leading edge 
of the plate. The level of disturbances in the boundary layer in the area of the influence of the external wave is up to 
12.5 %, which is much more than the level of pulsations of the undisturbed boundary layer (about 2 %). 

The spectral and statistical analysis of the measured disturbances in the boundary layer showed that in the area of 
the influence of the external wave from the ledge there are deviations of the amplitude-frequency spectra from the 
spectra measured over the undisturbed part of the boundary layer, both in the low-frequency and high-frequency 
parts of the spectra. Statistical analysis of the signals of the hot-wire anemometer also showed that in the area of the 
influence of the external wave from the ledge on the flow in the boundary layer of the plate with blunt leading edge, 
deviations in the distributions of the signals from the Gaussian signal are observed. Note that in some cases, the 
change in statistical indicators occurs further than the height of the boundary layer determined by the integral 
dependence. Whereas in the unperturbed part of the boundary layer statistical, spectral and integral analysis’s give 
concordant results. 
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Abstract. The paper discusses the experimental results of the laminar-turbulent transition investigations in the boundary 
layers at Mach 2 and 2.5, conducted in low noise supersonic flow conditions of T-325 wind tunnel of the ITAM SB RAS. 
The measuring problems of the transition in inhomogeneous boundary layers are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental and theoretical studies of laminar-turbulent transition of supersonic boundary layers are one of the 
most important fundamental problems of fluid and gas mechanics. On the other hand, this problem has practical 
importance. Such studies are needed to develop modern methods of flow control and rational physical based 
methods for predicting of the position of the laminar-turbulent transition that hat primary importance in the design of 
high speed aircraft. 

It is known that laminar-turbulent transition in boundary layers depends on the external disturbances [1-4]. Thus 
the transition position on the models can be different in various wind tunnels and depends on disturbances 
characteristics in test sections. The high noise level in conventional wind tunnels causes premature boundary layer 
transition. This complicates the analysis and comparison of experimental and theoretical data on boundary layer 
transition. Reshotko [3] formulated a program for transition research that included the development of quit wind 
tunnels for modeling of natural transition Reynolds. So quality of flow, such as homogeneity of mean flow, level 
and disturbances spectra in test sections, is a subject of studying and checking in transition experiments. 

Special work was done to achieve low-noise flow regimes in the wind tunnel T-325 ITAM SB RAS. As a result, 
low noise supersonic flow regimes were achieved in the test section [5]. Wind tunnel T-325 is characterized by high 
quality (uniformity) of flow characteristics up to M = 4. The linear stage of unstable perturbation development in the 
boundary layer on different models is realized at Mach numbers M = 1.5, 2, and 2.5. This allows you to perform 
research on laminar-turbulent transition in the modern approach. Experimental studies of the laminar-turbulent 
transition in a supersonic boundary layer on a flat plate under natural disturbances were first fulfilled using the 
statistical approach in [6]. There it was obtained the detailed statistical diagram of transition in the boundary layer 
by performing measurements in the longitudinal and normal coordinates. The development of oscillations is 
analyzed by using statistical distributions of mass flux. It is found that the growth of natural oscillations is linear up 
to a Reynolds number Reδ = 1100. The amplitude of oscillations at the final stage of linear development of 
disturbances is approximately 3–4%. Results of experimental study of laminar turbulent transition in supersonic 
boundary layer with pulsation decomposition presented in [7, 8]. The measurements were made with the help of 
scanning constant temperature hot-wire anemometer (SCTA). The modified Kovasznay’s diagram technique [5, 9, 
10] was used for data processing. Density, velocity and temperature fluctuations were obtained for natural [7, 8] and 
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controlled disturbances [8] in free flow and in laminar boundary layer on flat plate at Mach 2. Dimensionless 
pulsations of mass flow, total temperature and their relative value depending on the Reynolds number in the region 
of the laminar-turbulent transition of a supersonic boundary layer were obtained for the first time. It was shown, that 
the ratio of total temperature pulsations to mass flux pulsations are approximately constant at ρU = const. This 
relative value can be considered as a convenient characteristic of the initial amplitudes of disturbances. Note that 
experiments [6-8] were made on the model of the flat plate at M = 2.  

This paper is devoted to experimental study of laminar-turbulent transition in flat plate boundary layer with 
surface coating permeability and 3D boundary layer with surface inhomogeneity on the swept wing at Mach 2 
and 2.5. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA PROCESS 

Experiments are performed in the T-325 long-duration blowdown low-noise supersonic wind tunnel of the 
Khristianovich Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics SB RAS at Mach 2 and 2.5 and unit Reynolds 
number Re1 = 11.5·106 m−1. The T-325 test-section size is 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.6 m. First model is steel flat plate with 
surface coating permeability and sharp leading edge installed under zero angle of attack. The width and length of the 
flat-plate model are respectively 200 and 440 mm. Sketch of the flat plate with coating permeability is presented in 
[11]. Photo of the flat plate with hot-wire and traversing gear is shown in Fig. 1. Second model is a symmetrical 
wing with a 45º sweep angle and 3 percent-thick circular-arc airfoil with a slightly blunted leading edge by radius of 
0.4 mm. The model is 0.4 m in length and 0.2 m in width. The maximum thickness of the swept wing is 12 mm. 
Boundary layer inhomogeneity on swept wing is created by using the glued tape stickers. The square stickers by size 
of 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm with thickness of 60 microns were applied. They were located on the model surface in parallel 
to the leading edge by period of 5 mm on the distance of 55 mm downstream from the leading edge. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Photo of the flat plate with hot-wire and traversing gear 

 
The flow characteristics in supersonic boundary layers were measured by a constant-temperature anemometer 

(CTA) operating in scanning mode. Probes from single tungsten wire by diameter of 10 µm and 1.5 mm in length 
are used. 4096 points of the DC signal and 65536 points of the AC signal were recorded for each from 10 values of 
the hot-wire temperature loading. The hot-wire temperature loading are changed from 0.3 to 0.9. The pulsation 
decomposition to the mass flux and the total temperature disturbances was provided according to [5]. The sensitivity 
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factors to the mass flow pulsations and to the total temperature fluctuations are determined by hot-wire calibrations 
in the free flow of the wind tunnel [5]. The coefficients of the hot wire sensitivity to pulsations of mass flow Q and 
to total temperature fluctuations G versus the temperature loading τ for Mach 2 and 2.5 are presented in [12]. 

RESULTS 

In the first stage of the study, measurements of disturbances were performed in a free stream. The results of 
measurements of the pulsation levels of the mass flux and total temperature in the free stream at Mach numbers 
M = 2 and 2.5 are shown in Fig. 2, a and b, respectively. Measurements of disturbances in the test section of the 
wind tunnel T-325 were made in 2017 and 2018. It is shown that total temperature pulsations in the test section of 
the T-325 wind tunnel are close to zero at M = 2 and 2.5, and acoustic disturbances are mainly present in free flow. 
Mass flux pulsations level is approximately 0.1% of the mean flow over a wide range of unit Reynolds numbers Re1 
at M = 2. For Mach number M = 2.5, in the range up to Re1 ≈ 7 × 106 m-1, the mass flux pulsations is higher than the 
corresponding values at M = 2 and low-noise regime is observed at Re1 > 7 × 106 m-1. Obtained that practically 
identical spectra are observed for all unit Reynolds numbers at M = 2, whereas at M = 2.5 and Re1 < 7 × 106 m-1, 
heightened levels of low-frequency disturbances are observed. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Noise level in test section of T-325. (a) M = 2.0, (b) M = 2.5 
 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Boundary layer transition hot-wire measurements of flat plate boundary layer and swept-wing boundary layer with 
smooth surface and surface with periodic roughness elements. (a) M = 2.0, (b) M = 2.5 

 
Experimental study of laminar-turbulent transition in flat plate with coating permeability boundary layer and 

swept wing with inhomogeneity boundary layer were made at M = 2 and 2.5 and at unit Reynolds number 
Re1 = 11.5·106 m−1, hence the measurements were carried out in low-noise conditions (see Fig. 2). The results of 
experimental investigations mass flow pulsations and pulsations of total temperature downstream evolution of flat 
plate boundary layer and swept-wing boundary layer with smooth surface and surface with roughness elements are 
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presented in Fig. 3, a and b at Mach numbers 2 and 2.5 accordingly. Here it is result for three tested models, where 
1 is permeable flat plate then 2 is smooth swept wing and 3 is swept wing with periodical surface roughness. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. The relative pulsation levels at transition in flat plate boundary layer and swept-wing boundary layer with smooth 
surface and surface with periodic roughness elements. (a) M = 2.0, (b) M = 2.5 

 
The downstream measurements are carried out under the condition, that the sensor moves along the streamline 

(mean mass flow remained constant) inside the boundary layer. The maximum of the pulsations indicates to the 
laminar-turbulent transition. It is obtained that an increase in the Mach number from M = 2 to M = 2.5 leads to a 
decrease of the transition Reynolds number Retr = Re1 × x. The presence of roughness elements leads to an earlier 
laminar-turbulent transition in supersonic boundary layer on swept wing. The dependences of the ratio of the levels 
of total temperature pulsations to mass flow disturbances during the laminar-turbulent transition for all mentioned 
above cases are presented in Fig. 4. Here it is result for three tested models, where 1 is permeable flat plate then 2 is 
smooth swept wing and 3 is swept wing with periodical surface roughness. There is no dramatic change in the ratio 
of pulsations <T0′> to <m′>. Thus, the ratio of the mass flow and total temperature pulsations, when the 
measurements of the transition are carried out under the condition ρU=const, remains constant in various types of 
compressible wall shear flows. Some additional information about disturbances evolution is presented in [12, 13].  

CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental study of laminar-turbulent transition in flat plate with coating permeability boundary layer and 
swept wing with inhomogeneity boundary layer are made at M = 2 and 2.5 at low-noise flow conditions. The 
disturbances decomposition into pulsations of mass flow and total temperature was carried out using a diagram 
technique. It is obtained that the ratio of the mass flow and total temperature pulsations, when the measurements of 
the transition are carried out under the condition ρU = const, remains close to constant value in various types of 
compressible wall shear flows. The obtained experimental data can be used in calculations and numerical prediction 
of a laminar-turbulent transition in a supersonic boundary layer. 
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Abstract. The experimental investigation of the influence of the distributed heavy gas (sulfur hexafluoride of SF6) 
injection (into the wall layer of a boundary layer) on the hydrodynamic stability in relation to artificial (controlled) 
disturbances of the supersonic flat-plate boundary layer at free-stream Mach number M=2 have been performed. 
Controlled disturbances have been introduced into the boundary layer past the model by means of a harmonic point glow 
discharge disturbance generator. At different speeds of injection of sulfur hexafluoride, β-spectra (mean-square 
disturbance amplitudes depending on a longitudinal wave number β) measured at exciting frequency f=14 kHz, were 
defined and compared. It is shown (and for the first time experimentally for controlled disturbances) that such heavy-gas 
(sulfur-hexafluoride) injection leads to the boundary-layer stabilization, at least, at an exciting frequency. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The influence of foreign gas injection on the stability of a laminar boundary layer was originally presented in 
theoretical paper by Shen [1]. A detailed theoretical study of the effect of foreign gas injection on boundary layer 
properties and stability was performed by Gaponov & Smorodsky [2, 3]. However nobody carried out experimental 
researches on this subject to us. 

The experiments were carried out in the wind tunnel T-325 of the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
of Russian Academy of Sciences at free-stream Mach number M∞ = 2, stagnation temperature T0 ≈ 290 K, and 
values of the unit Reynolds number Re1∝ = (3 – 5)×106 m–1. Since this is a continuously running tunnel, the thermal 
boundary condition at the model surface during typical experimental run (~40 minutes) corresponds to insulated 
wall. That means that the wall temperature was equal to the recovery temperature and for selected M∞ and T0 it was 
slightly below the ambient temperature: Twall ≈ 273 K.  

The model was the steel flat plate of 440-mm long, 10-mm thick, and 200-mm wide, with a skew nose beveled at 
the angle 14° and with a sharp leading edge (of bluntness radius rb ≈ 0.05 mm). The scheme of the model is given in 
Fig. 1. The origin of the streamwise coordinate x to be used in the present study (in the free-stream direction) is at 
the leading edge of the model. Over the working-surface segment 50 to 170 mm (throughout the whole width of the 
plate) the plate was provided with a 4.3-mm deep slot used for fixation of different replaceable insert-plates of 
different porosity, pore sizes and pore forms.  

Because of model design, the permeable part of the porous insert settled down on the site x = 65–155 mm and 
z = ±85 mm (from a model axis).  

There is used such insert-plate: the porous stainless steel insert 1. It has a porosity of 39 %, filtration purity 
(analog of pore size) 10 µm, and the thickness about 2.5 mm. The plate surface has the roughness Rz ≈ 11 µm. The 
insert was fabricated from porous stainless steel PNS-8 (sintered from powder, with the grain size about 70 µm), 
supplied by Vyksa metallurgical plant.  
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The plate under study was fixed rigidly to the sidewalls of the test section of the wind tunnel at zero angle of 
attack. Artificial (controlled) disturbances have been introduced in the model boundary layer by means of point glow 
discharge disturbance generator. The boundary-layer stability to controlled disturbances were measured by a 
constant-resistance hot-wire anemometer operated with a single-wire sensor made of 10-µm diameter tungsten wire 
of 1.5 mm long. The overheat ratio of the sensor was 0.8; therefore it could be assumed that the probe was sensitive 
predominantly to mass-flux fluctuations. Measurements of the downstream disturbance amplification have been 
performed in the vicinity of the disturbance maximum across the boundary layer, at E = const (where E is the mean 
diagonal voltage across the hot-wire bridge), i.e. along the line of a constant value of the mass flux. Disturbance 
measurements have been performed around the line (z = 0) corresponding to the model centerline, at |z| ≤ 15 mm, 
that was far enough from the test section sidewalls (located at |z| ≤ 100 mm) to reduce an influence of sidewalls. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. The scheme of the experimental flat-plate model, plan view. The whole porous insert (x=50÷170 mm) is shown as a 
shaded region, the permeable part of the insert through which injection of heavy gas was carried out (x=65-155 mm) – as double 

shaded region. The position of the disturbance generator is shown by the small circle: xsource = 37 mm. 
 
While the working model was flowed round in experiments by air, the heavy gas used for injection into the 

boundary layer was sulfur hexafluoride SF6 with molecular weight m1 = 146.07 (gas density under standard 
conditions is ρ = 6.15 kg/m3), i.e. about five times heavier than air. The experiments were performed at different 
mass flow rates Q of the heavy gas injected into the boundary layer.  

RESULTS 

We have carried out the measurements of the development of the artificial (controlled) disturbance field, 
generated in the boundary layer by our point glow-discharge disturbance generator. Figures 2, a–d demonstrate 
β−spectra measured on the excitation frequency f = 14 kHz in experiments on the model for solid insert (a) and for 
permeable insert 1 with different gas injection rate Q (b-d) at Re1=5×106 m−1. The normalized (to value of a 
maximum in the first on x section) root-mean-square fluctuation amplitudes Afβ at selected measurement stations are 
shown versus the dimensional spanwise wave number β rad/mm. 

Comparison of Fig. 2, a–d shows that in all four experiments with the solid insert and insert 1, the most 
amplifying disturbances in the downstream direction are fluctuations with 0.5 ≤ |β| ≤ 0.7 rad/mm. In Fig. 2, one can 
see the small destabilizing influence of porosity without injection (Fig. 2, b) in comparison with a smooth surface 
(Fig. 2, a), but an increase in the heavy SF6 injection rate Q from zero (Fig. 2, b) to Q =0.085 (Fig. 2, c) and 
Q = 0.18 g/(cm2⋅min) (Fig. 2, d) consecutively and noticeably reduces the disturbance growth for all β and therefore 
significantly stabilizes the boundary layer, at least at the excitation frequency f = 14 kHz. 

Thus the injection of heavy gas significantly stabilizes the disturbances on the excitation frequency. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
FIGURE 2. Measured disturbance spectra: normalized rms fluctuation amplitude Afβ  
versus spanwise wave number β at various streamwise stations 65 ≤ x ≤ 95 mm for:  

(a) solid insert; (b-d) permeable insert 1; (b) without gas blowing (gas blowing rate Q = 0); (c) Q = 0.085 g/cm2 min;  
(d) Q = 0.18 g/cm2 min; Re1 = 5×106 m−1, f=14 kHz. 
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BASIC CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental investigation of the influence of the distributed heavy gas (sulfur hexafluoride of SF6) injection 
(into the wall layer of a boundary layer) on the hydrodynamic stability in relation to artificial (controlled) 
disturbances of the supersonic flat-plate boundary layer at free-stream Mach number M=2 have been performed. 
Controlled disturbances have been introduced into the boundary layer past the model by means of a harmonic point 
glow discharge disturbance generator. At different speeds of injection of sulfur hexafluoride, β-spectra (mean-square 
disturbance amplitudes depending on a longitudinal wave number β) measured at exciting frequency f=14 kHz, were 
defined and compared. 

It is shown (and for the first time experimentally for controlled disturbances) that such heavy-gas (sulfur-
hexafluoride) injection leads to the boundary-layer stabilization, at least, at an exciting frequency. 
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Abstract. The results of an experimental study of the natural disturbance development in a flat plate boundary layer with a wavy
surface are presented. The model of a flat steel plate with a blunt radius of the leading edge r = 0.34 mm was used. To create a wavy
surface on the model, longitudinal roughness elements were applied. They were additionally coated with a film to align the side
sections of the roughness and give them a rounded shape. For these experimental conditions, no influence of the surface waviness
on the position of the laminar-turbulent transition in the flat plate boundary layer was detected.

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of position of laminar-turbulent transition and laminar flow control of boundary layers is one of the
important problems of modern aerodynamics of aircraft. Currently, it is generally assumed that the laminar-turbulent
transition is directly related to the loss of stability of the laminar flow. Theoretical estimates and experiments show that
due to laminarization the drag resistance can be reduced by 30–40% at subsonic and 10–15% at supersonic speeds.
This achieves an increase in lift-to-drag ratio (which is particularly important for a supersonic aircraft) and range as
compared with conventional aircraft. However, existing methods of the laminarization of flow in the boundary layer
is not able to use on the aircraft. This problem is technically complex and expensive, even for scientific research.

Since that time, a lot of laminar flow control methods with the aim of delaying of laminar-turbulent transition
were suggested [1, 2]. It was found that the stability can be controlled by forming the required pressure gradient,
by the heat-mass transfer through a streamlined surface, as well as by imposition of boundary conditions on the
disturbance (such as flexible and permeable surfaces). The modern approach to laminarization is characterized by the
understanding the fact that different methods are required for flow control on the different elements of the aircraft
for the maintaining of its laminar behavior. This paper is devoted to the study of the passive flow control method at
supersonic boundary layer using a wavy surface.

EXPERIMENTS SET-UP AND DATA PROCESSING

The experiments were conducted in T–325 supersonic wind tunnel of ITAM SB RAS at Mach 2 and 2.5 and unit
Reynolds number Re1 = 11.5 × 106 m−1.

The model of a flat steel plate with a blunt radius of the leading edge r = 0.34 mm was used. The width and
length of the plate were respectively 200 and 400 mm. In the wind tunnel the model was fixed in the central plane
of the test section at approximately a zero angle of attack. Photos of the model with a wavy and smooth surface are
shown in Fig. 1. The coordinate systems used in the paper are the following. The x-axis is directed downstream along
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the axis of the test section (x = 0 at the leading edge), the z-axis is perpendicular to the free-stream (z = 0 at the center
of model). The y-axis is normal to the surface model.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 1. Photographs of the model in the test section of T–325:
(a) flat plate with a wavy surface, (b) flat plate with a smooth surface

To create a wavy surface on the model, longitudinal roughness elements were applied. They were additionally
coated with a film to align the side sections of the roughness and give them a rounded shape. Scheme of roughness
installation is shown in Fig. 2. The size of the longitudinal roughness elements: width – 3 mm, length – 150 mm,
thickness – 60 microns. The distance between the roughness elements (15 mm) is chosen in such a way that the mean
flow distortion created by them in the boundary layer has a period of double the transverse size of the longitudinal
vortices generated by external weak shock waves [3].

(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 2. Scheme of roughness installation: (a) front view, (b) top view, (c) side view

The wind tunnel had an automated measuring system that allowed for the determination of the flow parameters
in “real time”. Constant temperature anemometer CTA 2017 was used for mean and pulsating flow quantities mea-
surements [4]. Hot-wire probe from tungsten with 10 micron in diameter and 1.5 mm in length was used. The axis of
the hotwire was parallel to the z-axis. With the help of a traversing gear, the sensor could be displaced along the coor-
dinates x, y, and z. The step over the coordinates x and z was 0.1 mm, and the step over the coordinate y – 0.01 mm.

030107-2



FIGURE 3. Comparison of the mean flow distortion in the spanwise direction for flat plate with wavy and smooth surface

The measurements were carried out with overheat of the probe wire to 0.8. Therefore, the measured disturbances of
up to 95% consisted of mass flux fluctuations. The measurements of the laminar-turbulent transition were performed
at a fixed point in space when the unit Reynolds number Re1 was varied. The spanwise measurements were made at
the fixed normal distance from the model surface and at y/δ ≈ const for each position at the perturbation maximum
in the boundary layer.

The mean and pulsating characteristics of the flow were obtained after data processing using the standard tech-
nique [4–6].

RESULTS

To determine the mean flow distortion in the boundary layer created by the longitudinal roughness elements, measure-
ments by CTA along the line parallel to the leading edge at x = 140 mm were carried out. Comparison of the mean
flow distortion in the spanwise direction for flat plate with wavy and smooth surface at Mach 2 and 2.5 are shown in
Fig. 3. It was obtained that the mean flow was periodically modulated, with the modulation period corresponding to
the distance between the established roughness. The minimums in the distributions refers to the center of the stickers,
in the wake between the stickers there is a shelf in the mean flow distortion.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the RMS of the mass flux pulsations for flat plate with wavy and smooth surface:
(a) M = 2.0, (b) M = 2.5

.
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The measurements of the laminar-turbulent transition were performed at a fixed point in space (x = 140 mm,
z = 2 mm at Mach 2 and z = 1 mm at Mach 2.5) when the unit Reynolds number Re1 was varied. From the
distributions of RMS of the mass flux pulsations versus unit Reynolds number, it can be concluded that for given
experimental conditions the position of the laminar-turbulent transition in the boundary layer of the flat plate with a
wavy and smooth surface is almost the same and amounts to Retr = 3.8 × 106 at Mach number 2 (see Fig. 4, a) and
Retr = 3.6 × 106 at Mach number of 2.5 (see Fig. 4, b)
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Abstract. Actual problems arising during the study of supersonic vortex flows are shown using the example of a vortex wake
behind of a rectangular half-wing. The main idea of the article is that supersonic vortex flows are complex objects that can only
be investigated using a set of experimental methods, each of which does not provide complete information apart from the rest,
however, the joint interpretation of the results along with numerical simulation data allows conclusions to be drawn that would not
be possible using each of the methods separately.

INTRODUCTION

The study of vortex wakes is one of the most important and, at the same time, difficult tasks of modern aerodynamics.
Vortex wakes at subsonic speeds have been studied in sufficient detail, there is an extensive database of

experimental data obtained using a wide variety of diagnostic methods. These data are used to validate the developed
methods of numerical modeling of such flows. As a result, there are a huge number of theoretical and numerical
models describing vortex flows at subsonic speeds, which give flow parameters in the vortex core and its vicinity that
are similar to the experiment.

Experimental data at supersonic speeds are rather limited. This is primarily due to the fact that most of the
known experimental methods used in the study of subsonic flows are not applicable in the case of supersonic free-
stream velocities. In particular, there are a number of problems with the use of modern panoramic optical methods
for recording gas flows, associated primarily with the small density of light-scattering particles in supersonic flow and
extremely low density in vortex core because of its separation by centrifugal force. Thats why until recently, all the
known results of an experimental study of supersonic vortex flows (M < 4) were obtained either with a Pitot tube or
with a multihole pressure probes [1–7], which allows us to obtain information about flow skews and components of
the Mach number. It should be noted that the use of multichannel pneumometry at larger values of the Mach number is
complicated by the measurement error of its circumferential component growing with an increase in the Mach number
value.

Because of lack of reliable experimental data numerical simulation of supersonic vortex flows is predominantly
performed using model vortexes and there were only few attempts of modeling the flow around vortex generator
itself [8–10]. This is the main reason why obtaining data using wide variety of experimental methods is extremely
important.

In summary, we can say that supersonic vortex flows are complex objects that can only be investigated using a
set of experimental methods, each of which does not give a complete picture.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Experimental study was carried out in supersonic wind tunnel T–325 of ITAM SB RAS [11] at Mach number range
of M = 2 ÷ 4 and at Reynolds number range of Re1 = 4 ÷ 19.5 × 106 m−1. A rectangular half-wing with sharp edges
and chord length of b = 30 mm was used to generate a vortex wake. Experimental data were obtained in the cross
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup

sections located at a downstream distance in range of X/b = 0.5 ÷ 8.33 from the wing trailing edge and wing angle
of attack of 4 and 10 degrees. Constant temperature hot-wire anemometer [12] was used to measure disturbances in
supersonic flow. Schematic of the experimental setup is showed on Fig. 1. Experimental technique is described in
details in [13–15].

RESULTS

The fact that the flow in the supersonic longitudinal vortex core is accompanied by a drastic drop in the total pressure
has been known for a long time [1–7].

In the recent studies, data were obtained on the mass flow rate and its pulsations, measured using a constant
temperature anemometer [13, 14, 16]. Figure 2 shows the distributions of mass flow rate in cross-sections located at
a distance from wing trailing edge in the range from 0.5 to 8.33 at M = 2 and wing angle of attack α = 10◦. A weak
decrease in pressure in the vortex core speaks in favor of its slow dissipation in the investigated range of distances
from the wing.

Mass flow rate data were found to be in good quantitative agreement with numerical simulation results in near
wake at X/b = 2 (Fig. 3, a) and not so good agreement in far wake at X/b = 6.5 (Fig. 3, b). From this we conclude
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FIGURE 2. Mass-flow rate distributions at M = 2 and wing angle of attack α = 10◦
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of the hot-wire measurement data with numerical simulation results at M = 2 and α = 10◦:
(a) X/b = 2; (b) X/b = 6.5

about the incorrect modeling of the vortex core dissipation with increase of downstream distance.
Another paper presents the results of measuring the radial profile of the integral density across the vortex core

[17] using interference methods performed by means of adaptive visualizing transparencies based on the saturation of
absorption effect (SA AVT) [15, 18–22]. The comparison of the data obtained with the results of numerical simulation
[9, 23] showed a quantitative coincidence of the results in vortex core region (Fig. 4). Integral density growth in the
area of negative coordinate values of Y/b is connected with parasitic reflected shock wave which was not presented in
numerical simulation.
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FIGURE 4. Mean integral density profile compared to numerical simulation result

Thus, supersonic vortex flows are complex objects that can only be investigated using a set of experimental
methods, each of which does not provide complete information apart from the rest, however, the joint interpretation
of the results along with numerical simulation data allows conclusions to be drawn that would not be possible using
each of the methods separately.
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Abstract. The initiating impulse movement of the boundary of globule of a gas-liquid solution in a porous medium 
saturated with immiscible fluid, under the gas exsolution, is of interest to study as one of the possible methods to 
mobilize oil globules in oil reservoir of mature fields. The fast growth of gas bubbles in the globule of a highly 
supersaturated gas-liquid solution in a porous medium during degassing of the residual liquid phase droplets captured by 
the bubbles (the drip growth mode) is considered as a source of the pulse motion of the globule boundary. A theoretical 
model of the dynamics of the globule boundary with the growth of the bubbles in the drip mode is formulated. The model 
takes into account the nucleation kinetics of the phase transition and the interaction of the bubbles. Within the framework 
of a particular solution of the problem, the criteria for transition to the drip mode of the bubble growth are obtained and 
the velocity of the globule boundary is estimated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The water - oil displacement or the movement of water - oil contact in the bitumen zone of the oil reservoir is 
known to result in the formation of immobilized oil globules surrounded by water in a porous medium. Oil globules 
with a size of several hundred microns are immobilized mainly in micro-volumes of a porous matrix that are locally 
non-uniform in oil permeability and wettability by oil, so the globule contains approximately both potentially mobile 
and pore-bound oil [1, 2]. Asphaltenes and resins of the oil adsorb on the contact of the globules with water. The 
oxidative bituminization of the sorbed heavy fraction leads to the formation of a viscous-plastic layer at the 
boundaries of the globules with an initial shear stress. As a result of prolonged contact with water, the mobilization 
of oil globules requires increasingly high formation pressure gradients, and their recovery from the reservoir 
becomes difficult. The solid-like viscous-plastic layer at the boundary of oil globule can provide, at the same time, 
the preservation of oil saturation in the globule with gas. With a sufficiently rapid drop in formation pressure below 
the bubble point, oil may be some time in a metastable state due to the existence of the initial shear stress of the 
boundary layer of the globule. The subsequent release of gas in the form of gas bubbles from a highly supersaturated 
solution can initiate a pulsed movement of the oil phase, contributing to the destruction of the boundary layers, 
dispersing or coalescence of the globules, and the oil mobilization. This process may be an element of an 
appropriate enhanced oil recovery technology.  

The nucleation and growth of gas bubbles in a porous medium saturated with a liquid containing dissolved gas 
was studied by experimental and theoretical methods [3–7] in connection with the study of oil displacement during 
solution gas drive, verification of the “foamy oil” hypothesis of high-viscosity oil flow during its degassing in the 
near production well zone, etc. In these studies it was assumed that the growth of bubbles is due to the mass transfer 
of the gas phase with the solution through the bubble – liquid interface, and is a slow diffusion process. Here the 
possibility is considered of rapid growth of gas bubbles in a globule of a highly supersaturated gas-liquid solution in 
a porous medium due to the degassing of droplets of the residual liquid phase trapped by the bubbles (the drip 
growth mode). Within the framework of a particular solution of the problem, the criteria for transition to the drip 
mode of the bubble growth are obtained and the velocity of the globule boundary is estimated. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

Consider the globule of a highly supersaturated gas-liquid solution occupying a volume of a porous medium 
significantly exceeding the volume of a single grain. The globule is in contact with a liquid that is immiscible with a 
liquid of the globule. The porosity and permeability of the porous matrix saturated with globule fluid and the porous 
medium surrounding the globule may differ. Let at the time t = 0 the solution of gas in the globule begins to 
supersaturate due to the pressure drop in the liquid. Oversaturation leads to the release of dissolved gas in nuclei and 
the growth of bubbles. Let us take the following physical model of the nucleation and growth of gas bubbles in the 
globule. At the first stage of the process, the nucleation of gas bubbles occurs at the ready-made heterogeneous 
centers, which can be the Harvey nuclei. In relation to gas bubbles growing in the second stage of the process, model 
takes into account the residual saturation with globule liquid of the pore volume occupied by bubbles. The residual 
saturation in the case of moderate capillary numbers and the heterogeneous wettability of the pore surface with the 
globule liquid may not be small. The fragmentation of growing bubbles is neglected. 

The dynamics of bubbles in a porous medium and the corresponding mathematical models were considered in 
several studies on the flow of gas-liquid mixtures [8, 9] and the propagation of elastic waves in saturated porous 
media [10-12]. For the purposes of this study, the mathematical model of the dynamics of the globule of a highly 
supersaturated gas-liquid solution in a porous medium additionally takes into account the used physical model of the 
growth of gas bubbles. We will number the bubbles by the index ξ, the value of which corresponds to the time of the 
beginning of the bubble growth, determined by the condition of equality of the pressure pd of the liquid in the 
globule to the critical pressure of nucleation pd (t = ξ) = pc (c, T, {λ}). The critical pressure pc of nucleation depends 
on the concentration c of the gas dissolved in the liquid, the temperature T and the set of parameters {λ} of 
heterogeneous nucleation centers determining their nucleation ability [13-15].  

The residual saturation of the liquid in the pore volume occupied by the growing bubble depends, in general, on 
the dynamics of gas-liquid displacement. We define the differential αres and the integral αres,I

 residual saturation 
through the volume of residual fluid Vres and the volume of the bubble V by the following relations 
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In the first approximation, it can be assumed that the differential residual saturation with the liquid is a function 

of the bubble growth rate. We make a similar assumption regarding the size distribution function f (l) of droplets of 
the liquid phase captured by the bubble. Assuming that the bubbles occupy a small volume as compared to the 
volume of the globule liquid, we will neglect the influence of the liquid dispersion on the gas-liquid interface on the 
momentum of the liquid in the globule.  

 Using the equation of conservation of mass and the equation for momentum, we write the equation of Rayleigh - 
lamb for the bubble radius aξ in the globule of a solution of gas - liquid density ρl and viscosity νl, saturating the 
porous matrix, 
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In relations (2) - (4) pgξ - the gas pressure in the bubble, pξ - the pressure of the fluid in the globule at the bubble 
boundary, pd - pressure acting on the globule, σ - coefficient of surface tension of liquid, θ is the dynamic contact 
angle of the surface of the pore fluid, ap is the average radius of the pores, ϕ is the coefficient of filtration resistance, 
associated with the porosity and permeability of the porous matrix. In this paper we assume a rapid heat transfer 
between the phases of the system, the process is considered to be isothermal and the equation for the energy is not 
written. 

The gas state equation (g index) in the bubbles has the form 
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the symbol "0" indicates the parameters corresponding to the initial radius of the bubble aξ0. The change in the mass 
of mgξ gas in the bubble is due to the mass transfer of the gas phase with the solution both across the bubble - liquid 
boundary and with the solution in the droplets of the residual liquid phase trapped inside the bubble 
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In relations (6) - (8) Ωm is the transparency of the porous matrix, Dc is the coefficient of convective-diffusive mass 
transfer in a porous medium, μ0 is the molecular mass of the gas, Jξres is the mass flux of the gas due to the mass 
exchange with the residual liquid phase inside the bubble, H is the coefficient Henry, cs is the average concentration 
of gas molecules dissolved in the globule liquid, aD − aξ is the thickness of the diffusion layer. 

To describe the mass flux of gas due to mass transfer with the residual liquid phase inside a bubble, consider the 
flow jξres due to a separate droplet of radius l and volume vl. In the relaxation approximation, introducing the 
relaxation time τl of the gas content cξres in the droplet to the equilibrium content of a gas in a bubble, we have the 
equation 
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Here D is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the gas in the solution, Ωl is the fraction of the droplet area in 
contact with the gas, cξres,s (l, tl) is the gas content in the droplet at the time t = tl of its capture by the growing gas 
bubble. Solving equation (9) with the initial condition (10), we obtain the relation 
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Let introduce the distribution function of droplets of the residual liquid phase by size f (l) in the interval [lmin, lmax] 
with normalization 
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resvξ  is the average volume of a droplet of the residual liquid phase. The change in the total number of droplets 

during dtl will be 
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In the growing bubble for the total mass flux of gas in the bubble due to the mass exchange with the residual liquid 
phase, we have the expression 
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The average content of dissolved gas in the liquid (in the dispersion phase) is found from the condition of 
conservation the mass of gas in the globule 
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Here Vd(t) is the current volume of the globule, Va is the volume of bubbles, mg0 is the initial mass of gas in the 
globule, mga is the mass of gas in the bubbles. 

Finding the current volume of the globule Vd(t) and the velocity of its boundary is the ultimate goal of the 
problem. From the laws of conservation of the total volume and mass (evaporation of liquid into bubbles is 
neglected) one can obtain the ratios 
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In relations (16) - (18) Vl and ml - the volume and mass of the dispersion liquid phase globules, m0 - initial mass of 
the globules, ma - mass of the substance entering the bubbles, mξres - mass of the substance that enters the bubbles in 
the capture of the liquid phase in the form of droplets with mass mξresl. The relation (13) is used in the derivation of 
expression (18). As a result of substitution of expressions (17) and (18) in the equation (16) we obtain finally with 
good accuracy the equation 
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To calculate the pressure pd acting on the globule, one must specify conditions at the globule boundary. The 

conditions at the globule boundary depend on the properties of the porous matrix and the fluid saturating the pores 
surrounding the globule. These conditions can be matched, in particular, with the solution of the relevant filtration 
problem. In this paper, we confine ourselves to studying the dynamics of the globule immersed in the porous 
medium with a filtration resistance coefficient ψ saturated with an incompressible fluid with a density ρl1 and 
viscosity νl1 immiscible with the substance of the globule and does not dissolve the gas. Let us assume that the 
radius of the globule obeys the Rayleigh – Lamb equation 
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pl1 is the pressure in the liquid.  

Equations and relations (1) - (20) form a closed system of equations for the studied problem of the dynamics of a 
globule of a highly supersaturated gas-liquid solution in a porous medium during gas evolution and the growth of 
gas bubbles. Because of the large number of equations and relations, it is of interest to study particular solutions of 
the obtained system of equations with various simplifying assumptions. In this paper, we consider one of the 
particular solutions with assumptions that allow an analytical approach. 
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PARTICULAR SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
 

We solve the problem under the following assumptions. Let N = nVd0 bubbles nucleate and grow simultaneously 
(index ξ can be omitted). The residual saturation by the liquid phase of the volume occupied by the bubble is not 
small and does not change with the growth of the bubble. The gas state equation (5) is then written in the usual form 
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The period of inertial growth of the bubbles is very small, so that the growth of the bubbles obeys the equation 
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We associate the main source of gas in the bubbles with the release of gas from the solution captured by the 

growing bubble 
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In the case of relaxation time τl of the gas content cres in the droplets of the captured solution to the equilibrium 

with the gas in the bubble much smaller characteristic time of change in the volume of the bubble VVl
/<<τ , the 

gas flux from the individual droplet (11) can be represented as 
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After substituting expression (24) into relation (23) in the case of independence of cres from the droplet size, we 
have the relation 
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Using equations (21) and (25), one can write the equation for the gas pressure in the bubble 
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Here kT is the Boltzmann factor, G is the Ostwald coefficient of gas in solution. In terms of the dynamic saturation 
pressure pe, the value of pres,s corresponds to the static gas saturation pressure of the trapped liquid phase. The static 
gas saturation pressure of the trapped liquid phase will be further assumed to be equal to the initial saturation 
pressure ps. 

With respect to the boundary of the globule, we assume the condition of its motion in a porous medium with an 
average pore size of ap1 saturated with immiscible viscous liquid and damping the inertial growth of the globule 
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σ1 and θ1 are the surface tension and the dynamic meniscus edge angle at the boundary of the solution with the 
immiscible liquid. 

Equation (19) for the radius of the globule with the initial value R0 will be rewritten as 
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Integrating equation (29), we obtain the relationship between the volume of bubbles and the radius of the globule 
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In this case, using equations (22), (26), (28) and (29), we obtain a system of differential equations for the gas 

pressure and the volume of the bubble 
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Integrating equation (32) leads to relation 
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V0 and pg0 are the bubble volume and the gas pressure at the time t0. For the gas pressure in the bubble from 
equations (31) and (32), we obtain the equation 
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Equation (37) has a simple physical meaning. The bubble grows when the gas pressure in the bubble exceeds the 

external pressure pg > p. The source of gas during bubble growth is a supersaturated solution trapped in a bubble, 
therefore, in equation (36), the parameter pe ≥ pg. Consequently, the growth of bubbles in the degassing mode of the 
solution droplets captured by the bubble (drip mode) is possible only under the condition pe > p, and the gas pressure 
in the bubble asymptotically tends to the value of pe during growth. 

For the volume of the bubble by substituting the ratio (36) into the equation (31), we obtain the equation 
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Under the conditions considered below, the correction of the coefficient B1 to the volume of bubbles can be 

neglected. Integration of equation (38) leads to the expression for V in the implicit form 
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Here F (a, b; c; x) is the hypergeometric function, χ = (pe − p)( pe − pg0)−1, |χ| ≠ 1, V ≠ V0χ

−1. 
For the values |χ|V/V0 << 1 from the expression (39) we obtain the relation 
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The bubble volume grows under the condition pg0 > pe, which for the values |χ| << 1 is equivalent to the condition 
pg0 > p. The relation (40) describes, in particular, the growth of bubbles after overcoming the nucleation barrier 
before the transition of bubbles into a droplet growth mode. For a0 ≪ B2/B1, pg0 ≫ pe values, the bubble volume 
grows as  
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The speed of the bubble boundary will be 
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At the initial time, the velocity of the bubble boundary is da/dt ̇(t = t0) ~ pg0 (ba0)-1. After a period of time t − t0 ≫ 
ba0

2(5 pg0)-1, the velocity of the bubble boundary decreases as (t − t0)-4/5 and its value weakly depends on the initial 
gas pressure in the bubble. Let the critical value of the velocity of the bubble boundary, below which the droplet 
growth of the bubble is not realized, is the value of uc. We obtain the necessary initial condition pg0 ≫ ba0 uc for the 
transition of bubble growth to the droplet mode. Through growth time 
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the speed of the bubble boundary will fall below the critical value uc. During this time, the bubble radius will 
increase as 
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By virtue of the necessary initial pg0 ≫ ba0 uc, the bubble radius increases as ( ) 4/1

0
3
0 /~ cg bupaa . To start the growth 

mode, the bubble boundary should move at a speed exceeding the critical speed, at least two or three pore sizes a − 
a0 > εap with εmin ~ 2. Assuming a0 ~ ε0ap, we find the final required condition 
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The minimum value of the right part of the ratio (45) is reached if ε0 = 3ε. Taking the value ε = εmin ~ 2, we find 

that the minimum required initial gas pressure pg0min ~ 10bapuc is reached when the bubble occupies a volume of 10 - 
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20 pores at the initial time. Such bubbles can be formed in a porous matrix at the initial diffusion stage of gas 
separation from its supersaturated solution in the liquid. In this case, the initial pressure pg0 of the gas in the bubbles 
should be identified with the initial pressure ps of the liquid saturation with the gas, the supersaturation ps/p = χ-1 due 
to the condition χ << 1 should be high, and the solution should be considered highly supersaturated. Note that the 
long duration of the initial diffusion stage leads to an increase in the number and volume of seed bubbles, an 
increase in the values of the parameters B1, ε0 and the required supersaturation, so that the drip mode of bubble 
growth can become unattainable. 

When the conditions of transition to the drip mode are met, pe increases and the bubble growth begin to be 
described by expression (39) with the parameter χ >> 1. For values χ >> 1, expression (38) can be written as 
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V0 is the volume of the bubble at the time t = t0 of transition to the drip growth mode (about a hundred volumes of 
elementary pores of the matrix). 

For a0 ≪ B2 /B1 values, the bubble volume increases with time as 
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Using the ratio (47) we find the velocity of the bubble boundary 
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The necessary condition for maintaining the growth of a bubble in the drip mode da/dt  ̇> uc (if the necessary 

initial condition pe − p > ba0uc is satisfied) is violated after a time 
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The sum of the time intervals determined by expressions (43) and (49) is an upper estimate of the duration of the 
pulsed motion of a fluid in a porous matrix. 

The velocity of the globule boundary in the case of |χ|V/V0 << 1 after substitution of the expression (41) in the 
relation (29) is determined by the expression 
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For values of χ >> 1 after substitution of the expression (47) in equation (29) the velocity of the boundary of the 

globule can be written as the ratio 
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From expressions (50) and (51), it follows, that under the assumptions made, the speed of the globule boundary 

is proportional to its radius and the nuclei density. On the other hand, the growth rate of the radius of an individual 
bubble does not depend on their number. The independence of the growth rate of bubbles from their number allows 
to neglect the interaction of bubbles on their residual saturation with a solution αres. At the stage of germinal bubbles 
expansion, the velocity of the solution globule boundary is proportional to a0

9/5 and decreases as (t−t0)−2/5. In the 
drop growth mode, the velocity of the globule boundary does not depend on the initial radius of the bubbles and 
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increases as (t−t0)1/2. At the stage of growth drip, the velocity of movement of the globule boundary depends more 
strongly on the supersaturation of the solution with gas. The value αnV = αNV/Vd0 corresponds to the ratio of the 
volume of gas in the bubbles to the initial volume of liquid in the globule and, according to the model conditions, 
should not exceed a value of the order of unity. 

It is useful to get numerical estimates of the results. We assume the following values of the system parameters: 
ρlνl = 10-1 Pa∙s, ρl1νl1 = 2∙10-3 Pa∙s, ϕ = 3∙ 1013 m-2, ψ = 1012 m-2, R0 = 10-3 m, n = 1010 m-3, αs = 0.7, αres = 0.15, α = 
0.5, G = 1.5, p = 1 MPa, uc = 10-3 m/s. Calculation by the relations (45), (46) leads to the values B1 = 1012 Pa∙s/m3, 
B2 = 3.75∙1011 Pa∙s/m2, b ≈ 3∙1012 Pa∙s/m2.  

Consider the first stage of bubble growth, assuming a0 = 10 µm, ap = 5µm, ps = 10 MPa, χ = 0.1. The saturation 
pressure is ps = 10 MPa higher than the minimum required initial pressure of gas pg0min ~ 10bapuc ~ 0.15 MPa for the 
transition to a drip mode of the bubble growth. During the growth time Δt ~ 2∙10-4 s, the volume of the bubble will 
increase approximately 8-fold (χV/V0 < 1). The velocity of the globule boundary during this time will decrease from 
the initial value 2∙10-3 m/s to 5∙10-4 m/s, and the globule boundary will move to a distance of 0.2 microns. 

For the bubble growth stage in the drip mode, we take the value a0 = 20 μm. The calculation of pe by expression 
(27) leads to the value pe = 1.8 MPa. The growth condition in the drip mode pe − p > ba0uc (0.8 MPa > 0.1 MPa) is 
fulfilled. During the growth time Δt ~ 10-1s, the volume of the bubble will increase approximately 104 times. The 
speed of movement of the globule boundary will increase during this time from an initial speed of 3∙10-4 m/s to 6∙10-

3 m/s, and the boundary of the globule will move to a distance of more than 100 μm. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A theoretical model of the dynamics of the boundary of the globule of gas-liquid solution in porous medium is 
formulated as bubbles grow in its volume in the degassing mode of the residual liquid phase (drip growth mode). 
The model takes into account the nucleation kinetics of the phase transition and the interaction of bubbles. In the 
framework of solving a particular problem, two stages of bubble growth were studied, criteria for the transition to 
the drip bubble growth mode were obtained, and the velocity of the globule boundary was estimated. 

The evaluations show that the post-nucleation stage of the bubble growth is negligible for the dynamics of the 
globule, but it is important for triggering the drip growth mode. At the second stage, the growth of bubbles provides 
a pulsed motion of the liquid phase. The excess of the dynamic saturation pressure pe of the residual liquid phase in 
the bubbles above the pressure of the liquid in the globule is of decisive importance for the initiation and 
maintenance of the drip growth mode. At residual saturation of bubbles with liquid αres ~ 0.1 and gas Ostwald 
coefficient in solution G ≤ 1, the dynamic saturation pressure pe is significantly less than the static saturation 
pressure ps. When applied to the initiation of impulsive movement of the boundaries of immobilized oil globules, 
this means that a significant reduction in reservoir pressure below the static gas saturation pressure of oil is required, 
at least for a time of 10-2 ÷ 10-1 seconds. Such a decrease in reservoir pressure can be achieved with an intense 
vibroseis impact on the oil reservoir from the bottom of a well [16]. 
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Abstract. A technique is proposed for computer modeling of the energy exchange between the radial and deformation modes of
oscillations of a gas bubble in a liquid. Calculations were performed in the case of a resonance of 2 : 1 between these modes using
the proposed method and in the weakly nonlinear approximation within the framework of the analytical approach. Qualitative
agreement of surface mode configurations calculated by the these approaches is obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of bubbles oscillating in a liquid [1, 2] record various dynamic modes that differ in the shape of
the surface of the bubble, which depends on its radius and the amplitude of the external pressure. At small amplitudes
of impact, the bubble remains spherical throughout the entire time of oscillation. As the amplitude increases, bubble
shape perturbations develop.

The main approach to analytical study of instability of a bubble surface is to consider the evolution of small
deviations from a spherical shape [4, 5]: the bubble surface is represented as a sum of spherical harmonics (Legendre
polynomials of degree n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .), one of which (n = 1) corresponds to a spherical shape, and the others (n ≥ 2)
are axisymmetric deviations from it.

In the work [5] the process of transferring the energy of the radial mode of oscillations of a bubble into an
arbitrary deformation one in the case of a 2 : 1 resonance between these modes was analytically investigated.

This paper presents a method for direct numerical simulation of the energy transfer process between the radial
and deformation mode using the VoF (Volume of Fluid) method and performed its verification.

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

According to [5], the equation for the surface of an axisymmetric bubble with two degrees of freedom in spherical
coordinates is:

r (θ, t) = a0 (1 + a(t) + ε(t)Pn(η)) , (1)

where a0 is the initial radius of a bubble, η = cos θ, Pn(η) is a Legendre polynomial of degree n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., a(t) and
ε(t) are the radial and deformation modes of the oscillations, respectively. Following [5], the equations describing the
dynamics of the radial and deformation modes can be obtained if we know the Lagrange function L = T − U. The
kinetic T and potential U energy with an accuracy of the third order of smallness in a(t) and ε(t), respectively, have
the form:
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T = 2πρa5
0

(
ȧ2 + ε̇2

(n+1)(2n+1)

)
+ 2πρa5

0

[
3aȧ2 + 3aε̇2

(n+1)(2n+1)
+

2(n+3)εȧε̇
(n+1)(2n+1)

+
(

3I2(n)
2(n+1)

− I1(n)

2(n+1)2

)
εε̇2

]
+ O

(
a4, ε4

)
, (2)

I1(n) =
∫ 1

η=−1
P
′2
n (η)Pn(η)

(
1 − η2

)
dη, (3)

I2(n) =
∫ 1

η=−1
P3

n(η)dη, (4)

U = U1 + U2 + U3 + O
(
a4, ε4

)
, (5)

U1 = 4πa2
0

[
2σa + (p∞ − pl0) a0a

]
, (6)

U2 = 4πa2
0

[
σa2 + n2+n+2

2(2n+1)
σε2 + (p∞ − pl0) a0

(
a2 + ε2

2n+1

)
+ 3

2
γpl0a0a2

]
, (7)

U3 = 4πa2
0

[
(p∞ − pl0) a0

(
a3

3
+ aε2

2n+1

)
+ pl0a0

(
3γ

2n+1
aε2 − 3γ(γ−1)

2
a3

)]
, (8)

pl0, ρ are pressure and density of the fluid, γ is the gas adiabat index, σ is the coefficient of surface tension.

Taking a(t), ε(t) for the generalized coordinates, we can obtain the following system of equations of motion:

d
dt
∂L
∂ȧ − ∂L∂a = 0, (9)

d
dt
∂L
∂ε̇
− ∂L
∂ε
= 0, (10)

where the equations 9 – 10 describe the dynamics of the radial and deformation modes.

Conducting a linear analysis of the system of equations 9 – 10, we obtain circular eigen frequencies of the radial
and deformation modes:

ω2
a =

pl0

ρa2
0

[
3γ + 2σ

a0 p∞
(3γ − 1)

]
, (11)

ω2
ε =

(n−1)(n+1)(n+2)σ

ρa3
0

. (12)

The formula 11 for the frequency of radial oscillations in the case of sufficiently large bubbles, when surface
tension can be neglected, goes into the well-known Minnaert formula.

In the work [5] it was shown that resonance is realized only in the case when ωa/ωε = 2 : 1. In this case, from
11 follows the relation

pl0a0

σ
=

4(n − 1)(n + 1)(n + 2) + 2

3γ
− 2. (13)

For a given number n of the deformation mode, the equation 13 allows us to calculate the initial bubble size
providing the resonance 2 : 1

A feature of the above approach is that only small perturbations of radius a(t) and surface ε(t) of a bubble are
considered, which may not be performed under resonance conditions. Therefore, direct numerical simulation of the
process is of interest.

DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

The system of equations used in the simulation is:

∂ρ

∂t
+ �∇ · ρ�u = 0, (14)

∂ρ�u
∂t
+ �∇ · ρ�u ⊗ �u = −�∇p + �∇ · τ + �S , (15)
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∂ρT
∂t
+ �∇ · ρ�uT +

(
α

cvg
+

1 − α
cvl

) (
∂ρK
∂t
+ �∇ · ρ�uK + �∇ · p�u

)
= �∇ ·

[(
α
κg

cvg
+ (1 − α)

κl
cvl

)
�∇T

]
, (16)

∂α

∂t
+ �u · �∇α = 0, (17)

τ = −2

3
μ(�∇ · �u)I + μ�∇�u + μ(�∇�u)T , (18)

�S = σk�∇α, k = �∇ ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ �∇α|�∇α|

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (19)

ρ = αρg + (1 − α) ρl, μ = αμg + (1 − α) μl. (20)

Here, �u is the speed, T is the temperature, K is the specific kinetic energy, p is the pressure, ρ is the density, μ is
the dynamic viscosity, cvg, κg, cvl, κl are the isochoric heat capacities and the thermal conductivities of gas and liquid,
respectively, α is a marker function. The indices g, l correspond to gas and liquid.

The gas is considered perfect and the liquid is incompressible:

ρg =
pg

RgTg
, (21)

ρl = ρl0 = const. (22)

Computer simulation was carried out using the VoF method [6]. A feature of the VoF method is that the interphase
boundary is considered as an extended transition layer defined by the marker function α, which takes a value in the
interval (0, 1), while α = 0 corresponds to a liquid, α = 1 – gas. The marker function satisfies the transfer equation

17. The term �S is nonzero only in the transition layer.
To solve the system of equations 14 – 22, the open package OpenFoam [7] was used. When implementing the

VoF method in the OpenFoam package, instead of an equation 17, an equation 23 is used, in which the cα parameter
controls the ”smearing” of interphase boundary:

∂α

∂t
+ �∇ · α�u + �∇ · α(1 − α)�ur = 0, (23)

where �ur is given by the expression:

�ur = min
(
cα

∣∣∣�u∣∣∣ ,max
(∣∣∣�u∣∣∣)) �∇α

|�∇α|
.

The calculations were carried out in the cylindrical sector (Figure 1). The grid contained 80,000 cells and thicke-
ned to the center of the computational domain. To jointly solve the equations for pressure and momentum, the PISO –
SIMPLE algorithm was used. For approximation of convective terms of the equation of motion, the TVD scheme with
vanLeer terminator was used, and the SuperBee scheme was used for the marker transfer equation. To solve systems
of linear algebraic equations, the method of conjugate gradients with a preconditioner was used. To search for precon-
ditioning matrices, we used the incomplete Cholesky decomposition for symmetric matrices and the incomplete LU
decomposition – for asymmetric ones. The time step was chosen so that the Courant number Co = max

i

∣∣∣�ui

∣∣∣ �t
�x did not

exceed 0.05.

CALCULATION RESULTS

To verify the proposed technique, a direct numerical simulation of bubble oscillations in the case of 2 : 1
resonance was performed, and in addition the calculation was performed in a weakly non-linear approximation in
accordance with the analytical approach described in previous section, and the results were compared. In the calcu-
lation, the deformation modes with numbers 4, 5 and 6 were taken. The corresponding values of the initial radii a0

and frequencies ωa were calculated using the formulas 13 and 11 and were: radii – 26, 60 and 114 μm; frequencies
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FIGURE 1. Computing area grid diagram.

– 341133, 180470 and 107660 rad s−1. Water was taken as a liquid (μl = 10−3 Pa s, ρl = 1000 kg m−3, cpl = 1007 J 
kg−1K−1), σ = 0.072 N m−1, κl = 0.618 W m−1K−1)), gas – air (μg = 18.4 10−3 Pa s, cpg = 4195 J kg−1K−1), 
Rg = 287 J kg−1K−1, κg = 0.0267 W m−1K−1)). The initial values of pressure and temperature were assumed to be 
pl0 = 105 Pa, Tl0 = Tg0 = 300 K. The initial air pressure in the bubble was calculated taking into account the Laplace 
pressure pg0 = pl0 + 2σ/a0. The pressure perturbation was given in the form:

p∞(t) = pl0 (1 + δ cos (ωat)) .

The dimensionless amplitude of the perturbation of the pressure δ was chosen after a series of calculations equal 
to two hundred periods of oscillations, and was 0.02, 0.012 and 0.008 for deformation modes with numbers 4, 5 and 
6, respectively.

In addition, the dynamics of these modes was calculated using the model 2 – 10 under similar conditions. The 
dimensionless amplitude of the external pressure δ for all cases was assumed to be the same and equal to 2 · 10−4. The 
initial perturbation of ε was assumed to be 0.1 % of the initial radius a0. Figure 2 shows the simulation results using 
direct numerical simulation (top row) and the model 2 – 10 (bottom row). Here are the sections of bubbles by a plane 
passing through the axis of symmetry which placed horizontal. It can be seen that the resulting configurations of the 
surface modes are in qualitative agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

A technique is proposed for direct numerical simulation of the process of energy transfer between the radial and 
deformation modes of bubble oscillations. For verification of the proposed technique, direct numerical simulation in 
the case of a resonance of 2 : 1 between these modes was performed, and in addition calculations were performed in 
the weakly nonlinear approximation in the framework of the analytical approach described.

A comparison of the results obtained showed a qualitative agreement of the configurations of the surface modes 
calculated with such two approaches.
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Abstract. In this work, calculations of two-phase flow in channels of variable cross section are performed taking into 
account the compressibility of the gas phase. The geometry of the problem, the computational grid and the numerical 
solution of the system of equations of motion are implemented in a bundle of open Salome-OpenFOAM packages. 
According to the results of calculations, volumetric costs and volume contents of phases were found and averaged over 
time. Comparing the obtained values with the volume flow rates of the single-phase flow in the examined structures, the 
relative phase permeabilities of fluids are obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Multiphase flows in microchannels of a porous medium are widely encountered in filtration problems. In the 
works reviews of two-phase flow in the channels [1, 2]. Simulation of a two-phase flow in axisymmetric channels 
allows one to investigate a volume flow with less computational costs [3-5]. In [6], a method was proposed for 
determining the relative phase permeabilities of a two-phase fluid flow based on the averaging of the volume flow 
rate over time. At the same time, gas-liquid flows are of particular interest. Under conditions of high pressure, the 
compressibility property of the gas phase is manifested. Therefore, the filtration-capacitive characteristics of a 
porous medium depend not only on its structure, but also on reservoir conditions. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Consider an axisymmetric channel located along the z axis, the shape of which is given by the function: 
 

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅max+𝑅𝑅min
2

− 𝑅𝑅max−𝑅𝑅min
2

cos �2𝜋𝜋 𝑧𝑧
𝐿𝐿
�    (1) 

 
where L is the channel length, Rmax is the maximum radius, Rmin is the minimum radius. 

The channel volume is found by integrating (1) along the channel length: 
 

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 𝜋𝜋 ∫ 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐿𝐿 2⁄
−𝐿𝐿 2⁄ = 𝜋𝜋

4
𝑅𝑅max𝑅𝑅min𝐿𝐿 �

3
2
�𝑅𝑅max
𝑅𝑅min

+ 𝑅𝑅min
𝑅𝑅max

� + 1�.   (2) 

 
At the initial moment of time, in a narrow part of the channel there is a gas bubble with a characteristic size R, in 

the wide part of the channel there is liquid (Fig. 1) 
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FIGURE 1. Scheme of axisymmetric channel with the initial arrangement of phases: gas is shown in gray 

 
Bubble volume: 
 
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 = 2𝜋𝜋 �∫ 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐2(𝑑𝑑)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧∗

0 + 2𝜋𝜋 ∫ (𝑅𝑅2 − 𝑑𝑑2)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅
𝑧𝑧∗

� = 𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧∗
4
�(𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)(3𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 8 �𝑅𝑅2 − 𝑧𝑧∗2

3
�� +

+ 4𝜋𝜋
3
𝑅𝑅3 + 𝐿𝐿

8
(𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧∗

𝐿𝐿
�(𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) cos 2𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧∗

𝐿𝐿
− 4(𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) � .

 (3) 

 
The average volumetric content of the phases in the channel 

 
𝑆𝑆�̅�𝑔 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐
,   𝑆𝑆�̅�𝑙 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆�̅�𝑔 = 1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐
, 

 
where the indices g and l refer to gas and liquid, respectively, is determined on the basis of (2) and (3). 

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the liquid saturation on the bubble radius R. 
 

 
FIGURE 2. Dependence of liquid saturation on the bubble radius 

Line 1 corresponds to gas, line 2 corresponds to liquid 
 

Consider the flow of two immiscible phases in the described channel, taking into account the compressibility of 
the gas phase. Hydrodynamic modeling was performed by the VoF method (VolumeofFluid) in the open 
OpenFOAM package. The system of equations of motion has the form [7]: 

 

  

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇��⃗ ∙ 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢�⃗ = 0,    
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢�⃗
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇��⃗ ∙ 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢�⃗ ⊗ 𝑢𝑢�⃗ = −∇��⃗ 𝑝𝑝 + ∇𝜏𝜏 + 𝑆𝑆, 𝜏𝜏 = −
2
3
𝜇𝜇�∇��⃗ ∙ 𝑢𝑢�⃗ �𝐈𝐈 + 𝜇𝜇∇��⃗ 𝑢𝑢�⃗ + 𝜇𝜇�∇��⃗ 𝑢𝑢�⃗ �

𝑇𝑇
,

𝑆𝑆 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎∇��⃗ 𝛾𝛾,    𝜎𝜎 = ∇��⃗ ∙ �
∇��⃗ 𝛾𝛾
�∇��⃗ 𝛾𝛾�

� ,
𝜕𝜕𝛾𝛾
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇��⃗ ∙ 𝛾𝛾𝑢𝑢�⃗ + ∇��⃗ ∙ 𝛾𝛾(1 − 𝛾𝛾)𝑢𝑢�⃗ 𝑟𝑟 = 0,   𝑢𝑢�⃗ 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠�𝑐𝑐𝛾𝛾|𝑢𝑢�⃗ |,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(|𝑢𝑢�⃗ |)� ∙ 𝑠𝑠�⃗ ,

𝜕𝜕 = 𝛾𝛾𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙 + (1 − 𝛾𝛾)𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔,   𝜇𝜇 = 𝛾𝛾𝜇𝜇𝑙𝑙 + (1 − 𝛾𝛾)𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔,   𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙 = 𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙0 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕,   𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔 =
𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔
𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔

,   𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 = 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔0 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕,
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where  is the marker function taking values from 0 to 1 in each calculated cell, with 0 corresponding to gas, 1 — 
liquid. The compression of the transition layer is controlled by the parameter cγ. 

In the simulation, the following boundary conditions were assumed: sticking on the outer wall of the channel, 
periodic boundary conditions and a given pressure drop Δp between the left and right edge. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

Calculations were carried out with the following parameters: L = 2 cm, Rmax = 2 mm, Rmin = 1 mm; 
ρl = 1000 kg/m3, σ=0.07 N/m, Rg = 287 J/(K·kg), T0 = 293 K; p0 = 0.1 MPa, Δp = 30 Pa. 

Figure 3 shows the computational grid and the initial position of the bubble. The central part of the picture is 
shown enlarged. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Calculated grid and the initial position of the bubble 

 
Figure 4 shows the flow pattern at different times for the initial bubble size r=5 mm. 

 

 
FIGURE 4. Phase position at different times: a) t=0.17s, b) t=0.2s, c) t=0.23s, d) t=0.31s.  

The gas bubble is shown in gray, the liquid is shown in blue 
 

Over time, the two-phase flow of the fluid becomes quasi-periodic. At each time point, the volumetric costs of 
both phases across the right border are calculated (Fig. 5.): 

𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚 = �𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠,
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏

    𝑠𝑠 = 1,2. 
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FIGURE 5. The graphs of the dependence of the volume flow of both phases across the right border, initial bubble size r=5 mm 

 
Further, the found costs are averaged over the time Δt equal to an integer number of periods of such movement 

 

〈𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚〉 =
1
∆𝜕𝜕

� 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕,

𝑡𝑡2

𝑡𝑡1

     ∆𝜕𝜕 = 𝜕𝜕2 − 𝜕𝜕1. 

 
Comparing the indicated volumetric costs with the costs in the case of the single-phase flow Qi0, relative phase 

permeabilities are found for different initial volume contents of the phases 
 

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚 =
〈𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚〉
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚0

. 

 
Figure 6 shows the dependences of the relative phase permeabilities of both phases on water saturation. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Dependences of relative phase permeabilities on water saturation. 

Line 1 corresponds to gas, line 2 corresponds to liquid 
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CONCLUSION 

In axisymmetric staging, we consider the problem of a two-phase flow in microchannels of variable cross 
section, taking into account the compressibility of one of the phases. According to the results of hydrodynamic 
modeling, the volumetric flow rates of both phases in the channel were found as a function of time. Volumetric costs 
are averaged over the time of an integer number of periods of the quasi-periodic flow in the channel. Comparing the 
obtained averaged costs with the costs in the case of single-phase flow, the relative phase permeabilities are found at 
different phase saturations. 
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Abstract. In this paper are proposes a technology for solving the inverse problem of identifying parameters of the aquifer 
for an oil field. The solution is to determine the boundary conditions, including the definition of their type, and spatial 
location. On the example of one of the fields, the computing technology of solving the inverse problem was tested to 
restore the parameters of the aquifer. Using the proposed algorithm, maps and graphs of aquifer activity were plotted. 

INTRODUCTION 

Design and maintenance of oil field development is accompanied by the creation and continuous use of the 
hydrodynamic model. One of the mandatory steps in creating a hydrodynamic model is the “adaptation” procedure, 
which allows you to adjust the necessary model parameters for consistency of calculated and actual data. The 
procedure of adapting the hydrodynamic model is the solution of the inverse problem, which in the case of a 
complex multiply connected object, which is the oil reservoir, is usually laborious and not the only one in view of 
the poor conditionality of the problem. In this connection, the process of setting parameters is proposed to be carried 
out in several stages, each of which will determine a part of the necessary parameters and accordingly use a 
mathematical model of sufficient complexity. In each subsequent stage, if necessary, the information obtained in the 
previous stages is used either as initial information or as some limitation. 

The use of relatively simple mathematical models compared to a multiphase three-dimensional hydrodynamic 
simulator is justified, if necessary, to determine the parameters relating to objects affecting the entire object of 
development or large parts of it. These parameters include the aquifer, the scale of which is usually comparable to 
the scale of the simulated reservoir. Therefore, to find its parameters, it is correct to use a relatively simple material 
balance model [1]. At the same time, it is of considerable interest to determine the degree of influence of the aquifer 
circuit on certain areas and zones of the reservoir, for which finding it is justified to use a two-dimensional single-
phase mathematical model [2]. 

In the process of developing an oil field, the aquifer supply circuit usually plays a very important role in terms of 
maintaining reservoir energy (reservoir pressure) and compensating for the fluid produced by the wells. From a 
geometric point of view, the inflow of fluid into the reservoir can be carried out both along the perimeter and from 
the side of the base, even in the presence of a clay bridge separating oil and aquifer streams. Under certain 
conditions (small thickness of clay, microcracks, etc.) given the large contact area through the sole, the inflow from 
the foot can play a significant role and have a significant impact on the performance of reserves, even in the 
presence of a clay bridge. Consequently, using the inflow from the aquifer and keeping the balance of production 
and injection with significant undercompensation, high values of oil recovery can be achieved. Thus, when 
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organizing a reservoir pressure maintenance system, it is necessary to use the energy potential of the aquifer. Since it 
is impossible to directly determine the parameters of the aquifer, they can only be obtained by solving an inverse 
problem. The solutions obtained allow us to work out a choice of the most optimal plan of measures aimed at 
increasing oil production.  

APPLICATION OF MATERIAL BALANCE MODEL 

The material balance model is one of the simplest models for describing the dynamics of reservoir pressure both 
for the reservoir as a whole and for its sections. When used to solve the inverse problem, it becomes possible to 
determine a number of important parameters: effective compressibility, effective injection rate, flows between 
sections, as well as inflow from the aquifer (aquifer). Field information is used as input for the model: initial 
reservoir pressure, total fluid flow rates for production and injection wells, averaged values of reservoir pressure for 
all wells for the selected time interval. 

The material balance equations for a field divided into N plots (or for a field as a whole with N = 1) are a system 
of equations for averaged over the site pressures, each of which can be represented as follows: 

( ), , ,

j

i

n
i

i i i inj i prod i ij i j aq mb
j

dP
V k Q Q P P Q

dt
b λ= − + − +∑  

where Pi is the mean reservoir pressure, Qprod,i and Qinj,i are the volumes of the selected and injected fluid, 
respectively, Qci, mb is the volume of inflow from the aquifer, βi is the effective compressibility factor, Vi is the 
pore volume, ki is the effective injection rate equal to the fraction pumped water that goes directly into the reservoir 
and is not lost for one reason or another (for example, due to the presence of annular flow), λij are coefficients 
characterizing the intensity of flows between sections i and j (conductivity between sections), ni is the number of 
sections, related to the i-th part ohm 

Adaptation of the model occurs as a result of minimization of the objective function J1, which is a normalized 
measure of the deviation of the actual and calculated pressure values for the entire development period: 
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=
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where Pn
f is averaged values of measurements of reservoir pressure, Pn

c is calculated values of reservoir pressure, αn 
is weights taking into account the quality of the initial information. 

Adjustable parameters can be represented as a vector u = [βi(t), ki(t), λij, ua], where ua - is a vector consisting of 
parameters related to the chosen type of aquifer. Thus, the solution of the adaptation problem consists not only in 
setting the parameters, but also in choosing the model of the aquifer that best describes the actual dynamics of the 
average reservoir pressure. The task of identifying a model of an aquifer is to choose one of three models of varying 
degrees of complexity. The models of constant pressure on the power circuit, Fetkovich's aquifer, Carter-Tracy 
aquifer [3] have been implemented. The model of constant pressure on the power circuit can be represented as a 
function of three arguments: 

( ), ,aQ Q P Pαλ=  

where Pa is the average pressure on the power circuit, λc, i is the coefficient determining the intensity of water 
inflow from the circuit. Fetkovich's more sophisticated aquifer model is a function of six arguments: 

( ), ,, , ,a i iQ Q P P P W tα α α λ= , 

where Pai is the initial pressure in the aquifer, Wai is the effective volume of the aquifer. 
Model aquifer Carter-Tracy includes 4 parameters 

( ), , ,a d d dQ Q P t r B= , 

Pd is the dimensionless pressure, td is the dimensionless time, rd is the dimensionless radius, B is the inflow constant. 
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In the process of solving the inverse problem for one of the fields, three areas were identified, a map of the field 
and the division into sections is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
FIGURE 1. Map of the field with the selected areas 

 
The procedure of dividing into sections allows for more detailed adjustment of the parameters of the object and 

taking into account its geological features, as well as taking into account the technological features associated with 
the development process. 

As a result of solving the inverse problem, all the necessary parameters were configured for each of the sections. 
As an example, Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the dynamics of actual and calculated pressure for the first section. 

As can be seen from the graph, the calculated and actual dynamics of the reservoir pressure coincide 
satisfactorily. As a result of adaptation, the Carter-Tracy model was chosen as an aquifer model, and its parameters 
were determined, and the inflow from the aquifer was also calculated. The inflow dynamics for each section is 
presented in Fig. 3. 

When analyzing the graphs, it can be seen that the inflow is not constant in time and differs significantly for each 
section. In addition, not some time intervals for the first and second sections of the inflow values are negative, which 
indicates the outflow of fluid beyond the circuit. From the point of view of the analysis of the development of the 
outflow of fluid for the circuit is an unfavorable process, indicating a non-optimal mode of operation. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Dynamics of average reservoir pressure for the first section for the adapted model 
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FIGURE 3. Dynamics of inflow from the aquifer for 3 areas 

MODEL OF ONE-PHASE FILTRATION 

The resulting solution of the material balance equation, the inflows of liquid from the aquifer allow us to 
estimate the intensity of the inflow in the block as a whole, but in the case of large blocks it is impossible to separate 
from which border the inflow or outflow of fluid occurs - from the power circuit or from the bottom water. To solve 
this problem, it is necessary to use a more detailed model, which was chosen as a two-dimensional model of single-
phase filtration [4]. Thus, the problem is solved numerically using a single-phase two-dimensional hydrodynamic 
simulator on an irregular grid. 

To solve the inverse problem, the field data and some parameters obtained at the previous stage are used as the 
initial information. The calculation algorithm includes two steps: at the first step, the hydroconductivity 
interpolation occurs near the wells to the calculation area using the equation: 

 

( ) ( )
( )
( )

0, ,
, , ,

, ,
well

i well

when x y Bnd
x y x y

when x y Bndσ σσ d d
σ

 ∉∆ = = 
∈

, 

 
where σ is the hydraulic conductivity, σi is the hydraulic conductivity near the i-th well. 

In the second step, the single-phase filtration equations for a compressible fluid are solved: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

*

,

0, ,
, , ,

, ,q q
i aq

when x y BnddpP x y x y
q when x y Bnddt

σ b d d
∉∇ ∇ = + =  ∈

, 

 
where qi,aq is the fluid flow rate at the i-th well or across the border, β* is the effective compressibility. 

To solve the problem of adaptation, it is necessary to determine the hydraulic conductivity near the wells, as well 
as the flow rate through the lateral boundary and through the sole. The control parameters are bottomhole pressures 
and flow rates on wells, which can vary within acceptable limits. In the general case, the minimization of the 
objective function J2 occurs in the solution process, which can be written as follows: 
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where pwi is bottom hole pressure at wells, qi is flow rate/injectivity of i-well, pz is piezometer readings, σ0 is the 
initial value of hydraulic conductivity, m is the number of operating wells, k is the number of piezometric wells, α1-4 
are weights. The solution is based on expert and technical limitations imposed on the parameters: 
 

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

i i i

i i i

i i i

i i i

pw pw pw
q q q
pz pz pz

σ σ σ≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

 

 
To solve the problem of determining the parameters of the aquifer, the standard system of linear equations must 

be supplemented by equations responsible for the distribution of the total inflow obtained by solving the material 
balance equation for each segment. The resulting system of linear equations can be represented in a matrix form as 
follows: 

 
1

1 2 2 2 2

1 3 11

2 1 ,

2 1 ,

0 0
0 0
0 0 (1 )

n nn
w

T nn
ww

T nn
c mbb

T nn
c mbc

A W B C W P D PP
W W QP
B B z QP
C C z QP

−− ⋅ − ⋅

× =
⋅

− ⋅

, 

 
where A is the matrix of coefficients for the cells, Wi is the matrix of coefficients for wells, Bi is the matrix of 
coupling coefficients with the base, Ci is the matrix of coupling coefficients with the circuit, D is the matrix of 
compressibility coefficients, Pb is the bottom water pressure, Pc is the pressure on the circuit, Qc mb is the 
inflow/outflow of fluid from the aquifer, z is the fraction of fluid coming from the circuit. Then the objective 
function is written in the form: 
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where α1-6 are weights. Then the calculated parameters can be represented as a vector u2 = [Pw, Qw, σ, z], where 
0 1z≤ ≤ . The parameter z is responsible for the distribution of fluid flow between the supply circuit and the bottom 
water. The minimization of J2 is solved using the MMA method (Method of Moving Asymptotes) [5]. As a result of 
the solution, reservoir pressure maps, hydroconductivity maps, as well as tables with the main calculated parameters 
are built. 

As a result of solving the inverse problem for the field, a coefficient z equal to 0.7 was calculated and maps of 
the intensity of inflow of bottom water for each time interval were constructed. A map of the intensity of inflow of 
the bottom water for the last month of the development period in Fig. 4. 
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FIGURE 4. Map of the intensity of inflow from the bottom water, the red circles mark the positions 

and numbers of the boundary cells 
 
When analyzing the map, it can be concluded that the inflow from the foot is non-uniform in area. In addition to 

the general heterogeneity of the inflow by area, it was possible to localize the zones where the outflow of fluid 
occurs, they are usually confined to injection wells. It is convenient to evaluate the analysis of the intensity of inflow 
from the border by the histogram of the intensity of inflow for the side - boundary cells. The histogram showing the 
intensity of inflow through the lateral boundaries for the last month of the development period is presented in Fig. 5.  

In Fig. 5, the cell numbers correspond to the numbers of grid nodes located on the perimeter of the simulated 
area and sorted counterclockwise, some cell numbers and their position are shown in Fig. 4 with red circles. 
Analyzing the profile of the inflow through the lateral boundaries, we can conclude that the inflow through the 
lateral boundary is also heterogeneous and the most intense flow of liquid goes through the southern and southeast 
boundary. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Intensity of inflow through the lateral boundary in the form of a histogram for boundary cells 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a computational technology has been proposed and tested for solving the inverse problem of 
identifying parameters of an aquifer for an oil field. The solution is based on the use of two mathematical models 
with varying degrees of complexity. The proposed approach allows to reduce the effect of poor conditionality of the 
problem on the final result. In addition, the consistent use of two consistent models can significantly reduce the 
calculation time, so for this example, the calculation time was reduced by ~ 10 times. 

Using the example of one field, the results of solving the inverse problem - adaptation of the hydrodynamic 
model were obtained. Including the identification task was solved - the choice of the aquifer model and the main 
parameters of the aquifer were obtained. As a result of the decision, it was possible to identify periods of inflow and 
outflow into the aquifer individually for each site. Subsequent use of a more detailed two-dimensional model made 
it possible to determine the proportion of inflow from the power circuit and the proportion of inflow from the sole. 
Using a two-dimensional model, maps of the intensity of inflow through the foot were constructed, and histograms 
of the intensity of inflow through the lateral surface obtained data give an idea of the spatial distribution. 
Identification of the location of zones where there is an active influence of the aquifer or bottom water will allow the 
targeted use of enhanced oil recovery methods based on the use of the energy of the aquifer. 
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Abstract. It is proposed a formalized approach to choose a sector model with optimal complexity from the set of 
variants. This approach is based on the calculation of material balance for a system of hydrodynamically connected 
blocks with respect to an aquifer. At one of the fields in Western Siberia with a complex reservoir structure, it was shown 
that the selected model of optimal complexity has the best predictive properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the tools for hydrodynamic modeling of oil field development with a complex structure is sector 
modeling, or the process of dividing a field into separate computational blocks that are linked to each other through 
the boundary conditions. This approach allows simplifying the calculations and better analyzing the oilfield structure 
with the aim of further reservoir development, for instance, when choosing perspective oilfield blocks for well 
stimulation techniques such as hydraulic fracturing [1]. 

In this paper, we propose a method for constructing a sector filtration model based on calculating the material 
balance equation for a system of hydrodynamically related blocks with aquifer. The main identified parameters are 
the fluid flow intensity between the blocks and the coefficients of the aquifer conductivity. The choice of the optimal 
option for dividing a field into separate computational blocks will be carried out using a Bayesian information 
criterion that takes into account the complexity of the sector model and, ultimately, allows selecting the model with 
the greatest predictive power. Testing of the developed methodology is demonstrated at one of the Western Siberia 
fields with a complex reservoir structure. 

MATERIAL BALANCE EQUATIONS 

Consider an oil field divided into N blocks. The field is developed by 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 injection and 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 producing wells. 
The total number of wells is 𝑁𝑁𝑤𝑤 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . There are known volumes of injected water 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) ,  

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  and production rates 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 (𝑡𝑡), 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. Also there are determined the average reservoir 

pressures near the wells 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤 (𝑡𝑡),  𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁𝑤𝑤; then the average reservoir pressure for 𝑖𝑖-th block 𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑁𝑁, can 

be defined, for example, as the arithmetic average reservoir pressure over all wells belong to the 𝑖𝑖-th block: 
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where Nw,i is the number of wells belonging to the 𝑖𝑖-th block.  
The material balance equations for a system of hydrodynamically connected blocks [2] in relation to reservoir 

pressures (1) can be represented as follows: 
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Here, the subscript i (i = 1, …, N) i  indicates the values relating to the i-th block: 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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, 

𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝  𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝=1
 are the volumes of injected and produced fluid, respectively; βi is the effective 

compressibility factor; Vi is the pore volume, ki is the coefficient that determines the fraction of injected water that 
are pumped to a producing formation; 𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖  is the volume of water coming from the aquifer; λij is the conductivity 
between blocks i and j; ni is the number of blocks connected with the i-th block. 

In this work, we used the Fetkovich aquifer model [3]. The water inflow in the Fetkovich model is described by 
the formulas: 

𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 =
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2
, 

 
where the superscript n denotes the n-th time, and n = 0 corresponds to the initial value; 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  is the aquifer 
productivity, 𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎 is an accumulated water flow, 𝑃𝑃� is the average pressure in the reservoir, 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 is the pressure in the 
aquifer; 𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎

0 is the maximum amount of water that can flow from the aquifer: 
 

𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎
0 = 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎0, 

 
where 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 is the total aquifer compressibility, 𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  is the aquifer pore volume. 

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 

For the petroleum industry, the variable of interest is oil production rate (𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤) rather than total production rate. 
In this regard, in addition to the model (2), the empirical fractional flow model can be used. Most of fractional flow 
models are applicable with assumptions and limitations, for example, the Sazonov fractional flow model is usually 
used with a water cut of 60-70%, Maximov 80% [4]. 

To calculate reservoir pressure by blocks based on equations (2)-(3), it is necessary to set the parameters 
, ,,,β , ,,i i i jaq i aq iWk I λ  for the entire development period T. However, these coefficients, as a rule, are either 

completely unknown or approximately. Therefore, there is the task of identifying these coefficients, which can be 
represented as a certain vector: 

 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,β , , ,, aq i aq ii i i ju t t t I t W tk tλ =  

  (4) 
 
The solution to the identification problem will be the value u  at which the objective function ( )J u  has a global 

minimum. 
As an objective function, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) can be chosen: 
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where Pf is actual measurements of reservoir pressure, Pc is values of reservoir pressure calculated on the model (2)-
(3), n is number of measurements. 

The computational code for solving the optimization problem with the objective functional (5) was written in the 
MATLAB environment, where exists a significant set of standard optimization algorithms. To search for a local 
minimum, the interior-point gradient method was chosen, and the search for a global minimum was implemented 
using the MultiStart method. 

SELECTING MODEL WITH OPTIMAL COMPLEXITY 

When solving the problem of parameter identification (5), the vector of control parameters (4) and the structure 
of the model (2)-(3) are known and specified a priori. However, there are a number of problems. On the one hand, 
this information significantly influences the correctness of the inverse problem solution [5-7], on the other hand, the 
specialist often selects the option of dividing the field into blocks intuitively, based on his own considerations. 

In this paper, we propose to formalize the procedure for selecting the optimal variant of splitting the oilfield into 
calculated blocks using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which takes into account the complexity of the 
model and, ultimately, allows to choose the model with the greatest predictive power. 

 ( )ln ln ,SSEBIC k n n
n

 = ⋅ +  
 

 (6) 

where SSE is normalized sum of squared errors, n is number of observed values, k is parameter of model complexity 
or the number of identifiable parameters. 

The choice of the model with optimal complexity 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 is determined from the class of candidate models 
𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐. The preferred model is the one with the lowest BIC value. 

RESULTS 

Let us consider one of the oilfields in Western Siberia drilled for the last time period by 17 wells (9 injectors and 
8 producers). The main parameters of the model are presented in table 1. The period of history matching was from 
1998-01-01 to 2018-04-01, the period from 2018-05-01 to 2018-08-01 was used as an exam. In total, there are 130 
reservoir pressure measurements in the field, conducted in the period 2015-10-01 to 2018-08-01. The initial period 
of development is characterized by the lack of data on reservoir measurements (low knowledge of the system), this 
period is characterized by high uncertainty in the history matching process. 

TABLE 1. Oilfield parameters. 

Parameter Value 
Effective compressibility β  2,3*10-4 1/atm 

Initial average reservoir pressure initP  174 atm 

Initial aquifer pressure aqP  174 atm 

Oilfield pore volume V 27393.4*103 m3 
Aquifer compressibility 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 1*10-4 1/atm 

 

There were proposed 4 variants for splitting the field into blocks (Fig. 1). Also, the history matching period was 
divided into three time intervals: 

1 period: from the beginning of the development (1998-01-01) to 2015-12-01; 
2 period: from 2016-01-01 to 2016-12-01 (the period of a large amount of injection); 
3 period: from 2017-01-01 to 2018-04-01. 

Thus, not only the variants for dividing a field into blocks (Fig. 1) were varied, but also accounting / non-
accounting for dividing the development period into time intervals. 
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FIGURE 1. Variants for splitting the field into blocks 
 
There is the table below with the results of the material balance calculation for history matching (HM) and 

examination periods (Table 2). 

TABLE 2. Results of the material balance calculation for adaptation and examination periods. 

Model Number of 
parameters MAPE_adapt BIC MAPE_exam 

1 block (1 HM time period) 3 0.528 476 0.492 

1 block (3 HM time periods) 4 0.492 472 0.420 

2 blocks (1 HM time period) 6 0.187 282 0.139 

2 blocks (3 HM time periods) 8 0.176 275 0.054 

3 blocks (1 HM time period) 12 0.192 322 0.136 

3 blocks (3 HM time periods) 14 0.173 308 0.069 

4 blocks (1 HM time period) 17 0.175 315 0.137 

4 blocks (3 HM time periods) 20 0.189 348 0.110 

According to the functional values (5)-(6), table 2 shows that the division into time intervals is justified, since the 
waterflooding at the field changes significantly during these periods, so the adaptable parameters change too. The 
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maximum number of computational blocks does not correspond to the functional minimum, and the optimal variant 
for splitting the field into blocks is splitting into 2 blocks (highlighted with a green line), which is also confirmed by 
the value of the functional at the examination time interval (MAPE_exam). 

The identified parameters of the model with 2 blocks are presented in table 3, where green highlights the 
adjustable parameters. Also, history matching showed that there is no fluid flow between the blocks 12 0λ = . 

TABLE 3. The identified parameters of the model with 2 blocks. 

Block Start of 
interval 

End of 
interval β, 1/atm k 𝑰𝑰𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂, m3/atm/month 𝑾𝑾𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂, m3 

1 01-01-1998 01-12-2012 

2,3*10-4 

1.000 

283.9 11398426 1 01-01-2013 01-12-2016 0.640 

1 01-01-2017 01-04-2018 0.905 

2 01-01-1998 01-04-2018 4,0*10-4 1.000 0.7 10262890 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a technology was proposed for calculating the material balance for a system of hydrodynamically 
connected blocks. There is proposed a formalized approach to choose a sectoral model with optimal complexity 
from the set of variants. According to calculations at one of the fields in Western Siberia, such a model has the best 
predictive properties. 
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Abstract. In plane-parallel approximation the mathematical formulation of the problem of gas extraction from a deposit 
saturated with methane and its hydrate is given. The cases of depressurization and thermal effects on the deposit are 
considered. For these cases of gas extraction the calculations results of the cumulative gas production and the amount of 
decomposed gas hydrate for various values of the initial reservoir hydrate saturation are presented and discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide one of the most popular and convenient source of energy is natural gas [1]. Such attention to this 
fossil fuel, first of all, is due to the relatively small (compared to such types of fuels as oil and coal) level of carbon 
dioxide emissions [2]. So natural gas is the safest fossil fuel because its use has less impact on the greenhouse effect 
development. We can also note the very high heat of combustion of natural gas and its increasing role in the 
electricity generation [2]. Due to decreasing in the natural gas reserves, research is being conducted on alternative 
sources of hydrocarbons [3]. According to experts, gas hydrates may in the future become one of the main sources 
of natural gas. World reserves of gas in gas hydrates at least twice exceed the explored reserves of natural gas in 
traditional deposits [4]. Gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric crystalline compounds formed as a result of the 
introduction of guest gas molecules of suitable size and shape into the voids of crystal structures (host lattice cells) 
composed of water molecules [3, 5, 6]. They are formed in the presence of gas and water at appropriate values of 
temperature and pressure. The main natural gas in gas hydrates is methane. Gas hydrates are not chemical 
compounds; guest molecules inside the cell interact with water molecules by van der Waals forces, therefore, gas 
molecules retain their internal properties inside gas hydrates [5-7]. Thus, there is a quite simple way to release gas 
from gas hydrates, namely, the effect on weak van der Waals forces. This is possible by reducing the pressure or 
increasing the temperature in the hydrate-saturated reservoir. Technological description of these methods of gas 
extraction is presented in a number of works, for example, [8, 9]. Also in a number of works, including ours, a 
theoretical study of these methods of gas extraction has been carried out, for example, [10–15]. 

In this work, in plane-parallel approximation we consider the problem of gas extraction from a porous collector 
saturated in the initial state with methane and its hydrate. In the theoretical description of non-isothermal filtration 
flow, taking into account phase transitions, the equations of mechanics of multiphase media are used. The 
fundamental principles of the application of such nonlinear differential equations systems are presented in the 
monograph by R.I. Nigmatulin [16]. The results, obtained from this theoretical study, can significantly reduce the 
amount of required experimental and field data [17, 18]. 

High-Energy Processes in Condensed Matter (HEPCM 2019)
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Figure 1 shows the schemes of considered in this work cases of action to a hydrate saturated reservoir. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 1. The problem schemes; p0 and T0 are the initial reservoir pressure and temperature; pw and Th are the well bottom 

pressure and heating temperature; Te(p) is the equilibrium temperature of hydrate formation corresponding to the pressure p; L is 
the reservoir length 

 
In the first case gas extraction occurs at a decrease in pressure (depressurization) at the right reservoir boundary 

(x = L). In the second case in addition to depressurization at the boundary x = L, an instantaneous rise in temperature 
(thermal effect on the reservoir) at the left boundary (x = 0) is carried out. In the third case at the right reservoir 
boundary (x = L) both depressurization and thermal action occur. 

The problem statement in plane-parallel approximation includes the equations of conservation of mass and 
energy, Darcy's law, equation of state for a real gas, initial and boundary conditions [12, 16, 19, 20]. The basic 
assumptions and equations, as well as the algorithm for solving the problem, are presented in [10, 19]. 
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CALCULATION RESULTS 

Calculations were performed with the following parameters: reservoir porosity m = 0.1; reservoir permeability 
k = 10-14 m2; L = 500 m; T0 = 275 K; p0 = 3.8 MPa; mass content of methane in hydrate G = 0.12; thermal 
conductivity of hydrate λh = 0.5 W/(m∙K); thermal conductivity of water λl = 0.58 W/(m∙K); thermal conductivity of 
the skeleton of a porous medium λsk = 1.5 W/(m∙K); hydrate heat capacity ch = 2100 J/(K·kg); heat capacity of water 
cl = 4200 J/(K·kg); heat capacity of the skeleton of a porous medium csk = 1000 J/(K·kg); hydrate density 
ρh = 900 kg/m3; water density ρl = 1000 kg/m3; porous medium skeleton density ρsk = 2000 kg/m3; hydrate 
decomposition heat lh = 4.3∙105 J/kg; calculation time T = 365 days; thermophysical parameters of gas were 
determined by interpolating tabular data for methane. 

Firstly, we consider the case of gas extraction without thermal action on a reservoir (Fig. 1, 1 case) at different 
values of the well bottom pressure pw at the right boundary and different values of the initial hydrate saturation Sh0 
(Fig. 2). 
 

     
 

 
FIGURE 2. The change depending on the pressure pw for different values of the initial hydrate saturation Sh0 of the mass 

accumulated gas production per unit area of the reservoir M (a), the total mass of gas released from the hydrate in the whole 
reservoir MH (b), and the percentage of gas remaining in the whole reservoir in gas hydrate state ResH (c) 

 
From the data presented in Fig. 2a it can be seen, that as the depression in the reservoir grows (a decrease in the 

pressure pw on the right boundary), the amount of gas produced from the reservoir increases. It should be noted that 
when the pressure pw decreases below the equilibrium pressure of hydrate formation pe, corresponding to the initial 
reservoir temperature T0, there is a more intensive increase in the mass of gas extracted from the reservoir. This is 
due to the decomposition in a porous medium of methane hydrate. And at this, in addition to the extraction of free 
gas (initially not in gas hydrate form), gas is extracted, which is released from the gas hydrate (Fig. 2b). For the 
same pressure value pw, with smaller values of the initial hydrate saturation Sh0, a larger percentage of methane 
hydrate is decomposed (Fig. 2c). 

Also Figs. 2a and 2b show that with an increase in the initial hydrate saturation Sh0 the mass of gas extracted 
from the reservoir decreases. This is due to the fact that, firstly, in this case the reservoir initially contains a smaller 
amount of free gas (Fig. 3), and, secondly, with increasing Sh0 the value of permeability for gas decreases. 
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FIGURE 3. The change, depending on the initial hydrate saturation Sh0,of the initial masses per unit area of the reservoir of free 

gas Mf0 and gas in hydrate Mh0 
 

Figure 4 shows the dependences of cumulative gas production and the percentage of methane remaining in gas 
hydrate on the heating temperature of one of the reservoir boundaries (2 and 3 cases) for different values of the 
initial hydrate saturation; the pressure at the right reservoir boundary is assumed to be 3.2 MPa. 
 

      

      

      
FIGURE 4. The mass accumulated gas production per unit area of the reservoir M and the percentage of gas remaining in the 

whole reservoir in gas hydrate state ResH depending on the heating temperature of one of the reservoir boundaries 
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From the data presented in Fig. 4, it can be seen that, as expected, with an increase in temperature at the reservoir 
boundaries (both at x = L and at x = 0) an increase in gas produced from the porous reservoir is observed, which is 
associated with the decomposition of gas hydrate. For all considered values of the initial hydrate saturation for 
3 case a large mass of gas is extracted. 

Also from Figs. 2 and 4 it can be seen, that at the thermal action on the reservoir lower gas mass is extracted 
compared with a decrease in pressure. This is due, in our opinion, with the following circumstance. For natural 
reservoirs the value of the piezoconductivity coefficient is always several orders of magnitude greater than the value 
of the thermal diffusivity. Therefore, the temperature from the gas hydrate dissociation boundary to the reservoir 
outer boundary decreases faster than the pressure and the equilibrium gas hydrate decomposition temperature, which 
is corresponding to this pressure (Fig. 5). This causes a lower intensity of the process of decomposition of gas 
hydrate during thermal action on the reservoir. 
 

      
FIGURE 5. he distributions along the x coordinate of the reservoir temperature (line 1) and the equilibrium hydrate formation 

temperature (line 2)  near the left (a) and right (b) reservoir boundaries; Th = 373 K; Sh0 = 0.2; pw = 3.2 MPa 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this work numerical study of the process of gas extraction from a reservoir saturated in the initial state with 
methane and its hydrate was carried out. It was shown that with a decrease in pressure at the reservoir boundary 
below the equilibrium hydrate formation pressure, a more intensive increase in cumulative gas production occurs 
due to the decomposition of gas hydrate in a porous medium. By calculation, it has been established that due to the 
thermal action on a hydrate saturated reservoir less gas is extracted compared to the gas extraction due to the 
depressurization. This is caused by the slow temperature conduction in the reservoir and therefore low intensity of 
hydrate decomposition due to heating of one of the boundaries. 
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Abstract. The paper analyzes the influence of the welded joints modified with nano-size compositions. Changes in 
strength properties have been studied versus the composition concentration and content. The result is that the maximum 
strength and yield increased by up to 10% comparing to the welded joints without modifying agents. 

INTRODUCTION 

Alloys of the Al-Mg-Li system are widely applied in aircrafts, rockets and other products of aerospace industry 
[1]. They differ in high durability, low density and the best resistance to corrosion in comparison with routine 
aluminum alloys [2]. Nevertheless, there is a serious problem of excess weight, high cost and labor input of process 
of manufacture of the designs using rivets as coupling [3]. Laser welding is a promising alternative with the 
following advantages: small width of a joint weld, minimum specific power contribution, considerable beam 
penetration deep into material due to high energy density, high speed of welding, low heat transfer, high flexibility 
and automations. Unfortunately, welded joints of the modern high-strength alloys of the Al-Li systems have low 
mechanical characteristics (the tensile strength makes 0.6 – 0.85 of the original material durability). According to 
various references, apply either optimization of a welding conditions, or wire  to increase in tensile strength [4].  

However, further rise of produced joint quality is possible with the help of the technology of welded joint 
modification by nano-size powders of refractory compositions; the technology has already proven its efficiency for 
the laser welding of steel and titanium [5].  The purpose of this work is to perform the complex investigation and 
optimization of the contents and concentrations of nanomodifiers, as well as laser welding modes for the welding of 
the aluminum alloy 1420, the system Al-Mg-Li. The target is to increase the mechanical characteristics of the 
produced permanent joints. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Chemical composition of alloy 1420 is presented in Table 1. Values of elements are specified in weight %.The 
sizes of the used plates are 50x50x1.5 mm. 

TABLE 1. Chemical composition of aluminum alloy 1420. 
Al Mg Li Zn Zr Mn Ti 

base 5.8-6.2 1.8-2.2 0.05-0.01 0.01 0.1-0.25 0.05-0.08 
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Laser welding of aluminum alloy 1420 1.6 mm thick was carried out on the automated laser technological 
complex Sibir-1 which is turning on the continuous CO2-laser with a power up to 8 kW. The inert has (helium) was 
used to protect the welded joint. The oxide layer was eliminated by means of chemical milling on thickness of 
0.15÷0.20 mm [6]. Just prior to the welding, the sample edges were trimmed to gloss with a metal scraper. 

Microstructures of the welded joints were analyzed in the optical microscope Olympus LEXT OLS3000. Sample 
strength was measured at the static extension in the electro-mechanical test machine Zwick/Roell Z100. 

The choice of the powder composition which permits reaching the maximal efficiency is an important part of 
works in this field. It is advisable to identify the process with the aluminum-alloy cast modification, and choose the 
powders on the same base. During modification, the micro- and macrostructure of the alloy refine, which is positive 
from the viewpoint of physical and mechanical properties of the part. Regarding the chosen powder composition, it 
happens due to the creation of new crystallization centers inside the melt and slow-down of grain growth in this 
melt. Nano-particles are chosen from the following principles: 1) it is necessary to apply refractory weakly-solvable 
substances which form the independent phase in the melt; 2) it is desirable that the refractory composition particles 
follow the principle of the structural and size correlation with the melt in which they are; 3) fine particles with the 
bigger specific interface surface and comparable in size with clusters (about 1…10 nm) are the most effective; 4) the 
particles must have metallic properties (in the sort of the chemical binding); 5) the particles of stable compounds 
which form in the melt after the interaction of the admixture and an alloy component or base are the most 
effective [7]. Large number of studies of aluminum alloy modifications enables to reduce essentially the list of 
applicable nanopowders [7-9].  

Since refractory particles are badly wetted, they are preliminary processed and clad with metals before getting 
into the melt. The cladding material should not influence much on the chemical composition of the melt. Under 
certain conditions, the melting point of the resulting system (the particle and cladding layer) rises, which is a 
positive factor for its “lifetime” in the melt. 

The following compositions of nanopowders were used in the experiments: Al-clad AlN, TiCN, TiCN+Y2O3. 
The modifier masses in the composition were: 0.1%; 0.2%, and 0.4% of the melted material mass.  

Preliminary processing and cladding of the compositions were done in a planetary mill АGО-2. 
The produced nanocompositions were applied on the prepared samples by the slip process. The composition 

mixed with the binder (acetone-diluted butvar-phenolic adhesive), and the resulting homogeneous jelly was applied 
uniformly on the sample. Then the samples were heated to evaporate acetone. 

The tensile strength of welded joints was measured at static stretching on an electromechanical testing machine 
of Zwick/Roell Z100.  

The optimum welding conditions at which there were no external defects were determined: the continuous 
radiation power of 2.2 kW, motion speed of 4 m/min, focus deepening Δf = -3 mm about the sample surface.  

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

Previous experiments with aluminum casts showed that the nanomodifiers resulted in the reduction of porosity, 
but the porosity was rather high in the welded joint. The slip process can involve different bases as the binding 
agent. The butvar-phenolic adhesive with acetone, pure acetone and butanol were analyzed as the bases. According 
to the experimental results, even in the case of butanol, in spite of its high viscosity (comparing to acetone), the layer 
of nanomodifiers applied onto the metal base, was frequently blown off with the protective gas. Thus, the acetone 
and butvar-phenolic adhesive mixture is used in the experiments. But it led to the combustion products appearance 
during the welding, which in turn increased the welded joint porosity. It affected the experimental results, decreasing 
the mechanical characteristics. The problem is solved via the changed system of protective gas supply during the 
laser welding, which permits excluding binding agents like glue. The porosity should go down. 

Performed rupture tests enabled to evaluate the efficiency of different compositions and choose the optimal 
nanomodifier concentration.  
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FIGURE 1. Mechanical characteristics of welded joints of the alloy 1420 and different contents and concentrations of the 
nano-modifying compositions: а – tensile strength, b – yield strength, с – relative elongation 

 
It is evident from Fig.1 that there is the optimal value of concentration for each composition, it lies within the 

limits of 0.2%. Below it, the modifier influence is insufficient for the visible effect, above it, there is the re-
modification effect, which is negative for the mechanical characteristics. It is also evident that the modifier AlN is 
the most effective. 

    
а)                                                         b)                                                            c) 

FIGURE 2. Mechanical characteristics of welded joints of the alloy 1420 non-modified with nanopowders (NP) and 
modified with Al-clad AlNl, concentration 0.2%: : а – tensile strength, b – yield strength, с – relative elongation 
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The mechanical characteristics of the AlN-modified joint (concentration 0.2% of the melted metal mass) are 5 – 
8% higher than the same characteristics of the non-modified welded joint.  

It should be noted individually that utilization of nanomodifiers permitted increasing the relative elongation 
which indicates the increase of elastic properties. It means that utilization of other methods of welded joint 
mechanical properties improvement, such as thermal processing and elastic deformation, which have already proven 
their efficiency for this alloy [6], will be more effective for the modified samples than for the non-modified ones. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the effect of the contents and concentrations of nanomodifiers on the physical characteristics of 
the welded joint of the alloy 1420, the system Al-Mg-Li. The modifier has been chosen, its optimal concentration 
has been found; it permits having the best results. Utilization of Al-clad AIN as the modifier, the concentration of 
0.2%, enables to increase all mechanical characteristics by 5 – 8%. 

Deterioration of the mechanical characteristics as compared to the non-modified joint because of the increased 
porosity results from the peculiarities of the method of nano-composition application on the sample. The other 
system of protective gas supply will permit using another methods of application of the nano-modifying 
compositions  and excluding binding agents. Similar to cast processes, it will permit reducing the porosity of the 
welded joints. Increased elastic properties of the sampled enabled to suggest that nano-modifiers increase the 
efficiency of the other methods (elastic deformation and thermal processing) of improvement of welded joint 
mechanical characteristics. 

This result proves the promising future of the complex approach including the laser welding, modification, 
elastic deformation and thermal processing to the production of parts with permanent joints from the alloy 1420. 
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